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Abstract 

Design for academic practice is an important phenomenon in Higher Education. This is the 

practice through which informal, non-professional designers operating in a variety of roles in 

academic institutions carry out the design of systems, resources, activities and processes that 

are intended to enhance academic practice. Despite its importance, the area has not received 

sufficient attention in studies of academic practice, quality enhancement and digital 

transformation. This thesis argues that the absence of insight into how designers for academic 

practice engage with digital technology in their design practice contributes to the mismatch 

between the ambitions for digital transformation in higher education and the reality of how 

digital technology is used in higher education.  

This research has developed an approach to address this issue and enhance how designers for 

academic practice engage with the digital technologies that are enacted in the practices of 

lecturers in an academic institution. This approach adopts a novel theoretical lens developed 

for this research, termed Influential Technology Channels, that produces a model of 

technology use in everyday practice and provides access, through the existing use of 

technology, to the enactment of academic practice. This model is used alongside another 

contribution from this research, practice-based personas – a modelling method that represents 

the diverse collections of technology use that constitute academic practice, and thus enables 

designers for academic practice to navigate and engage with the diversity of practice in the 

population of lecturers in the academic institution. 

Using this approach to design for academic practice, the form of design characterised and 

investigated in this research, informal designers are supported to achieve a greater 

understanding of the audience for which they are designing and explore designs that build upon 

existing, diverse, situated practice in ways that would not otherwise be possible. Through the 

implementation of an instrumental case study, this research demonstrates how these methods 

provide the meaningful connections between design and practice that can support digital 

enhancement and digital transformation initiatives on a broad scale, enabling designers to better 

engage with diverse people, practices and uses of digital technology as they seek to enhance 

academic practice. 
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Chapter 1.  Introduction 

1.1.  Research Context 
The ubiquity of digital technology, from the web to mobile apps to desktop and office 

applications, has had a profound impact on a multitude of everyday practices in many societies 

and cultures globally. Terms such as digital era, information age, and digital revolution have 

tried to capture the transformation in practices in the workplace, in social settings, in the home 

and elsewhere that has emerged alongside ubiquitous digital technology over recent decades. 

Digital technologies are those technologies which are themselves computers (termed hardware, 

e.g. desktop computers, smart phones, laptops, tablets, servers, network routers) or that operate 

on those computers (termed software, e.g. websites, email, office applications, mobile apps). 

Digital technologies are characteristically malleable, interactive and responsive, enabling users 

to configure and apply digital technology in diverse ways in their daily practices. This leads to 

uses that are sometimes intended by the designers of the technology (such as the use of email 

for asynchronous communication between colleagues in the workplace), and sometimes 

unintended or unforeseen (such as the use of emails sent by the sender to themselves as a 

reminder mechanism (Bota et al., 2017)). It is a characteristic of the digital era that digital 

technologies are embedded in the diverse enactments of daily practices. The transformation of 

practices in the digital era is evident in those practices that are reconstituted as something that 

would not otherwise be possible in the absence of digital technology.  

The transformation of higher education is a goal of most governments internationally. 

Governments recognise the importance of a high-quality education system that educates 

students across the broad social and economic spectrum, providing graduates with the 

knowledge, skills and competences required by society and the economy. The achievement of 

this objective requires, inter alia, transformation of teaching practices perceived as out of date, 
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transformation of access to higher education, and transformation of engagement with society 

and the economy. Policy makers are keen to use digital technology as an enabler for these types 

of transformation, envisioning a higher education system with flexible any-time access to 

online learning; a flipped classroom with learners engaged in peer- and autonomous-learning 

through networked access to learning materials and to each-other; and digitally competent 

educators who make the best use of technology to engage with each other, with their students 

and with the world outside the university walls.  

There is an evident sense of frustration at the slow progress of digital transformation of 

academic practice (European Commission, 2014; Salmon, 2016). Governments and institutions 

that have invested heavily in digital technology expect to witness the transformative impact 

that they had been convinced of when investing in the technology. However, the effect of 

digital technology has been slow, emergent and incremental (National Forum, 2015b). While 

this may lead to disappointment that the availability of digital technology has not had the 

immediate transformative impact that was hoped for it does point towards the need to better 

understand the ways in which technology is used in academic practice, and the effect that it 

has.  

1.2.  Research Problem 
The digital transformation agenda in higher education is not having the desired impact on 

academic practice, as per the ambitions set out in national and international policy and 

guidance. Practice has evolved, however, and new practices have emerged, due to the ubiquity 

of digital technology in daily practices in the digital era. Technologies such as email, the web, 

presentation software and mobile devices have become embedded in academic practice 

independently of (or at the very least, preceding) focussed interventions or policies. The 

influence of such technology has been highly significant because of its pervasiveness across 

academic practice. A survey conducted in 2014 by the National Forum for the Enhancement of 
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Teaching and Learning in Higher Education in Ireland (National Forum, 2014) identified email 

and PowerPoint as the two most widely used learning technologies in Higher Education in 

Ireland. While this may be met with mild despair by sectoral leaders and strategists who see 

technologies such as ePortfolios, MOOCs, Clickers and Educational Games in the lower half 

of the usage graph, it highlights an evolution in digital practice that has taken place across a 

population, not just among a niche group. This is important because policy and guidance on 

digital practice in higher education is concerned with what happens in general, rather than the 

practice of pockets of innovators. For this reason, there is a need to study these pervasive 

technologies, the influence that they’ve developed over time on higher education practice, and 

how to try to make use of these technologies and their existing influence in the ongoing efforts 

to enhance and transform academic practice. 

This requires an appropriate lens through which to look at the relationship between technology 

and academic practice. In considering the appropriate lens to adopt, this research has sought 

first to draw an analytical separation between two practices: academic practice; and design for 

academic practice. Academic practice is the daily activity of lecturers in carrying out the 

academic mission of their universities, including teaching, research and engagement. 

Academic practice involves the use of technology but is also shaped by the activities of 

colleagues and managers, by students, and by policies, guidance, resources, buildings, 

environments, historic practices, culture, norms, and structures. Academic practice is not 

something homogeneous but is rather a situated enactment. Diverse academic practices can be 

enacted in the same institution, in the same department and often by the same lecturer when 

teaching different groups. 

Academic practice is the target for transformation in national and institutional policies and 

guidance and is the focus of intervention for educational developers and learning technologists 

whose mission is to enhance academic practice. These interventions, by sectoral leaders, 
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university leaders, and by support staff with educational or technological expertise, are 

collectively considered to be design for academic practice in this work. Design for academic 

practice is the practice responsible for developing and implementing structured approaches to 

practice change, and for – among other things – taking control over the emergent change that 

is characteristic of the digital era. As such, there is a need to investigate the enactment of design 

for academic practice and to understand its relationship with academic practice. In order to be 

effective, design for academic practice requires a relationship with academic practice that 

respects the situated nature of academic practice as a local enactment and respects the need for 

pervasive influence over diverse enactments of academic practice.  

1.3.  Research Questions 
The objective of this research is to explore the enactment of, and the relationship between, 

design for academic practice and academic practice in the digital era. This is necessary in order 

to understand how both practices have evolved in the digital era and how the relationship 

between the two practices can be strengthened in order to enhance the impact of technology on 

academic practice in the digital era. 

To achieve this objective, the following research questions must be addressed: 

1. How has academic practice evolved in the digital era, and what is current practice? 

2. How has design for academic practice evolved in the digital era, and what is current 

practice? 

3. How can we better connect academic practice with design for academic practice in the 

digital era to enhance the impact of technology on academic practice? 

1.4.  Researcher Motivation 
As a Head of Learning Development for an academic unit (with approximately 200 lecturers 

and 4,000 students) in a university in Ireland, the researcher is drawn to this topic through his 

experience of the impact of technology on the practices of lecturers. The researcher considers 
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himself, like others, to be a designer for academic practice, aiming to design the required 

supports and infrastructure to enable lecturers to enhance their practices, whether through 

technology or otherwise. The researcher has both experienced and observed in others a 

frustration when technology-based solutions that are made available to lecturers do not become 

established in their practices, and has sought – through this research – to better understand the 

constitution of those practices and the emergent influence of technology within those practices. 

This insight will guide future decisions by the researcher and others in carrying out design 

activities with technology that are intended to shape, influence and transform the practices of 

lecturers.  

1.5.  Research Dissemination 
This research has been presented to the Design Science Research in Information Systems 

(O’Leary et al., 2015b, 2016b), the Educational Technology community (O’Leary et al., 2015a, 

2017a) and the Human-Computer Interaction community (O’Leary et al., 2016a, 2017b). Input 

from those communities has strongly informed the development of this research. The research 

has also been presented to staff and postgraduate students in TU Dublin on a regular basis over 

the duration of the project.  

1.6.  Roadmap 
This document is organised into eight chapters, including this introductory chapter. Chapter 2 

is the literature review chapter. The literature review was carried out as a review of relevant 

publications in journals in the educational technology field, and policy and guidance documents 

from national and international bodies such as the Department of Education and Skills, the 

National Forum for the Enhancement of Teaching and Learning in Higher Education, the 

Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), and the United National 

Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO). This review demonstrates the 
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need for enhanced connections between academic practice and design for academic practice, 

in order to meet the requirements of the digital transformation agenda. 

The theoretical framework that follows in Chapter 3 is the fulcrum for this work. It is developed 

as a thinking tool comprised of two components – Influential Technology Channels and 

practice-based personas, both of which are contributions of this work. These are theoretical 

lenses and modelling methods that are rooted in sociomaterial theory, that were developed as 

part of this research to change how practitioners and researchers look at how technology is 

used in academic practice, and that can be used to enhance the design and implementation of 

digital transformation initiatives. 

The Methodology chapter, Chapter 4, demonstrates how these methods are applied in practice. 

It sets out the ontological and epistemological stances of the researcher and relates these to the 

research design. The work is undertaken as an instrumental case study in a single, defined 

research setting that evolves through a narrowing of scope over the duration of the work.  

Chapters 5 and 6 provide the results and findings from this work. Chapter 5 uses the Influential 

Technology Channels and practice-based personas lenses to provide insight into the diverse 

enactments of digital technology in academic practice in the research setting. Chapter 6 

presents the findings in relation to design for academic practice, providing insight into the 

connections between academic practice and design for academic practice. Chapter 6 also 

presents a prototype tool through which designers can easily navigate and engage with the 

findings from chapter 6. Chapter 7 provides a discussion of the findings, including a set of 

recommendations arising from this work. Chapter 8 provides the final conclusions and a 

roadmap for future work in this area. 
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The terms highlighted above: design for academic practice, Influential Technology Channels, 

practice-based personas, prototype tool and recommendations, are all contributions of this 

work.  

1.7.  Summary 
Digital technology is ubiquitous in modern daily practice and has impacted upon almost all 

aspects of social and professional life. In Higher Education, there is an expectation that the 

impact upon learning, teaching, assessment and research will be positive and transformative, 

with lecturers adopting practices that are substantially different from the practices that preceded 

them, and that enable flexible, online, any-time, personalised and accessible access to 

education for learners across society. This expectation, broadly set out in national and 

international policy and guidance, has not been met, leading to a view that the digital era has 

not been appropriately embraced by the Higher Education sector. This suggests a need to 

understand the changes that have taken place in the digital era in Higher Education, and a 

concurrent need to develop policies, strategies and interventions that reflect the reality of the 

enactment of academic practice in the digital era. This research addresses this challenge by 

developing theoretically grounded methods that offer a new way to investigate how technology 

is used in academic practice, and that can be used to enhance the design and implementation 

of digital transformation and digital enhancement initiatives in Higher Education.  
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Chapter 2.  Academic Practice in the Digital Era 

2.1.  Introduction 
This chapter explores the context for this research in detail, reviewing the academic literature 

and relevant national and international policy and guidance that demonstrates the relevance 

and importance of this work. The chapter focusses on the evidence for an appetite among 

sectoral leaders for the enhancement of academic practice, and in particular, the expectations 

regarding digital technology as a transformative agent for academic practice. The chapter 

demonstrates how many of the ambitions set out for the digital transformation of academic 

practice have not been met, and contrasts these ambitions with the reality of slow, emergent 

change across higher education systems as everyday digital technologies exert influence over 

the enactment of academic practice. This influence is shown to have emerged primarily from 

suites of everyday digital technologies, including email, the web and office products, that 

together have shaped diverse enactments of academic practice across broad populations of 

lecturers. This influence is important and deserves attention because it provides valuable 

insight into the reality of how academic practice is shaped by digital technology in the digital 

era. This chapter argues that insight into situated and diverse enactments of academic practice 

should form a starting point for interventions in academic practice and positions this argument 

in the context of the literature on academic development, learning technology, quality 

enhancement and Higher Education policy development. This research introduces the term 

design for academic practice to account for the practice of proactively designing interventions 

that seek to enhance academic practice, across each of these areas. Using the literature, the 

chapter presents an argument that weaknesses in design practice can account for many of the 

challenges faced by universities as they undertake digital transformation initiatives, in 

particular where designers are not appropriately equipped to carry out design that is rooted in 

existing practice and that engages with diverse forms of academic practice and diverse 
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lecturers. Arising from this argument, the chapter demonstrates a need for appropriate 

analytical methods and digital tools to support design for academic practice. 

2.2.  Academic Practice 
The three core roles of higher education are teaching and learning, research, and engagement 

with wider society (Department of Education and Skills, 2011, p. 5). Academic practice 

generally refers to the work of lecturers in higher education through which these three roles are 

enacted. The boundaries that define academic practice often do not correspond with the 

physical boundaries of campus locations or the start and end of the working week, as academic 

work is carried out in locations such as homes, workplaces, and public spaces, as well as in 

academic environments (Gornall, Cook, et al., 2013). The three core roles are often entangled 

with each other in a multitude of ways, including research-informed teaching and engaged 

research. The roles don’t represent the entirety of academic practice, where administration, 

personal organisation, collaboration, teamwork, and other practices common across 

professions and social practice contribute additionally to the enactment of academic practice 

(Pilkington, 2016; Debowski, 2012; Musselin, 2007). The sub-sections that follow explore the 

different dimensions to academic practice, and the forces that shape its enactment. 

2.2.1.  Learning and Teaching 

Learning and teaching is the dominant pillar of academic practice, accounting for a greater 

proportion of academic workload than research or engagement (Clarke et al., 2015; Teichler & 

Höhle, 2013), with the substantial proportion of that time being spent on the teaching of 

undergraduate students (Clarke et al., 2015). Diverse approaches to learning and teaching are 

enacted as part of academic practice. One of the key shaping factors for learning and teaching 

is the lecturer’s implicit or explicit philosophy on teaching, or their conceptions of how learning 

occurs (Ertmer & Newby, 2016). The three broad theories that account for most instructional 

approaches are behaviourism, cognitivism, and constructivism. A behaviourist (or associative 
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(Mayes, 2019)) approach prioritises stimuli from the learning environment in the learning 

process (Ertmer & Newby, 1993); cognitivist approaches are focussed on the learning process 

itself and how the learner acquires knowledge and skills (Ertmer & Newby, 1993); and 

constructivism (or the situative perspective (Mayes, 2019)) prioritises the learner’s 

construction of knowledge and meaning from their experience, their interaction with an 

authentic environment and their relationships with others (Ertmer & Newby, 1993). While 

lecturers may not have explicitly reflected upon their teaching philosophy, their approaches to 

teaching and learning are likely to align with a particular philosophical foundation. While 

behaviourist approaches may be considered dominant in higher education (with marks serving 

as environmental stimuli to reinforce behaviour), modern curriculum design methods tend to 

draw instruction towards a constructivist approach. Biggs’ constructive alignment (Biggs, 

2011) has acquired substantial influence in formal academic processes, where it foregrounds 

the relationships between learning outcomes, learning and teaching methods, and assessment 

methods. This sets out clearly what is expected from a programme team or a lecturer as they 

design a teaching, learning and assessment strategy, and prioritises authenticity (such as the 

situated enactment of the learning objective) at each apex of the alignment triangle. It provides 

a lens through which learning activities, from programmes to individual learning scenarios, can 

be designed and evaluated. From an academic practice perspective, it identifies the processes 

and relationships that take place as part of learning and teaching practice. 

Biggs’ framework also helps position the lecturer as a designer. Biggs uses the term “design” 

extensively throughout his writing, drawing attention to the role of the lecturer as a 

transformational agent, causing change through the design of teaching, learning and 

assessment. Design is also associated with the learning and teaching process due to several 

influential instructional design frameworks, including Gagne’s widely implemented mapping 

between instructional events and associated cognitive processes (Gagne et al., 2005). This 
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framework incorporates activities such as gaining attention, providing learning guidance, 

eliciting performance and assessing performance into academic practice as part of the teaching 

and learning process, positioning the lecturer as the designer. Conole’s 7Cs framework 

(Conole, 2014) guides the lecturer according to design activities that take place over four 

phases, as shown in Figure 1, with social processes and material artefacts entangled throughout 

these processes. Laurillard’s conversational framework (Laurillard, 2013) guides the lecturer 

to design activities across six types of learning: acquiring, inquiring, producing, discussing, 

practicing, and collaborating. These types of learning emerge from interactions involving the 

learner, the lecturer, the learning environment and peer learners that can be achieved through 

the mediation of technology or otherwise. Each of these frameworks highlight the entanglement 

of academic practice with a multitude of participants (human, physical, technological) and in a 

multitude of ways, with the lecturer involved as a designer. 

 

Figure 1 Conole’s 7 C’s Framework (Conole, 2014) 

The lecturer, consequently, is not just involved in teaching, but rather they have responsibility 

for the design of the learning activities. This positions a substantial part of academic practice 
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as design practice, which has led to the emergence of the field of learning design as part of 

academic practice, as dealt with in the next section. 

2.2.2.  Learning Design 

Biggs’ constructive alignment, Gagne’s instructional design, Conole’s 7Cs and Laurillard’s 

conversational framework each position the lecturer as a designer in a learning process. The 

object of design is a teaching and learning enactment involving a variety of parts akin to service 

designs (Stickdorn & Schneider, 2012) that incorporate material touchpoints. This contrasts 

with design focussed on technological learning objects as part of the learning process. The term 

“learning design” was initially used to characterise this latter type of design (Conole & Fill, 

2005; Dalziel, 2003; Koper, 2001; Koper & Olivier, 2004; Laurillard, 2002; Laurillard & 

McAndrew, 2002) but evolved over time to one more generally concerned with the design, 

representation, sharing and reuse of high quality pedagogical practices, whether online or 

otherwise (Agostinho, 2013; Dalziel et al., 2013; Laurillard, 2013; Maina et al., 2015). In doing 

so, learning design has emerged as a field of design that incorporates multiple forms of 

educational design such as those discussed earlier and others. It provides a comprehensive 

framework, through the Learning Design Conceptual Map (Dalziel et al., 2013) shown in 

Figure 2, to describe the learning and teaching aspects of academic practice. 

The top part of the Conceptual Map shows the relationships that exist with, and within, the 

teaching cycle, in which the lecturer or the team engages in an iterative process of design, 

engagement, reflection and professional development. This takes place at programme level, 

module level, session level and at the level of individual learning activities. Its enactment is 

shaped by an educational philosophy, learning theories and learning environment (social and 

material). 
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Figure 2 Learning Design Conceptual Framework (Dalziel et al., 2013) 

 

The lower half of the conceptual map foregrounds the core concepts of learning design. 

Learning design is characterised here as an approach to design that takes place across a 

discipline or a profession, among whose members there is a requirement for guidance, 

representation and sharing. This draws on the experience of the e-learning field and their 

standardised representations for learning objects, but abstracts above the technical dimension 

to highlight the need for media through which good quality pedagogical designs can be shared, 

whether as narrative based patterns and descriptions (Falconer et al., 2011; Laurillard, 2013), 

or in formal representations (Dalziel et al., 2013). This further requires the technical tools and 

resources to make this happen (Conole & Culver, 2010; Conole & Fill, 2005; Laurillard, 2002).  

Learning design provides a comprehensive framework within which the responsibilities and 

activities of an academic professional enacting teaching, learning and assessment as an 
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individual, as a programme team member, as a member of a discipline, or as a member of a 

profession can be characterised. This surfaces two roles and responsibilities for learning design, 

described in Conole’s (2012) comprehensive definition as both a methodology for enabling 

informed decisions by lecturers as designers, and surfacing the design process to make it more 

explicit and enable sharing. The latter characterisation positions learning design as a means of 

understanding the tacit, implicit design processes that are enacted by lecturers. Investigating 

learning design is complicated by the reality that a lecturer may not follow an explicit design 

process such as the 7 Cs, with learning design instead taking place in the “ongoing flow of 

educational activities” (Goodyear & Dimitriadis, 2013, p. 4). In an effort to understand this 

implicit enactment, inquiries into learning design tend to follow a case study approach 

(Bennett, Agostinho, & Lockyer, 2016; Conole, 2012, p. 22; Conole & Fill, 2005; Dobozy, 

2013; Masterman, 2019). There is a view that such diverse, emergent approaches adopted by 

lecturers has been largely ignored in the literature (Bennett et al., 2016).  

Learning design represents a very useful lens to understand the activities that are undertaken 

by lecturers, and to ground teaching, learning and assessment activities in the social and 

material world. 

2.2.3.  Research, Engagement and Administration  

The other pillars and activities of academic practice are research, engagement and 

administration. Research is “a process of gathering and analysing information, designed to 

develop or contribute to knowledge, increase or revise knowledge” (Quality and Qualifications 

Ireland, 2019, p. 11). Research activities undertaken by lecturers lead to the creation of 

knowledge. These activities include authoring research papers; preparing research proposals; 

collaborating with colleagues across the discipline and across disciplines; supervising research 

students; leading research projects; administering research contracts and budgets; and working 

with industry and society for technology transfer; as well, of course, as carrying out research 
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work (e.g. experimentation, data collection and analysis) (Clarke et al., 2015, p. 113). 

Collaborative research within the discipline is an important contributor to the development of 

the lecturer’s identity, helping to define the discipline and their role within it. The academic 

discipline within which lecturers carry out research activity is the most important affiliation for 

a lecturer (Clarke et al., 2015, p. 16). Despite this, research is not universally undertaken by 

lecturers with some lecturers specialising as teaching staff (Teichler & Höhle, 2013), and some 

institutions identifying as research-informed rather than research-led. This aligns with 

international higher education policy that has begun to focus on distribution of activity at a 

system level rather than within institutions (Hazelkorn, 2015). This also serves to highlight the 

importance of collaboration across institutions through which the teaching and research roles 

in academic practice can interface. More than half of Irish lecturers identified collaboration 

across institutional boundaries as a feature of their research activity (Clarke et al., 2015, p. 

105). 

Engagement with wider society is the third mission of higher education. Despite lecturers 

identifying engagement as a peripheral role relative to teaching and learning and research 

(Teichler & Höhle, 2013), higher education institutions are required to develop partnerships 

with industry, the community and other institutions (Department of Education and Skills, 2011) 

in order to achieve their mission. Engagement cannot easily be disentangled from the learning 

and teaching and research aspects of academic practice, due to the requirement for partnerships 

in order to implement placement, industry-based and community-based projects, student 

recruitment and technology transfer. 

Administration, like engagement, is not easily disentangled from learning and teaching and 

research. The collection of quality assurance data from students, the creation of accounts for 

students on online platforms, communication with students and colleagues via email and the 

management of research budgets, span administration and the core of academic practice. The 
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perception that academic institutions have become increasingly influenced by managerial 

rather than collegial working practices (Rowland et. al., 1998; Waring, 2010) has contributed 

to the view among lecturers that their working practices have had to incorporate substantial 

administrative activities. The increased use of technology in the workplace has also contributed 

to this perception, as email in particular has become a dominant platform for communication 

among academic colleagues. Gornall et al (2013) consider administration, personal 

organisation, personal time management, and the other activities of everyday practice to be a 

dimension to academic practice that often gets ignored in favour of the core missions of higher 

education. They argue that it needs to be recognised as a dimension of practice in its own right 

– it is, they argue “academic working life itself” (Gornall, Daunton, et al., 2013, p. 217) and it 

provides a key insight into the evolution and change of academic practice over time. 

2.2.4.  Diversity of Academic Practice 

Academic practice, more so than most professions, recognises the autonomy and independence 

of individual practitioners. The academic freedom of institutions (Altbach, 2001) is 

complemented by the academic freedom of lecturers to pursue academic endeavours in an 

autonomous fashion free from bias and interference. This is a defining characteristic of the 

academic profession, distinct from other professions and is carefully guarded by both 

institutions and individual lecturers. Without academic freedom, the work of lecturers as 

teachers and researchers is severely constrained (Altbach, 2001, p. 218). Academic freedom 

and autonomy have thus fostered diversity of practice in higher education with lecturers free 

to independently pursue approaches to academic practice that align with their will and interest. 

Arising from this independence, the enactment of academic practice can be shaped by the 

personal beliefs and theories of the lecturer.  

In a survey of Irish lecturers, greater numbers identified affiliation with their discipline rather 

than the institution, as important (Clarke et al., 2015, p. 14). The personal engagement of the 
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lecturer with their discipline area provides a means to engage with the body of knowledge for 

the discipline, to contribute to that body of knowledge and to measure the standard of 

performance relative to peers, thus potentially shaping the enactment of academic practice. 

This also fosters diversity of practice within multi-disciplinary institutions. 

Institutional factors beyond personal beliefs and disciplinary engagement also have the 

potential to impact upon the enactment of academic practice. Ireland’s higher education 

system, in line with all OECD countries, has seen a steady increase in student numbers over 

recent decades with a ten-fold increase in the numbers attending higher education institutions 

over the past forty years (OECD, 2017). Enhanced access to higher education has resulted in a 

large population of learners with diverse needs and interests. 38% of the current population of 

young people in OECD countries are expected to graduate from higher education in their 

lifetimes, the vast majority prior to turning thirty years of age (OECD, 2017, p.10). Recent 

pressure on funding of higher education in Ireland arising from economic recession has resulted 

in increased student numbers in classes throughout the education system, with expectations 

that this will continue to grow over time (Department of Education and Skills, 2015b). The 

number, expectations and profile of students in the higher education system has the potential 

to shape and influence the ways in which academic practice is enacted.  

Bourdieu’s Homo Academicus (Bourdieu, 1988) presented a picture of the power relations in 

French academia, detailing how social relations and positioning in the university hierarchy 

informs the intellectual work of lecturers. This positions academic work as one that is subject 

to social forces in the university, as also shown by studies of academia as political 

battlegrounds (Al Lily, 2017) and modern academic managerialism (Rowland et. al., 1998; 

Waring, 2010). Managerialism in higher education describes a trend by which the management 

and leadership of higher education institutions is migrating away from the academic body, with 

an increased focus on income generation rather than the independent enactment of the academic 
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mission. This stands in contrast to the collegial enactment of academic practice that maintains 

academic control over the direction of the academic mission and the enactment of individual 

academic freedom. Despite being one of the simplistic dualisms criticised by MacFarlane 

(2015), it highlights how the imperative to compete in the marketplace may exert influence 

over the enactment of academic practice.  

The design, by academic institutions, of their physical space (Ellis & Goodyear, 2016), their 

technological infrastructure and their institutional supports (such as academic developers, 

learning technologists, IT support functions), also offers potential to shape the enactment of 

academic practice. Radcliffe (2009) (cited by Ellis and Goodyear (2016)) provides a framework 

by which the physical space, the technological infrastructure, and pedagogy relate to each 

other. In that framework, the physical space encourages pedagogy, technology enhances 

pedagogy, and technology extends space, aligning with Chapman’s (2016) idea of an expanded 

classroom. 

2.2.5.  Concluding Remarks 

There are multiple dimensions to academic practice and multiple forces that shape its 

enactment. Teaching and learning, research, engagement and administration are shaped not just 

by the lecturer themselves but by a multitude of contextual and environmental factors. This 

highlights the importance of material factors, such as digital technologies and the physical 

environment, as well as the social forces such as power relations and personal philosophies. 

Learning design frameworks afford due attention of these diverse forces for the learning, 

teaching and assessment pillar of academic practice, and provide a helpful position from which 

to explore the different ways in which this aspect of academic practice is enacted. 

The codification of learning and teaching practice through frameworks and theories contributes 

to the recognition of the importance of learning and teaching. This is particularly important 
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given the view that teaching is not afforded sufficient credit or importance in academia relative 

to research (European Commission, 2014; Johnson, 2015), despite it occupying the greater 

amount of academic working time (Clarke et al., 2015). The advent of alternative ranking 

schemes such as U-Multirank (Loukkola & Morais, 2015) and award schemes such as Ireland’s 

DELTA awards (National Forum, 2017a) has sought to address this perceived imbalance and 

provide recognition for the learning and teaching mission of institutions and individual practice 

in this area. This needs to be aligned with a demonstration in institutions’ missions that teaching 

is a “daily lived priority” in the enactment of academic practice (European Commission, 2013a, 

p. 13), and is an important enabler for the achievement of the objectives of national and 

international policy to enhance academic practice. 

2.3.  Enhancement of Academic Practice 
The enactment of academic practice, in all its diverse forms across Higher Education 

Institutions and education systems globally, results in the production of a multitude of outputs. 

Chief among these are the outputs of teaching and learning – graduates that are fit for purpose 

in society and the economy; and the output of research – knowledge that is uncovered using 

rigorous, ethical methods that can be applied for the benefit of society and the economy, and 

that provides insight and illumination. 

In addition, academic practice contributes to the production of phenomena in society, in the 

economy and in education that would not exist in the same form without the involvement of 

academic practice. These include contributions to the enactment of equality and social 

cohesion, described as the “willingness of members of a society to cooperate with each other 

in order to survive and prosper” (OECD, 2017, p. 9), and to economic growth and global 

competitiveness (EHEA, 2015, p. 6). In Ireland, its enactment is recognised as a vehicle “to 

further embed our skills infrastructure, develop our innovative capacities and create a more 

equal society” (Department of Education and Skills, 2016, p. 6). Economically, The Irish 
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Universities Association estimated that the overall contribution of seven Irish universities to 

the Irish economy was almost €9bn (Irish University Association, 2019) and globally the 

economic return to a society by a graduate is calculated as up to 2.7 times the public investment 

in the graduate’s education (OECD, 2017, p. 20). 

This highlights the importance of Higher Education to the national economy and to society in 

general. Consequently, governments invest heavily in Higher Education - expenditure on 

higher education accounts for at least 1% of Gross Domestic Product in almost all OECD 

countries (OECD, 2017, p. 18). In return for its investment and as a guardian of high quality 

education as a right for its citizens, the state acts to ensure that higher education is economic, 

efficient and effective, and has both utility and sustainability (OECD, 2017, p. 50). Utility, in 

this context, refers to its fitness for purpose – its capacity to serve its function within society 

and the economy in the production of graduates, knowledge, social cohesion and other 

emergent phenomena. Sustainability refers to the capacity of higher education to respond to 

changes in its context and continuously improve over time. Policy and guidance on quality 

assurance and quality enhancement at national and institutional level are the key tools through 

which utility and sustainability are operationalised. 

2.3.1.  National and International Policy and Guidance 

European policy and guidance on quality enhancement in Higher Education has been shaped 

by the Bologna process (European Higher Education Area, 1999) and the European 

Commission’s (2010a) Europe 2020 10-year strategy for the advancement of the European 

Union. Included within Europe 2020, the strategic framework for European cooperation in 

education and training sets out four inter-related strategic priorities for Higher Education in 

Europe (European Commission, 2010b): 

1. Make lifelong learning and mobility a reality 
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2. Improve the quality and efficiency of education and training 

3. Promote equity, social cohesion, and active citizenship 

4. Enhance creativity and innovation, including entrepreneurship, at all levels of education 

and training (European Commission, 2010b) 

The need to reform higher education to meet these objectives is made clear in policy and 

guidance that identifies skills mismatches between the outputs of higher education and the 

needs of the European economy (European Commission, 2012, 2017b), that identifies a 

conservatism in higher education that makes it resistant to change (European Commission, 

2014), and that recognises a system that is no longer fit for purpose in a context of mass higher 

education (European Commission, 2013a). A High-Level Group on the Modernisation of 

Higher Education in Europe reported in 2013 and 2014 with recommendations on the quality 

enhancement of the higher education systems in Europe. Their reports relate the need for access 

and lifelong learning with the need for access to a high quality learning and teaching experience 

arrived at through excellence in teaching, with “high quality teaching [as] the lynchpin” 

(European Commission, 2013a, p. 12). The High Level Group further related this to pedagogic 

innovation and the reform of academic practice to make better use of digital technology, 

arguing that: “governments must strongly encourage and support a greater integration of new 

technologies and associated pedagogical approaches in conventional provision” (European 

Commission, 2014, p. 10).  

In Ireland, the National Strategy for Higher Education (Department of Education and Skills, 

2011) set out a vision for higher education in alignment with European objectives. The strategy 

was published at a time of significant economic challenge in Ireland and pointed towards the 

need for higher education institutions to operate within a more constrained financial 

environment than previously. It also took place in the context of increasing student numbers in 

higher education, leading to significantly higher demand on the resources of higher education 
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institutions (Department of Education and Skills, 2015b). The subsequent Strategy for Funding 

Higher Education (Department of Education and Skills, 2016) recognised the need to align 

funding with quality, which it defined in the context of enhancement, specifically referring to 

a quality assurance system that “allows improvement in programmes, engagement and learning 

experience” (Department of Education and Skills, 2016, p. 22).  

The national strategy called for enhanced professional development of teaching staff as part of 

a quality enhancement agenda that included the establishment of what became known as the 

National Forum for the Enhancement of Teaching and Learning in Higher Education. The 

recently published strategic plan for the National Forum (National Forum, 2019) identified four 

strategic objectives for the enhancement of academic practice in the area of teaching and 

learning in Ireland. These are: Professional Development of All Those Who Teach; Teaching 

and Learning in a Digital World; Teaching and Learning Enhancement Within and Across 

Disciplines and Student Success. These are supported by guidance documents in areas such as 

professional development (National Forum, 2016b) and digital skills (National Forum, 2015b), 

as well as national awards and funding schemes such as the Disciplinary Excellence in 

Learning, Teaching and Assessment (DELTA) Awards (National Forum, 2017a).  

Two government agencies have responsibility for higher education strategy and funding (the 

Higher Education Authority (HEA)) and quality assurance and qualifications (Quality and 

Qualifications Ireland (QQI)). The HEA publishes policy and guidance for Higher Education 

in Ireland that shapes the enhancement agenda, including the National Plan for Equity of 

Access to Higher Education (Higher Education Authority, 2015), the International Education 

Strategy (Higher Education Authority, 2016), studies on progression (Higher Education 

Authority, 2017a), completion (Higher Education Authority, 2019a) and student experience 

(Higher Education Authority, 2019d, 2019c) in Higher Education, studies on graduate 

outcomes (Higher Education Authority, 2018a) and employer expectations (Higher Education 
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Authority, 2019b) and institutional performance (Higher Education Authority, 2017b). QQI 

publishes the procedures for quality reviews (Quality and Qualifications Ireland, 2017a) and 

their outcomes (Quality and Qualifications Ireland, 2017b, 2018a, 2018b). 

The enhancement of academic practice takes place within a robust policy and guidance 

framework at national and international levels where the objectives for the achievement and 

enhancement of higher education quality are repeatedly set out. The next sections deal 

respectively with the interpretation and implementation of quality assurance and quality 

enhancement in this policy and guidance context. 

2.3.2.  Enhancement Themes in National and International Policy and Guidance 

In order to determine the areas of academic practice in which there is a perceived or recognised 

need for enhancement, the researcher undertook a detailed review of national and international 

higher education policy and guidance documentation. Nationally, the following four bodies 

served as the main sources, with documentation sourced through the publications section of 

their websites: 

• Department of Education and Skills 

• Higher Education Authority 

• Quality and Qualifications Ireland 

• National Forum for the Enhancement of Teaching and Learning in Higher Education 

These were the bodies whose policy (agreed objectives and strategy) and guidance (advice and 

best practice) was considered most relevant by the researcher for the research questions. All 

publications on their websites were reviewed, with ones deemed appropriate to the research 

questions included in the review (listed in Appendix B). 

From an international perspective, the primary focus was on policy and guidance published by 

or through the European Commission (EC). Following the establishment of the Europe 2020 
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agenda, there is a strong focus in European policy and guidance on the enhancement of teaching 

and learning, in support of a Europe-wide knowledge economy. Additional international policy 

and guidance documentation was sourced through the United Nations Educational, Scientific 

and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), Organisation for Economic Co-operation and 

Development (OECD) and European Association for Quality Assurance in Higher Education 

(ENQA). All are listed in Appendix B. 

The review included 88 policy and guidance documents that relate to higher education at 

national or international level, as shown in Table 1. The review led to an identification of key 

enhancement themes that are used throughout the remainder of the research to explore the 

relationship between academic practice and these key objectives.  

Table 1 Publishing Organisation for Documents Reviewed for Phase 1 

Organisation Documents 
European Commission 10 
European Association for Quality Assurance in Higher Education 1 
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization 2 
Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development 3 
Department of Education and Skills, Ireland 9 
Higher Education Authority, Ireland 25 
National Forum for the Enhancement of Teaching and Learning in Higher 
Education 

29 

Quality and Qualifications Ireland 9 
Total 88 

 

The categories of quality enhancement themes emerging from the analysis of these documents 

are shown in Table 2. The specific themes that emerged in each of these categories are shown 

in Tables 3-8. The expectations relating to these themes is summarised in the remainder of this 

section. The themes are then returned to for a detailed analysis of how they are entangled with 

the digital transformation agenda in section 2.4. That discussion demonstrates how digital 

technology and the digital era are understood as transformative agents that can be engaged with 

to achieve these important higher education policy objectives. 
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The themes are then returned to in section 7.3 as part of the Discussion chapter, where the 

entanglement of these themes with the extant enactment of academic practice in the research 

setting is explored. 

Table 2 Categories of Quality Enhancement Themes emerging from Review of Policy and 
Guidance Literature 

Teaching, Learning and Assessment 
Student Experience and Success 

Access, Engagement and Partnership 
Research and Innovation 

The Staff Experience 
The Academic Environment 

 

Table 3 Enhancement Themes for the Teaching, Learning and Assessment Category 

Teaching  Learning  Assessment 
Innovative Pedagogy and 
Teaching Practices 

Student-Centred 
Learning 

Assessment OF 
Learning 

Design of Learning 
Resources 

Active Learning Assessment AS 
Learning 

Feedback to Students Peer Learning Assessment FOR 
Learning 

Research Informed Teaching Personalised Learning Self-assessment 
Supervision of Students Interactions among staff 

and students 
Peer-assessment 

Curriculum Design 
 

Table 4 Enhancement Themes for the Student Experience and Success Category 

Student Experience  Student Success 
Student Learning Experience Retention 
Student Engagement Progression 
First Year Experience Completion 
Student Social Experience & Co-curriculum Graduate Attributes 
Student Support Graduate Employability 

 
Table 5 Enhancement Themes for the Access, Engagement and Partnership Category 

Access  Engagement and Partnerships 
Admission and Recruitment Internationalisation 
Access Partnerships 
Equity Social Engagement 
Flexible Learning Engaged Research 
Lifelong Learning 
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Table 6 Enhancement Themes for the Research and Innovation Category 

Research Activity  Research Students 
Research Recruitment 
Innovation Supervision 
Knowledge Generation Completion 
Knowledge Transfer  
Sourcing Funding 
Publication 

 

Table 7 Enhancement Themes for the Staff Experience Category 

Teamwork  Support 
Collaboration Recognition 
Communication Professional Development 
Resource Sharing and Reuse Staff Engagement 
Ethics Staff Workload 
Culture Staff Support 

 

Table 8 Enhancement Themes for the Academic Environment Category 

Organisational Environment  Digital Environment 
Leadership Technology Infrastructure 
Learning Environment Digital Skills 
Quality Assurance Blended Learning 

Open and Online Learning 
Data 

 

This is a comprehensive listing of themes and areas in which there is a policy or guideline-

based direction to enhance academic practice. These themes reflect a vision for academic 

practice that enacts an authentic, practical form of learning and research; through diverse fora 

that are personalised to the learner’s needs; that is shaped and informed by partnerships with 

communities and organisations throughout the world; that retains, progresses and graduates 

students with the technical and transversal skills required for their roles in society and the 

economy; that generates, contributes and shares high quality knowledge; that is enacted by a 

team of motivated, rewarded, supported, and collaborating lecturers; taking place in 
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organisations with clear leadership and a physical and technological infrastructure tailored to 

the needs of high quality academic practice.  

System-wide leadership, policy, strategy and funding are key enablers for quality enhancement. 

This sets the direction for quality enhancement and identifies priorities and objectives for the 

system. As an illustration of the top-down impact upon quality, Quality and Qualifications 

Ireland (2015) documented the effect on quality of the economic recession in Ireland when 

funding cuts for higher education led to changes in staff numbers and ratios of staff to students. 

The report found that the 38% reduction in state funding impacted upon quality through, inter-

alia, work overload, reduced staff-development opportunities, changes to the student 

experience, and changes in staff commitment. Enabling high level policies and strategies are 

situated, implementable, and reflective of institutional priorities (Murphy & Maguire, 2018), 

and will fail when they do not “adequately recognise the practice context within which they 

are situated” (Murphy & Maguire, 2018, p. 189). This is an important point which positions 

policy as a transformational tool, identifying a journey from current to future practice, rather 

than focussing solely on future aspirations. Failure of leadership and inadequate or 

inappropriate policy, strategy or guidance are significant barriers to enhancement. 

Below high-level policy and guidance, supports available within the institution are key enablers 

for the implementation of the enhancement themes. The absence or the failure of the physical 

infrastructure, the technological infrastructure or the social support infrastructure (such as 

academic support, learning support, technology support) to align with the Institutional strategy 

represents a substantial barrier to quality enhancement (Conrads et al., 2017). This level takes 

responsibility for configuring the Institution as an enabling environment for practice change, 

though efforts to enact change across a broad population rather than in pockets of innovation 

are challenging.  
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Lecturers are the drivers of bottom-up enhancement of practice. This requires that they have 

the available time and space to engage with enhancement initiatives. A lack of time and 

imposition of workload are identified repeatedly as barriers to practice change and 

enhancement (Gregory & Lodge, 2015; Müller et al., 2018; Tynan et al., 2015). There is a need 

for space in the academic workload to enable reflection leading to enhancement (Broadbent et 

al., 2018). Motivation and engagement of lecturers is a key enabler of quality enhancement. 

Lack of reward and recognition for teaching (Johnson, 2015), and its perceived secondary 

status relative to research (European Commission, 2013a) represent motivational barriers. An 

inertia that emerges among staff who have developed their own practice over time (Spowart et 

al., 2016) and “the constraints of old habits” (Spikol, 2019) also feature as barriers to 

enhancement.  

2.3.3.  Concluding Remarks 

National and international policy and guidance on higher education demonstrate high 

expectations and multiple objectives regarding the enhancement of academic practice. A 

detailed review of such policy and guidance identified a comprehensive set of thematic areas 

in which enhancement of academic practice is set as an objective. These themes were presented 

in this section, setting up a review in the next section of the expectations that relate to digital 

technology and its capacity to enable enhancement in these thematic areas. 

2.4.  Enhancement of Academic Practice in the Digital Era 
The availability and use of digital technology is consistently championed as an enabler of 

quality enhancement in Higher Education. This section explores the perceived enabling 

qualities of digital technology in the context of the enhancement themes that emerged in the 

previous section, clearly setting out the ambitions of sectoral leaders nationally and 

internationally for the digital transformation of higher education. The digital era is used as a 

bounding concept for this exploration. 
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2.4.1.  Defining the Digital Era 

The digital era is not a strictly defined time period, but an era characterised by the effects of 

digital transformation. Digital transformation is defined by the OECD as the “economic and 

societal effects of digitisation and digitalisation” (OECD, 2019a, p. 16), where digitialisation 

is stated as “the use of digital technologies and data as well as their interconnection that result 

in new activities or in changes to existing ones” (OECD, 2019a, p. 16). This positions digital 

transformation in terms of the effect on activities that take place in society at large, resulting 

in, either, new activities that emerge due to the use of digital technologies; or changes to 

existing activities due to integration of digital technologies.  

The degree to which the digital era has seen changes in practice is usually described in dramatic 

terms: “the pace of change in modern society is staggering” (Harmon & Dennison, 2016, p. 

508); “the digital revolution will continue to dramatically change the way Europeans live, work 

and study” (European Commission, 2018, p. 7); “seismic shift as the diverse digital landscape 

becomes woven throughout everything we do” (EDUCAUSE, 2018, p. 2). In Ireland, digital 

technology is pervasive across much of society, and enacted in the daily practices and activities 

of daily living in a way that has usually changed those practices and led to the enactment of 

new practices. In Ireland, 89% of  homes have access to the Internet, and 87% of Irish people 

have access to the Internet through a mobile device such as a smart phone; 85% of the Irish 

population use email (Central Statistics Office, 2017). This demonstrates the degree to which 

personal computing and Internet access have penetrated the activities of daily living of an 

overwhelming proportion of Irish people, as part of a pattern that is replicated throughout the 

developed world (OECD, 2019a) and that is emerging in other countries and cultures globally 

(ITU, 2018). Work practices, too, have evolved in the digital era, with 90% of jobs in the 

modern economy requiring digital skills (European Commission, 2018, p. 7).  
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Practices, rather than people, are the unit of change in the digital era. Practices in the digital 

era are shaped through the widespread use of popular digital technologies. It is through the 

ubiquity of technologies such as email, web, mobile devices and desktop computers in the 

enactment of daily practices that the digital era is defined. Arising from this analysis, this 

research proposes and adopts the following definition for the digital era. 

Digital era: An era in which the widespread use of digital technologies has changed the daily 

practices of, or created new practices in, a community, society or population. 

Of all practices in society, it is perhaps in education that the expectations for digital 

transformation are highest in the digital era. This is clear from the expectations set out in 

national and international policy and guidance reviewed in the remainder of this section. 

2.4.2.  Expectations for Enhancement of Academic Practice in the Digital Era 

The digital era has seen high expectations for the transformation of education at all levels 

through the availability and use of digital technology. The enhancement themes uncovered 

from the review of national and international policy documents in section 2.3.2 are each 

repeatedly linked in policy and guidance to the transformative potential of the digital era, in 

which the widespread use of digital technologies has changed the daily practices of, or created 

new practices in, higher education. This section reviews policy and guidance through the dual 

lens of these enhancement themes and the digital era, in which digital technology and digital 

competence are considered drivers of change. 

Europe’s digital education action plan (European Commission, 2018), published in 2018, is set 

in the context of repeated declarations in European policy and guidance that there is a need for 

education in Europe that is fit for the digital era. This declaration is double edged, focussing 

on the use of digital technology as part of the education process, and the output of graduates 

equipped with the digital skills required for the new types of jobs that require digital skills. 
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This is part of a second generation of policy development in Europe that has readjusted its 

focus from the development of technology infrastructures to “fostering innovation and 

competitiveness through the integration of digital technologies into education” (Conrads et al., 

2017, p. 6). The attention is now drawn to the use of technology by lecturers and students rather 

than the physical integration of technology into the infrastructure of an educational 

environment. The metrics for success are no longer calculated based on the availability of 

classroom technology or the ratio of computers to students in laboratories; now the metrics 

seek to address how technology has impacted upon educational practices and the skill sets of 

graduates (Conrads et al., 2017, p. 6). The digital era is characterised by the widespread use of 

digital technology, so it is within this context that social expectations such as those set out in 

the Report of the High Level Group on the Modernisation of Higher Education (European 

Commission, 2014) are framed. This guidance, like second generation policies (Conrads et al., 

2017), focusses on the use of existing digital technology that is ubiquitous in social practice to 

create new educational practices or change existing ones. This seeks to address a perception 

that academic practice, unlike other social, commercial and work practices, has not adapted to 

the ubiquity of technology in the digital era (European Commission, 2013b, p. 2; OECD, 2016, 

p. 3).  

Motivated by the need to better integrate digital technology into academic practice, the 

European Framework for the Digital Competence of Educators (European Commission, 2017a) 

sets out six priority areas in which educators need to be upskilled in order to make better use 

of technology in their daily practice: professional engagement (with colleagues; for 

professional development; for personal organisation); digital resources (for selecting, creating 

and sharing resources); teaching and learning; assessment; empowering learners; and 

facilitating learners’ digital competence (European Commission, 2017a). Much of this aligns 

with the enhancement themes identified in section 2.3.2, indicating a perception that digital 
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technology is a key agent in the enhancement of academic practice. The framework presents a 

ladder encompassing six levels of competence in each of the areas: newcomer, explorer, 

integrator, expert, leader and pioneer. While this presents a well-developed and neat framework 

for digital competence, its focus is on what a person is capable of doing, rather than what 

actually happens in practice. While development of these abilities in educators is an important 

part of shaping practice, it may not, in itself, result in a change of practice.  

While the term digital transformation is widely used in the context of academic practice, the 

way in which digital technology shapes academic practice may be better understood in terms 

of evolution, adaptation and emergence. While the capacity of the digital era to create new 

practices (as per section 2.4.1) is evident in all areas including education (the MOOC 

(European Association of Distance Teaching Universities, 2018) phenomenon being a stand-

out example), the system as a whole is more likely to be experiencing the slow, shaping 

influence of widely used digital technologies to change existing practice. 

In Ireland, the Higher Education Authority plans to develop and implement a Higher Education 

Digital Transformation Framework as per its strategic plan (Higher Education Authority, 

2018b). The use of digital technology to enhance academic practice is a strong theme in Irish 

education policy and guidance, with the perception, as also reflected in European policy and 

guidance, that its potential has not yet been realised. This is evident in an observation in the 

National Strategy for Higher Education (Department of Education and Skills, 2011) that 

technology-supported learning was one of the areas in which higher education had developed 

in Ireland in the preceding decades, but that development was “not uniform or consistent across 

higher education, and the challenge now is to convert best practice into standard practice” 

(Department of Education and Skills, 2011, p. 52). This same phenomenon was described by 

the High Level Group on the Modernisation of Higher Education in Europe as follows: “while 

a broad range of good practice is already emerging across Europe, this is happening to a large 
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degree in an uncoordinated bottom-up approach” (European Commission, 2014, p. 11). This 

set the context for much of the work that took place through the National Forum for the 

Enhancement of Teaching and Learning in Higher Education, culminating in a Roadmap for 

Enhancement in the Digital World that sought to “build on existing pockets of excellent 

innovation to move towards supported, shared frameworks of excellence” (National Forum, 

2015b, p. 4). This roadmap was followed by guidelines for developing enabling digital policies 

(National Forum, 2018) and a five-part professional development framework that incorporated 

digital capacity in teaching and learning as Domain 5 (National Forum, 2016b). Competences 

identified in domain 5 addressed comparable areas to the subsequent European Framework on 

Digital Competences for Educators (European Commission, 2017a), including teaching and 

learning, tools and technologies, communication and collaboration, finding and use, and 

identity and well-being.  

There are high expectations for digital technology to impact upon academic practice and the 

implementation of the academic mission in the Irish and European education systems. The 

remaining sub-sections in this section detail the relationship forged in policy and guidance 

between the key enhancement themes (shown in tables 2-8 in section 2.3.2), and the enactment 

of digital technology. 

2.4.3.  Enhancement of Teaching, Learning and Assessment 

The transformation of teaching, learning and assessment through the use of digital technology 

dominates policy and guidance literature on the digital transformation of higher education. It 

also features in more general policy and guidance where it is seen as an enabler for 

enhancement. Both the European (European Commission, 2017a) and Irish (National Forum, 

2016b) frameworks on digital competence identify teaching and learning as a thematic area.  
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European policy and guidance speaks to the capacity for digital technologies to “underpin 

efforts towards more student-centred teaching” (European Commission, 2014, p. 18), and 

personalise learning by “cater[ing] for individual ways of learning” (European Commission, 

2014, p. 18). The use of digital technology also has the potential to “facilitate more active, 

problem-based learning which has been demonstrated to encourage greater student engagement 

and leads to better learning outcomes” (European Commission, 2014, p. 19), and enhance 

assessment by “enabl[ing] quick feedback on student progress and curriculum adjustment to 

student needs” (European Commission, 2014, p. 19), while also enabling “greater interactivity 

between the teacher and the student, and between students both inside and outside the 

classroom” (European Commission, 2014, p. 19).  

Digital technology can enable “innovative pedagogic models, for example based on gaming, 

online laboratories and real-time assessment” (OECD, 2016, p. 10), as well as “real-time 

formative assessment and skills-based assessments, allowing teachers to monitor student 

learning as it happens and adjust their teaching accordingly” (OECD, 2016, p. 10) and it can 

“enable the active participation of more students in classroom discussions” (OECD, 2016, p. 

10). 

In Ireland, an objective of the Professional Development Framework for those who Teach 

(National Forum, 2016b) is to “[support] those who learn, teach, and support learning to 

embrace and harness the potential of digital technologies with the goal of enhancing learning, 

teaching, and overall digital capability”. A National Forum funded project reported on how 

digital technology has the potential to enhance assessment methods and create a more active 

learning environment through, inter alia, classroom response systems, apps, wikis, augmented 

reality, social media, video, eportfolios, and digital badges (TEAM, 2019). 
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This demonstrates strong evidence for the perception that for the first of the enhancement 

themes identified in section 2.3.2: teaching, learning and assessment, its enactment in the 

digital era should be active, student-centred and innovative, achieved through the use of digital 

technology. 

2.4.4.  Enhancement of Student Experience 

Higher education needs to provide graduates with the “relevant digital competences and skills” 

(European Commission, 2018, p. 4) to become active citizens. In the digital era, these digital 

skills are key graduate attributes that are core to the employability of the graduate. Computer 

literacy is the top attribute identified by employers as a required skill (Higher Education 

Authority, 2019b, p. 50). 

In addition, it is argued that the reorganisation of classroom activity using flipped models that 

enable content to be delivered through online media, enables the lecturer to work closely with 

students on key graduate attributes, such as creativity and critical thinking (European 

Commission, 2014, p. 19). Digital media can enable better student engagement, through the 

student-centred methods described in earlier sections and making use of personalised digital 

channels, as well as enabling communication and collaboration among students. The European 

Framework on the Digital Competence of Educators (European Commission, 2017a) presents 

the appropriate use of technology as a means to “foster learners’ active and creative 

engagement with a subject matter” (European Commission, 2017a, p. 74); “foster learners’ 

transversal skills, deep thinking and creative expression” (European Commission, 2017a, p. 

74); and “foster and enhance learner collaboration”, by enabling "learners to use digital 

technologies as part of collaborative assignments, as a means of enhancing communication, 

collaboration and collaborative knowledge creation" (European Commission, 2017a, p. 56). 
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This again provides evidence for a perception that the second of the thematic areas identified 

in section 2.3.2: student experience and success, should see substantial enhancement in the 

digital era. 

2.4.5.  Enhancement of Staff Experience 

The capacity for digital technology to enhance the working experience of lecturers through 

collaboration and resource sharing is specifically referred to in the European Framework for 

Digital Competence, in the context of “us[ing] digital technologies to engage in collaboration 

with other educators, sharing and exchanging knowledge and experience, and collaboratively 

innovating pedagogic practices” (European Commission, 2017a, p. 19). Ireland’s Professional 

Development Framework similarly refers to “the application of technologies for effective 

communication and collaboration with student, professional and social communities” (National 

Forum, 2016b, p. 7). Digital technology also provides a means through which professional 

development opportunities can be accessed either through reflective practice, described as the 

capacity to “individually and collectively reflect on, critically assess and actively develop one’s 

own digital pedagogical practice and that of one’s educational community” (European 

Commission, 2017a, p. 19) or “to use digital sources and resources for continuous professional 

development” (European Commission, 2017a, p. 19). 

From this perspective, the fifth of the thematic areas identified in section 2.3.2: the staff 

experience, should also see substantial enhancement in the digital era. 

2.4.6.  Enhancement of Other Areas of Academic Practice 

Among the other areas of enhancement identified in section 2.3.2, digital technology is seen in 

policy and guidance as a means of enabling anytime access to education (European 

Commission, 2013b, p. 3), enabling personalised, autonomous learning (OECD, 2016, p. 10), 

enhancing access to education (Higher Education Authority, 2015, p. 16), enabling 
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internationalisation (OECD, 2016, p. 10), and enhancing innovation (Department of Education 

and Skills, 2015a). 

2.4.7.  Concluding Remarks 

This section has set out the expectations in national and international policy and guidance 

regarding the role of digital technology for quality enhancement in academic practice. There is 

a strong view that the competent use of digital technology by lecturers as part of their pedagogic 

practice will have a transformative impact on higher education, across all of the enhancement 

themes identified in section 2.3.2. The reality of how academic practice is enacted contrasts 

with these ambitions. 

2.5.  Enactment of Academic Practice in the Digital Era 
This section explores the reality of digital transformation in academic practice in the digital 

era. It sets out a contrasting picture relative to the ambitions highlighted in the previous section, 

reflecting slow, incremental, and largely uncoordinated changes of practice. 

2.5.1.  Incremental Enhancement 

The neat structures and plans set out in policy and guidance regarding digital transformation 

of academic practice are not matched by the reality of the enactment of digital technology in 

academic practice. Salmon (2016), for example, comments on how universities are unable to 

keep up with and respond to the “pace of digital change in which education is immersed” 

(Salmon, 2016, p. 829). This is consistent with a view widely held that universities are not 

prepared for significant change (Marshall, 2010) and unable to address the barriers to change 

(Porter et al., 2014; Porter & Graham, 2016). Brown and Conole (2019) comment on how 

traditional approaches to instruction dominate higher education, despite the potential for 

innovative use of digital technology. However, they cite Cuban’s (2018) observation that slow, 

incremental change is a reality. Cuban (2018), in the context of public schooling in the US, 

describes the contrast between policy and practice as the difference between the path of a bullet 
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and the flight of a butterfly. He observed that such changes “have been criticised as too little 

or insubstantial” (Cuban, 2018, p. 172) by frustrated policy makers, keen to see wholesale 

changes to meet enhancement objectives. 

The failure to observe the large scale and significant changes in practice (the new practices of 

the digital era) masks the small and incremental changes that occur through the habitual use of 

technology in the daily lives of lecturers, students and others entangled in academic practice 

(McAvinia, 2011, p. 250). As observed by Traxler (2016), “much ‘technology’ becomes 

progressively more inconspicuous and unremarkable as it becomes ubiquitous and pervasive” 

(Traxler, 2016, p. 403). The loss of everyday technologies from the foreground to the 

background of analysis can lead to their effect on practice change being unnoticed, but to do 

so represents a failure to understand the nature of the digital era. This is an era that is 

characterised by the widespread use of digital technologies and the effect that this has on 

practice. The digital technologies that have achieved widespread use, such as email, the web, 

office tools, mobile devices, file storage, need to be understood in terms of their role in the 

enactment and incremental enhancement of academic practice. It is because of their ubiquity 

that they need to be studied, yet often because of their ubiquity they are ignored.  

A survey carried out in 2014 by the National Forum in Ireland reported on the learning 

technologies used by lecturers in Ireland. The findings, included here in Figure 3, demonstrate 

the degree to which lecturers make use of everyday technologies appropriated from beyond 

academic practice. In most cases, these technologies have not been designed as learning 

technologies, but provide affordances (Conole & Dyke, 2004) that enable their use for 

pedagogical purposes. Their emergence as learning technologies usually follows a bottom-up 

approach independent of strategy, and yet their effect (by crude measures of use) is more 

widespread than those technologies that are designed specifically for pedagogical purposes, 

and that are embedded in strategic initiatives (lecture capture, quizzes, e-portfolios). 
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Figure 3 Use of Learning Technology in Ireland, as Reported by National Forum (National 
Forum, 2014, p. 32) 

 

This bottom up enactment of everyday technologies as learning technologies can provide 

significant insight into the evolution of academic practice in the digital era. As technologies 

gain widespread use in society in the digital era, they shape the enactment and evolution of 

academic practice. This is the pattern for the web, email, office tools, mobile devices, and social 

media. The enhancements that arise from their enactment have the potential to cover the 

breadth of academic practice because of their widespread use, rather than reside in “pockets of 
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excellent innovation” (National Forum, 2015b, p. 4) emerging from an “uncoordinated bottom-

up approach” (European Commission, 2014, p. 11).  

The remainder of this section reviews the technologies that have achieved widespread use in 

academic practice, and the reality of their everyday use and influence on practice. 

2.5.2.  The Virtual Learning Environment 

A Virtual Learning Environment is an Institution’s “web-based system used to support 

teaching” (McAvinia & Risquez, 2018). It provides a suite of technologies to lecturers with 

which they can engage for the design of learning activities and the provision of learning 

resources for their students.  

While the primary use of the Virtual Learning Environment is for the distribution of course 

notes and learning materials developed by the lecturer, it is also used for collection of 

assessment work, communication with students, plagiarism detection, implementation of 

quizzes, formation of groups, facilitation of collaborative work among students, and course 

administration (Farrelly et al., 2018). It can also be used for the formation of networks among 

staff (O’Toole, 2019). The primary uses of the Virtual Learning Environment in Higher 

Education are largely considered enhancements to existing practices, fitting in with the 

practices of the lecturer as a means to enhance efficiency, rather than transforming practice in 

some fundamental way. 

Virtual Learning Environments are frequently engaged with by students who see this as a core 

part of their learning environment (Cosgrave, Risquez, et al., 2011). As mobile technology has 

become ubiquitous among students, engagement with the Virtual Learning Environment has 

increased (Raftery & Risquez, 2018), along with expectations from students regarding 

engagement with the system. The diversity of use of the Virtual Learning Environment, arising 

in part from the degree of autonomy enacted by lecturers in their practice (Johannesen et al., 
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2012) can lead to frustration among students who don’t receive a consistent experience across 

courses on their programmes (Cosgrave, Risquez, et al., 2011; Raftery & Risquez, 2018). 

Students similarly express frustration regarding the poor design by the lecturer of the content 

and activities in the Virtual Learning Environment (Ryan & Risquez, 2018), which arises from 

the degree of configurability of the interface, interaction and content that is available to the 

lecturer (Mueller & Strohmeier, 2011). The primary barrier to the use of the Virtual Learning 

Environment by lecturers is the availability of time (McAvinia, 2011; McAvinia et al., 2018; 

Farrelly et al., 2018), though other issues such as perceptions regarding a negative effect on 

student attendance and student activity are also cited as barriers (Farrelly et al., 2018). 

As a platform for enhancement of academic practice, according to the enhancement themes set 

out in section 2.3.2, the Virtual Learning Environment is an important enabler of enhanced 

assessment and feedback practices, with submission and checking of assessment material and 

provision of marks and feedback delivered through the platform. To a lesser degree, multiple-

choice questions and quizzes undertaken by students outside of the classroom are enabled as 

part of academic practice (Johannesen et al., 2012). The flexibility afforded by the distribution 

of materials through the Virtual Learning Environment, and the facility afforded by students to 

engage with those materials through a variety of platforms across space and time has the 

potential to enable an enhanced student experience, as evident from student feedback collected 

through the #VLEIreland survey (Raftery & Risquez, 2018; Ryan & Risquez, 2018). Students 

also report that the use of the Virtual Learning Environment makes their lecturers more 

accessible to them, enabling communication and forms of feedback that would not otherwise 

be possible.  

While Virtual Learning Environments are usually introduced to academic practice through top-

down policies, the design of these policies tend towards transformation, when greater 

recognition needs to be afforded to the role of the Virtual Learning Environment in the gradual, 
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incremental, enhancement process (McAvinia, 2011). The role of the Virtual Learning 

Environment in quality enhancement across the thematic areas identified in section 2.3.2 

requires that the agency of practice is understood as something other than just the will of the 

leaders of an organisation, the will of the individual lecturers or the affordances of technology 

– it is a complex entanglement involving these and other parts (Johannesen et al., 2012). The 

use in practice of the Virtual Learning Environment in Institutions has had a considerable effect 

on the enhancement of academic practice in the digital era, changing existing practices, without 

matching the degree to which authors of policy and guidance envision the creation of new 

practices to meet a highly ambitious transformation agenda. The Virtual Learning Environment 

is the primary means through which learning technologies (technologies designed specifically 

to enhance learning) are integrated into on-campus academic practice (Boulton et al., 2018; 

McAvinia, 2011), and it is the primary platform for online learning. Other learning 

technologies, such as clickers, lecture capture and smartboards tend only to generate niche use 

among educators rather than broad and pervasive use. 

2.5.3.  The Web 

While Virtual Learning Environments are web-based platforms specifically designed to 

support teaching and learning, they should not be considered the only – or even the main – way 

in which the web is used as part of academic practice. The web was designed in 1989 as a 

product of a project by British physicist Tim Berners Lee while working in the CERN research 

laboratories in Geneva. The objective of the web was to provide an open platform upon which 

scientists could share research data with a low technical barrier to entry. The earliest version 

of the web was a read-only (for users) platform where authors shared material by creating 

marked up text. The so-called web 2.0 that emerged in the 2000s represented a significant step 

forward for the web, evolving it from a read-only platform to read-write, with user generated 

content becoming a significant feature of the web. The web has evolved substantially with the 
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advent of social networking platforms and mobile technology, through which people have 

access to a global space in which they can access data and information in a variety of media 

formats (text, image, video, audio), and also share their own opinions and ideas using 

technologies that are usually considered trivially easy to use. The shift to web 2.0 represented 

a fundamental and transformative change for the web and offered significant potential for the 

greater use of the web as an educational technology. Technologies such as discussion fora and 

Wikis, which are integrated into Virtual Learning Environments, emerged from the shift to 

user-generated content in web 2.0, creating opportunities for new forms of learning (Conole & 

Alevizou, 2010, p. 16). 

While there are cases where the integration of web 2.0 tools has had a significant impact upon 

structured learning activities (Bower, 2016; Uzunboylu et al., 2011), it is also the case that the 

use of tools such as discussion fora and Wikis is not widespread in academic practice. The 

informal use of the web for searching and finding resources for teaching and learning has 

become a fundamental activity engaged in as part of academic practice, occupying the lowest 

levels of the European Digital Competence Framework for Educators (newcomer and explorer) 

(European Commission, 2017a). Advanced applications of the web, such as the collaborative 

development of resources (either among lecturers or students) occupy higher levels on the 

digital competence framework and continue to evolve as uses of the web through accessible 

interfaces such as those provided by cloud platforms. 

2.5.4.  Email 

Email has become a huge social phenomenon and is embedded in a multitude of social 

practices. It serves a fundamental purpose in society, with an email address often used as a 

personal identifier and a requirement to engage with commercial, social and government 

services. While email is one of the earliest applications of the Internet, the explosion in 

popularity of the web in the 1990s led to the increased popularity of email, with web-based 
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interfaces to email applications eventually leading to almost universal adoption of email as a 

communication platform in digital societies. 

The use of email in education enables communication among academic colleagues within and 

beyond the borders of the institution, as well as among students and between students and 

lecturers. It is the most popular tool for communication and collaboration among lecturers 

(Maican et al., 2019). 

Early studies of email as a learning technology examined the challenge of upskilling students 

to be able to use email (Russell, 1995), and explored its potential as a platform for distance 

learning (Phoha, 1999), surfacing many of the challenges that continue to be faced with online 

learning, such as social engagement among students. Email was studied as a way to engage 

students in the collaborative design of assessment tasks, whereby it was used as a platform for 

discussion and exchange among students and their lecturers (Boles, 1999), and for the 

administration, dissemination, communication, submission and notification functionality later 

associated with Virtual Learning Environments (Hassini, 2004; Huang, 2001). Later studies 

have also explored the same themes regarding email as a potential platform for online education 

in emerging digital societies (Sadat & Rahman, 2015). 

More recent studies have taken the opportunity to explore the insight into teaching and learning 

practices that can be gained by investigating email use in academic environments, for 

communication among academic colleagues (Hu et al., 2009) and among students (Uddin et 

al., 2014; Uddin & Jacobson, 2013). Email, however, receives little attention in the academic 

literature despite it continuing to become more and more popular as a platform for 

communication and interaction in academic practice - Uddin et al (2014), for example, observe 

that the emergence of competing social technologies has not displaced email as a 

communication tool among students and lecturers. 
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The study of email in practices beyond the academic world has focussed on the use and effect 

of email, observing how it can provide insight into the communication patterns of sub-

communities in organisations (Tyler et al., 2005). The theme of overload emerges strongly 

from the literature (Grevet et al., 2014; Whittaker & Sidner, 1997), recognising not just the 

pressure created by the communication aspect of email, but also the overloading effect of 

email’s use as a personal archiving tool (Whittaker et al., 2006), a task management tool 

(Whittaker & Sidner, 1997), a personal notification tool (Bota et al., 2017) and even a habitat 

(Ducheneaut & Bellotti, 2001). The relationship between email use and stress has received 

attention arising from the overloading effect (Kushlev & Dunn, 2015; Thomas et al., 2016), 

with frequency of access to email being associated with high stress levels. The effect of email 

as a form of constant connectivity and its dilution of the barriers between work and social life, 

has been observed to transform work practices (Mazmanian et al., 2013; Orlikowski, 2007; 

Thomas et al., 2016), and impact upon constructs such as autonomy and work-life balance. 

Email use is pervasive in society to such a degree that it has been backgrounded as a technology 

in the study of social and work practice, with some exceptions. There is a shortage of recent 

studies on the transformative effect of email on academic practice, and the effects of email on 

the enhancement of academic practice. The use and effect of email has the potential to provide 

significant insight into not just the learning and teaching practices of lecturers, but to their 

entire working environment and culture. 

2.5.5.  Office Tools 

Office tools include the suite of products typically used in a workplace – desktop authoring 

tools such as Microsoft Word (or similar), data analysis tools such as Microsoft Excel (or 

similar), personal and shared file storage space (on devices, on the network, on the cloud), and 

presentation tools such as Microsoft PowerPoint (or similar). Of these, the most significant for 

the educational domain is unquestionably PowerPoint, the much derided (death by powerpoint! 
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(Harden, 2008)) software application that enables the creation and sharing of slideware. 

PowerPoint is listed by the National Forum (2014, p. 32) as second only to email for technology 

used in the learning and teaching practices of lecturers in Ireland. The design and use of 

PowerPoint provides significant insight into learning and teaching practice. It is not simply a 

technical presentation tool, it is enacted in diverse ways as a pedagogical technology in 

academic practice (Kirschner & Kester, 2019, p. 525). 

Microsoft PowerPoint was developed for the corporate environment as part of the Microsoft 

Office suite of tools in the late 1980s (Yates & Orlikowski, 2007). As the personal computer 

began to become a feature of everyday life at home and in the classroom, the affordances of 

PowerPoint as a pedagogical tool began to be explored by educators, for many of whom 

presentations to a classroom using a blackboard or an overhead projector with transparent 

acetates were an established part of their practice. By the early 2000s the use of PowerPoint in 

the classroom was beginning to emerge as common place, with studies highlighting the 

possibilities opened up by the use of PowerPoint, including: the structuring of presentations; 

the distribution of presentation material; the opportunity to engage students in the creation and 

editing of presentation material; the incorporation of hidden notes and information into 

presentation slides; and the mixing of media including images, text and rich media to 

accommodate different learning preferences (Jones, 2003). At the same time, a backlash was 

emerging against the use of PowerPoint, both in the corporate world and in academic practice.  

Tufte (2003a) argued forcefully that “PowerPoint is Evil!”, prioritising format over content and 

reinforcing the dominance of the lecturer (Tufte, 2003b). Adams (2006) argued that this turned 

learning into “persuading not by logic per se, but by eloquent, charismatic language, and at 

times oversimplifying the truth” (Adams, 2006, p. 406) that focussed on the outcome of the 

argument at the expense of the process leading towards that conclusion. The enthusiastic use 
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of graphical tools available in PowerPoint to incorporate irrelevant imagery were argued 

against as “not helpful for enjoyment or learning” (Bartsch & Cobern, 2003, p. 85). 

The effect of PowerPoint as a shaping force in academic practice, rather than simply as a 

substitute for the blackboard or the overhead projector began to draw attention from 

researchers. PowerPoint was explored as something that was not neutral in the enactment of 

academic practice (Kernbach and Bresciani, 2013), but a powerful agent. A so-called 

PowerPoint invitation (Adams, 2006) was issued to presentation authors when they launched 

the tool, offering them an opportunity to create and structure a presentation in a particular way, 

thus shaping their habitual engagement with both their material and their students. The 

students, in turn, it was argued, would prioritise the material included in the PowerPoint slides, 

to the detriment of the accompanying or emergent discussion in the classroom (Adams, 2006) 

– becoming speech suppressors and mediating the engagement between lecturer and student 

(Wecker, 2012). PowerPoint was studied as a pacifying tool, reducing activity in the classroom 

where students are not required to take notes and can use their time differently. Opportunities 

afforded by this idleness (“To observe a classroom with PowerPoint at its centre is often to 

watch a group of students with idle hands” (Adams, 2006, p. 401)) emerged, such as the 

opportunity to incorporate content based questions (Gier & Kreiner, 2009) and audience 

response into classroom activities, as well as flipped classroom models with pre- and post-

questions, student presentations and other activities in the classroom (Wanner, 2015). 

Classroom activity and learning activity was reconstituted in many cases through the 

appropriation of PowerPoint, in which students’ digital literacy and information literacy in 

interpreting presentations and discerning relevant and irrelevant information became a factor 

(Williams et al., 2017). The fear that classroom attendance would be reduced because of the 

availability of soft copies of presentation slides was challenged (Worthington & Levasseur, 

2015), as the focus turned towards not just the use of PowerPoint as a binary choice, but the 
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enactment of PowerPoint in the daily practices of lecturers and their students (Kernbach and 

Bresciani, 2013). This manifested in particular in respect to the provision of copies of 

presentations in advance of class, with studies finding that the reliance on presentations as sets 

of notes in place of notes taken in class reduced educational outcomes (Worthington & 

Levasseur, 2015), and that the provision of partial slide copies were more effective for student 

learning (Kim, 2018).  A meta-analysis of 48 studies on the impact of PowerPoint on student 

learning called for a deeper analysis of the entanglement of PowerPoint in pedagogic practice 

(Baker et al., 2018), although much of the commentary regarding PowerPoint still focussed on 

its negative effect and the benefits of moving on from its use in the classroom (Donovan, 2017; 

O’Connor & Donovan, 2018). 

PowerPoint was designed for one dominant type of use – one-to-many sequential 

communications usually followed by questions. However, as Yates and Orlikowski (2007) 

have found, a set of genres of use have emerged from the enactment of PowerPoint in 

organisations, potentially aligning with the appropriation in academic environments. 

PowerPoint has been repurposed for activities such as the distribution of presentation content 

such as directly from educators to students, or through online repositories. In these cases, where 

the presentation content is disentangled from the performance of the presentation, the author 

of the presentation will either decide to create a dense collection of information in the 

presentation slides, thus compromising the live presentation; or distribute a presentation likely 

to be meaningless independently of the accompanying narrative (Yates & Orlikowski, 2007). 

Yet this is an approach that is very common in academic practice, prompting a conclusion that 

these two uses should not be mixed and that materials should be designed for one purpose only, 

and designed with that purpose in mind (Wecker, 2012).  

PowerPoint is deeply embedded as a habitual component and forceful agent in many diverse 

enactments of academic practice. The situated enactment of PowerPoint in academic practice 
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provides insight into the activity in the classroom, the pre- and post-lecture activities, the 

authoring practices of the lecturer and the sharing practices among lecturers and students. 

Despite its often negative reputation and association with regressive and deleterious learning 

practices, it is an influential and forceful agent in the enactment of academic practice, and 

pervasive across widely diverse enactments of academic practice. 

2.5.6.  Devices 

Mobile technology has increased hugely in usage in Ireland and other countries. It is by far the 

area of greatest growth in technology, with reports that 99% of students in Ireland access the 

Internet and 92% of 18-29 year olds being online every day (National Forum, 2017b) – the 

largest demographic group for mobile use and also that group with the largest proportion of 

third level students (Crompton & Burke, 2018).  

Where mobile learning strategies are deliberately implemented by pockets of innovators, the 

reported impact on student learning is generally positive (Crompton & Burke, 2018; Nikou & 

Economides, 2018; Xiangming & Song, 2018), but not universally so (Tossell et al., 2015). 

Studies have repeatedly called for enhanced strategies, guidance and resourcing for mobile 

technology use (Crompton & Burke, 2018; Kukulska-Hulme & Traxler, 2019; National Forum, 

2017b; Nikou & Economides, 2018) to further enhance the impact of mobile technology on 

academic practice. However, while mobile technology has the potential to transform higher 

education and has been reported upon in the same way as other potentially transformative 

technologies have been over time, the reality of how mobile technology is used reveals a pattern 

of minor, incremental and emergent changes in practice. The vast majority of lecturers and 

students don’t make direct use of mobile technology in the classroom (Lai & Smith, 2018; 

Tossell et al., 2015), and in those cases where it is used in teaching and learning processes and 

practices, it tends to be for access to information and for communication, rather than for the 

types of collaborative and situative learning that would represent a transformative enactment 
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of educational practices (Lindsay, 2016). While all lecturers in Ireland are reported as having 

access to a computer, the practice of providing mobile devices such as phones, tablets and 

laptops is variable (National Forum, 2017b). Those staff who do make use of mobile devices 

in their academic practice, often do so using so-called “shadow IT” – their own personal 

devices, rather than devices issued by their employer. This makes the collection of data 

challenging as well as introducing issues relating to data security and privacy (National Forum, 

2017b). Mobile technology offers “unique possibilities to support designs for learning where 

access, inclusion, opportunity and participation are priorities” (Kukulska-Hulme & Traxler, 

2019, p. 185), aligning with the transformation and enhancement goals of higher education 

nationally and internationally. However, the literature suggests that the use of mobile 

technology across higher education is following a similar pattern, albeit delayed, to other 

technologies appropriated from daily life, such as email and the web. It is enhancing access to 

information, to systems and to people, but it has not yet penetrated the explicit learning design 

practices of most lecturers. 

2.5.7.  Institutional Systems 

All Higher Education Institutions in Ireland provide access to wireless networking to their staff 

and students through the Eduroam wireless network. Staff are universally provided with access 

to a computer and staff and students are provided with access to relevant office type-software, 

the Virtual Learning Environment, and file storage space (National Forum, 2017b).  In addition, 

Higher Education Institutions provide access to their library systems, electronic journals, and 

electronic books through online interfaces, and often provide access for their staff to 

institutional data entry and reporting systems for the purposes for submitting and/or analysing 

assessment, attendance and registration data.  

The logging of student interaction with multiple technological touchpoints, such as the Virtual 

Learning Environment, the Wireless Network and the Library System, coupled with data 
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recorded on student attendance and performance has attracted significant attention to learning 

analytics (National Forum, 2017c). This is an approach to using data to predict the requirement 

for learning interventions and brings to the fore, for the first time, the value of integrating 

administration systems into the learning design process, and forming (or recognising the 

formation of) assemblages of general information and communications technology (ICT), 

learning technologies and information systems in the design of learning experiences. Typical 

information systems in higher education institutions include library management systems 

(which themselves have led to a rich literature), timetabling systems for classes, institutional 

intranets and websites, student record systems and reporting systems. Though the role that these 

play in the learning process is considered peripheral (Sandkuhl & Lehmann, 2017), the scale 

of interaction involving lecturers and students with these systems often plays a highly 

influential part in the construction of the learning experience. As an example, an online 

timetabling system may be interacted with on a daily basis by students and staff. Students may 

use this system to structure their week and devise their study patterns, selecting classes to attend 

or not attend, and making collaborative arrangements with other students to share notes after 

class. Staff may use this system to reschedule classes, or to schedule special study sessions that 

are then propagated to students’ phones or Virtual Learning Environment accounts. In this case, 

the timetabling system is not peripheral to the design of student learning but is central to its 

construction. 

2.5.8.  Emergent Technologies 

The use of innovative technologies that offer transformative potential is by far the most 

fascinating aspect of learning technology to investigate, foregrounding pockets of innovation 

at a distance away from the mundane reality of mainstreamed, daily practice. This cutting edge 

tends to be where early adopters and innovators establish practice that often struggles to 

become mainstreamed and impact upon the daily practice of all lecturers and students. The 
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analysis of future trends for academic practice (Childress, 2016) identifies technologies and 

practices such as gamification, augmented reality, ubiquitous computing and wearable 

computing at the cutting edge, enabling the type of personalised, active and engaged learning 

activities that are set out in policy and guidance literature.  

2.5.9.  Concluding Remarks 

This section has demonstrated that the changes that have taken place in academic practice due 

to the use of technology have been largely slow, incremental and arising from the appropriation 

of general information and communications technology (ICT) tools from everyday practice 

into academic practice. This reflects a view that change is taking place in a bottom up, 

uncoordinated fashion independent of policy and guidance, and that national and international 

policy and guidance on digital technology and deliberate interventions are not having the 

desired transformative effect. There is strong evidence for a mismatch between policy and 

guidance; and practice that requires exploration. This exploration is approached in the next 

section where enhancement is presented as a design challenge, and the activities of designers 

for academic practice (a concept introduced in this work) are brought to the foreground. 

2.6.  Design for Academic Practice 
Aspects of academic practice, as shown in earlier sections, are often positioned as design 

activities focussed on the production of artefacts (e.g. learning objects) or phenomena (e.g. 

learning), where the lecturer is positioned as the designer with agency over the design activities. 

The enhancement of academic practice can also be positioned as a design activity, focussed on 

the production of artefacts (strategies, plans, interventions, communities of practice) and 

phenomena (enhanced assessment, enhanced educational equity). This design activity requires 

a connection with academic practice as the target for enhancement. The types of mismatches 

between the ambitions of designers (including policy makers, strategists, authors of guidance 
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and others) and the reality of practice can be attributed to weaknesses in design practice, and 

consequently, resolved by addressing these weaknesses. 

2.6.1.  Enhancement as a Design Challenge 

Designing for learning is a term now used to account for design beyond the teaching cycle and 

the programme of learning, to include design up to the organisational and strategic levels 

(Sharpe & Armellini, 2019). The term designing for learning has been used interchangeably 

with learning design, however, learning design suggests that a phenomenon (learning) is being 

designed, whereas design for learning steps back from this, pointing towards the design of 

artefacts that can enable learning to take place. Goodyear and Dimitriadis (2013) find difficulty 

with the idea that a designer can design the learning of another person, although they can design 

activities that will encourage and enable learning. Once learning design is reframed in this way, 

the levels at which conditions and activities for learning can be designed become apparent.  

Design for learning is a helpful guide for the work being undertaken in this research and serves 

as the foundation for the conceptualisation of design for academic practice. Design for 

academic practice is design activity at the micro-, meso- and maco-levels that is focussed on 

the enhancement of academic practice. It is focussed on the multitude of activities that 

constitute academic practice and it is concerned with enhancement across diverse enactments 

of practice. It is a framework for practice design (with underlying theory addressed in section 

3.5 in Chapter 3), that draws the designer’s attention to particular touchpoints (material or 

social) within a practice in order to shape the enactment of the practice. Following Jones 

(2019), this research observes the indirect nature of design, focussing on the design of artefacts 

that influence the enactment of academic practice and the emergent phenomena. These artefacts 

may be, inter-alia, technological (such as learning technologies), physical (such as buildings), 

intangible (such as policies) or social (such as professional development).  
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This research presents design for academic practice at three levels, as shown in Table 9 and 

discussed in the sections that follow. These three levels are applied in similar models elsewhere 

(Hannon, 2013; Jones, 2019; Goodyear & Carvalho, 2019). The characterisation of design for 

academic practice at these three levels is introduced in this research to help provide a focus for 

the different levels of design engaged in by designers for academic practice. 

Table 9 Levels of Design for Academic Practice 

Macro-Level Design for 
Academic Practice 

Design undertaken by leaders, policy makers, or strategists 
intending to enhance the enactment of academic practice across 
the full breadth of a diverse academic setting. 
 

Meso-Level Design for 
Academic Practice 

Design undertaken by allied academic roles for support or 
guidance of lecturers, intending to enhance the enactment of 
academic practice across the full breadth of a diverse academic 
setting. 
 

Micro Level Design for 
Academic Practice 

Design undertaken by lecturers intending to enhance the 
enactment of their own or their colleagues’ academic practice. 
 

 

2.6.2.  Macro-Level Design 

Macro-level Design for Academic Practice is concerned with design undertaken by leaders, 

policy makers and strategists. The artefacts that they produce include strategies, policies, 

guidance, and funding schemes, with the intention that they will influence the enactment of 

academic practice and the enactment of phenomena such as learning, knowledge, and 

educational equality.  Kowch (2016) argues that unlike the practitioners at the micro- and meso-

levels, “design is less prevalent among educational leader professionals concerned with 

organisation-wide phenomena” (Kowch, 2016, p. 487). This has the potential to lead to designs 

that are not effective for reasons such as their not being embedded in local practice (Murphy 

& Maguire, 2018). The challenge for design at this level is ensuring impact on the enactment 

of academic practice and the emergent phenomena. While the value of effective leadership, 

strategy and policy is repeatedly recognised (Conrads et al., 2017; European Commission, 
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2014; Juntrasook, 2014; Smith, 2016), effective design requires that the designed artefacts exert 

influence on the enactment of practice. This means that design needs to take account of context, 

people, and cultures, or “the way we do things around here” (Sharpe & Armellini, 2019, p. 

139). 

The importance of building policy upon local practice is particularly important for academic 

environments, given the autonomy of lecturers as well as the expectation of collegiality in 

institutional decision making. The decision making of lecturers regarding their engagement 

with technology is influenced by a range of factors, including their personal values and beliefs 

(Trott et al., 2012), as well as “contextual, intrinsic, and pragmatic factors” (Singh & Hardaker, 

2017, p. 745). These micro-level factors are more likely to influence their behaviour than an 

institutional strategy (King & Boyatt, 2015). For institutional strategy to influence the 

behaviour of lecturers, Singh and Haradker (2017) recommend “collaborative, participatory 

approach to shaping the direction of e-learning strategy”, involving the “endorsing of bottom-

up engagement” (Singh & Hardaker, 2017, p. 746). The absence of this type of empathic 

engagement with local practice is a reasonable explanation for the failure of digital 

transformation initiatives in institutions and education systems globally. As Conrads et al. 

argue, “interventions that start with an in-depth analysis of the baseline have greater chances 

of being effective” (Conrads et al., 2017, p. 7). 

In addition to engagement with local practice, the effective design of policy requires clarity on 

the vision and objectives of the strategy. Salmon (2016) presents a four-quadrant model within 

which the strategic objectives of institutions with respect to the deployment of digital 

technology can be positioned, shown in Figure 4.  
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Quadrant 2 
“Quadrant 2 suggests a different approach to 
incremental innovation, taking the core 
strengths and incremental development from 
Quadrant 1 into new missions and 
markets—more organisational development 
is needed. Some risk is present in where to 
put investments and choices of partners. The 
timescale to implementation is typically a 
year or more.” (Salmon, 2016, p841) 

Quadrant 4 
“Quadrant 4 represents a more radical view 
of change using new technologies, products 
and markets and missions. This is higher 
risk, but higher value for those that succeed. 
It is unlikely to happen without specific 
investment by the university in learning 
innovation and in cross sector partnerships. 
The timescale is 2–4 years.” (Salmon, 2016, 
p841) 

Quadrant 1 
“Quadrant 1 represents the deployment of a 
university’s existing core capabilities and 
capacity through incremental innovation. 
Quadrant 1 suggests deploying the 
understanding of technologies already in 
place in the institution to solve problems 
and increase the quality of learning. 
Improved learning design, professional 
development and staff support are needed, 
but despite this investment, it is reasonably 
low risk. The timescale is now, ongoing and 
continuous.” (Salmon, 2016, p841) 

Quadrant 3 
“Quadrant 3 suggests deployment of a 
university’s key strengths in learning and 
teaching but with adjustments to new 
technologies, as many of them cannot be 
owned by the university. These involve 
some risk since more imagination and 
prototyping are involved. Timescale to 
implement is 1–2 years.” (Salmon, 2016, 
p841) 

Figure 4 Salmon’s four quadrant model on the “realm of innovation” (Salmon, 2016, p841) 

 

Quadrant 1 is occupied by the ongoing, emergent and incremental enhancement that is a feature 

of academic practice. Institutions positioning their strategy in this quadrant need to develop an 

“understanding of technologies already in place in the institution to solve problems and 

increase the quality of learning” (Salmon, 2016, p841) and not just rely on uncoordinated, 

bottom-up enhancement. This requires the institution to become a shaping influence on the 

emergence of practice through, for example, professional development and staff support. This 

is the lowest risk approach to digital transformation in institutions, but it has the potential to 

have immediate effect because it is not waiting for a transformational wave to develop, it is 

harnessing an existing dynamic. This positions the institution’s empathic engagement with 

local practice at the core of its strategy. 
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Macro-level design is an important part of the digital enhancement and digital transformation 

agendas, if implemented appropriately. Enhancement of practice is likely to take place through 

the micro-level dynamics of practice involving communities of lecturers. However, well-

designed macro-level artefacts can shape and influence this dynamic, as well as provide a clear 

direction for other forms of change. Macro-level design cannot exist independently of 

engagement between and with the other levels of design (Marques et al., 2015; Singh & 

Hardaker, 2017), involving the “purposes, people, structures and social systems” of the 

institution (Jameson, 2013, p. 909). 

2.6.3.  Meso-Level Design 

Meso-level design is concerned with the design of interventions, infrastructure and support by 

designers in allied-academic roles such as quality assurance, learning technology, academic 

development, ICT support and similar. Such specialist staff provide the “up-to-date 

professional expertise which can support lecturers across the institution” (European 

Commission, 2014, p. 27), and can thus influence the enactment of academic practice. The role 

and involvement of practitioners at this level needs to be clear in order to be effective, with 

practitioners often seeing their role as ill-defined and being perceived at different times as 

technical support or academic development (National Forum, 2016c). 

Designers for academic practice in a meso-level role represent a key cohort of designers for 

academic practice. They are not themselves lecturers who are interacting with students and 

delivering programmes to students on a daily basis. They are usually not the highest-level 

leaders of an organisation, responsible for the strategic direction of the organisation. That is 

not to say that people at the coalface of academic practice (micro-level), or people at the highest 

leadership positions (macro-level), are not also invested in changing academic practice. Rather, 

it means that responsibility from the highest levels for this transformative agenda is often 

delegated to, or enacted by, people at the meso-level. Hannon (2013) identified learning 
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technologists as occupying this level, in his study of sociomaterial entanglements arising from 

learning technologies in higher education. Schroder (2010) similarly identifies academic 

developers (or faculty developers, or educational developers) as occupying this role where they 

have increasing responsibility for the enactment of organisational change in academic 

institutions. Van Rooij (2011) refers to meso-level designers as one of the two-cultures in 

Higher Education – distinguishing them from those directly concerned with academic 

provision, as those concerned with the enhancement of academic provision through, inter alia, 

the embedding of technology. Thompson (2016), contrasted macro-level and meso-level types 

of change by distinguishing between change enacted by organisational leaders and change 

enacted through expanding the knowledge base of academic. The first type of change is “of a 

structural, policy or procedural nature” (Thompson, 2016, p. 71). The second type, however is 

meso-level change, where the result is that “people in the organisation have learnt something 

new and act in new and different ways” (Thompson, 2016, p. 71). 

The practices of academic developers (Thompson, 2016) and learning technologists (Gu et al., 

2019; Wu et al., 2013) have been the subject of many analyses in the published literature. 

Others whose roles may not traditionally have been associated with changes in academic 

practice, have not received the same level of analysis. This includes people involved in quality 

assurance, information technology support (van Rooij, 2011), student administration, finance 

and human resources, and similar areas typically considered supporting roles. However, their 

roles are focussed – in part – on the enhancement of academic practice, and often on enhancing 

the impact of technology on academic practice. 

The design of technology, such as instances of the Virtual Learning Environment, standard 

configurations for institutional personal computers and online resources, is undertaken at the 

meso-level. This requires the engagement of lecturers during design and evaluation (Carvalho, 

2001; Perry & Schnaid, 2012) in order to ensure high quality design (Mueller & Strohmeier, 
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2011; Richards & Kelaiah, 2012), involving – for example – ease of navigation, learnability 

and effective visual design and consistency (Asarbakhsh & Sandars, 2013). It is recognised 

that there is an unfulfilled need for the design of educational technology to adopt a user-centred 

approach that involves the user’s needs and abilities with the functionality and affordances of 

the system being designed (Antonenko et al., 2017).  

Technology adoption interventions, initiatives and strategies represent a key challenge at the 

meso-level. The challenge here is to encourage lecturers to embed a particular technology in 

their practice, convincing them of the value of the technology. There are many studies of 

acceptance of learning technology, in particular the Virtual Learning Environment, with the 

primary focus being on the acceptance of technology by students (Cosgrave, Rísquez, et al., 

2011; McAvinia, 2011; O'Rourke et al., 2015; Selim, 2007; Sumak et al., 2011). Researchers 

in the field of learning design have developed a wide range of technologies to support the 

learning design practices of educators, including LAMS (Badilescu-Buga, 2011; Dalziel, 

2003), CloudWorks (Conole & Culver, 2010) and ILDE (Davinia et al., 2014). However, there 

is a strong sense of disappointment in the literature that their systems and methods have had 

only limited success in being adopted by lecturers. Galley et al (2010), relate acceptance and 

adoption to the digital literacy and professional motivation of lecturers and institutional culture. 

They comment on the organisational and technical barriers, observing that in many cases 

lecturers are not equipped with the fundamental digital literacies required to engage with the 

technical side of learning design, and regardless, they argue that lecturers may not even see the 

benefit of learning design when they have established their own teaching practice over the 

duration of their career. Dobozy (2013), similarly, finds a range of adoption issues and reports 

from her review of a number of published case studies that there exists a recurring 

“undercurrent of convincing HE practitioners of the advantages of TEL in general and LD 

practices in particular” (Dobozy, 2013, p. 71).  
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The literature on technology adoption and acceptance in educational technology in general is 

dominated by the application of the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) (Davis, 1989). 

TAM asks whether an individual will use a given technology, and relates this question to two 

variables, the user’s perception of the usefulness of the technology for their work, and the user’s 

perception of the ease with which they can use the technology. It says nothing for how the user 

will use the technology, but considers the end point, actual use, to be a binary state indicating 

use or non-use. TAM has been extended for academic environments to address the contextual 

use of technology for particular tasks (Schoonenboom, 2012, 2014), noting the widespread 

practice of using technologies in ways not intended by designers.  

The design of professional development, support, and training is also a feature of meso-level 

design for academic practice. The development and provision of frameworks to lecturers to 

enhance, for example, learning design, is one approach adopted that has the potential to shape 

the “intrinsic complexity and artistry” of lecturers’ design practices and “stimulate their 

thinking” (Bower & Vlachopoulos, 2018, p. 991). There is an abundance of frameworks 

populating the field of learning design (Bower & Vlachopoulos, 2018; Conole, 2019), available 

for meso-level designers to choose among when designing interventions in academic practice. 

Digital competence frameworks (European Commission, 2017a) have the potential to play a 

particularly prominent role in meso-level design for academic practice. 

Training interventions regarding the use of technology in academic practice follow a variety of 

patterns, including ongoing, flexible and online training (Lareki et al., 2010; Newland & 

Handley, 2016; Price & Oliver, 2007; Rienties et al., 2013; Shalavin, 2018), accredited 

professional development programmes (National Forum, 2015a), and non-accredited 

professional development programmes (National Forum, 2016a). Personalised training and 

mentoring of lecturers represent an often-enacted practice (Kopcha, 2010; Shalavin, 2018) at 

the meso-level for training on the use of technology.  
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As is the case at the macro-level, engagement by meso-level designers with academic practice 

is of paramount importance to ensure that the technologies, frameworks, training, support and 

resources that are being developed meet the requirements of lecturers and build upon local 

practice. Frameworks such as TPACK have been used to investigate local practices among 

lecturers, for their use of technology in pedagogic practice (Jaikaran-Doe & Doe, 2015), as 

well as for the design for interventions and the evaluation of the effect of interventions (Rienties 

et al., 2013). Meso-level design also requires that designers engage with the situated barriers 

to practice change that are characteristic of the local setting (Dagnino et al., 2018). 

2.6.4.  Micro-Level Design 

Micro-level design for academic practice is focussed on bottom-up activities that shape the 

enactment of academic practice within a community of lecturers. This includes the local 

collaboration of colleagues (Shagrir, 2017), the formation of communities of practice (Cox, 

2013; Dean et al., 2017; Tseng & Kuo, 2014), peer interactions (Barnard et al., 2011; Hendry 

et al., 2014; Ross et al., 2016) and the exchange of knowledge (Lakkala & Ilomäki, 2015). It is 

an emergent, bottom-up form of influence and enhancement that is prevalent among lecturers 

(Cuban, 2018), not relying on interventions from other levels. It is described by Crawford as 

the “voices from below” (Crawford, 2010). 

At the micro-level, design for academic practice is undertaken by lecturers intending to 

enhance the enactment of their own or their colleagues’ academic practice through the use of 

digital technology.  

It is recognised that the use of digital technology by lecturers in practice does not always match 

the intended use by the designers of the technology (Flavin, 2013). The same applies for the 

interpretation of policies developed at the macro-level and interventions designed at the meso-

level (Newland & Handley, 2016). The failure of the upper two levels to enact their intended 
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impact leads to difficulties regarding the pervasiveness of the impact of their design. Local 

interpretations, or more likely, local non-engagement with macro- and meso-level design 

outputs leads to frustration and disappointment at “lack of systematic institution-wide 

engagement” (Newland & Handley, 2016, p. 10). The impact on academic practice is arising 

only from the micro-level, and is not being harnessed by upper levels in the way that Salmon 

advised for quadrant 1 strategies (Salmon, 2016). 

The motivation of individuals at the micro-level to engage in enhancement activities is often 

independent of the macro- and meso-levels, due to designs at those levels not establishing a 

foundation in existing practice. Their personal values (Trott et al., 2012), conceptions of 

teaching enhancement (Bennett, 2014), and community of peers (Singh & Hardaker, 2017) 

inform their implicit approaches to reflective practice, to self-evaluation, and to the sharing of 

knowledge in their community of practice (Tseng & Kuo, 2014).  

2.6.5.  Situated and Pervasive Design 

Effective design for academic practice has two key requirements: design must be based on an 

understanding of situated practice; and design must be pervasive across diverse enactments of 

academic practice. Artefacts, objects, processes, policies, interventions and strategies can be 

designed with the intention to shape and influence academic practice, but the absence of a 

connection to the daily lived reality of academic practice results in the failure to shape academic 

practice. This is particularly the case at the macro-level and the meso-level – becoming more 

of an issue as design moves away from the micro-level involving lecturers themselves. This 

can arise from an absence of a sensitivity to the characteristics of local practice (Kowch, 2016; 

Murphy & Maguire, 2018) by designers at the macro- and meso-levels where a focus is directed 

towards an end point without looking at how this emerges from the redesign of existing 

practice. Practices aren’t imported from elsewhere, practices are built on the foundations of 

extant practice. Enhancement, in particular, implies the reconfiguration rather than the 
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importation of practice, requiring the incorporation of a situated foundation into the design 

process. 

Pervasive design requires design to move beyond the enlightened commitment of a few 

individuals (European Commission, 2013a, p. 14) to consider the breadth and diversity of 

practice in a situated environment. The multitude of forces that shape academic practice and 

the autonomy of lecturers mean that any academic environment at any level is likely to have 

lecturers who carry out their practices in different ways. Teaching practices, research practices, 

assessment practices, administration practices, and personal organisation practices will vary 

according to influences such as personal beliefs, student expectations, built environment, 

available technology, personal skills. The enhancement of academic practice in a situated 

academic environment cannot, therefore, assume a homogeneous starting point for 

enhancement or transformation. Design for academic practice requires the insight to be able to 

engage with diverse practice.  

Situated design is straightforward at the micro-level where design is taking place in a localised 

setting among lecturers. This design is clearly not pervasive, dealing only with the local setting. 

However, meso-level and macro-level design should have a broad impact and influence diverse 

forms of academic practice, producing enhancement across the breadth of a situated 

environment. Since design for academic practice relies on the design of artefacts to influence 

the enactment of academic practice, the identification of the artefacts to design, or redesign, is 

important. It is challenging to ensure that a single artefact, whether a strategy, policy, 

intervention, or infrastructure, will impact on all enactments of academic practice, but a suite 

of artefacts may be able to meet this objective. Where this suite of artefacts is modified versions 

of existing artefacts, rather than new artefacts being imported into practice (facing all the well-

documented adoption and acceptance issues in academic Institutions), then the starting point 

for the designer for academic practice is not just the aspirational enhancement endpoint, but 
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the complex interplay of artefacts, practice and phenomena that are enacted in the academic 

environment. The task of the designer for academic practice is then to manipulate and configure 

a diverse set of artefacts to achieve enhancement of the emergent phenomena in academic 

practice. 

Design that assumes homogeneous academic practice across institutions or lecturers is limited 

in its applicability. Design for academic practice requires as a starting point a detailed 

knowledge of situated, diverse practice. Design then needs to address situational requirements 

in a pervasive way, incorporating diverse practice and diverse lecturers, and can do so by 

identifying the designable artefacts that constitute multiple, diverse practices. In the context of 

the digital era, these designable artefacts may be the technologies that constitute diverse forms 

of practice.  

2.6.6.  Concluding Remarks 

Enhancement is a design challenge, and design is undertaken at multiple levels in academic 

institutions. System-wide and institution-wide initiatives require effective connections between 

the macro-level or the meso-level and the micro-level where academic practice is enacted. The 

evidence for enhancement in the literature and in reflections upon policy and guidance support 

a view that change is most likely to take place at the micro-level through the bottom-up actions 

of lecturers. Macro-level and meso-level design are weakened by a failure to connect with the 

micro-level. In order to address this weakness, there is a requirement for appropriate tools and 

methods to build these links. This requires a greater understanding of how academic practice 

is enacted, how design for academic practice is enacted, and how connections are built between 

design and practice. The next chapter develops a theoretical framework that enables that type 

of inquiry, and those types of connections, to be developed. 
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2.7.  Summary 
This chapter has presented a review of the academic literature and national and international 

policy and guidance that sets the context for this project. The chapter builds upon the three 

research questions that were included in chapter 1 which present this as research that is 

designed to investigate how academic practice has evolved in the digital era, how design for 

academic practice has evolved in the digital era, and how there is a need and an opportunity to 

enhance the connection between the two practices in the digital era, in order to enhance the 

impact of digital technology on academic practice. 

The chapter has demonstrated how academic practice involves a multitude of practices, 

including teaching and learning, research, engagement, and administration. It has presented the 

multitude of forces that shape academic practice as a collection of diverse enactments, 

mediated by the personal autonomy and beliefs, institutional structures and social and 

economic forces.  

The chapter has explored the enhancement agenda, as it is related to the perceived effects of 

digital transformation. Firstly, policy and guidance documents were reviewed to identify 

aspects of academic practice and its emergent phenomena that are prioritised as areas of 

required enhancement, and then secondly, the relationship between these areas of enhancement 

and digital technology is explored. This demonstrates the scale of ambition that exists regarding 

the transformative potential for digital technology in academic practice.  

The chapter reviewed relevant literature to present a view of the reality of how digital 

technology is enacted in academic practice in the digital era. This presents a different picture 

to the ambitions set out in national and international policy and guidance, showing how 

enhancement has been an incremental and emergent effect from the enactment of widely used 

digital technologies such as email, office products, the web and the Virtual Learning 

Environment. The misalignment of the reality with the ambition highlights the need to explore 
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the ways in which policies and interventions are being designed at levels above academic 

practice to enact enhancement. 

The chapter presented design for academic practice as a practice engaged in at three levels, 

macro-level, meso-level and micro-level. At each of these levels the practices involve design 

that is intended to enhance academic practice. The evidence from the literature for the effect of 

a disconnect at upper levels from the reality of academic practice, including the situated 

diversity of practice, is presented as a justification for the third research question.  

The chapter has demonstrated a need for tools (such as thinking tools, design tools, digital 

tools) to connect the different levels of design for academic practice with the situated enactment 

of academic practice, in order to achieve situated and pervasive enhancement of practice. The 

foundations for these tools are explored in the next chapter where the theoretical framework is 

developed from a critical exploration of relevant theory. 
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Chapter 3.  Theoretical Framework 

3.1.  Introduction 
In this chapter, the theoretical framework that is used to address the research questions is 

developed. The theoretical framework operates as a lens, or a sensitising device (Giddens, 

1986, p. 326) that directs the researcher’s attention towards certain aspects of the phenomena 

under consideration. For this research, the phenomena of interest are academic practice in the 

digital era and design for academic practice in the digital era (see research questions in section 

1.3). This requires a theoretical lens that sensitises the researcher towards the ways in which 

digital technology contributes to the enactment of practices such as academic practice. Several 

theoretical perspectives are explored in this chapter, prior to the presentation of Influential 

Technology Channels as a new lens that draws from relevant theory to offer a different way of 

looking at the relationship between digital technology and academic practice.  

In addition, this research requires a theoretical lens that enables the researcher to investigate 

how design for academic practice in enacted, and how connections can be formed between 

design for academic practice and academic practice, in the digital era (see research questions 2 

and 3 in section 1.3). This chapter presents the underpinning theory that frames how the 

researcher will investigate design for academic practice, drawing from theory relating to design 

science, everyday design, diffuse design and persuasive technology, among others. These 

theoretical perspectives surface the characteristics of design that is carried out by non-expert, 

informal designers (such as designers for academic practice), and the challenges involved in 

enhancing design practice among that cohort of designers. A key challenge for all designers 

involves the navigation of complex landscapes of heterogeneous people and practices. 

Designers are faced with this challenge at the empathise stage of their design activities, which 

in formal design would happen at the commencement of a project. This chapter explores how 
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designers can be enabled to engage with Influential Technology Channels at the empathise 

stage of design, through the provision of a new method, practice-based personas. Practice-

based personas are extensions of Cooper et al.’s (2007) personas, that are designed to make 

Influential Technology Channels accessible to designers for academic practice and to enable 

designers for academic practice to explore the diverse enactments of digital technology in 

academic practice. 

Influential Technology Channels and practice-based personas are used in combination to 

provide a representation of the diverse, situated enactments of everyday technologies in 

academic practice. This enables designers for academic practice to gain a depth of insight into 

how digital technology is used in the environment for which they are designing, addressing 

how digital technology is used by all lecturers and not just pockets of innovators, and 

addressing how digital technology is used differently by different lecturers. This means that 

designers for academic practice can then base the design of their interventions, whether these 

are strategies, training sessions, deployments of technology or guidance manuals, on what is 

already taking place in practice in their institution and among the people whose practice they 

wish to change. These models are rich in detail and reflective of the situated reality of digital 

technology use, rather than being high level abstractions or generalisations.  

The theoretical foundations for Influential Technology Channels and practice-based personas 

reside primarily in sociomaterial accounts for practices and perspectives on design that address 

informal, everyday design. The underpinning theoretical framework, the ITC-PBP framework, 

is shown in Figure 5. This reflects the theoretical journey that will be undertaken in this chapter. 

The chapter commences with a review of theory related to practices in general, before 

progressing to theory related to the relationship between digital technology and practice. The 

strengths and limitations of the theories relative to the research questions are surfaced, prior to 
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the presentation of the novel Influential Technology Channels lens in section 3.4. The 

characteristics of design practice, in particular for informal designers, are then addressed, prior 

to the presentation of the novel practice-based personas method. 

 

Figure 5 Overview of the ITC-PBP Framework 

3.2.  Practices 
A practice lens, like any theoretical lens, provides a way of looking at a particular question and 

informing the way in which the question is answered. A practice lens is robustly directed 

towards happenings in the real world rather than the cognitive properties of human agents 

individually or in communities; or nebulous social structures or norms that are separated from 

their grounding in reality. Practices are fundamentally pragmatic enactments, providing 

evidence for phenomena through real world activity and materiality (Nicolini, 2013). For this 

research, academic practice, design for academic practice, and Influential Technology 

Channels, are explored through a practice lens. 
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A practice lens is concerned with the happening of social life and the role played by materiality 

(things, objects, non-humans) in social life. As shown in section 2.2, academic practice is 

shaped by a variety of forces, including the material environment, the technological 

infrastructure, the policy context and the social engagement among lecturers and between 

lecturers and students. A practice lens tries to make sense of the collection of forces that shape 

practices such as academic practice, bringing the non-human materiality of the environment 

into consideration alongside the social forces enacted by people through language.  

Reckwitz’s (2002) widely cited definition provides a comprehensive characterisation of 

practices, demonstrating the diversity of their constitution, the importance of behaviour and the 

centrality of matter.  

A routinized type of behaviour which consists of several elements interconnected to 

one other: forms of bodily activities, forms of mental activities, things and their use, a 

background knowledge in the form of understanding, know-how, states of emotions 

and motivational knowledge. (Reckwitz, 2002, p. 249) 

There is no single unifying practice theory (Nicolini, 2013, p. 1; Schatzki, 2005, p. 10), but 

rather there exists a family of theories that seek to foreground practices as the unit of analysis 

for understanding society, organisations, professions and everyday life in general. These 

theories associate four key properties, to greater or lesser degrees, with practices. These are: 

1. Practices are stabilised, situated, emergent, enactments. 

2. Practices are replicated and evolve across space and time. 

3. Practices have multiple constituents, among whom agency is a property. 

4. Practices are performances that go beyond localised, human cognition. 
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The key distinguishing features among practice theories relate to the degrees to which these 

properties hold and how they are applied. These four properties are addressed in the following 

sub-sections. 

3.2.1.  Practices as Situated Enactments 

Situatedness is a defining characteristic of practice theories. Situatedness relates the practice to 

the world in which it is taking place and the materiality of that world. The materiality is not 

just a facilitator or scene for the practice, but it is constitutive of the practice and responsible 

for changes in practice over space and time. Suchman’s (1987, 2007) work on situated action 

is particularly influential, as it explored the relationship between social practice and the ways 

in which each course of action is shaped by its material and social circumstances (Suchman, 

2007, p. 70). Her approach was to bring the lens of inquiry up close to the happenings of action 

in the real world, and study how people and the world interact to achieve intelligent action 

(Suchman, 2007, p. 70). Work, life and social practice cannot, from this perspective be 

understood independently of the material world in which they are taking place. This continues 

a train of thought that emerged from pragmatist thinking in the early twentieth century (Thayer, 

1970). Practices, as situated enactments, represent the building blocks for society, for 

organisations, for professions and for communities of practice (Lave & Wenger, 1991). They 

offer a suitable unit of inquiry for researchers and theorists (Cetina et al., 2005; Reckwitz, 

2002) who are looking for happenings in the real world, for which it is necessary to establish a 

material “ground of belief” (Dewey, 1933, p. 8). 

3.2.2.  Practices as Replicated, Evolving Performances 

The second property of practices concerns the dynamics and evolution of social life. While 

recognised as stable entities, practices’ capacity for evolution due to changes in the situation 

of their enactment led Orlikowski (2000) to describe practices as “stabilised for now”. This 

could perhaps more accurately have been described as “stabilised for here and now”, 
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recognising situational diversity of practice. Every performance of a practice is situated and 

materially grounded, so every performance provides the opportunity for the practice to evolve. 

While the materiality contributes to the stability of the practice, its changes contribute to the 

evolution of the practice. How the practice adapts to changes in its situatedness, materiality or 

other constituents tells the story of the dynamics of the practice  (Shove et al., 2012). 

Practices can only exist in their performance, unlike entities that are viewed from other, realist 

ontological positions, and therefore each practice has an inherent dynamism. Practices exist in 

their day to day reproduction (Gherardi, 2012, p. 27), not independently of the social or material 

world – but as part of it. This adds a longitudinal aspect to practices, beyond the immediate 

enactments, and introduces a history into the entanglement that explains practices. Practices 

become situated in both space and time (Kuutti & Bannon, 2014), drawing on historical 

processes and historically situated activity (Suchman, 2007, p. 187). Practices establish 

relations across space and time that enable practices to spread, or recruit practitioners (Shove, 

2007). The idea of recruitment by the practice is illustrative of a viewpoint that assigns agency 

to something other than the human participant. Practices evolve and spread as part of a 

community and spread between communities through their intersections and interfaces, with 

communities of practice (Lave & Wenger, 1991) as a vehicle for practice replication.  

3.2.3.  Practices as Productive of Agency 

The location of agency – the cause of action – in practices is a focal point for distinction among 

competing practice theories. Agency is typically understood as the property of a human being, 

but the practice lens challenges the researcher to look beyond the individual and understand 

that the human alone cannot cause action independently of the material world. Practice theories 

accept that insight into everyday life cannot be gained by just focussing on individuals and 

their intentionality – such as their motivations and goals. They also accept that the study of 

human society and organisations cannot rely solely on social structures, such as classes, culture 
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and norms, as shaping forces unless these can be grounded as products of the practices of 

everyday life. This conflict is dealt with by Giddens by relating individual agency to social 

structure through social practices. He offers the following insight into the social sciences in the 

early pages of his seminal work, “The Constitution of Society” (Giddens, 1986):  

The basic domain of study of the social sciences, according to the theory of 

structuration, is neither the experience of the individual actor, nor the existence of any 

form of societal totality, but social practices ordered across space and time. (Giddens, 

1986, p. 2) 

In this account, social practices become regularised, ordered and stabilised through the 

reciprocal interaction between individuals in society and the structures that emerge from their 

own previous behaviour and the previous behaviour of others. Recurrent enactment of social 

practice creates these structures that shape social practice.  

Many practice theorists align with a posthumanist ontology, meaning that they consider 

humans and non-humans to be similarly or equally implicated in the enactment of practices, 

and they consider those properties that are typically associated with human agency to be a 

property of the practice rather than the human. Actor-network theory (Latour, 2007) 

characterises this as generalised symmetry, whereby humans and non-humans come together 

in the formation of a network, through which agencies emerge from the enactment of practices. 

Latour (2007) extends action beyond human agency, describing action instead as an emergent 

property of entangled agencies: 

Action is not done under the full control of consciousness; action should rather be felt 

as a node, a knot, and a conglomerate of many surprising sets of agencies that have to 

be slowly disentangled. (Latour, 2007, p. 44) 
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Suchman’s work on situated action reinforces this position, arguing that the capacity to act – 

agency – is an effect of an entanglement rather than the sole property of a human agent 

(Suchman, 2007, p. 241). Her position, like that of other posthumanists (Pickering, 2001; 

Barad, 2003) is that entities generally considered to be autonomous, independently acting, and 

in possession of localised agency, are instead effects that arise from the enactment of practices. 

They don’t precede the enactment of practices, but instead these entities, and the agency 

associated with those entities are emergent properties of practices (Suchman, 2007, p. 286). 

Certain practice theorists consider human agency to remain primary in the enactment of social 

practices, with action mediated by tools and objects (Engestrom, 2000; Giddens, 1986). Others 

adopt a strongly posthumanist position. A distinguishing debate in practice theory relates to the 

degree to which humanist agency or posthumanist agency are properties of practices. This is 

explored in section 3.3.4 through the examination of contrasting sociomaterial ontologies. All 

practice theories agree on the involvement of multiple parts in practices, beyond the human 

alone, such as the use of tools or objects or documents. The ontologies differ on the positioning 

and role of these entities. 

3.2.4.  Practices as Performances beyond Human Cognition 

The final key property of practices concerns practices as performances that go beyond 

localised, human cognition. The idea of a performance is essential to the understanding of a 

practice. Practices don’t exist except for how they are performed in the world. It is through 

their performance that the parts are brought together and that the relations are formed or 

emerge. The performance provides evidence of the practice’s existence, and draws on traces 

that formed the practices, that co-exist in the minds of the human participants and the 

materiality of the world. The definition of practices (Reckwitz, 2002) provided in section 3.4 

demonstrates the entangled nature of practices. A form of bodily activity has a cognitive 

element, an element of embodied interaction (Dourish, 2004), and a material element, drawing 
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on the physical world in which the interaction takes place. These elements can be separated 

according to a range of ontologies, depending on the researcher’s position with respect to 

agency, but it is clear that action, interaction and practice goes beyond the mind alone. This is 

the position taken by Dewey over a century ago in his characterisation of practical knowledge 

and the implications it presents for education (Dewey, 1933). A child, he argued, requires 

experience of the consequences of the practical activities they are undertaking in order to learn. 

Thus, learning and the education system are entanglements of the learner, the teacher and the 

practical world. By distributing responsibility for knowing and for meaning among human and 

non-human participants, and by calling for a material “ground of belief” (Dewey, 1933, p. 8), 

Dewey recognised that any account for phenomena that draws strict boundaries between the 

human and the world, or the mind and the senses, is incomplete and restrictive. Rather than 

drawing boundaries, Dewey sought to bring the world into the cognitive process, into action 

and behaviour, and into educational practice.  

3.2.5.  Academic Life as Practice 

Practice-based lenses have been applied to academic life in an effort to understand the complex 

enactments of phenomena such as plagiarism among the student population (Introna & Hayes, 

2011), the constitution of the academic office (Ruth, 2015), institutional e-learning strategy 

(Hannon, 2013), online learning (Lynn Thompson, 2012), educational standards (Fenwick, 

2010b), teaching standards (Ceulemans et al., 2012) workplace learning (Fenwick, 2010a, 

2014), classroom based pedagogic practices (Mulcahy, 2012), and the teaching of science 

(Roehl, 2012).  

Practice-based studies of educational practice draw heavily on the concept of heterogeneous 

entanglements with decentered human participation (Fenwick, 2010a; Fenwick et al., 2015; 

Fenwick & Landri, 2015). This enables a reconceptualization of educational concepts and 

practices that are “certainly not the exclusive concern of a teacher” (Fenwick & Landri, 2015, 
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p. 5). A practice-based approach enables researchers to deal with the inherent complexities of 

academic practice, bringing into view the diverse associations and forces that constitute 

practices and which are often lost sight of in exclusively social accounts of academic life. 

Practice-based studies recognise and embrace the constant, central and constitutive role of non-

human participants in educational phenomena. Fenwick and Edwards (2010) illustrate this by 

highlighting the changes that become evident in educational phenomena when its material 

participants change: 

Pedagogy centres around, and is constantly mediated by, material things. Pedagogical 

encounters change radically when its things change, for example, when a PowerPoint 

presentation is used instead of a textbook. (Fenwick & Edwards, 2010, p. 5) 

The point with practice-based studies of phenomena is that if the material is removed, or if the 

relations between materials are not performed, then the phenomenon ceases to exist. The 

removal of text books or PowerPoint presentations creates different performances of pedagogy. 

The removal of whiteboards, and classrooms, and writing materials, and policies, and schools 

does likewise. The removal in material form of the lecturer, or the student, or their technologies 

further changes pedagogy. Pedagogy, learning, and teaching are all concepts which cannot be 

constituted independently of their materiality, and different entanglements lead to different 

performances of those concepts. Practice-based accounts of academic life address what things 

do, what forces they exert, and how phenomena would be performed differently with a change 

of materiality. They seek to account for the agency of academic practice not through the social 

activity of the human lecturer, but through the collective responsibility (Mulcahy, 2012) of a 

complex and heterogenous entanglement. They also account for how the things that are used 

in educational practices are also things that create us as educators. 
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3.2.6.  Constitutive of Practices and Phenomena 

Influential Technology Channels are constitutive of practices. They are not positioned as 

mediating artefacts that influence a practice from beyond its boundaries. Instead they account 

for the enactment of the practice according to the principle of generalised symmetry (Latour, 

2007). They are a part of the practice. This is an important distinction because it challenges the 

pre-existence of practices prior to their material enactment. The mediation principle positions 

practices as primarily a human concern, with materiality (such as technology) a shaping force 

subsequent to the formation of the practice. Constitution establishes no such order and 

considers technology, people and other instruments and tools to be as much a part of the 

practice, because, in their absence the practice and the emergent phenomena would be 

something different.  

Learning design, pedagogy, research, engagement, and academic practice considered 

holistically are not just social processes. They are materially constituted as well as socially 

constituted. Influential Technology Channels such as the enactment of personal website as a 

distribution space are enactments that constitute practices. 

Similarly, phenomena are constituted through the enactment of Influential Technology 

Channels. The distinction between practices and phenomena is useful for analytic purposes 

because phenomena have a natural abstractness that means that that they can be discussed in 

general terms. Phenomena such as openness and flexibility were discussed as phenomena that 

are characteristic of a digitally transformed academic environment in section 2.4. Analytically, 

it is helpful to consider the phenomena as separate from the practices through which they are 

performed, which may include learning design practices, administration processes and others. 

These analytical distinctions are enactments by a researcher. They don’t have any naturally 

occurring boundaries. Sociomaterial accounts of phenomena such as actor network theory and 

agential realism characterise phenomena as performances. This means that the phenomena only 
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exist as they are performed in practice. While they can helpfully be viewed as the product of a 

practice, they can also be considered practices themselves. 

Influential Technology Channels are constitutive of phenomena because the phenomena would 

be different in the absence of the Influential Technology Channel. Multiple distinct situated 

enactments of phenomena can be collectively grouped according to a name such as flexibility 

or openness¸ but each of these groups are representative of forms of those phenomena that 

share some common properties and are different in some ways. The decision to group these 

collectively or to draw boundaries is an action undertaken as part of a practice of inquiry, 

determining inclusions and exclusions. Scott and Orlikowski (2014) demonstrated how two 

enactments of anonymity constituted through distinct enactments of technology give rise to 

two different forms of anonymity. Law and Singleton (2014) similarly account for multiple 

enactments of the same phenomenon.  

3.2.7.  Concluding Remarks 

For this research, academic practice, design for academic practice, and Influential Technology 

Channels are investigated as enactments of practices. This section has provided an introduction 

to the general properties of practices. The next section focusses on specific theories that address 

the relationship between technology and practices, setting the scene for the development of the 

Influential Technology Channels lens in section 3.4. 

3.3.  Technology in Practices 
Practices, as presented in section 3.2, provide an analytical lens for understanding the 

constitution of society, of organisations, communities and professions. Digital technology is 

ubiquitous in the practices of the digital era, leading to an interest in relationships between 

technology and practices. This is of particular relevance for Influential Technology Channels, 

as a novel practice-based lens designed to surface the entanglement of everyday technologies 

in academic practice. Several practice-based approaches to understanding technology are dealt 
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with in this section, each of which are related to the development of Influential Technology 

Channels in section 3.4. 

3.3.1.  Affordance Theory 

Affordances offer a popular lens for exploring the relationship between people and technology 

and the use of technology in general. Affordance theory finds its roots in Gibson’s ecological 

theory on perception (Gibson, 1979), in which he explained that affordances are the perceived 

actions that can be enabled in a given environment, and thus arise from the interactive 

relationship between a person and their environment. Affordances arise from the ways in which 

a person (or an animal) perceives their world and is then enabled to act upon that world. They 

are properties of neither the world not the person, but the entanglement of both. Gibson’s theory 

has received considerable attention across a variety of fields, none more so than design. In this 

field, Norman appropriated the term to refer to the ways in which an object communicated its 

functionality, and thus offered an implicit perspective on material agency. Affordances, for 

Norman (1988, 1999), communicate the potential uses of an object to the potential users of the 

object, and do so without relying on the use of language. The constitution of the object itself is 

sufficient to inform users about its potential use. The inclusion of an unopenable window as 

part of a designed artefact communicates to users, for example, that the user may wish to look 

through but not reach through a gap. The inclusion of an openable window tells the user 

something different. Norman directed designers to be conscious of the affordances of artefacts 

and their components and to make careful use of them in design, avoiding the kinds of 

contradictions that cause confusion for users (such as the common misdesign of door handles 

– where pull handles are expected to be pushed).  

This interpretation of affordance theory found considerable favour among designers of 

technology who were faced with huge challenges with respect to user experience, especially as 

digital technology became ubiquitous among largely non-technical populations. Discussion 
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among designers of technology moved towards the affordances of buttons and links and input 

devices in the design of interfaces between humans and machines. Designers were guided to 

think not just about the provision of functionality, but about how the use of certain features in 

interfaces communicated the functionality to the user.  

Beyond the design of the user interface, affordance theory has been used to interpret agency in 

the context of technology use. The question of how agency is localised or distributed is 

fundamental to practice theory (see section 3.2.3), leading some technology theorists to rely on 

affordances to explain material agency as distinct from human agency. Leonardi (2011) uses 

the term “imbrication” to characterise the coming together of distinct human and material 

agencies in the enactment of practices. Both are interpreted as potential that cannot be realised 

until they are entangled with each other, where affordances communicate the ways for the 

agencies to connect.  

While affordance theory started with perception of potential action, it has sometimes taken on 

the more general meaning of simply potential action. This avoids the need to focus on whether 

the object communicates its potential use, but rather simply whether it enables that use. The 

communication regarding use may not be inherent in the design but may arise as part of the 

wider practice beyond the localised interaction between the human and the object. Affordances, 

in this case, refers to the potential actions or operations that can be associated with material 

artefacts. This has attracted some attention among learning technologists who consider ways 

in which technology can be used by learners and educators (Dalgarno & Lee, 2010; Gamage et 

al., 2011), and in particular, the ways in which digital technology can be used to enable new 

ways of learning and teaching. This interpretation led to the development of a rich taxonomy 

of affordances for digital era artefacts (Conole & Dyke, 2004), challenging educators to explore 

the ways that the vast array of technologies can proactively be appropriated for learning and 

the student experience (including accessibility, communication and collaboration, reflection, 
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and surveillance, as examples). This represents an evolution of the idea of affordance beyond 

the interaction to the wider practice, and points towards how technologies are not used 

independently of each other but as part of a vast entanglement in everyday practice. The 

affordance is not the property of the person, or the object, or the person and object, but an effect 

of the practice. Dewey (1933) had pointed towards this interpretation when he highlighted the 

importance of the practice in determining the meaning of an object. Dewey argued that an 

object’s meaning is emergent from its performance in practice and is not an intrinsic property 

of the object, illustrating his thinking by contrasting human and animal interaction with a chair: 

A chair is a different object to a being to whom it consciously suggests an opportunity 

for sitting down, repose, or sociable converse, from what it is to one to whom it presents 

itself merely as a thing to be smelled, or gnawed, or jumped over. (Dewey, 1933, p. 17) 

Theories of affordance and applications of affordance are important because they draw 

attention to the need to understand how objects, including technologies, acquire meaning and 

contribute to the enactment of human behaviour. These theories are primarily localised around 

an interaction, however, and despite recognition that they are part of a wider practice, they 

don’t offer a natural way to sensitise the researcher to the breadth or multiple dimensions of 

that practice. This is a gap that activity theory attempts to address. 

3.3.2.  Activity Theory 

While affordance theory is centred on a strong concept that has been operationalised for 

guidance to designers and researchers, activity theory (Engestrom, 2000) is an operable 

practice theory (Nicolini, 2013, p. 11) that was developed for practical application in 

interpreting situated action. It has received broad attention as a sensitising device for 

interpreting the use of technology in everyday practices, including academic practice 

(McAvinia, 2011). It provides a way to look at an activity as something enacted by a goal-
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driven human subject, whose enactment of the activity is mediated by instruments (such as 

technologies), by social rules, by a community of practitioners, and by a division of labour 

involving other parties (see Figure 6). It does not assume a symmetry between tools and 

humans, recognising each as fundamentally different, but looks at tools as a means to expand 

human consciousness and enable human activity. It does not restrict attention to the localised 

interaction between the human and an object, recognising the multiple mediating forces. 

Ontologically, it aligns with social constructivism, with a centralised human subject. 

 

Figure 6 Structure of an Activity System (Engestrom, 2000) 

 

The activity systems that emerge from an analysis of a given practice or set of practices provide 

a structure and a common shape that is usually absent from studies of the use of technology “in 

the wild”. As such, it has achieved some popularity in the field of human-computer interaction 

(Kuutti, 1996; Nardi, 1996) where professional designers are moving more and more towards 

analysis of the use of technology in everyday practice, rather than laboratory based analyses. 
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Activity theory accounts for the dynamics of practices through the contradictions that arise 

from the enactment of activities, leading to emergent outcomes distinct from the intended 

outcome. Contradictions are tensions that are enacted among the connected nodes in the 

activity system that mediate the activity of the subject and the emergent effects. It is through 

the instability of the activity system that new activities and outcomes emerge. 

Activity theory is intended to be of practical use, but it is up to the researcher to determine how 

to apply it. Like other theoretical frameworks, it doesn’t provide specific guidance on its 

application, but sensitises the researcher to the enactment of activities. It offers a focussed 

breakdown of activities while steering clear of ontological questions relating to the co-

construction of technology and practice. Its focus is on the mediating effects of the world 

external to the human subject on their activity and practice. While it offers a useful framework 

for the analysis of activity, it’s deductive approach, its relative complexity (see section 3.2.6) 

and its centring of the human subject represent limitations for the objectives of this research. 

3.3.3.  Enactment of Technology 

While affordances focus on the interaction between the human and technology, and activity 

theory looks at how technology is one of a multitude of mediating forces on human action, both 

take a conservative approach to interpreting digital technology. Theories that focus on 

enactment rather than action or interaction offer the potential to look specifically at how digital 

technology – as a special case – becomes part of a practice, and what it becomes in that practice. 

In this space, Orlikowski’s (1992, 2000, 2007) work has been particularly influential on the 

development of Influential Technology Channels, representing an opening up of new 

interpretations of digital technologies as practices. 

Orlikowski’s work focusses on the enactment of technology in organisations drawing on 

Giddens’ (1986) duality of structure. Giddens’ positioned human agency and social structure 
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as co-constitutive of each other, which he used to explain how human society organises itself 

and its structures. Orlikowski adopted this framework to make sense of technology in 

organisations, initially presenting a model termed duality of technology (Orlikowski, 1992). 

This model positions technology in relation to human agency, recognising a duality between 

the human agent and the technology as they form each other through direct use and via 

institutional structure. It is a model that “allows us to see technology as enacted by human 

agency and as institutionalized in structure” (Orlikowski, 1992, p.421).  

Orlikowski (2000) added to the duality of technology model with the explicit introduction of a 

practice lens to further describe the relationships between humans, technology and institutional 

structures. The introduction of a practice lens readjusted the focal point of the model from the 

technology to the practice. This was an important adjustment because it presented 

organisational structure as emergent from the enactment of a social practice, not as something 

embedded in a technological artefact through appropriation or use. The technology itself was 

decentred and practices were brought to the foreground. This presented a model of technology-

in-practice as structures, rather than the previous model which presented technological 

artefacts, when used, as mediators of structures. Unlike Orliowski’s duality of technology 

model (Orlikowski, 1992), this practice-based model employs the natural dynamism of 

practices to account for how the same technological artefact can have different effects in 

different environments. Because structure is associated with the practice rather than the 

technology, the researcher does not need to look to the technology itself to understand these 

differences, but rather they look for, and at, the practices in which the technology is enacted. 

This is an important distinction that draws attention, as with other practice-based models, away 

from the components of practice (people, things, technologies) and towards the practice itself 

as a unit of inquiry. 
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While this model retains a foundation in structuration theory it rethinks technology as 

something beyond an artefact in use to a practice being enacted. From the perspective, a 

technology (or technologies) in use is a practice. A technology-in-practice, such as 

autonomous-learning, may be an enactment of a technology, or multiple technologies, that is 

shaped by institutional facilities and norms while also having a shaping impact on those same 

norms. As it becomes established, it influences other structures and becomes embedded as part 

of the organisation.  

Agency, in both of Orlikowski’s models, remains a property of the human, who either uses the 

technology (in the first model) or enacts the practice (in the second model). This reflects a 

hierarchical thinking that gives primacy to human agency, but as Orlikowki’s later work 

(Orlikowski, 2007) shows, this becomes problematic when consideration is given to the 

boundedness of practices that entangle human and non-human actors over space and time. This 

led to the extension of technology-in-practice to a more general model, making use of the 

entanglement metaphor and ontologically repositioned as sociomaterial. 

3.3.4.  Sociomaterial Practices 

In order to explain the relationship between the social and material components of practice, 

Orlikowski (2007) used the term constitutive entanglement. Constitutive entanglement 

presented the social and the material (including technology) as inextricably linked, such that 

there is “no social that is not also material, and no material that is not also social” (Orlikowski, 

2007, p.1437). This reflects an evolution of the practice lens (Orlikowski, 2000). Practices, 

Orlikowski argued, are sociomaterial in nature (and universally so), not social or material, so 

the role of technology in practices must be considered from that perspective. Further, the 

components of practice are not social or material entities but are themselves practices and 

consequently sociomaterial. The fundamental unit of existence is the practice, and all practices 

are sociomaterial, including enactments of digital technology. 
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Orlikowski’s thinking, as an organisational theorist, is influenced by sociomaterial accounts 

for social processes, largely due to actor-network theory (Latour, 2007) and agential realism 

(Barad, 2003, 2007), and sociomaterial accounts for technology (Suchman, 2007). While her 

application of these theories to the use of technology in organisations makes her accounts 

particularly useful for the objectives of this research, it is important to trace the roots of 

sociomaterial thinking, commencing with actor-network theory. 

Actor-network theory (Latour, 2007) adopts an interactionist approach to account for 

sociomaterial phenomena. The focus in actor-network theory is on the coming together of 

elements to form stable networks that produce an effect. This implies a pre-existence of 

ontologically separate entities that are brought together as the network is formed. Actor-

network theory is concerned with the building of networks from the ground up through a multi-

part process of translation. It addresses questions of how a phenomenon has come to exist 

through a series of interactions, negotiations, tests and alignments rather than addressing 

abstract questions such as why phenomena exist. Translation commences with non-social 

actants that achieve figuration as they begin to interact. A person, for example, achieves 

figuration when interaction with other (human and non-human) actors enacts them as a citizen, 

or a lecturer, or a leader, for example. The question then becomes – how has this citizen (or 

lecturer, or leader) emerged? Actor-network theory directs us back towards the interactions and 

associations that contributed to their emergence.  

In actor-network theory, agency is an effect of an actor-network. Agency is not a property of a 

single participant in an actor-network, nor is it exclusively due to the human involvement in an 

actor-network. Rather, agency is due to the multitude of forces exerted by the actors enrolled 

in the network. Agency emerges from the translations that take place as the network seeks to 

stabilise on the collective objective of the network. A lecturer’s agency, for example, is not due 

exclusively to their personal motivation and beliefs; rather the lecturer as an actor-network 
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participates in a range of translation processes that involve students, technologies, buildings, 

timetables and colleagues that contribute to the behaviour of the network – behaviour that can 

only be understood when the negotiations that give rise to those translations are traced. Agency 

is an effect of the collective, not a property of the individual.  

Agential realism (Barad, 2003, 2007) adopts a contrasting ontological position to actor-

network theory with the entanglement as the starting point rather than the end point. As an 

approach to research, it has been argued (Leonardi, 2013) that there is no practical difference 

between actor-network theory and agential realism, but perhaps this misses the point that they 

are each trying to do something a little different. Actor-network theory is concerned primarily 

with how a network has been formed (the sociology of translation (Callon, 1986)); whereas 

agential realism provides a way to account for a multitude of forces that contribute to an 

existing observed phenomenon. 

Agential realism positions phenomena as the fundamental unit of existence and presents 

phenomena as both the product of a performance and material in composition. Barad’s view of 

the world is robustly posthumanist, positioning humans and non-humans as “integral parts of 

the universe, beings in the universe” (Barad, 2007, p. 169). Humans, like objects, are 

constituted as phenomena in the enactment of the universe. They are not external to the 

universe, and they are not ontologically separable from the universe. They are part of a 

universal entanglement that is in a constant state of reconfiguration through the performance 

of everyday reality.  

Phenomena, as per agential realism, are not social constructs occupying human minds. They 

are physically realisable entities that are sociomaterially constituted. There are no 

predetermined physical boundaries on phenomena, but rather these boundaries are enacted in 

the practice of everyday life and can be enacted differently in different times and spaces. 
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Phenomena therefore are a product or effect of actions that take place within reality, what Barad 

terms intra-actions. Barad describes phenomena as constituted through the “ontological 

inseparability of agentially intra-acting components” (Barad, 2007, p. 33), meaning that agency 

does not belong, in this ontology, to an entity that pre-exists the enactment of phenomena. 

Agency is observed when ontologically inseparable parts are performed as a phenomenon. 

Barad describes agential realism as both performative and relational. It is performative because 

of the enactment of phenomena in the performance of everyday life. It is relational because of 

the location of agency in the relations that constitute phenomena.  

While the performative aspect challenges social constructivist thinking that prioritises language 

over matter, the relational aspect challenges realist thinking. Arguing from a relational 

perspective, Barad says “objects are not already there; they emerge through specific practices” 

(Barad, 2007, p. 157). It is the practices of everyday life that create these phenomena, which 

they do using two tools that Barad presents, agential cuts and intra-actions. 

Intra-action is a neologism introduced by Barad in place of interaction, because of the position 

that ontological separability is only achieved through the enactment of practices and is not pre-

determined. Therefore, intra-action is an action that takes place within a phenomenon, not 

between objects or entities. Intra-action is distinct from the types of interactions that were 

characteristic of actor-network theory and other sociomaterial accounts for reality. Agential 

realism provides a holistic account of reality, starting at the top and providing the tools to 

understand how reality is pulled apart to make sense of what’s happening. This contrasts with 

actor-network theory’s process of translation that provides a bottom-up account for the creation 

of phenomena. Agential realism argues that there is no starting point for phenomena, but there 

are occasions when boundaries need to be fixed on phenomena, and for this another tool is 

applied – the agential cut. 
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An agential cut is a specific type of intra-action that takes place when a boundary is drawn 

around a phenomenon. Barad’s work is inspired by the work of Niels Bohr (both are physicists), 

and consequently the language of their home disciplines is appropriated for this work. One 

term that finds it roots in physics is the apparatus, a device that carries out the agential cut. The 

design of an apparatus used by a physicist is such that it includes some phenomena and excludes 

others. Despite the reality that physical phenomena are entangled with each other, an apparatus 

will exclude most and include only that which it has been designed to search for. Barad argues 

that the enactment of sociomaterial practices behaves as an apparatus, carrying out exclusions 

and inclusions that enable entities in the world to make sense of each other as part of a practice.  

Orlikowski adopted the tools of agential realism to further develop and operationalise her 

approach to constitutive entanglement (Scott & Orlikowski, 2014). Together Scott and 

Orlikowski looked at the technological constitution of anonymity as a sociomaterial 

phenomenon through the enactment of online reviewing websites. While their central adoption 

from Barad’s work was the performative, relational account for reality, they commented on the 

use of agential cuts as: 

not a matter of selecting from a set of self-standing entities or presuming essential 

distinctions, boundaries, and properties but of foregrounding particular 

reconfigurations in practice, and noting their constitutive inclusions and exclusions 

(Scott & Orlikowski, 2014, p. 16) 

Thus, their focus was on how practice changed, and how in those changes certain parts of 

phenomena were included and excluded. Elsewhere, agential cuts are used to explore the effect 

of photography (Warfield, 2016) and drama (Arlander, 2017), wherein inclusions and 

exclusions result from the enactment of practices rather than being a property of the complexity 

of a world in which they were taking place.  
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Where interactionist sociomaterial theory provides a bottom-up account for sociomaterial 

phenomena, intra-actionist ontologies such as agential realism provide the top down 

alternative. Where actor-network theory asks how something has come to be; agential realism 

asks – what is happening to result in this account for reality? In doing so, it provides researchers 

with new tools to explore sociomaterial phenomena; to account for the appearance of agency; 

for drawing lines between phenomena; and for moving beyond interaction. These are tools that 

are applied in the development of Influential Technology Channels. 

3.3.5.  Concluding Remarks 

The theoretical lenses presented in this section each offer tools to look at the enactment of 

digital technology in academic practice. They also present a journey that has been traversed to 

find appropriate theories to engage with digital technology. Their strengths and limitations are 

summarised in Table 10.  

Table 10 Strengths and Limitations of Reviewed Methods 

Theory / Method Strength Limitation 
Affordance Theory Lens to enable exploration of 

novel methods of design and 
uses of material / technologies. 

Localised to the interaction 
between an actor and an object, 
rather than the breadth of 
practice. 
 

Activity Theory Guides the researcher to 
examine a practice according to 
a defined set of dimensions, and 
the interaction between those 
dimensions. 

Focussed on mediation of 
human agency rather than 
enactment of practice through 
distributed agency; deductive 
rather than inductive analysis of 
practice. 
 

Technology-in-
Practice 

Directs the researcher to look 
for technology as a part of 
practice in which it is both 
constituted and constitutive; 
focussed on technology as a part 
of real-world enactments. 
 

Retains centrality of human 
agency from structuration 
theory; focus is on interpretation 
of practices rather than design of 
practices. 
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Table 10 (Contd.) Strengths and Limitations of Reviewed Methods 

Theory / Method Strength Limitation 
Constitutive 
Entanglement 

Establishes holistic 
characterisation of sociomaterial 
practices.  

Presented as a conceptual shift 
and theoretical disposition rather 
than an operable theoretical 
lens; relationship with design of 
practice not explored. 
 

Actor-Network 
Theory 

Provides an account for the 
development of phenomena as 
materially grounded and 
emergent in practice, through a 
defined process of translation. 
 

Focus is on the development of 
phenomena assuming a starting 
point and succession of 
interactions; analytical lens 
rather than operable for design. 

Agential Realism Provides a comprehensive 
account for top-down universal 
sociomateriality, with devices to 
separate local phenomena for 
analysis and account for 
behaviour internal to 
phenomena as intra-actions. 

Analytical lens that provides a 
comprehensive characterisation 
of enacted phenomena but 
requires extension to account for 
design. 

 

3.4.  Influential Technology Channels 
In order to understand how academic practice and design for academic practice are enacted in 

the digital era, the theoretical lens adopted for the inquiry needs to provide the researcher with 

a way to surface the daily use of digital technology in academic practice. This requires that the 

researcher explores the daily practices of the target audience, in the case of this research the 

daily practices of lecturers, and identifies ways in which digital technology is formative of 

those practices. Each of the methods reviewed in sections 3.2 and 3.3 provide a way to do this. 

Several will do so by either foregrounding the technology but localising the focus to just the 

interaction with the technology (affordance theory); or pushing technology away from the 

foreground in order to get a broader understanding of the practice as a whole (actor-network 

theory, constitutive entanglement, agential realism). Others centre the human participants, 

placing the primary focus on the choices of the human participants in making use of technology 

(activity theory, duality of technology, technology-in-practice). Most of these methods are 
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adequate for addressing the first and second research questions (1. How has academic practice 

evolved in the digital era, and what is current practice?; 2. How has design for academic 

practice evolved in the digital era, and what is current practice?) if taken independently. These 

methods could be used as lenses to look at the happening of each of these practices in a digital 

era context, accumulating accounts of how the practices are enacted and representing these 

using activity diagrams or detailed accounts of practice. 

However, in the context of understanding the connection between academic practice and design 

for academic practice (as per the third research question: How can we better connect academic 

practice with design for academic practice in the digital era to enhance the impact of technology 

on academic practice?), a theoretical lens is required that surfaces aspects of each practice that 

can serve as potential connection points.  

The theoretical approach adopted for this research needs to be fit for purpose for the analysis 

of all three research questions, and therefore needs to be able to provide insight into the 

enactment of academic practice in an era in which digital technologies have become ubiquitous 

in everyday use, provide insight into how design for academic practice is enacted in the same 

era, and – importantly – surface connection points that are characteristic of the era. None of the 

reviewed methods meet all of these requirements, though they all provide tools that can be 

adopted to help look at aspects of the problem. 

Influential Technology Channels is a theoretical lens developed as part of this research that has 

a foundation in intra-actionist sociomateriality. Intra-actionist sociomateriality was chosen as 

the foundation because it recognises practices such the use of digital technology in academic 

practice as an ongoing happening rather than an artefact built from the ground up. Building 

from the ground up, as per actor-network theory, is suitable for circumstances where the focus 

is on a moment in time or a series of events through which the moments of translation of a 
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practice can be understood. However, mundane everyday reality rarely provided us with these 

discrete events. Instead, we have a vast entanglement of micro-happenings that represent the 

wholeness and connectedness of the world. This is where intra-actionist sociomateriality 

provides its value. Through agential cuts, intra-actionist sociomateriality provides the 

researcher with a way to temporarily separate a part of reality (such as the enactment of a 

technology) from the rest of everyday practice for the purpose of exploring its agency. The cut 

is not real or permanent, rather it is a temporary foregrounding akin to the inspection of a 

section of a fisherman’s net. It provides a way of looking at something that is happening, that 

is itself entangled with a multitude of other happenings, and exploring the ways in which those 

happenings are related.  

For this research, the researcher developed and applied the Influential Technology Channels 

lens to foreground the digital technologies that are influential in everyday academic practice. 

This enabled the researcher to look at how those technologies are entangled with aspects of 

academic practice and the emergence of phenomena such as the enhancement themes identified 

in section 2.3.2. Each Influential Technology Channel is a recurrent and stabilised happening, 

situated in the research setting, that owes its existence to the enactment of a digital technology 

that is in widespread use in everyday practice (as per the defining characteristics of the digital 

era in section 2.4.1). The foregrounding of specific technologies is important, because these 

are operationalised as access points to the practice, on the basis that where relationships are 

seen to exist between digital technologies and various phenomena and practices, then these 

relationships can become part of the focus of the design activities for designers focussed on 

changing those practices. 

Drawing on the review of theory on practices, technology in practices, and sociomaterial 

practices set out in sections 3.2 and 3.3, Influential Technology Channels are described in the 

remainder of this section according to the following properties: 
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1. Situated enactments of digital technology; that are: 

2. Constitutive of practices and phenomena; and that are: 

3. Constituted by practices and phenomena; through a: 

4. Performed entanglement of parts; that are: 

5. Universally sociomaterial; and that are: 

6. Potentially operable as designable digital artefacts. 

These are defining and distinguishing properties for Influential Technology Channels, as a 

sociomaterial lens for inquiry and modelling method for design. This lens and modelling 

method is one of the primary contributions of this research.  

3.4.1.  Situated Enactments of Digital Technology 

Influential Technology Channels are situated enactments of digital technology uncovered 

through an intra-actionist sociomaterial lens. This means that they are each specific enactments 

of digital technology that take place in a defined setting in which they are situated. Digital 

technology is not considered a material artefact, but rather an enactment in a given 

environment, following sociomaterial theory.  

Unlike most practice-based models, the technology is foregrounded in the model. While the 

trend has been to move away from the technology as the primary focus in any situated analysis, 

in favour of practices named according to their meaning (such as academic practice, learning 

design practice), Influential Technology Channels provides a model that brings the enactments 

of the primary technologies into focus. This does not diminish the role of practices in the 

constitution of the Influential Technology Channels, or the role of the Influential Technology 

Channels in the constitution of the practice. Rather, an Influential Technology Channel is 

disentangled from the practice through a specific agential cut (Barad, 2007) that accounts for 

the inclusions and exclusions through which it is constituted.  
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No two enactments of a technology or a practice are identical. Situated enactments draw 

attention to what actually happens in practice when a technology is used and the effect that it 

has on practices and emergent phenomena. Where a particular use of technology, or some 

relationship between the technology and the environment, is observed to impact upon the 

emergent phenomena, it is accounted for as an inclusion in the Influential Technology Channel. 

These inclusions are inductively emergent rather than deductively pursued, as would be the 

case with activity theory. 

Consider the example of an Influential Technology Channel relating to the use of a personal 

website as a distribution space for course notes, assignments, and notifications by the lecturer 

to students. (The case for such a use of personal websites was put forth in O’Leary and Kelly 

(2007).) The Influential Technology Channel influences the enactment of the learning design 

practice for, say, a given module on a part-time programme, through which notes and learning 

resources are made available. The enacted phenomena include flexible any time access for 

students regardless of their registration status; and the reuse of learning objects by lecturers 

elsewhere. These represent localised enactments of flexibility and openness, arising from the 

influence of a technology over a given practice. They usually don’t represent an institution-

wide phenomenon, but they may represent a pattern where they are repeatedly enacted across 

multiple practices by multiple lecturers. As such, they provide insight into local practice and 

potentially institutional practice. 

While Gourlay and Oliver (2018) carefully advise against abstractions since they distract from 

the situated reality, there is value in accounting for common enactments of technology that give 

rise to the same or similar phenomena. It provides insight into the daily, lived reality of the use 

of technology without claiming to tell the whole story. Like any model, it is important that is 

provides enough information to be useful. 
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3.4.2.  Constituted by Practices and Phenomena 

Influential Technology Channels are constituted by the practices and phenomena of which they 

are part. This co-constitutive relationship follows a train of thought from Orlikowski’s duality 

of technology (Orlikowski, 1992) that found its roots in Giddens’ duality of structure (Giddens, 

1986). Since an Influential Technology Channel is not an artefact but a situated enactment, it 

has all the properties of a practice. This means that it is sociomaterially constituted through a 

multitude of forces that are enacted when the technology is performed. In the context of the 

relationship between the practice and the Influential Technology Channel, both are practices 

and where one is deemed to be constitutive of the other, the reverse must also be true.  

In the example presented in section 3.4.1, the use of a personal website as a dissemination 

channel does not pre-exist the enactment of the learning design practice. It emerges as a practice 

at the same time, with an analytical distinction drawn as part of an inquiry so that the Influential 

Technology Channel can be foregrounded. Both constitute each other. 

This duality is helpful to understand the enactment of technologies such as websites, office 

products and email as learning technologies. Rather than considering them as physical 

technological artefacts that mediate practices from outside, their characterisation as Influential 

Technology Channels highlights that they are enactments formed by academic practice. These 

are distinct enactments, potentially different from what takes place in other social and corporate 

environments.  

The co-constitutive relationship helps to understand the enactment of technology in academic 

environments in the digital era. Isolating the influences over the situated enactment of the 

Influential Technology Channel, rather than the entire practice, provides a precise 

understanding of how the technology emerges in academic practice, and how it contributes to 

the enactment of phenomena.  
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3.4.3.  Performed Entanglement of Parts 

Constitutive entanglement is an important concept in sociomateriality (see section 3.3.4). The 

entanglement metaphor has been widely used in studies of organisational practice and is 

emerging in studies of academic practice. Entanglement is used to represent the relationships 

that are enacted in the performance of practices or the performance of daily activity. From an 

intra-actionist perspective, nothing exists except for how it is enacted in relations. A textbook, 

for example, is meaningless as an artefact in its own right, but is enacted in practices such as 

reading, writing, authoring, travelling and so on, in which it exerts an influence. It is both 

constituted by those practices (as a learning object, as a research output, as a publication, as a 

weight in a bag) and it is constitutive of those practices. The performance of the entanglement 

that constitutes a practice or a phenomenon enacts those relationships and can be useful in 

highlighting, among others, material touchpoints through which practices can be engaged. 

The parts in this case are not material or social parts, rather they are each themselves 

sociomaterial enactments, as dealt with in section 3.5.5. The parts could be categorised 

according to a set of dimensions such as those used by activity theory (Engestrom, 2000), but 

situated studies can benefit from an inductive ground up exploration of enacted practices, 

without having to shape the emergent findings to a particular set of categories (Gourlay & 

Oliver, 2018).  

A sample concept map showing parts of the situated enactment of the example practice 

introduced in section 3.5.1 is shown in Figure 7. This provides an analytical separation between 

the parts of the practice that are enacted and the emergent sociomaterial phenomena, in this 

case, forming part of learning design practice. It shows, in this case, how the enactment of 

personal website as a distribution space has constitutive relationships involving, inter alia, the 

concept of academic autonomy, the practice of lecturers providing notifications to students, the 

concept of technological freedom and the practice of personal, professional development. Each 
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of these are sociomaterial phenomena that emerged from analysis of a situated enactment. The 

overall enactment of the Influential Technology Channel contributed to the enactment of the 

learning design phenomena of flexibility and openness, as emergent, bottom-up, situated 

phenomena. 

3.4.4.  Universally Sociomaterial 

The main transformative insight from modern sociomaterial theory is universal 

sociomateriality. This is the rejection of social life and the material world as distinct from each 

other, and the recognition not only that they are constitutively entangled with each other, but 

that they are each other. This strong sociomaterial ontological position considers that 

phenomena and practices are the fundamental units of reality. All phenomena and practices are 

sociomaterial in composition, at all levels up and down. This means that the phenomena and 

practices shown in Figure 7 as entangled parts of the Influential Technology Channel are all 

sociomaterial in composition. 

This is a useful addition to the Influential Technology Channel lens because it reinforces the 

enactment of digital technology rather than the existence of digital technology. Email, web, 

and mobile technologies, are not studied as objects awaiting use but as emergent phenomena 

in the enactment of academic practice. They emerge from within and are constituted by the 

forces that are at play in academic practice. Agency is not a property of the human participant 

but is distributed among many parts, each of which has a part to play in the enactment of the 

practice. 
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Figure 7 The parts of a sample sociomaterial practice and the emergent phenomena 
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3.4.5.  Operable 

The operability of Influential Technology Channels refers to their capacity to be reconfigured 

by designers for academic practice (see section 2.6) to reconstitute the emergent phenomena. 

This might involve enhancing the phenomena or constituting new phenomena. This requires 

insight into the design practice of designers for academic practice and requires a theoretical 

foundation in design theory. This is dealt with in the remainder of this chapter.  

Design can be a very personal process, in particular for non-professional, informal designers. 

The objective with Influential Technology Channels is to provide them with accessible, easily 

understood descriptions of the situated enactment of technology and its emergent effects. This 

creates connections between sociomaterial accounts for practices and design for those 

practices, through the constitutive technologies in the practices. Nardi (1996) observes that one 

of the main objections to activity theory when it emerged was its complexity, causing a leading 

journal in Human Computer Interaction to reject a request for a special issue on the subject. 

The same criticism could easily be levelled at actor-network theory and agential realism, 

suggesting that they are inappropriate frameworks for the engagement of designers for 

academic practice. The Influential Technology Channel framework uses concept maps and 

simple associations to highlight to designers some of the forces that shape practice, and 

encourages them to explore those forces in their design activity, to achieve what Bower and 

Vlachopoulos (2018) described – in the context of learning design - as the ability to: 

engage deeply with design models, through processes of assimilation and critique… it 

cannot help but to stimulate their thinking, perhaps in ways that are tacit and not easily 

measured (Bower & Vlachopoulos, 2018) 
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3.4.6.  Concluding Remarks 

The Influential Technology Channels lens is a major contribution of this research. It provides 

a different way of looking at the digital constitution of academic practice, enabling the situated 

enactment of constitutive technologies to be brought forward, represented as constituting and 

constituted parts of the practice, and operationalised for the activities of designers for academic 

practice for whom the enhancement of practice and entangled sociomaterial phenomena are 

objectives. 

As a lens, it takes a strong sociomaterial perspective and seeks to make sociomaterial accounts 

accessible to designers to stimulate their thinking. It adopts an inductive approach to searching 

for the sociomaterial forces, relationships and influences that constitute practices and 

phenomena, without claiming to account for all the constitutive forces. Its strength comes from 

the provision of a simpler and more accessible approach to sociomaterial inquiry than other 

reviewed methods, and the development of connections with design through the constitutive 

technologies. The theoretical and practical foundation for this approach to design, and the 

operation of Influential Technology Channels for design, is explored in the remainder of this 

chapter. 

3.5.  Design Practice 
Influential Technology Channels provide insight into how digital technology is used in diverse 

ways in a particular setting, and in doing so, supports designers for academic practice in 

understanding the environment for which they are designing. The failure to produce an 

effective design is usually understood as a product of failure to understand the broad population 

of people for whom the design is intended (Cooper, 1999). Bad practice by designers is seen 

to result in self-referential design (assuming all people will have the same capabilities as the 

designer), or elastic user (assuming that people will have whatever capabilities are necessary, 
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in the minds of the designer) (Cooper et al., 2007). These practices arise from an absence of 

designer empathy with the situation and people for whom they are designing.  

In the context of effective design for academic practice, there is a requirement for the designer 

to have insight into the local situated enactment of practice. The provision of a set of Influential 

Technology Channels to a designer will not necessarily provide them with all the necessary 

insight into local practice unless they relate the diverse approaches to each other and to the 

population, and are presented to designers through an appropriate, accessible medium. For 

informal designers such as designers for academic practice that don’t necessarily engage in a 

formal design process, this is a significant challenge.  

This section explores this challenge in design and focusses on how the popular personas 

method provides accessible access to user representations, setting up the development of 

practice-based personas as part of the theoretical framework.  

3.5.1.  Informal, Non-Professional Design Practice 

Design was defined by Herb Simon in the seminal publication, the Sciences of the Artificial 

(Simon, 1996), as a creative activity undertaken by people who “devise courses of action aimed 

at changing existing situations into preferred ones” (Simon, 1996, p. 111). In providing such a 

definition, Simon cast design as an activity undertaken by a broad range of people as part of 

their professional activities, and not just an activity undertaken by design experts. Simon draws 

no distinction between “the intellectual activity that produces material artefacts” and “the one 

that prescribes remedies for a sick patient or the one that devises a new sales plan for a company 

or a social welfare policy for a state” (Simon, 1996, p. 111). Simon’s work has been strongly 

influential, and has contributed to the development of Design Science Research (Hevner et al., 

2004), an approach to research that focusses on generating knowledge through design activity. 

In many respects, Simon’s definition of design, and the consequent emergence of the design 
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science research field has had a democratising effect on design, bringing it out of specialist 

silos and recognising the design activities of people in multiple, diverse professions. In 

education for example, Laurillard (2013) has sought to position teaching as design science 

research. In that model, lecturers are design science researchers who create learning designs 

that are then enacted in the real world where they are evaluated and shared with others. The 

lecturer as researcher produces a learning design and generates professional knowledge from 

its enactment and evaluation. Norman – in describing the enactment of affordances in informal 

design – reflected the thinking of Simon by declaring that “we are all designers… we 

manipulate the environment, the better to serve our needs” (Norman, 2005, p. 224). This is the 

understanding of design upon which design for academic practice (see section 2.6) is based. 

Professional design is distinguished in many cases from non-professional design by the use of 

a formal process shared throughout a community of design practitioners.  Design is undertaken 

by professional designers through structured processes, such as the double-diamond (Design 

Council, 2005) or a plethora of similar multi-stage, iterative, and/or agile processes employed 

in professions such as engineering, architecture, software development, interface design and 

others. Design thinking (Cross, 2011; Lawson, 2006) is an approach to design which attempts 

to put a process or structure in place for designers in all disciplines – in particular informal 

designers, and apply design approaches to all types of problem. The stages of a design thinking 

process are: 

1. Empathise: Understand your environment, understand the people and the practices. 

2. Define: Define the problem which you are trying to solve. 

3. Ideate: Generate ideas to solve your problem. 

4. Prototype: Create your solution. 

5. Test: Evaluate your solution 
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The relationship between formal, professional designers and informal designers is an important 

one. Manzini (2015) writes of the distinction between expert design and diffuse design where 

the latter is design engaged in by non-experts who rely on their natural, untrained designing 

capacity, and notes that a necessary step for the upgrading of diffuse design practices is the 

“tooling up” of non-experts (Manzini, 2015, p. 158). Drawing on the tradition of participatory 

design (Ehn, 1993), Manzini puts forth a view that all design is ultimately co-design involving 

experts and non-experts, putting the responsibility on expert designers to, inter alia, create the 

tools that enable non-expert designers to “visualise ideas and make them tangible through 

different kinds of prototypes” (Manzini, 2015, p. 49). From this perspective, expert designers 

enable non-experts to make the most of their creativity in solving problems and designing 

solutions. For effective design thinking or design practice, designers need to have the tools 

available to them to carry out design. The reality that everyone can design and that everyone 

does design requires that appropriate support is provided for designers.  

The idea of design being undertaken outside of formal design professions is one explored by 

Wakkary (2005) in his work on everyday design. Everyday design is design activity carried out 

in the home or workplace as part of the activities of everyday living. In carrying out such 

design, people make use of the resources available to them which they shape and enact in ways 

that help them “change existing situations into preferred ones” (Simon, 1996, p. 111). The 

everyday designer is not usually someone schooled in design or someone who follows a formal 

process but is rather someone whose design process is an implicit and emergent feature of their 

design activity. The objects that they use in their design are the ones that are available to them 

in the environment for which they are designing.  

This democratic and inclusive conceptualisation of design is central to the definition of design 

for academic practice. The idea of academic developers as designers, academic leaders as 

designers, learning technologists as designers, information technologists as designers, learning 
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support as designers, student administration as designers, honours the views that design 

practice is not restricted to those formally educated as designers. Design for academic practice 

is design activity that has the objective of changing the practices of lecturers into preferred 

ones. Academic developers, learning technologists, academic quality assurance officers, 

academic leaders and academic management engage in this design practice, as do sectoral 

leaders, policy makers and strategists.  Also included are various people involved in supporting 

the academic mission, such as information technology support, learning support, student 

administration and even finance and human resources departments.  

Design for academic practice is an instance of informal design where supports are required that 

enable effective design. The objective of their design is to enhance practices, using technology 

or otherwise. These approaches relate to practice-oriented design and persuasive technology, 

addressed in the next two sub-sections. 

3.5.2.  Practice-Oriented Design  

Practice-oriented design approaches the design of practices through the designable or 

configurable components of the practice. This could be the material components of practices, 

or from the perspective represented by Influential Technology Channels, it could be through 

the sociomaterial parts of practices, such as individual Influential Technology Channels and 

their entanglement with academic practice and a multitude of phenomena such as active 

learning and flexibility. Bjorn and Ostelund (2014), argue that practices cannot be designed, 

only the components of practice (the artefacts) that can then influence the enactment of the 

practice. This is the indirect design with which learning design has grappled – learning itself 

cannot be designed but the practice of learning can be shaped through its influential 

components (Jones, 2019). This is an insight shared across design disciplines. For example, in 

setting forth an agenda for practice-oriented product design, Shove (2006) describes how 
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products intervene in the practices of everyday life, making product designers into practice 

designers.  

Practice-oriented design is a compelling approach to design because it moves beyond the 

individual and their interactions with a product to consider everything that is relevant to the 

enactment of a practice, while focussing on those parts of the practice that are most easily 

designed and configured in an effort to influence how the practice evolves and reconfigures. 

For designers for academic practice, Influential Technology Channels represent some of those 

parts of the practice that can be operationalised to indirectly change the practice. 

The relationship between practices and the design of the practice can be explored using the 

concept of a boundary object (Leigh Star, 1989, 2010). A boundary object is an enactment of 

a phenomenon that resides between worlds, and that is given meaning by both communities in 

their local setting and in the shared space. An Influential Technology Channel, as part of 

academic practice, and potentially operable in design for academic practice, can potentially be 

understood as boundary object. Boundary objects account for heterogeneous problem solving 

among disparate groups, sitting in between groups with divergent viewpoints. They are 

described as: 

Objects that are both plastic enough to adapt to social needs and constraints of the 

several parties employing them, yet robust enough to maintain a common identity 

across sites. They are weakly structured in common use, and become strongly 

structured in individual site use. (Leigh Star, 1989, p. 37) 

The sociomateriality of boundary objects is explored by Doolin and McLeod (2012) in the 

context of information systems development, who draw on sociomaterial theory to explore how 

“boundary objects are constituted in and constitute sociomaterial practices” (Doolin & 
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McLeod, 2012, p. 574). They reinforce the need for Influential Technology Channels to be 

considered sociomaterial in their enactment.  

3.5.3.  Persuasive Technology 

A particular type of design that focusses on the use of technology to change practices and 

evolve behaviour is persuasive technology. Persuasive Technology, or Captology (Fogg, 

2002), was introduced by Fogg as a way to use technologies to persuade people to change their 

behaviour, in the way that Influential Technology Channels can be manipulated to seek to 

change academic practice. Persuasive approaches to technology design are evident in a variety 

of areas, though primarily in health related or sustainability related areas (Beun, 2013; Singer, 

2013; Van Dam et al., 2010). Fogg (2002) argues that there are seven common strategies for 

shaping behaviour through the use of digital technology, which he terms reduction, tunnelling, 

tailoring, suggestion, self-monitoring, observation, conditioning. These variously involve 

providing successive steps through digital processes, personalising approaches for people and 

their profiles, using data collected from the user and others to suggest next steps or new options, 

and providing motivational data to encourage engagement. These are patterns that are common 

features of digital platforms and tools that are enabled by the flexible, malleable nature of 

digital technology.  

The design of persuasive technology solutions relies on the selection of appropriate platforms 

through which these types of patterns can be enacted. For effective behaviour change, Fogg 

recognised the importance of choosing those technologies that are familiar to the user rather 

than requiring both a change in their technologies of daily use and their daily practice. Fogg 

justifies this based on his experience, as follows: 

A design team must select a channel that is familiar to the target user. I’ve watched teams 

expect their audience to learn a new channel (such as texting or social networking) and 
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simultaneously adopt a new behaviour. This approach almost never works. I have come to 

believe that most people can change only one behaviour at a time. And the reality is that 

adopting a new technology is a behaviour change. (Fogg, 2009, p.4) 

This is an important and influential insight. Fogg argues that change in practice can best be 

achieved through the manipulation of technologies that are already embedded in the practice. 

This challenges the view that incorporation of new technology is paramount and provides an 

alternative route to practice change beyond technology adoption and digital competence 

initiatives. The challenge, however, is to provide the designer with access and insight into the 

technology that is already part of practice. The Influential Technology Channels model is 

designed to meet this specific challenge. 

3.5.4.  Designer Empathy and Engagement with Practice  

The empathise stage of design thinking processes requires the development of empathy on 

behalf of the designer for the situation for which they are designing. The role of Influential 

Technology Channels and practice-based personas can best be understood as enabling empathic 

engagement by designers with the enactment of diverse forms of academic practice. The 

foundations of these methods in the understanding of empathy in design, and in the use of 

personas for enabling this empathic engagement, is explored in this section. 

Empathy is broadly understood as relaying a genuine, credible interest in another person or 

people based on one’s own experience. However, there is no shared understanding of the term, 

with Coplan (2011) identifying at least six distinct interpretations in the published literature, 

including feeling what someone else feels; caring about someone else; being emotionally 

affected by someone else’s emotions and experiences, though not necessarily experiencing the 

same emotions; imagining oneself in another’s situation; imagining being another in that 

other’s situation; and making inferences about another’s mental states.  For designers, the 
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capacity to “imagine being another in that other’s situation” is an appropriate interpretation of 

empathy. The absence of this enactment of empathy is illustrative of the barriers to effective 

design, much of which was evident from the failures of design at the macro-level and meso-

level reviewed in section 2.6. A designer with effective insight into the situation for which they 

are designing, including the people, their practices, their motivations, their goals, their aptitudes 

and their fears is presented with the opportunity to produce a design that is fit for that situation 

and practice. Without this insight, a designer may rely on assumptions, superficial 

understanding and stereotypes.  

Empathy is understood as a fundamentally cognitive or social process, requiring matching of 

affective states and mental agility in taking another’s perspective. However, empathy can 

perhaps be better understood as a sociomaterial process. Empathy is experientially rooted, 

meaning that the experiences of the human feeling empathy (in this case, the designer) is rooted 

in their own experience over space and time. This can include experiences arrived at through 

simulations, through art, or through observations of others. These material constituents of 

empathy are important, because they provide durability to an otherwise ephemeral state, and 

enable sharing among a community. Pruitt and Grudin (2003) describe this form of engagement 

in the context of movies and how people’s affective states are engaged with others, despite 

their being fictional characters.  

People routinely engage with fictional characters in novels, movies, and television 

programs, often fiercely. They shout advice to fictional characters and argue over what they 

have done off-screen or after the novel ends. Particularly in ongoing television dramas or 

situation comedies, characters come to resemble normal people to some extent. (Pruitt & 

Grudin, 2003, p. 6) 
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Fictional characters can be designed to trigger particular emotional states and generate empathy 

among a population, whether viewers of a movie or a team of designers on a project. They 

enable people to predict the future behaviour of others, such as characters in a movie or users 

of a designed product or service, and to imagine their likely reactions to scenarios they will 

encounter. Empathy is important for effective design because of how it enables designers to 

use their understanding of the situated context for the design as a means of predicting the likely 

effect of a redesign. The requirement for empathy has resulted in the popularity of user-centred 

approaches to design. These approaches are challenged, however, by the requirement for 

ongoing access to, and engagement with, a user perspective; and by the requirement for diverse 

user perspectives. Consequently, methods that model the user based on high quality data have 

been developed to accommodate the pragmatic reality of situated design. In the empathise stage 

of design, user research is carried out and developed into a model that can be engaged with by 

designers throughout the design process. A popular approach to user modelling for this purpose 

is the personas method (Cooper et al., 2007) upon which practice-based personas are based. 

3.5.5.  Personas 

Personas are a leading approach to stimulating and engaging designer empathy and thus 

connecting design with practice. A persona is a model of the user of a product or service. It is 

developed to assist with communication among the stakeholders in the design process and to 

guide the design of a usable, user-focussed product. Its strength comes from its capacity to 

engage the empathy of designers and other stakeholders, which it does by illustrating the 

persona in a similar way to how a character in a book, movie or play is illustrated. A persona 

is not a real person, it a character based on rigorously collected data with a name and a story 

that designers and others can grow to understand, relate to, and empathise with. Personas, it is 

argued, can be operationalised as generative tools whereby they can be cast forward into future 

scenarios and designed for in that imagined state. Designers who relate to the personal goals 
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and motivations of the persona will, it is argued, be able to predict the persona’s reaction to 

that future state. 

Cooper (1999) introduced personas as a user modelling method that fit into a design process 

called goal-directed design. Cooper’s personas are defined by their goals with respect to a 

particular objective or product. Goals are determined based on the behavioural patterns of the 

users involved in the research, with similar users clustered together based on their behaviour, 

leading to the determination of their goals. This approach results in a set of personas which are 

then given a picture, a name, a life story and other personal details, as an engagement device. 

A primary persona is selected from the cast of characters, with this primary persona then 

becoming the design target – the one person for whom the product will be designed. A primary 

persona is described by Cooper as someone who “must be satisfied but who cannot be satisfied 

with an interface designed for any other persona” (Cooper, 1999, p. 137). Secondary personas 

can be considered as part of the design process, but they will only be included after the primary 

persona’s interface is designed. If multiple primary personas emerge from the research, Cooper 

argues that this evidences a need for a separate product. The strength of personas come from 

their capacity to “narrow the spectrum of users” (Cooper, 1999, p. 137) and focus the design 

team’s effort on a single, primary persona.  

Personas, once created, are situated in scenarios (Carroll, 2000), imagined future states that can 

be occupied by a persona and can be used as part of the requirements engineering process. Well 

written scenarios can also be used to further illustrate the characteristics of a persona, akin to 

the demonstration of a character’s personality in literature.  

Practice-based personas, developed as part of this research and described in section 3.6, 

represent a new type of persona that is rooted in the enactment of Influential Technology 

Channels. This represents a new way to build personas that looks to understand a person by the 
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practices of which a persona is part, rather than their goals or motivations alone. This provides 

a focus on what they do, and what happens in the world when they are doing it. This is one of 

several variants on the standard type of personas (for reviews of others, see Dittmar and Hensch 

2015, Floyd et al. 2008).  

3.5.6.  Use of Personas 

Personas are designed to engage designer empathy and achieve an enhanced design as a result. 

They are used in two ways, as evidenced by the literature and practitioner reports. They are 

used for design, whereby they play a generative role in the creative identification of future 

scenarios of use which are then used to make decisions on features of the artefact; and they are 

used for communication among design team members and stakeholders to ensure a shared 

understanding of the audience for the product is being designed. The former is the more active, 

design-oriented role. The latter is the more passive role, with personas not necessarily being 

integrated directly into the design process. Junior and Filgueiras (2005), for example, identified 

personas as useful for communicating and presenting user data. Gudjonsdottir (2010), as 

another example, reported on a case where: 

The method was used without much effort to communicate about the needs and desires 

of the intended users, but was less successful in compelling project members to use 

personas and scenarios during various design activities. (Gudjonsdottir, 2010, p. 3) 

It is apparent that personas are used as complementary tools alongside other methods, primarily 

participatory design and other user-centred design methods, although not always without 

difficulty. Pruitt and Grudin, (Grudin & Pruitt, 2002; Pruitt & Grudin, 2003), give details of 

their application of the persona approach in projects in Microsoft, where they use them to 

complement other usability methods. They consider the greatest benefit of personas to be as a 

communication tool, among a broad range of stakeholders, not just the design team. Matthews 
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et al (2012) interviewed usability professionals on their use of personas, and found that most 

did not use personas directly in the design process, as initially intended by Cooper – for the 

envisioning of scenarios and the determination of requirements, but rather used them mainly 

for communication and for advocating user needs. Friess (2012) observed professional 

designers at work to identify how they used personas in their design practice and in design 

decision making. By performing linguistic analysis on the conversations held between 

designers she observed that personas featured in a small number of the conversational turns 

during decision making discussions, but also observed that where they are used, they quickly 

and effectively draw attention to the user and away from a technology focused discussion. 

Nielsen and Hansen (2014) investigated the use of personas in 13 companies in Denmark. They 

identified two main approaches to persona use which they referred to as systematic and ad-hoc. 

Systematic approaches, popular in larger companies, integrated personas into the in-house 

development process. Smaller companies, whose development processes tended to be more 

flexible and tailored to specific projects, had a more ad-hoc use of personas to fit a given 

project. Blomquist and Arvola (2002) observed difficulties as design teams tried to integrate 

personas into their design processes. They reported on how the design team reverted to direct 

interaction with users throughout the process and recommended that methods for integrating 

personas and participatory design should be explored. Bodker et al (2012) assess how personas 

can be used alongside participatory design methods, and conclude that in some cases personas 

can draw attention away from the real users.  

It is clear that there is diverse use of personas in practice, and that they offer significant 

currency as part of a communication process. This is particularly the case where there is 

otherwise an absence of value on user experience in design practices (Seidelin, 2014). Given 

the enactment of diverse design processes among practitioners, it is important that appropriate 

tools are made available to make use of personas in design. Faily and Lyle (2013) make a strong 
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case for enhanced tool support for the integration of personas into design and development 

processes in Software Engineering. The use of tools further emphasises the sociomateriality of 

design and in particular the sociomateriality of empathy, a phenomenon that would otherwise 

be considered exclusively cognitive or social.  

3.5.7.  Concluding Remarks 

Informal designers, such as designers for academic practice, are faced with the challenge of 

understanding the environment for which they are designing. Where their objective is to change 

academic practice, they are additionally faced with the challenge of exploring and 

understanding the parts of the practice that they can access in order to indirectly alter the 

performance of academic practice. Influential Technology Channels surface a variety of 

enactments of digital technology that are constitutive of academic practice, and are constituted 

by academic practice, and consequently represent components of practice that designers for 

academic practice should be able to engage with. However, the analysis of any setting is likely 

to surface a large number of Influential Technology Channels, and there is likely to be an 

unknown or complex relationship between the Influential Technology Channels and the 

population of lecturers in the environment. This means that Influential Technology Channels 

on their own are insufficient to enable effective engagement between designers for academic 

practice and academic practice. Something additional is required, that will enable designers for 

academic practice to navigate the complexity inherent in a large set of Influential Technology 

Channels and enable designers for academic practice to empathise with the diversity of 

practice. Personas were reviewed in this section as a method that has achieved substantial 

popularity in human computer interaction and elsewhere as a means of enabling empathy 

between designers and a user population, relying on building a relationship between the 

designers and the diverse goals of a user population. The simplicity of their approach means 

that they can be used for communication and engagement among experts and non-experts, a 
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key requirement for broad definitions of design, such as the one used for this research (see 

section 3.5.1). While Influential Technology Channels do not surface the goals of lecturers, 

they do relate to their practices. There is an opportunity, therefore, for a new type of persona, 

termed practice-based personas, to be developed from practices rather than goals, and 

consequently enable designers for academic practice to explore, engage and empathise with the 

diversity of practice in an academic environment. Practice-based personas are described I detail 

in the next section. 

3.6.  Practice-Based Personas 
Practice-based personas are formed from the clustering of Influential Technology Channels. 

As a method, they are based on the popular goal-directed persona method (Cooper et al., 2007) 

from human computer interaction, with which they share a lot of properties. However, their 

constitution from practices rather than their focus upon goals is reflective of their changed role, 

through which they provide access to groups of practices among which much of the agency is 

distributed. Practices are different to goals because practices, such as Influential Technology 

Channels, are not always goal driven. Many aspects of practices become automatic or carry 

their own motivational momentum. People may be drawn into a practice because of the strength 

of the practice, rather than their personal goals or motivation. Very few people, prior to their 

first use of email for example, are likely to have been concerned with how they communicated 

on a day to day basis. Their participation in the use of email cannot be fully understood by 

looking at their personal goals and motivations. The dynamics of the practice must be 

understood. Giddens (1986, p.64) referred to this as “generalised motivational commitment”, 

in his exploration of everyday encounters. 

This is why we can say that many of the specific features of day-to-day encounters are 

not directly motivated. Rather, there is a generalised motivational commitment to the 

integration of habitual practices across time and space. (Giddens 1986, p.64) 
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Each practice-based persona represents a different type of lecturer, based on their engagement 

with digital technology in practice and the relationship between digital technology and the 

practices in which they’re engaged. It provides a designer for academic practice with a way to 

navigate and explore the ways in which digital technologies are used in the research setting and 

the ways in which technologies are used together as part of the same practice. Practice-based 

personas are represented as artificial characters (following the persona method), thus serving 

to make them accessible to non-professional and informal designers. The next two sections 

show how practice-based personas are built, used individually and used collectively. 

3.6.1.  Building Practice-Based Personas  

Practice-based personas are built from collections of Influential Technology Channels, which 

themselves are uncovered from inquiry into the use of digital technology in academic practice. 

Each Influential Technology Channel is a practice that is enacted by multiple people in the 

research setting, that emerged from the analysis of data. Once a collection of Influential 

Technology Channels has been uncovered, the data collected can be revisited to explore the 

co-occurrence of Influential Technology Channels in the practices of lecturers. This enables 

the researcher to identify clusters of Influential Technology Channels that are enacted by the 

same lecturers in their academic practice. The practice-based personas, then, are representative 

of those clusters, as shown in Figure 8. 

Each practice-based persona is given a name, a picture and a story that is reflective of their 

enactment of digital technology. This story is designed to be accessible to the types of non-

professional designers that are characteristic of design for academic practice. Crucially, 

however, this just serves as an entry point to the Influential Technology Channels, where a 

detailed account of the practice involving digital technology and relationships is available. This 

is where the designer can then explore how to shape and evolve the practice i.e. how to design 

for academic practice. 
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Figure 8 Two practice-based personas emergent from the co-occurrence in practice of clusters 
of Influential Technology Channels 

 

3.6.2.  Using Practice-Based Personas 

Practice-based personas are used individually and as a collection in a design project. When 

used individually, the practice-based persona informs the designer about the Influential 

Technology Channels that are part of the practices of a particular segment of the population. 

When used collectively, the practice-based personas tell the designer about the spread of use 

of technology across the entire setting. They show the designers that even where the same 

technology is widely used, it is not used in the same way. They show designers that designing 

for a population with the assumption that a particular technology, say social media, is used by 

the whole population in the same way is not an appropriate assumption for a design project.  

For effective use of practice-based personas in design, the designer needs to be enabled to view 

the full set of personas and the Influential Technology Channels that constitute their practice, 

determine which of those they wish to build upon for their design project, and then get a view 

of the likely coverage of that design over the user population. This can be achieved on paper 

for small, uncomplicated environments but these types of environment tend not to be common 

in academic institutions. As the diversity of the use of technology expands, there is a clear 
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requirement for tool support to enable designers to engage with and effectively navigate 

collections of Influential Technology Channels and practice-based personas. As an illustration 

of the use of practice-based personas, consider the following scenario, illustrated in Figure 9. 

Two practice-based personas, named John Walsh and Mary Jones emerge from the clustering 

of Influential Technology Channels in a given academic environment. Both John Walsh and 

Mary Jones represent different types of lecturer, and each are representative of segments of the 

population of lecturers. John Walsh’s enactment of academic practice involves the enactment 

of a number of Influential Technology Channels: personal website as a dissemination space; 

mobile phone as a media creator; and laptop as an administrator. These three Influential 

Technology Channels are central to John Walsh’s enactment of academic practice. They shape 

what he does on a daily basis, and who he is as a lecturer. They provide substantial insight into 

John Walsh’s practice. Deeper analysis of the Influential Technology Channels provides 

insight regarding the relationship between the enactment of those Influential Technology 

Channels and the enactment of emergent phenomena in academic practice. This includes forms 

of openness and flexibility that are emergent from the enactment of personal website as a 

dissemination space; forms of student engagement, active learning, and flexibility that are 

emergent from mobile phone as a media creator; and forms of staff engagement emergent from 

laptop as an administrator.  

The story of Mary Jones is representative of a different type of academic practice enacted in 

the setting. Mary Jones enacts the Influential Technology Channels: mobile phone as a media 

creator; cloud space as a shared learning environment; and student record system as a 

knowledge source. These Influential Technology Channels contribute to phenomena such as 

student engagement, active learning, and flexibility that are emergent from mobile phone as a 

media creator; collaborative learning and openness that are emergent from cloud space as a 

shared learning environment; and personalised learning that is emergent from student record 
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system as a knowledge source. The story of both personas is told in their respective persona 

narratives. 

 

Figure 9 Sample scenario with two personas 

 

Mobile phone as a media creator is a common Influential Technology Channel across both 

practice-based personas. This means that this is a practice in which they both engage, and by 

which both of their approaches to academic practice is shaped. This is part of the daily activities 

of both. A designer wishing to understand the situated enactment of academic practice in this 

simple example may identify this common Influential Technology Channel and creatively 

explore ways in which the known relationship of both personas, and consequently both 

segments of the population, with that Influential Technology Channel can be used to achieve a 

particular objective, such as enhancing autonomous learning. For this, the designer may explore 

ways in which mobile apps could be creatively used, in the knowledge that the mobile phone 

is already embedded in both practice-based personas’ practices.  
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The two practice-based personas presented here suggest that there are two approaches to the 

use of digital technology in the research setting. In reality, many more practice-based personas 

will be required to capture the diversity of technology use in any academic environment. In 

that case, additional care and support, such as tool support, is required in the exploration of 

Influential Technology Channels.  

3.6.3.  Concluding Remarks 

Practice-based persons represent a new form of personas introduced in this research. They 

provide a representation of the diversity of practice, and technology use in practice, in the 

situated environment, thus encouraging designers to engage with diversity and produce designs 

that are pervasive across different clusters of lecturers. Along with Influential Technology 

Channels, they represent central contributions from this research, and offer a comprehensive 

lens through which the use of technology in an academic environment can be studied, modelled 

and integrated into design. 

Practice-based personas, unlike Cooper’s personas, are not rooted in the goals of a user (or 

cluster of users) but are rooted instead in their practices. The specific practices on which they 

are based are Influential Technology Channels but they could be based on any other practices. 

A practice-based persona is designed to provide the designer with access to insight into current 

behaviour with technology, such that the designer can then creatively explore ways in which 

that behaviour can be shaped. Given the comprehensive account for behaviour that is provided 

through the practice-based interpretation provided by Influential Technology Channels, the 

designer is introduced to the relationships involving the technologies that are enacted in 

practice.  

A common limitation with personas relates to their actual use in design. As shown in section 

3.5.6, personas are commonly used for communication, but it is less common for personas to 
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have an integrated, core role in design. The reason for this may be due to the lack of tool support 

for personas and the absence of personas from formal design processes. Without the formal 

integration of personas into design, they often serve a supplementary role to design, such as for 

communication regarding specific requirements. Communication is a valuable part of design, 

but it is not the entirety of design.  

Practice-based personas address this issue through the relationship that is established between 

Influential Technology Channels and the practice-based personas. Each practice-based persona 

is a collection or cluster of Influential Technology Channels. Therefore, several personas may 

have a particular Influential Technology Channel in common with each other. This means that 

the practice-based personas now become a way of examining how a particular Influential 

Technology Channel can have a pervasive impact across multiple practice-based personas, and 

thus across diverse enactments of practice. The personas then also become a means through 

which a designer can select a suite of Influential Technology Channels from the overall 

collection, and carry out a design involving that suite in the knowledge that collectively that 

suite will exert influence across all (or most) diverse enactments of practice, as represented by 

the collection of practice-based personas. This is a very practical application of practice-based 

personas and thus is more easily integrated into design practice and built into design tools.  

Finally, practice-based personas are designed to be reusable. Rather than taking Cooper’s 

approach of developing new personas for each new project with user goals respective to that 

project, practice-based personas are built on objective structures – Influential Technology 

Channels, that represent exiting practice. This means that they are reusable for multiple projects 

that need to commence with an account for situated practice. As they are looking at current 

practice as pragmatic enactments, rather than goals or motivations with respect to a specific 

project, this can be more easily achieved. 
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3.7.  Summary 
This chapter provided the theoretical framework for this research and presented a detailed 

account for two of the main contributions: Influential Technology Channels and practice-based 

personas. Both of these contributions are rooted in theory and practice that was dealt with in 

detail in this chapter. The chapter reviewed theory relating to practices, the relationship 

between digital technology and practices, and sociomaterial theory, demonstrating how this 

relates to the development of Influential Technology Channels. Influential Technology 

Channels is a lens through which the use of digital technology in academic practice can be 

studied, foregrounding the use of digital technology as an access point to the practice, without 

seeking to present it as the entirety of the practice. This is a key distinguishing feature of 

Influential Technology Channels, when considered alongside other theoretical positions that 

were covered in this chapter, including affordance theory, activity theory, and actor-network 

theory. The theoretical foundation is shown to be related to intra-actionist sociomateriality 

aligning with the work of Barad (2007) and Scott and Orlikowski (2014). 

Influential Technology Channels are designed to be accessible and easily understood by non-

professional designers, such as designers for academic practice. The profile of non-professional 

design is also explored in this chapter, where sub-fields of design including everyday design 

and diffuse design were examined alongside practice-oriented design and persuasive 

technology. The challenge of engaging non-professional designers is dealt with through the 

combined use of the novel Influential Technology Channels and practice-based personas. 

Researchers and designers can use Influential Technology Channels to inquire into the use of 

technology in an academic environment and can provide a layer of practice-based personas 

above the Influential Technology Channels in order to enhance empathic engagement and 

stimulate design that has a pervasive impact across that environment. This is demonstrated 

through an instrumental case study carried out in the remainder of this research. The 
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methodology and research design for this instrumental case study is described in the next 

chapter. 
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Chapter 4.  Methodology 

4.1.  Introduction 
This chapter presents the research methodology, research methods and multi-phase research 

design for this project. Methodology, for the purpose of this research, describes the overall 

methodological approach – in this case instrumental case study. In contrast, the methods are 

the specific decisions made by the researcher regarding collection and analysis of data. This 

instrumental case study uses multiple methods, including semi-structured interviews, focus 

groups and a survey questionnaire. These methods support an analysis that is primarily, though 

not exclusively, qualitative. 

4.2.  Theoretical Stance 
Research is a systematic activity through which a researcher investigates a particular research 

problem or research question, leading to the generation of findings and the drawing of 

conclusions. There is no single, universal approach to research. Research can be carried out 

according to a variety of theoreitcal paradigms, each of which are equipped with bodies of 

knowledge on how best to collect and analyse data and how to demonstrate research rigour. 

This section presents the theoretical stance adopted by the researcher for this project. 

4.2.1.  Ontological and Epistemological Position 

The two dominant research paradigms are the positivist and interpretivist paradigms (Savin-

Baden & Major, 2012, p. 10). They are distinguished from each other according to the 

ontological and epistemological beliefs that are aligned with the paradigm, and the 

methodological options that frame inquiry. The starting point for a researcher who is tasked 

with investigating a research problem or research question is to determine their philosophical 

stance with respect to the contrasting paradigms, specifically their ontological and 

epistemological positions (Grix, 2018, p. 54). A researcher’s ontological position reflects their 
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view on how the world exists. They can consider the world to have a single objective existence, 

as per the positivist paradigm, or they can view the world to be a social construction, with 

separate realities emerging from social interaction in the world, as per the interpretivist 

paradigm. A researcher’s epistemological position reflects their view on how the world can be 

understood. A positivist believes that the world can be objectively measured, with the 

researcher occupying a space detached from the world from where they can observe the 

phenomenon that they are investigating (Bryman, 2008, p. 14). An interpretivist believes that 

because the world is emergent from social interaction and can only be understood through 

social interaction. This means that the researcher must become involved in some way in the 

social world that they are trying to understand, interpreting rather than measuring the observed 

phenomenon. The interpretation by the researcher becomes part of the understanding of the 

phenomenon (Bryman, 2008, p. 15). The distinctions between the positivist and interpretivist 

research paradigms, adapted from Vaishnavi and Kuechler (2007) are summarised in Table 11. 

Table 11 Comparison of Positivist and Interpretivist Research – adapted from Vaishnavi and 
Keuchler (2007, p.17) 

Basic Belief Positivist Interpretivist 
Ontology A single knowable reality.  Multiple socially constructed, 

situated realities 
Epistemology Objective, detached observer of 

truth 
Subjective, meaning emerges from 
interaction. 

Methodology Primarily quantitative.  Primarily qualitative. 
 

For the researcher, their first decision involves their personal reflection on how they understand 

the world which they are required to investigate according to the research question. Generally, 

researchers in the natural sciences will align with the positivist paradigm and researchers in the 

social sciences will align with the interpretivist paradigm. Sociomaterialists, however, 

represent a special case. Sociomaterialists find difficulty in the priority afforded to language in 

interpretivist accounts of phenomena. They argue that there is considerably more involved in 
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the construction of phenomena than the social interaction between human beings (Barad, 2007, 

p. 132). They point to the participation of the material world as a force in the construction of 

phenomena and the generation of meaning and argue that materiality needs to be afforded the 

same attention as social actors. Sociomaterialists argue that they resolve the distinctions 

between the positivist and interpretivist paradigms by eliminating the distinction between the 

material world and the social world. They argue that positivists cannot carry out objective 

measures of a separate world, because of how they are entangled with the world. The apparatus 

that positivists design to interpret the world is no more an independent, objective device than 

the enactment of social phenomena such as friendship or leadership or power. Sociomaterialists 

argue that separate social and material worlds do not exist. There is only a sociomaterial world, 

and that sociomaterial world accounts for all phenomena. For positivists, the sociomaterial lens 

directs researchers towards accounting for the social and interpretive involvement in their 

bodies of knowledge, in ways they would not have done previously. For interpretivists, the 

sociomaterial lens directs researchers towards accounting for the materiality of phenomena in 

ways that they would not have done previously.  

Sociomateriality sits much more comfortably with interpretivists than it does with positivists 

(Niemimaa, 2014), the latter having largely ignored it as a viable ontological position from the 

time of the emergence of science and technology studies onwards. For interpretivists, however, 

it provides what can be understood as an evolution of their paradigm and an opportunity to 

develop the tools to provide greater insight into phenomena by looking at materiality as a 

constituting, rather than a mediating, force. Consider, as an example, the social phenomenon 

of power. A social account for this, investigating power as a social construction, would seek to 

investigate the cause (or agency) of power arising from the actions, intentions and motivations 

of individual actors; or investigate the force of social norms and culture as the shaping force. 

The social actors are the primary focus in the investigation and the role of materiality is 
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secondary. A sociomaterial account for the phenomenon of power, investigating power as a 

sociomaterial phenomenon, would seek to investigate the multitude of forces that account for 

the enactment of power. The researcher’s attention would be drawn to the human body, the 

shape and configuration of the shared physical environment, the technology that permeates and 

connects the environment. Power would be investigated as something that happens when the 

materiality of the world and the social actors become entangled in the happening of everyday 

life. Ultimately, sociomateriality dissolves the distinction between materiality and social actors 

by directing attention to happenings rather than people or things.  

Sociomateriality offers a fresh lens through which to analyse the enactment of social 

phenomena. The research methods that are popular for interpretive studies involve direct 

interaction with the people and things that constitute a phenomenon are appropriate for 

sociomaterial studies. Increasingly sociomaterialists are looking for ways for the materiality to 

provide rich non-real-time reports on the enactment of phenomena as well as the social actors 

(who can do so through interviews, for example). Digital technology provides a lot of promise 

in this respect through data traces, as one example (Gaskin et al., 2014, p. 855). The 

sociomaterialist stance is compared with positivist and interpretivist stances in Table 12. 

The researcher’s theoretical stance adopted for this research aligns with the sociomaterialist 

paradigm. The framework set out in Chapter 3 presented Influential Technology Channels as 

sociomaterial enactments constituted through an entanglement of sociomaterial phenomena in 

a particular setting; practice-based personas as entanglements of Influential Technology 

Channels representing the constitution of academic practices by digital technology; and design 

for academic practice as a sociomaterial practice potentially involving the shaping of 

Influential Technology Channels that are already enacted in a particular setting. Influential 

Technology Channels and practice-based personas are emergent from inquiries carried out 
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from a sociomaterial perspective. The next section explores the implications of this stance for 

the design of the research. 

 

Table 12 Comparison of Positivist, Interpretivist and Sociomateriality Research – adapted 
and extended from Vaishnavi and Keuchler (2007) 

Basic Belief Positivist Interpretivist Sociomaterialist 
Ontology A single knowable 

reality.  
Multiple socially 
constructed, situated 
realities 

Multiple entangled, 
sociomaterially 
performed, situated 
realities. 

Epistemology Objective, detached 
observer of truth 

Subjective, meaning 
emerges from 
interaction. 

Performative and 
relational, meaning 
emerges from 
performance of 
entanglement in 
research setting. 

Methodology Primarily quantitative.  Primarily qualitative. Primarily qualitative, 
methods evolving to 
more richly engage 
materiality in 
methodologies. 

 

4.2.2.  Investigating Sociomateriality 

Observing and gaining insight into sociomaterial practices across their historical path can be 

challenging. In writing about inquiry into practices, Schmidt (2014) argues that practices 

enacted in a snapshot of time are as observable as electromagnetic fields; observable in 

particular when participants in the practice… 

make excuses for particular actions (‘Sorry, my mistake!’), justify their actions (‘Well, I 

had to do it this way because that part there was defective’), sanction the actions of 

colleagues (‘You were supposed to deliver this part at my workstation by lunch’), instruct 

novices (‘Be careful with this!’), or ask for guidance (‘Where do I put this draft when I’m 

done?’) (Schmidt, 2014, p. 14) 
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Fenwick and Edwards (2010, p. 9) similarly describe how the researcher can investigate 

entangled relations that constitute sociomaterial phenomena by paying attention to the 

“negotiations, forces, resistances and exclusions, which are at play in these micro-interactions” 

(Fenwick & Edwards, 2010, p. 9). This points towards the detail of how practices are performed 

in everyday life. Ethnographic methods such as observation (Goodman et al., 2012) and 

interaction analysis (Jordan & Henderson, 1995) are most likely to provide access to these 

unpolished aspects of a practice to a researcher, but similar results can also be achieved through 

careful, in-depth ethnographic interviews (Hammersley, 2007) or oral histories (Perks & 

Thomson, 2006). The advantage of the interview method lies in the access it provides to forces 

over both space and time (an important characteristic of practices), rather than simply 

presenting a snapshot in time. In writing about the use of oral histories in a practical inquiry 

into a software development project, Mazmanian, Cohn and Dourish (2014) observed that the 

method “helped surface reflections about informants’ understanding of their own work and the 

work of others as well as identify the horizons of informants’ knowledgeability about software 

tools” (Mazmanian et al., 2014, p. 836). This points to a value in the reflective accounts of the 

human participants in practices for gaining insight into the constitution and enactment of 

practices. Sociomaterialists view the world as a performance rather than a construction or 

product of linguistic interaction. However, the pragmatics of sociomaterial research require 

that the researcher must decide upon the types of data to be collected. In making this decision, 

the researcher must make a variety of methodological decisions as well as selecting appropriate 

methods for data collection and analysis. These two decisions form the focus on the next two 

sections. 

4.3.  Research Methodology 
This section explores the methodological options available to the researcher and the decision 

to implement this research as an instrumental case study. Section 4.2 set out how this research 
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is positioned relative to a sociomaterial ontological stance with an epistemology that aligns 

closely with interpretivism. Therefore, the methodological options considered align with the 

interpretivist paradigm. The section also provides details of the specific case and illustrates the 

high-level research design comprised of multiple phases. 

4.3.1.  Methodologies Considered 

Creswell (2017) identifies case study as one of five types of qualitative research, the others 

being narrative, phenomenological, grounded theory, and ethnographic. Narrative research 

relies on data collected from research participants that is developed into a story of a particular 

event or phenomenon, oral histories being a common example. Phenomenological research 

focusses on a common phenomenon encountered by research participants in their lived 

experience and seeks to make sense of the phenomenon. Both of these approaches foreground 

human agency and are inappropriate for sociomaterial research. Grounded theory seeks to 

generate theory from inductive analysis of data sourced from research participants about a 

given phenomenon, with the data determining the direction in which the development of the 

theory goes. This research is not seeking to generate theory so this is not an appropriate method 

for the research as a whole. However, elements of the analytical methods of grounded theory 

are often widely applied outside of grounded theory studies, as is the case for this research (see 

section 4.6). 

A case study is an approach to research in which a particular bounded case, or set of cases, 

forms the focus of inquiry, making use of multiple sources of data (e.g. documentation, 

interviews, survey, focus groups, observations) and produces a report or findings that relate to 

the case, usually with generalizable findings. This research was designed as an instrumental 

case study following the consideration of each of the following methodological options: action 

research; design science research; ethnography; and case study. The considerations given to 

these approaches and the rationale for the decisions made are set out in this section. 
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Action research (Elliott, 2009) is a popular approach to educational research. It is focussed on 

changing practice, which is achieved through cycles of action and reflection. It is specifically 

related to practical knowledge, that is, the enactment of knowledge through practices in the 

world, and focusses on enhanced enactment in the world. Coghlan (2019) provides a four part 

framework to illustrate the key properties of the action research process. First, action research 

is an activity that takes place in a bounded, localised situation such as an organisation that then 

serves as the unit of enhancement for the action research study. The researcher requires an 

understanding of the internal and external factors that shape the context within which the 

research is taking place. Second, action research is focussed on the people in the organisation 

as agents of change. The researcher develops relationships with these people, which need to be 

maintained throughout the research. Third, the research is carried out rigorously according to 

the quality expectations for inquiry and implementation. It is not simply a matter of enacting 

change, it is about enacting change arising from a rigorous research process. Finally, the 

outcomes of action research are sustainable enhancements for the research setting, potentially 

with broader applications and implications.  

Action research offers significant potential as a research approach for this research. It is 

methodologically grounded in a situated, bounded setting, in which the researcher is directly 

involved as a research participant – fully entangled with local practice and not occupying an 

objective, separate existence. However, the focus in action research is on the enactment of 

sustainable change within the timeframe of the research. This is not an objective of this 

research, where – as per the research questions – the focus is on understanding the enactment 

of current practice and putting in place the supports and tools that will enable enhancements to 

future practice. The exploration of practice change is part of future work beyond the scope of 

this research. In action research, the research participants are a small group of lecturers whose 

involvement is expected to continue over the duration of the project. There are substantial 
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expectations on research participants for the collection of data and engagement in the reflective 

processes required for evaluation. This is challenging to achieve, and beyond the expectations 

for participants in this research. The aspects of action research that suggest that it is a suitable, 

or unsuitable, approach for this project are provided in Table 13. 

Table 13 Summary of suitability and unsuitable features of Action Research for this research 

Methodology Suitable Unsuitable 
Action 
Research 

• The methodology is focussed on 
the enactment of change in a 
focussed, situated, bounded 
environment. 

• The researcher is involved as 
one of the participants for whom 
change needs to be enacted. 

• Change in practice is expected 
to be observed within the cycles 
of the action research process. 

• Change is focussed on a small 
group of research participants. 

• Extended involvement is 
expected from research 
participants. 

 

Design Science Research (Gregor & Hevner, 2013; Hevner et al., 2004) is an approach to 

research that borrows from design disciplines such as Engineering and Computer Science, 

operationalising design for the generation of theory (which may be manifested as conjectures, 

models, frameworks, or body of knowledge (Weber, 2012)). Such research is centred on the 

development and evaluation of an artefact.  

Design Science Research offers significant potential for this research. It provides a focus on an 

artefact, where an artefact can be a sociomaterial enactment rather than a physical artefact. This 

means that the theoretical framework, the Influential Technology Channels, and/or the practice-

based personas model could be legitimate design targets for this research. It recognises the 

importance of situated, sociomaterial enactment of the artefact and the importance of theory as 

an emergent product of the research process. It could, however, be argued that in situations 

where the artefact is a methodology or framework, the use of design terminology might 

unnecessarily focus upon the materiality of the research product rather than the sociomaterial 
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enactment. In the case of this research, a software prototype will be developed but it is not the 

primary output of this research. The primary outputs relate to findings that emerge from the 

application of the theoretical framework, that is itself an output of this project. For this reason 

it was not considered suitable for this project.  The aspects of Design Science Research that 

suggest that it is a suitable, or unsuitable, approach for this project are provided in Table 14. 

Table 14 Summary of suitability and unsuitable features of Design Science Research for this 
research 

Methodology Suitable Unsuitable 
Design 
Science 
Research 

• The methodology is focussed on 
the enactment of an artefact in a 
focussed, situated, bounded 
environment. 

• The methodology is strongly 
related to the researcher’s 
original discipline area, 
Computer Science. 

• Potential for perceived priority 
of material outputs over 
sociomaterial outputs. 

• The field has not yet reached 
methodological maturity. 

 

Ethnography is an approach to qualitative research that is used to inform the researcher’s 

understanding of everyday lives and cultures (Coffey, 2018) in societies, communities, and 

organisations. The methodology is most associated with participant observation as a method, 

but a mixture of methods including ethnographic interviews is possible (Hammersley, 2007, p. 

116). An ethnographer approaches a setting equipped with prior knowledge, either through 

common knowledge or through their status as an insider. They then seek to illuminate the 

setting and explore data emerging from the setting, treating even that which they feel they 

understand as something to be understood anew – as Hammersley (2007) puts it, they seek to 

“make the strange familiar, so as to understand it, and to make the familiar strange, so as to 

avoid misunderstanding it” (Hammersley, 2007, p. 213).  

While ethnographies are focussed on people (“ethno”), there is a clear overlap with practice-

based studies, in particular in organizational ethnography where the goal of the researcher is to 
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understand the work practices that collectively comprise the organization as an active system. 

Sociomaterial ethnographies as particular types of practice-based ethnographies have begun to 

emerge in organisational studies in particular. These ethnographies adopt a sociomaterial lens 

to gain a greater understanding of the role of materiality in constituting the phenomena and 

practices under investigation. Hultin (2019) observes that in adopting the ethnographic 

methods of a sociomaterialist, she makes the decision to: 

‘invite materiality’ into interviews, examine the conditions of possibility to become in 

certain ways by tracing the genealogy of practices, and engage with data relationally 

rather than categorically (Hultin, 2019, p. 91) 

Sociomaterial ethnographies recognise the entanglement of the social and the material, but it 

is not unusual for them to employ interviews and similar methods to access those 

entanglements, including the use of oral histories to trace the evolution of sociomaterial 

practices over space and time (Mazmanian et al., 2014). Despite this, ethnographies are 

understood as studies that prioritise the fieldwork of the researcher and their capacity to make 

sense of what they see in the wild. The aspects of ethnography that suggest that it is a suitable, 

or unsuitable, approach for this project are provided in Table 15. 

Table 15 Summary of suitability and unsuitable features of ethnography for this research 

Methodology Suitable Unsuitable 
Ethnography • The focus is on the happening of 

practices, and the observation of 
those practices as they are 
happening. 

• Studies are bounded to a 
particular location, culture, 
group of people. 

• Some methods from 
ethnography can be adopted for 
case studies and other research 
methodologies. 

• These studies are most 
associated with a single research 
method – participant 
observation. 

• Many of the characteristics of 
ethnographic studies in 
organisations can be easily 
appropriated for case study 
research, where the additional 
features adds enhanced rigour. 
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Several forms of case study are considered as potential methodological options for this 

research: including intrinsic case study; instrumental case study and multiple case study. These 

are addressed in the next section. 

4.3.2.  Case Study Research 

Case study methodology enables a researcher to investigate phenomena that are enacted in a 

specific, bounded, situated environment. In the case of a multiple-case study, the same 

phenomenon can be investigated using multiple cases. The situatedness of the phenomenon 

under investigation is particularly important, and is specifically referred to as the context in 

Yin’s (2014) widely used definition of case study inquiry: 

A case study is an inquiry that (1) investigates a contemporary phenomenon (the “case”) 

in depth and within its real-world context, especially when (2) the boundaries between 

phenomenon and context may not be clearly evident (Yin, 2014, p. 16) 

This is clearly related to the objective of this research, where two phenomena, academic 

practice and design for academic practice, are under investigation as sociomaterial enactments. 

The second component to Yin’s (2014) definition of case study provides the features of a case 

study as follows: 

A case study inquiry (1) copes with the technically distinctive situation in which there 

will be many more variables of interest than data points, and as one result (2) relies on 

multiple sources of evidence, with data needing to converge in a triangulating fashion, 

and as another result (3) benefits from the prior development of theoretical propositions 

to guide data collection and analysis. (Yin, 2014, p. 17) 

This provides guidance to the researcher on the sources of data, directing attention to the need 

to go beyond a single research method that may be appropriate for a phenomenological study, 

and collect data from multiple people and multiple sources to understand both the phenomenon 
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and the context. From a sociomaterial perspective that recognises the entanglement of 

phenomenon and context, this is particularly important. Yin (2014) comments that case studies 

benefit from the pre-existence of a theoretical framework, which is a feature of this research.  

Some researchers and theorists don’t consider case study to be a methodology, but rather that 

case studies provide features according to which other types of studies can be designed. 

However, qualitative case study research is broadly accepted as a distinct research 

methodology, defined according to the features presented by Yin (2014). The focus in 

qualitative case study research is on the particular case or cases, and what can be learned about 

phenomena from those cases. Two forms of qualitative case study were considered as options 

for this research, intrinsic case study and instrumental case study. Both of these are forms of 

single case studies described by Stake (1995) who identifies an intrinsic case study as one that 

offers a specific interest to the researcher because of its distinctiveness, and an instrumental 

case study as one that offers a means to understand a general phenomenon through its local 

enactment. In an intrinsic case study, the interest is primarily in the local enactment rather than 

the generalizable theory that emerges from the study. Stake (1995) describes an intrinsic case 

study as follows: 

The case is given. We are interested in it, not because by studying it we learn about 

other cases or some general problem, but because we need to learn about that particular 

case. We have an intrinsic interest in the case. (Stake, 1995, p. 3) 

This would be appropriate for the research here if the interest was localised to the enactment 

of academic practice and design for academic practice in the local setting only. However, the 

objective of this research is to use the specific case under investigation to provide insight into 

the general phenomenon of academic practice and design for academic practice in the digital 

era, and the general issue of enacting operable connections between the two phenomena. Stake 
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describes how an instrumental case study provides a contrasting framework to an intrinsic case 

study that better aligns with the research questions for this research: 

The use of case study is to understand something else. Case study here is instrumental 

to accomplishing something other than understanding this particular [case] (Stake, 

1995, p. 3) 

In instrumental case studies, the issue is of more interest to the researcher than the specific case 

(Stake, 1995, p. 18), as is the situation with the research objectives of this research.  

Other forms of qualitative case study, as summarised by Baxter and Jack (2008) are explanatory 

case studies, exploratory case studies, descriptive case studies, and multiple case studies. 

Explanatory case studies are described by Yin (2014) as having a purpose to explain “how or 

why some condition came to be” (Yin, 2014, p. 238). They seek to provide an explanation for 

something that has already happened, such as a contemporary or historical event. Descriptive 

case studies provide a description of an event or phenomenon. These are not appropriate 

methods for this research where evolving phenomena are the target of the inquiry, rather than 

a discrete event or state. Exploratory case studies are described as ones which “identifies the 

research questions or procedures to be used in a subsequent research study” (Yin, 2014, p. 238). 

The research design shows how this approach is taken for phase 2 of the research, but it is not 

appropriate for the design of the entire project. Multiple case studies are designed around 

several cases. A comparative case study is a form of multiple case study that looks at the 

enactment of the same phenomenon in different settings. This would be appropriate though not 

necessary for this research, should the resources available to the researcher provide access to 

multiple sites. 

The aspects of Case Study Research that suggest that it is a suitable, or unsuitable, approach 

for this project are provided in Table 16. 
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Table 16 Summary of suitability and unsuitable features of Case Study Research for this 
research 

Methodology Suitable Unsuitable 
Case Study 
Research 

• The methodology is focussed on 
the enactment of an artefact in a 
focussed, situated, bounded 
environment. 

• The methodology relies on 
multiple sources of data. 

• The findings are intended to be 
generalizable to other cases. 

• The case in question is 
instrumental, rather than of 
intrinsic interest. 

• Exploratory case study is 
appropriate for part of the 
project, but not the entirety of 
the design. 

• Intrinsic case study research 
would not be appropriate given 
the research questions and the 
requirement for generalizable 
theory (in the form of a 
theoretical framework and 
tools). 

• Multiple-case study research 
would be beyond the scope of 
the project, which is enacted in 
a single research setting. 

• Explanatory case study seeks to 
understand a single case of 
historical significance. This is 
not in alignment with the 
objectives of this research. 

 

The research methodology for this research is instrumental case study. An instrumental case 

study is one which is focussed on a single case, bounded according to the setting and/or 

participants and/or practices, which enables the researcher to gain understanding into a 

phenomenon belonging to a wider class of cases, through analysis of multiple forms of rich 

data available in the research setting. These properties align with the characteristics of this 

research. The next section presents the details of the case. 

4.3.3.  The Case 

The case being analysed is a university in Ireland. Prior to describing the five phases of the 

research, the case is introduced in this section. 

Ireland’s higher education system is structured according to a binary divide between the seven 

traditional Universities and the technological sector. The technological sector is comprised of 

11 Institutes of Technology, located throughout the country, and one Technological University, 
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in Dublin. The aims of the technological sector have largely been to cater for the education and 

training of Ireland’s population to meet the skills needs of industry. As such, they are teaching 

led, research informed Institutions where lecturers carry out a teaching load similar to that 

expected of a secondary school teacher. The University sector, in contrast, is comprised of 

Institutions which are research led and in which teaching staff have more flexible teaching 

contracts. A 2011 review of the higher education system recommended the establishment of a 

new type of Institution, a Technological University, without threatening the binary divide. The 

first Technological University was launched in Dublin in January 2019 replacing three of the 

Institutes of Technology in that city. Technological Universities don’t threaten the binary 

divide – rather they are positioned as a new type of Institution on the technological side of the 

divide with aims and objectives consistent with those of the existing Institutes of Technology 

and incorporating a pronounced remit for practice-led, industry-focussed research. As such, 

they are predominantly teaching institutions that are research informed rather than research led. 

The lecturers work primarily in teaching roles.  

This research is taking place in Ireland’s first Technological University. The University has 

approximately 28,000 students and 2,500 staff and is located on multiple campuses across the 

city and suburbs of Dublin. The University offers programmes at Level 6 (Certificate), Level 

7 (Degree), Level 8 (Honours Degree), Level 9 (Masters Degree) and Level 10 (Doctorate) on 

the Irish National Framework of Qualifications to full-time and part-time students. The 

University is organised structurally as four academic Colleges in the city, and two additional 

campuses in the suburbs. The Colleges group a total of 24 schools according to their 

disciplinary alignment for the purposes of management and quality assurance (through 

Academic Boards reporting to the University’s Academic Council). In addition to the Colleges, 

there are additional Directorates led by Directors who, like to College Deans, occupy a de facto 

vice-presidential role. The Directorate of Academic Affairs and Registrar includes, inter alia, 
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roles with responsibility for academic quality assurance; the Directorate of Digital Campus and 

Learning Transformation includes, inter alia, roles with responsibility for academic 

development on an City-campus-wide basis; and the Directorate of Student Development 

includes, inter alia, roles with responsibility for supporting and enhancing the student 

experience. Each College has a Head of Learning Development who has local responsibilities 

relevant to these three areas and acts as an interface where required between those central 

Directorates and the academic Schools within the Colleges. In addition, Colleges have a Head 

of Research and College Manager who, along with the Head of Learning Development, have 

College-wide responsibilities and report to the College Dean. The researcher for this research 

is employed as Head of Learning Development for one of the Colleges in the University. 

The University’s academic catalogue is organised as a collection of Programmes and Modules. 

Programmes are documented in Programme Documents which are approved through the 

University’s Academic Quality Assurance processes. Programmes are developed, operated and 

monitored by a Programme Committee (involving lecturers and students) and a Programme 

Team (the full set of all lecturing staff). Modules are described in Module Descriptors which 

are structured according to the principle of constructive alignment of Learning Outcomes; 

Learning and Teaching Methods; and Assessment Methods. Modules may belong to multiple 

programmes. Each module is assigned at least one lecturer who has responsibility for delivering 

and assessing the module, consistent with the module descriptor. Any changes to Programmes 

or modules must be approved through the quality assurance structures and processes. When 

modules are being redesigned, the lecturer with responsibility for delivering the module usually 

leads on the redesign process. 

The University provides centralised support for Academic Development and eLearning 

through a Learning, Teaching and Technology Centre. The University provides a (desktop 

and/or laptop) computer to all lecturers on which a standard image comprising desktop 
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publishing (e.g. MS Word, MS Excel, MS PowerPoint) and communication (e.g. email, Web) 

software. The University provides accounts to all staff and students on an instance of the Virtual 

Learning Environment, through which lecturers can design online learning environments as 

part of their programme and module delivery. 

Academic practice in the University as a whole represented the case for the initial exploratory 

study, following which decisions were made regarding scope for the core study, which was 

then narrowed according to the setting, participants and practices. Data collected during the 

exploratory study remained relevant for the main study, enabling triangulation of data across 

sources, space and time. 

4.3.4.  Research Phases  

The five stages into which the research is divided are shown in Table 17. The first phase 

involved Literature Review and Review of Important Documents. This was required as a first 

stage in order to inform the design of the instruments required for the exploratory study. It was 

also required in order to ensure that the case study could draw on multiple data sources, which 

included documentation internal and external to the organisation that is the focus of the case 

study. Chapter 2 provided the literature review which drew on all forms of the documentation. 

The description of the research setting detailed in section 4.3.3 drew from documentation 

available from the University’s website and documents publicly available that detailed the 

quality assurance procedures of the University and the technology (such as the Virtual Learning 

Environment) available in the University. The research design for this phase is provided in 

detail in section 4.9.1. 
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Table 17 Tabulation of Research Design Phases, Objectives and Methods 

Phase Objectives Methods 
Phase 1 
Review of 
Important 
Documents 
 

• Define the broad case. 
• Review the context for the 

case, at level of University, 
Nationally, Internationally. 

• Systematic literature review. 
• Location of documentation as 

information sources on 
University, National and 
International policy. 

Phase 2 
Exploratory 
Study 
 

• Investigate the broad case of 
Academic Practice in the 
research setting. 

• Refine the case, by informing 
sampling and scoping for 
Phase 3. 

• Broad survey on academic 
practice across all campuses 
and Colleges in the University 
(n=152). 

• Interviews across disciplinary 
areas (n=6) 

Phase 3 
Core Study: 
Academic 
Practice 
 

• Investigate the re-scoped case 
in-depth using the theoretical 
framework. 

• Model the Influential 
Technology Channels and 
Practice-based Personas. 

• In-depth interviews with 
lecturers (n=10) 

• Reanalysis of data from 
exploratory study with 
additional data from core 
study. 

Phase 4 
Core Study: 
Design for 
Academic 
Practice 
 

• Investigate design for 
academic practice in the broad 
case. 

• Model the design practices of 
designers for academic 
practice. 

• In-depth interviews with 
designers for academic 
practice (n=15) 

• Analysis and modelling of 
design practice. 

Phase 5 
Tool 
Prototyping 
 

• Develop a prototype tool to 
engage designers for academic 
practice with the model of 
academic practice. 

• Explore as a means to connect 
practice. 

• Software development. 
• Focus group evaluation (n=11 

participants in three focus 
group sessions). 

 

The second phase was the Exploratory Study. This is an embedded exploratory case study 

which forms part of the overall research methodology. This is required in order to narrow the 

scope of the project and enable an in-depth study in the core study. Miles, Huberman and 

Saldana (2013) direct the researcher to define the case early in their study and use sampling at 

later stages to further refine the case (Miles et al., 2013, p. 30). They refer to this as going from 

loose to tight (Miles et al., 2013, p. 19). This is the approach adopted here. The exploratory 

case study collected an extensive amount of data from 152 survey respondents and six 

interviewees from a range of disciplines. The data was analysed and displayed using a form of 
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concept map developed for this research based on Novak and Canas’s (2008) approach, 

identifying practices at a variety of levels and enactments of technology associated with each 

of these practices. This data visualisation enabled the researcher to search for dimensions along 

which the scoping of the project could be addressed, and through which sampling for the next 

stage of the research could be informed. The research design for this phase is provided in detail 

in section 4.9.2. 

The third phase was the core study on academic practice. Following the narrowing of the scope 

that took place arising from the exploratory study, the scope for the core study was revised to 

one of the constituent academic units in the University, and from the breadth of academic 

practice to specifically learning design practices. The justification for this is detailed in the 

chapter on the exploratory study and arises from the detailed analysis and visualisation of the 

data collected in the exploratory study. The core study produced the Influential Technology 

Channels and the practice-based personas through which their entanglements are represented. 

The development of both of these models required the collection of data from interviewees at 

this phase and the reanalysis of the data collected from the earlier stages, as a form of 

triangulation. The research design for this phase is provided in detail in section 4.9.3. 

The fourth phase was concerned with design for academic practice. This is important since it 

relates directly to the second research question and sets up the analysis required for the third 

research question. Fifteen people whose roles involve design for academic practice in the broad 

research setting were interviewed in depth at this phase of the project. The analysis of the data 

collected was directed towards surfacing the nature of the design activities and the connection 

between academic practice and design for academic practice. The focus of this phase was on 

the enactment of technologies such as those uncovered in academic practice as Influential 

Technology Channels in earlier phases. The research design for this phase is provided in detail 

in section 4.9.4. 
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The fifth and final phase of the research was the prototyping phase. At this phase, a software 

tool was prototyped that has the potential to enable designers for academic practice to engage 

with the Influential Technology Channels and practice-based personas that emerged from the 

analysis in phase 3. The use of this software tool offers the potential to shape design for 

academic practice by integrating practice-based personas and Influential Technology Channels 

into the informal design practices of designers. This potential was explored in a series of focus 

groups with designers for academic practice, which also serves to triangulate data collected in 

phase 3. The research design for this phase is provided in detail in section 4.9.5. 

The timeline for the phases and the implementation of the various research methods is shown 

in Figure 10. This shows that phase 1, the Literature Review and Review of Important 

Documents covered the span of the project, with emerging literature and policy being reviewed 

on an ongoing basis. The initial Exploratory Study, phase 2, relating to Academic Practice took 

place in parallel with some of Phase 4, in which Design for Academic Practice was the focus 

of inquiry. The core study on Academic Practice followed the Exploratory Study, and the 

Prototyping phase, phase 5, overlapped with phases 3 and 4, in which the core of the project 

was being implemented. Phase 5 was the last phase to be completed, with the focus groups 

enabling the potential for the prototyped tool to build connections between academic practice 

(phase 3) and design for academic practice (phase 4) to be explored. 

While the project was divided into five phases, these each represented sub-projects rather than 

a sequence of steps. Links emerged between phases that informed the progress of phases in 

situations where overlaps occurred. 
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Figure 10 Timelines for Research Phases 

4.3.5.  Related Research Designs 

In assessing the methodological approach and the research design, the researcher undertook a 

review of projects with similar objectives and related research designs. Gregory’s (2017) study 

adopted an instrumental case study approach with a single case to explore practices in the 

administration of online degree programmes. The study was bounded similarly to this research, 

according to the research setting – a single academic environment, the participants – the 

administrators of the online programmes, and events – happenings that emerged in their 

administration practices. The bounding of that study was narrowed from an earlier collective-

case approach, with the purposeful selection of the research setting from a number of candidate 

settings. The design incorporated embedded studies, akin to the embedded exploratory study 

at phase 2 of this research. While Gregory’s study is focussed on a single cohort of 

professionals in an academic environment, Gordin (2006) used an instrumental case study to 

explore the intersections between two cohorts of staff in an academic environment, similar to 

the interface between lecturers and designers for academic practice in this research. Langston 

(2012) also carried out an instrumental case study, defining the boundaries of the study by 
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professional development practices, relying on the observations of lecturers as the data source. 

Each of these three instrumental case studies sought to achieve generalisable findings from the 

investigation of a single case, defined according to practice-based boundaries. Theoretically, 

they haven’t sought to investigate the enactment of practices from a sociomaterial perspective, 

in the way that Hannon (2013) has done. Hannon’s study maps closely to the fourth phase of 

this research study, with the focus on the role of learning technologists at the meso-level in a 

university. Hannon uses a sociomaterial lens to explore the “contingencies of practice” that 

emerge in the practices of these meso-level professionals by carrying out a case study. In doing 

so, Hannon followed the path set by Fenwick (2010a) in the use of sociomateriality to surface 

minute connections that exert influence on practice, and the flow of influence that emanates 

from these enactments. Hannon’s study makes use of the entanglement metaphor to account 

for these connections, focussing in particular on the entanglement of the Virtual Learning 

Environment with meso-level practice. Gourlay and Oliver (2018) report on another case study 

that searches for sociomaterial assemblages, incorporating collections of digital technologies, 

that are enacted in students’ practices in university. They argue that technologies are not used 

on their own but emerge as part of an entangled mass of components when practices are enacted 

by students. They adopted a methodology that they describe as “ethnographically informed” 

(Gourlay & Oliver, 2018, p. 61), comprised of journaling by students and focus groups 

conducted over time. They don’t seek to achieve models of practice, but rather report on 

practice in alignment with an ethnographic approach. 

In related inquiries into the sociomateriality of digital practice in higher education, the case 

study approach is widely used, with many studies focussing on single institutions as 

instruments to explore more general issues. Many studies also adopt a comparative-case or 

multi-case approach, such as McAvinia’s (2011) study of the roll out of Virtual Learning 
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Environments in multiple universities which used activity theory to account for the issues, or 

contradictions, that influenced the enactment of practice.  

The selection of research methods, that is the specific data collection and analysis methods, for 

this instrumental case study is dealt with in detail in the next section. 

4.4.  Research Methods 
This instrumental case study is undertaken as a multi-method inquiry (Hesse-Biber & Johnson, 

2015). Multi-method research is an approach to research that relies on several methods, without 

the restriction that is characteristic of mixed-methods research which requires that both 

qualitative and quantitative research methods are employed (Hunter & Brewer, 2015). In 

carrying out multi-method research, the researcher is encouraged to find the most appropriate 

method for a given component of the research and combine methods to address the research 

question. For this research, the methods employed include semi-structured interviews, a survey 

questionnaire and a series of focus groups – methods that are primarily qualitative. Qualitative 

data has the potential to offer insight into “naturally occurring, ordinary events in natural 

settings” (Miles et al., 2013, p. 11) due to the local groundedness (Miles et al., 2013, p. 11) of 

the data. This is particularly appropriate for surfacing Influential Technology Channels, as 

situated enactments with emergent rather than predetermined properties.  

This section explores the methods that were considered and adopted for this research. 

4.4.1.  Document Review 

Document review relies on the analysis of documents that are relevant to the research study but 

have not been specifically produced for the research study (Bryman, 2008, p. 515). This 

contrasts with data that is specifically generated for the research study through interviews, 

focus groups and observations. This includes personal documents produced by research 

participants outside of the study, such as diaries, communications, and photographs. It also 
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includes documents produced by organisations including national governments and 

international bodies; media articles and online resources such as blogs, social media and web 

material. A variety of analytical methods can be applied to the interpretation of documents; the 

methods associated with hermeneutic epistemology guide this approach. Phase 1 of this 

research employs a document review strategy to explore the policy documents that are relevant 

to this research. This is set out in section 4.9.1. 

4.4.2.  Survey Questionnaire 

Although most associated with quantitative studies, qualitative data can be collected through 

survey questionnaires. Unlike interviews, surveys have the advantage of producing substantial 

amounts of data in a short period of time. However, the researcher has less control over the 

collection of the data and does not have the opportunity to pursue emergent themes that appear 

in the analysis of data. Consequently, the reliability and validity of the questionnaire as 

designed is of utmost important, and piloting in advance of implementation is necessary to 

ensure the quality of the questionnaire. The reliability of questions requires the careful design 

of the text for the questions and the options for the responses. Validity requires clarity and lack 

of ambiguity in questions, for example, by incorporating two questions into one. The literature 

recommends the use of primarily closed questions during a self-completion questionnaire but 

Bryman (2008, p. 247) advises making use of more open questions in a pilot, with the responses 

then used to generate responses for a fixed response questionnaire in the full roll out. A survey 

questionnaire is employed in the exploratory study at phase 2 of this research, where the breadth 

of the case is more important than the depth. This enables the researcher to make informed 

decisions regarding the later scoping of the case. 

4.4.3.  Semi-Structured Interviews 

Interviews are the most widely used qualitative method. Qualitative interviews are typically 

semi-structured meaning that the researcher designs an interview within which they have the 
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flexibility to pursue emergent themes. Kvale (2008, p. 10) describes semi-structured life world 

interviews as a means of understanding the themes of the “lived daily world” from the 

interviewee’s perspective. From a sociomaterial perspective, the researcher needs to apply 

structure to the questioning to surface the micro-interactions among technologies, materiality 

and social action that characterise sociomaterial phenomena, using the interviewee as an access 

point to these phenomena. The researcher also needs to relax the structure to enable the 

interviewee to respond and surface properties of the phenomena that they deem appropriate 

and relevant. Semi-structured interviews are designed according to an interview guide rather 

than a strict set of questions. Ethnographic interviews (Spradley, 1979) make use of grand tour 

type questions that provide maximum freedom to respondents to explore issues relating to daily 

practice and experience. They are supplemented by structural and contrast questions which 

explore matters in more depth and facilitate the interviewee in collecting the data required for 

the development of categories and relationships in the analysis phase.  

Interviews may be considered secondary in quality to participant observations for 

understanding the performance of sociomaterial phenomena. In observations, phenomena are 

observed overtly, in which case the observer is known to be an observer, or covertly, in which 

this is not the case. Data is recorded on field notes by the researcher. However, observation 

relies on extensive access, over time, to people engaged in daily practices in their workplace, 

community or other research setting, which limits the degree to which participant observation 

is used as a research method. Bryman (2008, p. 466) identifies a number of reasons why 

interviews would be used in place of observations. Some issues, he observes, are resistant to 

observation, such as changes that have taken place over time or outside of the workplace or 

research setting that are relevant to the study. Additionally, the pragmatics of ethical approval 

may prevent observation of certain aspects of practices the need to be understood, and 

participants may act differently when being observed that they do in everyday practice. 
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Interviews have their own limitations, in that they rely on respondents to report on their practice 

rather than demonstrate their practice, but nonetheless provide enhanced access to aspects of 

practice that are enacted over space and time. This requires that interviews are carefully 

designed and the respondents are fully enabled to report on aspects of the practice that are 

relevant to the phenomenon under investigation. In the case of sociomaterial studies such as 

this one, this includes the relations that are enacted with materiality and the enactment of 

sociomateriality in practice. 

Interviews are the primary data collection method used in this research, with a total of 31 

interviews having taken place.  

4.4.4.  Focus Groups  

Focus groups involve a facilitated discussion among experts on a specified topic of focus 

(Morgan, 2018). They're considered a useful alternative to (or complement for, in multi-method 

studies) individual interviews because data is not just generated through discussion with a 

researcher or interviewer, but through the natural interaction of people with a shared expertise. 

It is the challenge of the moderator of the focus group to create an environment in which 

participants will make contributions that draw on their own experience and cause others to 

reflect and draw upon their experience, thus providing insightful data representative of multiple 

viewpoints. Stimulation is an important part of the approach to focus groups. The moderator 

will stimulate discussion through their questions; and participants will stimulate discussion 

through their own contributions and the possible conflict or alignment of views that emerges. 

Discussion may also be stimulated through the use of artefacts or vignettes – imagined 

scenarios (Liamputtong, 2011, p. 64).  

Focus groups may be challenged by issues such as groupthink and non-participation of 

individual members. Focus groups can be monopolised by individual participants or sub-
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groups. Consequently, the role of the moderator and the quality of the design of the focus group 

is of paramount importance. This includes taking care with the size of the focus group and the 

profile of participants. The literature offers diverse guidance on this aspect of design, with 4-8 

participants usually considered optimal, enabling all participants to actively participate while 

offering sufficient participation to generate data from interaction among participants. Smaller 

focus groups may not be sufficiently interactive, and larger focus groups may marginalise some 

participants who are less confident about contributing to group discussions.  

Focus groups are employed in phase 5 of this research, where the researcher is concerned with 

the debate among designers for academic practice regarding the formation of connections to 

the digital technologies embedded in academic practice. The practice-based personas and the 

prototype tool represent useful artefacts to stimulate discussion and debate at this stage of the 

research. 

4.5.  Participant Sampling 
The purpose of a sampling strategy is to determine where and from whom to locate data. 

Therefore, an important first step in sampling is to decide upon the boundaries of the case under 

investigation. For this research, the boundaries of the initial exploratory study are set at the 

edge of the University that forms the research setting. For the core study, these boundaries are 

narrowed as a consequence of the output from the exploratory study. Sources of qualitative 

data are typically sampled using a purposive approach (Miles et al., 2013, p. 31), meaning that 

specific categories of respondents, and even specific respondents, are deliberately sourced. The 

challenge of representativeness is not as significant a feature in qualitative studies as it is in 

quantitative studies, and the conclusions and limitation of qualitative research reflect this. 

Therefore, random sampling is rarely a feature of qualitative studies.  

Miles et al. (2013, p. 32) identify the following as the typical purposive sampling strategies 

that are engaged for qualitative studies: homogeneous sampling; maximum variation sampling; 
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opportunistic sampling; and snowball sampling. Homogeneous sampling seeks to identify 

respondents with a shared experience whom, together, can offer insight into a specific 

phenomenon. In this case, the researcher purposefully searches for participants for whom this 

is an experience. Maximum variation sampling involves searching for diversity of experience 

in order to surface differences, in particular locating extreme or outlier cases. Opportunistic 

sampling relies on opportunities that emerge, such as engaging with staff in an informal space 

such as a canteen. Snowball sampling relies on research participants to recommend further 

participants whom they feel can offer further insight into the phenomenon under investigation. 

While these are presented as discrete sampling strategies, most sampling strategies will involve 

decisions that align with several of these strategies. For this research, sampling took place at 

phases 2-5.  

One question that arises with sampling relates to the point at which sampling stops. Qualitative 

researchers, in particular those following the tradition of grounded theory, carry out data 

collection and analysis simultaneously, enabling purposive sampling of data to be informed by 

the emergent analysis. The researcher is guided to collect new data until the point of saturation 

– when new data is unlikely to add additional insight. This approach informed the selection of 

participants for this project. It had not been determined in advance of the commencement of 

the study that 16 lecturers and 15 designers for academic practice would be interviewed. 

However, as the interviews with each cohort proceeded following purposeful and snowball 

sampling, the researcher’s analysis was able to surface requirements for additional data to be 

collected to address emergent themes. Snowball sampling was particularly helpful in this 

regard, as participants pointed towards areas of diversity that could be informed by other 

colleagues of theirs. 
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4.5.1.  Sampling of Lecturers as Survey Respondents at Phase 2 

At phase 2, participants in the survey were purposefully selected by the researcher in order to 

see a distribution across disciplines and as much variation as possible. The researcher was 

aware that an all-staff email could have been issued but was also aware that responses to such 

emails tend to be quite poor. Consequently, the researcher used the University’s online contact 

listing to develop a list of 124 diverse potential respondents. The researcher composed and 

issued an email to all 124 of those respondents, requesting that the questionnaire be completed 

(see Appendix D for text of email). Each person to whom it was sent was invited to nominate 

colleagues who may also wish to complete the survey. The request that it should be sent on to 

other lecturers led to 168 people commencing the questionnaire, 152 of whom completed it in 

full. 

4.5.2.  Sampling of Lecturers for Interviews at Phases 2 and 3 

For the sampling of interviewees and focus group participants, the researcher adopted a blend 

of maximum variation sampling, homogeneous sampling, and snowball sampling (Miles et al., 

2013, p. 32). Diversity of practice is a key theme for the research as a whole, and consequently, 

in identifying lecturers to invite for interview, the researcher deliberately sought interviewees 

from different discipline areas and with different levels of experience and technical 

background. The researcher was enabled to purposefully select the six interviewees for the 

phase 2 interviews in this way by engaging with learning and teaching events organised in the 

university and engaging in informal discussions with staff regarding their, and their colleagues, 

use of technology. These informal discussions did not form part of the data collection, but 

instead helped the researcher identify potential interviewees who could meaningfully 

contribute diverse perspectives. Those potential interviewees were contacted and invited to 

participate (see Appendix C for the email communication). 
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Following the completion of phase 2, the researcher following the advice of Miles et. al. (2013) 

in using sampling to refine the case under consideration (Miles et al., 2013, p. 30). The 

researcher used the three provisional practice-based personas that were developed at phase 2 

to inform the sampling of participants for phase 3. The researcher again used informal 

engagement with staff in the university as a means of identifying potential interviewees who 

would occupy each of three levels of engagement with technology (termed traditional 

educator; fundamental educational technologist; and advanced educational technologist). At 

this stage, snowball sampling was also adopted, with each interviewee being fully informed 

about the project and asked to recommend potential interviewees who could provide diverse 

perspectives.  

As an insider in the organisation being studied, the researcher had an opportunity to use 

extensive local knowledge to inform the sampling of participants. Insiders have the advantage 

of having a greater opportunity to develop insight into, and rapport with, interviewees, enabling 

them to feel comfortable in contributing insight to a project (Fleming, 2018, p. 314). This can 

be balanced with the challenges of being an insider that must be dealt with through the design 

of the ethical (see section 4.8) and quality (see section 4.7) framework for the project.  

The researcher took care to ensure that he was not limited to his own local knowledge, by 

engaging with others formally or informally to identify potential diverse viewpoints. The 

collection of a large volume of data from the survey and its development into three provisional 

practice-based personas helped provide additional structure to the sampling of interviewees at 

phase 3.  

Altogether, 16 lecturers were interviewed between phases 2 and 3. Additional information on 

the profile of the interviewees is provided in sections 4.9.2 and 4.9.3. 
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4.5.3.  Sampling of Designers for Academic Practice for Interviews and Focus Groups at 

Phases 4 and 5 

At phase 4 and phase 5, designers for academic practice were selected for interview based on 

their role. Staff who occupied roles such as quality assurance officer, learning technologist, 

educational developers, staff trainer, information technology support and Head of Learning 

Development were purposefully invited to participate in the interviews and focus groups (see 

Appendix C for email invitation). Snowball sampling was again used to identify additional 

potential participants, with each interviewee asked to identify additional interviewees whom 

they felt fit the role of designers for academic practice. This led to additional interviews with 

information technologists and administrators of central systems such as the timetabling system, 

the human resources system and the institutional website. Altogether, 15 designers for 

academic practice participated in the interviews and 11 designers for academic practice 

participated in the focus groups (9 designers for academic practice participated in both). 

Additional information on the profile of the participants and the composition of the focus 

groups is provided in section 4.9.5.  

4.6.  Analysis 
The vast majority of the analysis that took place on the data collected for this research is 

qualitative data analysis. In addition, quantitative clustering algorithms are used during the 

exploratory study. The majority of the analysis is carried out through inductive coding methods 

that reveal the Influential Technology Channels and their properties, and the properties of 

design for academic practice. Concept maps are employed as a visualisation method throughout 

the research. 

4.6.1.  Coding and Categorisation 

All qualitative data analysis is carried out using the NVivo Computer Aided Qualitative Data 

Analysis Software (CAQDAS) tool. While the automatic analysis features of the tool are not 
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employed, the features that enable document storage and relational mapping between codes 

and categories are used extensively, as are the features that enable memoing. The researcher 

undertook training in the use of NVivo at the early stages on this research. The researcher also 

attended a two-day workshop on qualitative data analysis run by Kathy Charmaz (a leading 

thinker on grounded theory methods (Charmaz, 2013)) early in the research. 

Qualitative data analysis involves three processes: data condensation; data display; and 

conclusion drawing (Miles et al., 2013, p. 12). Data condensation involves reducing the scale 

of the data while enhancing the meaning that’s associated with it through interpretation of 

what’s happening. Coding and categorisation carried out over multiple cycles are key features 

of data condensation. 

Coding is a process by which meaning, in the form of descriptive or analytic labels, is attached 

to raw data collected using any of the methods described earlier. Typically coding follows 

multiple stages, with early stages surveying the data to ascertain general meaning, and later 

stages building categories and developing concepts. Coding can be theory driven and 

deductive, meaning that data is searched for according to pre-existing themes and constructs. 

Coding can alternatively be inductive, meaning that the categories are emergent and can then 

be shaped according to a theoretical framework or an emergent theory. Most qualitative 

research involves a mix of inductive coding and deductive coding to uncover meaning. During 

coding, the researcher engages in memoing to describe their interpretation of emergent themes. 

This can enable them to search in a more focussed way at later stages of coding for the 

properties of emergent concepts and themes. 

The approach to coding and categorisation that was designed for this research is set out below: 

1. Initial coding: The qualitative data was read and coded (by line in some cases, by 

paragraph in others, depending on the story being told) using descriptive codes. 
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Charmaz (2013) advises on the use of gerunds (-ing words which use an activity as a 

noun) in the description of processes, e.g. getting the news, finding out etc., and further 

advises that analysis needs to be continually pushed beyond the descriptive, with 

exploration of causes of activity, for example, analysing a process and asking “What 

might have led to this happening?”. 

2. Initial memoing: Memos were written as initial coding was taking place, highlighting 

the possible emergence of categories from the data. The memos are due to the 

researcher’s interpretation of what is taking place and what the codes are beginning to 

tell the researcher about the data. 

3. Initial categorisation: Categories were identified and codes were grouped according 

to these categories. The development of the categories was informed by the memoing 

and the patterns that emerged from the codes across multiple interviewees. 

4. Focussed Coding: The data was revisited repeatedly with each of the initial categories 

adopted as a lens through which to analyse the data. The similarity and contrast between 

the data in different interviews is used to help create abstract, theoretical codes that 

adds to the researcher’s interpretation of the data and the story being told by the data. 

5. Advanced memoing: Memoing takes place while focussed coding is being undertaken, 

with the objective of these memos to tell the in-depth story of each of the categories, or 

suggest new categories, or remove categories that offer little in terms of the story of the 

data. 

6. Advanced categorisation: These are the categories that have emerged from the 

focussed coding and advanced memoing. They tell the story of the data and are grouped 

around a core category or set of core categories. The relationships between categories 

are important in telling the story of the data. 
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4.6.2.  Concept Maps 

Data display follows data condensation (Miles et al., 2013, p. 12). It involves the visual 

representation of data using tables, graphs or other forms of illustration or text. This enables 

vast amounts of data to be presented in a meaningful way in which the interpretation of the 

data is clear. This masks the technical details of the coding and categorisation that took place.  

Concept maps are useful as a visual representation because they enable relationships and 

processes to be captured, if carefully designed (Novak & Canas, 2008). For this research, 

concept maps and texts are used to illustrate for the story of the data, drawing on the categories 

that are emergent from qualitative analysis.  

4.6.3.  Clustering 

Although this research is carried out primarily as a qualitative study, some quantitative data is 

collected as part of the exploratory study, through the use of a survey questionnaire. The survey 

collects both qualitative and quantitative data, with the former being analysed according to the 

same methods that are used for the interview and focus group data. The quantitative data plays 

an important role in the exploratory study, as it informs the narrowing of the scope of the 

research between the exploratory and core phases. This data relates to the use of technology in 

everyday academic practice and is triangulated with data available from public sources. K-

means (Bryman & Cramer, 2012) is employed in phase 2 as an unsupervised clustering 

algorithm that explores the clustering of practices according to their properties, leading to an 

initial, superficial set of practice-based personas.  

4.7.  Research Quality 
High quality research is required to be reliable and valid. Validity in research refers to the 

ability of the study to measure what it was intended to measure. Reliability refers to the ability 

for the results of the research to be reproduced, thus demonstrating broader applicability than 

the study being presented. Lincoln and Guba (1985) present trustworthiness as an alternative 
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to reliability and validity approaches for assessing the quality of qualitative research. 

Trustworthiness relates to the quality of the approach taken to matching observations to results. 

It has four associated criteria: credibility, transferability, dependability and confirmability. The 

means through which each of these criteria are addressed in this research is dealt with in this 

section. 

4.7.1.  Credibility 

Credibility involves ensuring that research is carried out according to good practice and 

involves triangulation, whereby multiple sources of data or methods are used to validate each 

other’s results, and double coding whereby the same data is coded multiple times either by 

different people or separated by a period of time (Lincoln & Guba, 1985).  

Credibility is addressed in this project through the use of multiple sources of data, including a 

survey, interviews, focus groups and document review. This is a characteristic requirement of 

the case study methodology. The approach to coding includes repeated coding by the researcher 

whereby the same data is coded twice separated by time.  

4.7.2.  Transferability 

Transferability refers to providing other researchers with sufficient information about the study 

to judge what can be brought to a new study. This requires that thick, narrative descriptions of 

the research study and outcomes are provided (Lincoln & Guba, 1985).  

Transferability is addressed through the detailed, thick process descriptions included in this 

document that would enable other researchers to carry out this work. As an instrumental case 

study, it is imperative that the work is transferable, as the theoretical framework is designed to 

be implementable in other settings. 
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4.7.3.  Dependability 

Dependability refers to demonstrating the full implementation of the process and keeping 

records of all stages and parts of the research which could enable an audit of the research. This 

involves maintaining all data and codes in an accessible fashion (Lincoln & Guba, 1985).  

Dependability is addressed in the project through the maintenance of records using NVivo. 

While access to certain data is restricted due to the form of informed consent agreed with 

research participants, the coding process, categorisation and memoing that are available in 

NVivo provide a paper trail that would enable an audit of the research, subject to the constraints 

of ethical approval.  

4.7.4.  Confirmability 

Confirmability involves showing that the researcher has not allowed personal values to bias 

the research (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Addressing bias in a qualitative study is more challenging 

than a quantitative study. Quantitative studies rely on research objectivity and independence 

from the research setting. However, qualitative methods generally rely on the exact opposite – 

the entanglement of the researcher in the research setting as an interpretive device. Therefore, 

the requirement for confirmability in qualitative research should be met by ensuring that there 

is a clarity on the ontological and epistemological position of the researcher and transparency 

on how data was interpreted in the context of the theoretical framework. Any interpretation 

made by the researcher should be traced to the theoretical framework and should not be due to 

assumptions arising from other theory and informal views external to the project. Galdas’s 

(2017) advice in this regard is helpful: 

Those carrying out qualitative research are an integral part of the process and final 

product, and separation from this is neither possible nor desirable. The concern instead 

should be whether the researcher has been transparent and reflexive … about the 
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processes by which data have been collected, analyzed, and presented. (Galdas, 2017, 

p. 2) 

Confirmability is addressed in this project through a detailed illustration of the theoretical 

framework, and the clear demonstration throughout the analytical stages of how the theoretical 

framework is used to interpret the data sourced in the field. This is dealt with throughout the 

remainder of the research as data is interpreted and analysed by the researcher. 

4.8.  Research Ethics 
The researcher has ethical responsibilities towards the people participating in the research. As 

an insider researcher, the researcher was particularly aware of the requirement for survey 

respondents, interviewees and focus group participants to be assured of the necessary controls 

being in place to ensure their informed consent, protect their anonymity and enable them to 

participate freely without concerns regarding the future use of their data. This section outlines 

the controls that were put in place by the researcher. These controls were approved the Research 

Ethics Committee (see Appendix A for notification of approval) and carefully implemented in 

the research project. 

The following are the key headings under which responsibilities towards respondents and 

interviewees were considered throughout this research: harm to participants, lack of informed 

consent, invasion of privacy, and deception (Bryman, 2008, p. 112). 

4.8.1.  Controls to Avoid Harm to Participants and Invasion of Privacy 

Harm to participants and invasion of privacy may arise to participants in the case of any of 

the following occurring: 

• If the data that they provide are used for any purpose other than this research. 

• If the data that they provide are identifiable as having come from them. 
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• If matters which come up in discussion during this research, which are not directly 

relevant to this research, are disclosed as part of this research. 

The controls which were put in place were as follows: 

1. Respondents to the survey questionnaire were not asked to provide their name or 

contact details. 

2. Survey data was collected using a tool that was subject to the Data Protection Act, and 

as such cannot be provided to any party other than the researcher. 

3. Data which was stored electronically was encrypted to the standard required by the 

researcher’s organisation. 

4. Audio recordings were copied from the recording device immediately following the 

recording and encrypted to the standard required by the researcher’s organisation.  

5. All interviews were recorded using institutional equipment rather than the researcher’s 

personal equipment. 

6. As a transcription service was used to transcribe the interviews at phase 3 and 4, the 

researcher ensured that the service provided a guarantee that they would protect any 

data provided in line with the requirements of the Data Protection Act. 

7. Interview transcripts were provided to interviewees within two weeks of the interview. 

If interviewees elected to withdraw their interview, or sections of their interview, from 

the research they were advised that they could do so within a further two weeks of 

having received the transcript. 

8. The researcher undertook to not discuss the individual responses of respondents with 

any party other than research supervisors. 

9. The researcher ensured that respondents and interviewees are not identifiable in the 

thesis and publications arising from this research. Pseudonyms were used in all cases 

and the discipline of the participant was kept at a high level. 
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10. Participants in the focus groups were advised that they were expected to not disclose to 

others any contributions made by other participants. 

4.8.2.  Controls to Avoid Lack of Informed Consent and Deception 

Lack of informed consent and deception may arise in the case of any of the following 

occurring: 

• Participants not being informed of the purpose of the research. 

• Participants participating, either actively or otherwise, without being asked to do so. 

• Participants feeling pressure to participate in the research because of the position held 

by the researcher. 

• Participants not being given the opportunity to withdraw from the research. 

• Participants being asked to answer questions they do not feel comfortable answering. 

The controls which were put in place are as follows: 

1. Potential participants were given an information sheet which described in detail the 

objective of the research. 

2. The researcher identified himself in the information sheet as the Head of Learning 

Development in the College of Sciences and Health and a lecturer in the School of 

Computing. The researcher made clear that the research was being conducted as part of 

a postgraduate research project and not as part of either of his other roles. This was 

reinforced at the commencement of each of the interview and focus group sessions and 

in the front matter of the questionnaire.  

3. The research was undertaken through interviews rather than participant observations, 

hence ensuring that all data was provided proactively. 

4. All interviews were undertaken in a quiet room with no third parties present. 
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5. Participants were told that they were free to withdraw their interview or focus group 

contributions from the research within two weeks of receipt of the transcript. 

6. Participants were informed that they were free to not answer any question which they 

did not wish to answer. 

4.9.  Implementation of Research Phases 
As set out in section 4.3.4, the research was conducted over five phases. The objectives of each 

of the phases are set out in section 4.3.4. This section provides specific detail on each of these 

phases, adding to the general information on phase objectives, research methods and analysis 

provided in earlier sections of this chapter. 

4.9.1.  Phase 1: Literature Review and Review of Important Documents 

The review of academic literature involved the sourcing of literature from aggregation 

databases available through the researcher’s institution; the sourcing of literature from 

aggregation databases available publicly; the identification of key journals in relevant areas 

from which literature was reviewed over the period 2010 to 2019; the identification of relevant 

books through the library catalogue of the researcher’s institution and other institutions 

accessible to the researcher through library inter-loan policies and agreements; and the ad-hoc 

identification of materials through referencing in reviewed literature and through personal 

communication with researchers.  

The Academic Search Complete database was widely used, with search criteria relevant to the 

research questions employed to source relevant literature within the timeframe provided. All 

papers published in the following journals were reviewed for relevance to the research 

questions: 

• Computers and Education (2010-2019) 

• British Journal of Educational Technology (2010-2019) 
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• Research in Learning Technology (2010-2019) 

• International Journal on Academic Development (2010-2019) 

Policy and guidance documentation was reviewed at national and international level, as 

described in section 2.3.2.  Documentation relevant to the case that was sourced include the 

Quality Enhancement Handbook and supporting documentation available from the website of 

the University; the publicly available Programme and Module Catalogue for the University; 

the organisational structure of the University as evident from its website; and the policy and 

guidance documents and reports published by government departments and agencies that made 

specific mention of the University. This documentation provided the required insight into 

structure, policy and processes in order to define and bound the case.  

4.9.2.  Phase 2: Exploratory Study 

This phase involved the use of a survey questionnaire and interview. The questionnaire was 

designed with the objective of carrying out a broad analysis of the role that digital technology 

plays in the daily practices of lecturers, including the practices of teaching, research, 

supervision, communication and sharing, administration and personal organisation. It 

specifically sought to address matters relating to the frequency of use of identified technologies 

by lecturers; the use of identified technologies for specific practices by lecturers; the impact of 

technologies on the work of lecturers; and the profile of lecturers, including discipline, digital 

competence, and other demographic information. This enabled the researcher to collect data 

that was of relevance to the first research question, regarding the evolution of academic practice 

in the digital era. 

An initial questionnaire was developed and piloted with a small group of lecturers. The design 

of the questionnaire had been informed by a number of similar surveys whose instruments had 

been published in literature and whose subject addressed the use of digital technology in 
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general (Venkatesh et al., 2003), or specifically in academic practice (Cosgrave, Rísquez, et 

al., 2011; Diekema & Olsen, 2011; Koh & Chai, 2014; Wozney et al., 2006). 

The specific practices which were referenced in the questionnaire were: teaching, research, 

engagement with colleagues, and administration of courses. Importantly, these go beyond 

teaching and learning practices to consider more fully the academic working life (Gornall et 

al., 2013). Based on feedback received, a second iteration of the questionnaire making wider 

use of open questions was run with a small sample (n=3) of lecturers from outside the research 

setting. Based on the feedback received from this pilot, the final version of the questionnaire 

was developed. The questionnaire remains faithful to the overall research questions and 

research aims and received more positive feedback than the initial questionnaire. The structure 

of the questionnaire is shown in Table 18 and the full questionnaire is provided in Appendix 

D. In addition to the Likert scales and checkbox-based answers, the questionnaire provides 

several open questions that enable the respondent to provide qualitative data. The questionnaire 

was made available online using an online survey tool and received 152 complete responses 

(see section 4.5.1 for discussion regarding sampling).  

Table 18 Design of the Survey Questionnaire 

Section Description Objective 
Section 1: 
Respondent 
Profile 

Section 1 of the questionnaire 
collected information about the 
respondent, including the type of 
technology that they use in their 
daily practice, e.g. their type of 
computer, phone, social media 
accounts and web browser. It also 
collected information regarding 
their experience, their digital 
competence and their disciplinary 
area. In a detailed quantitative 
analysis this would enable the 
researcher to explore dependencies 
between variables in the data.  

For the purpose of this research, 
the objective was to use this data to 
add credible, relatable information 
into the persona descriptions. 
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Table 18 (contd.) Design of the Survey Questionnaire 

Section Description Objective 
Section 2: 
Daily Practice  

This section collected information 
regarding the frequency of use of 
identified digital technologies. 
Twenty-four technologies were 
listed, with respondents asked to 
identify on a six-point scale of 
never to daily, regularly throughout 
the day how often they used each 
of those technologies as part of 
their work practice. Respondents 
are also offered the opportunity to 
identify technologies that are not 
listed that also form part of their 
practice.  

This section is particularly 
important in identifying those 
technologies that may be enacted 
as Influential Technology Channels 
across the breadth of the target 
population.  
 

Section 3: 
Organise and 
Find 

Section 3 deals specifically with 
the respondents organise and find 
practices. 

This section enables the researcher 
to get a sense of how respondents 
use their computer, their file 
storage and the cloud storage that is 
available to them. These practices 
are so mundane that they are likely 
to be ignored by respondents if 
they are not specifically addressed. 

Section 4: 
Email 

This section investigated the 
respondent’s use of email, 
exploring the use of email, the 
features of email and the 
organisation of email by 
respondents. 

Email was identified in Chapter 2 
as one of the technologies that is 
ubiquitous in the everyday 
practices of lecturers, but is 
understudied as a constitutive 
technology in academic practice. 

Section 5: 
Virtual 
Learning 
Environment 

This section investigated the use of 
the Virtual Learning Environment, 
exploring whether and how the 
respondent uses the Virtual 
Learning Environment, what 
alternatives, if any, they use, and 
why. 

The Virtual Learning Environment 
is the key suite of learning 
technologies used by lecturers, and 
offers a plethora of features, most 
of which are underutilised, as 
described in Chapter 2. 

Section 6: 
Reflections 

This final section asked the 
respondent about their reflections 
upon how technology shapes their 
daily activities. In particular, it 
explored the idea of enhanced 
efficiency of extant practices 
versus the emergence of new 
practices. Respondents are asked to 
identify the degree to which their 
practices have changed or been 
enhanced over their career due to 
the use of digital technology. 

This provided insight by 
respondents into the agency of 
digital technology in their daily 
practices, and the role digital 
technology played in the shaping of 
those practices. 
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In general there were two major types of reaction to the questionnaire, sometimes overlapping. 

Most respondents who provided feedback to the researcher felt that the topic was very 

interesting and were interested in the outcome. Some respondents felt that the questionnaire 

took too long to complete, in particular due to the open-ended questions. This led to a small 

number of respondents not completing the questionnaire and consequently being excluded from 

the survey.  

The profile of the respondents is included in Appendix E. This shows the diversity of 

respondents in terms of their gender, age, disciplinary area, contract type and experience. The 

distribution of respondents among the three main campuses is broadly comparable to the 

distribution of the population of lecturers across these locations. Disciplinary areas are 

duplicated across all three campuses. 

The interviews with lecturers explored the same question as the survey, aiming to develop 

further a broad understanding of how a range of technologies are used in the practices of 

lecturers and how those technologies have shaped academic practice in the digital era. The 

interview enabled the researcher to go beyond the collection of data regarding the use or non-

use of technologies, to examine their role in the formation and transformation of practices.  

The interview schedule was designed to cover the following high-level practices of lecturers: 

teaching, assessment/examination, research, supervision, administration, personal information, 

personal organisation, internal communication and external communication. The structure of 

the interview is shown in Table 19 and the full interview schedule is provided in Appendix G. 

Six interviewees were selected for the exploratory study (see section 4.5.1 for discussion 

regarding sampling). Their pseudonyms and disciplinary areas are listed in Table 20. The 

duration of the interviews is also provided, showing that interviews took on average one hour.  
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Table 19 Design of the Interview Schedule – Phase 2 

Section Description Objective 
Section 1: 
Introduction 

This section collects initial 
information about the interviewee, 
and allows them to ask questions 
about the project. 

To obtain information about the 
interviewee that could contribute to 
the development of the personal 
characteristics of practice-based 
personas. 

Section 2: 
Daily practices 

This section explores the use of 
digital technology in daily practice 
by inviting the interviewee to 
undertake a grand tour of their 
daily life with a focus on the role 
of digital technology. 

To gain an initial understanding of 
the role of technology in the daily 
practices of the interviewee, 
contributing to the discovery of 
Influential Technology Channels, 
and the characteristics of practice-
based personas. 

Section 3: 
Daily practices 
– with specific 
practices 
 

This section ensures that the 
interviewee has been given an 
opportunity to describe each of the 
following practices, if that have not 
done so already: teaching, research, 
supervision, communication and 
sharing, administration and 
personal organisation. 

To explore in more detail some of 
the practices, including those not 
mentioned, thus contributing to the 
uncovering of potential Influential 
Technology Channels. 

Section 4: 
Daily practices 
– with specific 
technologies 
 
 

This section ensures that the 
interviewee has been given an 
opportunity to describe each of the 
following digital technologies, if 
that have not done so already: 
computer, mobile device, email, 
presentation tools, office tools, 
world-wide-web, online tools, 
virtual learning environment, social 
media, educational technologies, 
discipline specific tools. 

To explore in more detail some of 
the technologies, including those 
not mentioned, identifying 
potential Influential Technology 
Channels. 

Section 5: 
Influential 
Technology 
Channels 

This section revisits some uses of 
digital technology that have 
emerged in the interview and 
explores this in more depth. 

To explore in detail particular 
enactments of digital technology 
that have emerged in the interview, 
and inform the emergence of 
Influential Technology Channels 

Section 6: 
Round up 

This section concludes the 
interview.  
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Table 20 Interviewees in Exploratory Study 

Pseudonym Discipline Duration Words in Response 
Adam Information Systems 1:18:12 11,301 
Josephine Chemistry 1:00:28 9,125 
Doris Languages 1:09:18 7,332 
Patrice Computer Science 0:52:26 5,142 
Bernard Economics 1:11:27 8,658 
Graham Engineering 0:35:58 4,018 
Total  6:07:49 45,576 
Average  1:01:18 7,596 

 

Each of the four main disciplinary areas in the research setting (Arts, Business, Engineering 

and Science) were represented at least once. The age profile of the interviewees covered a wide 

spectrum as did the interviewees’ years of experience. 

The data was analysed to enable the researcher to identify: 

• Practices to focus on in phase 3 of the research 

• Technologies to focus on in phase 3 of the research 

• Types of lecturers to invite for interview in phase 3 of the research 

• Types of designers for academic practice to invite in phase 4 of the research 

The qualitative data from the interviews and the survey questionnaire was coded according to 

the multi-stage approach described in section 4.6.1. The codes were then categorised according 

to similarity, and filtered according to the following criteria to identify significant, non-trivial, 

shared ways of using technology among lecturers: 

• Is this a recognisable, nameable entity activity? 

• Is this activity repeated over time with some form of regularity? 

• Do several people perform this activity? 

• Does this activity have recognisable reasons to be performed? 

• Does this activity make use of technology? 
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Each of the categories account for particular types of practice that emerged from the data, and 

potential Influential Technology Channels. These properties all relate to the properties of 

Influential Technology Channels as documented in section 3.4, and the properties of practices 

in general as documented in section 3.2. The activities associated with each of the practices 

were used to cluster the interviewees and respondents by assigning to each respondent a binary 

flag to indicate whether they engaged in that activity or not, and then clustering using the K-

Means algorithm in SPSS (Bryman & Cramer, 2012). Clustering took place first at the level of 

practice, and then at the level of lecturer to result in top level clusters that represent distinct 

types of lecturers. These are superficial practice-based personas that were used to inform 

sampling at stage 3. The practices engaged in by the practice-based personas, and the use of 

technology by the practice-based personas (using quantitative data collected regarding the 

frequency and breadth of use of individual technologies) enabled the researcher to identify 

specific practices of interest. The three practice-based personas were presented and critiqued 

at the EdTech conference, enabling the researcher to demonstrate the validity of the approach 

adopted. 

Following the emergence of these practice-based personas and associated practices, the data 

was revisited to investigate in greater depth the types of practices that emerged. This enabled 

the researcher to reanalyse the data from the perspective of the emergent practices and provide 

greater depth to the relationships between the technologies and the practices. To support this, 

the emergent practices were visualised using concept maps (Novak & Canas, 2008) that 

graphically presented the constitutive relationship between the practices, the activities and the 

digital technologies. This analysis was important to support the researcher in identifying the 

practice and technologies of focus for phase 3. 

While the detailed output of the exploratory study conducted in phase 2 will be provided in 

Chapter 5, it is appropriate at this stage to provide a summary of these outputs, given their 
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influence on the design of phase 3. Firstly, three broad practice-based personas emerged from 

the analysis of data collected in phase 2. These practice-based personas were identified as 

traditional educator; fundamental educational technologist; and advanced educational 

technologist. The identification of the three practice-based personas helped isolate learning 

design practices as practices that demonstrate particular relevance to the research, and thus 

require in-depth analysis based on further data collection. They also helped identify the Virtual 

Learning Environment, PowerPoint and email as the three technologies of focus for phase 3. 

4.9.3.  Phase 3: Core Study on Academic Practice 

At this phase, interviews were conducted with ten lecturers. The interviews focussed on the 

following two questions, aligned to the first research question (How has academic practice 

evolved in the digital era, and what is current practice?), following the narrowing of the scope 

of the case study in phase 2: 

• How are learning design practices constituted in the research setting? 

• How are key, influential, technologies constituted as part of learning design practices 

in the research setting? 

Each interview commenced with the interviewee identifying a particular module upon which 

they would focus. This approach enabled the researcher to investigate in-depth the relationship 

between digital technology and the enactment of a learning design practices at a very focussed 

and practical level. The interviewee was asked to explore the emergence of their involvement 

in a module, their interaction with predecessors and colleagues involved with the module and 

the materiality of those interactions. The interview then focussed on the design of learning 

activities, using the practices and activities that emerged from the earlier phases of the research 

as triggers. The evolution of these activities and the ways in which they emerged were brought 

into focus, paying particular attention to the role of technology in that emergence, seeking to 
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go beyond the beliefs and personal motivations of the interviewee. The same approach is 

adopted for the design of learning resources, such as online supports and handouts, and the 

assessment strategy and assessment activities. These are explored as sociomaterial enactments 

that bring meaning to a variety of phenomena, including the emergent enactments of digital 

technology. The interactions and interventions that are enacted in the module were then 

explored as sociomaterial enactments. The researcher paid particularly close attention to the 

role of the three technologies of focus. The interview schedule was designed to revisit these 

technologies in situations where they did not emerge as part of the initial discussion. Finally, 

interviewees were asked to relate the module that served as a focal point for the interview with 

other modules with which they are involved. This provided a substantial amount of data that 

was significantly more focussed than the data already collected. 

The interview schedule is summarised in Table 21. The structure is informed by a multi-part 

understanding for learning design that accounts for learning activities, resources, assessments, 

interventions and interactions. The full schedule is included in Appendix H, where the 

relationship with the activities that emerged from phase 2 is set out. 

Table 21 Design of the Interview Schedule – Phase 3 

Section Description Objective 
Section 1: 
Introduction 

The interviewee is introduced to 
the research topic, and invited to 
select a module to discuss in terms 
of the associated learning design 
activities. 

To ensure that the interviewee 
selects a focus for the interview 
that is aligned with the research 
question – in this case, the learning 
design activities in a single 
module. 

Section 2: 
Sociomaterial 
Entanglement 
– Learning 
Activities  

This section explores the focus on 
entanglement of people, things and 
technology in the enactment of 
learning activities on the module of 
focus.  

To explore in-depth practices that 
emerged from the exploratory 
study, in particular practices 
relating to organising in-class 
activities. 
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Table 21 (contd.) Design of the Interview Schedule – Phase 3 

Section Description Objective 
Section 2: 
Sociomaterial 
Entanglement 
– Resources 

This section explores the focus on 
entanglement of people, things and 
technology in the design and 
development of resources used in 
the module of focus. 

To explore in-depth practices that 
emerged from the exploratory 
study, in particular practices 
relating to authoring learning 
materials and disseminating 
learning materials to students. 

Section 3: 
Sociomaterial 
Entanglement 
– Assessments 

This section explores the focus on 
entanglement of people, things and 
technology in the design and 
development of assessments used 
in the module of focus. 

To explore in-depth practices that 
emerged from the exploratory 
study, in particular practices 
relating to assessing students and 
authoring examination papers. 

Section 4: 
Interactions 

This section explores the focus on 
entanglement of people, things and 
technology in the interactions that 
take place in the module of focus. 

To explore in-depth practices that 
emerged from the exploratory 
study, in particular practices 
relating to interacting directly with 
students, enabling collaborative 
learning, being always on, 
collaborating face-to-face with 
colleagues, and collaborating 
online with colleagues. 

Section 5: 
Interventions  

This section explores the focus on 
entanglement of people, things and 
technology in the interventions that 
take place in the module of focus. 

To explore in-depth practices that 
emerged from the exploratory 
study, in particular practices 
relating to providing feedback to 
students, reflecting on student 
performance, enabling student 
reflection upon learning, and 
engaging and motivating students. 

Section 6: 
Influential 
Technology 
Channels: 
Powerpoint 

This section explores the focus on 
the enactment of PowerPoint 
technology in learning design 
practices, only if not addressed in 
the earlier discussion. 

To explore in-depth the use of 
PowerPoint and its diverse 
enactments in learning design 
practice. 

Section 7: 
Influential 
Technology 
Channels: 
Email 

This section explores the focus on 
the enactment of email in learning 
design practices, only if not 
addressed in the earlier discussion. 

To explore in-depth the use of 
email and its diverse enactments in 
learning design practice. 

Section 8: 
Influential 
Technology 
Channels: 
Virtual 
Learning 
Environment 

This section explores the focus on 
the enactment of the Virtual 
Learning Environment in learning 
design practices, only if not 
addressed in the earlier discussion. 

To explore in-depth the use of the 
Virtual Learning Environment and 
its diverse enactments in learning 
design practice. 
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All interviewees were lecturers in the sciences in the research setting. They were sampled 

according to the practice-based personas that were identified in phase 2, with a distribution 

across the three types of practice-based persona. None of these interviewees were interviewed 

at earlier phases of the research, meaning that they all offered new data. The details of the 

interviews are shown in Table 22. 

Table 22 Interviewees in Phase 3 

Pseudonym Length Words 
Andy 01:00:00 10,855 
Brian 01:01:24 8,063 
Catherine 00:48:27 7,979 
Duncan 00:54:39 9,253 
Eimear 01:00:00 10,988 
Fiona 00:24:02 4,926 
Geraldine 00:27:26 4,879 
Harry 00:27:20 4,834 
James 00:35:10 5,508 
Kevin 00:24:32 5,378 
Total 7:03:00 72,663 

 

Analysis of the data took place alongside reanalysis of the qualitative data from the phase 2. 

The quantitative data did not form part of the additional analysis, as it had served its purpose 

in focussing the sampling that took place at phase 3. The emergent Influential Technology 

Channels were visualised using a concept map (Novak & Canas, 2008) that highlighted the 

relationships between various phenomena, in particular the phenomena that emerged as 

strongly related to the enhancement themes identified in section 2.3.2. The visualisations are 

representative of local enactments of technology that are constituted by, and constitutive of, 

the enactment of phenomena. The visualisations are intended to make them accessible and are 

accompanied by a narrative discussion in relation to each of the Influential Technology 

Channels. Once the Influential Technology Channels had emerged from the analysis of the 

data, all of the interviewees and survey respondents were reviewed for evidence of the 
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enactment of the Influential Technology Channel as part of their practice to identify practice-

based personas. Each emergent practice-based persona was provided with a narrative 

description that enables accessible engagement with the practice-based persona, and 

consequently with each of the diverse forms of academic practice that emerged from the data. 

4.9.4.  Phase 4: Core Study on Design for Academic Practice 

Research at this phase was carried out through a semi-structured interview with 15 designers 

for academic practice in the research setting. The interview was designed to achieve insight 

into the second research question (How has design for academic practice evolved in the digital 

era, and what is current practice?). The interview focussed on the following objectives, each 

exploring aspects of design for academic practice and the use of digital technology in those 

design activities: 

1. To find out if interviewees consider themselves designers for academic practice. 

2. To find out what they design for academic practice. 

3. To find out what role technology plays as they are designing for academic practice. 

4. To find out their knowledge and experience of how lecturers use technology. 

5. To find out their knowledge and experience of how technology impacts on academic 

practice. 

6. To find out how their knowledge of how lecturers use technology influences how they 

design for academic practice. 

7. To find out the supports they need to make use of technology in their design for 

academic practice. 

These questions were motivated by the need to explore in greater depth the commonalities and 

differences that have emerged in the informal design practice of designers for academic 

practice, and how the characteristics of the digital era has influenced their design practice. 
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The interview was designed to commence with an exploration of the role of the interviewee in 

the research setting and their relationship and interaction with lecturers. The interview then 

proceeded by providing the interviewee with the definition of design provided in section 3.5.1, 

arising from Simon’s (1996) work. The interviewee was asked to explore their work in the 

context of that definition, and consequently address the degree to which they consider design 

to be part of their work.  The next section explored the ways in which they use technology 

when they are designing for academic practice, and how they make use of the ways in which 

technology is already used by lecturers. The purpose of this line of inquiry is to identify whether 

they consider the existing uses of technology by lecturers to represent artefacts that they can 

use to shape the future enactment of academic practice. This continued into the next section 

where the mental models developed by designers for academic practice regarding the use of 

technology by lecturers were explored. This was intended to explore the nature of the empathic 

understanding by designers with lecturers. The interviewees were asked about their view of 

how technology shapes academic practice and how it reinforces or transforms their practice.  

Finally, the issue of how designers factor into their own design practice the ways in which 

technology is used by lecturers was revisited. This is the area with which the connection 

between practice and design is most concerned, so the theme was dealt with repeatedly in the 

interview to explore it from multiple angles. The interviewees were asked to provide examples 

and identify the types of support that could benefit their design activity. Finally, as part of the 

snowball sampling process, designers were asked to recommend others who may be 

appropriate to invite to participate in the interview process. 

The interview schedule is summarised in Table 23. The full schedule is included in Appendix 

I.  
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Table 23 Design of the Interview Schedule – Phase 4 

Section Description Objective 
Section 1: 
Introduction 

The interviewee is informed about 
the interview objectives and the 
project. 

To ensure that the interviewee 
understands the purpose of the 
interview and their role. 

Section 2: Role 
of designer 

The interviewee is asked to 
describe their role and their 
interface with lecturers. 

To explore the nature of the 
interviewee’s role in the research 
setting and observe how and 
whether design emerges as part of 
their description. Relates to 
interview objective 1 listed above. 

Section 3: 
Design 
activities 

The interviewee is provided with a 
definition of design (Simon, 1996, 
p. 111) and asked to reflect upon 
their own activities and how they 
relate to design.  

To understand how and what the 
interviewee designs and whether 
they consider their practice to align 
with the definition provided for 
design. Relates to interview 
objectives 1 and 2 listed above. 

Section 4: 
Technology in 
design 

The interviewee is asked how they 
use technology in their design 
activities. 

To understand how digital 
technology plays a role in their 
design activities, in particular the 
types of technology that are 
common in everyday academic 
practice. Relates to interview 
objective 3 listed above. 

Section 5: 
Academic use 
of technology 

The interviewee is asked about 
their knowledge of the use of 
technology by lecturers. 

To understand the empathic 
engagement of designers with the 
use of technology in everyday 
practice, and consequently their 
understanding of the digital 
constitution of situated practice. 
Relates to interview objectives 4 
and 5 listed above. 

Section 6: 
Impact of 
technology on 
design 
activities 

The interviewee is asked about 
how their knowledge or 
assumptions about the use of 
technology impacts upon their 
design activities, and what supports 
they could use to enhance this 
knowledge. 

To understand how design is 
constrained by a particular 
understanding of the use of 
technology by lecturers, and 
whether this provides any insight 
into the limited success of digital 
transformation. Relates to 
interview objectives 6 and 7 listed 
above. 

Section 7: 
Close 

The interviewee is asked to suggest 
additional interviewees. 

To understand how a community of 
designers may establish 
connections, and to help with 
ongoing sampling for this phase. 
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Fifteen designers for academic practice were interviewed. Nine of the fifteen occupied roles 

that were directly related to learning design practice. This included Heads of Learning 

Development, Learning Technologists, Learning Technology Support, Academic Quality 

Assurance and Staff Training. A further three occupied roles in Information Technology 

Support, considered to be peripherally related to learning design practice. Three additional 

designers, in Student Administration, Human Resources and Public Affairs, were interviewed.  

The breadth of designer provided an opportunity to gain comprehensive insight into the 

multitude of ways in which design for academic practice takes place, while maintaining the 

core focus on learning design practices. All of these designers would be considered meso-level 

designers (as described in section 2.6) and were sampled as such based on the outcome of phase 

2. The list of interviewees at this phase is provided in Table 24. 

The data was coded and categorised inductively, with themes and categories emerging from 

the analysis of the data, rather than data being searched for according to a strictly defined 

framework. 

Table 24 Designers for Academic Practice interviewed in Phase 4 

Pseudonym Role Interview Length 
Gerard Head of Learning Development 01:08:02 
Margaret Head of Learning Development 00:37:46 
Mary Human Resources Administration 00:20:30 
Dave Information Technology Support 00:37:41 
Darren Information Technology Support 00:42:08 
Eoin Information Technology Support 00:35:06 
Joan Learning Technologist 00:30:19 
Michael Learning Technologist 00:58:39 
Susan Learning Technologist 00:36:52 
Roberta Learning Technology Support 00:51:46 
Ruth Learning Technology Support 00:39:03 
Ann Public Affairs Officer 00:30:05 
Rose Quality Assurance Officer 00:28:59 
John Staff Trainer 00:51:43 
Paul Student Administration 00:45:49 
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4.9.5.  Phase 5: Prototype Tool 

In this phase, a software tool was developed that enables designers for academic practice, 

whose practices were investigated in phase 4, to engage with the Influential Technology 

Channels and the practice-based personas that were developed at phase 3. The objective of the 

phase was to explore, in focus groups with designers for academic practice, the limitations of 

extant approaches to design and the weaknesses or failure of digital transformation initiatives 

and the opportunities afforded by the prototype tool to address these limitations and 

weaknesses. 

The objectives for the focus group sessions with designers for academic practice relate to the 

third research question (How can we better connect academic practice with design for academic 

practice, in the digital era to enhance the impact of technology on academic practice?). The 

specific objectives were as follows: 

1. To engage the focus group participants in the context for this research, introducing the 

conceptualisation of, and connections between, academic practice, design for academic 

practice, Influential Technology Channels and practice-based personas. 

2. To engage the focus group participants with the Influential Technology Channels and 

practice-based personas that model the influence of technology in academic practice in 

the research setting. 

3. To demonstrate the use of the prototype tool as a design support tool making use of 

constructed scenarios. 

4. To explore the participants’ reaction to the use of these modelling methods and tools in 

their design practice. 

5. To investigate the potential uses, applications and appropriation of the models and tool 

in the participants’ design practice. 
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6. To investigate the barriers and potential resistance to the use of the models and tool in 

the participants’ design practice. 

7. To creatively explore extensions to, or alternatives to, the models and tool that would 

support or enhance the participants’ design practice. 

The focus group sessions were moderated by the researcher supported with the following 

artefacts, to stimulate the discussion:  

• A preparatory document sent to focus group participants in advance, to provide them 

with background to the focus group and an overview of the research. 

• A set of illustrative design scenarios that show how the Influential Technology 

Channels can be engaged in design, drawing on persuasive technology (Fogg, 2002) 

patterns. 

• A prototype tool that brings the Influential Technology Channels and practice-based-

personas together in an accessible format for designers for academic practice. 

The focus groups were organised using a six-thinking-hats (de Bono, 2016) format. This is an 

approach to discussion that adopts a structure intended to enable lateral thinking about a subject 

of focus.  

The focus group schedule is summarised in Table 25. The full schedule is included in Appendix 

J. Three focus group sessions were organised, with homogeneity of designers within groups 

and heterogeneity of designers across groups (Morgan, 2018, p. 50). The pragmatics of hosting 

the sessions, however, meant that some heterogeneity was required, as members were 

unavailable at the time of the group to which they had been invited. The first session involved 

people in a quality assurance role, as well as one person from a learning technology background 

who was unable to attend the focus group with other learning technologists. The second session 

involved four participants from a learning technology and staff development background. The 
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final session involved people in information technology support roles. Some, but not all, of the 

participants were involved in earlier phases of the research. Those who were involved are 

highlighted with an * in tables 26-28. 

Table 25 Focus group schedule for phase 5 

Section Description Objective 
Section 1: 
Introduction 

The focus group participants are 
introduced to the project and 
informed about the objectives of 
the session. 

To ensure that all participants are 
fully informed about the project. 

Section 2: 
Engagement 

The participants are provided with 
a comprehensive introduction to 
the research, including Influential 
Technology Channels, practice-
based personas and the model of 
the research setting developed in 
the prototype tool. 

To set the context for the 
discussion. This enables the focus 
group participants to engage with 
the artefacts that are the focus of 
the session. This relates to 
objectives 1, 2 and 3 listed above. 

Section 3: 
Reaction and 
Feedback 

The participants are asked for their 
feedback and reaction to the 
artefacts presented. 

To get the views of the 
participants, as designers, 
regarding the artefacts. This relates 
to objective 4 listed above. 

Section 4: 
Uses and 
applications of 
model 

The participants are asked to 
explore ways in which the artefacts 
could be used in their design 
practice. 

To explore how connections can be 
built between design for academic 
practice and academic practice. 
This relates to objective 5 above. 

Section 5: 
Barriers and 
potential 
resistance 

The participants are asked to 
explore the barriers to the use of 
the artefacts presented. 

To explore challenges that may be 
faced with the use of the tool. This 
relates to objective 6 above. 

Section 6: 
Extensions and 
alternatives 

The participants are asked to 
creative explore extensions to, and 
alternatives to, the methods 
provided, that may enhance their 
practice and their connections to 
academic practice. 

To explore further potential 
developments to enhance practice. 
This relates to objective 7 above. 

 

Table 26 Session 1: Quality Assurance 

Rose* Quality Assurance Officer 
Brenda Head of Learning Development 
Henry Head of Learning Development 
Joan* Learning Technologist 
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Table 27 Session 2: Learning Technologists 

Michael* Learning Technologist 
Susan* Learning Technologist 
John* Staff Trainer 
Roberta* Learning Technologist 

 

Table 28 Session 3: Information Technologists 

Dave* Information Technology Support 
Darren* Information Technology Support 
Luke* Information Technology Support 

 

Each of the three focus groups were conducted as 60- to 90-minute sessions. The three sessions 

had the following durations: 

• Focus Group 1: Four participants, 57 minutes (included introduction) 

• Focus Group 2: Four participants, 93 minutes (included introduction) 

• Focus Group 3: Three participants, 67 minutes (included introduction) 

4.10.  Summary 
This chapter presented the methodological decisions that were made for this research and the 

complete research design for the five phases of the research. The research was carried out from 

an ontological position adopted by the researcher that aligns with sociomaterialist thinking. 

Sociomaterialists look towards materiality as an enactment and diminish the distinction 

between social phenomena and material artefacts. This provides an appealing lens through 

which to look at technology as an enactment in practices rather than a mediating object and 

offers a way for technology to represent a dynamic access point within practices such as 

academic practice. The bundling of everyday technologies into enactments of Influential 

Technology Channels and practice-based personas, as described in chapter 3, is consistent with 

this approach and contrasts with alternative approaches that foreground or prioritise social 

processes. 
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Methodologically, the research is undertaken as an instrumental case study. The justification 

for this approach is dealt with comprehensively in this chapter, with alternative approaches 

such as action research, design science research and ethnography reviewed and contrasted with 

the chosen approach. An instrumental case study is an approach in which a single case study 

serves as an instrument to understand more general phenomena. In this case, the case study 

explored how Influential Technology Channels and practice-based personas can provide 

insight into the enactment of digital technology in academic practice in a research setting and 

build connections that are operable for designers for academic practice. The research was 

conducted over five phases, each of which were presented in this chapter.  

The second half of this thesis presents the findings of the research (chapters 5 and 6), discusses 

the implications (chapter 7) and presents conclusions (chapter 8). 
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Chapter 5.  Findings - Academic Practice in the Digital Era 

5.1.  Introduction 
This chapter presents the findings relating to the enactment of academic practice in the digital 

era. These are findings from phase 2 – exploratory study, and phase 3 – core study on academic 

practice. The findings of the exploratory study include the identification of three high level 

practice-based personas, 23 practices relating to the use of technology in academic practice, 

and 30 technology channels that represent potential starting points for the surfacing of 

Influential Technology Channels in the core study. The implications of these findings for the 

design of the core study are identified. The findings from the core study, in the form of 15 

Influential Technology Channels (as per the model presented in section 3.4) and 10 practice-

based personas (as per the model presented in section 3.6), build upon the findings from the 

exploratory study, and draw on the data collected in the exploratory study as well as the 

additional, focussed data collected in the core study. The Influential Technology Channels and 

practice-based personas provide insight into the enactment of academic practice in the digital 

era as told through the lens of enacted technologies that have significant influence across the 

spectrum of lecturers, not just among niche pockets of innovators. The Influential Technology 

Channels and practice-based personas also represent a potential connection between academic 

practice and design for academic practice, as dealt with in Chapter 6. 

5.2.  Exploratory Study 
This section presents the findings from the exploratory study conducted at phase 2 of the 

research. The research design and methodology for the exploratory study were set out in section 

4.9.2, where the research was presented as a means to enable the researcher to investigate the 

broad case of academic practice in the research setting, and thus refine the case in order to 

provide an in-depth analysis in later phases of the research. This section provides these findings 
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in sections relating to lecturers, practice types and emergent technology channels, before 

leading to an identification of the specific implications for later phases of the research, in 

section 5.3 

5.2.1.  Lecturer Types 

Following this initial analysis (coding and categorisation) of the data collected through the six 

interviews and the survey, five broad categories of activities that involved the use of digital 

technology emerged in academic practice: Managing teaching, learning and assessment 

activity; Organising self; Communicating; Collaborating and sharing; and Sourcing and 

managing knowledge. Each of these categories had multiple constituent activities that satisfied 

the filtering criteria set out in section 4.9.2. The listing of these activities is provided in 

Appendix K and the clustering of activities into practices and personas is shown in Appendix 

L. The personas that emerged from this analysis were: traditional educator; fundamental 

educational technologist; and advanced educational technologist. A sample persona profile for 

a traditional educator is provided here: 

Jerry is a 52 year old business lecturer. He uses email as his main communication tool and 

also his main collaboration tool. He is unlikely to make any significant use of technologies 

for collaboration other than using email and documents with tracked changes. Jerry uses 

PowerPoint and a digital projector in the classroom, and while he was happy to begin using 

these technologies he didn't see any major need to transition to them. Jerry organises his files 

on his desktop computer using folders but he doesn't have any active backup strategy. He 

sees emails arriving into his inbox when he's logged in on his computer, and tends to respond 

to them as they arrive, if time is available. He doesn't have any proactive email strategy. 

Jerry uses the web to search for information, to read news articles relevant to his discipline, 

and also makes use of the online library databases which he finds very useful. 
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A sample persona profile for a fundamental educational technologist is provided here: 

Judy is a 35 year old science lecturer who makes extensive use of educational technologies 

in her practice. She creates modules in the Virtual Learning Environment for the modules 

that she teaches and uses these for disseminating information to students. She occasionally 

makes use of blogs and social media for engagement with her students. She runs online 

assessments and provides feedback to students through the virtual learning environment. She 

has an account on Dropbox and uses this for collaboration with colleagues inside and outside 

the institution where she works. She keeps all her files well organised so that she can access 

them on her laptop, iPad and phone. Her emails are well organised and she has a stable 

routine for replying to them. 

 

A sample persona profile for an advanced educational technologist is provided here: 

Jack is a 40-year-old engineering lecturer. Jack's use of technology is mainstreamed through 

his entire social, personal and professional life. He has used the Virtual Learning 

Environment but prefers to pick a technology that suits him for a given task. Jack actively 

seeks out ways to engage technology to enhance his practice and to enhance his students' 

experience. Jack has extended the functionality of most of the applications he uses so that 

they synchronise with each other and he makes advanced use of any technology he can. Jack 

regularly finds fault with technologies he feels he's expected by others to use, often 

considering the technologies to be out of date, inappropriate or inferior to other technologies. 

 

The emergence of these lecturers followed the initial analysis of the qualitative and quantitative 

data collected in the exploratory study. It’s not unusual for three-part categorisations to emerge 
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in any analysis, as this is similar to the types of mental models that people generally tend 

towards when asked to categorise people.  

5.2.2.  Emergent Practice Types 

The next stage of the exploratory study involved revisiting the practice categories that emerged 

in the initial study to gain greater depth of insight into the practices and the relationship between 

the practices and the enactment of technology, as described in section 4.9.2. The data from the 

six interviewees was used to gain deeper insight into these practices and to illustrate them using 

concept maps. This section deals with each of the following categories of practice authoring; 

teaching, learning and assessment; teamwork; and working life practices uncovered from the 

focussed qualitative analysis of the interview data. The code book is provided in Appendix N, 

the categorisation of practices is provided in Appendix O, and the concept maps with 

descriptions are provided in Appendix P. 

Three authoring practices emerged from the focussed analysis. The authoring learning 

materials practice involved the development of coursenotes and learning activities. The 

authoring examination papers practice involved the authoring by an individual or team of an 

examination paper with solutions and a marking scheme. The authoring research papers 

practice involved the completion of research activities and projects and their documentation as 

research outputs.  

Twelve teaching, learning and assessment practices emerged from the focussed analysis. The 

designing and preparing module delivery practice involved the development of plans, 

coordination of students and preparation of materials and activities. Organising in-class 

activities is a practice in which a lecturer organises learning, teaching and assessment activities 

to take place during scheduled class time. Disseminating learning materials to students 

involved the distribution of learning materials developed or collected by the lecturer to 
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students. Assessing students involved designing formative and summative assessments, that is 

assessments which take place throughout the academic session which enable student feedback, 

and assessment which contributes to a mark for the student. Enabling collaborative learning is 

performed by lecturers who facilitate peer learning opportunities among students. Enabling 

student reflection upon learning involved the creation of an environment in which a student is 

enabled to reflect upon their own learning. Engaging and motivating students is performed by 

lecturers as they seek to enhance the participation and performance of students on their 

programme or module. Engaging with the programme team involved the lecturer working with 

their colleagues on the programme team for the delivery of the programme and the support of 

their students. Enhancing teaching, learning and assessment involved the lecturer taking 

proactive steps to enhance their approaches to teaching, learning and assessment. Interacting 

directly with students involved interaction between lecturers and students either as individuals 

or as a group. When enacting providing feedback to students the lecturer will provide feedback 

to students on their performance in an assessment. Reflecting on student performance is a 

practice during which a lecturer will reflect upon the performance of individual students or 

groups of students, which can then inform their approach to delivery of the remainder of their 

module.  

Three teamwork practices emerged from the focussed analysis. The collaborating face-to-face 

with colleagues practice involved colleagues meeting with each other in either formal 

structured settings such as programme committee meetings, or research group meetings; or 

informal interactions arising from shared spaces such as offices and recreational and social 

areas in the research setting. Collaborating online with colleagues has developed into a 

significant practice in the research setting. Technology is playing a strong role in the formation 

and structuring of formal and informal teams who may or may not also meet in a face-to-face 

setting. Learning from colleagues is a practice whereby lecturers in the research setting learn 
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from each other, share resources with each other and stimulate interest in innovations and 

professional methods such as learning and teaching methods.  

Finally, five working life practices emerged from the focussed analysis. Being always on is the 

practice that constructs the boundaries between work and home life for lecturers. Making 

decisions about the use of technology is a practice whereby lecturers carry out activities which 

enable them to decide on the appropriate use of technology in their working lives. Organising 

office is a practice that involved the organisation and configuration of the structured working 

environment of the lecturer. The organising self practice involved the maintenance of personal 

records and files, the organisation and management of those files and the organisation of the 

time available to the lecturer in the working environment. The working from home practice 

involved the establishment of a home working environment in which the lecturer can carry out 

their working activities remotely.  

This section has provided brief descriptions of the 23 practices that have emerged from the 

analysis of data collected in the exploratory study (see Appendix P for more detailed 

descriptions and illustrations by means of concept maps). The four categories of practices 

presented enable an analysis of the entanglement of digital technology across the breadth of 

academic life. The next section explores the diversity of digital technologies that are involved 

in these practices, and consequently highlight the challenge involved in understanding the 

constitutive role of individual digital technologies in academic practice.  

5.2.3.  Emergent Technology Channels 

The grouping of related enactments of technology that are constituted by, and constitutive of, 

the practices from section 5.2.2 results in thirty technology channels. These are listed and 

described in detail in Appendix Q where a mapping of technology channels to practices is also 

provided. While these technology channels and their entangled practices surfaced through the 
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analysis of the interview data (as described in section 4.9.2), the survey carried out across a 

broader population provides insight into the degree to which these technologies have 

widespread application in academic practice. The survey data on daily use of digital technology 

is provided in Appendix F. The thirty technology channels are discussed in brief in the 

remainder of this section. 

Classroom technology, including the projector, podium computer and classroom response 

systems, resulted in two emergent technology channels. Classroom projector and computer as 

presentation facilitators involved the use of a data projector in the classroom linked to a 

classroom computer or a podium PC (a computer installed in some classrooms) to make a 

presentation, or to display materials on an overhead screen. Classroom response systems as 

student engagement devices involved the development of presentation slides that a lecturer will 

present to students in class to include questions for which students can provide a response using 

a device handed out to them in class or using their own mobile device.  

The use of cloud space, such as Google Drive and Dropbox, resulted in two emergent 

technology channels. Cloud space as a collaborative platform involved lecturers accessing 

their cloud storage account through their web browser or through a synchronised file on their 

computer in order to collaborate with others in the development of shared resources, or to share 

documents with students. Cloud space as backup and storage involved lecturers accessing their 

cloud storage to maintain a copy of their files, as part of their personal organisation.  

Email is the dominant technology in the research setting. The exploratory analysis surfaced 

four enactments of email that emerged from academic practice. Email as a collaborative space 

involved lecturers accessing email for the purpose of collaborating with colleagues or students 

on the development of shared documents or activities. Email as a communication medium 

involved lecturers accessing email regularly, at least once daily, for the purpose of 
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communicating with colleagues and students. Email as a permanent voice involved lecturers 

having constant access to email, either through their phone which they constantly monitor or 

through a collection of devices, including their laptop and home computers, tablets and mobile 

phone. Email as a personal assistant involved lecturers using email as a personal record store 

and assistant.  

Personal devices, such as the phone, home computer and storage devices were enacted in a 

variety of ways, resulting in four emergent technology channels. Phone as a multi-media tool 

involved lecturers using a mobile smart phone for their interaction with colleagues, their 

interaction with students, for accessing the web, for maintaining notes, for collecting digital 

images, for creating videos and for maintaining their personal organisation through 

notifications and use of calendar tools. Phone as a permanent companion involved lecturers 

having a smart phone constantly in their possession. They use the phone to exchange messages 

in some format with colleagues and will access email on their phone. Home computer as an 

extension of the office involved lecturers having set up a computer in their home that they will 

usually synchronise with their office computer, either through shared cloud storage space, 

transfers on USB keys or by accessing email. USB devices as connectors involved the use of 

USB keys for the transfer of files between computers and between users. Lecturers will transfer 

files to a USB key when they are going to class, or when they are sharing documents with 

colleagues, or when they are setting up their home computer.  

The use of the office computer resulted in three emergent technology channels. Office computer 

as a daily assistant involved the use by a lecturer of their office computer (a non-mobile 

computer, usually a desktop) as their main computer for their teaching, research and 

supervision. Laptop and office computer as a coordinating pair involved the use of both a 

laptop and a computer in a lecturer’s office in their daily working practices. Laptop computer 

as personal assistant involved the use of a laptop as a lecturer’s main computer, accessing it 
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regularly throughout the day and using it for their teaching, research, communication, 

collaboration, administration and other practices.  

The use of office software resulted in three technology channels. Microsoft Excel as a student 

data analyst involved the use of Excel for the maintenance of a lecturer’s own student records, 

enabling them to analyse and track the performance of students – including for example, 

attendance data, coursework results, and examination results. Microsoft Word as an authoring 

tool involved the use of Microsoft Word for the authoring of documents for teaching, research 

and administration. Online calendar as an organisation device involved the use of an online 

calendar such as Google or Outlook to plan and record events such as meetings or classes.  

The enactment of PowerPoint and rich media tools surfaced two technology channels. 

PowerPoint as a creation, editing and presentation device involves lecturers using PowerPoint 

to both generate and present learning materials. Rich media tools as student engagement 

devices involves the use of tools to source, generate, and/or edit rich media such as video 

content or other interactive content.  

Three enactments of the Virtual Learning Environment were surfaced in the exploratory study. 

VLE as a creative environment involved lecturers making extensive use of the Virtual Learning 

Environment to create Wikis, Discussion Fora, Quizzes, Online Assessments and other 

interactive learning activities to support student learning. VLE as a dissemination, storage and 

collection facility involves the use of the Virtual Learning Environment as a content 

management system. VLE as a knowledgeable informant involves the use of the Virtual 

Learning Environment to inform lecturers of the progress and performance of students.  

Four enactments of the web as a technology channel were surfaced in the exploratory study. 

Web as a creation platform involved lecturers seeing the Web and resources available through 

the public web as resources which they can creatively adopt and configure for the purposes of 
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student learning, collaboration with colleagues, and personal organisation. Web as a 

publication platform involves lecturers authoring for the web. Web as a source for information 

or resources involves lecturers making use of the web to source information as they need it. 

Social Media as an engagement platform involves the use of social media as a means of 

interacting with colleagues and students and enabling collaboration among students.  

Finally, three enactments of institutional systems emerged as technology channels entangled 

with the practices from section 5.2.2. EGB as a student record generator addressed the 

requirement for lecturers to submit their marks through the Electronic Gradebook (EGB). 

Institutional records as valuable data sources involved accessing the data in the institutional 

student record system using the reporting tool available to lecturers. VPN as an Institutional 

connector involved lecturers making use of the Institutional Virtual Private Network to 

interface from outside the office with the Institutional resources.  

5.3.  Implications from Exploratory Study for Remainder of the Research 
The practices and technology channels presented in sections 5.2 provide an account of the 

practices of lecturers in the research setting and the ways in which digital technologies are both 

constituted by, and constitutive of, those practices. This section demonstrates how that account 

is interpreted with the objective of informing and supporting decision making regarding the 

core study at phase 3.  

5.3.1.  Sampling of Lecturers and Bounding the Case 

The provisional set of practice-based personas detailed in section 5.2.1 is used in the core study 

as part of the sampling strategy. Although the practice-based personas are recognised as 

provisional, they draw attention to the characteristics that are expected from traditional 

educators, fundamental educational technologists, and advanced educational technologists. 

This means that the researcher is not engaged in random sampling in the core study in order to 

try to source a diversity of lecturers. It also means that the researcher is not relying on 
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stereotypes and proxies for competence, such as age or disciplinary area. It means that digital 

competence is separated from digital practice, which is important because lecturers who do not 

identify as highly competent may often make advanced use of technologies, for a variety of 

reasons – such as a support from a colleague; and educators who are highly competent in the 

use of technology due to their research activity or personal practice, may not engage this 

competence in their educational practice. By operationalising the three practice-based personas 

for the sampling of research participants in the next phase of the research, the researcher is 

enabled to provide an evidential basis for the inclusion and exclusion criteria for individual 

participants.  

The core study at phase 3 involves an additional ten in-depth interviews to add to the six 

interviews undertaken in the exploratory study. An analysis of the six interviewees in the 

exploratory study identifies four who align with fundamental educational technologist, and one 

each who align with traditional educator and advanced educational technologist, as shown in 

Appendix R. This highlights a need to identify potential interviewees from the traditional 

educator and advanced educational technologists to add to the pool of interviewees in the next 

phase of the research.  

The bounding of the case requires consideration of the sampling of research participants. In the 

exploratory study, participants were sought across the full breadth of the university. The 

researcher’s main access is to one part of the university, and consequently most of the 

respondents who were engaged were from that part of the university. Given that the part of the 

university with which the researcher is most engaged is of a substantial size (~4,000 students, 

~200 staff), larger than some whole institutions in the national context, the researcher made a 

decision to bound the research according to that part – one of the constituent Colleges of the 

university. Had this approach not been taken, substantially more data is likely to have been 

required to gain insight into diverse practice across the university as a whole. It is also possible 
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that the data would have been biased towards the College that was ultimately chosen, given the 

researcher’s access to participants in that College. 

5.3.2.  Investigating Academic Practice 

The analysis in section 5.2.2 revealed four categories of practices in which digital technology 

was substantially influential: authoring, student learning, teamwork and working life. These 

categories contained 23 named practices through which 30 named technology channels are 

enacted.  

Twelve of the 23 practices were categorised as teaching, learning and assessment. This points 

towards a centrality of this type of practice in the practices of lecturers in the research setting. 

The enactment of the practices, as described above, suggests that these practices are about the 

design, creation and enactment of the learning experiences of the student. Though design may 

be emergent and retrospectively assigned as a deliberative act by the lecturer, it is consistent 

with an understanding of learning design as a practice whereby learning activities, resources, 

interactions and interventions are designed to support student learning (see section 2.2.2). 

There are no sharp boundaries between practices and any categorisation is an artificial 

abstraction employed by a researcher for analytical purposes. The eleven practices categorised 

as authoring, teamwork and working life all relate in some way to learning design practices 

and the emergence of learning design in the research setting. The authoring of learning 

resources, collaboration with colleagues, the organisation of one’s working life from home and 

even the authoring of research papers are all influential in the enactment of learning design. 

This means that learning design, instead of being viewed as a sub-set of academic practice, is 

simply an alternative way of looking at academic practice in the research setting. It is a lens 

that foregrounds that emergence of learning activities, resources, interactions and interventions 
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designed to support student learning, but recognises the complex, multidimensional and 

heterogeneous entanglements that influence this emergence.  

Learning design is a field that has largely been defined in the context of technology and 

technology-enhanced learning (see section 2.2.2). 82% of respondents to the questionnaire 

agreed or strongly agreed that technology made their teaching practices more efficient, while 

only 51% agreed or strongly agreed that technology enabled them to develop new teaching 

practices (see Appendix F). This suggests that lecturers view technology as something that 

enhances efficiency in the classroom, without necessarily being transformative. However, from 

the same respondents, 69% felt that they developed new, better administration practices 

because of technology; 67% felt that they developed new, better communication and sharing 

practices because of technology; and 64% felt that they developed new, better supervision 

practices because of technology. While the numbers are higher for enhancement of efficiency, 

these high proportions for the development of new, better practices suggests that technology is 

creating new, better practices, though not always in the classroom. An entanglement view of 

learning design brings these practices into consideration for the creation of activities, resources, 

interventions and interactions to support student learning and supports a view that general ICT, 

perhaps more so than learning technologies, is enhancing how academic life is enacted and 

how learning designs emerge. 

Learning design is selected as a lens through which to view academic practice for this work. 

The practices identified in section 5.2.2 serve as a starting point for the investigation of learning 

design practices in the core study at phase 3, as is evident from the design of the research 

instruments for that phase of this work as discussed in section 4.9.3. 
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5.3.3.  Investigating Technology Channels 

Academic practice is constituted in part by the enactment of digital technology. An objective 

of this work is to investigate how the digital technologies that are enacted in academic practice 

can be established as connections between academic practice and design for academic practice. 

The medium through which this connection is to be established is the Influential Technology 

Channels enacted in academic practice. Therefore, it is important to identify specific influential 

technologies whose enactment in academic practice provide access to the practices enacted by 

(or with) a broad range of lecturers who carry out their practices is a variety of different ways. 

Selecting for investigation digital technologies that only occupy niche interest among lecturers 

may be interesting for an exploration of the cutting edge, but it offers nothing for designers for 

academic practice that are seeking to have a pervasive influence across diverse enactments of 

situated practice. The exploratory study has therefore focussed on uncovering insight into local 

practice in the research setting that will enable appropriate digital technologies to be identified 

for further investigation as Influential Technology Channels at phase 3. These technologies 

should be strongly influential on diverse enactments of the practices of focus, which in the case 

of the core study, are learning design practices (see section 5.3.2). Each of the technologies 

enacted in the technology channels uncovered in section 5.2.3 were considered as candidate 

Influential Technology Channels, considering their relationships with learning design practice 

and their enactment in diverse forms of learning design practice. Two data sources were 

available for this analysis: the mapping of technologies to practices, as evidenced in the 

analysis of the interviews (see sections 5.2.2, 5.2.3 and Appendix Q); and the survey responses 

regarding the frequency of use of a variety of technologies (see Appendix F).  

Email emerged in the data as the most commonly used technology by lecturers, with 93% of 

lecturers indicating that they use it “daily, regularly throughout the day” (see Appendix F). The 

mapping to practices (tabulated in Appendix Q) shows its influence on various enactments of 
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16 of the 23 identified practices. Email is shown to be enacted in a variety of ways in academic 

practice, as evidenced by the technology channels documented in the exploratory study as 

Email as a collaborative space; Email as a communication medium; Email as a permanent 

voice; and Email as a personal assistant. Email is widely used but used in diverse ways. It is 

embedded in most practices that were surfaced in the analysis and is constitutive of a range of 

practices that would be quite different in the absence of email. The enactment of Email as a 

permanent voice highlights its formative role on the lives of lecturers even beyond the 

boundaries of their working life. 79% of survey respondents indicated that they will not just 

read but will reply to email throughout the day either in work or outside work (see Appendix 

F). Email has been shown by the exploratory study to have a strong influence over academic 

practice and results in the inclusion of email as a technology of focus for phase 3 of the 

research. The enactments of email that were surfaced as technology channels and activities in 

the exploratory study shaped the design of the research instruments used to investigate 

academic practice at phase 3 (see section 4.9.3). 

The Virtual Learning Environment is deeply entangled with a variety of practices for both the 

creation and dissemination of learning materials. It is a widely used technology that is 

entangled with 16 of 23 practices identified in this chapter (see Appendix Q). The enactment 

of VLE as a creative environment, VLE as a dissemination, storage and collection facility, and 

VLE as a knowledgeable informant (see section 5.4.9) highlights the degree to which the 

Virtual Learning environment exerts influences over learning, teaching and assessment 

practices, and consequently, learning design practices. It also captures the diversity of the ways 

in which the technology is used by lecturers and represents a potential means to capture 

diversity of practice in the modelling of the research setting. The proportion of lecturers that 

engage with the Virtual Learning Environment on a regular basis is lower than for email, with 

60% indicating that they will interact daily or on most days (see Appendix F). The survey 
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responses also indicated that lecturers will often make the decision to use the Virtual Learning 

Environment with other digital technologies that provide the same or similar functionality to 

tools packaged with the Virtual Learning Environment, such as enabling student collaboration 

(35% will use the Virtual Learning Environment; 15% will use another technology -  see 

Appendix F). This highlights the role that the Virtual Learning Environment can play in the 

entanglement of technologies that are formative of academic practice, with the influence of 

parts of the system being distributed differently among practitioners. The researcher is guided 

to look in the core study at how the Virtual Learning Environment is entangled with those 

practices where it plays a peripheral role as well as those where it is central, and how practices 

are constituted in the absence of the Virtual Learning Environment, where its enactment is as 

a non-active participant in academic practice. The story of how the Virtual Learning 

Environment is enacted in academic practice is one which can surface key insights regarding 

the constitution of academic practice, so it is included as a key technology of focus for the core 

study at phase 3. 

The researcher made a decision to include a third technology of focus in the core study. As 

with the Virtual Learning Environment, the story of how PowerPoint is enacted is illustrative 

of how digital technology can play a substantial agential role in academic practice. The 

exploratory study surfaced a single enactment of PowerPoint, termed PowerPoint as a 

creation, editing and presentation device (see section 5.2.3). However, it is mapped to the two 

most significant digitally enabled learning design practices: Authoring Learning Materials and 

Organising In-Class Activities (see Appendix Q). The inquiry into the Authoring Learning 

Materials practice uncovered 11 technology channels that play a constitutive role, and the 

inquiry into the Organising In-Class Activities practice uncovered 14 constitutive technology 

channels (see Appendix Q). In both of these cases, PowerPoint is central not just to an 

enactment of a practice, but to an entanglement of a variety of digital technologies that can 
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provide insight into the enactment of academic practice. 74% of survey respondents indicated 

that they use PowerPoint on most days as part of their working practice, with 90% indicating 

that they user it at least on some days (see Appendix F). Based on this evidence, PowerPoint is 

shown to be an important technology in the enactment of academic practice, in particular 

learning design practices, and is positioned at the core of the set of tools available to academic 

staff. The exploratory study did not surface a great deal of detail about the diverse enactment 

of the technology, but has flagged the potential for the technology to indicate how diverse 

practices can arise from the daily use (53%) as opposed to the occasional use (37%) or rare or 

non-use of PowerPoint (10%). The popularity of the technology, the demonstrated relationship 

with important learning design practices, and the potential for its diverse enactment to be 

further uncovered in the core study led to its inclusion as a technology of focus for the core 

study.  

5.3.4.  Investigating Design for Academic Practice 

Design for academic practice takes place at the macro-, meso- and micro-levels (see section 

2.6). It is evident from the practice of making decisions about the use of technology (see 

Appendix P) that social influence from colleagues and personal exploration of technology (both 

of which are at the micro-level) are of high importance in enacting change in the use of 

technology. It is also evident that there are diverse forms of engagement with supports at the 

meso-level, with various interview respondents referring to support, training and the influence 

that they exert over their practice. There was scant discussion in relation to macro-level issues.  

The focus of the core study on design for academic practice will centre on the meso-level. 

Though evidence will emerge for micro-level influence through the investigation of academic 

practice itself, there is a clear distinction between meso-level design practice, and academic 

practice, and it is this connection that the research seeks to understand and explore in phase 4. 
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5.3.5.  Commencement of Core Study 

The remainder of this chapter presents the findings from phase 3 of the research. During this 

phase, a set of Influential Technology Channels that are enacted in the research setting were 

identified, studied and clustered to form a set of practice-based personas. The exploratory study 

has demonstrated how the focus of the core study was narrowed to study the Influential 

Technology Channels that arise from the enactment of three key technologies: email, 

PowerPoint and the Virtual Learning Environment. The technology channels associated with 

these technologies that were surfaced in the exploratory study and their related practices were 

used to design the interviews that took place in the core study, as described in section 4.9.3. 

This meant that the interviews focussed on that specific set of technologies and a specific set 

of practices, learning design practices.  

Ten additional lecturers were interviewed in the core study. The data that emerged from these 

interviews and the data collected in the exploratory study, were analysed in order to uncover a 

set of Influential Technology Channels, and then to form the clusters required for the practice-

based personas, using the approach described in section 4.9.3. 

The fifteen Influential Technology Channels are grouped into the next three sections, dealing 

separately with enactments of email, PowerPoint and the Virtual Learning Environment. The 

fifteen enactments can be considered themes that emerged from the analysis of the data, with 

the research’s interpretation of the data sensitised by the Influential Technology Channel 

properties as set out in section 3.4. 

5.4.  Enacting Email 
This section describes the following four Influential Technology Channels that emerged from 

the analysis of the data collected at this phase and in the exploratory study.  

• Email as a Classroom Extension 
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• Email as a Control Centre 

• Email as a Hum 

• Email as Memory 

These represent an evolution of the technology channels relating to email from section 5.2.3, 

following the collection and analysis of more focussed data at this phase. Each of these are 

enactments of email that are constituted by, and constitutive of, academic practice and the 

phenomena emergent from academic practice in the research setting. Each section below 

includes a description of the Influential Technology Channel and a concept map that captures 

the practices and phenomena that emerged in its constitution. Each concept map shows the 

relationships that emerged in the enactment of the Influential Technology Channel, the 

sociomaterial forces that shape the enactment and the areas of learning design practice that are 

influenced by the enactment of this Influential Technology Channel. The concept maps offer 

separate sections to highlight influences over the phenomena that are identified as enhancement 

themes for academic practice in section 2.3.2.  

5.4.1.  Email as a Classroom Extension 

Email as a Classroom Extension is an enactment of email in which the boundaries between the 

time spent in class and time spent outside of class become blurred due to the connection formed 

between the lecturer and the students via e-mail. This includes students seeking to interact with 

their lecturer to resolve issues or address matters relating to their learning outside of their class 

hours and beyond the localised interaction of a physical meeting. The learning experience is 

about far more than the time during which the social participants in the learning process are 

co-located. This enactment of email is constitutive of phenomena including remote 

engagement, temperature taking, prioritised tutoring, on-demand tutoring, and personal 

accessibility. These phenomena can shape the real-time redesign of learning experiences, 
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addressing the direction in which instruction is taking place and enabling resolution of learning 

challenges as they emerge.  

This real-time aspect to engagement is evident in Andy’s description of how students respond 

to challenges as they emerge, and seek engagement with their lecturer to assist with that 

resolution: 

So they’ve no issues emailing me any time of the day or night. So, they’d be reading 

something and it would just pop in, I’ll ask [Andy]. And they’d just email you. Before 

then they would have maybe had to be at their computer to do it, so that might have 

limited their access to when they could actually email. 

This aligns with a change in expectations from students, who see and expect support and 

engagement outside of the confines of the classroom. Email becomes a platform upon which 

problems are resolved and no problem persists for a lengthy period, with a facility for an 

extended tutorial over a period of time no longer defined by the working week. Catherine 

describes this real-time interaction and impulse for feedback: 

They are kind of, “I’m doing this, is this correct?” You know, they want a bit of 

feedback there on that. 

Duncan also comments upon this form of continuous engagement: 

I try to encourage it as much as I can. I always tell them just email me, obviously try a 

problem yourself but don’t let it ruin your weekend because you can’t, this is one little 

thing, and I try to keep an eye on email over the weekend as well. 

Brian not only facilitates this but encourages it. It’s not an inconvenience, but a part of his 

working practice. 
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I would encourage students in the first instance to email me for because of the technical 

nature of the subject, I would ask them to email me more specific details of where let's 

say a calculation attempt went wrong rather than saying, ‘How do you do that?’. So 

they would have to go to some effort to attempt something and email me the specifics 

of where it went wrong for me to give them an answer.  So that’s why I would encourage 

some effort on their part by email in the first instance. 

This enactment of email for the purpose of problem resolution also provides a facility to gain 

insight into the progress of a class group and determine the future direction of the instruction 

in the class. Harry, for example, comments that: 

If I get reactions from a class, and there’s a number of ways it is, but if I get a reaction 

from a class where I think they’re not understanding something, I’ll go back and I’ll go 

through that and see if I can go through it. What I’m inclined not to do is, because I’ve 

so many students, is just answer the same question over and over again by email. 

This enactment of email is entangled with the enactment of work-life balance and the 

boundaries that are enacted between students and lecturers. The attitudes of lecturers are 

involved in a co-constitutive relationship with the enactment of email – one does not 

necessarily precede the other but the availability and use of email has nudged the lecturers that 

are involved in this enactment towards a more accepting attitude towards ongoing engagement 

with students.  
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Figure 11 Illustration of Email as a Classroom Extension 
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Expectations of both staff and students evolve similarly, due to the accessibility and ease of 

use of email. This use of email has emerged as a platform upon which enhancements in 

engagement, direction setting and tutoring are enacted. Opportunities are afforded due to the 

enactment of email in this way that have been largely unexplored, such as facilities to 

proactively monitor, record and reflect upon engagement over email, and integration of email 

into broader discussion platforms.  

A concept map depicting this Influential Technology Channel is provided in Figure 11. 

5.4.2.  Email as a Control Centre 

Email as a Control Centre is an enactment of email in which email is adopted as a coordinating 

platform for the implementation of a module, with, for example, several staff members 

involved in teaching the module coordinating and aligning their activities over email; and staff 

members proactively engaging with students as part of their learning activities and learning 

support. In this case, the enactment of email exerts a considerable influence over the 

interactions that take place as a module is enacted, participating in the constitution of practices 

such as team coordination, module coordination and resource management.  

It is evident from this enactment of email that email has become core to the administrative side 

of the academic process and the operation of the academic workplace. Email is understood as 

a means to achieve what Kevin describes as “guaranteed communication”. Email is a 

communication line that follows lecturers from their desk and into their homes and commuting 

spaces. Kevin, again, observes this as a benefit and comments that: 

Email is the electronic primary means of communication. Again, because we’re all mobile, 

that follows you, so you’ll always get that stuff. 

Brian also volunteers the term “primary communication” in his description of the daily use of 

email among colleagues: 
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I think it remains for me anyway, it remains the primary, it's definitely the primary 

communication tool. 

The control centre enactment of email requires a proactive strategy for the management of 

traffic into and out of the email platform, with tools and facilities such as labels and filters 

available to lecturers. Central to this is the approach to the management of the inbox. Kevin 

describes his approach, which involves the inbox becoming a de-facto to-do list for his daily 

activities: 

I tend to like to keep a clean inbox, so I’ve a lot of folders for everything... So the minute I 

deal with something, gone, and I don’t see it, so it’s not sitting there looking accusingly at 

me… So if your email makes it into the inbox, and it persists there over a couple of days, 

that’s my note to myself to make sure I deal with it. 

This positions email at the core of daily work, and not just as a communication tool, for which 

it was designed. It enables lecturers to manage their time and the work they will commit to 

within a timeframe. Catherine describes this relationship between time management and email 

management, using the in-built reminder facility for un-read emails as part of her approach to 

managing her resources: 

I try now not to open an email that I’m not gonna answer… Because you can forget it. 

Because once it’s opened, it just goes down the pile, whereas if it’s not opened it stays there 

in bold. So I try, don’t answer it, don’t open it, if you’re not gonna answer it. That was I 

think a time-management course I did that somebody said that was the thing to do. Another 

thing they said to do was to pick certain times to answer them. Say, 11 o’clock, 1 o’clock, 

just do those times. I’m not that good. I’m inclined to flick at it. 

Email plays an influential role in coordination of activities among colleagues. Eimear describes 

how coordination takes place for the authoring of examination papers, updating modules and 
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writing descriptors, enabling interaction among team members who are not necessarily co-

located.  

It is but not necessarily always to do with the teaching, yes, I think it is you know 

particularly when you're looking at updating courses, module descriptors and I find for that 

and also when looking at the say division of questions for exams not sending the questions 

themselves but just sort of how are we going to break up an exam between three or four 

examiners. 

James describes how this coordination takes place in real-time with laboratory supervisors who 

are running concurrent labs in different locations. Many of these supervisors are part-time staff 

or postgraduate students who themselves require support during laboratory sessions. 

I do say to them I’ll be checking email just in case something goes wrong and they can’t 

get the… like even yesterday, and again it was just, I don’t know what happened but the 

lab sheet wasn’t there when the lab started. 

Adam describes a practice of maintaining a separate email account for personal emails as 

opposed to the control-centre enactment of email that’s evident in the use of professional email.  

I’ve got two other email accounts, one for general come-day-go-day stuff and then a third 

one for my research, which I only use for contacting journal people, the coordinators of 

journals that I am submitting to, any news about articles that I might be interested in, they 

come through there. 

In this way, Adam is enacting email as a boundary making device between different social 

worlds, illustrating the degree to which email has become entangled in each of these worlds.  
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Figure 12 Illustration of Email as a Control Centre 
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The control centre enactment of email reflects the central, coordinating role it plays and how it 

has become entangled in the professional practices of lecturers. Email is not a communication 

channel, but it is a medium through which work is done – as described by Josephine: 

I have kind of heard a lot of people going, the email is, you know if you didn’t have email 

you’d get so much more work done, I don’t really feel like that, I feel that a lot of my work 

is done through email 

Email – as a guaranteed communication channel - becomes the location through which the 

notifications that are issued by learning tools such as the Virtual Learning Environment, Wikis 

and Discussion Fora are channelled. It becomes the platform through which coordination and 

sharing of documents takes place. It becomes a space for real-time interaction. It is not 

peripheral to work but it is work itself, opening up opportunities for work practices to be 

reconfigured and redesigned through the email platform and email client tools.  

A concept map depicting this Influential Technology Channel is provided in Figure 12. 

5.4.3.  Email as a Hum 

Email as a Hum is an enactment of email in which the practice of sending and receiving email 

creates a sense of constant interaction or being always on. In commenting on this phenomenon, 

lecturers often attribute significant agency to email, remarking on email’s potential to create 

stress or a sense of being overwhelmed. This practice, like the practice of being in a noisy 

classroom or an untidy office, can distract from effective practice and have a deleterious effect 

on practice. As this phenomenon has become normalised in academic practice, it is being 

interpreted by many lecturers as a practice that enables flexibility that would otherwise be 

absent from academic practice, enabling working from home and during commuting hours. 

The ever-present nature of email and the degree to which it has infiltrated everyday practice is 

evident from Geraldine’s reflection: 
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But yes, I take the DART so sometimes I’ll look at them on the DART. And when I get up 

in the morning, go to bed at night, my husband’s like, “Don’t look at your emails last thing 

before going to bed”. Because you see something and you’re like, oh no, you got… You 

know… Because it’s on the phone and the phone’s right there and at night if I’m going to 

bed I have my iPad which I’m reading my book on. And it’s like – it’s just too easy just to 

check it. 

Crucially, her reflection continues with an attribution of strong agency to the phone and 

consideration that this enactment of email is beyond her own control. 

It’s a business thing. And I should have more control to not be checking it all the time but 

it’s part of this technology being there and we’re… It’s in our pockets, the phone is there, 

the computer’s basically there. 

Harry offers a similar view, presenting email as a place or site, rather than a tool – he comments, 

twice, “I live there, I live there”, while James observes that “it’s something that’s constantly 

on”. James has designed his working environment to ensure that it is constantly on, and 

constantly available to him: 

What I would tend to do maybe is have the laptop with the email software up and running 

there and use a dual monitor and work on another monitor. 

The availability of email on the user’s phone has a strong influence over how it occupies space 

in their lives. Andy comments that: 

Now, I’m probably the most guilty of picking it up and flicking through it when I put the 

kettle on. So that’s when I see those emails. 

Kevin observes the role that the pings from emails play, interfering in – and shaping – daily 

practice: 
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I probably check it more than I should, because you respond to the pings. But I mean… 

This availability, and the pings and notifications, provide a way in which email “draws us in”, 

as commented by Catherine, and as Duncan comments “just do it without really thinking about 

it”.  

Email as a hum is an enactment that demonstrates the agential power of email to infiltrate and 

shape lives. The regularity of the interaction and the expectations that emerge from this 

interaction can be overwhelming or empowering as part of professional practice. The data 

demonstrates, however, that the default position is close to chaos, and that there is a 

requirement for the user to take control over email, rather than the user choosing to use email. 

This is different from other tools that don’t exert this level of interference in professional and 

social lives. Email as a hum occupies this space of uncontrolled expectations, diminished 

personal contact, and negative sense of being overwhelmed by the enactment of email. Doris’s 

views are perhaps the best illustration of this, when she comments that: 

it’s definitely added a lot of pressure, to the work 

whereas now you feel just a little bit overwhelmed, and 

What I think is a pity is if it replaces personal contact. We used to go to the staff canteen 

on the fourth floor and talk to each other. Now we are sending each other emails. that’s sad. 

This enactment is distinct from the functioning enactment in which email operates as a control 

centre or an extension to the classroom. It offers insight into how email has created a different 

type of working environment for lecturers due to an absence of control. 

A concept map depicting this Influential Technology Channel is provided in Figure 13. 
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Figure 13 Illustration of Email as a Hum 
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5.4.4.  Email as Memory 

Email as Memory is an enactment of email in which the storing, organisation and archiving of 

email to be subsequently revisited for reference is central to the personal information 

management practices of a lecturer. The automatic storage of email creates a set of records 

independent of the lecturer’s explicit intention and requires an intentional intervention by the 

lecturer to avoid the creation of records (through the proactive deletion of email). The accessing 

of these records as part of standard practice, as an extension of the lecturer’s memory about the 

implementation of a module or learning activity in a previous academic year or as an extension 

of the lecturer’s memory regarding a student or cohort, is characteristic of this practice. 

Harry uses the term “filing system” to describe this enactment of email, reflecting its 

institutional and personal importance, as an emergent feature of academic life. 

So yeah, it’s very big… one of the biggest issues with email, and I’ve used to so many 

times before, it’s become our filing system. Everything is an email, all of our back up files 

are on email and so on. So it’s such a huge part of… it’s a major tool for us. 

This includes core academic processes such as assessment results, and historic records enabling 

personal recollection of past students. Harry again describes a particular sociomaterial practice 

– the creation of a reference for a past student – that is dependent on the enactment of email as 

a resource to develop a picture of their performance and profile. 

I might get a request for reference for somebody from about seven years ago, it’ll be the 

email I go to. And I’ll actually go back using that to remind me about them, so I’ll search 

their name and I’ll try to find out, oh yeah, they approached me about this and so on. 

The dependence of email as a form of institutional memory is clear, yet implicit, and will only 

become evident in the absence of email as a form of record. Harry describes this as follows: 
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So that’s my… I’d say my institutional memory in ways it’s a valuable tool, until you lose 

your emails, and then it’s serious. 

The accumulation of huge resources on email becomes a source of significant insight and 

information about cohorts of students and working practices. Adam describes how he maintains 

email records in his inbox, something which potentially offers a designable opportunity for 

academic practice: 

Do I delete old files from years ago, no. There’s thousands of those things in my inbox. 

Records are maintained in email not just when it is used as a communication platform. The 

practice of emailing resources and reminder to one self creates a record of a resource, even in 

the case of short-term memory – as described in one example by Bernard: 

I mail myself a copy of the file as well, so that if I’m in front of the podium and sometimes 

your h: drive won’t work for example, so sometimes, in recent times there’s been a lot of 

problems with the VLE and it won’t open because I sometimes use that to access files in 

the lecture theatre. 

Kevin also provides an example of how he will refer to emails that he sent in previous academic 

sessions when he is developing communications to send to students. Email becomes a de-facto 

database of past communications, implicitly rather than explicitly generated, and enabling 

learning resources and other resources to be accessed and evolved by lecturers. 

Or say, if I sent a ‘how to’ email to people, which I would sometimes do during induction…. 

So it’s an important tool because you could… I would go through the archive. 

This can also offer a defence or protection to a lecturer regarding their communication with 

students – a material record of what might otherwise be an ephemeral message in a classroom. 

Kevin again comments upon this as follows: 
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Figure 14 Illustration of Email as Memory 
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And then I do have an archive. With student events I always keep an archive, just in case 

there’s the old, and you said, blah, blah, blah, and I said, well I didn’t, because here’s what 

I said and here’s the email on the day – stuff like that. But to be honest, it rarely ever 

happens. 

The memory function of email is a powerful enactment in the academic setting, providing 

connections across short and long time scales. It is constitutive of phenomena such as 

repeatability, accountability, reference and backup, and entangled with the enactment of email 

not just as a communication channel, but as a location of implicit and explicit records that can 

be navigated and searched through. This huge resource offers significant designable 

opportunities for the shaping of academic practice, both in terms of the storage and retrieval of 

academic records. 

A concept map depicting this Influential Technology Channel is provided in Figure 14. 

5.4.5.  Concluding Remarks 

Using the Influential Technology Channels lens, the researcher surfaced four situated 

enactments of email that are stabilised and replicated across the research setting. These 

Influential Technology Channels highlight how email is structuring an academic environment 

in which there is a reshaping of the boundaries of the classroom and the academic working 

space, where practices regarding the generation and access of knowledge are shaped by the 

tacit collections that emerge from digital exchanges among lecturers and between lecturers and 

students, where the formation of connections between people and their daily interactions are 

emergent from their engagement with digital technology, and where personal well-being is a 

phenomenon that is entangled with the expected use of technology.  

The influence of the enactment of email over phenomena such as personal connections, 

personalised tutoring, and flexible learning are evident from the relationships that emerged in 
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the analysis. These are key insights that surface the properties of academic practice in the digital 

era that arise from the infiltration of everyday digital technology in academic practice, rather 

than the appropriation and use of niche, specialist technology. These insights will be revisited 

in the context of the literature and the overall findings from the research in the discussion in 

Chapter 7. 

5.5.  Enacting PowerPoint 
This section describes the following six Influential Technology Channels, each of which are 

enactments of PowerPoint technology, that emerged from the analysis of the data collected at 

this phase and in the exploratory study.  

• PowerPoint as a Creative Space 

• PowerPoint as a Crutch 

• PowerPoint as a Framework 

• PowerPoint as a Knowledge Bin 

• PowerPoint as a Medium of Exchange 

• PowerPoint in Absentia 

These represent an evolution of the technology channels related to PowerPoint presented in 

section 5.2.3, following the collection and analysis of more focussed data at this phase.  

5.5.1.  PowerPoint as a Creative Space 

PowerPoint as a Creative Space is an enactment of PowerPoint in which the potential of 

PowerPoint to embed animations, diagrams and media is embraced to create innovative 

learning designs and learning experiences for students. Its creative potential goes beyond the 

replication of the whiteboard or the acetate projector, to create a different type of learning 

resource. This enactment of PowerPoint is constitutive of phenomena such as conceptual 
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enrichment and interactive exploration, involving rich use of the PowerPoint tool for the 

creation of high quality learning resources.  

Fiona describes how the use of rich media in PowerPoint enables preparation for practical 

sessions, in ways that were not previously possible through her use of acetates. 

You can import your images, you can have little videos which I do in my practical classes 

in particular, inserted into, you know, the talk, we’d the pre-practical talk. So I actually 

think PowerPoint is wonderful as well. 

Eimear describes a similar use, incorporating images sourced from practical clinical sessions. 

we’d actually and also where possible bring in images that we’d taken of patients in the 

clinic and bring that in and then also say, ‘Well you know looking at this what are the 

abnormal signs? 

Josephine also demonstrates how creative use of digital media can blur the boundaries between 

the classroom and practice, bringing practice closer for the purposes of inspection and 

discussion: 

You know this year I did find I wanted to find I was talking about chocolate, about the 

process of making chocolate, can’t remember the name of it now, anyway, yeah so, I looked 

for a video just to illustrate what it was, again. 

The creative use of PowerPoint includes the use of animation and the incorporation of images 

developed in other packages, the potential for which is discussed by Duncan: 

so I use software packages to generate images that I feel, that I hope, would serve to 

complement what I’ve done on the board 

This could also include images sourced from assessment work submitted by students, as 

commented upon by Josephine: 
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but I just showed them what could happen if you don’t practice your diagrams and you 

come in to an exam situation and you’re under pressure, so it was kind of useful for that I 

thought 

While the animation facilities in PowerPoint offer significant potential for the creation of 

learning resources, Harry describes how creativity is employed in the restricted use of 

PowerPoint, for reasons of accessibility. 

I used to have my slides would always be lots of colours, lots of animation involved, and 

so on. And then I was involved with special needs communities and so on, and there was 

people who couldn’t see the colours, people who couldn’t see the animations, there was 

various different challenges. And so what I had to do was, I had to remove all these elements 

from them as much as possible, and I said, now all my slides would be black and white, 

although I do try to at least have… not boring slides. 

This principle of restriction is emergent from other uses of PowerPoint, where the space on the 

slide creates boundaries that force the designer to engage in a limiting process with respect to 

the contents of the slides. Fiona provides the following observation: 

So now, obviously with PowerPoint, I very much restrict – because slides immediately look 

cluttered if you’ve too much on them. 

The creative use of PowerPoint is dependent of the availability of time for lecturers to develop 

learning resources, as observed by James: 

Also what I try to do, and again it’s just down to the time and preparation it takes, is to 

utilise animation as much as I can in the slides. 

This enactment of PowerPoint is an illustration of how the entanglement of personally sourced 

media such as photographs and videos recorded by the lecturer or third party resources sourced 
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through other routes can be creatively engaged in the design process for learning resources. 

PowerPoint is positioned at the centre of this entanglement, giving a platform upon which these 

resources can be integrated, and into which animation and other native features can be used to 

shape and illustrate content. 

The design can be integrated with the whiteboard and other material artefacts in the classroom 

and can be prepared in advance of the classroom or co-designed in the classroom with real-

time additions arising from contributions made from students, or in response to students. 

PowerPoint becomes a space for the material integration of resources, illustrations and 

knowledge, and not simply a graphical tool. PowerPoint becomes a creative platform for 

learning activity and offers designable opportunities as an access point into modules. 

A concept map depicting this Influential Technology Channel is provided in Figure 15. 
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Figure 15 Illustration of PowerPoint as a Creative Space 
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5.5.2.  PowerPoint as a Crutch 

PowerPoint as a Crutch is an enactment of PowerPoint in which a novice lecturer, or lecturer 

new to an area, excessively populates a set of PowerPoint slides to ensure that they have the 

support they need as the deliver a lecture or a class. Lecturers have commented on how they 

reduce their reliance on their PowerPoint slides as they develop their own confidence and move 

towards an enactment of PowerPoint as a Framework, handing power over to students in some 

cases. The effect of PowerPoint as a Crutch is to create a tightly controlled learning 

environment in which the contents of the PowerPoint slides take a strong priority over class 

discussion. Andy describes this practice of relying on written material on the whiteboard or in 

PowerPoint, as follows: 

Now, also if I’m teaching something I’m not sure of, that it’s – I’m outside my comfort 

zone. I will put more stuff up on the board, up on the notes, in case I forget to say it or I 

explain it incorrectly. 

In similar circumstances, Catherine described the use of PowerPoint in this way: 

I think they’re probably a help for me as much, or maybe more than, the students, that when 

I’m doing them I can see.  

This can provide a facility to build a lecturer’s confidence, so that over time, as Fiona 

comments, “I need a lot less prompt”. It can also have the effect of providing an extended, 

unnatural support to the lecturer and create an artificial and unengaging learning environment. 

Doris reflected upon how “you can hide behind the PowerPoint”. It can also result in 

PowerPoint presentations that are unwieldy or overpopulated. Andy comments that when 

employing PowerPoint as a crutch: 

So I think it can be a comfort blanket where you end up putting too much stuff on. 
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Figure 16 Illustration of PowerPoint as a Crutch 
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This is a relatively primitive enactment of PowerPoint in academic practice. The use of 

PowerPoint as a technology in this circumstance can provide access to the practice as a whole, 

for designers for academic practice, which offers the potential to try to reshape the practice 

with more creative and engaging uses of the technology. 

A concept map depicting this Influential Technology Channel is provided in Figure 16. 

5.5.3.  PowerPoint as a Framework 

PowerPoint as a Framework is the enactment of PowerPoint as a structuring tool in the 

classroom, enabling a framework to be put in place around which learning activities and 

interactions take place. Additionally, PowerPoint may be used as part of an entanglement of 

technologies for a demonstration of software or a tool by a lecturer. PowerPoint is not fulfilling 

the role of notes for the module but is instead guiding and steering the lecturer and the class 

through the enactment of a module. 

This enactment of PowerPoint generally involves small amounts of content in presentations 

that are structured to provide a direction and shape to a class. Catherine observes the following 

regarding the population of presentation slides: 

Yeah, from when I’ve started here I’ve reduced it more and more, and less content on each 

slide than when I started. 

This represents an evolution from an enactment of PowerPoint as a Crutch to the framework 

enactment within which the lecturer creates a more dynamic and active learning environment. 

The slides that are presented to students represent only a guiding and supporting resource for 

the class. This practice is described by Duncan as follows: 

But how I deliver them is I provide the students with the PowerPoint slides, and I have 

them up on the projector during the lecture as well, but I do an awful lot of the work on the 

board. 
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Rather than representing the volume of content and curriculum that needs to be addressed in a 

learning activity or class, the slides provide a means for “marshalling your thoughts”, as 

described by Kevin, who continues by reflecting upon how, from a student perspective: 

it gives them a framework as well so they can see a structure and where it’s going, that 

you’re building from the simple to the more complex, in an orderly fashion. 

This approach stands in contrast to PowerPoint as a Knowledge Bin enactments, to which 

students are often more accustomed. It aligns with an active classroom and approaches to 

learning such as problem-based learning. Josephine illustrates this form of enactment as 

follows: 

You know, and for some of my modules that would be very problem based learning based 

some of the evaluation that you get back from students is that they’re very uncomfortable 

that they only have four slides for that whole two hour period, you know that they’re, that 

they’ve done an activity and then the slide has the answer to it, it’s taken them an hour to 

do the activity and suddenly they only have three sentences. 

Bernard reflects upon the use of PowerPoint as a Framework contrasting it to approaches that 

use a high volume of content, and determining that the framework approach is a sensible 

approach to using the tool: 

people like to run around talking about PowerPointing them to death and this kind of thing. 

PowerPoint is a useful package, a useful tool and so on if used sensibly and that kind of 

thing 

Duncan describes the use of PowerPoint slides as a framework for a set of notes, leaving gaps 

in the notes that will be filled by the students, thus appropriating the slides and notes and 

exercise sheets as a multidimensional framework for the learning design. 
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Ideally I want them to have them in front of them, and they fill in the gaps as required, the 

gaps that I fill in on the board, but I certainly don’t want them sitting there taking down 

what’s written on a slide when I’ve already provided them in advance, because that’s the 

whole point of providing it to them in advance, that they don’t have to waste time writing 

when they could be listening to my explanation of what’s up on the slides. 

Though in many cases with other enactments of PowerPoint, the slides are used as notes, this 

is not the case for this enactment. There may be supporting notes or texts provided, but the 

slides are used at a higher level to structure and shape the class and learning activities that are 

taking place. Andy gives an example: 

There’s more examples, there’s more notes, there’s a few more topics I don’t actually cover 

on the slides which are in the notes. 

The framework approach can incorporate a range of active learning methods, including, for 

example, the use of clickers by lecturers. These are audience response systems that enable 

students to provide input to the class or responses to a quiz through their own personal 

technology, or technologies provided to then. Catherine describes one such use: 

[Clickers] will integrate it into a PowerPoint, but this one I’d pause PowerPoint and 

then ask a few questions and see what the feedback is. Because it’s where you’re 

explaining a concept that they must grasp to get onto the next concept. It’s nice to get 

a quiz and it’s nice to get a feedback system there that you know they’re getting it. 

This enactment of PowerPoint is entangled with a range of resources and activities. The slides 

on their own are a limited resource and are tied into their performance in a learning space. 

There are design opportunities available to designers for academic practice who recognise this 

enactment of PowerPoint to have a constitutive relationship with the enactment of a module, 

including for example prompting activities throughout the framework. 
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Figure 17 Illustration of PowerPoint as a Framework 
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A concept map depicting this Influential Technology Channel is provided in Figure 17.  

5.5.4.  PowerPoint as a Knowledge Bin 

PowerPoint as a Knowledge Bin is an enactment of PowerPoint in which the PowerPoint slides 

are developed as a set of course notes, incorporating the full set of instructional material 

required by students as they prepare for the assessment on the module. Rather than serving 

primarily as a way to structure a class, the slides instead become a dominant part of the 

module’s delivery, both inside and outside the classroom, and exert influence both over the 

pacing of the class and the design undertaken for the module, measured in terms of slides per 

hour, or slides per class. 

The effect of this enactment of PowerPoint is typically a passive classroom and a one-part 

class, with the same form of delivery throughout. The slides are comprehensive and strongly 

populated with content, where content is the priority. The practice of equating the number of 

slides to the duration of the class is common with this enactment of PowerPoint, with an 

example provided by Adam: 

so for an hour I would normally have about 40 slides, and that seems to be – if I’m 

aiming for an hour’s presentation I would have 40 slides – in the evening class where I 

have three hours, I do 80. 

Fiona commented upon the need to exercise restraint when populating slides in this way: 

Again, I am aware that, you know, sometimes in cutting down the amount of material 

on the slides then for a 50-minute talk or a 55-minute talk – I’m usually 50 minutes – 

you could have 200 slides if you didn’t control yourself, you know. But I do try and be 

aware of that and keep a limited number of slides for an hour-long presentation and 

keep the material on individual slides to a certain amount. 
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While this creates a passive classroom, there is often a positive reaction to this from students 

who are able to account for all the content of the module in a single collection of presentations. 

Duncan describes this as follows: 

But having said that, they would be very happy with – everything was there for them 

for an exam so they could read the whole thing. The whole detail was there. 

In the actual enactment of a class however, the experience for the student is not positive as a 

learning activity. Duncan comments: 

I feel, but you’re right, it can be over-relied upon and, you know, there have been 

occasions when it’s been quite a theoretical lecture that I’m giving to the students and 

it’s pretty much just me talking through slides for 45 minutes to 50 minutes and that’s 

not very effective. 

This approach to design can be considered a positive approach by lecturers who see this as a 

way of providing all the required learning materials to their students. James comments, for 

example, as follows: 

So I would try and put quite a bit onto the slides in terms of at least they would have to 

go back on. 

This practice of creating notes as slides and slides as notes, demonstrates an enactment of 

PowerPoint that can compromise either the presentation or the notes as a learning resource. 

This enactment provides a designable opportunity for designers for academic practice to 

intervene at the level of digital technology, to prompt and shape learning design practice. 

A concept map depicting this Influential Technology Channel is provided in Figure 18. 
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Figure 18 Illustration of PowerPoint as a Knowledge Bin 
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5.5.5.  PowerPoint as a Medium of Exchange 

PowerPoint as a Medium of Exchange is an enactment of PowerPoint in which it serves as the 

material form of a module that is being exchanged among lecturing teams, for example, when 

a module is being inherited by one lecturer from another, or when a lecturer is making public 

some of the materials that demonstrate how the module is taught. PowerPoint plays a 

considerable role in this type of transition, much more so than any other form of technology.  

PowerPoint, in this case, is a form of materialisation of the module.  

This enactment of PowerPoint is entangled across space and time with colleagues and students 

involved. The material representation of the module represents a medium for the exchange of 

a learning design, that can then be evolved in style, content and delivery by the receiver. Andy 

describes how he received a module as a set of PowerPoint slides, that he then evolved as 

follows: 

So some items I might have removed, I thought this is not needed, others I might have 

added extra content, so just that kind of core content I would have reviewed. 

This use of PowerPoint as a medium may be entangled with the personal connections that are 

party to the exchange, as described by Eimear: 

but just my thoughts on how it could be changed or maybe where the weighting of the 

material could be a little bit different in that section.  So that was the handover basically 

it was PowerPoints and a chat, an informal chat. 

Alternatively, there may be a reliance upon the PowerPoint resources alone as that medium of 

exchange, as described by James: 

So those were, I suppose, a set of slide decks, PowerPoint slide decks, with primarily 

bullet point format.  So different topics.  Maybe a number of slides which could be 
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maybe 20 or 30 slides or less, depending on the topic, per lecture.  Again but mostly… 

some graphics, some diagrams, but mostly bullet point slides. 

There may be reluctance or resistance to the exchange of PowerPoint presentations, 

independently of a discussion taking place, for fear of a misinterpretation of the content of the 

slides, as referred to by Josephine. 

so it’s a bit of a mixed message, but my slides certainly would probably not be hugely 

different and I think I would be quite, you know, embarrassed to show someone my 

presentations to somebody else for fear that they would think that I’m just going to go 

in and read these slides to my students. 

PowerPoint slides are a valuable resource that are used to populate online sharing sites such as 

SlideShare and others. This encourages the design of slides in a particular way, to represent 

content in sufficient detail to be used by others. In these cases, PowerPoint can represent a 

medium of exchange, in the way that it does among academic colleagues. There is a view, 

however, that the social aspect of the exchange cannot be disentangled from the practice, and 

that the exchange needs to be recognised as an enactment of a sociomaterial entanglement. 

A concept map depicting this Influential Technology Channel is provided in Figure 19. 
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Figure 19 Illustration of PowerPoint as a Medium of Exchange 
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5.5.6.  PowerPoint in Absentia 

PowerPoint in Absentia is the non-enactment of PowerPoint in learning design. It may seem 

counterintuitive to consider this an enactment of PowerPoint, but there is often a clear 

intentionality on behalf of the lecturer to not use PowerPoint in the learning design practice. 

Such is the degree to which PowerPoint has become established and normalised as part of 

learning design practices, that the decision to not incorporate it into a learning design practice 

says much about the practice itself. The avoidance of PowerPoint in a learning design practice 

may be due to a decision to teach by exception (as referred to by one of the interviewees), to 

transfer power to the student participants in the module, or to modulate the pace of a class and 

ensure that a problem solving process comes to life as a collaborative exercise among the 

lecturer and the students. 

Teaching by exception is the approach referred to by Kevin in his attempt to create an active 

classroom led by students in an implicit problem-based learning mode: 

Long story short, I suppose, what became of it them was, the challenge was to put 

together a module where we’d use as little notes as possible. What it means is, I 

basically didn’t use PowerPoint at all, or very, very little - maybe to explain some of 

the outcomes… Yeah, I deliberately attempt to stay from it… 

The recognition of a need to “deliberately attempt to stay from it” demonstrates the degree to 

which the use of PowerPoint has become habitual and ingrained in learning design practice. In 

this case, the attempt was undertaken to provide students at final year with ownership over their 

own learning, during which they were required to source materials to address a specific 

problem. 

For lecturers in certain disciplines, such as Mathematics, the use of PowerPoint is deliberately 

avoided to create a managed pace in the class and encourage student reflection and activity. 
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Duncan, a lecturer in Mathematics, describes this avoidance of PowerPoint in favour of worked 

problems on a whiteboard as follows: 

Because I find that works best for mathematics, is that students can actually see how 

you approach and go through a problem, and sometimes how you might get stuck in the 

middle of a problem on the board. I think that’s for them to see that it requires – that 

it’s thinking mode. 

Fiona, also a mathematician, describes the avoidance of PowerPoint as a means of slowing the 

pace of the class. 

Partly to slow myself down. That’s another problem I have with PowerPoint slides for 

maths because you just go too fast. 

As a discipline, mathematics – it is argued – requires slowness of process to enable the student 

to follow the steps being undertaken methodically. 

You say, here’s this, da-da-da-da, and then they’re like, wait, wait, wait. So I write it 

down and I tell them this is just to slow me down, you don’t need to write it down, it’s 

there in front of you in your notes. 

PowerPoint creates an inauthentic environment that detracts from the learning experience, 

again, as described by Fiona: 

Yeah. I just think in mathematics you need to get down and dirty. You need to get into 

the equations and the students need to see you work things out and maybe make 

mistakes and cross them out and say, no that didn’t work, and then we try this. You 

know?... They don’t see the thinking process that’s going on at all. 

A concept map depicting this Influential Technology Channel is provided in Figure 20. 
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Figure 20 Illustration of PowerPoint in Absentia 
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5.5.7.  Concluding Remarks 

PowerPoint plays a central role in learning design activities in the research setting. The six 

Influential Technology Channels provide a depth of understanding to the role PowerPoint plays 

in academic practice, going beyond the simplistic interpretations of the technology as a 

deleterious influence on practice (see section 2.5.5). This section has highlighted a naiveite in 

assuming, as many authors have, that PowerPoint is enacted in a single way and that this 

enactment is constitutive of passivity in the classroom and “dumbing down” of content. This 

section has highlighted the reality of how PowerPoint is entangled in practice in the research 

setting and how, at different times, it is a part of active learning practices, practices of sharing 

and collaboration, and practices of support and encouragement for lecturers. Rather than 

passing judgement on the technology itself or the use of the technology, this section has 

presented current practice as the starting point for the activities of designers for academic 

practice. There are pathways between enactments of PowerPoint that can be explored by 

designers, and there are also relationships that exist between PowerPoint and established 

phenomena related to student learning. The elimination of PowerPoint, as championed by 

numerous authors (see section 2.5.5), will collapse a multitude of academic practices that will 

then need to be rebuilt or substituted. Such an approach stands in contrast to the approach 

championed in this research, which is to gain an understanding of how the technology is 

enacted, how it influences practice, and then seek to use the existing influence of the technology 

to shape future practice, evolving it incrementally and carefully. For a technology like 

PowerPoint, its embeddedness in academic practice across a huge population of lecturers in a 

variety of diverse practices should be interpreted as an opportunity for design, rather than a 

target for elimination. Further, the influence of the enactments of PowerPoint over positive 

phenomena such as active learning, accessibility, independence, structure and sharing are 

evident from the relationships that emerged in the analysis.  
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These arguments will be dealt with further in the discussion in Chapter 7. 

5.6.  Enacting the Virtual Learning Environment 
This section describes the following five Influential Technology Channels, each of which are 

enactments of the University’s Virtual Learning Environment, that emerged from the analysis 

of the data collected at this phase and in the exploratory study.  

• VLE as a Creative Space 

• VLE as a Vessel 

• VLE as an Administrative Assistant 

• VLE as Inadequate 

• VLE as Unnecessary 

These represent an evolution of the technology channels related to the Virtual Learning 

Environment presented in section 5.2.3, following the collection and analysis of more focussed 

data at this phase.  

5.6.1.  VLE as a Creative Space 

VLE as a Creative Space in an enactment of the Virtual Learning Environment (VLE) in which 

the functionality of the online space is embraced to enable the creation of sophisticated learning 

experiences and supports for learning. This, on one level, includes a structured pathway 

through a module, with resources and activities in place that fit the purpose for given stages of 

the module. On another level, it includes the creation of rich and interactive content, generated 

by the lecturer or imported from elsewhere, including online video, discussion fora and Wikis. 

The VLE serves as a second focal point, alongside the classroom, for the enactment of the 

module, not simply a support for the classroom. It is, effectively, a second tutor. 

This relates primarily to independent student engagement, whereby the student can engage with 

learning material with self-directed and other assessments, and with each other through the 
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online space; as well as the lecturer being enabled to identify situations where intervention is 

required in the learning process. 

Harry describes a space that he developed that incorporates quizzes through which students can 

assess their own learning, though the Virtual Learning Environment.  

They’re literally just for them to test their learning, whether they’re mastering certain 

areas and so on. 

The space that he has created is richly populated with resources that support the student in 

independently engaging with the topic, all of which are designed or chosen to be engaging and 

help illustrate key concepts, while also blurring the boundaries between the university and the 

industry to which the programme is related. 

I put up as many things, like animations and so on, so Khan academy, YouTube, and 

so on. So I try to find things which are relevant to the topic that I’m talking about. Then 

also access to websites, as in, manufacturers who might be producing a particular thing. 

The example is, I was talking about water today, so we were talking about all the 

properties of water, but one of the things I was talking about is freeze drying. So a 

YouTube video there from Maxwell House showing the plant and how they went 

through the whole thing, the whole freeze drying process. So in that way, I’m trying to 

bring the industry to the classroom, trying to make it as applicable as possible. And 

other things… 

This represents an extension of the classroom for Harry, not just a supporting space. The 

student continues to learn and explore the topic while engaging with this space. Doris takes a 

similar attitude and has developed an extensive set of resources using the Virtual Learning 

Environment to support independent student learning. She describes it as follows: 
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so it’s like a reference book you do an exercise and you click into it and it beings you 

to a grammar page basically, and it’s created according to the European framework for 

learning languages, they have this A1, A2, B1, B2, C1, C2 so I have subdivided that a 

little bit more because it’s so narrow, so I have A1 lower, A1 higher, A2 lower, A2 

higher, etc., 

Duncan supports his module with a creative use of a plug-in tool for the Virtual Learning 

Environment but observes challenges in getting students to engage with independent learning 

outside of the classroom. 

So it’s done through web courses on an open source mathematical package called 

Numbas where the students can do it in their own time and there isn’t a great uptake on 

that. 

James refers to the challenge in producing creative resources for the online space, in particular 

the time that is available to the lecturer.  

Now the other thing is I could go and do this myself, you know, develop my own clips 

and use whatever, and again that’d be great, but finding the time to do that is another 

thing. So again I think for me a lot of it is down to resources that you have available to 

you.  Same as anything, cost benefits really. 

Adam also highlights the challenge of becoming aware of all the features of the system and 

what it can offer. 

Maybe next year, if I felt I was at a loose end and I really wanted to investigate other 

features that might be useful to me I might do, but at the moment, no. 
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These are themes that recurrently appear in the data from interviewees, with awareness and 

time being the primary identified barriers to the use of the Virtual Learning Environment as a 

creative space. Bernard, for example, observes that: 

Some colleagues do, one colleague in particular I know has used a lot of things like the 

grade stuff inside there and so on, and what I have tended to do, to be honest, primarily 

because of time constraints, is just grabbed fairly quickly what seemed to be the best 

thing available. 

The Virtual Learning Environment is a rich, supportive environment that can be used by 

lecturers to enable student self-assessment and independent learning. This enactment of the 

Virtual Learning Environment, for which it was primarily intended when designed, is a less 

frequent enactment than those enactments through which it supports dissemination of materials 

and course administration.  

A concept map depicting this Influential Technology Channel is provided in Figure 21.  
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Figure 21 Illustration of VLE as a Creative Space 
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5.6.2.  VLE as a Vessel 

VLE as a Vessel is an enactment of the Virtual Learning Environment in which it serves 

primarily, or almost exclusively, as a platform for the provision of static learning materials to 

students. In this regard, it acts as an online folder through which students can receive materials 

that could otherwise be distributed through a network drive, email or a cloud-based folder. 

There is little value added by the Virtual Learning Environment. It is, as described by one of 

the interviewees, a “dumping ground”. The term “up on the VLE” is used widely among 

lecturers in the university, with Andy providing one example below. 

All the tutorial – all the notes from the tutorial teaching will be up on [VLE]. Yeah, 

because I’d use it for more note repository. 

Catherine provides another example: 

I use the VLE for putting notes up 

Duncan, similarly, comments: 

Primarily the VLE is used as a dump of information, and it’s where I store the notes for 

the upcoming lectures or where I include the problem sheets for the upcoming tutorials, 

or where I give information on upcoming assessments, etc. I haven’t really used it too 

much in terms of interactive – in terms of teaching, really 

And Fiona also refers to putting up on the VLE: 

Whereas now to be honest, I don’t really photocopy anything for them unless it’s 

something for whatever reason I haven’t managed to put up or – you know what I mean, 

I’ve just – it’s brief and I say oh, I’ll just give them a hard copy. 
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Figure 22 Illustration of VLE as a Vessel 
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This reflects a view that the VLE is a space where resources are put, not where resources are 

created or used. It suggests that things are put up to be taken down by students. This serves to 

provide students with access to course material – as Geraldine says: “if they missed a class, 

well it’s all there for them”. It’s also used in advance of the lecture to assist students in 

preparing for an upcoming class. James provides this example: 

So I would use that for putting up the lecture notes.  I would try and get them up on 

web courses ahead of the lecture. 

And Andy provides this example: 

I put it on to Webcourses a day or two ahead of the lecture time itself. 

There is a view expressed that the provision of notes in this way impacts upon student 

attendance and engagement, such as Andy’s comment that: 

Sometimes I’m tempted to take the notes down altogether and see if I can get them to 

work a little harder, because if things aren’t handed to them – see if that makes a 

difference. 

The theme of putting notes online as a supplement to the face-to-face class is dominant among 

the interviewees. This is the commonest use of the Virtual Learning Environment, one that 

could be substituted with several other technologies.  

A concept map depicting this Influential Technology Channel is provided in Figure 22.  

5.6.3.  VLE as an Administrative Assistant 

VLE as an Administrative Assistant is an enactment of the Virtual Learning Environment in 

which it fulfils a role akin to a personal assistant to the lecturer. In addition to enabling the 

provision of a distribution channel connecting the lecturer with the students, it enables the 

collection of assignment work, the provision of feedback to students, the monitoring of student 
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interaction and similar administrative work that could, otherwise, be carried out by a human 

assistant in an offline space. The enactment is substantially more than the VLE as a Vessel 

enactment. 

With this enactment, there is enhanced efficiency for the lecturer and the student in terms of 

assessment submission and the provision of feedback, communication with students and the 

distribution of materials. It provides a way in which information that would otherwise be posted 

on a noticeboard or provided in class can be disseminated to students. Andy provides this 

example: 

Sometimes I might come across something in relation to the Institute of Physics or jobs 

in physics and I might put that up to show them there’s other things going on in the 

physics community. 

As a communication tool, the Virtual Learning Environment serves the purpose of guaranteed 

communication earlier referred to in the context of email. Kevin describes this as follows: 

It’s useful for two things. One is, I don’t have to maintain a mailing list, so that they’re 

registered, if you’re on the course, you’re on Webcourses. If you never bothered at 

looking at Webcourses, well then, don’t blame me if you don’t get the memo, you know 

what I mean? So they’re fine in that respect, it means I can maintain a mailing list. And 

the second really big context is, I can scoop up assignments. 

This “administrative convenience”, a term Kevin uses elsewhere, is characteristic of this 

enactment of the Virtual Learning Environment. The Virtual Learning Environment space can 

be built to provide students with access to the framework for the module, despite the module 

still being delivered in face-to-face mode. Eimear describes this as follows: 
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Figure 23 Illustration of VLE as an Administrative Assistant 
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Oh yes, always yes, they’d have it, I’m a great believer in working ahead of time so on 

the first day they’d have everything for the semester, they'd know the framework, they’d 

have a summary of the topics being covered, not a schedule, they have the sequence but 

not the schedule, I’m tying myself up in knots with that one year when somebody gave 

out to me because I didn’t do something on a specific date, so they have the sequence 

of topics, they know what assessments are coming as well… Through web courses, yes 

and then I talk them through it on the first day. 

The assessment aspect of this enactment of the Virtual Learning Environment offers the 

lecturer an opportunity to collect assignment and return marks, with an opportunity to carry out 

plagiarism detection. It is about enhanced efficiency in the administration of a module rather 

than the creation of new learning experiences.  

A concept map depicting this Influential Technology Channel is provided in Figure 23. 

5.6.4.  VLE as Inadequate 

VLE as Inadequate is an enactment of the Virtual Learning Environment in which it plays a 

partial role in a multi-part entanglement of technologies. It cannot dominate the technological 

space of the model, due to its inadequacy in supporting the type of learning that is being 

designed, often due to superior alternative technologies. In some cases, the VLE may be used 

due to pressure from students who have an expectation that it is adopted, despite the lecturer 

considering it inappropriate or insufficiently capable for the type of learning required. 

The inadequacy of the Virtual Learning Environment may be due to the lecturer being unable 

to make sense of the features, and preferring alternative technologies, such as the situation 

described by Andy: 

At the moment I haven’t found a way to do that anonymously, because sometimes when 

you have the class list and the clicker list it’s slightly out of sync with what’s – the way 
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the names are on EGB. Or, sorry, not on EGB, on web courses. So, it’s a bit of a 

rigmarole trying to update that gradebook. 

and the situation described by Adam: 

and I should be able to use Webcourses to send messages around – I tried it a few years 

ago and found it appalling and unreliable because the students didn’t seem to relate to 

it at all 

Bernard, similarly, found difficulty with using the system and reflected upon the reasons for 

this: 

I’d be more inclined to criticise myself to be honest in regard to that. I spite of having 

been to a number of courses on Webcourses and that, I still don’t feel that I have a good 

enough understanding of Webcourses capacities. 

Others feel that the Virtual Learning Environment is inadequate for philosophical reasons – 

that it doesn’t align with their views on teaching. Graham, for example, described his reluctance 

to use the platform as follows: 

I kind of feel Webcourses, maybe wrongly, is a more teacher centred approach to things, 

especially for the project-based learning modules it seems to be enough to give students 

a project and then off they go. If I have stuff on Webcourses I feel I’m going to start 

taking more control of the project work. 

Unhappiness with the interface where staff do understand the use of the system are also 

significant objections, such as this contribution from Patrice.  
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Figure 24 Illustration of VLE as Inadequate 
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So, one of the problems though with the rubrics in Webcourses if that you can’t see the 

submission and the rubric at the same time, so it’s not so useful for small things like 

having to write a small piece of code because you can’t actually see the code and the 

rubric together. 

A concept map depicting this Influential Technology Channel is provided in Figure 24. 

5.6.5.  VLE as Unnecessary 

VLE as Unnecessary is a non-enactment of the Virtual Learning Environment in which an 

alternative, often traditional, but also sometimes technologically advanced, solution is put in 

place for the distribution of materials, or administrative assistance, or creative tutoring support.  

Dissatisfaction with some of the features of the Virtual Learning Environment when a lecturer 

is aware of superior alternatives is one on the main reasons for the enactment of this practice. 

Josephine describes this scenario as follows: 

I don’t think Webcourses has had as big an impact as I thought it would have for me 

because I think that there’s so many other technologies that I could use instead of it and 

do a lot of those. 

I don’t like the Wiki tool particularly, the Blog tool is not brilliant, em, there would 

have been better or equally good software out there. 

The view of the Virtual Learning Environment as a limited tool due to the way in which it is 

used is reflected in this comment from Duncan: 

So in my opinion it could easily be replaced by just a web page with folders on it, you 

know. 

Adam describes why he uses an alternative platform that he personally developed, instead of 

the Virtual Learning Environment. 
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Figure 25 Illustration of VLE as Unnecessary 
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The reason why I don’t use Webcourses for the night class is the same as reason I don’t 

present the lectures there either, they prefer to have something that’s a bit more 

immediate and traditional and it’s a lot less to do with their age and their background 

it’s much more to do with the practicality of working and being able to get here to take 

the lectures. 

A concept map depicting this Influential Technology Channel is provided in Figure 25. 

5.6.6.  Concluding Remarks 

The Virtual Learning Environment is the most widely and frequently studied technology in 

academic practice (see section 2.5.2). Substantial curiosity is associated with the use of the 

Virtual Learning Environment because of the recognition that the platform is under-utilised by 

lecturers and reinforcing of practice rather than transformative of practice. This section has 

surfaced five enactments of the Virtual Learning Environment in the research setting. This 

includes two non-enactments of the Virtual Learning Environment, in which the Virtual 

Learning Environment itself is part of an entanglement that results in it not being used due to 

lack of necessity or inadequacy. This means that the enactment of the technology in one 

practice has had an influence of its non-enactment in another practice. These non-enactments, 

along with non-enactments of other technologies such as PowerPoint in Absentia (see section 

5.5.6) require attention as practices. While the literature often deals with the barriers to the 

implementation of technologies such as the Virtual Learning Environment, the practice-based 

approach adopted here has distinguished between two non-enactments of the technology and 

the forces that create those practices, and a set of three enactments of the technology that 

constitute the technology differently as tutors, administrative assistants, and vessels.  

The fifteen Influential Technology Channels presented in the last three sections highlight an 

abundant diversity of practice in the research setting. None of these is ubiquitous across all 
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lecturers, and some of these occupy only niche interest. Engaging with such diversity could 

prove overwhelming for a designer who seeks to ensure that all types of practitioners are 

engaged with through their design activity. The next section shows how practice-based 

personas provide designers for academic practice with an easily accessed way to interpret and 

navigate this diversity. This is an important contribution of this research. 

5.7.  Practice-Based Personas 
Influential Technology Channels represent potential access points to existing practice, through 

which designers’ activity can seek to make incremental changes to existing, situated, practice. 

However, in order to carry out design activity that has the potential to exert influence across a 

population rather than in pockets, it is necessary to understand the circumstances in which each 

of the Influential Technology Channels are enacted. For example, making a decision to focus 

a design intervention on the use of the Virtual Learning Environment as an Administrative 

Assistant (such as a change to the assessment submission process) will only impact upon 

lecturers whose practice is constituted through the enactment of this Influential Technology 

Channel. 

In order to address this issue, a set of practice-based personas was developed that each represent 

the lecturers who are involved in the enactment of clusters of Influential Technology Channels. 

5.7.1.  The Practice-Based Personas 

The clusters of practices that constitute the practice-based personas were developed by 

reviewing the survey and interview data from phases 2 and 3 and determining where sets of 

Influential Technology Channels co-occurred. This resulted in 10 practice-based personas, 

whose names are provided in Table 29 below, listing the Influential Technology Channels that 

are constitutive of their practice.  
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Table 29 Relationship between Practice Based Personas and Influential Technology 
Channels 

“Jack Walsh”  Email as a Classroom Extension 
PowerPoint as a Framework 
VLE as a Vessel 

“Martina Ryan” Email as a Classroom Extension 
PowerPoint as a Creative Space 
PowerPoint as a Framework 
PowerPoint as a Medium of Exchange 
VLE as an Administrative Assistant 

“Phyllis Taylor” Email as a Hum 
PowerPoint as a Framework 
VLE as a Creative Space 

“Henry Wilde” Email as a Classroom Extension 
PowerPoint as a Knowledge Bin 
VLE as an Administrative Assistant 

“Edith O'Connor” Email as a Control Centre 
Email as a Hum 
PowerPoint as a Creative Space 
PowerPoint as a Knowledge Bin 
PowerPoint as a Medium of Exchange 
VLE as a Creative Space 

“Lucy Adams” Email as a Classroom Extension 
PowerPoint as a Creative Space 
PowerPoint as a Crutch 
VLE as an Administrative Assistant 

“George Travers” PowerPoint in Absentia 
VLE as Unnecessary 

“Patrick Owen” Email as a Hum 
Email as Memory 
PowerPoint as a Knowledge Bin 
PowerPoint as a Medium of Exchange 
VLE as a Vessel 

“Joan Goodwin” Email as a Classroom Extension 
Email as a Control Centre 
PowerPoint as a Creative Space 
VLE as Inadequate 

“Roger McCarthy” Email as a Classroom Extension 
Email as a Control Centre 
Email as Memory 
PowerPoint in Absentia 
VLE as an Administrative Assistant 
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The full narrative description of the personas that was derived from profile data available from 

the survey and interviews, is provided in Appendix V. The practice-based personas are 

described in brief in the remainder of this section.  

Jack Walsh’s practices include Email as a Classroom Extension, PowerPoint as a Framework 

and VLE as a Vessel. Jack is described as seeing the Virtual Learning Environment as a 

peripheral support, and while he is happy to deal with queries from students via email which 

enables him to help students out when they are experiencing difficulty, he also prefers to meet 

with students directly to provide them with support. He creates skeleton notes in PowerPoint 

that he uses to provide a structure for his class, but he expects his students to engage in their 

own independent study, making use of the textbook rather than relying of the notes available 

from the class. To characterise Jack Walsh as an entry level technology user, a mid-range user 

or an advanced user is to abstract away from his competence and interest to a point of losing 

sight of the practices in which he is engaged. Whether he is an early adopter or not is not 

relevant for understanding how his current practice can be extended. Understanding however 

that Email as a Classroom Extension is part of his practice provides a useful starting point for 

how, for example, his feedback loops to and from students can be extended. To do so for Jack 

will also help with other practice-based personas who are different to Jack in some regards, 

and the same or similar in other regards. 

Martina Ryan is also entangled in the practice of Email as a Classroom Extension, while also 

being involved in PowerPoint as a Creative Space, PowerPoint as a Framework, PowerPoint 

as a Medium of Exchange and VLE as an Administrative Assistant. She has built what she 

considers to be a robust structure for her module in the Virtual Learning Environment, making 

use of the administrative facilities available to her to ensure that students fully understand 

where they are positioned in the module at any time, and what to expect next. She builds 

elaborate PowerPoint presentations that she uses to structure her class, creating an engaging 
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illustration of a topic which is then explored in other ways – such as through discussions or 

demonstrations – during class. These are not substitutes for coursenotes, but a starting point for 

student research, though they are based upon materials that she received from a colleague who 

delivered the module previously, and will be handed on to others as part of collegial exchanges 

in practice. 

Martina and Jack share some characteristics. Both will engage with students over email to 

problem solve and to provide support. Martina sees enhanced opportunities to engage with 

PowerPoint in the classroom and sees it as her role to create engaging visual artefacts. Jack 

prefers that attention is directed to him in the classroom rather than to distracting visual 

artefacts. Both wish to engage their students in discussion in the class and get the student 

actively engaged.  

Phyllis Taylor is different to Martina and Jack. Phyllis is entangled with Email as a Hum, 

PowerPoint as a Framework and VLE as a Creative Space. Phyllis has taken to the use of the 

Virtual Learning Environment, seeing this as a way to make her students more autonomous 

and less dependent on her. She gets overwhelmed when the volume of email arriving into her 

inbox increases from time to time and wants to put a distance between her and her students, 

managing and tempering their expectations. Hers is not always an active classroom, but nor is 

it a space where notes are just read from the board. Phyllis will expect students to listen to her 

as she presents to them. 

Phyllis has some – but not many – similarities to Henry Wilde, an experienced lecturer who is 

involved in the following practices: Email as a Classroom Extension, PowerPoint as a 

Knowledge Bin, VLE as an Administrative Assistant. Henry’s presentation slides are his notes 

and are understood as such by his students. Henry has a neatly organised Virtual Learning 

Environment module set up, where he makes his notes available, and through which 
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assignments are submitted. He will spend a significant amount of time engaging with students 

by email and building his comprehensive suite of PowerPoint slides. His classes will often 

involve his delivering a presentation covering a large number of slides to students who are 

expected to take notes. 

Edith O’Connor has a different attitude to learning design than many of her colleagues. She is 

interested in educational research and has a corporate background that has informed much of 

her outlook. She is involved in the following practices: Email as a Control Centre, Email as a 

Hum, PowerPoint as a Creative Space, PowerPoint as a Knowledge Bin, PowerPoint as a 

Medium of Exchange, and VLE as a Creative Space. Edith resists the reliance upon email as a 

constant source of communication, preferring to enact it as a means of controlling interactions. 

She makes extensive use of the Virtual Learning Environment as a shared learning space and 

directs student to use the facilities such as discussion fora to engage with each other and with 

her. She creatively engages with the use of PowerPoint, but also tries to ensure that everything 

the students will need to know for her modules are available in the slides as a set of notes. 

Lucy Adams is more experienced than Edith but has found that in transferring to new modules 

she experiences difficulty in delivering new material. She makes use of PowerPoint as a Crutch 

to provide herself with confidence while delivering her classes, avoiding too much discussion 

and questions in class, until she has developed her confidence. She does her best to make her 

slides interesting, incorporating images that she develops herself. Email as a Classroom 

Extension, PowerPoint as a Creative Space, PowerPoint as a Crutch and VLE as an 

Administrative Assistant are part of her practice. 

George Travers makes little or no use of digital technology, if he can manage it. He doesn’t 

engage with email but is happy to meet with colleagues for a discussion. The classroom 
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experience involves students copying his notes from the whiteboard. PowerPoint in Absentia 

and VLE as Unnecessary are constitutive of his practice. 

Patrick Owen was similarly resistant to technology and started using technology later than other 

colleagues. However, he spent time developing his acetates into PowerPoint slides and makes 

these available as a block on the Virtual Learning Environment. He doesn’t appreciate the 

volume of email he has to manage but makes use of email as a way of maintaining records – 

having come up with his own system to file emails away. Email as a Hum, Email as Memory, 

PowerPoint as a Knowledge Bin, PowerPoint as a Medium of Exchange, and VLE as a Vessel 

are constitutive of his practice. 

Joan Godwin is different to Patrick. She is engaged in Email as a Classroom Extension, Email 

as a Control Centre, PowerPoint as a Creative Space, and VLE as Inadequate. She makes 

extensive use of technology but has built her own technology suite that she makes use of instead 

of the Virtual Learning Environment. She makes a lot of use of PowerPoint, and has a 

controlled, professional approach to using email to engage her students and her colleagues. She 

creates interactive, fun classes and engages with students as and when they need. 

Roger McCarthy has his own way of doing things. He makes use of the Virtual Learning 

Environment as he needs to, to administer his courses, and likes finding quick ways to get 

technology to work for him. Technology is there as his support. He’d rather not develop 

PowerPoint slides but will instead make use of third-party resources that he can locate. The 

technology suite that’s available to him will constantly nudge him towards finding quicker and 

easier ways to do things. He’s less motivated by the need to create engaging learning 

experiences, than by the need to carry out his work efficiently. 

The practice-based personas provide a personification that offers the potential to enhance the 

engagement of designers for academic practice with the constitutive Influential Technology 
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Channels for use in design. The approach to operationalising practice-based personas for design 

is the focus of the next section. 

5.7.2.  Operationalising the Personas 

The practice-based personas, collectively, provide a representation of the situated enactment 

of academic practice in the research setting. They do so by foregrounding the three identified 

technologies and their enactment in academic practice. Due to the entanglement between the 

Influential Technology Channels and existing practice, a designer for academic practice is 

provided with insight into how the use of one of the Influential Technology Channels as part 

of a design process may impact upon academic practice.  

Given the set of ten personas, a designer for academic practice can be shown how the selection 

of a single Influential Technology Channel, such as Email as a Classroom Extension, will 

potentially impact on six of the ten practice-based personas, but not the others. This means that 

the designer may choose to engage in a design activity that makes all the assumptions about 

lecturers that are captured in the detail provided for the Email as a Classroom Extension 

Influential Technology Channel. The designer can assume that email is an important part of 

the daily activity of the lecturer, that it represents a way in which they engage with their 

students and structure the design of their interactions with students, the designer can assume 

that there is an element of personalised learning that is characteristic of the learning designs 

enacted in this lecturer’s module, and that the lecturer develops their insight into their class 

from their interactions over email – for example, to take the temperature of the class with 

respect to the development of their learning, and then adapt future lessons on that basis. The 

designer may make these assumptions and then develop an intervention, either at a 

technological level or a social level, that is aimed to shape the future enactment of learning 

design. This may involve, for example, an extension to the email interface used by lecturers, 

or training sessions aimed at enhancing personalised learning, as examples. In making their 
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design decisions, the designer for academic practice is guided by what they have learned about 

lecturers’ behaviour from this single Influential Technology Channel. 

Table 30 Selection of an Influential Technology Channel 

“Jack Walsh”  Email as a Classroom Extension 
PowerPoint as a Framework 
VLE as a Vessel 

“Martina Ryan” Email as a Classroom Extension 
PowerPoint as a Creative Space 
PowerPoint as a Framework 
PowerPoint as a Medium of Exchange 
VLE as an Administrative Assistant 

“Phyllis Taylor” Email as a Hum 
PowerPoint as a Framework 
VLE as a Creative Space 

“Henry Wilde” Email as a Classroom Extension 
PowerPoint as a Knowledge Bin 
VLE as an Administrative Assistant 

“Edith O'Connor” Email as a Control Centre 
Email as a Hum 
PowerPoint as a Creative Space 
PowerPoint as a Knowledge Bin 
PowerPoint as a Medium of Exchange 
VLE as a Creative Space 

“Lucy Adams” Email as a Classroom Extension 
PowerPoint as a Creative Space 
PowerPoint as a Crutch 
VLE as an Administrative Assistant 

“George Travers” PowerPoint in Absentia 
VLE as Unnecessary 

“Patrick Owen” Email as a Hum 
Email as Memory 
PowerPoint as a Knowledge Bin 
PowerPoint as a Medium of Exchange 
VLE as a Vessel 

“Joan Goodwin” Email as a Classroom Extension 
Email as a Control Centre 
PowerPoint as a Creative Space 
VLE as Inadequate 

“Roger McCarthy” Email as a Classroom Extension 
Email as a Control Centre 
Email as Memory 
PowerPoint in Absentia 
VLE as an Administrative Assistant 
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However, upon review of the practice-based personas, the designer for academic practice 

identifies that this Influential Technology Channel features only in the practices associated with 

six of the ten practice-based personas, as shown in Table 30. The designer then decides to 

identify a second Influential Technology Channel, which offers coverage of some of the 

practice-based personas that have been excluded (highlighted in grey in Table 30).  

This leads the designer towards PowerPoint as a Medium of Exchange, which the designer then 

explores in terms of the additional insight that offers regarding lecturer behaviour, and how an 

additional strategy developed based on those assumptions can assist with the achievement of 

the design objective. The designer continues to select Influential Technology Channels and 

extend the design strategy, until they are satisfied with the coverage, thus providing the 

designer with a way to avoid assuming that all lecturers are the same, and also providing a way 

to achieve designs that span the population of lecturers. 

The task of exploring the potential for operationalising the practice-based personas for design 

is dealt with in phase 5 of the project. In advance of that, phase 4 addresses the requirement to 

investigate existing design practice among designers for academic practice and the role that 

technology plays in this design. Phases 4 and 5 are reported upon in the next chapter. 

5.7.3.  Concluding Remarks 

Practice-based personas provide designers with a novel way to navigate diversity in the 

research setting. This is a very valuable contribution of this research, that offers a rigorously 

developed alternative to the tacit and often inadequate approaches used by designers for 

academic practice (that is the focus of Chapter 6). Each practice-based persona provides 

designers with a means to understand the different ways in which digital technology is already 

in use in the practices of diverse lecturers without having to make assumptions about 

technology use based on proxies such as age and disciplinary area; and without having to rely 
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upon coarse three part models comprised of experts, non-experts and everyone in between (see 

Chapter 6).  

Practice-based personas are built from clusters of Influential Technology Channels and 

consequently they reflect the situated reality of digital practice. They don’t try to reduce 

practice to categories or abstract away from existing practice to fit to a predefined model. They 

seek out enactments of practice that can then combine to form a collection of practice-based 

personas, with as many practice-based personas built as needed to account for the diversity of 

the setting. Unlike conventional personas (see section 3.5.5), there is no need to keep the 

collection of practice-based personas to as small a group as possible, because designers quickly 

go beyond the practice-based personas to focus on their constitutive Influential Technology 

Channels, each of which cross between sub-sets of the practice-based personas. The challenge 

for the designer is to find the right collection of Influential Technology Channels upon which 

to build their design in order to engage diverse practitioners. Practice-based personas provide 

designers with valuable guidance in this regard. 

5.8.  Summary 
This chapter presented the findings relating to academic practice in this digital age. These 

findings include the collection of fifteen Influential Technology Channels that were uncovered 

through the use of a bespoke analytical lens developed for this research and applied in an 

instrumental case study in a defined research setting. These Influential Technology Channels 

are situated enactments of three digital technologies that are commonly used in academic 

practice: email, PowerPoint and the Virtual Learning Environment. The selection of these 

technologies was an outcome of the exploratory study, also presented in this chapter. Each 

Influential Technology Channel is represented as a sociomaterial entanglement, meaning that 

it is shown to be an emergent property of academic practice constituted through a network of 

relations internal to academic practice. This means that the Influential Technology Channels 
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provide insight into how, for example, the use of PowerPoint as a Framework is entangled 

with the enactment of active learning in the research setting, how it's related to the perspective 

or attitude of the lecturer, and how it is entangled with the materiality of the classroom and an 

array of other digital technologies. The fifteen Influential Technology Channels are important 

because they highlight the influential role that certain, ubiquitous digital technologies already 

have in academic practice, and can be used by designers to explore new ways to use that 

influence to shape the enactment of future practice. They also draw attention to how the 

enhancement themes uncovered as earlier findings of the research (section 2.3.2) can be 

understood as already constituted through diverse enactments of commonly used digital 

technologies. These are important connections for designers for academic practice, at all levels, 

to understand, as they endeavour to design interventions in academic practice. 

The next finding presented in this chapter is the set of ten practice-based personas. These are 

personifications of practices that account holistically for the co-occurrence of Influential 

Technology Channels in practice in the research setting. They provide an operable 

characterisation of the diversity of practice in the research setting, recognising, for example, 

that no single Influential Technology Channel is ubiquitous across the spectrum of academic 

practice. This provides a way for designers to understand that if they choose to use a particular 

technology, such as email or the Virtual Learning Environment, as a starting point for an 

intervention in practice, they cannot safely make assumptions about how that technology is 

already used unless they engage with the diversity of practice and explore how the same 

technology exerts different influences for different people in different practices. The set of ten 

practice-based personas surfaces that diversity and provides a way for designers to consider 

how best to design interventions to shape academic practice by producing multi-part strategies. 

By basing the practice-based personas on the co-occurrence in practice of Influential 

Technology Channels, designers are enabled to navigate the collection of Influential 
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Technology Channels and better understand the implications of choosing one or more of these 

Influential Technology Channels for the design of a particular intervention. By designing these 

practice-based personas as persona models, the designer is enabled to engage with the 

collections on a human, empathic level, as is characteristic of the use of personas in design 

elsewhere. Together, the fifteen Influential Technology Channels and ten practice-based 

personas provide a robust account for how academic practice in the research setting is shaped 

by key digital technologies of everyday use, thus contributing to the wider body of knowledge 

relating to the constitution of academic practice in the digital era. 
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Chapter 6.  Findings - Designing Academic Practice in the Digital Era 

6.1.  Introduction 
This chapter presents the findings relating to the enactment of design for academic practice in 

the digital era, including the potential connections between design for academic practice and 

academic practice itself. These are findings from phase 4 – core study on design for academic 

practice, and phase 5 – prototype tool.  

The findings provide insight into the enactment of design for academic practice in the research 

setting, identifying challenges and opportunities for the enhancement of this practice. In 

particular, the findings relate to the approaches designers for academic practice implement for 

engaging with existing enactments of digital technology in academic practice and how they 

understand the use of digital technology by lecturers. This surfaces challenges that relate to 

simplistic models and assumptions that limit the effectiveness of design for academic practice. 

Building upon this insight, the chapter presents the design of a prototype tool that provides 

designers for academic practice with a means to engage with the model of diverse, situated 

academic practice developed in Chapter 5, comprised of 15 Influential Technology Channels 

and 10 practice-based personas presented. Findings are then presented following a series of 

focus groups with designers for academic practice that surface a number of ways in which that 

model of diverse, situated practice can enable designers for academic practice to think 

differently about how they design and implement interventions that seek to enhance academic 

practice through the use of digital technology.  

6.2.  Profile of Design for Academic Practice 
This section provides a high-level presentation of the profile of design activity carried out by 

designers for academic practice, arising from the inquiry described in section 4.9.4. The 

exploratory study determined that the inquiry should focus on meso-level designers (see section 
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5.3.4). The flow chart in Figure 26 provides an illustration of this profile, as explored in this 

section. 

6.2.1.  Levels of Design 

The analysis of the interview data at phase 4 (see section 4.9.4) is primarily focussed on gaining 

insight into meso-level design for academic practice, as all 15 of the participants occupy roles 

at this level. However, the connectedness and dependencies between meso-level design and 

design at the macro-level are apparent from the analysis of the contributions by the designers. 

Micro-level design for academic practice was defined in section 2.6.4 as design undertaken by 

lecturers intending to enhance the enactment of their own or their colleagues’ academic 

practice. This includes the use of technology that is influenced by colleagues, such as Roberta 

describes here: 

 I think if they are starting to use a new tool it’s because generally speaking they’ve heard 

about it from a colleague, or they’ve just come across it, maybe at a conference or 

something like that. 

Micro-level design is facilitated substantially by the availability of personal digital technology 

in the digital era. Darren’s comment that “I have noticed a huge increase in people bringing 

their own devices” reflects the relatively short time scale within which people have been 

enabled to design and configure sophisticated digital environment to support and enhance their 

personal practice. Meso-level design and macro-level design are not about constraining or 

eliminating this practice of bottom-up enhancement. They are concerned with understanding 

how best to connect with activity at other levels.  
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Figure 26 Profile of Design for Academic Practice in the Research Setting 
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At the micro-level, enhancement practice is entangled with the performance of academic 

practice, meaning that the connection with micro-level design for academic practice is part of 

the connection with academic practice itself. This is the level at which, as Joan comments, 

“there are a lot of people sort of either they are well up and running themselves or they are 

collaborating with their peers”. 

Macro-level design for academic practice is concerned with “design undertaken by policy 

makers or strategists intending to enhance the enactment of academic practice”, as described 

in section 2.6.2. This is concerned with the impact that clear, strong leadership can have on 

digital enhancement and transformation. Macro-level design is seen by meso-level designers 

as a way to provide a consistent approach to the use of technology in academic practice. Eoin, 

from IT Support, describes a balance between bottom-up enactment of technology and top 

down direction. 

I mean, cloud is great for enabling people, each to go out and do their own thing. But I 

think there is also a benefit to having a [University]-formalised way of saying “Well, 

how might we buy into this service”, make it available using internal accounts, for 

example, so that you’re all part of the same group. 

Designers have a view that transformation and enhancement are not about technology but about 

the ways in which the organisation is designed and led, offering a strong argument for top-

down strategies that enable enhanced practice. Meso-level designers tend towards a negative 

view of the macro-level activity in the research setting, in contrast to the positive attitude 

demonstrated towards the micro-level activity of lecturers. Meso-level designers for academic 

practice have experienced an evolution in support for digital technology that sees lecturers 

empowered to take more control of their digital environment. This is potentially motivated by 

the enhancement in micro-level activity by lecturers, and also by the volume of direct 
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engagement that would be required. This applies to IT Support as well as to learning support. 

Darren describes a practice of using pre-existing video content as a means of offering a 

different type of support to lecturers. 

I end up doing sometimes is I end up grabbing a You Tube video which shows them exactly 

how to do it and send them the link and then say ‘Right you watch that’ because they can 

watch it then at their leisure and it’s not like I’m standing over them saying ‘Now you do 

this’, ‘Now you do that.’ 

This points towards an evolution in support roles at the meso-level that entangle digital 

technology in the support activities as a means of empowering lecturers to make their own 

decisions and shape their own activity. This, however, represents just part of the meso-level 

design activities, where different forms of design are undertaken. 

6.2.2.  Types of Design 

This research introduces a three-part characterisation of design activity, termed design-with, 

design-for and design-over. Design with activities are meso-level design activities that involve 

individual interaction between a meso-level designer and a lecturer. Design of this type 

includes the design of solutions and the provision of support at individual level. The designer 

can develop their understanding of the requirements from their individual interaction and does 

not need to be concerned with how to engage with diversity in the population of users. This is 

a very common approach to meso-level design, that focusses on producing a solution for an 

individual, rather than a solution or outcome that will apply across a whole population of users. 

This may be considered trouble shooting or problem solving, but in practice a designer is 

seeking to alter an existing situation to produce a preferred one. They are making decisions 

regarding the best course of action for the individual with whom they are dealing. A support 
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call, for example, can be an entry point into an exchange that can lead to enhanced practice, as 

described by Eoin, an IT Support officer: 

my day to day job would be a lot of those sort of desk site support calls, you know, printer 

jams, or my PC is not doing this. I seldom just fix and walk away; I tend to say “By the 

way while I’m here can I interest you in this”. And I demonstrate. 

On the side of academic support, Gerard, a Head of Learning Development, describes his 

practice of working directly with lecturers in this way: 

I’ve made it known throughout my time at learning development that if lecturers are 

interested in teaching differently or assessing differently or doing something innovative in 

their teaching and learning practices that I can give advice and be there for them to come 

and talk. 

This local practice, linked to micro-level design for academic practice and involving direct 

interaction with lecturers is a common supportive approach that has a very specific impact. It 

has the potential to trigger more general change as individual staff work with each other, but it 

is not directed towards impacting on the wider population. 

Meso-level designers engaging in design-with activities may not see their activity as having a 

design element and may perceive it to be more a support activity. However, in their engagement 

with individual lecturers, they are participating in a profiling activity involving user empathy 

and then make decisions intended to change the existing situation into a preferred one (see 

section 3.5.1). It is, however, less likely to be generally considered design than the design-for 

and design-over activities described in the rest of this section. 

Design-for, in contrast, is design for a broader – though known – audience. This could include 

for example, design of training sessions for programme teams and defined groups, as described 

by John, a staff trainer: 
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Typically I deliver the face-to-face training in two modes, which is either the standard 

classroom type mode which I would have the maximum of 10 people in the room. 

The most popular form of design-for activity is the design of training courses and workshops 

for a coherent group of lecturers with similar needs. Susan provides the following example for 

a learning technology workshop for a programme team. 

I think we’re getting around that, there are programme teams now coming to us and saying 

we want to use web courses or can you pop into – we’re having a programme meeting next 

week, can you come in for 5 or 10 minutes and just update us on x, y and z.   

In these cases, the designer is able to engage directly with a narrow audience to establish 

requirements and build a profile of the people who will be engaging with the design. Often, 

these groups can represent a community of practice who will remain engaged after the 

intervention.  

Digital transformation and digital enhancement can benefit significantly from design-with and 

design-for activities. However, there is a practical limit to the volume of such activities that 

can be undertaken, and a limit to the impact of these activities relative to investment. Design-

over activities at the meso-level are activities that are designed to have an impact and influence 

across a broad audience that, unlike design-with and design-for activities, cannot easily be 

achieved through engagement with an individual or a gatekeeper. Design-over activities, in 

order to make an impact, require effective means of engaging with multiple, diverse people 

and practices. In this case, the designer faces a challenge of having to gain an understanding of 

the diverse audience in order to design for them. 

Paul, who works in Student Administration, offers the following example relating to the 

timetabling system. There is only one system that must be used by everyone, there cannot be 

individual systems or local systems, so design most account for the whole population. 
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So there has to be a standard in terms of the timetabling system and the other systems we 

use in order for you to do your job you have to use this technology.  In order for you to find 

out your timetables you need to go online, you can’t go back to your school and say please 

PDF me a timetable.  You have to use it.  If you want to book a room you have to use the 

system. 

Dave, an IT Support Officer, similarly describes the common objective of designing across a 

whole population. 

Designing solutions at times, of course but that is more, when you have the time or you’re 

involved in a project with site-wide implications then you are designing an overall system 

or solution with the whole of the university in mind. 

The challenge of keeping the “whole of the university in mind” is central to the challenges and 

difficulties of meso-level design and moving beyond local successes to broader impact. While 

this applies to systems such as the configuration of the Virtual Learning Environment and other 

parts of the IT Infrastructure, it also applies to the design of training systems, support models, 

processes and resources.  

6.2.3.  Outputs from Design 

Systems that are widely used across the population are a key design output for meso-level 

designers. Often, Information Systems that are designed to support or transform academic 

practice are developed outside of the university and then implemented internally. Internally, 

the university has the opportunity to configure the system for its own local practice. This is the 

case with the Virtual Learning Environment, with elements such as the module template 

developed as resources for the population of lecturers. These are resources, rather than systems. 

Resources that are designed for academic practice in the research setting also include 

workshops, online training, structured programmes, user guides, websites, online interfaces, 
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reports, and opportunities. All of these are produced as the result of design activities that require 

engagement and empathy with lecturers. These are the primary output of design-over activities 

(see section 7.2.2).   

Given the roles occupied by meso-level designers, it’s not surprising that training is a major 

part of their design activity. This may include structured programmes designed as professional 

development programmes for lecturers, or simply opportunities for development, as described 

by Joan: 

I’d say that I design every day we are almost designing opportunities for staff or 

experiences for staff, we are trying to facilitate them which in a way I would see as 

designing you know. If I was, I would spend a lot of time designing say workshops or 

designing plans for webinars or designing almost like a curriculum for even say online 

courses and that, so yeah I would say design is a pretty major part of the job, yeah. 

The design of tangible resources such as how-to guides and instruction manuals for lecturers 

is an allied aspect of the work of meso-level designers. This practice is not limited to those 

involved in academic development. Darren, an Information Technology Support Officer 

described design of such resources to be part of his activity, as follows: 

Yeah we have, as a team and certainly individually I have produced documents just to, 

instructional documents about how to use equipment and that kind of thing. 

The design of user guides and instruction manuals may build on existing resources developed 

elsewhere, entangling institutional resources with the abundance of related resources available 

outside the university. Ruth provides the following example: 

We do get them to go to the University site. There are user guides there for them to have a 

look at. But there’s also if they want a particular thing within their courses, that mightn’t 
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be on our user guides, so we direct them to Blackboard help, and that is great. It’s very 

user-friendly. 

Resources are at the core of the design activities of meso-level designers. They are regularly 

engaged in decision making regarding how best to produce artefacts that will fit into the 

practices of lecturers and influence their enactment. The categories of resources can be defined 

broadly, to include those referenced above such as training, guides and online environments. 

Processes are usually more formal and structured than resources. They are defined ways of 

doing in the academic environment that need to be adhered to. A process implies less flexibility 

than a resource, with the end user required to adhere to the designed approach. Effective 

processes will be engaged in by the end user, and weaker processes will not, demonstrating the 

need for a user focussed approach to the design of such processes. Gerard, a Head of Learning 

Development, describes how his work involves the design of processes that are intended to 

engage lecturers and stakeholders in curriculum design, and that the design of that process is 

informed by the literature and best practice. 

So, I would be designing the workshop, but then there’s also a curriculum design process 

that I would have developed, so if a lecturer or lecturers or a programme committee comes 

to me and says we’re designing and reviewing our programme.  Well I have a process that 

I take them through. 

The design of the formal processes for the academic units in the university requires an engaged, 

user-centred approach that engages the people who are intended to use the process.  

Meso-level designers see themselves as designers of these types of artefacts, which are 

collectively intended to result in a change in practice. It is important that meso-level designers 

see their work as focussed on the design of academic practice. Practices are complex 

entanglements of parts, in which – according to the ontological model – agency is distributed 
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among people, technologies and other artefacts. There is a need for the designer to be able to 

engage with the ways in which people and technologies are entangled and the dynamics of 

these entanglements in order to inform their own decision making regarding the use of 

technology to evolve and shape practice.  

6.2.4.  Perceived Design Opportunities 

Technology provides the opportunity to transform practice. This view is evident from the 

reports from designers for academic practice on how technology has been used in the research 

setting over the duration of their experience. Gerard, for example, comments that “it’s 

definitely made it easier for staff to collaborate”, continuing to describe how everyday 

collaborative technologies that have become available enable academic colleagues to work 

with each other in ways that were not previously possible. 

What I noticed is years ago, seven, eight years ago unless you were having regular face to 

face meetings very little work was done between the meetings whereas now there’s a huge 

amount of work done because of Dropbox, because of Google sites and so on, that people 

can work on it collaborating. 

The technologies listed by Gerard became available initially as free software available on cloud 

platforms, rather than through institutional decision making at the macro-level. While there 

was some meso-level direction provided on a design-with or design-for basis, the way in which 

technologies such as these became established within everyday practice was due to micro-level 

design activities, involving the local practices of lecturers. 

Design-over interventions implemented at the meso-level, such as the availability of types of 

assessment facilities in the Virtual Learning Environment, and the availability of licensed 

software had the potential to be transformative, though the impact tends to be local rather than 

widespread. Susan describes how a “good few” people began to engage with the Collaborate 
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licensed software, in particular on part-time programmes where a change in delivery model 

was implemented. 

While transformation rather than enhancement is the goal of the digital agenda in higher 

education, a primary observation of designers for academic practice relates to how digital 

technology has enhanced rather than transformed the efficiency of academic practice. Well-

designed digital technology can remove from daily practice the requirement to engage in many 

of the more mundane tasks that need to be undertaken as part of academic practice, including 

data entry. Joan comments upon how the Virtual Learning Environment is used mainly as a 

“repository for notes”, relating this to the distribution practices of lecturers. She also observes 

how the use of email has enhanced the efficiency of communication among students and 

lecturers, though not without a cost. 

Like there are, there can be an expectation on the students’ part that if they send you an 

email that they will get one, probably you should get a response pretty quickly which people 

can’t always do. So in a sense it probably in a way can put more pressure on lecturers 

because the technology is there particularly via your phone. 

The enhanced efficiency of practices due to the use of digital technology is an emergent effect 

of design practices that took place either at the micro-level or as transformational activities at 

the meso- or macro-level. The insight offered by designers for academic practice into the 

enhancement effects of interventions intended to be transformational (e.g. the configuration of 

the Virtual Learning Environment), or the non-interventions that became entangled in 

academic practice (e.g. the availability of free tools on the cloud), highlight opportunities for 

designers to become more targeted on smaller, emergent, incremental changes to existing 

practice across a broad population. 
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An important observation relating to academic practice concerns how digital technology is core 

to, and constitutive of, academic practice. As technology has become more embedded in 

practice it has become invisible to some degree, shaping the practice and, as Michael describes, 

“happening to” lecturers. This idea of technology “happening to” lecturers is one that supports 

a habitual enactment of technology and a distribution of agency among people and technology 

that in turn opens up technology as a potential access point to practices. Technology 

“happening to” people requires that technology becomes accepted over time, and through that 

acceptance it moves to the core of the practice as one of its supporting pillars. Email is the most 

familiar of technologies in academic practice, with most lecturers using it regularly throughout 

the day, both in the workplace and elsewhere. It is core to academic practice in the research 

setting, as evidenced from the exploratory study and the core study undertaken in phase 2 and 

phase 3 of this research. Gerard comments upon how lecturers with whom he is interacting 

express default preference for interaction through email over the use of shared spaces: 

Then they would come back to me very quickly and say, look let’s just send me an email 

with the attachments, stop putting up on Dropbox. 

Paul, similarly, identifies how there is a preference for a timetabling system that integrates with 

staff use of “SMS or email”, and Rose highlights the preference members of structured fora 

such as Academic Council have for communication through email: 

They still want the email with the documents for that meeting whereas if you say to them 

can you go to the folder, all your documents are in the folder and they… 

This demonstrates the value in making use of the “technology channels that are familiar to the 

user” (Fogg, 2009, p4), which requires in the first instance that the designers who are designing 

for academic practice are aware of these channels and enabled to operationalise them in design. 

Susan provides an example of a lecturer who was persisting in using acetates on projectors 
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because of how that technology, and how it was enacted, supported the objective that the 

lecturer had for their learning design. This enactment of a familiar technology didn’t represent 

a rejection of digital technology, but a situated enactment of a practice. There is substantial 

value in gaining insight into the familiar, everyday technologies of academic practice. These 

provide an entry point to practice, and a way in which that practice can be nudged in an 

enhanced direction, “changing an existing situation into a preferred one”, as per Simon (1996, 

p.111). Where insufficient attention or respect is paid to the technologies of everyday use of 

lecturers, a situation emerges where lecturers create parallel systems with which they are 

comfortable, that operate alongside the designed approach. Because they run in parallel, this 

issue doesn’t surface as non-use or non-adoption, but it represents an appropriation that is likely 

to be costly in terms of time and effort by both the end user and the system designer.  

Eoin provides an example of how academic staff who are not pleased with the Virtual Learning 

Environment set up a parallel system using platforms such as Google sites and others. This 

provides them with flexibility that may not otherwise be available to them, but also creates a 

problem for an institution that does not necessarily support those technologies. The fact that 

practitioners are taking this approach indicates a potential problem with design for academic 

practice that is taking place within the institution. Paul, in the context of the timetabling system, 

describes a similar situation where academic managers who are required to use the timetabling 

system for their administration work put in place a parallel system based on familiar 

technologies that will then interface with the formal, institutional system. The same situation 

emerges in the context of lecturers recording marks and submitting them to the institutional 

interface to the student record system, the Electronic Gradebook. Lecturers use the 

functionality available to them in a familiar technology platform, Microsoft Excel, to collate 

and analyse marks, before carrying out a data entry process into the institutional system. John 

describes this practice as follows: 
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They cannot avoid using it and they continue with the older system because it affords them 

more flexibility in terms of measuring means and standard deviations of marks, which you 

just don’t get in EGB. 

The enactment of parallel systems highlights the importance of understanding the detail of the 

enactment of digital technology in the research setting. It is insufficient to be aware of the 

systems or technologies that are available, or that have been adopted. It is essential to be aware 

of the diverse, situated enactments of digital technology to know how digital technology is 

constitutive of practice, and how it can influence the future shaping and evolution of practice. 

6.2.5.  Perceived Design Challenges 

Digital technology can itself be considered a barrier to change and progress. Technology can 

be viewed as “an imposition actually”, as described by Michael in his analysis of the view of 

lecturers on technology. This can be perceived by designers as a reluctance to get out of, what 

Michael describes as, a “comfort zone”, and implement dramatic changes. The concept of 

transformation is challenging for people to deal with and can induce fear in people who 

consider transformation to arise from a criticism of their existing practice. The implementation 

of new systems intended to enhance practice and the efficiency with which lecturers carry out 

administrative and academic duties, such as the return of marks and the implementation of 

feedback processes, can serve to highlight the administrative aspects of academic work, and 

lead to resistance among lecturers who see this as an increase in administration and a 

manifestation of managerialism. John comments upon this as follows: 

I think with today’s, let’s call it the ‘administrative load’ that academics are faced with that 

they to some degree resent these systems. 

Time is identified as a significant barrier to transformation in general and in relation to the use 

of digital technology. The academic contract in the research setting requires that lecturers teach 
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classes for 16-20 hours per week, which is higher than would be expected in other universities. 

Recent pay and workload agreements that took place during a period of austerity in the national 

economy arising from a financial crisis, have also impacted upon people’s interest in change 

and motivation to change. Susan provides the following insight into this effect: 

I really do think that Croke Park and Haddington Road1 have had a huge impact on the 

amount of time people are spending innovating within web courses and technologies, 

because they just don’t have the time anymore. The time they would have dedicated a week, 

that two hours, three hours they would have dedicated a week to trying out something 

different or calling in to our workshops has now been eaten up with other work and with 

preparation and everything outside of that. 

The pressure to adopt new technologies often comes from the student body, many of whom 

would be familiar with the use of digital technology in the classroom from their secondary 

schooling. This can cause lecturers to engage with the supports available to them for the 

adoption of technology. Lecturers who adopt technology in this way tend to get positive 

responses from students. This can also have the effect of causing pressure on the lecturer and 

creating a sense of conflict between them and the student cohort. The academic profession is 

widely criticised as one in which resistance to change manifests itself most clearly (see section 

2.3.1). The argument of time and resources are made repeatedly, and the observation is often 

made that lecturers enjoy significantly more autonomy than other professions due to academic 

freedom. In that context, lecturers may not see the need to change, and may resist efforts made 

by others, particularly at the meso-level and macro-level to lead them to change. This is a 

significant barrier for designers for academic practice. 

                                                 
1 The Croke Park and Haddington Road agreements were agreements reached with public service employees in 
2010 and 2013 respectively, that resulted in increased contact hours and reduced pay for academic staff. 
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Susan describes how the Virtual Learning Environment is occasionally hated by its users due 

to design and usability issues. 

It does have its limitations and you will get feedback from lecturers saying I hate it because 

I only do so much that I want to do and then I come up against a barrier of some description. 

Usability of software in an academic environment is a concern not just for the designers of the 

software, but those who configure it locally. Roberta illustrates how, through local practice, 

there is an effort to configure learning technology with usability in mind. 

That would be an underlying, maybe an unspoken rule that you try to avoid creating 

confusion. 

Ruth provides a similar reflection, demonstrating the motivation of local designers for 

academic practice and their concern for the usability of the system for staff within their 

institution. 

I’d expect it to have something simple, I want to go in and see more of this. 

Usability relates not just to the system itself, but to the integration between all systems that are 

used by lecturers. Academic practice is constituted through an entanglement of technologies, 

things, people and practices, meaning that the integration between parts is influential on the 

success of the practice. Rose describes how a disconnect between technologies, such as the 

Virtual Learning Environment and the Student Record System can create a significant usability 

concern for lecturers. 

If they are doing an online assessment and the assessment then can map directly into web 

courses and then they have to re-enter all of those marks into EGB that just wastes three 

hours of their life and it just really annoys them. 
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Given the freedom and autonomy of lecturers, where usability concerns arise, there is a 

possibility that a technology will be rejected, that familiar technologies will be favoured and 

that if necessary parallel systems will be implemented. These are all aspects of academic 

practice that need to be understood by designers for academic practice. 

Joan describes how “you might have people who are really tech savvy and use lots of different 

apps but they may not necessarily use them for teaching and learning”. This highlights the 

challenge of using digital competence as a proxy for effective use of technology in practice. 

Lecturers may develop their competence in the use of technology through their research 

activities, through training, or through their daily activities, yet still not decide to use 

technology to enhance the student experience in their teaching and learning practice. Margaret 

describes how there are “absolutely huge gaps” between what takes place in training 

environments and what happens in the classroom. This enacted disconnect between technology 

and practice is the same as the disconnect between meso-level and micro-level; and between 

design for academic practice, and academic practice. There is a clear requirement for effective 

connections from design for academic practice that impact upon practice as enacted in the 

classroom. 

While this section and the last have dealt with lecturers’ perceptions regarding the opportunities 

and challenges afforded by digital technology, there is a requirement to investigate further how 

these perceptions are rooted in a robust understanding of how digital technology is used by 

lecturers. This is dealt with in the next sub-section, and then throughout the remainder of the 

chapter. 

6.2.6.  Understanding Technology use by Lecturers 

The model presented in Figure 26 in section 6.2 showed design activity that takes place 

informed by an informally developed mental model of the use of technology by lecturers. This 
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model was developed based on the analysis that is described throughout this chapter and offers 

novel insight into the challenges encountered by designers for academic practice in designing 

for diversity. The remainder of this chapter explores the nature of designers’ mental models, 

how they are developed and how they impact upon design, thus surfacing the need for a robust, 

accessible model of technology use to be incorporated into design, as shown in Figure 27. In 

Figure 27 – an imagined ideal scenario – designers for academic practice are provided with an 

opportunity to engage with a model of technology use by lecturers that is rooted in research in 

the situated environment in which design is taking place. That model, rather than the designer’s 

informal mental model, is used to inform the design process, providing a consistent and 

rigorous foundation for the designer’s understanding of lecturers and their use of technology. 

The motivation for this is presented in the sections 6.3, 6.4 and 6.5, where the diverse forms of 

informal engagement and design undertaken by designers for academic practice are 

demonstrated. 

6.3.  Designers’ Engagement with Lecturers and their Use of Technology 
This section explores the challenges of design-over activity, where the designer is required to 

understand the diversity of use of technology by lecturers in the environment for which design 

is taking place. This section reviews the challenges associated with understanding the user 

population, as surfaced from the interviews with designers for academic practice, and then 

explores the ways in which insight is gained through interaction, observation and experience. 

The use of assumptions and proxies such as age is also addressed, as is the occasional use of 

user research. 
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Figure 27 Engagement of Model of Technology use by Lecturers in design for academic practice 
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6.3.1.  Challenge of Understanding the User Population 

When dealing with a broad population, there is an inherent difficulty in both understanding the 

diversity of the population and producing a design that caters for the population. This is a 

limiting factor for many digital transformation initiatives, both from a macro-level and meso-

level design perspective. Joan provides her views on this in the context of workshops, 

highlighting how difficult it is to “cater for all of them” 

But it is very hard, sometimes its if you have a very kind of disparate group where they are 

coming from very different backgrounds and very different levels of experience it can be 

hard to cater for all of them. 

This challenge can be due to the reality of designers feeling distant from the staff for whom 

they are carrying out their design activities. There is an absence of insight regarding the ways 

in which people use technology in practice, and occasionally surprise at the reality of practice. 

Eoin, an information technologist, as an example, describes how he is unsure of how email is 

actually used in practice for communication between lecturers and students.  

I would be a bit grey in terms of how academics communicate with their students via email. 

It’s not something I would know too much about to be honest. 

There is evidence for a sense of not knowing about certain aspects of practice among meso-

level designers, that is constraining how they carry out their design activities. Susan uses the 

term “I don’t know” when talking about changes in practice. 

I don’t know if enough people have developed their skills to such an extent they don’t need 

to come to workshops anymore to learn how to use new technology or new features on web 

courses. 
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Rose uses the same term when talking about the communicative and collaborative processes 

that are enacted among programme team members, demonstrating her knowledge of what 

should be taking place, rather than the enacted reality of what is actually taking place. 

I don’t know, I think time is the issue with programme teams but they are not really, I’m 

not sure they are actually interacting that much.  They have their kind of formal meetings 

and then outside the classroom I’m not sure how much they actually interact. 

This reflects a change in practice over time where some of the design-with activity has been 

adjusted to a different layer in an attempt to carry out design at design-for and design-over 

levels. However, in doing so, a gap emerged between enacted practice and knowledge of that 

practice that has not been filled, resulting in a diminished connection. Joan provides the 

following comment regarding this emergent gap due to change in practice. 

I wouldn’t have a sense really anymore because there are so many people are kind of, I 

suppose we are less involved. I’d say a few years ago we would have because you had a 

closer involvement with staff and we were running so many workshops and stuff like that. 

Joan’s colleague Susan provides one example of the surprise she felt at the gap in knowledge 

regarding MOOCs that was evident among lecturers, relative to the specialists with whom she 

was engaged on a daily basis. 

I thought everybody knew about MOOC and was very surprised when some of them said, 

no don’t know what a MOOC is, sorry never heard of a MOOC.  Why would they?  They’re 

immersed in their subject area and the tools come out of their need to teach their subject. 

Following a survey of lecturers on their use of technology, Susan again used the term surprise 

to describe her reaction to findings on some of the niche functionality of the Virtual Learning 

Environment. 
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We’re surprised how many people didn’t know you could text your students via [VLE] 

This gap between meso-level designers and academic practice emerges repeatedly as designers 

express surprise or amazement regarding practice, once it becomes evident to them. Darren and 

Dave, two IT Support Officers comment as follows: 

It still amazes me the amount of people who have their own equipment and they have never 

read the manual so they don’t know how to switch from, you know, different video modes. 

Yes, it is funny because some staff members would probably categorise themselves as, you 

know, an expert user and quite savvy when it comes to IT but you would be surprised with 

some of the issues you would encounter there, you know. 

This aligns with the limitations of design practice, when resources, processes and systems are 

designed that are not engaged with as expected, such as the course designed by Darren: 

We stopped after the second course because two people turned up and like I would have 

thought it would be relevant to everybody, you know, I thought they would be queueing 

out the door but it’s just we couldn’t seem to get them interested, you know. 

The effect of this gap and surprise is to enact a range of accommodations. Susan describes how 

it is natural to treat all groups as different, making responsive design decisions upon 

encountering a group – as a design-for level of activity. 

So it’s really different actually, no matter what group you talk to they’re all using it in a 

different way. 

Gerard describes the practice of making assumptions when dealing with different structures, 

such as programme committees relative to research groups, and then testing the water to see 

what works with each different group. Roberta describes how age may be operationalised as 

an implicit proxy for competence in design activity. 
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Actually just thinking about it, the people who I’m aware of using it are all broadly in and 

around the same age. 

The remaining sub-sections of this section deal with the different practices engaged in by 

designers for academic practice in order to make sense of the user population and inform their 

design activities. 

6.3.2.  Insight through Interaction and Observation 

Designers for academic practice will build their knowledge base regarding lecturers and their 

use of technology primarily through the interactions that take place between designers and 

lecturers. These interactions have declined over time (see section 6.3.1), highlighting a 

challenge in achieving effective design and explaining some of the difficulties in achieving 

widespread digital transformation. Darren described as “detective work” the ways in which, in 

interpersonal interactions, he tries to establish how to pitch a particular message for his 

audience. These are the types of actions and insights that can be enacted for design-with 

activities that are not available to design-over activities. The theme of developing knowledge 

of academic practice and people’s use of technology in academic practice through “just talking” 

is one that recurs throughout the research participants’ report on their activities. Roberta 

provides the following description of how she develops knowledge of how lecturers carry out 

their work. 

I suppose at the moment one of the main ways of interacting with them is via [VLE] 

support. Just talking to lecturers about their needs in terms of workshops. 

Rose provides a similar observation regarding her insight into academic practice. 

It’s just really talking to people about what they are doing and what they are trying.  

Dave, likewise, comments on how interpersonal interaction informs his perceptions regarding 

lecturers. 
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Yeah, you kind of gauge it and you’re able to determine that after a few minutes of just 

talking to a person what their requirements are and how knowledgeable they are. 

These types of interactions enable the designer to develop a mental model of how lecturers 

carry out their practice and how they engage technology in that practice. Other opportunities 

for the observation of staff in their use of technology and in their practice can take place through 

artificial tasks presented in structured training opportunities, as described by John here. 

Well, one of the first things you do when you get people into a room from an adult 

training or learning type of environment is that you give them a task that you think the 

average and I am talking about average here, you must know what the average is, that 

the average person wouldn’t have any difficulty at all. 

Designers will build up their knowledge base regarding academic practice over time, informed 

by interaction and observation that is implicit and explicit. Joan provides an example of a casual 

addition to her knowledge base that emerged from interaction with, and observation of, 

lecturers. 

I notice a few people that are coming back that would be using their Wikis in web courses 

or they would be using Twitter, actually the Wiki would be one that would come to mind 

because I know that a few people in [campus] would be using it for group work and that. 

6.3.3.  Insight through Experience 

Related to interaction and observation is the experience that designers have accumulated over 

time. Darren highlights the value of building up knowledge over time through immersion in an 

academic environment.  

Absolutely, yes. Obviously being here for so long you get to know the staff fairly well, so 

you know the ones that are technophobes, the ones who are quite keen on trying new toys, 

or just new programmes, things like that. 
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Dave provides a similar reflection, accepting that through experience he has developed his 

insight into academic practice and the lecturers with whom he is interacting. 

I suppose it just comes from experience and say with, in terms of rolling out policies for 

labs and stuff like that and you tend to be less restrictive with staff and enforce more policies 

with students. 

Several designers for academic practice were, at one time, employed as lecturers. This 

experience enhances their capacity to have empathy with lecturers and provides an easier route 

to insight regarding practice. Paul emphasises that: 

Absolutely because I can see from a lecturer’s standpoint what I need from the system. 

John makes reference to his own experience when drawing back somewhat from his criticism 

of lecturers’ practice regarding the implementation of parallel systems or shadow information 

technology.  

I sometimes myself feel that I want to see something on a piece of paper before I actually 

commit to putting it into a finalised system.  So there is that side of it as well which is kind 

of, you understand it to some point. 

Roberta endeavours to make sense of the levels of ability of lecturers through self-reference 

and her own experience of using technology, relating their ability to her own. 

Frequently we’re kind of working at a similar-ish level. So I would feel that people coming 

through to me now, they have standard office software skills and that’s enough for [VLE] 

really, in the main. 

While experience of interaction with lecturers enables the development of a mental model, it 

often becomes evident that designers are adopting proxies as part of their mental model – a 
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type of unconscious bias that may have some grounding in reality but could otherwise be 

dismissed as stereotypical. These assumptions and proxies are dealt with in the next section. 

6.3.4.  Reliance upon Assumptions and Proxies 

Age is by far the most widely used proxy for competence with digital technology and openness 

to innovation regarding technology. Susan provides a similar insight to many other participants 

in the research when she relates age to innovation in her observation: 

Well the younger ones I think definitely are, the newer lectures coming in are the ones who 

are more innovative and I think they have the technology themselves, they have the latest 

smartphones, they have this, that and the other, they’re into it...  

Mary extends this view to relate age directly to flexibility and by implication openness to 

change, in particular in relation to technology. 

The younger generation tends to be more flexible in general… I think it is down to the 

individual really. Like as I said a younger generation would be, in general more keen in 

using new technologies. And people who have been with us for a long, long time. They 

always say this is the way it has always been done. 

John also makes reference to age when talking about resistance to technology adoption and 

use.  

Yeah, well OK so maybe lecturers who are maybe around 15/20 years, that kind of cohort 

of people who have been using a system for that number of years previously, they most 

definitely are slow to change…  

Michael adopts a similar view but provides a more sympathetic interpretation considering that 

some of the older staff may feel as if the opportunity for them to benefit from digital 

transformation has passed. 
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Quite often they’re people coming close to their … saying I wish I had discovered this ten 

years ago before I was coming up to retirement.  And quite often with younger lecturers, 

they tend to take more for granted that it’s there, some say I’ll use it or I won’t. 

Roberta offers an observation regarding the age group of people who are engaging with some 

of the technology-based training that is offered. This group, she observes, exclude the younger 

lecturers and the older lecturers. This may have the effect of limiting the interactions between 

designers and lecturers belonging to those cohorts. 

Actually just thinking about it, the people who I’m aware of using it are all broadly in and 

around the same age, they’re not particularly young and they’re not particularly old. 

They’re probably veering between late 30’s to early 50’s, so it’s a particular cohort. 

Older age is generally used as a proxy for lack of flexibility and resistance to innovation and 

change. Younger age groups may be more associated with openness to change, but some of the 

practices that designers attribute to younger technology users reflect a perceived greater 

confidence, though not necessarily greater effectiveness. Darren comments for example that: 

Younger people tend to rush to the internet to ask a question and you know as well as I do 

it’s not necessarily the right answer either. 

Mental models that are built up based on experience, in the absence of a structure, are 

susceptible to stereotyping and generalisation, such as the use of the age proxy described here. 

These are not reliable models upon which to carry out design activities and base design 

decisions. In the absence of formal model building being incorporated into design practice to 

enable user empathy across a diverse user base, unconsciously biased models such as these are 

more likely to exert influence. Related to this, the academic discipline of the lecturer is often 

used as a proxy for a particular level of competence. Eoin provides the following example: 
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Architects would be - if I was to generalise - architects would tend to play with tech or 

know of the tech a lot more, say, than sort of mechanical engineering type. 

Darren, similarly, recognises differences between departments: 

I don’t want to be accused of profiling but yeah certain departments are better than other 

departments at using technology. 

This is not to suggest, of course, that there is no truth in any of these assumptions, but rather 

that they are assumptions and when used as the basis for design decisions relating to the 

competence of individual lecturers, they may not fully account for all members of the 

disciplinary or demographic group about whom the assumption is being made. The generation 

of models through rigorous research is the only counter to these types of assumptions, but 

conducting research is expensive and challenging. This is dealt with in the next section. 

6.3.5.  Engagement with User Research 

High quality research to provide insight into academic practice is hugely valuable to designers 

for academic practice, as they seek to shape and evolve the enactment of academic practice. 

Susan described how her unit conducted a study of academic practice in the University by 

engaging with staff over the phone and email, inquiring about the support available from the 

unit, and more generally, about the use of technology in academic practice. This enabled the 

unit to understand the degree to which technologies were being used, which further enabled 

them to make decisions regarding the design of upcoming workshops. Some designers engage 

in their own scholarship for professional development. John described how his own research 

for his Masters qualification informed the way in which he carried out his work. Roberta 

highlighted how her unit engaged with information that emerged from other institutions about 

their practice, and how within their unit they engaged with each other to exchange knowledge 

accumulated though research. The publication of resources on the web and the availability of 
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web resources as the product of design for academic practice has enabled the use of modern 

analytic methods to be used to inform design decisions. Ann described how the use of Google 

analytics on the University website provided a source of research data for her design activity. 

Research on academic practice and the use of technology in academic practice is valuable but 

represents a small proportion of the overall volume of approaches employed in the research 

setting to develop models of academic practice. This has a potentially negative effect that 

creates a distance between the designers for academic practice and lecturers. In this 

environment it is challenging for designers for academic practice to develop robust, useful and 

usable models of academic practice to inform and guide their design activity. The types of 

mental models that did emerge, and the ways in which they were used in design practice, are 

dealt with in sections 6.4 and 6.5. 

6.4.  Designers’ Models of Lecturers and their Use of Technology 
This section deals with the types of mental models that are developed by designers for academic 

practice regarding the use of digital technology by lecturers, as evidenced from the analysis of 

interviews conducted for phase 4 of this research (see section 4.9.4). This includes two-part 

and three-part categorisations, a broad middle, an entry level and an advanced user. These 

models follow from the approaches used for gaining insight into lecturers, as covered in section 

6.3. 

6.4.1.  Two-part and Three-part Categorisations 

It is common for designers for academic practice to categorise lecturers into two or three broad 

categories when accounting for their use of technology in academic practice. Binary divides 

between competent users of technology and other users are evident when designers talk about 

practice at a high level, or detailed practice. Rose makes the following comment, for example, 

when discussing the use of the Virtual Learning Environment. 
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Well there is different people so some people still are very reluctant to use it at all so it 

hasn’t really impacted, they use it to the bare minimum, they might put up slides or 

something like that, but other people have made huge changes to the way they actually 

teach programmes and how they support programmes. 

Here, “different people”, are recognised in two broad categories based on their behaviour. John 

makes a similar categorisation when discussing how people engage with the new knowledge 

they’ve developed in training sessions. 

They go away and experiment and spend time playing around with the system, whereas the 

other person just won’t use it.  They will come on the course and say, ‘No, this is not for 

me’ after a half day’s assessment of it which is unfair. 

Roberta applies a binary divide to users of the Virtual Learning Environment and how people 

learn more about the tools and features of the Virtual Learning Environment. 

So you have people who just have needs but no knowledge of the tools, and then people 

who have a knowledge of the tools and just want to find out how to use them, how to apply 

them. 

Dave, an IT Support Officer, applies labels to this two-part categorisation, distinguishing 

between “novice” and “tech-savvy” users. 

But I have found that dealing with novice users, they don’t tend to ask for it, it is really the 

people who are IT savvy, you know? 

This type of categorisation gives the designer a straightforward way to distinguish between 

people and to inform their design for people. A three-part categorisation that is also evident 

from designers’ reports upon their practice provides for what Eoin refers to as the “in-

betweens”.  
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These “in-betweens” separate what Gerard refers to as the “minorities at both ends”. This may 

suggest that there are two clearly identifiable types of users representing the extremes of 

competence or practice, the “novices” and the “savvy”, and then there’s a vaguely defined mix 

of practice in the middle. This provides recognition for the diversity in the “middle” but doesn’t 

provide a means to engage with this diversity, except on an individualised level.  

John reflected upon his earlier two-part categorisation to account for this middle, using the 

term “individualised” to account for the diversity and “broad range” that is evident in the 

middle. 

When you’re dealing with them in such a short space of time, you only see them for a day 

or half a day, you can very easily identify the very low skilled and you can easily identify 

the higher end skill but in the middle it is such a broad range.  It is so individualised as well. 

Ann, in describing the design of online resources, the Intranet and the Web, accounts for this 

middle category as one of the “varying levels”. Despite recognising the variation in levels, she 

models this as three levels of competence, in order to make sense of the diversity evident in the 

user population. The properties of the “broad middle” or “in-betweens” are dealt with in the 

next sub-section, followed by the “novices” or “entry level” and the “advanced user” or “tech-

savvy”. 

6.4.2.  The Broad Middle 

The broad middle, from the perspective of designers for academic practice accounts for diverse 

levels of competence and a mix of users, with a common set of properties. This is the category 

that accounts for the majority of users, from the designers’ accounts. These are people who will 

adopt the technology that is available in order to support their practice and make little additional 

attempt to engage with technology. They see technology as for efficiency and as part of general 

practice, rather than for practice transformation. Gerard comments on how this “vast majority” 
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follow the dominant trends regarding the adoption of technologies such as the Virtual Learning 

Environment and others, becoming the critical mass. 

Then you’ve got the vast majority of people who will… these are the people who have 

moved into technology because they will go whichever way the wind is blowing in a sense. 

He observes that the motivation of this category of users is aligned with making their life easier 

and their teaching better, though they are not concerned with transformation but enhancement. 

They will adopt whatever things that are easy to adopt and make their life, you know, their 

teaching better or whatever.  So it’s not that they don’t want to make their teaching better, 

they’re just not prepared to put in that work because they’re interested in something else. 

These are people who engage with technology to meet a particular need and fulfil an objective, 

but as Eoin observes, this “majority” of users “don’t scratch below the surface of what they 

have, when it comes to tech”. They will become aware of technologies and may seek help to 

make use of it in their practice. Roberta observes the following regarding these types of users: 

So I would say probably, really roughly quantifying it I would say about three-quarters of 

them have identified a tool and want to know how to use it. 

Susan comments upon how this broad middle category of users are not using advanced tools in 

the Virtual Learning Environment to transform their practice but are making use of tools to 

support their practice. Michael similarly comments regarding the use of the Virtual Learning 

Environment that the primary use of the platform is to support and enhance existing practice 

revolving around a limited number of tools and features of the system. 

I mean if you look at say the top five, ten tools, I mean they’re going to be announcements, 

file sharing, email, plagiarism detection is big in there, there’s about two or three others, 

kind of, that are above that round about 50% and above using it. 
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While the broad middle are not advanced users of technology, in the view of designers for 

academic practice, they can work reasonably independently once they are provided with some 

support and guidance. Working with them, from Dave’s view, may simply involve “spend[ing] 

a half an hour talking them through the new system build or whatever it is”. 

Designers accept that there is diversity among the “middle of the road” users of technology in 

academic practice, but the ways in which these are mentally modelled by the designers, as part 

of the implicit empathetic stages of design practice, is as a group of people who are reasonably 

competent and reasonably independent, who are not seeking a transformative experience and 

who want to make use of technology to support and enhance their practice, in particular the 

efficiency of that practice. 

6.4.3.  The Entry Level 

The entry level is understood by designers as people who are not engaged in the effective use 

of digital technology in their teaching and learning practice, and who possess a view of teaching 

and learning that’s quite basic and rooted in their own past experience as students. Gerard 

describes these as having “traditional behaviours”, often being “introspective curriculum 

designers”. For these traditional educators, Gerard observes how they view “technology as a 

threat” to their practice and their identity and tend not to engage with technology. 

Well I would say they are people with very set conceptions of teaching and learning that 

are based on a very traditional didactic model of education which is transferring 

information from the expert and almost see the technology as a threat, a threat to their own 

identity or even a threat to the whole… their conception to it. 

Among the cohort at the entry level, there are those who engage with technology, but do so 

poorly, resulting in poor learning design and no enhancement of practice or support for 

practice. Often, the people at the entry level are the ones with whom designers for academic 
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practice have little interaction because of their reluctance to engage with technology or their 

apprehension regarding technology. This reduced interaction reduces the opportunity to 

develop realistic and operable mental models of their use of technology. Rose comments, for 

example, that: 

The ones that I don’t come across are probably the ones who are a little bit more 

apprehensive. 

When designers do get to engage with users at the entry level, what they observe is often people 

who are challenged in their use of technology, demonstrating limited competence in some of 

the basic applications of technology. Eoin characterises this cohort of people as technology 

users who: 

don’t sit at a PC all the time, or they’re not teaching by PowerPoint particularly, they’re 

very unused to logging on to a cloud system or dropping a file into a network share 

Darren has observed how these technology users may require support with “basic stuff, Word 

and Excel and how to use email and, you know, like what’s the difference between CC and 

BCC when I’m replying to an email” when they do engage with support. Among these are the 

people who “pride themselves on not knowing how to use email, you know”, described by 

Allen as “the technician’s nightmare”. 

Designers for academic practice have a clear mental model for the entry level, the minority at 

one end of the spectrum of competence, that they have developed through their engagement 

with users, their experience, their assumptions and other methods as set out in the previous 

section. This mental model is of a cohort of lecturers who engage minimally with technology, 

resisting efforts to transform their practice and demonstrating limited competence in the basic 

functionality of everyday digital technologies. 
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6.4.4.  The Advanced User 

Advanced technology users in academic practice, in the view of designers for academic 

practice, are those who are able to independently explore the use of technology, make effective 

use of technology and reconstitute their practice through a transformative use of digital 

technology. Like some entry level users of technology, designers for academic practice may 

have minimal interaction with users at this level due to their capacity to operate independently 

of support networks. Dave describes this phenomenon, referring to these types of users as 

“experts”. Ann describes how these users in this category “really value importance of tech”, 

such that, as Roberta observes, “a lot of them are independently going off and researching, for 

instance, the Blackboard website and the help area on that site”. Eoin provides this illustrative 

example: 

But staff have gone further than that. Guys are really keen, and they’ve literally gone 

and registered their own Google domains, because they can see what we’re trying to do 

on a larger scale. 

Roberta further comments that if they do engage with designers for academic practice, they 

will “come to you with a specific question about the tool itself and how they can use a tool”. 

John agrees that “they go away and experiment and spend time playing around with the 

system”, meaning that when a designer is targeting them with a design activity, they will need 

to approach this design task differently: 

And it would be a completely different delivery to a cohort of people who I know are tech-

savvy and aware of these things and it would certainly be a different delivery method. 

Gerard comments that these advanced users are motivated to find improved ways of carrying 

out their practice with the use of digital technology. For them, technology is not simply an 

enabler of a part of practice, it is foregrounded as a transformative agent in their practice. 
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Well I think some people – you have those early adopters who see technology and think, 

how can I use this, and will find a way to use it to what they think is improving something.  

That’s what motivates them, that’s what interests them. 

It is apparent from the analysis of the data that even though they do not explicitly engage in a 

modelling process for the use of digital technology by lecturers, designers for academic 

practice have an implicit categorisation of practice in their minds that is based on a variety of 

engagement methods, not all of which are reliable. This mental modelling generally results in 

a two-part of three-part model, comprising two extremes and often a diverse, catch-all, in the 

middle. This is in clear contrast with the model developed in Chapter 5. The ways in which the 

tacit models implicitly developed by designers for academic practice, inform the design 

activities carried out by designers is explored in section 6.5. 

6.5.  Designers’ Strategies to Engage Diverse Lecturers 
This section describes the approaches to design that were undertaken by designers for academic 

practice, as evidenced from the analysis of the interviews undertaken at phase 4 of this research 

(see section 4.9.4). This shows how designers make use of the mental models that they 

developed to enact design for diversity – if at all. This further motivates the need for an 

intervention in design that provides designers with access to an operable model of extant 

technology use among lecturers. 

6.5.1.  User Centred Design 

Some designers for academic practice engage in formal design processes, such as in the case 

of web design. Ann, who has responsibility for designing the university website and the Intranet 

and other web resources in the university, describes how users are positioned at the centre of 

their design activity. 
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We do have meetings, particularly if we are maybe going about a new site design and we 

would meet and kind of discuss the requirements and their needs and kind of what needs to 

be done, yeah...  

The effect of this, she comments, is to “help everybody in that process in kind of focusing on 

the user and how they use the site”. In contrast, Mary, who was involved in the design process 

for an administrative system to support the human resources processes in the university, 

highlighted how the user was not directly involved in the design process, but rather a mental 

model that was derived from the experiences of the designers was adopted to inform the design 

process. 

Very little interaction. As I said everything really is done purely on our own experiences 

and as I said we don’t have a lot of flexibility in designing the system actually. 

In general, there is a view that digital technology systems designed for use by lecturers are not 

designed with the user in mind. This results in a frustration among users, and a reluctance to 

adopt technologies or use them for the purpose for which they were intended. John comments 

upon his experience of using software systems designed for academic practice in his role as a 

staff trainer. 

I think there is a drastic lack of understanding from the software design point of view and 

the end users on this, on a lot of systems but that is one example that there is a lot of extra 

detail in these systems that is just not required and it makes it so difficult for a large cohort 

of people that they just turn off and don’t use the systems. 

For the specific design activities of designers for academic practice, design decisions that are 

related to user needs and the diversity of the user population are often informed anecdotally 

through discussions among colleagues and from feedback by users, rather than any explicit 
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attempt to make use of a formal or informal user model. Roberta provides two examples, one 

relating to user input after the implementation of a design: 

and the following up of lecturers after workshops to see if sessions covered their 

requirements. that’s broadly it. 

Roberta’s second example related to discussions that took place regarding appropriate 

technology channels to employ for engaging lecturers, which she acknowledged were not 

implemented formally. 

But recently we were talking about just putting up links to a particular set of videos, and 

[COLLEAGUE] came along and said remember not everyone likes videos, so if we’ve got 

old kind of text-based, whatever, whether it’s PDFs or just an HTML on a screen, to make 

people’s available as well. So we’re aware of it but we’re not really doing anything at a 

very planned level. 

This reflects the challenge of user-centred design in design-over (see section 6.2.2) activities, 

that seek to address a broad audience of users, many of whom are unknown. With occasional 

exceptions in the case of web design, it is clear that there is not a culture or practice of carrying 

out design with a structured, robust engagement of users or of a model of users in the research 

setting. The mental models that are implicit in the thinking of designers for academic practice 

have some impact upon design, with approaches such as design for the average user, design for 

the lowest common denominator, and design for diversity, enacted in design practice in the 

research setting (as described in the next three sub-sections). 

6.5.2.  Design for the Average User 

Margaret comments that in the research setting, the design that is carried out is targeted to a 

perceived majority, rather than attempting to account for diversity.  
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Everything that we design, everything that we do in a system is always for most of the 

people most of the time. 

Dave, similarly, rejects the notion that there would be tailored design for individual groups or 

cohorts, observing that: 

We wouldn’t categorise staff in terms of group policy rollouts or anything like that. 

This absence of flexibility is noted also by Mary, who comments that the design of a software 

system for the human resources function was not undertaken to account for how it might be 

used, but rather for what it needed to enable people to do. 

We know what the options are, but we can’t really configure it the way it would suit 

everyone. There are just certain settings that CORE offers us and that’s it. So, there is not 

a lot of flexibility in this regard. 

This approach to design is not due to a disinterest in the needs for particular cohorts. Darren 

comments that even if they did use categories of users, they would not want it known to those 

users, since there may be an associated negative perception. This approach to designing for an 

average user, or the broad middle, is different to designing for an entry level. This latter 

approach tries to incorporate a diverse set of users by designing for the needs for the users 

perceived to have the greatest challenges or the lowest levels of competence. This is dealt with 

in the section 6.5.3. 

6.5.3.  Design for the Lowest Common Denominator 

Designing for the lowest common denominator is a practice of designing for inclusion by 

targeting a user at the entry level. Darren describes how he has “to assume a base level of no 

knowledge at all so that I’m writing for”, in order to create support resources that are inclusive 

of the user population. Paul, similarly, describes how the timetabling system that he manages 

and that is used by all staff and students, is configured and designed for the entry level.  
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Yeah, I mean I would build it so that there is the lowest common denominator and everyone 

populates that. 

He does this by employing a mental model of a novice lecturer to scope and direct his design 

decisions. John also describes how his approach to design targets the entry level, which he 

labels as the “lowest common denominator”. In doing so, he implies regret at having to do this, 

rather than focussing on the positive inclusion benefits of doing so. 

No, do you know what unfortunately when you’re designing the written type of material or 

the online material I think you’re gearing it or you’re aiming it towards the lower skilled 

end as a common denominator. 

His regret is due to the reality that design carried out for the entry level may not be fit for 

purpose for people with a more advanced skillset and may consequently exclude them. His 

comments in this regard highlight this thinking. 

Unfortunately you probably do lose out in the higher end, higher skilled people because 

you are writing a very explicit set of instructions that, if you are one step out it will just 

throw that type of person off. 

He recognises that it is possible, though challenging, to design for multiple audiences by 

starting with the entry level, though he does not identify this as a regular feature of his design 

practice. In general, the inclusive approach to design is to design for the entry level and “keep 

things as simple as possible”. Roberta comments on how this approach is taken by the team 

responsible for the design and configuration of the Virtual Learning Environment, although it 

is not a formal part of any design process. 

The approaches of designing for the average user and designing for the lowest common 

denominator highlights the challenges in carrying out design that makes a deliberate attempt to 
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accommodate diversity of practice. Other approaches to accommodating diversity are dealt 

with in section 6.5.4. 

6.5.4.  Design for Diversity 

Design for diversity is most easily achieved in design-with and design-for activities. Eoin 

provides this example, where he is dealing with individual users of technology for whom he 

tries to provide a tailored and individualised design: 

That’s my own little thing; I always try and match the tech to the user, because that’s 

what us tech people would see as brilliant, it doesn’t always fit the user. It’s got to sort 

of fit them. 

Michael comments upon how, in the design of training schools, streams are provided to target 

people with different levels of competence. This is one of few examples that could be 

considered close to design-over activities, that endeavour to account for a diverse user 

population by engaging in any form of design other than designing for the lowest common 

denominator. The problem with this approach is that a user model that is comprised of a catch-

all lowest common denominator may not be a realistic characterisation of the user population, 

and the challenge of designing for diversity may be greater than providing a safety net at the 

lowest perceived level of competence. Design for diversity needs a fuller and more 

sophisticated understanding that goes beyond this approach and uses rigorously developed user 

models rather than insubstantial models based on unreliable data collection and assumptions.  

The failure of design for academic practice to account successfully for diversity among the user 

population is likely to have a strong influence on the failure of digital transformation initiatives. 

The remaining sections explore this in detail, as designers for academic practice are engaged 

directly with a model of academic practice incorporating the Influential Technology Channels 

and practice-based personas developed in Chapter 5 using a prototype tool. 
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6.6.  The Prototype Tool 
The prototype tool2 described in this section is the medium through which designers for 

academic practice are enabled to access the Influential Technology Channels and practice-

based personas developed in Chapter 5. This section describes how the prototype tool can be 

used by designers for academic practice, and how it, along with the Influential Technology 

Channels and practice-based personas, provides a potential connection between academic 

practice and design for academic practice to address the limitations and challenges in design 

that were surfaced throughout this chapter. 

6.6.1.  Using the Prototype Tool 

The tool was developed as a web application. Once the user visits the application, they are 

provided with a brief introduction to Influential Technology Channels and practice-based 

personas, and they are given instructions on how to use the tool in each of two modes: browsing 

mode and design mode, as shown in Figure 28. 

In browsing mode the user will browse through the Influential Technology Channels and 

practice-based personas, taking the opportunity to get to know the setting, the practices and the 

people. In design mode the user will be engaging with the Influential Technology Channels 

and practice-based personas in order to develop strategies to change situated practice and do 

so in a way that is pervasive across the population of lecturers rather than in niche areas of 

practice. Given the complexity of design mode, the user is directed to the design tutor in order 

to prepare for their design activity. The design tutor and its sections are shown in Figure 29.  

                                                 
2 The Cascading Stylesheet Template used in the prototype tool was based on a template published by Russ 
Weakley (https://github.com/russmaxdesign) and made available through GitHub. The images of the practice-
based personas were sourced from Pexels (https://www.pexels.com/) and licensed as free to use. 
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Figure 28 The home page for the prototype tool 
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Figure 29 The design tutor in the prototype tool
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As the user visits the different sections of the design tutor, they are provided with sufficient 

information regarding the theory and practice relating to the tool in order to engage with its 

use.  

6.6.2.  Engaging with Personas 

The first objective of the prototype tool is to provide designers for academic practice with a 

means to engage with the set of practice-based personas that were derived from the study of 

academic practice in the research setting. Each practice-based persona represents a specific 

cluster of Influential Technology Channels and is given a detailed narrative and visual 

depiction in order to enhance their accessibility for designers for academic practice, most of 

whom are non-professional designers. The practice-based personas play two roles in the tool. 

They provide an engaging access point to practices for designers, enabling the designer to 

empathise with and relate to practice, through the narrative provided. They also provide a way 

to assess the coverage of a particular strategy across the different enactments of practice in the 

research setting.  

By clicking on the People View tab at the top of the design tool, the user is presented with the 

names and image depictions of the practice-based personas that model the diverse enactments 

of digital technology in academic practice in the research setting. In the case of the instrumental 

case study being undertaken for this research, ten practice-based personas are presented, as 

shown in Figure 30. The descriptions used for each of the practice-based personas are included 

in Appendix Y. 

The user can hover over any of these practice-based personas and get a brief pop-up description 

of the practice-based persona, or they can click through the image of the practice-based persona 

and get a detailed description. Once they click through, they are provided firstly with the listing 

of the Influential Technology Channels that are constitutive of the enactment of academic 
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practice that is represented by this practice-based persona, as shown in Figure 31. These are 

listed as the practice-based persona’s practices. Each of these is clickable, meaning that the 

user can click through and find a substantial amount of detail about the Influential Technology 

Channel, as shown in Figure 32.  

6.6.3.  Engaging with Influential Technology Channels 

The Influential Technology Channels are the most important enactments of digital technology 

that constitute academic practice in the setting that is being modelled. In the case of this 

instrumental case study, 15 Influential Technology Channels were uncovered and documented, 

as described in sections 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6. These are presented to the user of the prototype tool 

through the practice view, where they are listed with clickable buttons, as shown in Figure 33. 

As with the practice-based personas (see section 6.6.2), hovering over the buttons will provide 

a summary of an individual Influential Technology Channel and clicking through will provide 

a detailed description using the headings shown in Table 31. 

Table 31 Headings used for Influential Technology Channels 

Get to know about [INFLUENTIAL TECHNOLOGY CHANNEL] 

What is happening when [INFLUENTIAL TECHNOLOGY CHANNEL] is being enacted? 

What is the effect when [INFLUENTIAL TECHNOLOGY CHANNEL] is being enacted? 

What behavioural opportunity does [INFLUENTIAL TECHNOLOGY CHANNEL] offer? 

What pedagogical opportunity does [INFLUENTIAL TECHNOLOGY CHANNEL] offer? 

People involved in [INFLUENTIAL TECHNOLOGY CHANNEL] 

 

Each description tells the designer about what is happening when the Influential Technology 

Channel is enacted, including the relationships with other technologies that are enacted, the 

role of human participants and attitudes, and the habitual or repeated nature of the behaviour.  
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Figure 30 Listing of practice-based personas in the prototype too 
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Figure 31 An individual practice-based persona in the prototype tool 
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Figure 32 An individual Influential Technology Channel in the prototype tool 
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Figure 33 Listing of Influential Technology Channels in the prototype tool 
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The effect that’s described relates the practice to the enactment of phenomena such as the 

enhancement themes listed in section 2.3.2.  

Suggestions are then provided for behavioural opportunities that can be shaped through the 

enactment of the Influential Technology Channels, such as configuring the digital technology 

to trigger actions in line with persuasive technology design patterns (Fogg, 2009). Suggestions 

are also provided for pedagogical opportunities that can be afforded by the shaping of the 

Influential Technology Channel. Finally, the concept map from sections 5.4 to 5.6 is presented 

to illustrate the Influential Technology Channel. 

Typical use of the tool for design would involve the user visiting the design view and including 

their design objective in the space provided, as shown in Figure 34. This details the objective 

that the designer seeks to achieve in their design activity, which they intend to achieve by 

extending the influence of the digital technology that is already enacted in diverse forms of 

academic practice. The designer then visits the practice view and selects an Influential 

Technology Channel that they intend to involve in their design strategy, as shown in Figure 35. 

This is an enactment of digital technology whose behavioural opportunities or pedagogical 

opportunities may be appropriate for the design objective. Once added to the design view, the 

designer can detail how they expect to make use of that Influential Technology Channel in their 

design, as shown in Figure 36. The designer can then visit the people view, where they will be 

presented with the people who are likely to be influenced by a strategy making use of that 

Influential Technology Channel, and the people who are not, as shown in Figure 37. The 

designer can then add successively more Influential Technology Channels to the design view, 

until they are satisfied with the coverage of Influential Technology Channel over the population 

of lecturers. They are then challenged to make use of the opportunities afforded by the suite of 

Influential Technology Channels to develop a design strategy. 
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Figure 34 Design view in the prototype tool 
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Figure 35 Listing of selected and unselected Influential Technology Channels in the prototype tool 
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Figure 36 Design view following the selection of Influential Technology Channels in the prototype tool 
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Figure 37 People view following the addition of Influential Technology Channels in the prototype tool 
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The designer will be able to view the people whose practice is likely to be influenced, and those 

whose practice is unlikely to be influenced thus enabling them to make an assessment on the 

pervasiveness of the design that they developed. This is only enabled because of the approach 

taken to uncovering the Influential Technology Channels and the practice-based personas. 

6.7.  Enabling Strategies to Enhance Designers’ Practice 
Three focus groups were conducted with designers for academic practice, as per the research 

design presented in section 4.9.5. The focus groups explored, with diverse groups of designers 

for academic practice, approaches to supporting their design practice through engagement with 

Influential Technology Channels, practice-based personas, and the potential use of the 

prototype tool.  

The outcomes are presented as a set of enabling strategies that emerged from the focus groups. 

Each of these strategies offer a pragmatic approach to digital transformation rooted in actual 

practice that sits between the perceived ideal situation and the reality of digital transformation 

underachievement and failures. Each of the six enabling strategies commence with a visual 

depiction of how the approach set out in this research offers an “opportunity to think 

differently”, in contrast to the “perceived, preferred reality” and the “actual reality” regarding 

the enactment of digital technology in academic practice, and the digital transformation of 

academic practice.  

The six enabling strategies that can be enacted through the use of the Influential Technology 

Channels and practice-based personas, arising from the analysis undertaken on the focus group 

data, are: 

1. Engaging with Diverse Practice 

2. Technology as an Access Point for Pedagogy 

3. Driving Incremental Change 
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4. Targeting Policy and Strategy 

5. Identifying with Practice-Based Personas 

6. Gaining In-Depth Knowledge of Diverse Practice 

These demonstrate the potential impact of building a connection between academic practice 

and design for academic practice. They all emerged as themes from the analysis of the focus 

group data, the code book for which is included in Appendix W. 

6.7.1.  Engaging with Diverse Practice 

 

Figure 38 Enabling Strategy – Engaging with Diverse Practice 

The opportunity afforded by the practice-based personas to enable designers to engage with 

diverse practice emerged as a strong message from the focus groups. The practice-based 

personas provided a means for the designers to engage with lecturers and relate to lecturers. 

Breda provides an example of how she immediately began to empathise with one of the 

practice-based personas based on the description provided, and how this brought her to 

consider ways in which the “PowerPoint as a Crutch” Influential Technology Channel can 

serve as an access point to some of the practices that she and her colleagues should be working 

to enhance in her role. 

The persona that the person from industry that came in and was given a new module could 

be in a masters level programme or whatever, so you’re feeling perhaps a bit outside your 
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comfort zone, so you can see the PowerPoint as a Crutch there in terms of, we were just 

talking about it earlier, you know when you’re presenting at conferences and you use it as 

a structure just to get your thoughts together, particularly in a collaborative piece of 

research, but in a classroom it kind of perpetuates that kind of teacher led model and quite 

often it is just there for comfort. 

While this provides an example of how a designer can focus on a specific cohort that emerge 

from the research with whom the designer can relate, there was a strong focus among designers 

on how they were enabled to engage with people to whom they do not necessarily relate, and 

how they could use this in their practice. This is the bigger challenge, as evidenced in phase 4 

where there was clear evidence of an awareness gap between designers and lecturers (section 

6.4). Susan observed in particular that “we need to think about the people that we’re not 

reaching”, as did Roberta, who commented that: 

Particularly if you sat down and you decided that you were going to reach out to the type 

of people that do not use technology at all and we never actually think about that – how do 

we reach out to those people? We’ve never had a discussion about it, so that’s kind of 

interesting. 

Joan also commented on this gap between what is happening and what she and her colleagues 

are aware of, identifying a space occupied by people of whom they have no knowledge. 

I do wonder as well is there a whole layer of activity going on that we - I’m sure there 

is – that we’re not aware of and that they are quietly supporting each other in doing all 

these really innovative things. That they’re really effective within their own contexts. 

The opportunity afforded by the model to embed an awareness of that diversity in the work of 

designers for academic practice is highlighted by Susan in her comment that: 
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We should be using those as part of our planning, when you think about it, taking your 

personas and saying, ok, well what do we need to do as a Centre, and who are we reaching 

by doing these things. We could be shocked to realise that we only reach three of them. But 

there’s another seven. 

The people with whom designers do not have a relationship aren’t all represented by a single 

practice-based persona. Susan provided an example of how users with advanced skills are often 

the most difficult to engage with. 

It’s still up to her, you can’t force her to. At least if we knew what she’s doing we could 

talk with her and then tell other people about what this amazing lecturer is doing, even if 

she personally doesn’t want to engage with them. 

As with phase 4, the reality of being able to engage with some people and having little or no 

insight into the practices of others was evident, with an associated need for a bridge to that gap. 

Brenda highlighted, for example, how she is regularly dealing with the same people and how 

these represent a minority. 

So there’s that kind of double edge sword – it’s great to have these people, but I’m kind 

of trying to break out a bit more and get newer staff in that are doing things as well 

because there are the fantastically established, experienced people there but it’s always 

the same names at all the same events so trying to kind of open it up and see… 

A change in strategic approach highlighted in phase 4, has resulted in the gap that needs to be 

addressed through a model such as the one provided by the practice-based personas. 

We actually spent a lot of our time out in the buildings talking to lecturers, meeting with 

lecturers and all that kind of stuff, and that’s changed dramatically in the past couple of 

years and we’re very much within our offices now. 
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The focus groups showed how designers saw the practice-based personas and their constituent 

Influential Technology Channels as a way to tailor their designs and interventions to target 

particular people, rather than seeking to develop one-size-fits-all solutions that have failed to 

make a substantial impact in the past. Brenda provides one example of professional 

development. 

you might be interested in this, so very much tailored towards professional development 

needs and their practice, rather than getting lots of other things that they don’t have time 

for 

There was evidence of strong support for the provision of an engagement tool such as the one 

demonstrated. Eoin commented that “I think the approach would be good, in terms of getting 

more people on board”, and Brenda commented that “there definitely does seem to be lot of 

scope for something like this to be taken forward”. Susan asked about the availability of the 

tool for use in practice: “Is that a site that you intend making available?”. 

There is an eagerness among designers for academic practice to engage with diversity, in the 

absence of a single, ordered, structured and common approach to practice in the research 

setting. John observed how the approach enabled designers to appeal to multiple different 

cohorts. 

And if certain of those items will appeal more to the base of people that you’ve attracted 

already than others, they mightn’t appeal to all of them. 

Joan extended this by reflecting upon how the model of Influential Technology Channels went 

beyond showing how something might be of interest, to how it is constitutive of practice and 

can therefore have a direct impact upon practice. 

so your approach – definitely – in terms of not only showing relevance but in terms of 

achievability 
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The idea of identifying diversity according to the Influential Technology Channels and the 

enactment of digital technology presented designers with an opportunity for a new way of 

thinking. Eoin explored how the use of everyday technologies could be a source of practice 

change, and how people can be filtered and clustered according to their use of technology, as 

is the case with the practice-based personas. 

Is it not a case there that grouping people who would be affected if you changed email or 

change the PowerPoint side of things? Would you then start by filtering what are the closest 

commonalities of groups? 

This provides the designer with a way of positioning particular types of users in a “grand plan”, 

constituted through multiple focussed plans. 

You were selecting email and PowerPoint – these are the people who are most likely to be 

affected by change in that program, but in order to effect that change – it’s like being in a 

project plan. You know your steps and you know where you sit in the grand plan. 

This provides a way for those technologies that are used on a daily basis to influence change. 

Joan extended the model presented to explore how an Influential Technology Channel based 

on personal phones could add to the profile of the personas and their evident diversity, and how 

this could be used to encourage changes in practice. 

they might use the likes of video in your phone do you know, people could be using it every 

day to take videos of their kids but they mightn’t think of using video to give video feedback 

to… 

Dave, similarly, examined ways in which the email enactments included in the practice-based 

persona descriptions could help configure and extend practice. 
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It’s just a little tweak of a certain application you think – wow, that can really improve how 

a student communicates with his student cohort or whatever. 

The designers for academic practice that were engaged in the focus groups recognised that 

diverse practice exists, and that engaging with that diverse practice is challenging. While an 

ideal scenario may be homogenous enactments of practice across the breadth of the population 

with whom they work, they recognise that the situated reality determines that they must be 

enabled to engage with the diversity of practice – the messiness of reality, and that the practice-

based personas and Influential Technology Channels provide a way in which that can happen. 

6.7.2.  Technology as an Access Point for Pedagogy 

 

Figure 39 Enabling Strategy – Technology as a Way into Pedagogy 

There is a widely held belief among designers that there is a need for a mindset change prior 

to the adoption of technology. According to this view, technology should be adopted to support 

an intended pedagogical objective, rather than for the sake of using better technology. 

Therefore, professional development resources are invested in the development of 

educationally progressive mindsets that support the enhanced use of technology. There is an 

evident sense that in reality, staff are not fully invested in developing enhanced pedagogical 

skills in advance of making judgements about technology, and that technology decisions are 

made in advance of decisions about pedagogy. Susan describes the ideal situation where: 
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They have to come to you with a genuine need which then a technology can serve. There’s 

no point going into a room or a workshop and telling them about all these wonderful 

technologies and what they could do for them if they don’t want to do those things to start 

with. 

She expands upon this to highlight how the intellectual investment by the educator in their 

practice is a prerequisite for the enhanced use of technology in practice. 

They can see where they are and they can see where they want to be, they just don’t know 

how to get there. I mean you can really work with that person to figure things out with 

them. 

Joan echoes this view, demonstrating how a belief that the mindset change needs to take place 

before discussions relating to technology take place, and that technology is part of the enabling 

forces for that preferred reality: 

We talk an awful lot about pedagogy first, technology second, but it is very much coming 

down to that, and what kind of a climate do you want to create and how do you want to 

engage, is it through group work or different active learning strategies and then maybe 

finding the tool and the technique for using the particular tool to facilitate that, which can 

be tricky as you’re saying. 

Brenda also argues for a foundation of a robust, progressive mindset before seeking to explore 

how best to use technology. 

That’s why we always found getting any educator to write down their philosophy of 

teaching and learning is a great thing to do and to revisit it because asking them why are 

you in this role and what’s keeping you in this role? 
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Dave, however, begins to push back on the mindset first philosophy, arguing that “trying to get 

them around to a similar mindset is hugely difficult”, and pointing out that starting with how 

they already use technology, as presented in the tool and model, can provide access to the 

mindset and practice of the educator.  

I think you can identify the use of technology among staff, in terms of how much it 

varies but then trying to change their mindset even to make that small tweak will 

definitely help them improve how they teach and collaborate with their students. 

This is a different way of looking at practice change, because it commences with the extant 

enactment of practice, and technology in practice, and asks about what is needed to enhance 

the use of technology in that practice. Technology, in this case, becomes an access point to 

existing practice, and the mindset of the lecturer is simply part of the entanglement that causes 

practice to be enacted. Neither pedagogy nor technology come prior to each other. The designer 

looks at both as entangled with each other. Joan observes how this approach is different to the 

technology adoption challenge: 

It’s kind of reconceptualising how you might use the same tools in a slightly different way 

to support learning and teaching. 

Moving away from technology adoption to exploring the current, entangled use of technology 

as a means to change practice is a “reconceptualisation”, as described by Joan. This has a 

greater potential than the alternative approach because, as Susan observes: “getting them to the 

first point of even using these technologies is the most difficult challenge”. Nonetheless, 

Susan’s belief is that “you can’t just stay with what you start with, you know. You have to 

bring them beyond that and into new tools and technologies”, the challenge however lies in 

how to begin to embed those technologies in practice.  
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The entangled nature of practice is key. Michael observes that the target for change is practice, 

and that practice is about more than tools, in the same way at it is more than just mindset. It is 

about both. 

It’s about changing practice and whether we’re going the wrong way about it just simply 

by getting them to use tools. 

The practice of introducing a tool and hoping that they will be adopted and result in practice 

change, a kind of naïve technological determinism, is a cause of much frustration for designers 

for academic practice. Eoin comments that 

I think too many introductions of technologies to [UNIVERSITY] … is people will go out 

and buy a gadget – a smartboard – and there’s no broad picture, it’s just a few people are 

interested in this. 

Darren similarly observes that: 

I don’t know what applications that we’re buying in are not already replicated within 

GSuite. 

This reflects a practice where new technologies are added to the overall suite of technologies 

that constitute practice in the university, but in the absence of any aligned, strategic approach, 

or any embedding in practice, the technologies are unused, used by narrow, distinct niches, or 

make little impact upon practice. Pedagogy before technology and technology before pedagogy 

are both inadequate for meeting the objectives of pervasive change across a broad population. 

The diversity of practice and the platform for practice change needs to be understood as an 

entanglement that can be accessed by the technological constituents as much as by the 

lecturers’ mindsets. This is an approach enabled by Influential Technology Channels, where 

extant enactments of technology are operationalised as access points to practice. 
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6.7.3.  Driving Incremental Change 

 

Figure 40 Enabling Strategy – Small Changes in Existing Practice 

The value of small, incremental change is evident from the contributions of participants in the 

focus groups. While there is an appetite for success on a large scale, there is also an 

understanding that large scale digital transformation is dependent on the incremental change of 

existing practice. The starting point for this change is an environment in which organic change 

is the norm, and where large scale changes in practice do not have a history of success. Susan 

provides one example of how practice evolved because of the technology that became available 

to people in their personal lives, and that this led to an incremental evolution of practice, 

independently of any strategic approach. 

I think that we’re in that little bit of a mess because these things grew organically and people 

started bringing their phones to work because it was in your pocket and then realised how 

easy it was to use it to get something across and just started using it and it became part of 

their practice and it grew so there was never any standards or guidelines or anything to start 

with, but we need them now. 

The nature of the central supports for practice change as dealt with earlier, means that there is 

not an opportunity for designers for academic practice to engage directly with large numbers 

of people. Susan again refers to this, in the context of learning technology support. 
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We’re a central group and that makes it difficult for us because we’re central, we’re spread 

out, there’s three of us at the minute and we’re spread out over 22,000 students and 1,300 

lecturers which is ridiculous if you look at the ratio of us to them, you know. 

This means that the direct, personal interaction with individual lecturers, working directly with 

them to enhance their practice and their use of technologies is not possible. Susan makes the 

following comment, that motivates the need for a design-over strategy that is rooted in existing 

practice. 

So there’s a bigger model that needs to be in place for these types of things that you’re 

talking about, to do, for me to be able to go to a lecturer to say “what tools are you using?”, 

let’s sit down and I’ll help you extend that, I’m not in a position to do that. 

However, the idea of building slowly on existing practice, and finding ways to do so, aligns 

with the experience of designers on what works in practice. Roberta makes the following 

comment, based on an event held recently with lecturers. 

so actually it kind of made sense to me that if you were going to people who – like the 

group you had yesterday [COLLEAGUE], - who maybe don’t have a tremendous facility 

with technologies and tools that you’ll look for the ones that they’re most comfortable with, 

build on that a little bit – is that kind of the idea that you would build on what they’ve got 

to start and use those channels to get them comfortable with a new idea. 

Working with lecturers who are time poor, and in the context of limited central resources, a 

facility to engage with existing technologies that are embedding in practice to help evolve those 

practices is an attractive option for designers. Brenda highlights the value in streamlining the 

connections among designers and lecturers, and enhancing the efficiency of those connections, 

in ways that value existing practice. 
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It always comes back to time of course, that people just don’t have that and they want it 

streamlined and efficient and to make those connections, but all in as quick a time as 

possible. 

Rose recognises how the use of existing technologies as triggers for practice change offers a 

potential avenue to small, incremental enhancements, identifying the technologies of daily use 

as a potential connection to “people who need to know”. 

so if there was a way of, and I can kind of see when you were talking that when people log 

in to do the activity that they’re going to be doing that there is something that’s there that 

pops up and says “this might help you” or “this is going on with this” so that you could 

then connect with the people who need to know 

This aligns with Henry’s view that technologies need to be used every day to have an impact, 

so incremental change is best linked to the existing daily practices. 

With any technology it’s just when you use it every day it becomes automatic, it’s just that 

gap between learning and implementation. 

Eoin also recognises strategies that are built upon the technologies that are used on a daily basis 

as a means to enact change, and that changes in those technologies, or the configuration of the 

lecturer’s environment, can cause those changes to take place. 

If you pick something that’s common, get something through, get that one change through 

and then work on the next step, get the next change through, and saying – here’s a guy 

who’s chalk and talk – he uses document cameras because the acetate projectors are gone. 

The automatic nature of practice change when linked to existing daily practice is something 

that can be harnessed by designers for academic practice, if provided with access to the 

appropriate models and insight. 
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6.7.4.  Targeting Policy and Strategy 

 

Figure 41 Enabling Strategy – Targeted Policy and Strategy 

The Influential Technology Channels and practice-based personas provide a means to target 

strategy and policy in ways that are relevant for the local practice. In the absence of the time, 

resources and strategic direction needed for digital transformation initiatives, there is a need to 

engage with the diversity of local practice. Focus group participants contributed at length about 

the challenge of operating without a clear, aligned strategic direction, reflecting upon how this 

breeds diversity in a way that is not always necessary. Darren, commenting upon the belief that 

academic freedom creates diversity of practice, observes that: 

But should academic freedom not be just about content rather than the communication 

channel? For me, I’m all for freedom of speech, and people saying what they want, it 

doesn’t matter if it’s difficult to hear. When it’s down to the technology, just pick a set of 

technologies and say that’s how we’re going to do this communication, then I’d say, that’s 

fine, as long as it works. 

There is a strong belief among focus group participants that much of the diversity of technology 

use that is enacted is unnecessary and could be avoided. Clear direction regarding the 

technologies of everyday use, albeit with diverse enactments, would enable enhanced 
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engagement with Influential Technology Channels, and more opportunity for those 

technologies to be used to shape the emergent practice. Eoin comments that: 

trying to get academics to use the classroom technology, not in exactly the same way but 

provide an institute way of doing things, as opposed to this guy teaches using PowerPoint, 

this guy uses Blackboard 

This is not about “trying to get everyone to use it in the same way” or stifle innovation, but 

about building a foundation of technologies within which innovation will take place. Roberta 

recognises the value of this while avoiding the stifling of innovation. 

It depends on the spirit in which all of that is done, because if you put too much of a regime 

in place it just becomes a box ticking exercise so your quality and your standard, they slip 

anyway. 

While attempting to force lecturers to engage with technology in a particular way can be 

counterproductive and result in resistance, there can still be an appreciation for a clear, well 

supported and consistent infrastructure. This is not the same as insisting upon technologies 

being used in the same say, for which the outcomes can be negative. John provides this 

example: 

And that was my experience with the School we had yesterday, they’re being asked by their 

Head of School, they have to – by September, you have to have half your lecture content 

on an electronic platform. I’m just picking that as a complete random figure and a notional 

school. And the quality then, if the person does decide to do what they’re being told to do, 

everybody’s going to suffer because it’s not a voluntary engagement 

Both Susan and Roberta highlight the value of a top-down strategy and policy to complement 

bottom-up initiatives, recognising the limitation on the impact of bottom-up initiatives in the 

absence of the strategy provided at the macro-level. Susan comments that: 
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if there’s no top-down strategy either then there’s no recognition of the time, there’s no 

recognition of workload, there’s no recognition of achievement 

Roberta recognises that a top-down strategy can address factors that are independent of 

immediate academic practice but can still create an enhanced environment. 

If it’s going to come up with a top-down policy, should be in a position to create a structure 

independently of the academics, like even in terms for instance of the VLE, you’re talking 

about the kind of material that should just automatically be available to students. 

There is a clear frustration regarding the absence of a high level, top down strategy to support 

meso-level activity and to recognise the micro-level activity. A well-defined technology 

infrastructure, albeit used in different ways, enables enhanced design for academic practice due 

to the clear acceptance and wide use of certain digital technologies. This would enable 

designers to engage with more technologies in their enactments as Influential Technology 

Channels. In the absence of this, those technologies that have achieved widespread use with 

(e.g. Virtual Learning Environment) and without (e.g. PowerPoint, email) a defined strategic 

objective for learning enhancement or digital transformation, will remain the key access points 

to diverse enactments of academic practice. 

6.7.5.  Identifying with Practice-Based Personas 

 

Figure 42 Enabling Strategy – Self-Identification with Personas 
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The practice-based personas provide a model of the diversity of practice in the research setting 

and do so at a practical level relating to the enactments of technology in everyday work, rather 

than higher levels of abstraction that rely on measures of digital competence or technology 

adoption. They provide an individual lecturer with a means to identify with a particular type of 

behaviour, and potentially use this to form connections with others either from the same 

practice-based persona profile, or from other practice-based persona profiles. They can use this 

to seek out new opportunities for themselves through colleagues. Eoin referred to the capacity, 

with the set of practice-based personas, for people to gain their a “visibility of yourself in that”, 

and that in doing so,  

if everyone sees the diversity then they might pick the common ground or see where they 

could change the way they work so it does blend in with their colleagues 

This is not an intended application of the practice-based personas but is a potential enactment 

that arose from the exploration of future uses as set out in section 4.9.5. This is potentially a 

significant application for the practice-based persona set, with campaigns and interactions 

being built according to the practical reality of technology use, rather than self-reported 

attitudes and reflections upon personal competence. Eoin stresses the value of this approach 

when he talks about how people “see where they are in that picture”.  

The big part is getting all the people to see that diversity as well, in terms of getting as 

many people in that affected group to also see where they are in that picture 

People’s narrow focus on local practice doesn’t provide them with the broad perspective on 

diversity of technology use, potentially leading to their considering themselves to be an outlier 

when this may not be the case, or conversely, to assume that their practice is aligned with 

everyone else’s, again, when this may not be the case.  
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The potential for practice-based personas to be appropriated in this way is a positive potential 

outcome of this research, and something to be explored in future work. Susan comments in her 

analysis on how the “wealth of knowledge that’s within the University is not being shared”, 

highlighting an opportunity for the practice-based personas and their constituent Influential 

Technology Channels to serve as a platform for colleagues to engage, self-identify and then 

build connections. Joan highlighted how the design tool’s use of the term “connect” is of 

significant value, reflecting a view that the tool can play a constitutive role in the development 

of connections, whether between designers and lecturers, as intended, or among lecturers 

themselves, as an additional or alternative outcome. 

The desire for effective interactions among designers and lecturers is evident in the 

contributions of the research participants, yet there is recognition that loose, informal 

connections are characteristic of the research setting where micro-level design for academic 

practice is the most effective form of design. Joan talks about how the practice-based personas 

and their constitutive Influential Technology Channels can be used to build connections by 

tailoring messages, technologies and intervention for the individuals with whom connections 

are being made. This is something that is achievable at the micro-level but challenging at upper 

levels of design. 

If you can make something relevant to them and make that connection and make it 

manageable 

This again returns to the idea of individuals being made comfortable with decisions that are 

being made about them, and made for them, because of the level of knowledge about them and 

their practice that is available to designers. Joan uses the term “fitting into” to describe the 

operation of these types of connections. 
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Fitting into what they feel is achievable for them and would work for them, I think would 

have huge potential, yeah. 

This will help the designer and the person for whom the design is taking place create an 

empathetic connection, allaying fears that may otherwise be enacted, especially where the 

focus is on the extended influence of technologies already enacted in practice, as described by 

Joan. 

It’s not going to take a complete rethinking of their practice. 

Designers in the focus group immediately became able to engage with the practice-based 

personas, and through them to discuss their enactment of practice. This provides them with a 

connection with the people for whom they’re designing and an awareness of the diversity of 

practice among that population. Brenda’s early contributions, following the demonstration of 

the software, foregrounded the connection and how it was already developing. 

Initially, straight away it spoke to me in terms of trying to engage – the personas – trying 

to engage that diversity of people that you work with. 

The practice-based personas then became part of the conversation. For example, both Susan 

and Brenda used terms such as “like your personas”. Susan used the example of one of the 

practice-based personas to make a point regarding the late career investment in technology as 

a means to change practice: 

like one of your personas, coming late to it, but at least adopting it – getting involved 

Brenda, similarly, used the practice-based personas to support her point regarding diverse 

interaction with digital technology. 

there can be that notion then if you’re trying to get one of the other people that maybe don’t 

know enough about it or may be a bit reluctant or a bit anxious like some of your personas 
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or they don’t see the value, they’re like oh there’s such and such again, they’re always they 

one – that’s not for me 

The practice-based personas are written to enable this human-level empathy with the depicted 

characters, but there is a need for designers to engage at the level of individual practices and 

understand how these practices are entangled with the phenomena that emerge in academic 

practice. Like the personas, these applications need to become part of the discourse among 

designers in order to explore extensions of behaviour. John began a discussion regarding email 

with reference to the diverse enactments and appropriation of the tool: 

the focus here is probably on how people use the existing tools and recognising that email 

is a learning piece of technology that we enhance our learning and monitor and engage with 

students after hours or at the weekend – that’s certainly a new use that email was never 

designed for, in that educational sphere 

John also explored how PowerPoint as a Crutch, one of the Influential Technology Channels, 

is potentially misunderstood and provides insight into the practice and thinking of lecturers. 

A crutch can be a positive thing as well. Make sure you get through the material and you 

keep on time and so it’s not always a reliance on what’s up on the screen, you can nearly 

just leave it up there and let the students read it. 

Ultimately, and at its core, the prototype tool is about presenting a model of practice in an 

environment and using technology to access those practices. The practice-based personas can 

be considered a classification, and in being seen as this they provide an opportunity for 

designers to start considering ways to build connections with diverse lecturers. Eoin describes 

this opportunity as the “clever part” of the tool. 

Looking at your website and seeing how you classify who it would change, that would be 

the clever part I suppose. 
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6.7.6.  In-depth Knowledge of Diverse Practice 

 

Figure 43 Enabling Strategy – In-depth Knowledge of Diverse Practice 

This research is motivated by the need to provide designers for academic practice with in-

depth, rather than superficial, knowledge of diverse practice. This has been the theme that 

emerged throughout the interviews in phase 4 and the focus groups in phase 5. The tool 

provides a means for designers to not just engage with diverse practice or connect with diverse 

lecturers, but when doing so to demonstrate a depth of understanding of their practice in a way 

that high level abstractions and superficial models do not. A part of the feedback provided in 

the focus groups covered similar territory to the interviews, during which research participants 

discussed the challenge they have in understanding the diversity of the population for whom 

they are designing. Henry’s comment in the focus group aligned with a dominant theme that 

has emerged throughout this research, relating to the challenge of engaging with diverse 

practice. 

Somebody will pick up a new technology and use it next week, somebody will be in 

September, somebody in September the following years, so how do you track all those 

people?  

There is a strong sense that technology is widely used, but the diversity of use makes it 

challenging to have any sense of control or engagement with that technology use, except on a 

personal level. Pauline makes the following comment, for example: 
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We might be using technologies every day but the way we use it, there’s different ways 

of using the same technology in terms of learning and teaching. 

This is echoed by Eoin in his comment that “there’s everybody using technology but in a 

completely different way”. An in-depth knowledge about the enactment of practice among 

lecturers enables designers to “be sensitive to where they’re coming from as well and 

respectful”. This capacity to be both sensitive and respectful is a key motivation for this 

application, and a central opportunity afforded by its use. 

6.8.  Summary 
This chapter presented the findings relating to design for academic practice in this digital age. 

The inquiry into design for academic practice surfaced a number of key insights, including the 

distinction between design-with, design-for and design-over activities (terms introduced in this 

research), and the distinct challenges associated with each (section 6.2.2). In particular, 

challenges were identified with design-over activities that required designers to produce 

designs that were intended to impact upon a broad, diverse population. The case study 

demonstrated how designers are constrained by a limited understanding of the diversity of 

practice and the diverse use of digital technology in academic practice, and thus often rely on 

superficial characterisations of practice or assumptions about practice that may not be accurate 

(sections 6.3, 6.4 and 6.5). Designers are prevented from gaining insight into diverse practice 

at the required level because of the limited interaction that they have with diverse lecturers 

(section 6.3), and thus there is a need for an enhanced connection between their design practice 

and the reality of how academic practice is enacted.  

The final set of findings presented in this chapter relate to the enactment of a connection 

between design for academic practice and academic practice through the engagement of 

designers with the set of Influential Technology Channels and practice-based personas via a 

software tool prototyped for this research. Six strategies were surfaced that are enabled by the 
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use of the Influential Technology Channels and practice-based personas, including the enabling 

of engagement with diverse practice, the enabling of decision making based on in-depth 

knowledge of practice, and the development of policy and strategy that targets diversity and 

seeks to make an impact across the breadth of a population. 

The findings from Chapters 5 and 6 are discussed in Chapter 7, highlighting the implications 

for the local research setting, the digital transformation agenda in general, and the theoretical 

field within which the theoretical approach developed for this research is positioned. 
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Chapter 7.  Discussion 

7.1.  Introduction 
The discussion set out in this chapter demonstrates how the theoretical and practical approach 

developed for this research, including Influential Technology Channels (see section 3.4) and 

practice-based personas (see section 3.6), provide an opportunity to think differently about 

digital transformation by surfacing the insight and design opportunities afforded by extant, 

situated enactments of everyday technologies in academic practice. The findings of the research 

and their implications for the research questions are explored in this chapter. 

Firstly, a discussion is provided addressing the implications at a local level that can be 

operationalised by the researcher in his everyday activities as a Head of Learning Development 

(section 7.2). Second, the chapter provides a discussion of the implications of this research for 

digital transformation in general, beyond the research setting (section 7.3). Third, the chapter 

provides a discussion on the implications of this research for the theoretical context of the 

research, in particular for sociomateriality as a theoretical lens through which academic 

practice and design for academic practice can be investigated (section 7.4). The chapter 

concludes with six recommendations arising from this work (section 7.5), leading to the 

conclusions presented in the final chapter (Chapter 8). 

7.2.  Implications for the Research Setting 
The three research questions for this research were set out in section 1.3, as follows: 

1. How has academic practice evolved in the digital era, and what is current practice? 

2. How has design for academic practice evolved in the digital era, and what is current 

practice? 

3. How can we better connect academic practice with design for academic practice in the 

digital era to enhance the impact of technology on academic practice? 
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This section provides a discussion of the findings of this research as they relate to the three 

research questions in the local research setting. The researcher is a Head of Learning 

Development who has responsibilities for academic quality assurance and the enhancement of 

academic practice in the research setting, so the findings and the implications of the findings 

are of value to the researcher in his role, and for colleagues of his who occupy allied roles. The 

discussion in this section sets up a broader discussion that then takes place in section 7.3 on the 

more general implications for digital transformation arising from this research. 

7.2.1.  Academic Practice in the Research Setting 

This research has surfaced fifteen Influential Technology Channels and ten practice-based 

personas that are constitutively entangled (Orlikowski, 2007) with academic practice in the 

research setting. This means that academic practice is constituted, in the research setting, 

through the ways in which those Influential Technology Channels are enacted and the ways 

that they are entangled with each other. These Influential Technology Channels and practice-

based personas are important because they represent the real-world influence of digital 

technology over diverse, situated enactments of academic practice, involving a wide range of 

lecturers with different skills, interests, aptitudes, attitudes, disciplinary backgrounds and 

demographic positioning. Each Influential Technology Channel represents a practice that is 

enacted by a sub-group of the lecturers in the research setting. These people are brought 

together as a collection because they have a common way of, for example, proactively engaging 

with email as a record of their interactions with students over an extended period of time 

(section 5.4.4: Email as Memory) or because of how they relied, at some point, upon 

PowerPoint to support them as they were developing their confidence as a lecturer (section 

5.5.2: PowerPoint as a Crutch) before evolving their practice into one in which they trimmed 

their use of slide decks for support and distributed enhanced autonomy to their students, in an 

active, collaborative setting (section 5.5.3: PowerPoint as a Framework) or eliminated 
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PowerPoint from their practice altogether (section 5.5.6: PowerPoint in Absentia). The 

collection of Influential Technology Channels and practice-based personas provide insight into 

how academic practice is constituted in part through certain influential technologies in the 

research setting, and how the lecturers in the research setting are the same in some ways at 

some times, and different in other ways at other times. The models developed don’t rely on 

high level abstractions or generic categories to provide this insight but reflect the real-world 

enactment of digital technology in everyday practice. 

This provides further insight into how the enhancement themes that were identified from 

national and international policy in section 2.3.2 are enacted through the use of digital 

technology in the research setting. While arguing for the potential for innovative new 

technologies to support the transformation of academic practice on a substantial scale, national 

and international policy and guidance has not given sufficient regard to how those digital 

technologies that are firmly embedded in academic practice are already participating as active 

agents in the enactment of academic practice, and are enacting elements of those enhancement 

themes in ways that are not sufficiently well understood, or are ignored.  

The mapping in Table 32 shows, for the research setting, the ways in which the enhancement 

themes from section 2.3.2 are mapped to sets of Influential Technology Channels and practice-

based personas. This demonstrates how local practice and related phenomena are digitally 

constituted through the enactment of key technologies. This also shows where there are 

opportunities to incrementally enhance practice and opportunities for the development of 

connections between people who are using the same technology but are using it differently. 

This highlights that a single intervention to change practice is less likely to be successful than 

a suite of interventions that build upon existing practice, and in this way, enhancement can be 

built from within, rather than imposed upon existing practice. These are discussed further in 

sections 7.2.5 to 7.2.8. 
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Each Influential Technology Channel represents a type of enactment of digital technology that 

constitutes local practice in the research setting. “Constitute” is an important term here, arising 

from Orlikowski’s use of constitutive entanglement (Orlikowski, 2007), continuing a line of 

thinking from Giddens’ structuration theory and the constitution of society (Giddens, 1986). 

To constitute means, quite simply, to be a part of something. It means that the phenomenon 

only exists because of the constitutive role of the digital technology. Each Influential 

Technology Channel is an entanglement of parts that are universally sociomaterial. This means 

that the constitutive components of an Influential Technology Channel, whether an attitude of 

a staff member, or a particular classroom set up, or a culture of working long hours, or a practice 

of using a technology such as a mobile phone in a particular way, are not ontologically 

categorised as social phenomena and material objects, but are understood as sociomaterial 

phenomena.  

To look inside an Influential Technology Channel, therefore, is not to search for people and 

things, but to search for the happening of sociomaterial phenomena that take place when the 

Influential Technology Channel is enacted. This is where the practice can be changed and 

where the practice can make changes.  

The relationships between the Influential Technology Channels, practice-based personas and 

the enhancement themes are dealt with in sub-sections 7.2.5 to 7.2.7. The next three sub-

sections, 7.2.2 to 7.2.4, address specific insights relating to the three technologies of focus. 
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Table 32 Enhancement Themes, Influential Technology Channels and practice-based personas of Interest 

Enhancement 
Theme 

Category Influential Technology Channels Practice-Based Personas of Interest 

Active Learning Learning PowerPoint as a Creative Space, 
PowerPoint as a Framework 

Jack Walsh, Martina Ryan, Phyllis Taylor, Edith 
O'Connor, Lucy Adams, Joan Goodwin 

Student-Centred 
Learning 

Learning Email as a Classroom Extension, VLE 
as a Creative Space, PowerPoint in 
Absentia 

Jack Walsh, Martina Ryan, Phyllis Taylor, Henry Wilde, 
Edith O'Connor, Lucy Adams, George Travers, Joan 
Goodwin, Roger McCarthy 

Peer Learning Learning VLE as a Creative Space Phyllis Taylor, Edith O'Connor 
Personalised 
Learning 

Learning Email as a Classroom Extension Jack Walsh, Martina Ryan, Henry Wilde, Lucy Adams, 
Joan Goodwin, Roger McCarthy 

Interactions among 
staff and students 

Learning Email as a Classroom Extension, VLE 
as an Administrative Assistant 

Jack Walsh, Martina Ryan, Henry Wilde, Lucy Adams, 
Joan Goodwin, Roger McCarthy 

Assessment OF 
Learning 

Assessment VLE as a Creative Space Phyllis Taylor, Edith O'Connor 

Assessment As 
Learning 

Assessment PowerPoint as a Framework, VLE as a 
Creative Space 

Jack Walsh, Martina Ryan, Phyllis Taylor, Edith 
O'Connor 

Assessment for 
Learning 

Assessment VLE as a Creative Space Phyllis Taylor, Edith O'Connor 

Self-assessment Assessment VLE as a Creative Space Phyllis Taylor, Edith O'Connor 

Peer-assessment Assessment VLE as a Creative Space Phyllis Taylor, Edith O'Connor 

Curriculum Design Teaching Email as a Control Centre Edith O'Connor, Joan Goodwin, Roger McCarthy 

Supervision of 
Students 

Teaching Email as a Control Centre Edith O'Connor, Joan Goodwin, Roger McCarthy 
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Table 32 (contd.) Enhancement Themes, Influential Technology Channels and practice-based personas of Interest 

Enhancement 
Theme 

Category Influential Technology Channels Practice-Based Personas of Interest 

Design of Learning 
Resources 

Teaching Email as Memory Patrick Owen, Roger McCarthy 

Feedback to 
Students 

Teaching Email as a Classroom Extension, VLE 
as a Creative Space 

Jack Walsh, Martina Ryan, Phyllis Taylor, Henry Wilde, 
Edith O'Connor, Lucy Adams, Joan Goodwin, Roger 
McCarthy 

First Year 
Experience 

The Student 
Experience 

Email as a Classroom Extension Jack Walsh, Martina Ryan, Henry Wilde, Lucy Adams, 
Joan Goodwin, Roger McCarthy 

Student 
Engagement 

The Student 
Experience 

Email as a Classroom Extension, 
PowerPoint as a Framework, VLE as a 
Creative Space 

Jack Walsh, Martina Ryan, Phyllis Taylor, Henry Wilde, 
Edith O'Connor, Lucy Adams, Joan Goodwin, Roger 
McCarthy 

Student Experience The Student 
Experience 

Email as a Classroom Extension, 
PowerPoint as a Framework, 
PowerPoint in Absentia 

Jack Walsh, Martina Ryan, Phyllis Taylor, Henry Wilde, 
Lucy Adams, George Travers, Joan Goodwin, Roger 
McCarthy 

Student Support The Student 
Experience 

Email as a Classroom Extension, 
PowerPoint as a Framework, 
PowerPoint as a Knowledge Bin 

Jack Walsh, Martina Ryan, Henry Wilde, Edith 
O'Connor, Lucy Adams, Patrick Owen, Joan Goodwin, 
Roger McCarthy 

Access Access Email as a Classroom Extension, VLE 
as a Vessel 

Jack Walsh, Martina Ryan, Henry Wilde, Lucy Adams, 
Joan Goodwin, Roger McCarthy 

Equity Access PowerPoint as a Creative Space, VLE 
as a Vessel 

Jack Walsh, Martina Ryan, Edith O'Connor, Lucy Adams, 
Patrick Owen, Joan Goodwin 

Flexible Learning Access Email as a Classroom Extension, VLE 
as a Vessel 

Jack Walsh, Martina Ryan, Henry Wilde, Lucy Adams, 
Joan Goodwin, Roger McCarthy 

Supervision Research Students Email as a Control Centre Edith O'Connor, Joan Goodwin, Roger McCarthy 
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Table 32 (contd.) Enhancement Themes, Influential Technology Channels and practice-based personas of Interest 

Enhancement 
Theme 

Category Influential Technology Channels Practice-Based Personas of Interest 

Collaboration The Staff 
Experience - 
Teamwork 

Email as a Control Centre Edith O'Connor, Joan Goodwin, Roger McCarthy 

Resource Sharing 
and Reuse 

The Staff 
Experience - 
Teamwork 

Email as a Control Centre, PowerPoint 
as a Medium of Exchange, VLE as a 
Vessel 

Edith O'Connor, Martina Ryan, Joan Goodwin, Patrick 
Owen, Roger McCarthy 

Staff Engagement The Staff 
Experience - 
Support 

Email as a Hum, VLE as an 
Administrative Assistant 

Phyllis Taylor, Henry Wilde, Martina Ryan, Edith 
O'Connor, Lucy Adams, Patrick Owen, Roger McCarthy 

Staff Workload The Staff 
Experience - 
Support 

Email as a Hum, VLE as an 
Administrative Assistant 

Phyllis Taylor, Henry Wilde, Martina Ryan, Edith 
O'Connor, Lucy Adams, Patrick Owen, Roger McCarthy 

Staff Support The Staff 
Experience - 
Support 

Email as a Hum, PowerPoint as a 
Crutch, VLE as an Administrative 
Assistant 

Phyllis Taylor, Henry Wilde, Martina Ryan, Edith 
O'Connor, Lucy Adams, Patrick Owen, Roger McCarthy 

Quality Assurance The Academic 
Environment 

Email as Memory, PowerPoint as a 
Medium of Exchange 

Martina Ryan, Patrick Owen, Roger McCarthy 
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7.2.2.  Email in the Research Setting 

The fifteen Influential Technology Channels are enactments of email, PowerPoint and the 

Virtual Learning Environment. Several important insights emerged as the Influential 

Technology Channels were being surfaced in the analysis of the data collected from lecturers. 

This section discusses email and is followed by two sections that discuss PowerPoint and the 

Virtual Learning Environment. 

Email is the most popular digital technology in use in the research setting (see survey data in 

Appendix F), reflecting the patterns documented elsewhere in national surveys (National 

Forum, 2014, p. 32) and in the literature (Maican et al., 2019; Uddin et al., 2014). It is used by 

lecturers at different times for communication and collaboration with each other and with 

students, for record keeping as a medium for constant, ongoing engagement. Despite the 

availability of competing technologies and platforms to support these practices, email remains 

a dominant and preferred approach, with people often rejecting alternative technologies in 

preference for email (for example, in section 6.2.4 Gerard commented that staff will often ask 

him to “just send me an email with the attachments, stop putting up on Dropbox”). Email is the 

most familiar of technologies with lecturers and the most firmly embedded in their practice. 

Lecturers will interact with email regularly, throughout the day, every day. This type of 

consistent engagement with digital technology across a population of lecturers exceeds the 

engagement with any other technology, including mobile devices, virtual learning platforms, 

and office tools. The pervasiveness of email in everyday practice in the research setting means 

it cannot simply be considered a digital technology that offers functionality to its users that 

could easily be substituted with something else. It is an active agent in daily practice, and 

constitutive of digital era academic practice in the research setting to an extent that exceeds all 

other digital technologies. 
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The four Influential Technology Channels that centre on the use of email highlight its agency 

in academic practice, as a familiar, embedded digital technology. The Email as a Classroom 

Extension practice (section 5.4.1) offers new insight into the way that the physical boundaries 

enacted by classrooms and offices are diluted through the connectedness that is afforded to 

lecturers and students through the use of email. Students make contact with lecturers at times 

and in places that would not otherwise take place due to the use of email, thus changing how 

weekends, evenings and pre-assessment periods are enacted in academic practice. While the 

literature highlights that social media platforms have not displaced email as a communication 

platform (Uddin et al., 2014), the implication is that this simply hasn’t happened yet. The 

surfacing of Email as a Classroom Extension in this research challenges that implication by 

presenting email as something quite different to social media platforms when the breadth of 

the lecturer population is considered. The connectedness of this practice in six of the practice-

based personas highlights how pervasive the use of email is for engaging students, presenting 

this as a robust, embedded part of what forms academic practice. Rather than seeking ways to 

replace this with alternative technologies, designers for academic practice should be seeking 

ways to enhance the effects of this practice, exploring ways for lecturers and students to 

incrementally make better use of email in their engagements (for example, by communicating 

more clearly, by connecting better to learning resources, by building upon trails of 

communication).  

The enactment of Email as a Control Centre (section 5.4.2) as a practice surfaces the everyday, 

habitual use of email as a focal point for the organisation of a lecturer’s activities. Email, in 

this context, is more than a communication platform, it is where a lecturer will organise their 

engagement with their colleagues, partially plan their tasks for the day through their inbox 

management practices and build collaborative documents. Email will build and maintain teams, 

enabling connectedness among lecturers across joint learning activities, such as co-delivery of 
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modules, and the authoring of exam papers. Email, in this context, is the dashboard with which 

people interact to make sense of their working practices. It is not just a facilitator of their 

practices, but it constitutes what they will do. It connects the digital tools that they use to each 

other, and becomes their habitat (Ducheneaut & Bellotti, 2001). This is not the case for all 

lecturers in the research setting. For some, email has a permanent, grating effect on their 

practice, it operates as a hum, creating a sense of pressure and overload (Email as a Hum, 

section 5.4.3). Email as a Hum is the practice that most clearly captures the degree to which 

the agency of email in academic practice reflects a loss of control for lecturers, with email 

bringing them into conversations and discussions. The lecturer, in such cases, does not make 

the decision to engage – they feel that engagement is automatic and to not engage requires 

effort and a proactive step. The effect is not always negative, there is a flexibility afforded to 

lecturers through the constant hum of connectedness that doesn’t require their proactive opting 

in but simply happens to them. However, such an enactment does constitute barriers between 

people and an occasional sense of isolation. This interesting practice provides a different 

perspective on the overloading effect of email, reflecting a sense of how being always on is a 

natural part of modern working practices. This practice can co-exist with Email as a Control 

Centre, highlighting the complexity of people’s interaction with email. An individual lecturer 

can control email as part of their working practices during the daytime while also appreciating 

and attempting to resist the excesses of email use (such as the practice-based persona “Edith 

O’Connor”). Email overload (Grevet et al., 2014; Whittaker & Sidner, 1997) is not a simple 

phenomenon to understand. The situational complexities of the use of email need to be surfaced 

to make sense of this. 

The use of email for the automatic development of digital records is a practice that emerged in 

the research setting through Email as Memory (section 5.4.4). Email is an active agent in this 

practice, accumulating records over an extended period of time that requires no active 
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engagement by the lecturer, but that can then be engaged with by the lecturer at a later point. 

Those who do engage with it have access to digital records that they make use of to develop a 

picture of previous engagements, or to repeat or enhance learning activities or communications 

to students that are recorded in their email interactions. There is a richness to the insight 

available from the automatic collection of email archives that can be mined by lecturers, but 

this has implications for former students and their rights under modern data-related legislation, 

such as the General Data Protection Regulation and the right to be forgotten (European Union, 

2016). The practices engaged in by lecturers need to be better understood not because of what 

they decided to do or not do, but because of what is happening to them through the agency of 

the email platforms that they use, in particular where their engagement with historical data has 

become part of how they design their learning activities and how they engage with their 

students. Personal information management and personal archiving practices (Whittaker et al., 

2006) that involve email as a record management platform may need to be rethought and 

reengineered by lecturers. 

Email is a substantial and complex part of academic practice. While the literature deals with 

the opportunities afforded by email (such as distance learning in developing countries (Sadat 

& Rahman, 2015)) and the deleterious effects of email overload (Grevet et al., 2014; Whittaker 

& Sidner, 1997), analysis of the situated enactment of email surfaces the complexity, 

contradictions and diversity of email’s role in how academic practice takes place. This 

complexity is surfaced in the four Influential Technology Channels and their relationships with 

each other as shown in the practice-based personas. 

7.2.3.  PowerPoint in the Research Setting 

PowerPoint is a widely used digital technology both in the research setting and nationally 

(National Forum, 2014, p. 32). As discussed in section 2.5.5, it is regularly criticised as a 

technology that promotes a teacher-centred, non-critical, consumption-based approach to 
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learning that is unfit for higher education (Tufte, 2003a, 2003b; Bartsch & Cobern, 2003, 

Adams, 2006; Donovan, 2017; O’Connor & Donovan, 2018). However, the reality is that it is 

widely enacted in higher education and greater understanding is needed of how it is entangled 

with learning and teaching practices rather than simply criticising its use. The analysis of 

PowerPoint carried out for this research surfaced a number of important insights regarding the 

research setting. The enactments that are surfaced are in concert with the non-neutral 

characterisation of PowerPoint (Kernbach and Bresciani, 2013). PowerPoint is not a passive 

tool for use in education, but rather its use (or non-use) is a shaping force for teaching and 

learning. 

The decision to not use PowerPoint emerges from the research as one that more directly 

involves consideration by the lecturer than the decision to involve PowerPoint in learning 

design. This is reflected in the emergence of PowerPoint in Absentia (section 5.5.6) as an 

Influential Technology Channel, one of three non-enactments of a specific digital technology 

included as Influential Technology Channels. Lecturers who opted to not use PowerPoint did 

so on the basis of a clear rationale related to their learning objectives and learning design. This 

reflected the practice of opting out rather than opting in to the use of PowerPoint, where 

lecturers involved in other enactments of PowerPoint often had a less considered approach to 

decision making regarding PowerPoint. Use of PowerPoint emerges as a default practice in 

learning design, so the decision to opt out is the niche enactment of the technology that is 

surfaced in PowerPoint in Absentia. This non-use is entangled with phenomena of enhanced 

lecturer direction and enhanced student autonomy, however, rather than the assumed 

emergence of a more active classroom, as would appear to be the case from accounts elsewhere 

(Donovan, 2017). The non-use of PowerPoint in the research setting highlighted circumstances 

where lecturers felt that the use of PowerPoint would have relinquished control that they 

needed in order to enact their learning design or raised expectations of support from which they 
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did not want to release themselves. Variation in degrees of control and student autonomy 

emerged from the enactment of PowerPoint in Absentia rather than a single outcome.  

This contrasts with PowerPoint as a Framework (section 5.5.3) which is associated with an 

active classroom in which PowerPoint is used to provide structure to a set of activities. It 

provides clarity to students on the learning pathways that are to be traversed during an activity 

and involves a sharing of time during the activity between different platforms, presentation 

styles and forms of engagement. It is part of the construction of a diverse, active and engaged 

session involving students and lecturers. PowerPoint doesn’t function as a knowledge bin (see 

PowerPoint as a Knowledge Bin in section 5.5.4) and it is not intended to serve as a definitive 

set of notes for the module (see PowerPoint as a Medium of Exchange in section 5.5.5), but it 

is a part of a diverse entanglement of people, technologies and things. It provides a structure 

without dominating or taking control. This is the type of enactment of PowerPoint that doesn’t 

align with the dominant criticism in the literature. It is emergent in practice in the research 

setting and constitutive of phenomena of active learning and student engagement, two of the 

important enhancement themes identified for academic practice (section 2.3.2).  

PowerPoint as a Crutch (section 5.5.2) reflects the supportive use of PowerPoint for lecturers 

who are developing their confidence in a new topic or area, or when new to the teaching 

profession. While it could be argued that its enactment in the research setting reflects a need 

for staff development for early stage lecturers, this also needs to be understood in the context 

of the staff experience as a whole. While it may not be understood as such more broadly, such 

a use is an important part of the learning and development process for lecturers. As John 

observed in section 6.7.5 “a crutch can be a positive thing as well”. This is often the case for a 

lecturer who is finding their feet in a pressurised environment. However, this should be a 

transitional state that evolves into more effective enactments of PowerPoint as the practice 

evolves. This evolution emerges as a property of PowerPoint as a Crutch, with lecturers 
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evolving towards PowerPoint as a Framework or PowerPoint as a Knowledge Bin. In the case 

of PowerPoint as a Knowledge Bin (see section 5.5.4), this evolution is probably better 

understood as a reinforcement of the properties of PowerPoint as a Crutch on a more 

permanent basis. This is the widely criticised approach in which a volume of content is recorded 

in a set of slides that doubles as a set of notes for a course. This is the enactment of PowerPoint 

that led to its characterisation as “evil” (Tufte, 2003a) and responsible for the dumbing down 

of learning. It tends to lead to slide counting by the lecturer, in which a session or activity will 

be measured according to the number of slides rather than the quality of the content. It 

represents a point of potential intervention for designers for academic practice, however, who 

can seek to evolve the practice towards PowerPoint as a Framework or PowerPoint as a 

Creative Space, as examples. PowerPoint as a Creative Space (section 5.5.1) is an enactment 

of PowerPoint in which the rich properties of PowerPoint as an authoring and creative tool are 

embraced by the lecturer to create highly digitally rich learning resources. These may be 

positioned at the centre of the learning experience where they add substantial value to the 

learning experience by drawing together resources and enabling interaction in ways that would 

not be possible with non-digital content. This is the progressive use of PowerPoint as a 

presentation tool that is not evident in the enactment of PowerPoint as a Knowledge Bin and 

is productive of phenomena such as conceptual enrichment as part of interactive, engaged 

learning experiences.  

An additional enactment of PowerPoint that emerged from the analysis of the data collected 

from lecturers is the widespread enactment of PowerPoint as a Medium of Exchange (section 

5.5.5). In contrast to the other enactments, this relates to lecturer-to-lecturer interactions, rather 

than interactions with students. In these cases, PowerPoint functions as a representation of a 

module or a set of learning activities used during handover and exchange processes. While this 

may not be a fully adequate representation of the learning activities, as argued by Yates and 
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Orlikowski (2007), it is often the only representation available to lecturers when they share 

content with each other. A set of slides will still serve to communicate aspects of the learning 

design that will be of value to others, and as such has a role to play in the sharing of learning 

designs. While the learning design community argues for comprehensive, formal 

representations of learning objects and activities (Dalziel et al., 2013), the real-world enactment 

of sharing of learning designs involves – at best – “PowerPoint and a chat” (as described by 

Eimear – see section 5.5.5). This is the reality of module handover in the research setting where 

one lecturer takes over the delivery of a module from another. For designers for academic 

practice, this surfaces an opportunity for intervention that could seek to reconfigure the practice 

of sharing through the automatic creation of marked up repositories for modules or 

programmes, through the facilitation of the handover process, or through the creation of 

protocols for handover, as examples. These may be methods that would more closely align 

with existing practice rather than the wholesale implementation of a novel representation 

scheme (Dalziel et al., 2013). 

PowerPoint is deeply embedded in academic practice and is a highly important digital 

technology for lecturers. PowerPoint is not a single technology in practice but is enacted in a 

variety of ways (Yates and Orlikowski, 2007). As such, critique of PowerPoint should involve 

analysis of what happens when PowerPoint is used across a population of lecturers, rather than 

small numbers of individual cases of successful adaptation from use to non-use of PowerPoint. 

As a digital technology in the research setting, it provides the clearest lens through which 

designers for academic practice can uncover the approaches to learning design undertaken by 

lecturers.  

7.2.4.  Virtual Learning Environment in the Research Setting 

The Virtual Learning Environment in the research setting is enacted at different times as a tutor 

(see section 5.6.1: VLE as a Creative Space), as an administrator (see section 5.6.3: VLE as an 
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Administrative Assistant) and as a space for the dissemination of notes (see section 5.6.2: VLE 

as a Vessel). While the enactments identified in this case study reflect a similar environment 

to the ones emergent from the #VLEIreland study (Cosgrave, Risquez, et al., 2011; Farrelly et 

al., 2018), they provide a different perspective on the data collected by building the data into 

practices and therefore reflecting the properties of distinct, situated enactments of the Virtual 

Learning Environment. The practice-based personas also provide insight into the entanglement 

of the Virtual Learning Environment with other technologies (email and PowerPoint). 

The enactment of VLE as a Vessel reflects the common use of the Virtual Learning 

Environment as a repository of notes and the practice of “putting up” onto the platform 

resources that will be accessed by students. This enactment of the Virtual Learning 

Environment is recognised as a disappointing underutilisation of the platform, with the sense 

being that lecturers are not enabled to move beyond this enactment due to time constraints and 

lack of training (Farrelly et al., 2018). Time and resources also emerge as barriers in the data 

provided by lecturers in this research. The enactment of VLE as a Vessel reflects a largely 

material enactment of the Virtual Learning Environment, where it serves no greater purpose 

than channelling material from between lecturers and students. This appears as an enactment 

for only two of the ten practice-based personas (“Jack Walsh” and “Patrick Owen”), rather than 

being the most common enactment. A more widespread use of the Virtual Learning 

Environment is VLE as an Administrative Assistant, appearing as a practice for four of the 

practice-based personas (“Martina Ryan”, “Henry Wilde”, “Lucy Adams”, and “Roger 

McCarthy”). This represents a superset of the activities accounted for in VLE as a Vessel, and 

also incorporates activities such as communication and assessment. Lecturers are recognising 

the importance of the facilities in the Virtual Learning Environment to collect student materials, 

to communicate notifications, and to provide information that might otherwise not be 

communicated until the lecturer meets the student in the classroom. The Virtual Learning 
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Environment, in this context, is playing an important role in supporting the lecturer to carry out 

many of the administrative functions associated with their role. This common use of the Virtual 

Learning Environment should not be underestimated and should be recognised as a firmly 

established and important practice at the core of academic practice.  Lecturers are making use 

of the facilities that enable enhanced efficiency in the enactment of academic practice, through 

the collection of materials, the enactment of plagiarism detection, the release of marks and the 

provision of structure to an online representation of a module. Efficiency is an important 

element of academic practice, especially in the context of a growing culture of managerialism 

(Rowland et. al., 1998; Waring, 2010) and quality assurance responsibilities. Supporting 

lecturers to carry out their administrative responsibilities through the Virtual Learning 

Environment is a worthy and potentially transformative objective, given how time is regularly 

identified as a barrier for changes in practice (see section 2.3.2). 

The enactment of VLE as a Creative Space recognises the use of the Virtual Learning 

Environment in the role of a tutor, with the lecturer having designed and implemented activities 

in the Virtual Learning Environment that enable independent student learning, and that take 

advantage of the interactive facilities of the Virtual Learning Environment to support structured 

learning activities, peer learning, self-assessment and self-directed learning. This enactment is 

focussed on student engagement and the transformation of student learning through the 

technology available in the Virtual Learning Environment. This can be enacted in practices 

whereby comprehensive, rich online environments are created to support traditional classes 

where little use is made of digital technology (this is the case for the practice-based persona 

“Phyllis Taylor”), or for the development and implementation of whole courses, centred on the 

Virtual Learning Environment (as enacted by the practice-based persona “Edith O’Connor”). 

This could be considered an ideal use of the Virtual Learning Environment, but as an Influential 
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Technology Channel, it is simply recognised as a different form of enactment of the Virtual 

Learning Environment that is shaped by, and shapes, academic practice.  

Together, these three enactments reflect the emergence of diverse practices in the research 

setting, with each enactment demonstrating how the Virtual Learning Environment facilitates 

modified or enhanced activities being undertaken by lecturers. The positioning of the Virtual 

Learning Environment within academic practice, whether as a vessel, a creative space, or an 

administrative assistant draws attention to its potential to participate as a non-neutral active 

agent in academic practice, in ways that have been observed for email (section 7.2.2) and 

PowerPoint (section 7.2.3). Where it is established as a vessel or an administrative assistant, 

the dynamic nature of design for academic practice means that designers for academic practice 

can seek to evolve this over time towards enactment as a creative space, with the design of the 

system itself persuading changes in practice (considering, for example, Fogg’s (2002) 

persuasive strategies discussed in section 3.5.3). 

Perhaps too much focus is directed in the literature to the non-transformative influence of the 

Virtual Learning Environment. Institutional objectives should focus on continuing the 

embedding of this important technology in practice. Once it is embedded in practice, its 

potential for driving incremental change is substantially greater than when it is external to 

practice. As the Virtual Learning Environment becomes more and more established as a central 

part of academic practice, opportunities for transformation can be explored through its 

enactment, or its co-enactment with other influential technologies, such as PowerPoint and 

email.  

The Virtual Learning Environment has the potential to be enacted as the default platform 

through which academic activities take place in the research setting. This could be established 

as an objective of designers for academic practice in the research setting, given their stated 
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preference for a consistent approach to the use of digital technology (see section 6.7.1). The 

effective design of the interface to the Virtual Learning Environment and its integration with 

institutional systems such as the Student Record System and the timetabling system could 

ensure University processes involving lecturers and students (such as provision and collection 

of feedback to and from students, interfacing between administrative functions and students, 

and dashboarding of data relevant to a cohort of students) could be channelled through the 

Virtual Learning Environment as part of an entanglement of technologies. The integration of 

the Virtual Learning Environment with the email system and the enactment of PowerPoint (as 

a standard part of the software image provided to lecturers) could further embed the Virtual 

Learning Environment in academic practice. The starting point for such design activities needs 

to be the current enactments of the system, reflected in the Influential Technology Channels 

surfaced in this research. 

A challenge arises when consideration is given to the non-enactment of the Virtual Learning 

Environment. Two of the Influential Technology Channels surfaced in this research explore 

non-enactments of the Virtual Learning Environment. These enactments, VLE as Inadequate 

(section 5.6.4) and VLE as Unnecessary (section 5.6.5) don’t take the approach of identifying 

barriers to the use of the Virtual Learning Environment, but instead adopt a practice-based 

approach of looking at what is happening when these are enacted. In these enactments, lecturers 

may still be creating technology rich learning environments making use of technologies that 

they determine to be a better fit (VLE as Inadequate) or they may be creating low technology 

learning environments (VLE as Unnecessary). Both of these situations need to be understood 

for their potential to engage lecturers with the facilities that can be made available through a 

well-implemented Virtual Learning Environment. In these cases, the enactment of other 

influential technologies, highlighted by the clustering of technologies in the practice-based 

personas, plays a valuable role. For example, the practice-based persona “Joan Godwin” enacts 
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VLE as Inadequate as a practice, but also enacts PowerPoint as a Creative Space. The potential 

for this use of PowerPoint to be linked to the functionality of the Virtual Learning Environment 

is something that could be creatively explored by designers for academic practice, in particular 

in the context of tools such as PowerPoint moving to online “software as a service” enactments 

on cloud platforms.  

By understanding the dynamics of the five enactments (including non-enactments) of the 

Virtual Learning Environment in the research setting, and the co-enactment of each of these 

with other technologies, strategies can be explored to evolve the practice of diverse lecturers, 

with sub-strategies tailored for diverse types of lecturers and their existing digital practices. 

The narrative relating the Virtual Learning Environment needs to evolve from one that seeks 

to achieve a uniform transformation of practice, to one that understands current practice and 

how to provide it with a direction in which to evolve. The consideration given to technology 

adoption barriers such as time and training in the literature is important; however, consideration 

also needs to be given to how situated enactments of the Virtual Learning Environment can be 

nudged towards new practices. This does not always require the investment of time and training 

by the lecturer. Sometimes the practice generates a momentum of its own arising from the 

entanglement of lecturers, students, technology, policy and the physical environment. This 

dynamic is the one that needs to be understood by designers for academic practice. Models of 

the situated enactment (and non-enactment) of the Virtual Learning Environment and their 

relationships to other digital technologies can enable this. The Influential Technology Channels 

and practice-based personas provide such a model. 

7.2.5.  Learning, Teaching and Assessment in the Research Setting 

While the previous three sections discussed the enactment of specific digital technologies in 

the research setting, the next three sections explore the relationships between these 
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technologies and the enhancement themes identified in national and international policy (see 

section 2.3.2), as enacted in the research setting.  

Digital technology should be transforming academic practice to ensure that learning, teaching 

and assessment are active, student-centred and innovative (see section 2.4.3). The view adopted 

by sectoral leaders is that the various properties of digitally enhanced academic practice are 

evident among small groups of innovators in institutions, but that this needs to be built upon to 

achieve a broader impact (National Forum, 2015b, p. 4). The approach adopted for this research 

surfaces the places where these enhanced approaches are enacted, and demonstrates that these 

are not necessarily solely the properties of individuals who can be classed as innovators, but 

that they are, in many cases, emergent properties of practices that have evolved through the 

widespread enactment of everyday digital technologies (characteristic of the digital era – see 

section 2.4.1). This means that it is not always the wilful, directed intention of the lecturer that 

such an enhancement is made, but rather that their use of digital technology has led to such 

enhancement as part of a generalised momentum (Giddens 1986, p.64) attributed to a practice 

of which a person is a part, but for which they are not the only part. Each of the Influential 

Technology Channels surfaced in this research are constitutive, in some way, of a property of 

academic practice determined by policy to be a desirable enhancement for academic practice 

in general. This section explores the relationships that emerged between these Influential 

Technology Channels and the enhancement themes identified in section 2.3.2 for learning, 

teaching and assessment, and the implications of these relationships for the future enactment 

of academic practice, and design for academic practice, in the research setting. 

The National Strategy for Higher Education argues that Higher Education should "stimulate 

active, not passive learning" (Department of Education and Skills, 2011, p.52). Digital 

technology is presented as a key enabler for this enhancement objective both nationally 

(National Forum, 2015b) and internationally (OECD, 2016). Active engagement with the 
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learning process is entangled with the phenomenon of student-centred learning, a philosophy 

on learning that is core to modern quality assurance methods (EHEA, 2015), with the European 

Standards and Guidelines on Quality Assurance in Higher Education setting the following 

objective for institutions in their delivery of learning and teaching: "students to take an active 

role in creating the learning process" (EHEA, 2015, p.12). Despite this, analyses have often 

concluded that student-centredness and active learning are not embedded across the breadth of 

academic practice, despite the characteristics of the digital era. This is shown by the reflections 

offered in two European Commission reports in the first half of the last decade: 

The notion of student-centred learning has been around for many years now but its 

implications are still not realised by many academics or, indeed, students. It is not yet 

widely understood – or at least, acted upon – that student-centred learning means that 

the teacher’s role should shift from imparting knowledge to guiding the student in his 

or her own learning. (European Commission, 2013a, p.40) 

Digital technologies in themselves do not necessarily constitute an enhancement of the 

quality of learning and teaching, and it goes without saying that quality of content must 

remain paramount, but they are an enabler for such enhancement and can underpin 

efforts towards more student-centred teaching. (European Commission, 2014, p.18) 

In this research, relationships have been demonstrated between the enactment of PowerPoint, 

email and the Virtual Learning Environment, and the phenomena of active learning and 

student-centred learning in areas of academic practice where it may not have been considered 

to have been enacted. This is evident in the enactment of PowerPoint as a Creative Space 

(section 5.5.1) and PowerPoint as a Framework  (section 5.5.3), in which PowerPoint plays a 

role in engaging students through sophisticated and interactive designs, or through the 

structuring of a multi-part learning design that involves student activity and interaction rather 
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than consumption of learning materials. These enactments of PowerPoint align with a thinking 

about teaching and learning that places the student at the centre of the learning process. The 

enactment of PowerPoint in Absentia (section 5.5.6) is complex, but it does highlight how the 

practice of deliberately eliminating PowerPoint from learning activities is informed by an 

empowerment of students and with the objective of engaging them with their learning. These 

are relationships that reflect a complex diversity of practice, and the role of PowerPoint in the 

enactment of active and student-centred learning. Email as a Classroom Extension (section 

5.4.1), the enactment of email to dilute the boundaries of a conventional learning environment, 

similarly surfaces enactments of a student-centred focus on learning and teaching. This 

enactment highlights a new form of relationship between the learner and the lecturer, whereby 

the guidance of the lecturer can be sought as a service throughout the learning process, rather 

than at designated times. This also contributes to the digital constitution of personalised 

learning in the research setting, whereby personalised and focussed engagement with students 

can be realised. Personalisation is regularly put forth in policy as a phenomenon that can be 

realised through the smart use of data analytics in higher education (European Commission, 

2014; OECD, 2016; Conrads et al., 2017; National Forum, 2018b), but it can also be enacted 

through digital connectedness and personal interaction between lecturers and students. These 

approaches to personalisation and engagement are important to understand as parts of existing 

practice, in particular since the more innovative approaches to personalisation continue to 

occupy a niche, as shown by the National Forum (2017b): 

The use of learning analytics to support learning and teaching and to engage in stronger 

approaches to personalised learning is not widely reported throughout the sector. 

(National Forum, 2017b, p.31) 

Interactions between lecturers and learners, including those interactions that are enabled by 

Email as a Classroom Extension (section 5.4.1) and VLE as an Administrative Assistant 
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(section 5.6.3), are important enactments in the research setting, in particular in the context of 

feedback to students (National Forum, 2016d). These types of enactments are central to the 

realisation of high-quality academic practice, defined in the European Standards and 

Guidelines as: 

Quality, whilst not easy to define, is mainly a result of the interaction between teachers, 

students and the institutional learning environment. (EHEA, 2015, p.7) 

The enactment of VLE as a Creative Space (section 5.6.1), in which the Virtual Learning 

Environment is enacted in a supporting tutor role demonstrates an overt digital constitution of 

the student-centred approach. Through this enactment of the Virtual Learning Environment, 

students are empowered to engage with flexible, autonomous learning through the use of digital 

resources designed and tailored to meet their requirements. They are also enabled to engage 

with peer-learning and afforded the powerful opportunities of assessment as learning. 

Assessment as learning is defined as "empowering students to self-regulate and critically 

evaluate their learning and performance" (National Forum, 2018c). It highlights the power of 

the assessment process to drive learning rather than serve only as a measure of learning. The 

enactment of the VLE as a Creative Space in the research setting demonstrates the digital 

constitution of this practice. Self-assessment and peer assessment are approaches to assessment 

as learning enacted through VLE as a Creative Space. The value of these practices for lifelong 

learning is highlighted by TEAM (2019). 

Self-assessing, which can ensure students reflect on their learning, is recognised as a 

life-long skill that can help them set their own goals while peer-assessment will assist 

in the constructive contributions in group, or collaborative, projects. (TEAM, 2019, 

p.25) 
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The enactment of Email as a Control Centre (section 5.4.2) provides important insight into the 

practices of lecturers in the research setting for curriculum design and student supervision, two 

important areas of practice enhancement, while the enactment of Email as Memory (section 

5.4.4) offers insight into how historical artefacts recorded and stored over time are used for the 

design of learning resources. (Both of these are discussed in detail in section 7.2.2.) These 

enactments provide a different perspective on how important practices are enacted through the 

digital technology that has emerged as a property of the digital era, and how they expand across 

areas of academic practice and practitioners that may have been considered peripheral to the 

digital age. 

These relationships are evident in the practice-based personas that model the collective 

implementation of digital practices in the research setting. The ten practice-based personas 

capture the diversity of practice and demonstrate how, for the research setting, everyone's 

practice is digitally constituted, albeit in different ways. These practice-based personas offer a 

starting point for interventions that seek to evolve practice, reflecting and respecting the 

durability of existing practice. This means that designers for academic practice are guided to 

evolve rather than replace existing practice. 

The practice-based personas demonstrate that lecturers and their digital practices in relation to 

learning, teaching and assessment cannot easily be captured by three-part models (section 6.4) 

or generic categories of newcomer and innovator (European Commission, 2017a). There is a 

complexity to the diversity of practice that emerges from the analysis of the practices of which 

lecturers are a part. “Jack Walsh”, for example, is a participant in Email as a Classroom 

Extension, PowerPoint as a Framework and VLE as a Vessel. The enactment of PowerPoint 

helps to create an active classroom in which he engages directly with students, which he 

continues to do throughout his day both in work and outside of work, making use of email as 

a channel. Jack’s use of the Virtual Learning Environment is relatively primitive, and an 
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enactment that would be considered a disappointing reflection of the use of a powerful 

technology, but it is a fit for the way in which Jack interacts with and engages with students. 

Jack achieves a student-centred and active approach to learning and teaching without the 

enactment of the Virtual Learning Environment in a substantially supportive role. The use of 

the Virtual Learning Environment alone provides little insight into his practice, but the 

entanglement of the three influential technologies speaks loudly to what takes place in his 

learning, teaching and assessment practice. “Lucy Adams” in contrast, makes use of the Virtual 

Learning Environment to support the administration of her teaching practice, and uses 

PowerPoint both to support her as she approaches teaching in a new area, and to engage her 

students. This is an approach to engaging students that contrasts with Jack Walsh’s, where she 

adopts a more controlled form of interaction. Lucy makes more advanced use of digital 

technology than Jack but in doing so she is afforded opportunities to support herself and build 

and control boundaries between herself and her students. Each of the ten practice-based 

personas have engaged in digital practices in different ways. They are a reflection of what is 

happening, rather than a crude categorisation of what is the right or wrong way to do something. 

They are the current practice and the starting point for interventions to enhance academic 

practice. 

7.2.6.  Student Experience in the Research Setting 

The primary means of providing an enhanced student experience through the use of digital 

technology in the research setting is through the enactment of Email as a Classroom Extension. 

This may appear disappointing, given the availability of innovative uses of mobile apps, 

collaborative tools and digital supports, but the reality is that in an on-campus delivery scenario 

such as the case study being undertaken for this work, the interactions among students and their 

mentors and each other have a significant impact upon the students’ engagement with their 

studies and their experience on campus. The creative use of technologies in the classroom and 
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the support offered to students through the facilities of the Virtual Learning Environment are 

also important when enacted for the creation of enhanced learning experiences, but don’t have 

the widespread impact that Email as a Classroom Extension has, whereby students are enabled 

to make contact, receive feedback, and engage in problem solving with their lecturers at times 

of their choosing. Email as a Classroom Extension is also very much entangled with access 

and equity, as it reduces power distances between lecturers and students and provides a 

common facility through which communication and interaction can take place. This is 

important for all years of the student experience, but in particular for the first year - the National 

Strategy for Higher Education speaks to how a “positive first-year student experience is crucial 

to achieving the goals of higher education” (Department of Education and Skills, 2011, p.56). 

The careful design of learning materials such as with the various enactments of PowerPoint 

and the Virtual Learning Environment can enhance access and equity through personalised, 

flexible access to learning materials and through access to learning materials designed with the 

student in mind (as discussed in section 7.2.5). Harry provides a very specific description of 

how his enactment of PowerPoint as a Creative Space responded to accessibility requirements, 

as reported upon in section 5.5.1. 

The starting point for the use of digital technology for the enhancement of student experience 

involves the use of email for effective communication among staff and students and the creative 

use of digital technology for the development and delivery of learning experiences in the 

classroom. This highlights opportunities for creative, engaging ways to enhance the student 

experience to be built upon technologies that are already widely in use in formal learning and 

teaching processes. It also, of course, raises the question of how students themselves are using 

technology, and how their familiar technologies can be appropriated for the enhancement of 

their experience. The sociomateriality of the student experience from a student perspective is 
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peripheral to this work, as the concern of this work is on the use of technology by lecturers, but 

is the subject of comprehensive work elsewhere (Gourlay & Oliver, 2018). 

7.2.7.  Staff Experience in the Research Setting 

The overload phenomenon associated with the use of email in academic practice points to an 

interest in Email as a Hum (section 5.4.3) in particular, but also Email as a Classroom 

Extension (section 5.4.1) as enactments that are constitutive of the staff experience. Email is 

discussed in section 7.2.2 and in the literature more broadly as a habitat (Ducheneaut & Bellotti, 

2001), reflecting its enactment far beyond the initial design objective as a communication 

platform. This places considerable pressure on staff, who experience a sensation of being 

always on, and having to take deliberate steps to avoid email. This points strongly towards the 

agency of email in academic practice, and the distribution of agency among the entanglements 

that are constitutive of practice. In interviews, research participants have regularly spoken of 

what email gets them to do, and how they have become embedded in practices that require their 

intentional commitment in order for them to leave, rather than for them to join.  

Email as a Hum is perceived to have a negative effect on teamwork and collaborative practices 

among staff, reducing the face-to-face contact and discouraging direct engagement through 

which problems are addressed. Email is at the point where its enactment as Email as a Hum is 

playing a significant role in constituting academic practice. This highlights an obvious starting 

point for enhancing the staff experience in the research setting, by intervening in the design 

and use of the email system.  

While there is negative feedback regarding the over use of email and the impact it has upon 

academic practice and the staff experience, there is also a sense that email has had a positive 

impact upon the flexibility of the working life and the capacity for people to work from beyond 

their desk. This is evident in the enactment of Email as a Classroom Extension, whereby staff 
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can engage with students without having to arrange a place and time for the engagement and 

can take feedback from students to shape their further interactions.  

The enactment of Email as a Control Centre (section 5.4.2) is also significantly constitutive of 

practices relating to the sharing of resources and the enhancement of teamwork among 

academic colleagues. This is also evident in the enactment of PowerPoint as a Medium of 

Exchange (section 5.5.5) which is constitutive of resource sharing practices. While PowerPoint, 

like email, is often derided for its negative effect on academic practice, PowerPoint has become 

a substantial part of practices of exchange, where staff learn from each other or where modules 

or courses are handed over from one staff member to another. PowerPoint files have become 

resources that are shared outside the institution through sharing websites such as SlidesShare, 

and have become a de facto representation of a course, with lecture materials developed in 

PowerPoint sometimes being described as “the course”. This highlights the sociomateriality of 

sharing practices. PowerPoint slides, on their own, are likely to be either an inadequate 

representation of a course, or an inadequate teaching tool. It is very difficult to meet both of 

these objectives when the slides are separated from the performance (Yates & Orlikowski, 

2007).  

The use of the VLE as an Administrative Assistant (section 5.6.3) and PowerPoint as a Crutch 

(section 5.5.2) have obvious supportive implications for the staff experience and can represent 

an appropriate starting point for the design of meso-level interventions. In these cases, lecturers 

are already engaged with the use of digital technology as part of their learning design practice 

but are using it in a conservative way that potentially highlights an absence of knowledge or 

skills, or a need to develop confidence in the use of technology of their disciplinary area. Such 

practices can be explored for the potential for incremental enhancement, including, for 

example, guides or templates for developing minor, low stakes activities that can be 

incorporated into the Virtual Learning Environment or into a deck of PowerPoint slides. A 
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more technologically advanced intervention could automatically create generic, reflective 

exercises for students and intervene in a learning activity such as the enactment of PowerPoint 

as a Crutch, by prompting the lecturer to provide students with a break and a brief exercise 

such as noting, sharing and discussing the most recent point discussed.  

Email as Memory, as an enactment of email in the research setting, provides a set of implicit 

records that can contribute to the implementation of quality assurance processes and provides 

administrative support to lecturers, again, representing a starting point for enhanced practice in 

this area by potentially building the tools to more creatively develop and explore emergent 

digital archives, or by training staff on how to engage with the archives already developed.  

7.2.8.  Design for Academic Practice in the Research Setting 

Sections 7.2.1 to 7.2.7 provided a discussion on the enactment of academic practice in the 

research setting, addressing research question 1. This presented an environment in which the 

use of digital technology is diverse, with multiple enactments of digital technologies brought 

together as practice-based personas whose approaches contrasted with each other. By using the 

lens of three influential technologies, this research has shown how the popular digital 

technologies of everyday life in the digital era can provide a comprehensive perspective on 

how academic practice is enacted. This research has argued that there is insufficient knowledge 

of the detail of these practices and the diversity of digital practice to be able to design effective 

digital interventions in academic practice. This has limited the effectiveness of design for 

academic practice in the research setting (the findings for which were presented in Chapter 6), 

and the potential for digital transformation. This section discusses these findings in the context 

of the relevant literature. 

Design at the meso-level (section 2.6.3) in the research setting was the focus of phase 4 of the 

research, followed by exploration of the potential connections between designers and academic 
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practice, conducted in phase 5 of the research. Both of these phases provided insight into design 

practices in the research setting, addressing research question 2. Design in the research setting 

aligns with Simon’s definition of design that was used as part of the scoping of this research, 

when he described it as a creative activity intended to “devise courses of action aimed at 

changing existing situations into preferred ones” (Simon, 1996, p. 111). It aligns with the 

elements of everyday design (Wakkary, 2005), in which informal design activities are 

undertaken in the home or in the workplace by people whose core responsibility is not 

professional design. In everyday design, objects from the environment are appropriated for the 

purpose of design. This alignment is evident when designers work with lecturers to configure 

their local environment, whether this is their Virtual Learning Environment module, their 

personal computer image, or their working environment. However, designers are limited in 

how they creatively use resources in the environment as part of their design activities for a 

broad population, beyond designing for a local, narrow and defined audience. This points to 

the need to distinguish between three types of design undertaken in the research setting by 

meso-level designers. The first two types (see section 6.2.2), design-with and design-for are 

common approaches to design involving personal interaction with individuals or small groups. 

A less common approach to design, but a type of design that is much in demand, is design-

over. This is design that addresses a broad population and is intended to impact upon practice 

across the research setting. Designers struggle with this form of design because, in their view, 

there is too much diversity of practice that arises in the absence of clear decision making at the 

macro level. In this regard, they are relating the challenges of meso-level design with the 

weaknesses and failure of macro-level design (Kowch, 2016, p. 487; Murphy & Maguire, 

2018).  

In the absence of clear strategy and direction, bottom up activity at the micro-level has led to 

diverse uses of technology, much of which is outside of the field of view of designers for 
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academic practice. This aligns with a view in policy and guidance literature and reports that 

weak macro-level design activity will result only in bottom up diversity, and pockets of 

innovation (European Commission, 2013a, p. 14). Consequently, designers for academic 

practice at the meso level in the research setting are trying to carry out design without having 

knowledge of much of what is taking place, given the huge diversity and the barriers that are 

experienced to making sense of that diversity. One of these barriers is what is perceived as 

inadequate staffing that prevents design-with activity from taking place, and thus prevents 

designers from learning about their audience. There is a growing demand for design-over 

approaches that can impact upon large groups of people, but there is no strategic approach to 

this and no recognition from institutional leadership on how this can take place. The use of the 

design tool presented in this work is accepted by designers who participated in the focus group 

as an opportunity to think differently about design-over activity and engage with the diversity 

of their full audience.  

In the absence of the use of a tool or model such as this, designers make use of casually 

developed mental models of user behaviour, in particular the use of digital technology (see 

section 7.4). These two-part and three-part models rely on assumed behaviour for entry level 

users, mid-level users and advanced users. Often, proxies such as age or disciplinary 

background are used to populate the properties of these groups, which usually do not capture 

the diversity of practice. These are the weak design practices that Cooper et. al. (2007) 

identified as a root cause of failed digital initiatives.  

While designers accept the value in seeking incremental change (Cuban, 2018), they identify 

challenges in incrementally changing across a wide population and frustration that large scale 

changes cannot be undertaken, which, again, they attribute to failures at the macro- rather than 

meso-levels.  
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Through engagement with the designers for academic practice in the research setting, this 

research uncovered six enabling strategies that demonstrated ways in which the set of 

Influential Technology Channels and practice-based personas presented in the previous section 

could be used to enhance practice. These each represent ways to think differently about how to 

approach design activity, including some approaches (such as self-identification with personas 

at the micro-level) that were not intended when the models were being developed and the 

design tool was being prototyped. Among these, the practice-based personas are seen as a 

means to enhance macro-level design through the development of targeted initiatives that 

recognise the diversity of extant practice as a starting point, aligning with recent calls for 

enhanced strategy making rooted in existing practice (Murphy & Maguire, 2018). 

7.2.9.  Future Enactment of Design for Academic Practice in the Research Setting 

The third and final research question for this project sought to understand how best to connect 

academic practice with design for academic practice in the digital era. Having addressed the 

first two research questions, the research surfaced components of academic practice (modelled 

as Influential Technology Channels and practice-based personas), that offered potential to 

bridge some of the gaps that emerged in the analysis of design for academic practice. This 

section provides a discussion on how design for academic practice can be carried out in the 

research setting in the future, making use of the models developed. 

The future enactment of design for academic practice in the research setting has the potential 

to be shaped by engagement with the practice-based personas. These provide designers with a 

way to engage with diverse practice (section 6.7.1), appreciating that there are no digital 

technologies that are used in the same way by all lecturers in the research setting. Designers 

will be able to avoid making assumptions about how technology is used in academic practice 

and will instead be able to engage with practice-based personas who are representative of 

diverse practices. For example, designers can engage with “Martina Ryan”, a lecturer who 
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makes extensive and advanced use of PowerPoint in her practice, developing creative learning 

objects and using them in active learning settings, making them available in the same Virtual 

Learning Environment that she uses to collect assessments from students, and engaging with 

students directly and collectively through email and the Virtual Learning Environment. 

Designers will learn about how Martina engages with her colleagues, and exchanges learning 

materials using email, PowerPoint and the Virtual Learning Environment. Designers will be 

able to compare and contrast Martina with “Henry Wilde”, a lecturer who creates huge 

PowerPoint presentations that represent the notes for his course, and “Roger McCarthy” who 

never uses PowerPoint at all, but places email at the core of his academic practice, using it as 

a home from which he engages with students, maintains records, and organises his working 

life. Designers will be able to engage with “George Travers”, a traditional lecturer whose use 

of digital technology is minimal, even to the point that he rarely answers email, and “Patrick 

Owen”, who has begun to feel a frustration at the way email has dominated his working 

practices. Designers will be able to engage with “Joan Godwin”, whose ambitions for 

technology are not met by the Institutional Virtual Learning Environment, and has developed 

a rich assemblage of digital technology that meets her own needs, and “Edith O’Connor” whose 

view of technology, in contrast, is aligned with what she perceived as Institutional practice and 

the accepted corporate approach. These are just a selection of the practice-based personas who 

represent different types of practice and different practices of lecturers. Importantly, and unlike 

conventional personas, these practice-based personas are connected to each other through 

common practices. These are the Influential Technology Channels that constitute their practice. 

This means that designers may explore and understand the differences between “Edith 

O’Connor” and “Joan Godwin”, but at the same time, appreciate that they both enact email 

similarly through their sharing of the Email as a Control Centre (see section 5.4.2) Influential 

Technology Channel. They are quite different lecturers professionally, but they have both 
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contributed to the emergence of Email as a Control Centre as a practice in the research setting, 

and similarly both of their approaches to academic practice have been shaped by the enactment 

of this Influential Technology Channel in the research setting. This means that designers who 

are seeking to understand and evolve practice know that there is a common practice among the 

two cohorts of people represented by these two practice-based personas. They also know that 

Email as a Control Centre is a practice that is entangled with practices relating to teamwork, 

coordination of modules and management of information and tasks, and consequently the staff 

experience. Depending on their design objective, designers can explore the potential to evolve 

the use of email in that circumstance in order to enhance, for example, time management and 

the overall staff experience. This might lead designers to consider how the same objectives 

could be met for people for whom Email as a Hum (see section 5.4.3) is a constitutive practice, 

recognising the difference between this practice and Email as a Control Centre. Designers can 

now explore the diversity of the research setting using accurate, robust, detailed information, 

without having to rely on abstract or tacit models. They can use this for a variety of design 

activities, limited only by their own creativity, including offering staff an opportunity to self-

identify with the practice-based personas, as part of professional development activities (see 

section 6.7.5).  

An important insight from this research relates to the ubiquity of everyday technologies and 

the degree to which they have been ignored or derided as part of academic practice. This 

research invites designers for academic practice to invert this view and engage meaningfully 

with these technologies as an access point into practice. Designers in the research setting are 

encouraged to look at the ways in which the models that are presented to them enable them to 

look within existing practices to see the constituents of those practice, and then explore ways 

in which those practices can be incrementally enhanced. The idea of technology as an access 

point to pedagogy (section 6.7.2) is that pedagogical practice is already constituted through 
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digital technology, and so digital technology (whether email, PowerPoint, Virtual Learning 

Environment, or something else) can be used to nudge practice in a particular direction. This 

does not always require a change in mindset, it can be achieved through an additional 

affordance of the technology (such as voiceover capabilities in PowerPoint, for example) that 

is made prominent in the standard installation of the tool (which could be of value for 

enactments of PowerPoint as a Medium of Exchange (section 5.5.5) and VLE as a Vessel 

(section 5.6.2), as examples). 

An important consequence of this research for the research setting is the potential to begin 

scaling up. There is a large volume of design-with and design-for activity in the research 

setting, but a glass ceiling is often reached that limits the effectiveness of design-over activities. 

This means that interventions in the research setting make local impact but there is limited 

global impact across the research setting. The practice-based personas and Influential 

Technology Channels provide designers with a way of sense checking their strategy for how it 

might impact on the diverse population of lecturers. It also enables designers to appreciate the 

value of diverse approaches, rather than lamenting the complexity that arises from a messy 

divergence of practice. Rather than seeking to eliminate differences, this research guides 

designers in the research setting to engage with these differences. 

This research has been successful in surfacing the practices and culture of designers for 

academic practice. It now provides these designers with the tools to bridge the gaps in their 

capacity to design for diverse lecturers and impact upon the range of diverse digital practices 

in the research setting. These are important outcomes of this research, as demonstrated by the 

views put forth by designers for academic practice phase 5.  
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Having discussed the research questions in the context of the research setting, the next section 

seeks to explore the broader implications of this work for the digital transformation of academic 

practice. 

7.3.  Implications for Digital Transformation of Academic Practice 
This section considers the broader implications of this research for the digital transformation 

agenda beyond the local setting. 

7.3.1.  Incremental Enhancement of Academic Practice 

The digital era was defined in section 2.4.1 as an era in which the widespread use of information 

and communication technologies has changed the daily practices of, or created new practices 

in, a community, society or population. This definition was set in the context of definitions 

provided for digital transformation and a literature that spoke of the seismic shifts that have 

taken place in practice (OECD, 2019a, p. 16). The definition of the digital era used for this 

research specifically highlights the widespread use of information and communications 

technology in daily practices and how these practices have changed. The literature provided no 

specific guide on what types of change are envisaged for practices in the digital era, apart from 

highlighting ambitious expectations for future practice, often premised on an assumption that 

technology, once it is made available, will be used (Harmon & Dennison, 2016; European 

Commission, 2018, p. 7; EDUCAUSE, 2018, p. 2). From an academic practice perspective, the 

ambitions for transformation of practice centred on a number of key themes that emerged from 

the literature: learning, teaching and assessment; student experience and success; access, 

engagement and partnership; research and innovation; staff experience; and academic 

environment (section 2.3.2). While the ambitions of policy makers were for transformation in 

each of these areas, the literature also demonstrated a frustration with the progress of 

transformation and presented a number of reasons for this lack of progress: resistance by 

lecturers; failure of leadership; and availability of time and resources (section 2.5.1). These 
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were themes that also emerged in the case study on academic practice where designers for 

academic practice were asked to identify the barriers to digital transformation in the research 

setting (see section 6.2.5). 

The literature recognised the degree to which change takes place from the bottom up, with 

pockets of innovation driving transformation in very localised regions of practice (section 

2.5.1). Again, this emerged from the case study, where micro-level activities by lecturers were 

presented as the primary location of innovation and enhancement, in the absence of a clear 

macro-level strategy and a means for meso-level designers to engage with such wide diversity 

of practice (section 6.2.1).  

Academic practice in the digital era is evolving due to the enactment of digital technologies in 

everyday practice. Importantly, many of these technologies have emerged as influential in 

academic practice through bottom-up activity and the habitual use of technology in everyday 

practice rather than through the deliberate roll out of digital transformation initiatives. The 

exploratory study sought to make sense of how a range of technologies, including the web, 

email, cloud technologies, personal devices and office software have come to constitute 

academic practice in the digital era, and identify those that present opportunities for further 

investigation. The technologies selected following the exploratory study were email, 

PowerPoint and the Virtual Learning Environment (section 5.5.3). These are technologies that 

individually and collectively exert significant influence over the enactment of academic 

practice in the digital era and are constitutive of phenomena associated with each of the 

enhancement themes, in different ways. These technologies are individually enacted in a range 

of different ways as shown by the diverse set of Influential Technology Channels, and 

collectively enacted in diverse clusters of practice as shown by the practice-based personas.  
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This presents a picture of academic practice in the digital era as part of a slow, incremental 

process of change due to the appropriation of technology in diverse ways by lecturers. Large 

scale transformative projects struggle because their foundation is not sufficiently grounded in 

current practice, meaning that there is a distance between interventions and practice that 

doesn’t get bridged. The focus of designers on barriers to enhancement rather than the 

opportunities afforded by looking differently at the dynamics of local practice, is itself a barrier 

to enhancement. The detail of what is taking place in the academic environment is important, 

and in the digital era, much of the significant detail can be located in the enactments of everyday 

digital technologies. 

7.3.2.  Diversity of Academic Practice 

The literature review highlighted the degree to which academic practice is shaped by a culture 

of autonomy enabled by academic freedom, leading to diversity of practice (section 2.2.4). 

Related factors include the degree to which lecturers identify with their discipline rather than 

their institution and the shaping influence of the environment in which they carry out their 

work. Diversity is a characteristic of academic practice, potentially even more so than any other 

professional discipline. Despite this, there is limited knowledge regarding how to engage with 

diversity in practice, for the purposes of enhancement of practice or digital transformation.  

This research has presented an innovative use of a new model of practices using Influential 

Technology Channels and practice-based personas that provide designers with a way to engage 

with diversity of practice, in the context of the digital era and the use of technology in everyday 

practices. These modelling methods provide a way of engaging with diversity and targeting 

specific practices, specific uses of technology, and specific people as part of digital 

transformation initiatives. This presents designers for academic practice with a foundation 

upon which digital transformation initiatives can be built, recognising that enhancement of 

practice needs to be built upon existing, local practice. 
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7.3.3.  Familiarity as a Foundation for Enhancement 

An important theme that emerged from the empirical study relates to the embeddedness of 

familiar technologies in everyday practice and the resistance to changing the use of these 

technologies (section 6.2.4). This manifests itself in the implementation of systems by lecturers 

using the technologies with which they are most comfortable, such as Office software and 

email; and it manifests itself occasionally in resistance to the use of new technologies by others, 

with staff stating a preference for the technologies with which they are most familiar and 

comfortable. There is a tendency to interpret this as a resistance to change, and consequently a 

negative, social barrier to digital transformation. This barrier could alternatively be considered 

an opportunity. It exists as a barrier because there is limited understanding of how or why lecturers 

are using technology in that way, and also a significant gap between the approaches to designing 

over a broad population – which usually involves the roll out of a new technology platform – and 

the integration of those approaches into existing practice. Fogg (2009, p4) writes convincingly 

about the opportunity afforded by the use of “technology channels that are familiar to the user” in 

initiatives that aim to enact behavioural change using technology, yet these opportunities aren’t 

engaged as part of everyday design practices. 

7.3.4.  Design for Academic Practice 

Enhancement needs to be understood as a design challenge, meaning that the activities of 

people whose role involves changing existing situations into preferred ones (Simon, 1996, 

p.111) needs to be understood as the work of designers. The second research question for this 

project asks how has design for academic practice evolved in the digital era, and what is current 

practice? To begin to address this question, the research presented a characterisation of 

informal design that drew on theory regarding everyday design (Wakkary, 2005), diffuse 

design (Manzini, 2015) and design thinking (Cross, 2011; Lawson, 2006). These are all areas 

of design that aim to either recognise or support informal or non-professional designers in their 
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design activity. The research has provided a definition for design for academic practice as a 

field of informal design that has the objective of changing the practices of lecturers into 

preferred ones. This type of design has been divided into three layers, consistent with layers 

used in other forms of design, including learning design (Hannon, 2013; Jones, 2019; Goodyear 

& Carvalho, 2019). Design for academic practice can take place at the macro-level, the meso-

level or the micro-level. Design at each of these levels aims to achieve enhancement of practice 

from a strategic, interventionist, or operational perspective. This research focussed in particular 

on the meso-level where people in roles such as learning technologist, academic developer, 

information technology and similar operate between strategic and operational roles. The 

research has explored how designers at this level engage with the everyday enactment of 

academic practice, and the constitutive role of digital technology in that practice. In doing so, 

the research has been able to present some new ways of looking at the opportunities afforded 

by digital technology for the enhancement of academic practice, from within. 

The research has presented three different types of design that are carried out at the meso-level: 

design with, design for and design over. Design-with involves a meso-level designer engaging 

directly with an individual with whom they work to complete a particular project or carry out 

an intervention. In these cases, the designer is enabled to respond in real-time to the needs of 

the audience for which, or with whom, they are designing. Design-for involves designing for a 

known, narrow audience, such as a class group or a particular department. Key gatekeepers can 

be engaged with as part of the design-for process that enables the designer to respond to local 

needs. Design-over is challenging for designers, as they are expected to implement 

interventions that provide an impact across a broad audience that incorporates substantial 

diversity. The properties of design-over activity, the challenges involved in mentally modelling 

the diversity of practice in a broad population, and the strategies that are enacted by designers 

to attempt to achieve this – such as design for the lowest common denominator, are surfaced 
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in this research. In particular, this research has focussed on the challenges encountered in 

achieving empathic engagement among designers and lecturers that recognises the local 

enactment of practice. Empathy is positioned in the literature as a social phenomenon (Coplan, 

2011), but in the absence of social opportunities for engagement among designers and lecturers 

across a broad spectrum of diversity, alternative methods such as models based on Influential 

Technology Channels and practice-based personas can be engaged. This points towards the 

performance of empathy as a sociomaterial phenomenon rather than the enactment as a purely 

social or mental phenomenon. This research has identified sociomateriality as an important 

lens through which to consider the performance of empathy in design practice, in the same way 

as sociomateriality has been used as a lens to understand phenomena such as anonymity (Scott 

& Orlikowski, 2014) which have otherwise been considered exclusively social phenomena. 

The research has explored in depth an alternative approach to considering digital 

transformation beyond the narrow limits of technology adoption and digital competence. The 

use of sociomateriality and the entanglement metaphor offer a new way to consider the 

relationships that are enacted in digital practice, and that need to be engaged with in design for 

practice change that is rooted in existing practice. The next two sub-sections deal with the ways 

in which this research has sought to extend thinking regarding digital transformation beyond 

technology adoption and digital competence, as part of an emerging practice-based trend in 

studies of educational technology. 

7.3.5.  Beyond Technology Adoption 

Technology adoption is widely studied in the field of educational technology and a multitude 

of other fields. The popular models in the field (see section 2.6.3) include the Technology 

Acceptance Model (TAM) (Davis, 1989)  and its derivative, the Unified Theory of Acceptance 

and Use of Technology (UTAUT) (Venkatesh et al., 2003). These models seek to assess and 

predict the likelihood that a technology will be adopted by a person in particular circumstances 
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and uses a variety of factors to make the prediction, including as an example the perceived 

usability of the technology. These models have been used in educational fields to predict the 

likely usage of tools and platforms such as Virtual Learning Environment installations and 

other learning technologies.  

Technology adoption and acceptance is an important consideration when decisions relating to 

investment in technology are being made. However, adoption alone does not speak to the use 

in practice of a technology, and thus would not be considered a practice-based approach to 

analysis. Practice-based analyses and models, such as the models presented in this research, 

look to the use in practice, both predictable and unpredictable, of technologies and the 

entanglement of the technologies in assemblages that are emergent from their daily use. This 

gives consideration to unforeseen uses of technology and repositions technology as something 

emergent from its use rather than something whose performativity mediates an existing social 

process.  

The foregrounding of practices rather than technologies is characteristic of the practice-based 

approach, which, in this research is used to foreground the technology as a practice, entangled 

with other practices and phenomena in the research setting. This model provides a different 

perspective beyond the binary outcome of technology adoption analyses, and also offers a new 

perspective on how to implement technology adoption initiatives. A prevailing theme from this 

research relates to the practice of looking within practices to their internal constitution as a 

means of evolving the practice. This is focussed on evolving an existing practice rather than 

assuming that new practices can be created and imposed upon a given population. It is informed 

by Fogg’s assertion that changing technology and changing practice is often too significant a 

leap for technology users, and that this is often a cause for failure of technology adoption and 

practice change initiatives (Fogg, 2009, p.4).  
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By looking within the practice and linking the adoption of a new technology, if required, to the 

existing assemblage of technologies that are enacted in academic practice, there is a greater 

opportunity for adoption. The candidate technologies for establishing such relationships are 

those that are ubiquitous in academic practice, such as the technologies that were the subject 

of this research. Extensions and additions to email, the Virtual Learning Environment, 

PowerPoint and other technologies embedded in daily activity don’t face an adoption challenge 

as much as a usage challenge, whereby they are already part of a system that has been adopted. 

The nudge towards usage is a lesser challenge than the adoption of the new technology, and 

the set of Influential Technology Channels and practice-based personas that are used to model 

the research setting provide guidance for designers in adopting this approach. 

7.3.6.  Beyond Digital Competence 

In addition to technology adoption initiatives, a significant number of design interventions 

intended to achieve digital transformation relate to digital competence. Digital competence is 

about an individual’s capacity to use technology and their need for training or guidance in order 

to achieve the required competence. Frameworks such as the European Framework for the 

Digital Competence of Educators (European Commission, 2017a) position digital competence 

as a professional development activity with the educator at the core. The process of professional 

development for digital competence relates to changing the personal properties of the educator 

to ensure that they are capable of using technology to enhance practice. 

The challenges with digital competence and other person-focussed professional development 

initiatives lies in the distance between interventions and practice change. Interventions that 

seek to provide educators with a new skillset and mindset do not guarantee a change in practice, 

and often a change in practice can be arrived at without any such change in mindset or skillset. 

Often the change takes place due to the organic spread of the use of digital technologies as 

people appropriate skills from their daily use into their academic practice and adopt practices 
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that they observe in their colleagues. In both of these cases, the success is due to the closeness 

between the intervention, albeit an implicit intervention, and the enactment in practice. Digital 

competence initiatives often get entangled with debates regarding technology before pedagogy 

and pedagogy before technology. However, both of these perspectives are limited and 

misrepresent what is needed for change. Change comes through the incremental evolution of 

existing practices, and if interventions are to be successful they need to find a way to evolve 

those practices. This can happen through the engagement with the people in their practice, the 

technology that constitutes their practice, and in a range of other ways, once the components 

of practice are known and understood.  

The various labels used in digital competence initiatives, such as newcomer, explorer, 

integrator, expert, leader and pioneer (European Commission, 2017a) are useful for 

categorising users, but they miss out on the complexity of the local enactment of technology. 

An educator who is competent in the use of technology may not choose to use it in a particular 

way for a variety of reasons both pragmatic and philosophical. Decisions made to use or not 

use technology are heavily influenced by a range of factors beyond the mindset and skill set of 

the user. The technology suite, the personal life of the users, and the expectations of students 

are some of a multitude of factors that shape the competent use of technology by educators. 

This research does not argue that digital competence initiatives should not be carried out, but 

it does make the case that these initiatives should be rooted in real practice. While designers 

for academic practice have provided feedback through interviews and focus groups that they 

cannot engage with all staff on an individual level to achieve this type of digital transformation, 

there is an opportunity through well-developed models of situated practice to make decisions 

about how to intervene in those practices to change what happens, and not rely on training at a 

distance from practice to try to create a change that might never take place. 
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7.4.  Implications for Sociomateriality of Practice 
Sociomateriality provides a different perspective on the constitution of practices, of 

phenomena, of society, and of the universe. It challenges the two dominant ontologies for the 

social and material worlds, respectively the relativist perspective and the realist perspective. 

The tendency to focus on the social dimension to practices – by interacting with the people 

who are seen to carry out the practices – is dominant in the field of design for academic practice. 

The focus on the changed mindset and the need for consideration to be given to pedagogy 

before technology is compelling but presents a view of pedagogy as something social that is 

awaiting mediation by materiality at a later point.  

Sociomateriality provides a different way to look at pedagogy and other educational 

phenomena. It doesn’t put technology prior to pedagogy or vice versa but looks at both as 

phenomena that are sociomaterial in their constitution, and constitutive of other phenomena in 

which they are entangled. This important, and distinctive, perspective means that enhancement 

is “certainly not as the exclusive concern of a teacher” (Fenwick & Landri, 2015, p. 5), and 

that technology is implicated in the agential responsibility for enhancement in the same way as 

the people are implicated in it.  

By adopting this approach for the development of the Influential Technology Channels 

theoretical framework the researcher is directed to look within academic practice for the digital 

technologies that are exerting influence in the constitution of the practice, and seek ways to 

connect with the enactment of the technology as part of an enhancement process. It does not 

seek to develop new practices in parallel, or as a replacement for existing practice. That 

approach has been shown to be inadequate in the multitude of failed enhancement projects 

reported on in the literature and added to this study. The alternative perspective forces the 

researcher to look first at what is already happening and find the appropriate platform to design 
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interventions. This is situated practice that also captures the diversity of practice across a 

research setting.  

In the case of Influential Technology Channels, digital technology is constitutive of practices 

and phenomena such as active learning, access, and flexible learning. These are phenomena 

that have a robustly sociomaterial constitution, such would be the differences in their enactment 

independently of their enactment of digital technology. This provides designers for academic 

practice with insight not just into the existence of a technology or the way that a technology is 

used, but the way that the use of the technology constitutes the phenomena that are emergent 

from academic practice in the research setting. This draws attention, at an accessible level, to 

the material relationships between technology and phenomena, and invites the designer to 

explore these relationships in their design activity. 

The flip side is that technology is constituted by practices and phenomena. The fifteen 

Influential Technology Channels uncovered in the case study (sections 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6) are 

sociomaterial practices that are enacted in academic practice. They are constituted by academic 

practice in the same way as they constitute academic practice. Understanding each of these 

provides an insight into academic practice, simply through a different lens. A useful analogy 

is a fisherman’s net. The fisherman can look at his net and all the relations constituted in its 

constitution, but in doing so he observes a vast expanse. He chooses to draw forward one part 

of the net and study it, and in doing so, he gains insight into the constitution of the net. He can 

choose to follow the links and relations from that starting point to uncover new insight. Each 

of the Influential Technology Channels represent starting points for the analysis of academic 

practice as a fisherman’s net. They are the starting point for an entanglement that created them, 

and by understanding their constitution insight can be gained into the practice as a whole. 

Influential Technology channels such as PowerPoint as a Knowledge Bin (section 5.5.4) or 

Email as a Classroom Extension (section 5.4.1) don’t exist except for how they exist in 
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academic practice, and as lenses they offer substantial insight into academic practice. They are 

constituted by academic practice, as well as being constitutively entangled in academic 

practice. 

This section discussed some of the defining aspects of sociomateriality as it was applied in this 

research and demonstrated some of the implications for how the entanglement of digital 

technology and academic practice can be studied. The sensitivity of a researcher to the 

entanglement of everyday technologies in academic practice offers a new way of understanding 

the digital constitution of practice enabled by a sociomaterial perspective.  

7.5.  Recommendations arising from this Work 
This section provides the recommendations that have emerged from the analysis of the findings 

in this work. These are recommendations that can be adopted by individuals involved in design 

for academic practice or by institutions or researchers who are concerned with digital 

transformation and the role of digital technology in academic practice.  

7.5.1.  Change Practice from Within 

The first recommendation arising from this work is to seek ways to change practices from 

within. This means looking beyond initiatives that seek to impose technologies upon practice 

or make assumptions based on weak evidence that a technology will become embedded in 

practice. The proposed approach here is to seek opportunities within practices to change how 

the practice is enacted. Influential Technology Channels offer one such approach, directing 

designers to seek ways to change the enactment of technologies that are already embedded in 

daily practice, in order to enhance practices with which they are entangled.  

This approach requires designers to look towards the entanglements that constitute a practice 

and seek ways to understand the relationships that are enacted within practices and phenomena. 

The strong evidence for the use of familiar technologies (see section 6.2.4) supports a view that 
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such technologies represent a point of access to situated practice. There are significant 

opportunities afforded by technologies that have achieved widespread use, that often get 

ignored or derided because of their association with what is perceived as out of date technology 

or non-progressive practice. 

Looking within practices enables different perspectives on technology adoption (see section 

7.3.5) and digital competence (see section 7.3.6). Most importantly, it directs designers to look 

beyond the person and their mindset when seeking to change practice. Practices are more 

complex than their social participants. This complexity also represents opportunity. 

7.5.2.  Engage with Diversity of Practice in all its Complexity 

The second recommendation from this work is to engage with the diversity of practice and 

avoid assumptions regarding common practice, three-part models of practice and lowest 

common denominators of practice. Diversity is complex and the types of abstractions that are 

provided by existing models, both tacit and explicit, eliminate much of the complexity of 

practice that is of use for design. The practice-based personas presented in section 5.7 provide 

a way of capturing the diversity of situated practice in a given environment, making it operable 

through the detail associated with their constituent Influential Technology Channels. 

7.5.3.  Seek Pervasive, Situated Change in Design-Over Activities 

The third recommendation is to seek pervasive, situated change when carrying out design-over 

activities. Design-over is a form of design characterised in this research (see section 6.2.2), that 

takes place at the macro- and meso-levels, where designers seek to put in place strategies or 

interventions that will change the practice of large groups of people, many of whom cannot be 

engaged with directly. In order to seek pervasive, situated change – the situated enactments of 

practice, such as those represented by the Influential Technology Channels; and the diversity 

of practice, as represented by practice-based personas – can provide an appropriate starting 
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point. Models that fail to capture either the situated enactment of practice in all of its messiness 

and the diversity of practice in all of its complexity will not enable situated, pervasive change 

across a broad population. Designers should not simply seek to design for what is perceived to 

be the lowest common denominator or the average person, they need to be enabled to design 

for diversity. 

7.5.4.  Support Design-With, Design-For, and Design-Over Activities 

The fourth recommendation is to support design-with, design-for, and design-over activities. 

The need for support for informal designers is stated in the literature and has become a common 

theme among lecturers involved in design thinking. Designers who are not trained in design 

practice need to be provided with accessible tools and models with which they can engage in 

order to, inter alia, appropriately empathise with the people for whom they are designing and 

the circumstances with which they are faced. Designers need to be enabled to look beyond 

conventional approaches to design for academic practice, such as the technology adoption and 

digital competence initiatives discussed earlier and look for ways to access influential points 

within practices that can be used to nudge practices towards a preferred situation. Tools, such 

as the prototype tool presented in section 6.6, are important for that objective. 

7.5.5.  Connect Macro-Level, Meso-Level and Micro-Level Design 

The fifth recommendation arising from this work is to develop connections between macro-

level design, meso-level design and micro-level design. The literature and case study surfaced 

a number of issues relating to the connections, or absence of connections between design at a 

strategic level, at an interventionist level and at an operational level. Meso-level designers 

express a view that their role is constrained by the absence of clear direction and strategy from 

the macro-level, and express a frustration that the main source of change is at the micro-level 

with which they are no longer enabled to engage meaningfully due to non-availability of 

resources. The conventional social approach to building connections is inadequate but the 
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technology that is constitutive of practice provides an opportunity to look differently at 

practices and build connections that are sociomaterial in their constitution. This can happen 

through the development of models as presented in this research, and also through the effective 

use of data and the digital traces that emerge from the performance of technology. 

7.5.6.  Adopt a Sociomaterial Perspective in Design and Inquiry 

The final recommendation from this research is to adopt a sociomaterial lens for the analysis 

of technology in academic practice. This research has benefitted from the adoption of an intra-

actionist sociomaterial perspective that directed the researcher to search within phenomena for 

the constitutive components, and to look for the sociomaterial performance of entanglements 

of technologies and people rather than trying to identify social phenomena that are mediated 

by technology. At its most fundamental, sociomateriality holds that matter is as important as 

anything else in the enactment of phenomena. Phenomena such as pedagogy, active learning, 

peer learning, student engagement, and staff support are not social phenomena that rely solely 

on mindsets, commitment and attitudes. They are sociomaterial phenomena in which 

technologies and things play a constitutive role, in many cases enacting phenomena that are 

substantially different due to their material constituents. This research has surfaced empathy as 

one such phenomenon that is studied primarily as a social phenomenon, a product of the human 

condition and social interactions. This is an area studied in this research through the enactment 

of models of practice and the prototype design tool. Empathy as a sociomaterial phenomenon 

is an area open for further inquiry. 

7.6.  Summary 
This discussion chapter has demonstrated the importance and relevance of the work carried out 

in this research for three audiences. Firstly, it has related the findings from this research to the 

research setting within which it has taken place. For this research setting, the findings provide 

an operable set of Influential Technology Channels and practice-based personas that map to 
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local practice. Designers for academic practice in the research setting can use the insight gained 

from the inquiry carried out in this research and the model and tool that were developed in 

order to support and enhance their own design activity. This has potentially very significant 

implications for that research setting and how digital transformation initiatives are carried out 

in that setting. Secondly, the chapter has related the findings to the digital transformation 

agenda in general, considering the implications of the theoretical and practical approach for 

phenomena such as technology adoption and digital competence. It has also surfaced properties 

of important phenomena such as diversity of academic practice and how this should be 

accounted for in digital transformation initiatives. Finally, the discussion has dealt with the 

implications of the findings for the theoretical space within which the approach developed for 

this research is positioned.  

This research surfaced its findings because of the use of a theoretical approach that was 

developed by the researcher for this research. Influential Technology Channels are both a 

theoretical lens and a modelling method, surfacing important relationships within academic 

practice and then making them available to designers for academic practice, along with 

practice-based personas, to guide the design process. The development of these methods is very 

significant for the field of design for academic practice (a characterisation introduced in this 

research), whose members are informal designers not trained in design practice who rely on 

tacit, informal and often superficial insight into situated practice and its diversity. This design 

community requires support, or tooling up (Manzini, 2015, p. 158), and the tools have not been 

available to them prior to this work.  

The final chapter provides the conclusions for this research and discusses future work.  
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Chapter 8.  Conclusions and Future Work 

8.1.  Introduction 
This chapter provides the conclusions and presents a discussion of the seven main contributions 

from the work. The chapter also provides an analysis of the research design by considering the 

strengths and limitations of the research. This is followed by an exploration of the future 

research that can emerge from this work. 

This chapter demonstrates how this work has made substantial contributions to research and 

practice by providing two new theoretically based lenses that can be used to inquire into the 

relationships between digital technology and academic practice and represent the output of the 

inquiry in an accessible manner. The research additionally makes an important contribution by 

completing an in-depth examination of the practices of diverse designers for academic practice, 

a term coined for this work. Such designers include, but are not limited to, learning 

technologists, academic developers, and information technologists. They are defined by their 

role in seeking to enhance academic practice. In carrying out this inquiry, the research has 

uncovered practices such as design-with, design-for and design-over – three terms introduced 

for this work, that require recognition in the field of academic development and academic 

practice. The research has uncovered and investigated the gaps that emerge in practice between 

designers for academic practice and the people and practices for whom they are designing and 

has explored in detail how this gap can be bridged using the models developed for this work, 

thus addressing the research questions (see section 1.3). These contributions are significant for 

institutions, researchers and individual designers for academic practice who seek to find better 

ways to enhance academic practice at all levels, and better connect academic practice with 

design for academic practice. They demonstrate how new thinking is required to address the 

limited impact of digital enhancement and digital transformation initiatives in higher education. 
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8.2.  Contributions made by this Work 
This section outlines the seven main contributions from this work in separate sub-sections. 

8.2.1.  Review of Literature 

The first contribution of this work is a comprehensive review of the literature relating to the 

enactment of digital technology in academic practice, the enactment of design for academic 

practice, and the national and international policy and guidance literature on enhancement of 

academic practice (see Chapter 2). This literature review stands on its own to support future 

work on digital transformation of academic practice.  

8.2.2.  ITC-PBP Theoretical Framework 

In addition, a comprehensive literature review supported the development of the ITC-PBP 

theoretical framework, building upon practice-based and sociomaterial studies and the 

positioning of digital technologies as part of sociomaterial practices (see Chapter 3). The 

theoretical framework incorporates theory relating to design of practices and the use of digital 

technology in design, that has informed the bounding and constitution of design for academic 

practice. This novel combination of theories enables new insights to be gained into the 

enactment of academic practice and design for academic practice in studies of academic 

environments. In doing so, the framework enables researchers to gain a different perspective 

on the challenges and opportunities that are encountered as designers for academic practice 

seek to enhance academic practice using digital era technologies. This offers significant 

potential for practical application among communities of designers for academic practice. 

8.2.3.  Influential Technology Channels 

The third contribution of this research is the development of Influential Technology Channels 

lens. This offers six properties (see section 3.4) that provide a distinctive lens for analysing the 

enactment of digital technology in academic practice and the relationships between digital 

technologies and emergent phenomena in academic practice. It is a sociomaterial framework 
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that is developed specifically for academic practice but could be appropriated for other areas. 

This important contribution of this research surfaces enactments of digital technology in a way 

that preserves the relationships with other aspects of academic practice. This is significant 

because it relies upon the emergence of digital technology as a part of practice rather than the 

imposition of digital technology upon practice. As digital technology emerges from academic 

practice, it is both constituted by and constitutive of academic practice. Influential Technology 

Channels enable designers for academic practice to engage with this co-constitutive role and 

explore ways in which extant enactments of digital technology can be engaged with as part of 

enhancement activities.  

The researcher, having identified fifteen Influential Technology Channels, will work with these 

enactments in his own role as Head of Learning Development, following from this research. 

The researcher will also continue to engage with colleagues to ensure that the findings from 

this research influences the University’s approach to digital transformation as it continues to 

invest in this area. In doing so, the University can use technology as an access point for 

enactments of pedagogy (section 6.7.2), drive incremental change (section 6.7.3) and can 

develop targeted policy and strategy (section 6.7.4). 

8.2.4.  Practice-Based Personas 

The fourth contribution of this research is the development of practice-based personas as a 

means to capture and operationalise the diversity of practice in academic settings (section 3.6). 

Practice-based personas are extensions to the popular persona method used in design practice. 

They are built upon distinct clusters of Influential Technology Channels and invite designers 

to engage with practice from the level of enacted digital technology. Practice-based personas 

use an engaging, relatable and accessible narrative to personify distinct practices and provide 

designers with a way to meaningfully empathise with the diversity for which they are 

designing.  
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The research has demonstrated through an instrumental case study how a set of practice-based 

personas and Influential Technology Channels can be developed for a specific research setting 

(Chapter 5), and engaged with by designers for academic practice to enhance the connection 

between academic practice and design for academic practice (Chapter 6). The development of 

these practice-based personas for the research setting mean that the researcher can now engage 

colleagues in design activities in the area of quality enhancement and digital transformation 

that are directed towards different but inter-related staff profiles. Following from the findings 

set out in Chapter 6, the practice-based personas will enable the researcher and colleagues in 

the research setting to engage with diversity (section 6.7.1) and will enable lecturers to self-

identify with practice-based personas and use this as a starting point for their professional 

development (section 6.7.5). The researcher will progress this through the structures of the 

College in which he is Head of Learning Development. 

8.2.5.  Design for Academic Practice 

The fifth contribution of this research is the characterisation of design for academic practice as 

a set of informal design practices that are carried out by designers at different levels in academic 

environments (section 2.6; Chapter 6). These informal design practices become increasingly 

effective as the designers work closely with the people for whom they are designing (design-

with and design-for activity, as coined in this research) but meet with challenges when design 

is taking place for a broad audience, many of whom are unknown to the designer (design-over 

activity, also as coined in this research). In particular, the designers are met with the challenge 

of empathising with the people and practices for whom they are designing, and consequently 

require support for effective design at this level.  

The case study conducted in the research setting has surfaced the important insights that have 

led to this contribution, and has built upon theory relating to everyday design, diffuse design, 

design thinking and design science that has been dealt with in the literature review. This offers 
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the researcher an opportunity to think differently about how design is undertaken in the 

research setting and engage with colleagues to enhance their design practice making use of 

Influential Technology Channels, practice-based personas and the prototype design tool. 

8.2.6.  Prototype Design Tool 

A prototype design tool developed as a web application is the sixth contribution of this 

research. The purpose of the tool was to enable designers to engage with the Influential 

Technology Channels and the practice-based personas to enhance their design for academic 

practice. It is not intended that this is a complete tool at this point, rather a demonstration of 

how Influential Technology Channels and practice-based personas can be presented to 

designers for their use in their own design practice. The tool can be further developed as future 

work. In its current state it can be used in the research setting for engaging designers in 

activities to design for diverse uses of digital technology. There is also scope to work with 

designers for academic practice to further develop the tool to meet their additional 

requirements. 

8.2.7.  Recommendations 

The final contribution of this research is a set of six recommendations that were included in 

section 7.5. These recommendations relate to digital transformation in higher education and 

how digital transformation initiatives can be supported more effectively in order to better 

achieve situated, pervasive enhancement as an outcome. The six recommendations are as 

follows: 

• Change practice from within; 

• Engage with diversity of practice, in all its complexity; 

• Seek pervasive, situated change in design-over activities; 

• Support design-with, design-for, and design-over activities; 
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• Connect macro-level, meso-level and micro-level design; 

• Adopt a sociomaterial perspective in design and inquiry. 

These recommendations will be progressed in the research setting by the researcher in his role 

as Head of Learning Development and his chairmanship and membership of committees related 

to learning, teaching and assessment and quality enhancement at several levels in the 

University.  

8.2.8.  Concluding Remarks 

This research has made seven distinct contributions. Collectively, these contributions address 

the three research questions by providing insight into the enactment of academic practice in the 

digital era (through the emergent Influential Technology Channels and practice-based personas 

in the research setting); by providing insight into the enactment of design for academic practice 

in the digital era (through the surfacing of the properties of design for academic practice in the 

research setting); and by exploring the potential for connections to be developed between 

academic practice and design for academic practice (by operationalising the Influential 

Technology Channels and practice-based personas and through the use of a prototype design 

tool). This makes an important contribution to the field of design for academic practice, by 

recognising the common practices in the field and the gaps that constrain these practices, and 

then by building the methods and tools to address these gaps. This provides designers for 

academic practice with a new way of carrying out their design practice, but more importantly, 

a new way of thinking about how to design, considering diversity within the population of 

lecturers and diversity of practice. These also have significant implications for the research 

setting, where the researcher will continue to implement and progress his research. 
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8.3.  Strengths and Limitations of this Work 
This section addresses the strengths and limitations of this work considering the nature of the 

case study, the requirement for generalisation and repeatability, and the quality of the 

theoretical lens. 

8.3.1.  Instrumental Case Study 

The research was undertaken as an instrumental case study. This means that the research seeks 

to use the case under consideration as a means of understanding the phenomenon under 

investigation more broadly. The case is an instrument through which, in the case of this 

research, the phenomena of academic practice and design for academic practice can be 

investigated. The case was bounded initially for the exploratory study (section 4.9.2), and 

subsequently narrowed through the sampling process. Multiple sources of data were used to 

investigate the case, including survey data, interview data, focus group data and documentation 

that was available for review. This aligns with best practice for case study design. 

8.3.2.  Generalisability and Repeatability 

The objective of the instrumental case study is to provide insight into the two phenomena under 

investigation, academic practice and design for academic practice. Following the exploratory 

study, academic practice was narrowed to learning design practice at module level. This 

enabled a greater depth of study, but it must be noted that the findings relate primarily to this 

area of academic practice. This is the area about which there is the greatest need for 

enhancement, as per the policy and guidance literature reviewed (section 2.3.2), so it is the 

most appropriate sub-area within academic practice to conduct a study. The entangled nature 

of academic practice means that learning design provides an access point to academic practice 

rather than a distinctive cut from academic practice. This means that research, student 

experience, staff experience, and engagement, as examples, all remain part of the research due 
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to their relations with the specific phenomena under investigation. Future research could adopt 

lenses that foreground more explicitly those areas of academic practice. 

The findings of the research are generalisable in so far as they relate to the development and 

use of practice-based personas and Influential Technology Channels. The research has 

demonstrated that these are operable representations of situated practice that offer significant 

potential for the establishment of connections between academic practice and design for 

academic practice. This is also the case for other environments and the research is written in 

such a way that the same methods can be applied elsewhere. Specific findings relating to the 

enactment of digital technology and the enactment of design for academic practice are 

characteristics of the research setting. Given that the focus of the research is on situated 

practice, this is to be expected. However, some of the insights relating to email, PowerPoint, 

the Virtual Learning Environment and design for academic practice align with extant findings 

as published in the literature and offer new insight regarding the relationship between these 

technologies and academic practice. The in-depth and comprehensive nature of this research 

provides additional insight that can guide the exploration of these technologies in other research 

settings. 

8.3.3.  Sociomaterial Theoretical Lens 

A sociomaterial theoretical lens was adopted for this research. A sociomaterial research lens is 

quite often associated with observational research methods and a robustly performative 

epistemology. This means that the enactment of practice is studied as it takes place, rather than 

relying on reports from people who were involved in the practice. Had this approach been 

taken, the research would naturally have to contract substantially from the breadth with which 

it was dealing. In that regard, it would not have been appropriate to pursue this approach but 

rather to tailor the sociomaterial lens to suit an interview, survey and focus group approach that 

enabled research participants to report upon various aspects of their practice. This also opens 
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the door to further studies on individual Influential Technology Channels through 

observational methods to provide a detailed performative account of their enactment in 

practice. This and other areas of future research are dealt with in the next section. 

8.4.  Future Research 
This research was conducted over a number of years during which a range of opportunities for 

additional and future research emerged. This section identifies some of these areas, as well as 

areas related to the research findings that can lead to further inquiry. 

8.4.1.  Performative Accounts of Influential Technology Channels 

The first area of future research relates to the further investigation of Influential Technology 

Channels through a performative lens. This will provide further insight into the specific actions 

that are undertaken and represent a further layer of inquiry. Each individual Influential 

Technology Channel investigated in this research, and several more besides, could be 

investigated in this way through the undertaking of observational research over an extended 

period of time. This would open up even further opportunities for the use of accounts of 

Influential Technology Channels in design, with micro-interactions that are beyond the 

conscious reports of participants in practices emerging through the observation and analysis of 

the performance of Influential Technology Channels. 

8.4.2.  Longitudinal Enhancement Study 

The Influential Technology Channels, practice-based personas, and prototype design tool can 

be used for the implementation of long-term design projects for academic practice. This will 

enable further investigation into the long-term impact of these methods on design for academic 

practice and the impact upon digital transformation. The research undertaken for this research 

has resulted in the insight and methods required for the early empathic stages of design, 

addressing a gap that was found in design for academic practice. The final phases of this 

research explored ways in which these methods can be incorporated into design and a set of 
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enabling strategies for effective design. To carry out a full evaluation on these methods and 

strategies, longitudinal case studies over a number of years will be required.  

8.4.3.  Enhancing the Design Tool 

The design tool developed for this research is a prototype demonstrating a proof of concept. It 

has been developed as a functional tool to meet the requirements set out in the research and 

provides a range of project management facilities. Feedback received in the focus groups had 

identified a number of additional ways in which the tool can be used, and extensions that could 

be made to enable, for example, macro-level design of strategies and policies and micro-level 

self-identification with personas. The tooling up of informal designers is a highly important 

requirement to enhance design thinking and informal design practice, and also to enable the 

kinds of interfaces between professional and non-professional designers called for in diffuse 

design strategies (Manzini, 2015, p. 158).  

8.4.4.  Digital Design at the Macro- and Micro-levels 

This research investigated design for academic practice at the meso-level. This informed the 

sampling that was undertaken by the researcher and led to insight into meso-level design for 

academic practice, with peripheral matters relating to macro-level and micro-level design for 

academic practice emerging. There is scope for in-depth investigations into design for 

academic practice at the other levels, and it is evident from the findings that the need for 

investigation into design for academic practice at the macro-level is the most significant 

concern. It is at this level that strategies and policies are developed, many of which fail to set 

achievable objectives due to their failure to grip the foundation of situated practice, and the 

diversity of practice. The methods demonstrated in this research are appropriate for use at that 

level, but further investigation into the design practices of national leaders and strategists, as 

well as senior university leaders, will enable further insight to be gained into how their design 

practices can be shaped and evolve. 
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8.4.5.  The Performance of Designer Empathy as a Sociomaterial Phenomenon 

Empathy is a fundamentally social phenomenon arising from the interaction between human 

beings. This research began to explore ways in which empathy can be reconsidered as a 

sociomaterial phenomenon, with material elements such as digital tools playing an important 

role in engaging designers with the needs of their audience. The design tool prototyped for this 

project is one example of such a digital tool. The enactment of tools such as these as part of 

formal and informal design practice will provide new insight into how empathy is constituted 

as a sociomaterial phenomenon, and the implications that this has for the design of tools and 

the enhancement of design practice. This is a particularly interesting direction for further 

research and highlights the value in adopting a sociomaterial lens. Designer empathy does not 

need to be considered as an entirely human phenomenon with potential mediation by tools. The 

tools themselves can be part of the constitution of empathy such that designer empathy is 

something quite different in their absence. This is a similar perspective to the one taken by 

Scott and Orlikowski (2014) in their investigation of anonymity. 

8.5.  Summary 
This chapter has concluded the research, presenting its contributions, an analysis of the 

strengths and limitations of the research design, and a variety of areas for future research. 

The research has shown how design for academic practice is an important phenomenon that 

required an in-depth investigation, and how connections between design for academic practice 

and academic practice itself can be operationalised through representations of the sociomaterial 

enactment of digital technology in academic practice. The research has shown how this 

approach can support and enhance digital enhancement and digital transformation initiatives in 

academic practice and help address the failures and disappointments that are often considered 

characteristic of the digital transformation agenda. The research has provided a new way of 

thinking about the design of interventions in academic practice, offering a sociomaterial 
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perspective on the entanglements of the people, things and technologies that constitute 

academic practice. This research has made several important practical and theoretical 

contributions to the field of design for academic practice, offering novel insights related to the 

entanglement of Influential Technology Channels in practice and design. 
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Appendix C: Invitation and Information Sheets for Research 
Participants 

Invitation to Interview 
 

Dear..., 

I am Head of Learning Development in the College of Sciences and Health, and a lecturer in 
the School of Computing. I have relatively recently commenced a PhD study which is 
examining the use of technology by academic staff and the impact of technology on practice 
change among academic staff. 

During a recent interview with another colleague, it was suggested to me that I talk with you 
since you may have some useful insight into my research topic. Given your role and experience, 
I would be delighted to get the opportunity to interview you as part of this research. The 
interview would obviously be anonymous, and at no point would you be identified in any 
publication that came out of the research. The interview would last for approximately 1 hour, 
and could be scheduled at a time that suits you. 

I understand, of course, if you are unavailable since I am aware of how busy you are. If you 
are available, I would appreciate if you could let me know when might suit you to participate 
in this interview over the next month or so. 

Many thanks, 

Ciarán 

 

Interviewee Information Sheet 
Thank you for expressing an interest in participating in research I am undertaking towards a 
postgraduate qualification with the School of Computing and the Learning, Teaching and 
Technology Centre in Dublin Institute of Technology. I currently work as the Head of Learning 
Development for the College of Sciences and Health in Dublin Institute of Technology and I 
am a lecturer in the School of Computing in Dublin Institute of Technology. This research is 
being undertaken as part of my role as a student and not as part of either of my other roles. The 
aim of my research is to study the use of technology in the daily practices of lecturers in Higher 
Education. I wish to do so by studying the practices of teaching, research, supervision, 
communication and sharing, administration and personal organisation and how technology 
helps shape those practices, and how those practices help shape the use of technology. I have 
invited you to undertake an interview as part of my research, and ask that you consider the 
information below before making a decision on whether to participate or not: 

1. The interview will be audio recorded for use only as part of this research. 
2. All data which is collected electronically or otherwise during your interview will be 

stored securely. 
3. You will not be identifiable in interview transcripts or in publications. You may be 

assigned a pseudonym if necessary. 
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4. A transcript of the interview will be returned to you in hard copy within two weeks of 
the interview. Anything not relevant to this research disclosed in the interview will be 
identified in the transcript and will not be used in the research. 

5. If you wish to withdraw your interview or sections of the interview from the research 
you can do so within two weeks of receipt of the transcript. 

6. The recording and transcript of your interview will be destroyed upon completion of 
the research or five years after the interview, whichever occurs first. 

7. Your interview will not be discussed with anyone other than occasionally with the 
supervisors of this research. 

8. Your interview recording will only be used as part of this research and will only be 
listed to by the researcher, one of the researcher’s supervisor, or an employee of a 
transcription service. If a transcription service is used, they will be bound by the 
requirements of the Data Protection Act. 

9. You are free to not answer any question you wish during the interview. 
10. Depending on the matters discussed in the interview, you may be asked to demonstrate 

your use of a particular technology. You are free to decline this invitation. If you wish 
to demonstrate your use of the technology, this will be video recorded and treated in 
the same way as electronic materials collected in the interview. 

It is expected that the interview will take up to two hours, which can be conducted as two 
separate interviews if that suits better. If you have any questions, or if you would like to review 
the full research proposal, please contact me on … or ciaran.oleary@dit.ie. 
If you wish to proceed with the interview, please sign below: 
 
I have reviewed this information sheet and wish to proceed with an interview as part of this 
research. 
 
 
Signed        Date     
 

Invitation to Focus Group 
Dear..., 

You may recall that a number of years ago you participated in an interview for my research. 
This was of great assistance and has helped me to progress my work towards completing my 
PhD. 

I am currently organising some focus groups for the same research project, to take place before 
the end of March. The focus groups will be two hours in length, and will take place in ____. It 
would again be of great assistance to me if you were able to participate in one of these focus 
group sessions, with other colleagues whom I will be contacting separately. 

I know, however, that it is a busy time of year, so please don't feel under any obligation to 
participate if it is likely to cause you difficulty. 

If you are able to participate, I will liaise with you to organise a time that suits, and I will 
forward to you an overview of my research. 

Many thanks, 

Ciarán 
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Focus Group Participant Information Sheet 
Thank you for expressing an interest in participating in research I am undertaking towards a 
postgraduate qualification with the School of Computer Science and the Learning, Teaching 
and Technology Centre in Technological University Dublin. I currently work as the Head of 
Learning Development for the College of Sciences and Health in Technological University 
Dublin - City Campus. This research is being undertaken as part of my role as a postgraduate 
student. 

The aim of my research is to study the use of technology in the daily practices of lecturers in 
Higher Education, and the potential use for these technologies in the design of academic 
practice. 

I have invited you to participate in a focus group as part of my research, and ask that you 
consider the information below before making a decision on whether to participate or not: 

1. The focus group session will be audio recorded for use only as part of this research. 
2. All data which is collected electronically or otherwise during the focus group will be 

stored securely. 
3. You will not be identifiable in transcripts or in publications. You may be assigned a 

pseudonym if necessary. 
4. A transcript of the focus group will be returned to you in hard copy within two weeks 

of the focus group session. Anything not relevant to this research disclosed in the focus 
group session will be identified in the transcript and will not be used in the research. 

5. If you wish to withdraw any of your contributions to the focus group session from the 
research you can do so within two weeks of receipt of the transcript. 

6. The recording and transcription of the focus group session will be destroyed upon 
completion of the research or five years after the focus group session, whichever occurs 
first. 

7. The focus group session recording will only be used as part of this research and will 
only be listened to by the researcher. 

8. The researcher will transcribe the focus group session. 
9. You are free to not answer any question you wish during the focus group session. 
10. You are expected to not disclose to others any contributions made by other participants 

in the focus group session. 
 

It is expected that the focus group session will take up to two hours. If you have any questions, 
or if you would like to review the full research proposal, please contact me on … or 
ciaran.oleary@dit.ie. 

If you wish to proceed with the focus group session, and agree to not disclose to others any 
contributions made by other participants in the focus group session, please sign below: 

I have reviewed this information sheet and wish to participate in a focus group session as part 
of this research. I agree to not disclose to others any contributions made by other participants 
in the focus group session.  

 

Signed        Date     
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Appendix D: Survey of Lecturers 

Invitation to Complete Questionnaire 
Dear …, 
 
I am currently undertaking a research project towards a postgraduate qualification where the 
focus is on the use of technology in the daily practices of lecturers in higher educations. The 
data I am collecting will only be used for that project, and will not be used for any other 
purpose. 
 
I am carrying out a survey using an online survey, which should not take more than 10 minutes 
to complete. If you had the time to spare, I would greatly appreciate if you could take the survey 
- which is available online at … 
 
I have also sent the survey to a number of your colleagues in your school, but if there is anyone 
else you feel may be interested in completing this I'd appreciate if you could send me their 
names. 
 
If you'd like to discuss, please feel free to contact me by email or on …. 
 
Many thanks for your help. 
 
All the best, 
Ciarán 
 
 

Questionnaire 
The full questionnaire used for the survey of academic staff is included below. 
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Technology in Academic Life 

Thank you for taking the time to read about this anonymous questionnaire which takes 

approximately 10 minutes to complete.  

This questionnaire seeks to establish how technology plays a role in the daily practices of 

lecturers in Higher Education in Ireland.  

These practices include teaching, research, supervision, communication and sharing, 

administration, and personal organisation. Through the questionnaire and the research of 

which the questionnaire is a part, we will explore how technology helps shape those practices, 

and how those practices help shape the use of technology. 

The research is being carried out as part of a postgraduate project in Dublin Institute of 

Technology. 

Please read the following before proceeding with the questionnaire: 

1. You are not asked to submit your contact details as part of this survey. 

2. Data collected for this research will be stored online by the Bristol Online Survey tool 

for the duration of the initial phase of the research (4-8 weeks).  

3. All data stored by the Bristol Online Survey tool is protected by the Data Protection 

Act and will only be used for this research. 

4. You are free to not answer any question you do not wish to answer. 

5. You will not be identifiable in any publications which arise from this research, 

including the thesis. 

Please only proceed with this questionnaire if you have read and agree with these terms. 

If you have any questions, or if you would like to review the full research proposal, please 

contact me on … or ciaran.oleary@dit.ie. 
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Section 1 

1. Please identify your gender (Optional) ☐Male ☐Female 
2. Please identify your age group (Optional) ☐ 20-29  

☐ 30-39  
☐ 40-49 
☐ 50-59 
☐ 60+ 

3. Please identify your discipline (Optional) ☐ Architecture 
☐ Art 
☐ Business 
☐ Computing 
☐ Engineering 
☐ Humanities 
☐ Languages 
☐ Law 
☐ Mathematics 
☐ Music 
☐ Science 
☐ Social Science 
☐ Other, please specify         

4. In which Institute or University are you 
employed as a lecturer? (Optional) 

☐ Dublin Institute of Technology 
☐ Other, please specify         

5. For how many years have you been working as 
a lecturer? (Optional) 

 

6. Are you employed as a lecturer full-time or 
part-time? (Optional) 

☐ Full-time 
☐ Part-time 

7. Which of the following best describes your 
level of ability with computers? (Optional) 

☐ Newcomer: I have attempted to use computer technologies, but I still require help on a regular basis. 
☐ Beginner: I am able to perform basic functions in a limited number of computer applications. 
☐ Average: I demonstrate a general competency in a number of computer applications. 
☐ Advanced: I have acquired the ability to competently use a broad spectrum of computer technologies 
☐ Expert: I am extremely proficient in using a wide variety of computer technologies. 
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Section 1 (contd.) 

8. Which type / types of computer do you use, in 
work and at home? (Optional) (select all that 
apply) 
 

☐ Desktop PC    
☐ Desktop Mac    
☐ Laptop    
☐ Tablet    
☐ Other (please specify):       

9. What type / types of mobile phone do you 
have? (Optional) (select all that apply) 

☐ iPhone    
☐ Android phone    
☐ Windows phone    
☐ Non-smart phone    
☐ Other (please specify):       

10. Which web browser do you use? (Optional) 
(select all that apply) 

☐ Google Chrome    
☐ Mozilla Firefox    
☐ Safari    
☐ Internet Explorer 
☐ Other (please specify):       

11. Which Social Media applications do you use? 
(Optional) (select all that apply) 

 

☐ Facebook    
☐ Twitter    
☐ Instagram    
☐ LinkedIn    
☐ Other (please specify):       

12. Do you have your own website? If so, please 
describe.  (Optional) 
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Section 2 

 
13. How often do you usually use each of the 

following 

Daily, 
regularly 

throughout 
the day 

Daily, at least 
once per day Most days Some days Rarely Never 

a. Desktop computer in your office       
b. Desktop computer outside your office       
c. Laptop computer       
d. Tablet       
e. Smart phone       
f. Non-smart phone       
g. Email       
h. Virtual Learning Environment       
i. Web Browser       
j. Social Media       
k. PowerPoint (or equivalent)       
l. Word (or equivalent)       
m. Excel (or equivalent)       
n. Prezi (or equivalent)       
o. PDF Reader       
p. Web Authoring Tools       
q. Dropbox, Google Drive or similar       
r. Online library / research databases       
s. End Note (or similar referencing software)       
t. Virtual Private Network (remote connection)       
u. Camera (on phone or other device)       
v. Audio recording tools (on phone or other 

device)       
w. Video recording tools (on phone or other 

device)       
x. Online calendar       

14.  
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15. What other technologies, if any, play a role in your daily activities? (Optional) 
 

 

Section 3: Organise and Find 

16. Which of the following best describes how you 
store and organise the files on your 
computer? 
 
(Optional) 

☐ Using desktop files and folders  
☐ Organised folder structure on my computer  
☐ Organised folder structure on a network drive  
☐ Other (please specify):         

17. Which of the following best describes how you 
backup the files on your computer? 
 
(Optional) 

☐ Using an external hard drive or USB device  
☐ Using Dropbox, Google Drive or similar  
☐ Don't backup my files  
☐ Other (please specify):         

18. Which of the following best describes how you 
transfer files between computers? 

 
 (Optional) 

☐ Using an external hard drive or USB device  
☐ Emailing to self  
☐ Downloading from storage (e.g. Dropbox, VLE) 
☐ Other (please specify):         

 

19. Please use this space to provide any further comment you wish to make regarding your management of your personal documents in your daily 
practices? (Optional) 
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Section 4: Email 

20. Which of the following best describes when 
you read your email? 
 
(Optional) 

☐ Throughout the day, either in work or outside work  
☐ Throughout the day, but only in work  
☐ Only at designated times  
☐ According to no specific pattern 
☐ Other (please specify):         

21. Which of the following best describes when 
you reply to your email? 
 
(Optional) 

☐ Throughout the day, either in work or outside work  
☐ Throughout the day, but only in work  
☐ Only at designated times  
☐ According to no specific pattern  
☐ Other (please specify):         

22. Which of the following best describes how you 
usually manage your inbox?  
 
(Optional) 

☐ Only keep emails requiring a reply in my inbox  
☐ Keep all emails in my inbox, even when they've been replied to  
☐ Move certain emails to folders, but keep other emails in my inbox 
☐ Other (please specify):         

23. Which of the following best describes how you 
prioritise your emails?  
 
(Optional) 

☐ Using a flag system  
☐ Keeping priority emails in inbox 
☐ Other (please specify):         

24. Which of the following best describes your use 
of email folders and tags? 
 
(Optional) 

☐ Make regular use of email folders or tags to store emails  
☐ Have created email folders or tags but don't use them regularly  
☐ Have not created email folders or tags 
☐ Other (please specify):         

25. How do you prefer to read email 
attachments? 
 
(Optional) 

☐ By printing them  
☐ On screen 
☐ Other (please specify):         

26. Have you set up automatic filters or rules for 
incoming email? 
 
(Optional) 

☐ Yes  
☐ No  
☐ Other (please specify):         
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27. Please use this space to provide any further comment you wish to make regarding your use of email in your daily practices? (Optional) 
 

 

 

Section 5: Virtual Learning Environment 

28. Do you set up a module in the Virtual 
Learning Environment (VLE) for each 
module that you teach? 
 
(Optional) 

☐ Always  
☐ Usually  
☐ Sometimes  
☐ Rarely  
☐ Never 

 
29. Do you use other technology solutions which you consider superior to the Virtual Learning Environment (VLE), instead of using features of the 

VLE? If so, please describe. (Optional) 
 

 

 

 
30. Do you use the Virtual Learning Environment (VLE) or Another Technology Solution or Neither for each of the following? 

 

Virtual Learning 
Environment 

(VLE) 

Another 
Technology 

Solution Neither 
a. Distributing learning materials (e.g. copies of lecture notes, reading lists, links to 

websites)    
b. Online assessment    
c. Distributing admin information (e.g. module handbook, assessment details)    
d. Providing revision exercises    
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e. Plagiarism detection    
f. Student collaboration or group activities    
g. Delivering multimedia (e.g. audio, video)    
h. Developing/supporting "learning communities"    
i. Asynchronous communication: student to teacher (e.g. discussion forums, email)    
j. Synchronous communication (in real time): student to teacher (e.g. Twitter, instant 

messaging)    
k. Asynchronous communication: student to student (e.g. discussion forums, email)    
l. Synchronous communication (in real time): student to student (e.g. Twitter, instant 

messaging)    
m. Interactive learning materials (e.g. animations, simulations)    
n. Creation of collaborative documents (e.g. using wikis, shared file space)    

 

 

Section 5: Virtual Learning Environment (contd.) 

31. Which of the following best describes how you 
usually send notifications to your students? 
 
(Optional) 

☐ Using the Virtual Learning Environment (VLE)  
☐ Using email  
☐ Using a physical notice board  
☐ I don't usually send notifications to my students  
☐ Other (please specify):         

32. Which of the following best describes how you 
usually distribute notes and learning 
materials to your students? 
 
(Optional) 

☐ Using the Virtual Learning Environment (VLE)  
☐ Using my own website  
☐ Via e-mail  
☐ In printed form in class  
☐ I don't usually distribute notes and learning materials 
☐ Other (please specify):         

33. Which of the following best describes how 
your students usually submit their 
coursework to you? 
 

☐ Using the Virtual Learning Environment (VLE)  
☐ Using my own website  
☐ Via e-mail  
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(Optional) ☐ In printed form in class  
☐ Students don't usually submit coursework (e.g. only examination) 
☐ Other (please specify):         

 

34. Please use this space to provide any further comment you wish to make regarding your use of the Virtual Learning Environment (VLE) in your daily 
practices? (Optional) 

 

 

 

 

Section 6: Impact and Influence of Technology 

35. Please state your agreement or otherwise with the following statements regarding your teaching practices. (Optional) 
 Strongly 

Disagree 
Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly Agree 

a. Because of technology, I carry out my teaching 
practices more efficiently 

     

b. Because of technology, I have developed new, 
better, teaching practices 

     

 

36. Please comment on how, if at all, you feel technology has helped support or transform your teaching practices. (Optional) 
 

 

37. Please state your agreement or otherwise with the following statements regarding your research practices. (Optional) 
 Strongly 

Disagree 
Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly Agree 
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a. Because of technology, I carry out my research 
practices more efficiently 

     

b. Because of technology, I have developed new, 
better, research practices 

     

 

38. Please comment on how, if at all, you feel technology has helped support or transform your research practices. (Optional) 
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Section 6: Impact and Influence of Technology (contd.) 

39. Please state your agreement or otherwise with the following statements regarding your supervision practices. (Optional) 
 Strongly 

Disagree 
Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly Agree 

a. Because of technology, I carry out my 
supervision practices more efficiently 

     

b. Because of technology, I have developed new, 
better, supervision practices 

     

 

40. Please comment on how, if at all, you feel technology has helped support or transform your supervision practices. (Optional) 
 

 

 

 

41. Please state your agreement or otherwise with the following statements regarding your communication and sharing practices. (Optional) 
 Strongly 

Disagree 
Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly Agree 

a. Because of technology, I carry out my 
communication and sharing practices more 
efficiently 

     

b. Because of technology, I have developed new, 
better, communication and sharing practices 

     

42. Please comment on how, if at all, you feel technology has helped support or transform your communication and sharing practices. (Optional) 
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Section 6: Impact and Influence of Technology (contd.) 

43. Please state your agreement or otherwise with the following statements regarding your administration practices. (Optional) 
 Strongly 

Disagree 
Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly Agree 

a. Because of technology, I carry out my 
administration practices more efficiently 

     

b. Because of technology, I have developed new, 
better, administration practices 

     

 

44. Please comment on how, if at all, you feel technology has helped support or transform your administration practices. (Optional) 
 

 

 

 

45. Please state your agreement or otherwise with the following statements regarding your personal organisation practices. (Optional) 
 Strongly 

Disagree 
Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly Agree 

a. Because of technology, I carry out my personal 
organisation practices more efficiently 

     

b. Because of technology, I have developed new, 
better, personal organisation practices 

     

 

46. Please comment on how, if at all, you feel technology has helped support or transform your personal organisation practices. (Optional) 
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Appendix E: Survey of Lecturers – Profile of Respondents 

Table 33 Campus Locations of Respondents 

Central Campus 78% 118 
Suburban Campus 1 12% 18 
Suburban Campus 2 11% 16 

 
Table 34 Gender of Respondents 

Male 54% 82 
Female 46% 70 

 
Table 35 Age of Respondents 

20-29 1% 2 
30-39 24% 36 
40-49 39% 60 
50-59 29% 44 
60+ 7% 10 

 
Table 36 Disciplinary Area of Respondents 

Science 29% 44 
Computing 24% 37 
Engineering 16% 25 
Business 9% 13 
Mathematics 5% 8 
Social Science 5% 8 
Humanities 5% 8 
Languages 5% 7 
Art and Design 1% 2 

 
Table 37 Contract Type of Respondents 

Full-time 142 93% 
Part-time 10 7% 

 
Table 38 Years’ experience as lecturer of respondents 

1-4 years 8% 12 
5-9 years 14% 21 
10-14 years 34% 52 
15-19 years 16% 25 
20-24 years 14% 21 
25-29 years 7% 11 
30+ years 7% 10 
Mean: 15.16 years, Median 14 years 
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Appendix F: Survey of Lecturers – Summary of Response Data 

Survey Question: Which of the following best describes when you read your email? 
 

Throughout the day, either in work or outside work 88.82% 135 
Throughout the day, but only in work 6.58% 10 
Only at designated times 1.97% 3 
According to no specific pattern 2.63% 4 

 
Survey Question: Which of the following best describes when you reply to your email? 

Throughout the day, either in work or outside work 78.95% 120 
Throughout the day, but only in work 11.84% 18 
Only at designated times 3.95% 6 
According to no specific pattern 5.26% 8 
Other 0.00% 0 

 
Survey Question: Do you set up a module in the Virtual Learning Environment (VLE) for 
each module that you teach? 

Always 59.87% 91 
Usually 14.47% 22 
Sometimes 13.82% 21 
Rarely 1.97% 3 
Never 9.87% 15 

 
Survey Question: Do you use the Virtual Learning Environment (VLE) or Another 
Technology Solution or Neither for each of the following? 
 

 VLE Another Tech. Neither 
Distributing learning materials 82.89% 126 13.16% 20 3.95% 6 
Distributing admin information 72.37% 110 16.45% 25 11.18% 17 
Providing revision exercises 67.11% 102 11.18% 17 21.71% 33 
Online assessment 61.18% 93 5.26% 8 33.55% 51 
Plagiarism detection 53.95% 82 9.21% 14 36.84% 56 
Delivering multimedia (e.g. audio, video) 52.63% 80 17.76% 27 29.61% 45 
Asynchronous comms: student to teacher 44.08% 67 23.03% 35 32.89% 50 
Student collaboration or group activities 34.87% 53 15.13% 23 50.00% 76 
Developing/supporting learning 
communities 27.63% 42 11.18% 17 61.18% 93 
Interactive learning materials 26.32% 40 18.42% 28 55.26% 84 
Asynchronous comms: student to student 23.68% 36 19.08% 29 57.24% 87 
Creation of collaborative documents 17.76% 27 19.74% 30 62.50% 95 

Synchronous comms student to student 6.58% 10 11.84% 18 81.58% 
12
4 

Synchronous comms student to teacher 7.24% 11 11.84% 18 80.92% 
12
3 
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Daily use of technology by respondents 
 

 

Daily, 
regularly 
throughout 
the day 

Daily, at least 
once per day 

Most days Some days Rarely Never 

Email 93.42% 142 3.95% 6 1.97% 3 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.66% 1 
Web Browser 82.24% 125 8.55% 13 5.26% 8 2.63% 4 1.32% 2 0.00% 0 
Smart phone 76.32% 116 7.24% 11 0.66% 1 7.24% 11 1.97% 3 6.58% 10 
Desktop computer in your office 74.34% 113 4.61% 7 3.95% 6 1.32% 2 1.32% 2 14.47% 22 
Laptop computer 55.26% 84 19.08% 29 9.87% 15 7.89% 12 5.92% 9 1.97% 3 
Word (or equivalent) 54.61% 83 19.74% 30 17.11% 26 5.92% 9 2.63% 4 0.00% 0 
PDF Reader 41.45% 63 18.42% 28 17.11% 26 13.82% 21 7.24% 11 1.97% 3 
PowerPoint (or equivalent) 36.84% 56 15.79% 24 21.71% 33 15.79% 24 7.24% 11 2.63% 4 
Virtual Learning Environment 28.29% 43 17.11% 26 13.82% 21 23.68% 36 5.26% 8 11.84% 18 
Dropbox, Google Drive or similar 31.58% 48 9.87% 15 16.45% 25 23.03% 35 9.21% 14 9.87% 15 
Online calendar 29.61% 45 14.47% 22 13.82% 21 12.50% 19 8.55% 13 21.05% 32 
Excel (or equivalent) 30.26% 46 21.71% 33 15.79% 24 21.05% 32 3.95% 6 7.24% 11 
Social Media 26.97% 41 21.71% 33 10.53% 16 8.55% 13 9.21% 14 23.03% 35 
Desktop computer outside your office 21.71% 33 9.21% 14 6.58% 10 12.50% 19 13.16% 20 36.84% 56 
Tablet 19.74% 30 18.42% 28 4.61% 7 13.82% 21 11.84% 18 31.58% 48 
Non-smart phone 7.89% 12 2.63% 4 1.32% 2 2.63% 4 7.24% 11 78.29% 119 
Online library / research databases 10.53% 16 10.53% 16 19.74% 30 38.16% 58 13.16% 20 7.89% 12 
Camera (on phone or other device) 9.21% 14 8.55% 13 15.13% 23 44.08% 67 14.47% 22 8.55% 13 
Virtual Private Network (remote 
connection) 4.61% 7 4.61% 7 8.55% 13 13.16% 20 14.47% 22 54.61% 83 
End Note (or similar referencing software) 3.95% 6 3.29% 5 8.55% 13 19.08% 29 21.71% 33 43.42% 66 
Web Authoring Tools 3.29% 5 3.29% 5 9.87% 15 18.42% 28 20.39% 31 44.74% 68 
Video recording tools (on phone or other) 2.63% 4 2.63% 4 7.24% 11 26.32% 40 38.16% 58 23.03% 35 
Prezi (or equivalent) 1.32% 2 1.97% 3 3.29% 5 11.18% 17 23.68% 36 58.55% 89 
Audio recording tools (on phone or other) 1.32% 2 1.97% 3 10.53% 16 19.74% 30 38.82% 59 27.63% 42 
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Survey Question: Which of the following best describes how you usually send 
notifications to your students? 
 

Using the Virtual Learning Environment (VLE) 42.76% 65 
Using email 50.66% 77 
Using a physical notice board 0.00% 0 
I don't usually send notifications to my students 1.97% 3 
Other 4.61% 7 

 
Survey Question: Which of the following best describes how you usually distribute notes and 
learning materials to your students? 

Using the Virtual Learning Environment (VLE) 73.68% 112 
Using my own website 8.55% 13 
Via e-mail 5.92% 9 
In printed form in class 11.18% 17 
I don't usually distribute notes and learning materials 0.66% 1 
Other 0.00% 0 

 
Survey Question: Which of the following best describes how your students usually submit 
their coursework to you? 

Using the Virtual Learning Environment (VLE) 56.58% 86 
Using my own website 2.63% 4 
Via e-mail 11.18% 17 
In printed form 25.66% 39 
Students don't usually submit coursework (e.g. only 
examination) 3.95% 6 
Other 0.00% 0 
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Survey Question: Impact of technology on practice efficiency 
 

 
Strong 
disagree 

Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 
Agree 

Because of technology, I carry out my teaching 
practices more efficiently 

1.97% 3 3.29% 5 11.84
% 

18 52.63% 80 30.26% 46 

Because of technology, I carry out my communication 
and sharing practices more efficiently 

2.63% 4 3.29% 5 28.29
% 

43 37.50% 57 28.29% 43 

Because of technology, I carry out my administration 
practices more efficiently 

1.32% 2 12.50% 19 35.53
% 

54 42.11% 64 8.55% 13 

Because of technology, I carry out my personal 
organisation practices more efficiently 

0.66% 1 3.95% 6 15.79
% 

24 48.03% 73 31.58% 48 

Because of technology, I carry out my research 
practices more efficiently 

5.26% 8 5.26% 8 12.50
% 

19 48.68% 74 28.29% 43 

Because of technology, I carry out my supervision 
practices more efficiently 

3.95% 6 2.63% 4 17.76
% 

27 52.63% 80 23.03% 35 
 

Survey Question: Impact of technology on development of new and better practices 

 
Strong 
disagree 

Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 
Agree 

Because of technology, I have developed new, better,  
communication and sharing practices 

2.63% 4 3.29% 5 26.32
% 

40 50.00% 76 17.76% 27 

Because of technology, I have developed new, better,  
teaching practices 

1.97% 3 4.61% 7 42.11
% 

64 38.16% 58 13.16% 20 

Because of technology, I have developed new, better,  
personal organisation practices 

1.32% 2 10.53% 16 46.05
% 

70 34.87% 53 7.24% 11 

Because of technology, I have developed new, better,  
administration practices 

0.66% 1 3.29% 5 26.97
% 

41 45.39% 69 23.68% 36 

Because of technology, I have developed new, better,  
research practices 

5.92% 9 7.24% 11 25.00
% 

38 42.11% 64 19.74% 30 

Because of technology, I have developed new, better,  
supervision practices 

2.63% 4 4.61% 7 28.29
% 

43 46.71% 71 17.76% 27 
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Appendix G: Interview with Lecturers (Schedule 1) 
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Section Objectives Duration Content Notes 
Introduction Introduce the 

research to the 
interviewee 

2 mins Firstly, I’d like to thank you for taking the time to participate in this interview. I note that 
you have signed the consent form which you received with the information sheet which I 
sent to you. If you have any questions about the information provided in the information 
sheet, I’d be happy to discuss these with you before we start.  
 
I expect that the full interview will take approximately two hours. I will be making an 
audio recording the interview using my phone. Note that the recording will not be 
synchronised to any server, and will instead be stored on my computer and on a securely 
stored backup device, both of which are encrypted to DIT standard. 
 
If you are happy for me to begin recording, I will do so now… 

 

Daily 
practices 

Get an initial 
understanding of 
the role of 
technology in 
the daily 
practices of the 
interviewee. 

8 minutes For my research, I am trying to develop my understanding of the role of technology in 
the daily practices of lecturers in higher education. In this regard, could you describe for 
me a typical working day, highlighting the role that technology plays in what you do. 
 

 

Daily 
practices – 
with specific 
practices 
 
Foregrounding 
practice 

Explore in more 
detail some of 
the practices, 
including those 
not mentioned 

10 mins I notice that in your discussion you made mention of some of the following but not all:  
teaching, research, supervision, communication and sharing, administration and 
personal organisation. 
 
Would you like to tell me about a typical day where you would be engaged in any other 
practices?  
How important do you consider technologies to be for those practices? Why? 
How typical are those days that you described? 
Could you tell me more about the setting for those days you described? 
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Section Objectives Duration Content Notes 
Daily 
practices – 
with specific 
technologies 
 
Foregrounding 
technology 

Explore in more 
detail some of 
the technologies, 
including those 
not mentioned 

10 mins I notice that in your discussion you made mention of some of the following but not all: 
computer, mobile device, email, presentation tools, office tools, world-wide-web, online 
tools, virtual learning environment, social media, educational technologies, discipline 
specific tools. 
 
Would you like to tell me about a typical day where you would be using any other 
technologies?  
How important do you consider those technologies to be for your work? Why? 
How typical are those days that you described? 
Could you tell me more about the setting for those days you described? 
 

 

Technology-
in-practice 

Explore in detail 
particular 
technology-in-
practice 
structures that 
have become 
evident from the 
first section 

24 mins 
 
(3 * 8 
mins) 

It appears from what you’ve said that X plays a significant role in your Y practices. Could 
you tell me more about that, in particular… 
 

• What do you do in practice Y? 
• What do you use X for? 
• Why do you use X? 
• Where do you use X in Y? 
• How do you use it X? 
• Why do you use X that way? 
• Have you always used X that way? 
• Have you always done Y that way? 
• How has X formed Y? 
• How has Y formed X? 
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Section Objectives Duration Content Notes 
Round up Thank the 

interviewee for 
their time and 
offer them an 
opportunity to 
ask questions 

6 mins That’s everything that I’d like to cover. I would, however, appreciate if you would show 
me how you use technology A which you mentioned above. Would you be available at 
any time for a brief demonstration? I will record the demonstration on video, but I will 
only record the screen – you will not be included in the recording. 
 
Is there anything additional that you would like to add at this time? 
 
I’d like to thank you for your time and for your support for my research. I will transcribe 
this interview within the next two weeks and send it back to you. While the information 
I have collected today is very valuable, and very much appreciated, if you would prefer 
for it not to be used as part of the research you can withdraw the interview from my 
research by getting in touch with me any time in the next month. If there are any 
corrections you’d like to make to the interview transcript please let me know.  
 
Finally, is there anyone else you know who you feel would be interested in participating 
in an interview such as this one? 
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Appendix H: Interview with Lecturers (Schedule 2) 
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Research Questions 

1. How are Learning Design practices constituted in the research setting? 
2. How are key, influential, technologies constituted as part of Learning Design practices in the research setting? 

Introduction and Context (focus on module overview) 

Time Question Res Q. Relevant Practices and Activities from Phase 1 (to trigger discussion) 
5-10 
minutes 

Introduction 
Welcome. The objective of this work is to understand 
the role that technology plays in the delivery of 
modules in DIT. It is being conducted as part of my 
PhD studies into the enactment of technology in 
academic practice. I have provided you with the 
information sheet. Do you have any questions about 
this? 
 
 
 
 

N/A Learning from Colleagues 
• Exchanging ideas and knowledge in email groups 
• Contributing to blogs, wikis and shared spaces 
• Proactively blogging on experience 
• Sharing course notes publicly using websites 

Enhancing Teaching, Learning and Assessment 
• Experiencing tools 
• Learning about learning through YouTube, TedX, Coursera and other sites 
• Exploring features of Webcourses 
• Email to helpdesk 

Designing and Preparing Module Delivery 
• Prioritise learning over technology 
• Develop resources to match diverse learning styles 
• Develop learning activities in other environments 
• Exploring alternative technologies 
• Provide appropriate disciplinary technologies to students 
• Aiming to go beyond basic usage of technology 
• Use team working and group work environments 
• Agreeing on technology use with students 
• Selecting Webcourses as most suitable for group 
• Locating materials online 
• Redeveloping activities in Webcourses for different groups 
• Ensure students exposed to technology throughout module and programme 
• Keeping calendar of topic covered in Word or Excel 
• Exploring Webcourses to find appropriate technology 
• Planning in Webcourses 
• Develop learning activities in Webcourses 
• Publish notes in Webcourses 

Module selection and overview 
I’d like you to pick one of the modules that you’ve 
been involved in for three or more years, which you 
are willing to discuss with me. What is the module? 
What programme(s) is it a part of? How many students 
take it? How long have you been involved with the 
module? How did you become involved in the 
module? Who else is involved in it? Did you design or 
inherit the module descriptor for the module? How do 
you prepare the module for delivery? How has the 
module evolved / been enhanced over the time you’ve 
been involved in it? How have you interacted with 
others in the implementation of this module?  

1 
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Sociomaterial Entanglement – Learning Activities (focus on entanglement of people, things and technology) 

Time Question RQ Relevant Practices and Activities from Phase 1 (to trigger discussion) 
6-10 
minutes 

Module description – Learning Activities 
Can you please tell me how the module is delivered. 
I’m specifically interested in the design of learning 
activities on the module. How has this design come 
into being?  
 
[The key here is to focus on the relations and 
(micro)interactions which impacted on the design – 
relations and interactions with other people, with 
policies, with things, with technologies. This is key to 
understanding the entangled nature of the design, 
incorporating aspects which would otherwise be 
considered self and context, all of which must have a 
material realisation to exert force in the 
entanglement]. 
 
 

1 Organising In-Class Activities 
• Referring to module plan 
• Making just in time decision about technology 
• Updating and monitoring Wiki in class 
• Sharing a Webcourses module 
• Using discipline specific technology 
• Using PowerPoint for preenentation 
• Accessing files through network drive 
• Making presentation from podium PC 
• Collaborarating with colleagues through shared clous space 
• Collaborating with colleagues through email 
• Accessing files through external storage e.g. USB 
• Accessing files througjh Webcourses 
• Accessing files through cloud space 
• Accessing network through Wifi 
• Making presentation from laptop 
• Students accessing notes on phone 
• Accessing video files online through YouTube, TedX etc 
• Organising questions and answers with classroom response system 
• Students bringing laptops to class 

Follow up 
[To explore the learning design entanglement for this 
module] 
e.g. You mention the use of MCQ quizzes. What 
happens? How have they become a part of this 
module? How do they impact on student learning? 
How would the module be different in their absence? 

1 
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Sociomaterial Entanglement – Resources (focus on entanglement of people, things and technology) 

Time Question Research 
question 

Relevant Practices and Activities from Phase 1 (to trigger discussion) 

6-10 
minutes 

Module description – Resources 
Can you please tell me how the module is delivered. 
I’m specifically interested in the design of learning 
resources on the module. How has this design come 
into being?  
 
[The key here is to focus on the relations and 
(micro)interactions which impacted on the design – 
relations and interactions with other people, with 
policies, with things, with technologies. This is key 
to understanding the entangled nature of the design, 
incorporating aspects which would otherwise be 
considered self and context, all of which must have 
a material realisation to exert force in the 
entanglement]. 
 
 

1 Authoring Learning Materials 
• Create advance PowerPoint incorporating MCQ etc, using Articulate or similar 
• Developing resources in Webcourses 
• Incorporating images sources from Web into presentation 
• Incorporating self-generated photographs from camera phone into presentations 
• Sourcing materials through search engine and Web browser 
• Accessing online materials through video sites 
• Accessing online materials through elearning sites 
• Keep notes using writing tools following learning activities 
• Developing animations in PowerPoint 
• Developing content in media tools e.g. audacity, Applia 
• Developing PDF version of notes for publication 
• Access files through cloud storage 
• Access files through file storage 
• Edit files using PowerPoint or similar 
• Creating groups of slides in PowerPoint (or similar) 

 
Disseminating Learning Materials to Students 

• Developing materials interactively in class 
• Sourcing information for students through video sites e.g. YouTube, TedX 
• Sourcing information online for students through databases or referencing sites 
• Converting materials between formats 
• Sourcing materials through online newspapers 
• Publishing materials in Webcourses 
• Publishing materials in personal Website 
• Publishing materials in shared cloud space 
• Creating interactive resources in Webcourses  e.g. discussion fora 
• Creating interactive resources in other fora 
• Students sourcing resources through YouTube, TedX or video sites 
• Students sourcing information through Wikipedia or other sites 
• Students sourcing information through library databases or other referencing sites 

Follow up 
[To explore the learning design entanglement for this 
module] 
e.g. You mention the use of web links. What 
happens? How have they become a part of this 
module? How do they impact on student learning? 
How would the module be different in their absence? 

1 
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Sociomaterial Entanglement – Assessments (focus on entanglement of people, things and technology) 

Time Question Research 
question 

Relevant Practices and Activities from Phase 1 (to trigger discussion) 

6-10 
minutes 

Module description – Assessments 
Can you please tell me how the module is delivered. 
I’m specifically interested in the design of 
assessments on the module. How has this design come 
into being?  
 
[The key here is to focus on the relations and 
(micro)interactions which impacted on the design – 
relations and interactions with other people, with 
policies, with things, with technologies. This is key to 
understanding the entangled nature of the design, 
incorporating aspects which would otherwise be 
considered self and context, all of which must have a 
material realisation to exert force in the 
entanglement]. 
 
 
 

 Assessing Students 
• Sharing folder in cloud space 
• Accepting email attachments 
• Designing assessment descriptions in Microsoft Word or similar 
• Accepting submissions in Webcourses 
• Implementing quizzes and tests in Webcourses 
• Designing assessment rubrics in Webcourses 
• Accepting submissions via SAfeAssign 
• Publishing assignment specification in Webcourses 
• Facilitating group assessment with Wikis and shared space 
• Publishing assignment specification via email 
• Publishing assignment specification via website 
• Enabling reflecton with blogs and online journals  
• Publishing marks in Gradebook 
• Recording marks in Excel 
• Publishing marks via website 
• Submitting marks to Electronic Gradebook 
• Publishing marks via email 
• Analysing marks in Excel 

 
Authoring Examination Papers 

• Accessing module on Virtual Learning Environment 
• Accessing files on cloud storage 
• Accessing files on computer 
• Editing documents in Microsoft Word 
• Accessing files on portable USB devices 
• Printing documents 
• Emailing attachments 

Follow up 
[To explore the learning design entanglement for this 
module] 
e.g. You mention the use of laboratories. What 
happens? How have they become a part of this 
module? How do they impact on student learning? 
How would the module be different in their absence? 
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Sociomaterial Entanglement – Interactions (focus on entanglement of people, things and technology) 

Time Question Res 
Q 

Relevant Practices and Activities from Phase 1 (to trigger discussion) 

6-10 
minutes 

Module description – Interactions 
Can you please tell me how the module is 
delivered. I’m specifically interested in 
the design of interactions on the module. 
How has this design come into being?  
 
[The key here is to focus on the relations 
and (micro)interactions which impacted 
on the design – relations and interactions 
with other people, with policies, with 
things, with technologies. This is key to 
understanding the entangled nature of the 
design, incorporating aspects which 
would otherwise be considered self and 
context, all of which must have a material 
realisation to exert force in the 
entanglement]. 
 
 

1 Interacting Directly with Students 
• Email to personal address 
• Email to group address 
• Posting notifications in Webcourses 
• Communicating via Wikis and blogs 
• Email to College address 
• Building social media groups 
• Emailing attachments 
• Discussing over Skype 
• Sharing documents in Webcourses 
• Providing shared cloud space 

 

Enabling Collaborative Learning  
• Developing resources in Wiki in Webcourses 
• Developing resources in other Wiki e.g. Wikispaces 
• Communicating through Social Media 
• Communicating through Wiki 
• Getting email updates from Wiki 
• Communicating via email 
• Accessing Wiki resources 
• Accessing class lists in Banner 
• Developing groups in Webcourses 
• Forming groups in Social Media 

Being Always On 
• Accessing email on phone 
• Accessing email on laptop 
• Searching email for resources 
• Accessing email on desktop computer 
• Synchronising between devices 
• Accessing resources on phone 
• Maintaining separate devices for home and work lives  
• Maintaining separate files and resources for home and 

work life 

Engaging with the Programme Team 
• Enabling discussion with data from Banner 
• Coordinating assessment with Excel 

spreadsheet, email and Webcourses 
• Sharing timetables using Webtimetables and 

email 
• Sharing documents with email attachments 
• Facilitating group discussion with email 
• Developing programme through shared 

documents  and space 
• Identifying team members using Banner 

Collaborating Face-to-Face with 
Colleagues 

• Sharing meeting schedule options e.g. Doodle 
• Issuing group emails 
• Passing email attachments 
• Forming a shared online space using cloud 

storage 
 
Collaborating Online with Colleagues 

• Developing shared Webcourses module 
• Exchanging SMS messages 
• Developing shared Wiki 
• Issuing group emails 
• Coordinating through WhatsApp group 

messages 
• Conducting email conversations 
• Forming Skype call 
• Developing shared Cloud space 
• Exchanging documents as email attachments 
• Sharing references in EndNote 
• Maintaining LinkedIn,  Facebook and Twitter 

profiles 
• Issuing requests through LinkedIn,  Facebook 

and Twitter 

Follow up 
[To explore the learning design 
entanglement for this module] 
e.g. You mention the use of class 
discussions. What happens? How have 
they become a part of this module? How 
do they impact on student learning? How 
would the module be different in their 
absence? 

1 

Sociomaterial Entanglement – Interventions (focus on entanglement of people, things and technology) 
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Time Question Research 
question 

Relevant Practices and Activities from Phase 1 (to trigger discussion) 

6-10 
minutes 

Module description – Interventions 
Can you please tell me how the module is 
delivered. I’m specifically interested in the 
design of interventions on the module. How 
has this design come into being?  
 
[The key here is to focus on the relations and 
(micro)interactions which impacted on the 
design – relations and interactions with other 
people, with policies, with things, with 
technologies. This is key to understanding the 
entangled nature of the design, incorporating 
aspects which would otherwise be considered 
self and context, all of which must have a 
material realisation to exert force in the 
entanglement]. 
 
 

1 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Providing Feedback to Students 
• Publishing in GradeCentre in Webcourses 
• Publishing using Excel and online space e.g. Webcourses or Website 
• Emailing tracked changes to students 
• Using feedback facility in Webcourses 

 
Reflecting on Student Performance 

• Maintaining records of student attendance in Excel 
• Maintaining assessment records in Excel 
• Collecting assessment  (e.g. quiz) data from Webcourses 
• Reviewing assessment data in Excel records 
• Downloading engagement data from Webcourses 
• Acccessing historical records in Banner 
• Accessing registration records in Banner 

 
Enabling Student Reflection upon Learning 

• Publishing feedback / results using Excel 
• Providing feedback / results using Webcourses 
• Providing quizzes in Webcourses 
• Implement pre-requisites in Webcourses assessments 

 
Engaging and Motivating Students 

• Identifying students who are struggling using Excel records 
• Identifying students who are struggling using Webcourses records 
• Intervening with direct email 
• Intervening with Webcourses notification 
• Accessing and reviewing historical Banner records 
• Implementing notifications in Webcourses 
• Enhancing classroom engagement with response systems 
• Group emailing to students 
• Enhancing classroom engagement with audio / video 
• Providing video content to students 
• Implementing quizzes in Webcourses 

 

Follow up 
[To explore the learning design entanglement 
for this module] 
e.g. You mention the use of emails to 
students. What happens? How have they 
become a part of this module? How do they 
impact on student learning? How would the 
module be different in their absence? 

1 

 

Influential Technology Channels – PowerPoint (focus on enactment of technology in Learning Design) 
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Time Question Research 
question 

Relevant Practices and Activities from Phase 1 (to trigger discussion) 

0-7 
mins 
 
Only if 
not 
address-
ed in the 
earlier 
sections 

PowerPoint 
You mentioned the use of PowerPoint slides. What 
part do they play in the module? What happens? 
How have they become a part of this module? How 
do they impact on student learning? How would the 
module be different in its absence? How and when 
has PowerPoint become part of your personal and 
professional practice on a daily basis? 
 
 [The key here is to focus on the relations and 
(micro)interactions which impacted on the design – 
relations and interactions with other people, with 
policies, with things, with technologies. This is key 
to understanding the entangled nature of the design, 
incorporating aspects which would otherwise be 
considered self and context, all of which must have 
a material realisation to exert force in the 
entanglement]. 

2 PowerPoint as a creation, editing and presentation device 
• Create advance PowerPoint incorporating MCQ etc, using Articulate or similar [Authoring 

Learning Materials] 
• Creating groups of slides in PowerPoint (or similar) [Authoring Learning Materials] 
• Developing animations in PowerPoint [Authoring Learning Materials] 
• Edit files using PowerPoint or similar [Authoring Learning Materials] 
• Incorporating images sources from Web into presentation [Authoring Learning Materials] 
• Incorporating self-generated photographs from camera phone into presentations [Authoring 

Learning Materials] 
• Using PowerPoint for presentation [Organising In-Class Activities] 
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Influential Technology Channels – Email (focus on enactment of technology in Learning Design) 

Time Question Research 
question 

Relevant Practices and Activities from Phase 1 (to trigger discussion) 

0-7 
mins 
 
Only if 
not 
address-
ed in the 
earlier 
sections 

Email 
You mentioned the use of email. 
What part does it play in the 
module? What happens? How has 
it become a part of this module? 
How does it impact on student 
learning? How would the module 
be different in its absence? How 
and when has email become part 
of your personal and professional 
practice on a daily basis?  
 
 [The key here is to focus on the 
relations and 
(micro)interactions which 
impacted on the design – relations 
and interactions with other people, 
with policies, with things, with 
technologies. This is key to 
understanding the entangled 
nature of the design, incorporating 
aspects which would otherwise be 
considered self and context, all of 
which must have a material 
realisation to exert force in the 
entanglement]. 

2 Email as a collaborative space 
• Collaborating with colleagues through email [Organising In-Class Activities] 
• Coordinating assessment with Excel spreadsheet, email and Webcourses [Engaging with the Programme Team] 
• Emailing attachments [Authoring Examination Papers] 
• Emailing attachments [Authoring Research Papers] 
• Emailing attachments [Interacting Directly with Students] 
• Emailing tracked changes to students [Providing Feedback to Students] 
• Exchanging documents as email attachments [Collaborating Online with Colleagues] 
• Exchanging ideas and knowledge in email groups [Learning from Colleagues] 
• Facilitating group discussion with email [Engaging with the Programme Team] 
• Group emailing to students [Engaging and Motivating Students] 
• Sharing documents with email attachments [Engaging with the Programme Team] 
• Sharing timetables using Webtimetables and email [Engaging with the Programme Team] 

 
Email as a communication medium 

• Accepting email attachments [Assessing Students] 
• Communicating via email [Enabling Collaborative Learning] 
• Conducting email conversations [Collaborating Online with Colleagues] 
• Email to College address [Interacting Directly with Students] 
• Email to group address [Interacting Directly with Students] 
• Email to helpdesk [Enhancing Teaching, Learning and Assessment] 
• Email to personal address [Interacting Directly with Students] 
• Intervening with direct email [Engaging and Motivating Students] 
• Issuing group emails [Collaborating Face-to-Face with Colleagues] 
• Issuing group emails [Collaborating Online with Colleagues] 
• Passing email attachments [Collaborating Face-to-Face with Colleagues] 
• Publishing assignment specification via email [Assessing Students] 
• Publishing marks via email [Assessing Students] 

Email as a permanent voice 
• Accessing and sending email [Working from Home] 
• Accessing email on desktop computer [Being Always On] 
• Accessing email on laptop [Being Always On] 
• Accessing email on phone [Being Always On] 

Email as a personal assistant 
• Searching email for resources [Being Always On]  
• Sending emails to self [Organising Self] 

Influential Technology Channels – Virtual Learning Environment (focus on enactment of technology in LD) 
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Time Question Res 
Q. 

Relevant Practices and Activities from Phase 1 (to trigger discussion) 

0-7 
mins 
 
Only if 
not 
address-
ed in the 
earlier 
sections 

Virtual Learning Environment 
You mentioned the use of the 
Virtual Learning Environment. 
What part does it play in the 
module? What happens? How 
has it become a part of this 
module? How does it impact on 
student learning? How would the 
module be different in its 
absence? How and when has the 
VLE become part of your 
personal and professional 
practice on a daily basis?  
 
 [The key here is to focus on the 
relations and 
(micro)interactions which 
impacted on the design – 
relations and interactions with 
other people, with policies, with 
things, with technologies. This is 
key to understanding the 
entangled nature of the design, 
incorporating aspects which 
would otherwise be considered 
self and context, all of which 
must have a material realisation 
to exert force in the 
entanglement]. 

2 VLE as a creative environment 
• Creating interactive resources in Webcourses  e.g. discussion fora 

[Disseminating Learning Materials to Students] 
• Designing assessment rubrics in Webcourses [Assessing Students] 
• Develop learning activities in Webcourses [Designing and 

Preparing Module Delivery] 
• Developing groups in Webcourses [Enabling Collaborative 

Learning] 
• Developing resources in Webcourses [Authoring Learning 

Materials] 
• Developing resources in Wiki in Webcourses [Enabling 

Collaborative Learning] 
• Developing shared Webcourses module [Collaborating Online with 

Colleagues] 
• Exploring features of Webcourses [Enhancing Teaching, Learning 

and Assessment] 
• Exploring Webcourses to find appropriate technology [Designing 

and Preparing Module Delivery] 
• Facilitating group assessment with Wikis and shared space 

[Assessing Students] 
• Getting email updates from Wiki [Enabling Collaborative 

Learning] 
• Implement pre-requisites in Webcourses assessments [Enabling 

Student Reflection upon Learning] 
• Implementing notifications in Webcourses [Engaging and 

Motivating Students] 
• Implementing quizzes and tests in Webcourses [Assessing 

Students] 
• Implementing quizzes in Webcourses [Engaging and Motivating 

Students] 
• Intervening with Webcourses notification [Engaging and 

Motivating Students] 
• Planning in Webcourses [Designing and Preparing Module 

Delivery] 
• Posting notifications in Webcourses [Interacting Directly with 

Students] 
• Redeveloping activities in Webcourses for different groups 

[Designing and Preparing Module Delivery] 
• Selecting Webcourses as most suitable for group [Designing and 

Preparing Module Delivery] 
• Sharing a Webcourses module [Organising In-Class Activities] 
 

VLE as a dissemination, storage and collection 
facility 
• Accepting submissions in Webcourses [Assessing Students] 
• Accepting submissions via Safe Assign [Assessing 

Students] 
• Accessible Webcourses as a backup facility [Organising 

Self] 
• Accessing files through Webcourses [Organising In-Class 

Activities] 
• Accessing module on Virtual Learning Environment 

[Authoring Examination Papers] 
• Collecting assessment (e.g. quiz) data from Webcourses 

[Reflecting on Student Performance] 
• Coordinating assessment with Excel spreadsheet, email and 

Webcourses [Engaging with the Programme Team] 
• Publish notes in Webcourses [Designing and Preparing 

Module Delivery] 
• Publishing assignment specification in Webcourses 

[Assessing Students] 
• Publishing in GradeCentre in Webcourses [Providing 

Feedback to Students] 
• Publishing marks in Gradebook [Assessing Students] 
• Publishing materials in Webcourses [Disseminating 

Learning Materials to Students] 
• Publishing using Excel and online space e.g. Webcourses 

or Website [Providing Feedback to Students] 
• Sharing documents in Webcourses [Interacting Directly 

with Students] 
• Using feedback facility in Webcourses [Providing 

Feedback to Students] 
VLE as a knowledgeable informant 
• Downloading engagement data from Webcourses 

[Reflecting on Student Performance] 
• Identifying students who are struggling using Webcourses 

records [Engaging and Motivating Students] 
• Providing feedback / results using Webcourses [Enabling 

Student Reflection upon Learning] 
• Providing quizzes in Webcourses [Enabling Student 

Reflection upon Learning] 

Finish 
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Time Question Research 
question 

Notes 

0-4 
mins 
 
Only if 
not 
address-
ed in the 
earlier 
sections 

Other modules 
How is this module different from other modules you’re 
involved in? How is this module different from the delivery of 
other modules you’re aware of in your School or in other 
Schools? 
 

2  

Follow up 
Would you be happy for me to observe part of the module e.g. 
you creating or reusing PowerPoint slides? You interacting with 
the Virtual Learning Environment? You interacting with 
students via email? Would you be happy to provide me with 
access to any of the resources you’ve developed? 

N/A Once I’ve identified a comprehensive set of entanglements and 
Influential Technology Channels, I will carry out a limited number 
of observations of each of the Influential Technology Channels to 
gain a more practical insight into their enactment. 
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Appendix I: Interview Schedule for Designers 

What are the overall objectives of this interview? 

1. To find out if they consider themselves designers for academic staff. 
2. To find out what they design for academic staff. 
3. To find out what role technology plays as they are designing for academic staff. 
4. To find out their knowledge and experience of how academic staff use technology. 
5. To find out their knowledge and experience of how technology impacts on academic 

practice. 
6. To find out how their knowledge of how academic staff use technology influences how 

they design for academic staff. 
7. To find out the supports they need to make use of technology in their design for academic 

staff. 
 

Outline Objectives Link to 
Research 
Objective 

Time 

Introduction Describe protocol 
Obtain consent and sign forms 

 5 

Section 1: 
Nature of their 
role 

To get them to outline their role, its relationship to 
the area you are investigating 
 
Can you please describe your role and how you 
interact with academic staff? 

1 10 

Section 2: 
Design 
 

Considering design in the following way: “Everyone 
designs who devises courses of action aimed at 
changing existing situations into preferred ones”… 
 
Would you consider design to be part of your role? 
 
Is it an objective of your designs to change or 
support the change of behaviours or practices? 
 
What, in general, do you design? 
 
Can you tell me about some things / strategies / 
resources which you designed for academic staff? 

1, 2 10 
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Outline Objectives Link to 
Research 
Objective 

Time 

Section 3:  
Technology in 
Design 

Considering technology to include use of email, 
online or web resources, mobile or desktop tools, 
any electronic hardware or software, any form of 
computing… 
 
Would technology play a role in how you design for 
academic staff? 
 
In what way? 
 
Why do you choose to use technology in that way? 
 
What has been your experience of using technology 
in that way? 
 

3 10 

Section 4:  
Academic Use of 
Technology 

In your view, how do academic staff use 
technology? 
 
In your view, how to academic staff differ in their 
use of technology? 
 
Considering that technology may potentially have a 
role in reinforcing, changing or transforming 
behaviours or practices… 
 
In your view, how does technology impact on the 
practices of academic staff? 
 
In your view, how to academic staff differ in terms 
of the impact of technology on their practices? 

4 
 
 
 
 
 
5 

10 

Section 5:  
Impact of 
technology on 
how you design 
for academic 
staff? 

How, if at all, do you factor your knowledge of their 
use of technology and the impact of technology on 
practice change into how you design for academic 
staff? 
 
Can you provide examples? 
 
Can you give a sense of what kinds of supports you 
might need to better understand how to use 
technology as part of your design for academic staff? 

6 10 

Close 
 

Protocol and thanks 
Is there anyone further you feel I should talk with 
about this topic? 

 5 
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Appendix J: Focus Group Schedule for Designers 

Objectives 

1. To engage the focus group participants with the Influential Technology Channels and 
Practice-Based Personas that model the use of technology in academic practice in the 
research setting. 

2. To demonstrate the use of the prototype online tool as a design tool, making use of a 
constructed scenario relevant to the participants in the Focus Group session. 

3. To explore the participants’ reaction to the use of these modelling methods and tools in 
their design practice. 

4. To investigate the potential uses, applications and appropriation of the models and tool 
in the participants’ design practice. 

5. To investigate the barriers and potential resistance to the use of the models and tool in 
the participants’ design practice. 

6. To creatively explore extensions to, or alternatives to, the models and tool that would 
support or enhance the participants’ design practice. 

Schedule 

Time Objective Description 
9:30am Welcome, introductions During this initial five minute session, the focus 

group participants are provided with an 
introduction to the session and an overview of 
the schedule for the session. The participants and 
provided with all required ethical information 
and the signed informed consent sheets are 
provided to the moderator.  
This is a blue hat portion of the session. 

9:35am To engage the focus group 
participants with the 
Influential Technology 
Channels and Practice-Based 
Personas that model the use 
of technology in academic 
practice in the research 
setting. (Objectives 1 and 2) 
To demonstrate the use of 
the prototype online tool as a 
design tool, making use of a 
constructed scenario relevant 
to the participants in the 
Focus Group session. 
(Objective 3) 

This 25 minute period is used to provide the 
Focus Group attendees with the context for the 
research, and sufficient information to be able to 
explore Influential Technology Channels and 
Practice-Based Personas as potential elements to 
be incorporated into their design process. The 
participants have already been provided with a 
two-page outline of the research context. 
 
This is the white hat portion of the session. 

Time Objective Description 
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10:00am To explore the participants’ 
reaction to the use of these 
modelling methods and tools 
in their design practice. 
(Objective 4) 

This is a 10 minute session during which the 
participants are asked to address the following 
question: 

1. Having seen the potential use of Practice-
Based Personas, Influential Technology 
Channels and the prototype tools as a 
way to connect your practice to the use of 
technology in academic practice, what is 
your reaction – giving consideration to 
your own current and future practice? 

 
This is a red hat portion of the session 
 

10:10am To investigate the potential 
uses, applications and 
appropriation of the models 
and tool in the participants’ 
design practice. 
(Objective 5) 

This is a 20 minute session during which the 
participants are asked to address the following 
questions: 

2. In what way, if any, could Influential 
Technology Channels, Practice-Based 
Personas and the online tool form part of 
your practice? 
 

This is a yellow hat portion of the session 
10:30am To investigate the barriers 

and potential resistance to 
the use of the models and 
tool in the participants’ 
design practice. 
(Objective 5) 

This is a 20 minute session during which the 
participants are asked to address the following 
questions: 

3. Are there reasons why you would not 
engage with Practice-Based Personas, 
Influential Technology Channels and the 
prototype tool as part of your design 
practice? 

 
This is a black hat portion of the session 

10:50am To creatively explore 
extensions to, or alternatives 
to, the models and tool that 
would support or enhance 
the participants’ design 
practice. 
(Objective 6) 

This is a 10 minute session during which the 
participants are asked to address the following 
question: 

4. What changes or enhancements would 
you suggest for the models and tools 
presented, to support your design 
practice? 

 
This is a green hat portion of the session 

11:00am Close The participants and thanked for their 
involvement in the focus group session. 
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Appendix K: Exploratory Study Emergent Activities 

Table 39 Emergent activities in the managing teaching, learning and assessment category 

Managing teaching, learning and assessment 

• tracking-student-performance-and-engagement-with-technology 
• providing-student-feedback-online 
• providing-student-feedback-by-email 
• designing-and-developing-learning-activities-and-materials-using-software-tools 
• developing-and-administering-online-assessment 
• developing-and-delivering-rich-media 
• distributing-learning-materials-online 
• distributing-learning-materials-by-email 
• presenting-and-facilitating-in-class-with-technology 
• facilitating-out-of-class-activity-with-online-resources 
• tutoring-and-guiding-students-through-electronic-communication 

 

Table 40 Emergent activities in the organising self category 

Organising self 

• organising-files-on-cloud-space 
• backing-up-files-on-hardware 
• developing-organised-folder-system 
• automatically-synchronising-multiple-devices 
• manually-synchronising-multiple-devices 
• managing-home-work-environment 
• remotely-accessing-work-resources 
• managing-email 
• locating-resources-from-email 
• keeping-notes-for-self 
• using-online-calendar 
• using-electronic-to-do-list-and-reminders 

 

Table 41 Emergent activities in the communicating category 

Communicating 

• exchanging-individual-email 
• group-emailing 
• posting-on-social-media-and-blogs 
• exchanging-messages-through-virtual-learning-environment 
• communicating-using-phone 
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Table 42 Emergent activities in the collaborating and sharing category 

Collaborating and sharing 

• sharing-cloud-based-resources 
• sharing-wiki-resources 
• sharing-real-time-online-sessions 
• writing-documents-on-computer 
• exchanging-change-tracked-documents 

 

 

Table 43 Emergent activities in the sourcing and managing knowledge category 

Sourcing and managing knowledge 

• recording-references-in-databases 
• recording-live-data-using-mobile-device 
• sourcing-publications-online 
• sourcing-material-online 
• taking-online-training-and-courses-and-webinars 
• conducting-online-research 
• exploring-technologies 
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Appendix L: Clusters of Activities forming Practices in Exploratory 
Study 

Table 44 Clustering of the managing teaching, learning and assessment activities 

Cluster Number Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 
Cluster Size 32 103 17 
providing-student-feedback-online 0 1 0 
providing-student-feedback-by-email 0 0 1 
designing-and-dev-learning-materials-using-
software-tool 

1 1 1 

developing-and-administering-online-assessment 0 1 1 
developing-and-delivering-rich-media 1 1 1 
distributing-learning-materials-online 0 1 1 
distributing-learning-materials-by-email 0 0 0 
presenting-and-facilitating-in-class-with-technology 1 1 1 
facilitating-out-of-class-activity-with-online-
resources 

0 0 1 

tutoring-and-guiding-students-through-electronic-
comm. 

0 0 0 

 

Table 45 Clustering of the organising self activities 

Cluster Number 1 2 3 4 
Cluster Size 30 38 52 32 
developing-organised-folder-system 1 1 1 1 
managing-email 1 1 0 0 
using-online-calendar 1 1 0 1 
organising-files-on-cloud-space 1 0 0 1 
backing-up-files-on-hardware 0 1 1 0 

 

Table 46 Clustering of the communicating activities 

Cluster Number Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 
Cluster Size 47 68 37 
exchanging-individual-email 1 1 1 
group-emailing 1 0 1 
posting-on-social-media-and-blogs 1 1 0 
exchanging-messages-through-vle 0 1 0 
communicating-using-phone 1 1 1 
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Table 47 Clustering of the collaborating and sharing activities 

Cluster Number 1 2 3 4 5 
Cluster Size 20 96 24 9 3 
sharing-cloud-based-resources 1 1 0 1 1 
sharing-wiki-resources 1 0 0 0 1 
sharing-real-time-online-sessions 1 0 0 1 0 
writing-documents-on-computer 1 1 1 1 0 
exchanging-change-tracked-documents 1 1 0 0 0 

 

Table 48 Clustering of the sourcing and managing knowledge activities 

Cluster Number Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 
Cluster Size 51 71 30 
recording-references-in-databases 0 0 1 
recording-live-data-using-mobile-device 1 0 0 
sourcing-publications-online 0 1 1 
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Appendix M: Clusters for Practices forming Practice-Based Personas 
in Exploratory Study 

Table 49 Clustering of practices to inform development of Personas 

Cluster Number 1 2 3 4 5 
Cluster Size 61 16 27 29 19 
Managing Teaching, Learning and Assessment practices 2 3 1 2 2 
Organising Self practices 1 1 2 1 1 
Communicating practices 2 1 3 2 3 
Collaborating and Sharing practices 2 2 3 1 2 
Sourcing and Managing Knowledge practices 2 1 2 1 2 
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Appendix N: Code Book for Exploratory Study 

Name Sources References 
Authoring 6 178 
Student Learning 6 460 
Teamwork 6 112 
Working Life 6 458 
Total 6 1208 

 

Name Sources References 
Authoring 6 178 
01. Authoring learning materials 6 130 
02. Authoring research papers 6 41 
03. Authoring examination papers 3 7 
Student Learning 6 460 
01. Reflecting on student performance 4 22 
02. Enabling student reflection on learning 2 5 
03. Engaging and motivating students 2 23 
04. Assessing students 6 42 
05. Providing feedback to students 4 14 
06. Designing and preparing module delivery 6 62 
07. Sharing and disseminating learning materials 6 55 
08. Organising in-class activities 6 124 
09. Enabling collaborative learning 6 36 
10. Interacting directly with students 6 67 
11. Engaging programme team 2 10 
12. Enhancing teaching, learning and assessment 0 0 
Teamwork 6 112 
01. Collaborating face-to-face with colleagues 3 9 
02. Collaborating online with colleagues 5 68 
03. Learning from colleagues 6 35 
Working Life 6 458 
01. Organising self 6 112 
02. Organising office 5 28 
03. Working from home 5 39 
04. Being always on 6 89 
05. Making decisions about use of technology 6 190 
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Name Sources References 
Authoring 6 178 
01. Authoring learning materials 6 130 

01. Developing course notes 4 15 
02. Developing rich learning activities 5 30 
03. Reusing own learning materials 6 44 
04. Finding learning materials 6 41 

02. Authoring research papers 6 41 
01. Writing and editing documents 3 8 
02. Sharing drafts of papers and research 
materials with colleagues 

1 2 

03. Creating research notes as informal 
records 

1 2 

04. Building and accessing reference 
databases 

3 4 

05. Collecting and processing data 3 15 
06. Searching for and finding research 
publications 

4 9 

07. Submitting publications to 
conferences, journals and databases 

1 1 

03. Authoring examination papers 3 7 
01. Sharing draft paper with colleagues 
and external examiner 

0 0 

02. Producing printable version of 
examination paper and solutions  

3 3 

03. Using previous version of examination 
paper and solutions as a template 

3 4 

04. Designing examination paper and 
solutions based on module design and 
delivery of module 

0 0 

05. Reviewing stored course notes 0 0 
Student Learning 6 460 
01. Reflecting on student performance 4 22 

01. Collecting data on student engagement 2 5 
02. Identifying student status 1 1 
03. Checking historical records 2 6 
04. Collecting data on student performance 3 10 

02. Enabling student reflection on learning 2 5 
01. Providing data to students 1 2 
02. Providing self-assessment 
opportunities to students 

1 2 

03. Highlighting pre-requisite knowledge 
and skill requirements 

1 1 

03. Engaging and motivating students 2 23 
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Name Sources References 
01. Intervening with students who are 
struggling 

1 7 

02. Predicting student behaviour 1 3 
03. Encouraging students to adopt 
behaviours 

1 2 

04. Creating lively learning experiences 1 2 
05. Providing regular low stakes 
assessments 

2 9 

04. Assessing students 6 42 
01. Submitting assignments 5 14 
02. Designing assessments 4 16 
03. Marking 4 12 

05. Providing feedback to students 4 14 
01. Publishing marks for students 1 10 
02. Including notes on submissions 2 2 
03. Providing individualised feedback 2 2 

06. Designing and preparing module delivery 6 62 
01. Seeking technology to match pedagogy 6 33 
02. Preparing resources for release to 
students 

3 3 

03. Developing plan 2 5 
04. Sourcing materials 1 1 
05. Preparing student supervision 1 1 
06. Design strategy to engage students 1 3 
07. Meeting management expectations 1 1 
08. Changing design for new groups 4 8 
09. Ensuring development of generic skills 1 5 
10. Designing in knowledge of information 
available to students due to technology 

2 2 

07. Sharing and disseminating learning materials 6 55 
01. Sharing course notes with students 6 22 
02. Minimising amount of pre-prepared 
material 

1 1 

03. Preparing learning materials for 
distribution 

1 1 

04. Providing materials well in advance of 
class 

2 6 

05. Making sourced materials available to 
students 

2 17 

06. Making interactive resources available 
to students 

1 1 

07. Enabling students to work 
independently 

4 4 

08. Keeping archive of notes available 2 2 
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Name Sources References 
09. Students sourcing online materials 1 1 

08. Organising in-class activities 6 124 
01. Making presentations in a lecture 6 44 
02. Organising interactive discussion in 
class 

5 20 

03. Organising group learning activities in 
class 

4 8 

04. Organising practical activities in lab or 
studio 

5 9 

05. Organising individual learning 
activities in class 

3 7 

06. Getting students to take notes 1 1 
07. Making demonstrations in class 5 25 
08. Planning of class 3 7 
09. Student referring to course notes in 
class 

1 1 

10. Teaching as part of a team 1 1 
11. Engaging students in class 1 1 

09. Enabling collaborative learning 6 36 
01. Developing shared resources 2 18 
02. Enabling communication between 
students 

3 5 

03. Monitoring group activity 2 3 
04. Forming groups 5 7 
05. Students forming informal groups 1 3 

10. Interacting directly with students 6 67 
01. Communicating with individual 
students 

5 22 

02. Communicating with groups of 
students 

5 24 

03. Being accessible to students 4 15 
04. Discussing with students 3 5 
05. Sharing with students 1 1 

11. Engaging programme team 2 10 
01. Class mentoring 2 5 
02. Programme chairing 2 5 

12. Enhancing teaching, learning and assessment 4 37 
01. Reflecting on learning 2 15 
02. Undertaking face-to-face training 2 3 
03. Experimenting with technology 2 14 
04. Undertaking online training 3 3 
05. Engaging with support 1 2 
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Name Sources References 
Teamwork 6 112 
01. Collaborating face-to-face with colleagues 3 9 

01. Coordinating meetings 3 9 
02. Sharing documents 0 0 

02. Collaborating online with colleagues 5 68 
01. Forming collaborative online space 4 24 
02. Interacting through mobile devices 3 12 
03. Exchanging emails 4 22 
04. Interacting through webinar 1 9 
05. Finding collaborators through social 
media 

1 1 

03. Learning from colleagues 6 35 
01. Stimulating interest in methods e.g. 
teaching and learning 

4 19 

02. Sharing resources, ideas and 
knowledge 

5 16 

Working Life 6 458 
01. Organising self 6 112 

01. Keeping notes to self 6 15 
02. Organising and synchronising files 6 67 
03. Organising time 6 30 

02. Organising office 5 28 
01. Configuring working environment 4 16 
02. Working at desk 5 12 

03. Working from home 5 39 
01. Accessing resources remotely 4 13 
02. Bringing resources to home 
environment 

1 4 

03. Working longer and more flexibly 4 9 
04. Configuring home office 5 13 

04. Being always on 6 89 
01. Constantly interacting with email 6 71 
02. Locating files and resources 2 6 
03. Deliberately separating work and home 
life 

5 12 

05. Making decisions about use of technology 6 190 
01. Needing to see value in technology 5 22 
02. Undertaking training 3 7 
03. Deliberately seeking appropriate 
technology 

5 29 

04. Recognising impact of technology on 
practice 

6 45 

05. Resisting change 3 5 
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Name Sources References 
06. Avoiding being left behind 2 5 
07. Being influenced by others 2 13 
08. Experiencing frustration with 
technology 

5 21 

09. Enabling students to make decisions 
about technology 

5 9 

10. Exploring new technology 6 30 
11. Finding technology overwhelming 2 4 
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Appendix O: Categorisation of Practices in Exploratory Study 

 

Table 50 Recategorisation of Practices following Focussed Analysis 

Initial 
Category 
 

Initial Practices  Focussed 
Category 

Focussed Practices 

Sourcing & 
managing 
knowledge 

online search  Authoring Authoring learning materials 
research locating  Authoring research papers 
researching  Authoring examination papers 

Managing 
teaching, 
learning and 
assessment 

learning authoring  Teaching, 
Learning 
and 
Assessment 

Reflecting on student 
performance 

learning administering Enabling student reflection on 
learning 

learning enabling Engaging and motivating 
students 

 Assessing students 
Providing feedback to students 
Designing and preparing 
module delivery 
Sharing and disseminating 
learning materials 
Organising in-class activities 
Enabling collaborative learning 
Interacting directly with 
students 
Engaging programme team 
Enhancing teaching, learning 
and assessment 

Communica
ting 

multi-media communication  Teamwork Collaborating face-to-face with 
colleagues institutional communication 

traditional communication Collaborating online with 
colleagues Collaborati

ng and 
Sharing 

multi-media collaboration 
cloud collaboration Learning from colleagues 
document collaboration 

Organising 
Self 

proactive resource 
management 

 Working 
Life 

Organising self 
Organising office 

file management Working from home 
 Being always on 

Making decisions about use of 
technology 
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Appendix P: Exploratory Study Concept Maps 

Authoring Practices 
Authoring Examination Papers Concept Map and Description 

 

The authoring examination papers practice involves the authoring by an individual or team of 
an examination paper with solutions and a marking scheme that may be reviewed by colleagues 
and an external examiner prior to submission and being presented to students (via the 
examinations office). 

The authoring of an examination paper will usually involve the use of a previous examination 
paper and solution as a template, with the lecturer retrieving the older paper from their 
computer’s file system or cloud storage. The paper and solutions will then be edited using a 
writing tool, usually Microsoft Word, in order to produce a printable version of the paper. The 
contents of the examination paper and solutions will be informed by the coursenotes developed 
for the module being assessed and the design of the module, as reflected in the structure of the 
coursenotes and the module in the Virtual Learning Environment. Authoring of the 
examination paper and solutions may involve the retrieval and review of the materials 
developed for the module. Notes on potential examination questions may be kept in hard or 
soft copy by the lecturer throughout the academic year. 

The examination paper may be authored by multiple people and may thus be shared through 
the exchange of a printed version of the paper, through the use of external storage devices such 
as USB key or through the emailing of attachments. 
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Authoring Research Papers Concept Map and Description 

 

The authoring research papers practice involves the completion of research activities and 
projects and their documentation in papers for submission to journals, conferences and other 
fora as research outputs. Research papers may be authored by individuals or by teams of 
researchers.  

Authoring research papers will involve the use of writing tools and graphics and graphing 
programmes. A key part of authoring a research paper involves the collection of appropriate 
references using a tool such as EndNote, and the incorporation of the references as citations 
into the paper being authored. A researcher will build a database of references over time, and 
add to this using online databases and search engines that are integrated with the reference 
database tool. The researcher will use these online tools to source appropriate publications to 
support the argument that they are putting forth in the paper being authored. 

Papers that are being collaboratively authored may be shared among colleagues using 
collaborative tools such as Wikis and shared cloud storage, but more typically these platforms 
will be used for the sharing of research data and artefacts being developed through the research 
process. Email attachments are more typically employed for the exchange of paper drafts.  

The collection and analysis of data for a research paper is likely to involve the use of discipline 
specific tools and specialised data analysis tools for qualitative of quantitative data analysis. 
Online systems such as survey tools and questionnaires may be employed for the collection of 
data and for rudimentary analysis.  

Throughout the research process, the researcher will keep and record notes on their activity, 
often using their mobile phone or computer to maintain the record. Completed papers will be 
submitted to conferences and journals using online conference management systems accessed 
through the web browser or as email attachments. The review process is often supported 
through a publication management tool. 
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Authoring Learning Materials Concept Map and Description 
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The authoring learning materials practice involves the development of coursenotes and 
learning activities. In developing these learning materials, lecturers may reuse existing 
materials authored either by themselves or someone else. Reuse of one’s own learning 
materials involves the archival and storage of editable copies of learning materials such as 
PowerPoint slides so that they can be easily recovered for future reuse. This can be achieved 
through the use of the local file system on the author’s computer or through file storage 
available online through a cloud service. Updating and reuse enables the author to respond to 
student feedback and reflection by the author following the delivery of a module, as well as 
changes that are made to the programme and module over time to enhance the quality of the 
learning materials. Reflective exercises carried out by lecturers which lead to the enhancement 
of their learning materials over time include the keeping of reflective notes in soft copy or hard 
copy.  

Reuse of others’ learning materials involves the sourcing of online content, including 
presentations and coursenotes created for learning, and reference material from newspapers, 
academic papers and elsewhere. Online video content may be incorporated into the 
development of learning materials. Lecturers may take online courses, including those 
developed as part of the MOOC phenomenon and available through eLearning sites with the 
content, style and structure of those courses influencing the lecturer’s approach to the authoring 
of their own learning materials.  

The development of coursenotes is one of the primary activities of the lecturer. Coursenotes 
are developed to both give structure to a class and effectively communicate ideas. PowerPoint 
is a key tool for many lecturers in the development of coursenotes, with groupings of slides 
helping to pace a class when delivered. Lecturers seek to develop engaging coursenotes often 
involving photographs, animations and images either developed personally or sourced 
elsewhere. Coursenotes may be converted between different media formats before publication, 
including the use of PDF, hard copy or PowerPoint. Lecturers may also develop rich media 
content including audio and video content, interactive online content and online exercises. 
These resources and activities may be developed in the Virtual Learning Environment or using 
specialised learning technologies. 
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Teaching, Learning and Assessment Practices 
Assessing Students Concept Map and Description 

 

The assessing students practice is a practice that involves designing formative and summative 
assessments, that is assessments which take place throughout the academic session which 
enable student feedback, and assessment which contributes to a mark for the student. Formative 
and summative approaches to assessment can overlap. The submission of coursework for 
assessment by students follows, which is then followed by the marking of the assessment. 
Approaches to formative feedback are addressed through the providing feedback to students 
practice, meaning that the scope of this practice is on summative assessment of students and 
publication and analysis of marks for students. 

Assessment descriptions are often authored by a lecturer using a text editing tool such as 
Microsoft Word and published for students in a module in the Virtual Learning Environment 
or distributed to them via e-mail or in hardcopy. The description may be a reuse of an existing 
resource, edited and updated for re-publication. The assessment description may also be written 
and published directly in a module in the Virtual Learning Environment. The assessment 
description may include a rubric setting out the division of marks between the different 
assessment criteria that must be met by the student and that may be implemented with a tool in 
the Virtual Learning Environment or may simply be set out in a table in the assessment 
description. Assessment descriptions may also be written and published directly in a lecturer’s 
website implemented using their own web space or web space available on the University’s 
servers. Quizzes and tests may be developed and made available to students in the Virtual 
Learning Environment that can be used for self-directed learning and for the allocation of small 
amounts of marks, intended to motivate learners. Shared space on cloud-based applications and 
in collaborative tools such as Wikis, made available through the Virtual Learning Environment 
or otherwise may also be used as part of the design process for the assessment of students. 
Students may also be engaged with tools such as blogs and online journals for reflective 
activities as part of an assessment strategy. 
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The submission of coursework for assessment may involve the use of the plagiarism detection 
tool in the Virtual Learning Environment, which reviews submitted coursework against a 
database of earlier submissions and public information returning a score that can be interpreted 
by the lecturer responsible for assessment. Coursework can also be submitted through the 
Virtual Learning Environment without using this additional service, which is more appropriate 
for situations where the assessment is a non-essay-based piece of work e.g. program code for 
a Computer Science module. Assessment submissions that are not accepted through the Virtual 
Learning Environment or in hard copy may alternatively be accepted through a shared folder 
in a cloud application or as an email attachment. 

As marking is taking place, or once it is complete, the marks are often recorded in a spreadsheet 
using Microsoft Excel or similar. This can enable the analysis by the lecturer of the 
performance of the student over time and in relation to the performance of the other students 
in the cohort. The marks can then be made available to students through the Virtual Learning 
Environment with the publication of the spreadsheet of results, or through the use of a dedicated 
grade management tool. Marks, alternatively, may be made available to students in hard copy 
or via email, or through a lecturer’s personal website. All marks, once complete, are submitted 
for consideration by an examination board through a gradebook tool separate from the one 
embedded in the Virtual Learning Environment. 
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Enabling Collaborative Learning Concept Map and Description 

 

The enabling collaborative learning practice is a practice that is performed by lecturers who 
facilitate peer learning opportunities among students. This practice centres on the formation 
of groups that can take place formally or informally. The practice involves enabling the 
development of shared resources; and enabling, facilitating or encouraging communication 
among students. The formation of groups can involve the use of class lists available from the 
University’s student record system and can also involve the formation of groups in the 
Virtual Learning Environment. Students themselves can form informal groups on social 
media platforms. Groups may be asked for develop shared resources and can use tools such 
as the Wiki tools available in the Virtual Learning Environment or collaborative spaces 
available elsewhere such as cloud space, Wikispaces and CATME. Students can 
communicate with each other using email, social media and the tools available in Wikis. 
Group activity can be monitored by a lecturer where groups are using the Wiki tool which 
sends notifications regarding changes that have taken place.  
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Enabling Student Reflection upon Learning Concept Map and Description 

 

The enabling student reflection upon learning practice is a practice in which a lecturer creates 
an environment in which a student is enabled to reflect upon their own learning. This may 
involve the provision of data by a lecturer to a student or student group on their performance, 
it may involve the provision of self-assessment opportunities to students and it may involve the 
highlighting to students of the pre-requisite skills required from them to be able to perform in 
the module being delivered. 

Self-assessment opportunities can be provided to students through the quizzes tool in the 
Virtual Learning Environment, as well as in other ways. Data can also be provided to students 
through the marks and student feedback facility in the Virtual Learning Environment. Marks 
can also be published using a spreadsheet distributed by email or otherwise. The prerequisite 
set of requirements can be implemented through the Virtual Learning Environment. 
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Engaging and Motivating Students Concept Map and Description 

 

The engaging and motivating students practice is a practice that is performed by lecturers as 
they seek to enhance the participation and performance of students on their programme or 
module. This includes activities such as intervening with students who are struggling with their 
performance, creating lively learning experiences, providing regular low-stakes assessments, 
trying to predict student behaviour and encouraging students to adopt specific behaviours. 

Interventions with students who are struggling initially involves identifying the students who 
are struggling, which may arise from an analysis of the performance of the students using 
records collected manually in an Excel spreadsheet or from historic data available in the student 
records system. Data is also available through the Virtual Learning Environment that can 
inform decision making, such as data on how the student has accessed the system and engaged 
with content available in the system. An intervention can then take place face-to-face or using 
technologies such as email or notifications in the Virtual Learning Environment. 

The creation of lively learning experiences may include the use of classroom response systems 
for student engagement in the classroom, and the use of audio or video media in the classroom. 
The implementation of regular low-stakes assessments through quizzes in the Virtual Learning 
Environment or otherwise can also form part of this practice. 

Efforts to predict student behaviour using data available through a variety of means, including 
student records, can also help support efforts to encourage new behaviours among students. 
This may include the use of notifications in the Virtual Learning Environment, emails or videos 
that remind students of requirements or seek to trigger behaviours. 
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Engaging with the Programme Team Concept Map and Description 

 

The engaging with the programme team practice is a practice that involves the lecturer working 
with their colleagues on the programme team for the delivery of the programme and the support 
of their students. This involves the roles of class mentor and programme chairperson, two 
crucial roles involved in the coordination and administration of academic programmes. 

Both of these roles, and other roles in the programme team, may seek to access data from the 
student record system to enable discussion on the performance of students on the programme. 
They may also seek to coordinate assessment activities across a programme in order to ensure 
an appropriate balance of coursework throughout the semester, and effective communication 
of assessment deadlines to students. The programme team may share timetables with each 
other, including the timetables of each of the student groups and lab groups. This would make 
use of the timetable system and email in the organisation. Email is the communication medium 
for much discussion and interaction that takes place between members of the programme team, 
and group email can represent an effective platform for exploration of common issues. 
Documents shared among members of the programme team may be shared as email 
attachments, but also through Wikis or cloud storage. This is particularly relevant at the time 
of programme review that takes place periodically. Knowledge of the membership of the 
programme team may be identified through the student record system that records the names 
of the various lecturers responsible for modules on the programme. 
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Enhancing Teaching, Learning and Assessment Concept Map and Description 

 

The enhancing teaching, learning and assessment practice is a practice that involves the 
lecturer taking proactive steps to enhance their approaches to teaching, learning and 
assessment. This can involve their own personal reflection on their learning, teaching and 
assessment activities, it can involve the taking of face-to-face training in a structured session, 
it can involve taking online training, or simply experimenting with technology. It can also take 
place through engagement with the support services available in the Institute. 

Online learning and personal reflection can be enabled through the use of video sites and 
dedicated e-learning platforms such as YouTube, TedX and Coursera. Staff who are interested 
in exploring new technologies may install and use technologies, experience them online, or 
engage with features of the Virtual Learning Environment. Engagement with support will take 
place through emails to the helpdesk or phonecalls to the helpdesk. 
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Interacting Directly with Students Concept Map and Description 

 

 

The interacting directly with students practice is a practice that involves the interaction between 
lecturers and students, either as individuals or as a group. It also involves being accessible to 
students in general, being available for discussions with students and sharing documents and 
resources with students.  

Email plays an extremely large and significant role in communication with students. This 
includes emails to individual students and emails to groups of students, using the group email 
facility provided by the University or using personal email addresses collected from students, 
or occasionally, from the student registration system. Email is a tool both used for 
communication on a matter of importance and for the organisation of face-to-face meetings in 
the lecturer’s office or elsewhere. Communication with groups of students can also take place 
through a group communication facility implemented with the notifications tool in the Virtual 
Learning Environment. Communication may also take place through the use of Wikis and 
blogs, in particular where communication is taking place as part of a structured learning 
activity. Discussions with students can take place through Skype, on occasion, where students 
are remote from the campus and not available for face-to-face meetings, and discussion may 
also take place through social media groups. The sharing of documents with students can take 
place through the use of email attachments, the sharing of documents in the Virtual Learning 
Environment, and through the use of shared cloud space. 
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Providing Feedback to Students Concept Map and Description 

 

The providing feedback to students practice is a practice in which the lecturer will provide 
feedback to students on their performance in an assessment. This can include activities such as 
including notes on the assignment submissions made by the student, providing group or 
individual feedback to students, and publishing marks for the students. 

Publishing marks for students may involve the uploading of marks to the Virtual Learning 
Environment gradecentre tool, or the use of Excel for the collation of marks before publication 
in the Virtual Learning Environment or on a personal website. Individual feedback can be 
provided to students through the use of tools available in the Virtual Learning Environment, or 
through the use of tracked changes in submissions made through Microsoft Word or similar. 
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Reflecting on Student Performance Concept Map and Description 

 

The reflecting on student performance practice is a practice during which a lecturer will reflect 

upon the performance of individual students or groups of students, which can then inform their 

approach to delivery of the remainder of their module. This can involve the collection of data 

on student engagement, the collection of data on student performance, checking historical 

records and identifying students’ registration statuses. 

The collection of data on student engagement can involve the use of data collected and stored 
in Excel spreadsheets by the lecturer themselves, or can involve the use of data made available 
through the Virtual Learning Environment, where student access and engagement data can be 
monitored. Similarly, student performance data may be stored in spreadsheets or can be 
accessed in certain circumstances through the Virtual Learning Environment, for example, 
where quizzes and short tests are made available to students throughout the semester. Historical 
student records may be stored by individual lecturers in spreadsheets, and are also available 
through the student record system where approved marks from previous modules and previous 
years are provided. The student record system can also help lecturers identify the registration 
status of students, which is of importance in situations where a repeating student may or may 
not have elected to return to their programme. 
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Designing and Preparing Module Delivery Concept Map and Description 
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The designing and preparing module delivery practice is a practice that involves the 
development of plans, coordination of students and preparation of materials and activities. 
Initially, the development of the plan for the module may involve the creation of a module in 
the Virtual Learning Environment and the division of the content section for the online module 
into separate sessions or weeks. This may also be done using a personal website or a shared 
cloud space. Planning may also involve the development of a calendar or schedule in a tool 
such as Microsoft Word or Excel, or in a hardcopy diary, which sets out the topics to be covered 
or the activities to be completed in each session or on a weekly basis. The design of the module 
and its delivery may take into consideration the groups that are being taught, for example, 
different approaches to the use of the Virtual Learning Environment and collaborative tools 
may be adopted for part-time or full-time students. Particular activities may be seen as 
appropriate for one group but not another. The strategy adopted for the delivery of a module 
may further be informed by knowledge of diversity among a group of students and an interest 
in the learning styles of students. 

The use of the Virtual Learning Environment for the preparation and delivery of the module is 
driven in many cases by a need for a lecturer to find a tool to support their preferred approach 
to enabling student learning. It may also be driven by the expectations of students or 
management. The Virtual Learning Environment may provide the appropriate technology, or 
this may become available from another source, such as the Wiki and Web tools that are 
available for free outside the University. Learning activities may also be developed in other 
environments made available to the lecturer, such as mobile enabled environments or discipline 
specific environments. Lecturers may explore the available technologies to find something to 
support a particular pedagogical requirement. The effective lecturer will need to prioritise 
learning over technology as the key goal. The lecturer will also need to embed technologies 
that are required for disciplinary knowledge into the design and delivery of the module. 

Materials that are used in the design and delivery of a module may be developed separately or 
may simply be located online through various content sites and digital repositories. Materials, 
including interactive activities may be developed within the Virtual Learning Environment. 
Lecturers may make an effort to ensure that students are exposed to technology throughout the 
module, or this may be less important to them. Technology may also help students develop 
generic and transferable skills such as teamworking where appropriate technology is made 
available to them.  

Certain modules, such as the final year project, are delivered independently of a class structure 
and are enabled through a one-to-one model. In these cases, there is an opportunity for the 
lecturer and student to negotiate and agree a particular approach. 
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Organising In-Class Activities Concept Map and Description 
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The organising in-class activities practice is a practice in which a lecturer organises learning, 
teaching and assessment activities to take place during scheduled class time. This practice may 
involve the planning of the class, teaching as part of a team in the class, organising individual 
or group based activities, organising practical activities in a lab or a studio, it may involve 
providing demonstrations in class, or making presentations in class, it may involve engaging 
the students in the class or organising discussions in class, or facilitating the students to refer 
to coursenotes in the class, or students taking notes in class. 

Planning of the class may involve the lecturer referring to the plan developed in the Virtual 
Learning Environment or elsewhere and creating resources that are made available through that 
platform. Lecturers will prioritise the education objectives when planning in-class activities, 
ensuring that the class is about more than the technology that is being used. In some cases, 
decisions about technology may be made just-in-time in the classroom, or with student 
involvement or influence. 

Where team-based teaching takes place, colleagues may be able to share resources with each 
other through a shared module in the Virtual Learning Environment, or through shared cloud 
storage. Primarily, interaction with colleagues and collaboration will arise through email. 

Group learning activities in class may sometimes involve the use of technologies such as Wikis 
that can be updated by students with notifications received by the lecturer. Individual activities 
may involve an array of different technologies, including discipline specific technologies. 
Discipline specific technologies play a very significant role in labs, studios and practical 
classes.  

Demonstrations and presentations which take place in class will usually make extensive use of 
PowerPoint or some presentation software. Presentations may be made on a digital projector 
from a podium PC or from a laptop brought into the lab or classroom and connected to the 
network using a Wifi connection. Files and resources may be accessed using a network drive, 
cloud storage or external storage devices such as USB drives, or through the Virtual Learning 
Environment. Additional resources, such as videos and public websites may be accessed online 
in class. 

Student engagement in a class can be enhanced through the organisation of class discussions 
using technologies such as classroom response systems. Students can be facilitated in taking 
notes in the class through the use of their own laptops or mobile phones.   
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Disseminating Learning Materials to Students Concept Map and Description 
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The disseminating learning materials to students practice is a practice that involves the 
distribution of learning materials developed or collected by the lecturer to students. This may 
involve activities such as the minimisation of the amount of pre-prepared materials, the 
distribution of source materials to students, the preparation of learning materials for 
distribution, the provision of materials well in advance of class, the sharing of coursenotes with 
students, the archival of notes and materials, the making of interactive resources available to 
students, students sourcing materials online independently, and enabling students to work 
independently. 

Lecturers may elect to minimise the amount of pre-prepared materials and develop the 
materials interactively in class. They may also elect to source materials online and distribute 
these to students. These materials may be sourced through online academic databases and 
referencing sites, though video sites such as YouTube and TedX, or through online newspapers, 
as examples. The preparation of materials for distribution may involve the conversion of 
materials between formats, and the subsequent publication online using the Virtual Learning 
Environment, personal websites or cloud storage. Interactive resources may be developed 
within the Virtual Learning Environment itself, including interactive quizzes and similar. These 
may also be developed in other types of environments outside of the University’s architecture. 
Students may source materials themselves using websites, video sites, e-learning sites and 
academic referencing sites that enable them to work independently. 
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Teamwork Practices 
Collaborating Face-to-Face with Colleagues Concept Map and Description 

 

The collaborating face-to-face with colleagues practice involves colleagues meeting with each 
other in either formal structured settings such as programme committee meetings, or research 
group meetings; or informal interactions arising from shared spaces such as offices and 
recreational and social areas in the research setting. 

Teamwork involves team coordination in which group email plays a significant role. 
Organising tools such as Doodle can also help with the organisation of meetings to facilitate 
effective face-to-face interaction. Resources and documentation can be shared among team 
members through the exchange of email attachments or through the formation of shared online 
spaces such as shared storage in a cloud space such as Dropbox. 
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Collaborating Online with Colleagues Concept Map and Description  

 

The collaborating online with colleagues practice has developed into a significant practice in 
the research setting. Technology is playing a strong role in the formation and structuring of 
formal and informal teams who may or may not also meet in a face-to-face setting. Email and 
collaborative online spaces are the most significant technologies which contribute to the 
formation of this practice, but mobile devices, webinar technologies and social media also play 
a formative role. 

The use of collaborative online spaces can involve the formation of a shared Virtual Learning 
Environment module through which colleagues collaborating on the development of a module 
can share learning materials which are under development. A Virtual Learning Environment 
module could also be used as a shared space among a programme team or research group. 
Research groups and colleagues collaborating on the authoring of research papers may share 
references using EndNote or a similar referencing system. Formal teams are making increasing 
usage of shared cloud space such as Dropbox and Google Drive. Teams also occasionally make 
effort to use tools which are deliberately designed to support collaboration such as Wiki tools 
which may occasionally be used, with limited success, for the development of shared 
documentation such as documentation for a new programme. 

Email remains an important technology for the enabling of online collaboration among 
colleagues. Group emails, one-to-one or collective email conversations, and the exchange of 
documents as email attachments are formative parts of online collaborative work. 

Mobile devices, in particular mobile phones, which tend to be privately owned are formative 
of teamwork in the setting. The exchange of SMS messages among colleagues and interaction 
through group messaging systems such as WhatsApp contribute to the formation of teams and 
teamwork in the research setting. Webinar technology such as Skype can also contribute to this 
form of teamwork. Social media additionally enabled colleagues to publicise and share their 
interests and achievements and both maintain and develop communication channels with 
potential collaborators. 
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Learning from Colleagues Concept Map and Description 

 

The learning from colleagues practice is a practice whereby lecturers in the research setting 
learn from each other, share resources with each other and stimulate interest in innovations and 
professional methods such as learning and teaching methods. This can involve the exchange of 
ideas and knowledge in email discussion groups established by a group of people, or it can 
involve the contribution by team members to blogs, wikis or other shared spaces established as 
knowledge exchange fora. It can also involve the proactive blogging by individuals on their 
experience and knowledge. Lecturers may also share their course notes as public resources on 
websites for others to see. 
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Working Life Practices 
Being Always On Concept Map and Description 

 

The being always on practice is the practice that constructs the boundaries between work and 
home life for lecturers. This can involve, on the one hand, lecturers finding themselves 
constantly interacting with elements of their working lives, or on the other hand deliberately 
constructing a boundary which forces them to have separate working and home lives.  

Email is the primary technology that constitutes this practice, with lecturers accessing email 
through their phone, their laptop, their desktop computer and their home computer, ensuring 
that they have constant access to work-related activities. The ability to access files and 
synchronise those files between different devices and virtual spaces also helps constitute this 
practice of being always on. Like email, the use of personal mobile devices is significantly 
constitutive of this practice.  

Lecturers who recognise and try to challenge the practice of being always on make deliberate 
efforts to maintain separate devices for home and work lives, thus preventing the contamination 
of home life with work. Similarly, separate files and folders for digital resources help establish 
a firm boundary and challenge being always on. 
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Making Decisions about Use of Technology Concept Map and Description 

 

 

The making decisions about the use of technology practice is a practice whereby lecturers carry 
out activities which enable them to decide on the appropriate use of technology in their working 
lives. There are diverse views and approaches among lecturers, many of whom experience 
frustration in the use of technology or find technology overwhelming. Others fear being left 
behind, while others still proactively seek to resist change in the role of technology in their 
working lives. Social influence has a large impact in many cases on the use of technology, 
which includes the influence of colleagues in informal situations, and the impact of formal 
training programmes. This can also include the impact of students on decisions to use 
technology, where the demands arising from interacting with students leads lecturers to employ 
new technology in their practice. Some lecturers will deliberately seek the appropriate 
technology for a given situation, whereas others take a more exploratory approach. Lecturers 
will recognise the impact of technology on practice, though with a diverse appreciation for the 
positive or negative implications of this impact. 
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Organising Office Concept Map and Description 

 

The organising office practice is a practice that involves the organisation and configuration of 
the structured working environment of the lecturer. This includes turning on their computer 
and loading their applications (including email and web browser, for example). It also involves 
connecting the computer to the wireless or wired network and transferring files between 
devices. 
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Organising Self Concept Map and Description 

 

The organising self practice is a practice involving the maintenance of personal records and 
files, the organisation and management of those files and the organisation of the time available 
to the lecturer in the working environment. The lecturer will keep notes for themselves as part 
of a reflective process, or often simply as part of an organisational process. Notes can be kept 
on a mobile phone, notes can be kept by emailing oneself, and notes can be digitally constructed 
through the use of photographs on mobile devices. 

The files and folders that constitute the personal and professional resources of the lecturer will 
be maintained on the local filesystem of the laptop or computer which they use. Files can be 
shared, backed up and synchronised across multiple devices through the use of external drives, 
cloud storage and other means.  

The organisation of time can involve the use of digital calendars integrated with an email 
system or maintained separately. Time can also be managed through the setting of reminders 
on one’s phone. The use of to-do lists on phones and computers, as well as in hard copy, is also 
common. 
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Working from Home Concept Map and Description 

 

 

The working from home practice is a practice that involves the establishment of a home working 
environment in which the lecturer can carry out their working activities remotely. The ability 
to access services and resources remotely is hugely constitutive of this practice, in particular 
the ability to access files and folders on mobile devices such as laptops which can be taken 
from the workplace, the ability to access and respond to email remotely, the ability to access 
the office computer and servers through a virtual private network, and the use of remotely 
accessible cloud storage for access to files and folders. The use of external file storage on 
physical devices is also constitutive of this practice. 

The configuration of the home office involves the establishment of a virtual private network 
connection, or simply the setting up of a laptop or desktop computer with access to the internet 
through a Wifi or wired connection. The experience of working from home is largely one of 
increased flexibility. 
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Appendix Q: Technology Channels in Exploratory Study 

Candidate Technology Channels 
Classroom projector and computer as presentation facilitators 

Classroom projector and computer as presentation facilitators involves the use of a data 
projector in the classroom linked to a classroom computer or a podium PC (a computer installed 
in some classrooms) to make a presentation, or to display materials on an overhead screen. The 
lecturer will turn on the projector, lower the screen, and either connect their own laptop to the 
projector using a VGA cable, or turn on the podium PC. If using a podium PC they will access 
the required learning materials using a USB key, or by downloading them from cloud storage, 
from the VLE or from a website (their own or another). They will do so in most classes 
throughout the week, for which the use of pre-prepared learning materials and the capacity to 
display these is important. This is a popular approach to the delivery of classes and is enacted 
in variations of the Organising In-Class Activities practice. 

Classroom response systems as student engagement devices 

Classroom response systems as student engagement devices involves the development of 
presentation slides that a lecturer will present to students in class. The slides will include 
questions for which students can provide a response using a device handed out to them in class 
or using their own mobile device. The lecturer will collect the clicker devices from the library 
or their school office in advance of the class. On arriving in the classroom, they will distribute 
the devices, then set up their presentation on the data projector. The lecturer will control the 
flow of questions, first displaying one on the screen, asking the students to respond. Once they 
receive responses from the students in the class they will display the spread of responses, and 
then use that to trigger a follow-on discussion. The lecturer will continue with the questions. 
Once the session has ended, the clickers will be returned to the lecturer. They will do so in 
occasional classes throughout the semester, sometimes as part of a review session. Using 
technology in this way encourages a more active classroom and helps to engage students. It is 
enacted in variations of the Engaging and Motivating Students and Organising In-Class 
Activities practices. 

Cloud space as a collaborative platform 

Cloud space as a collaborative platform involves lecturers accessing their cloud storage 
account through their web browser or through a synchronised file on their computer in order to 
collaborate with others in the development of shared resources, or to share documents with 
students. Accessing cloud space in this way has a social dimension to it, with folders being set 
up with group membership relating to formal and informal groups. This can include class 
groups (for learning materials, for group assessment), research groups (for research data, draft 
publications etc.), programme teams (for programme documents, class listings etc.) or ad-hoc 
groups such as colleagues with whom the lecturer wishes to share a document. In order to be 
successful, every member of the group needs to actively engage with the shared space. 
Lecturers will access the shared space during the collaborative period, which may be 
throughout the semester for a class group, or during the authoring of a publication. This use of 
technologies is enacted in variations of the following practices: Authoring Learning Materials, 
Working from Home, Authoring Research Papers, Authoring Examination Papers, Organising 
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In-Class Activities, Engaging with the Programme Team, Collaborating Online with 
Colleagues, Assessing Students, Collaborating Face-to-Face with Colleagues, Interacting 
Directly with Students, Disseminating Learning Materials to Students, Assessing Students, 
Organising Self, Designing and Preparing Module Delivery. 

Cloud space as backup and storage 

Cloud space as backup and storage involves lecturers accessing their cloud storage account 
through their web browser or through a synchronised folder on their computer in order to 
maintain a copy of their files, as part of their personal organisation. This approach has the 
benefit of enabling synchronisation among multiple devices, including their laptop, office 
computer, home computer, mobile phone and tablet. Lecturers can access learning materials 
that they have authored through a podium computer in a classroom in order to use them in 
class, or they can access their files from home in order to make updates. Files stored in this 
way are automatically backed up, providing assurance to the lecturer that their files will remain 
safe. When synchronisation is set up on the user’s computer, they can access their files almost 
as normal, make updates and be assured that their files are updates in their online cloud storage. 
Lecturers may use the search facility to locate archived files, for example, during the authoring 
of examination papers. Lecturers will access the cloud space regularly, likely to be daily or 
close enough to daily, as the cloud represents their primary file storage location. This use of 
technologies is enacted in variations of the following practices: Authoring Learning Materials, 
Authoring Research Papers, Authoring Examination Papers, Working from Home, Organising 
In-Class Activities, Organising Self. 

EGB as a student record generator 

EGB as a student record generator addresses the requirement for lecturers to submit their 
marks through the Electronic Gradebook (EGB). When entering marks, a lecturer will typically 
have their record of marks for continuous assessment and practical work available to them. 
They will have kept a record of this throughout the year, using a tool such as Excel. They will 
also have examination results available to them, either through the collection of examination 
scripts or a record created with the examination results, possibly alongside the non-examination 
results. The lecturer will log into the Electronic Gradebook using a username and password 
and will enter grades for students according to the component i.e. all examination results 
together; all continuous assessment results together. Once they have entered all marks they will 
submit and log out. Lecturers will submit their marks on at least one occasion throughout the 
year, though usually on three occasions (for the winter, summer and supplemental sittings of 
assessments). While the Electronic Gradebook is open for much of the semester, there tends to 
be brief periods around the time of examination boards during which most use is made of the 
system. This use of technology is enacted in variations of the Assessing Students practice. 

Email as a collaborative space 

Email as a collaborative space involves lecturers accessing email for the purpose of 
collaborating with colleagues or students on the development of shared documents or activities. 
The creation of documents that can then be shared as attachments to emails, with change 
tracking facilities occasionally used, is at the core of this use of technology. The reply-all 
facility that enables people who have been included on the email to contact all members of the 
collaborating group to liaise with each other is also central to this practice. Programme teams, 
research groups and class groups can collaborate in this way, exchanging documents such as 
Word documents (for examination papers, programme documents etc), Excel spreadsheets (for 
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marks, records etc) and other works in progress. Crucially, collaboration is the key objective 
here - so members of the email recipient list are expected to contribute to the resource or 
activity under development. The email list will be accessed throughout the collaboration, with 
members reviewing email as part of their daily practices and responding as appropriate to the 
email list. This use of technologies is enacted in variations of the following practices: 
Organising In-Class Activities, Engaging with the Programme Team, Authoring Examination 
Papers, Authoring Research Papers, Interacting Directly with Students, Providing Feedback 
to Students, Collaborating Online with Colleagues, Learning from Colleagues, Engaging and 
Motivating Students. 

Email as a communication medium 

Email as a communication medium involves lecturers accessing email regularly, at least once 
daily, for the purpose of communicating with colleagues in the university and elsewhere, and 
students. Emails can be group or individual emails and can be used for a variety of 
communication reasons. Emails to students can be used to provide interventions in their 
learning process, to provide assessment results, or to provide responses to queries regarding 
coursework, as examples. Email conversations among colleagues would regularly arise, with 
opportunities existing for colleagues to share suggestions and organise activities, as examples. 
Email will be accessed on a daily basis, with emails being processed quite regularly though 
often in a structured fashion with specific times dedicated to responding. This use of 
technologies is enacted in variations of the following practices: Assessing Students, Enabling 
Collaborative Learning, Collaborating Online with Colleagues, Interacting Directly with 
Students, Enhancing Teaching, Learning and Assessment, Engaging and Motivating Students, 
Collaborating Face-to-Face with Colleagues. 

Email as a permanent voice 

Email as a permanent voice involves lecturers having constant access to email, either through 
their phone which they constantly monitor or through a collection of devices, including their 
laptop and home computers, tablets and mobile phone. Such lecturers may feel as if email is 
constantly causing pressure or may enjoy the facility to be constantly plugged in, but either 
way email is playing a constant role in their lives, inside and outside the workplace. They will 
either check email regularly or receive notifications regarding email regularly and will often 
follow up on these regardless of the time or day. Email will represent a permanent feature of 
their daily activities, with emails being checked multiple times throughout the day. This use of 
technologies is enacted in variations of the Being Always On and Working from Home practices. 

Email as a personal assistant 

Email as a personal assistant involves lecturers using email as a personal record store and 
assistant. This will involve searching email archives using the web, phone or desktop interface 
to find records; using email to transfer files between computers e.g. when going to class; and 
using emails to themselves to keep personal notes and records.  Lecturers using email in this 
way will access email on multiple occasions throughout the day. This use of technologies is 
enacted in variations of the Being Always On and Organising Self practices. 

Home computer as an extension of the office 

Home computer as an extension of the office involves lecturers having set up a computer in 
their home that they will usually synchronise with their office computer, either through shared 
cloud storage space, transfers on USB keys or by accessing email. They will log in to their 
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home computer while they are working from home, or in the evenings and weekends, and use 
their home computer as an extension of their office, carrying out the same activities that they 
would do in their office, including development of learning resources, authoring of research 
papers and communicating and collaborating with colleagues. Lecturers performing 
technology in this way will use their home computer on a number of occasions throughout the 
week. This use of technologies is enacted in variations of the Organising Office, Working from 
Home, Being Always On, Authoring Learning Materials and Authoring Research Papers 
practices. 

Institutional records as valuable data sources 

Institutional records as valuable data sources involves accessing the data in the institutional 
student record system using the reporting tool available to lecturers. This will enable lecturers 
to find out about students' (or student groups') registration status and their previous academic 
performance, as well as enabling them to download relevant reports for examination boards 
and induction processes. Data is also available on the lecturers that are assigned to different 
modules, that will enable programme coordinators to identify members of relevant programme 
teams. Accessing historic academic performance data can enable lecturers to identify students 
that may need extra attention throughout the semester. Lecturers can log in to the institutional 
reporting system using their username and password, select the appropriate report to run, and 
use that report to generate data that can then be viewed in the system, or downloaded in PDF 
format for printing, or downloaded in Excel format for further manipulation. Lecturers are 
likely to use this on rare occasions, for example at the start of the academic year or at the time 
of examination boards or induction. This use of technologies is enacted in variations of the 
Reflecting on Student Performance, Engaging and Motivating Students, and Engaging with the 
Programme Team practices. 

Laptop and office computer as coordinating pair 

Laptop and office computer as coordinating pair involves the use of both a laptop and a 
computer in a lecturer’s office in their daily working practices. They will synchronise between 
the two as necessary, using the laptop for occasional classes and other presentations, and their 
desktop office computing for their daily activities. They will transfer files between computers 
using USB keys, cloud space and email.  Lecturers are likely to use both computers relatively 
regularly, with the laptop being used at least once per week. This use of technologies is enacted 
in variations of the Being Always On and Organising Office practices. 

Laptop computer as personal assistant 

Laptop computer as personal assistant involves the use of a laptop as a lecturer’s main 
computer, accessing it regularly throughout the day and using it for their teaching, research, 
communication, collaboration, administration and other practices. They will turn on and plug 
in their laptop which they arrive in the office, bringing it with them to meetings and classes 
throughout the week, and bring it home with them in the evening. It will represent a key 
technology for all of their daily practices, and it will enable them to continue working 
seamlessly from home. The laptop will be accessed throughout the week, in the office and at 
home. This use of technologies is enacted in variations of the Organising Office, Authoring 
Research Papers, Authoring Examination Papers, Authoring Learning Materials, Organising 
In-Class Activities, and Working from Home practices. 
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Microsoft Excel as a student data analyst 

Microsoft Excel as a student data analyst involves the use of Excel for the maintenance of a 
lecturer’s own student records, enabling them to analyse and track the performance of students 
– including for example, attendance data, coursework results, and examination results. These 
records will enable the lecturer to identify students who are struggling and intervene. It will 
also enable the provision of feedback to students, for example, through the publication of marks 
online. Data may, in some cases, be shared with other lecturers on the programme team. Excel 
can also be used to keep records of topics which were well received by students in class, 
enabling the lecturer to review the delivery of the module for future academic years. Excel is 
likely to be used on a weekly basis during the delivery of a module to maintain records 
throughout the semester. This use of technologies is enacted in variations of the Assessing 
Students, Engaging with the Programme Team, Engaging and Motivating Students, Designing 
and Preparing Module Delivery, Reflecting on Student Performance, Enabling Student 
Reflection upon Learning, Providing Feedback to Students practices. 

Microsoft Word as an authoring tool 

Microsoft Word as an authoring tool involves the use of Microsoft Word for the authoring of 
documents for teaching, research and administration. Lecturers will convert Word documents 
between formats, incorporate references using tools such as EndNote, and keep an archive of 
documents that represents their record of activities e.g. lesson plans, reference lists. Documents 
may be printed and archived, or stored in soft copy, or both. Track change facilities can be used 
to monitor the development of a document, such as a research paper or a programme document. 
Microsoft Word is likely to be used on an almost daily basis throughout the academic year. 
This use of technologies is enacted in variations of the Authoring Research Papers, 
Collaborating Online with Colleagues, Organising In-Class Activities, Authoring Examination 
Papers, Designing and Preparing Module Delivery, Authoring Learning Materials, 
Disseminating Learning Materials to Students, Assessing Students practices. 

Office computer as daily assistant 

Office computer as daily assistant involves the use by a lecturer of their office computer (a 
non-mobile computer, usually a desktop) as their main computer for their teaching, research 
and supervision. They will log in to the computer when they arrive in the office, often leaving 
applications open for the whole day. When they return to the office they will find their 
applications open and will continue with their work. They will make extensive use of the file 
system on the computer. The computer is likely to be used on a regular basis throughout every 
working day. This use of technologies is enacted in variations of the Organising Office, 
Authoring Research Papers, Authoring Examination Papers and Authoring Learning Materials 
practices. 

Online calendar as an organisation device 

Online calendar as an organisation device involves the use of an online calendar such as 
Google or Outlook to plan and record events such as meetings or classes. Lecturers will access 
their calendar throughout the working day, using their computer or device of choice, and will 
make updates to the calendar to plan future events. The calendar will be used on a daily basis. 
This use of technologies is enacted in variations of the Organising Self practice. 
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Phone as a multi-media tool 

Phone as a multi-media tool involves lecturers using a mobile smart phone for their interaction 
with colleagues, their interaction with students, for accessing the web, for maintaining notes, 
for collecting digital images, for creating videos and for maintaining their personal organisation 
through notifications and use of calendar tools. They will use their phone to synchronise media 
with other devices. This use will form part of their authoring, teaching, research and personal 
organisation practices, enabling them to respond to circumstances as they arise by collecting 
digital images, for example, or replying to email. Their phone is utilised as a fully functioning 
computer and digital media device. The phone will be available to the user at all times and used 
for a variety of purposes throughout the day. This use of technologies is enacted in variations 
of the Being Always On, Authoring Research Papers, Authoring Learning Materials, 
Organising Self, and Organising In-Class Activities practices. 

Phone as a permanent companion 

Phone as a permanent companion involves lecturers having a smart phone constantly in their 
possession. They will use the phone to exchange messages in some format with colleagues and 
will access email on their phone. They may also use their phone for reminders. The phone will 
be available to the user at all times and used for a variety of purposes throughout the day. This 
use of technologies is enacted in variations of the Being Always On, Collaborating Online with 
Colleagues, and Organising Self practices. 

PowerPoint as a creation, editing and presentation device 

PowerPoint as a creation, editing and presentation device involves lecturers using PowerPoint 
as one of their key tools. They will use PowerPoint to both generate and present learning 
materials. They will archive their PowerPoint slides in their file system, and they will 
disseminate them to students as part of the suite of learning materials for the course that they 
are teaching. They may use advanced features of the PowerPoint tool to create animations or 
create learning packages using Articulate or similar. They will incorporate images and 
resources from elsewhere, such as images from the Web or self-generated images into their 
PowerPoint presentations. They will disseminate the learning materials in a variety of ways. 
They will make edits to their PowerPoint presentation from one iteration of a course to the 
next, often making edits immediately following the delivery of a module. PowerPoint will be 
used as a presentation tool in the classroom, with slideshow mode activating animations as 
required. Lecturers performing this practice will access PowerPoint through the academic 
semester, with PowerPoint becoming one of their core tools. This use of technologies is enacted 
in variations of the Organising In-Class Activities and Authoring Learning Materials practices. 

Rich media tools as student engagement devices 

Rich media tools as student engagement devices involves the use of tools to source, generate, 
and/or edit rich media such as video content or other interactive content. Lecturers will source 
or create the content and then make it available to students or present it in class. This may have 
the benefit of enhancing the engagement of students. Lecturers performing this practice will 
access rich media tools occasionally and as required throughout the academic semester. This 
use of technologies is enacted in variations of the Authoring Learning Materials and Engaging 
and Motivating Students practices. 
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Social Media as an engagement platform 

Social Media as an engagement platform involves the use of social media as a means of 
interacting with colleagues and students and enabling collaboration among students. This can 
include the formation of groups in technologies such as WhatsApp, the maintenance of public 
profiles on Facebook, LinkedIn or Twitter for engagement with alumni, or the use of tools such 
as Skype for remote engagement with students or colleagues. Lecturers will maintain an 
engagement with social media through their daily use of technology. Lecturers performing this 
practice will access social media regularly as part of their daily practices. This use of 
technologies is enacted in variations of the Collaborating Online with Colleagues, Interacting 
Directly with Students, and Enabling Collaborative Learning practices. 

USB devices as connectors 

USB devices as connectors involves the use of USB keys for the transfer of files between 
computers and between users. Lecturers will transfer files to a USB key when they are going 
to class, or when they are sharing documents with colleagues, or when they are setting up their 
home computer. Storage on USB devices may form a part of their backup strategy. Lecturers 
performing this practice will access USB keys regularly as part of their daily practices. This 
use of technologies is enacted in variations of the Working from Home, Authoring Examination 
Papers, Organising In-Class Activities, and Organising Self practices. 

VLE as a creative environment 

VLE as a creative environment involves lecturers making extensive use of the Virtual Learning 
Environment in their teaching and learning activities. They will creatively explore the facilities 
available in the Virtual Learning Environment to create Wikis, Discussion Fora, Quizzes, 
Online Assessments and other interactive learning activities to support student learning. They 
will create shared spaces in the Virtual Learning Environment in which students can engage 
with each other, and they will use the facilities of the Virtual Learning Environment to 
communicate with students. They will consider the Virtual Learning Environment to be a 
creative space within which they can build activities and resources to guide and inform student 
learning. Lecturers performing this practice will interact with the Virtual Learning 
Environment regularly throughout the teaching period and are likely to interact with the Virtual 
Learning Environment on a daily, or almost daily, basis. This use of technologies is enacted in 
variations of the Assessing Students, Authoring Learning Materials, Collaborating Online with 
Colleagues, Designing and Preparing Module Delivery, Disseminating Learning Materials to 
Students, Enabling Collaborative Learning, Enabling Student Reflection upon Learning, 
Engaging and Motivating Students, Enhancing Teaching, Learning and Assessment, 
Interacting Directly with Students, and Organising In-Class Activities practices. 

VLE as a dissemination, storage and collection facility 

VLE as a dissemination, storage and collection facility involves the use of the Virtual Learning 
Environment as a content management system. Lecturers will see the Virtual Learning 
Environment platform as a space within which they can publish learning materials that will 
then be available to students. They will also publish assessment information and will collect 
assessments, though assessments are unlikely to be take place within the Virtual Learning 
Environment. They are likely to use other tools to develop their learning and assessment 
activities and may publish assessment marks using an embedded spreadsheet rather than using 
the assessment facility in the tool. They may use the SafeAssign facility for monitoring of 
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plagiarism and may provide some feedback to students through the assessment facility. Overall, 
they do not consider the Virtual Learning Environment to go beyond the type of facility usually 
provided by a content management system that populates a website. Lecturers performing this 
practice will interact with the Virtual Learning Environment regularly throughout the teaching 
period and are likely to interact with the Virtual Learning Environment on a daily, or almost 
daily, basis. This use of technologies is enacted in variations of the Assessing Students, 
Authoring Examination Papers, Designing and Preparing Module Delivery, Disseminating 
Learning Materials to Students, Engaging with the Programme Team, Interacting Directly with 
Students, Organising In-Class Activities, Organising Self, Providing Feedback to Students, and 
Reflecting on Student Performance practices. 

VLE as a knowledgeable informant 

VLE as a knowledgeable informant involves the use of the Virtual Learning Environment to 
inform lecturers of the progress and performance of students. Lecturers will collect data from 
the Virtual Learning Environment that informs them about how and whether students engaged 
with the learning process, they will provide students with short assessment opportunities to 
engage and motivate them, and will provide interventions to students who require them, 
through the Virtual Learning Environment. 

Lecturers performing this practice will interact with the Virtual Learning Environment 
regularly throughout the teaching period and are likely to interact with the Virtual Learning 
Environment on a daily, or almost daily, basis. This use of technologies is enacted in variations 
of the Reflecting on Student Performance, Engaging and Motivating Students and Enabling 
Student Reflection upon Learning practices. 

VPN as an Institutional connector 

VPN as an Institutional connector involves lecturers making use of the Institutional Virtual 
Private Network to interface from outside the office with the Institutional resources. This 
enables them to continue to work from home with minimal disruption to their access to 
Institutional services, such as the Institutional Reporting Tool and others. It also enables them 
to access files stored on Institutional servers. Lecturers performing this practice will interact 
with the Virtual Private Network occasionally, as they work outside of the office. This use of 
technologies is enacted in variations of the Working from Home practice. 

Web as a creation platform 

Web as a creation platform involves lecturers seeing the Web and resources available through 
the public web as resources which they can creatively adopt and configure for the purposes of 
student learning, collaboration with colleagues, and personal organisation. Outside of the 
Virtual Learning Environment, they will source resources such as Wikis, Blogs and Discussion 
Fora which can be used in their practices. They will seek an appropriate tool for their objectives, 
in an awareness of the availability of a multitude of tools online. They will share their 
experience of resources with colleagues, and they will learn from colleagues. Lecturers 
performing this practice will interact with the web and tools on the web daily. This use of 
technologies is enacted in variations of the Enabling Collaborative Learning, Interacting 
Directly with Students, Learning from Colleagues, Disseminating Learning Materials to 
Students, Collaborating Online with Colleagues, and Assessing Students practices. 
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Web as a publication platform 

Web as a publication platform involves lecturers authoring for the web. They use websites, 
both their own and others, to publish information and resources, such as learning resources for 
students, and blog postings for a community. They see themselves as contributors to the web 
and don't wish to be constrained by University resources. They will make resources available 
to others through the web. Lecturers performing this practice will interact with the web and 
tools on the web daily. This use of technologies is enacted in variations of the Learning from 
Colleagues, Assessing Students, Disseminating Learning Materials to Students, Providing 
Feedback to Students, Collaborating Face-to-Face with Colleagues, Engaging with the 
Programme Team, Organising In-Class Activities, and Authoring Research Papers practices. 

Web as a source for information or resource 

Web as a source for information or resources involves lecturers making use of the web to 
source information as they need it. They use the web to identify and locate information that 
they need for teaching, learning, assessment and research. They use search engines, and 
occasionally databases, newspapers and library resources to find information that will 
contribute to their learning and teaching, or research activity. Lecturers performing this practice 
will interact with the web regularly during the teaching semester. This use of technologies is 
enacted in variations of the Authoring Research Papers, Organising In-Class Activities, 
Authoring Learning Materials, Designing and Preparing Module Delivery, Disseminating 
Learning Materials to Students, Enhancing Teaching, Learning and Assessment practices. 

 

 

 

Mapping of Candidate Technology Channels to Practices 
Overleaf. 
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Table 51 Entangled relationship between Technology Channels and Practices 
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 Technology Channel  Count 9 8 11 10 6 3 8 6 7 4 3 8 6 3 7 3 0 14 4 8 4 5 7 
Classroom projector and computer as 
presentation facilitators 

1 
                 

X 
     

Classroom response systems as student 
engagement devices 

2 
           

X 
     

X 
     

Cloud space as a collaborative platform 13 X X X X 
 

X X X X 
   

X 
 

X 
  

X 
 

X 
  

X 
Cloud space as backup and storage 6 

 
X X X 

             
X 

 
X 

  
X 

EGB as a student record generator 1 X 
                      

Email as a collaborative space 10 
 

X 
 

X 
  

X 
    

X X 
 

X X 
 

X 
  

X 
  

Email as a communication medium 7 X 
    

X X 
  

X 
 

X 
 

X X 
        

Email as a permanent voice 2 
    

X 
                 

X 
Email as a personal assistant 2 

    
X 

              
X 

   

Home computer as an extension of the office 5 
  

X X X 
             

X 
   

X 
Institutional records as valuable data sources 3 

           
X X 

        
X 

 

Laptop and office computer as coordinating 
pair 

2 
    

X 
             

X 
    

Laptop computer as personal assistant 6 
 

X X X 
             

X X 
   

X 
Microsoft Excel as a student data analyst 7 X 

      
X 

  
X X X 

       
X X 
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 Technology Channel  Count 9 8 11 10 6 3 8 6 7 4 3 8 6 3 7 3 0 14 4 8 4 5 7 
Microsoft Word  as an authoring tool 8 X X X X 

  
X X X 

        
X 

     

Office computer as daily assistant 4 
 

X X X 
              

X 
    

Online calendar as an organisation device 1 
                   

X 
   

Phone as a multi-media tool 5 
  

X X X 
            

X 
 

X 
   

Phone as a permanent companion 3 
    

X 
 

X 
            

X 
   

PowerPoint as a creation, editing and 
presentation device 

2 
  

X 
              

X 
     

Rich media tool as student engagement 
devices 

2 
  

X 
        

X 
           

Social Media as an engagement platform 3 
      

X 
  

X 
    

X 
        

USB devices as connectors 4 
 

X 
               

X 
 

X 
  

X 
VLE as a creative environment 11 X 

 
X 

   
X X X X X X 

 
X X 

  
X 

     

VLE as a dissemination, storage and 
collection facility 

10 X X 
     

X X 
   

X 
 

X 
  

X 
 

X X X 
 

VLE as a knowledgeable informant 3 
          

X X 
         

X 
 

VPN as an Institutional connector 1 
                      

X 
Web as a creation platform 6 X 

     
X 

 
X X 

    
X X 

       

Web as a publication platform 8 X 
  

X 
 

X 
  

X 
   

X 
  

X 
 

X 
  

X 
  

Web as a source for information or resources 6 
  

X X 
   

X X 
    

X 
   

X 
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Appendix R: Alignment of interviewees with Practice-Based Personas 
in Exploratory Study 

 

Table 52 Alignment of interviewees from Exploratory Study with provisional practice-based 
personas 

Traditional Educator Fundamental Educational 
Technologist 

Advanced Educational 
Technologist 

traditional communication 
document collaboration 
learning authoring 
research locating 
file management practices 

institutional communication 
traditional communication 
cloud collaboration 
learning administering 
research locating 
proactive resource 
management 

institutional communication 
multimedia communication 
multi-media collaboration 
cloud collaboration 
learning administering 
learning enabling 
proactive resource 
management 

Adam Josephine 
Doris 
Patrice 
Bernard 

Graham 
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Appendix S: Code Book for Academic Practice 

Name Sources References 
Email 16 375 
Email as a Classroom Extension 16 98 
Email as a Control Centre 15 147 
Email as a Hum 16 116 
Email as Memory 5 14 
PowerPoint 16 231 
PowerPoint as a Creative Space 11 77 
PowerPoint as a Crutch 5 9 
PowerPoint as a Framework 12 68 
PowerPoint as a Knowledge Bin 10 27 
PowerPoint as a Medium of Exchange 8 24 
PowerPoint in Absentia 6 26 
VLE 16 396 
VLE as a Creative Space 14 136 
VLE as a Vessel 15 48 
VLE as an Administrative Assistant 14 133 
VLE as Inadequate 7 47 
VLE as Unnecessary 11 32 
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Name Sources References 
Email 16 375 
Email as a Classroom Extension 16 98 
Able to check email at home - providing flexibility 1 2 
Accepting emails to help students solve problems - don't let it ruin your 
weekend 

1 1 

Access to email on phone fairly recent 1 1 
Accessing email from home 1 1 
Advising students on practical matters via email 1 1 
Amount of support which we provide to students (including via email) affects 
their ability to search for solutions online 

1 1 

Answering emails received from students, as a classroom extension 1 1 
Arranging to meet students who've identified that they struggling via email 1 1 
Avoid trap of feeling I'm not doing my job right if I'm not interacting with 
students 

1 1 

Becoming more available to students 1 1 
Being contacted by students who are having difficulty 1 1 
Can solve problems more easily now through email than waiting for a week for 
the next class 

1 1 

Choosing to wait until Monday to engage with email 1 1 
Coggle being a form of email 1 1 
Concerned about impact of GDPR on accessing student emails from home 1 1 
Dealing with questions and answers by email 1 1 
Deliberately engaging with email at assessment and examination time 1 1 
Effectiveness of technology for supervision dependent on student 1 1 
Email for communication with students 1 1 
Email hasn't changed how students learn 1 1 
Email is a good way to keep in contact with students 1 1 
Email is useful for notifications from students 1 1 
Email not a big part of the module 1 1 
Email provides the flexibility so I can suit myself in my interaction with 
students 

1 1 

Email to students is a way of supporting  them as they approach examinations 1 1 
Emailing about patients but referencing patient IDs 1 1 
Emailing students throughout the semesters 1 1 
Encouraging email correspondence outside of class 1 1 
Encouraging students via email to come to MLSC 1 1 
Encouraging students via email to come to talk 1 1 
Ensuring students attend class through email strategy 1 1 
Evening students not being as keen to engage with group email 1 1 
Everything has to be qualified when you're emailing students 1 1 
Expected to be more attentive to students' needs 1 1 
Frustrated that students use email to request feedback they could get in class 1 1 
Generally only emailing during working hours 1 1 
Having multiple channels of communication with students being supervised 
(email, text, shared drive) 

1 1 

Interacting with students over email to handle any queries 1 1 
Learning would not change without email 1 1 
Lecturers are more accessible now than before to support students 1 1 
Limited amount of help that can be given over email 1 1 
Making appointments to meet with students 1 1 
Most students don't get in contact with me via email 1 1 
Mostly being contacted by email by students with specific questions 1 2 
Mostly students come to see me, not email me 1 1 
Much more communication from students via email now 1 1 
Not a lot of students send emails 1 1 
Not receiving too many emails looking for help 1 1 
Not receiving too much email as time allocated in class for interaction 1 1 
Not sure how much use email is to students 1 1 
Occasionally experiencing students coming to talk about issues that interest 
them 

1 1 

Occasionally receiving queries from class members by email 1 1 
Offering basic support to students over email 1 1 
Offering support to students via email 1 1 
Preferring contact by email from students 1 1 
Preferring students to make initial contact via email 1 1 
Prioritising different types of email received from students 1 1 
Prioritising replies to emails from students 1 1 
Preferring to talk to students rather than email 1 1 
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Name Sources References 
Raising expectations with students if you email them at all hours 1 1 
Receiving a lot of email, but not from a large portion of the class 1 1 
Receiving the majority of queries at the start and end of the module 1 1 
Receiving a large volume of email from students 1 1 
Relying solely on email for communication with students 1 1 
Requiring students to look for help outside the  lab if they need it 1 1 
Responding to individual emails directly, not through Webcourses 1 1 
Some students benefit from the way in which we engage with email 1 1 
Students are different - some students want regular email interaction 1 1 
Students contacting lecturers by email regularly 1 1 
Students demonstrating effort via email to get assistance 1 1 
Students have an opportunity to contact me by email 1 1 
Students have more expectations regarding contact with lecturers 1 1 
Students having multiple ways of making contact with me 1 1 
Students increasingly want access to lecturers 1 1 
Students interacting with lecturers in office and via email 1 1 
Students making contact to get clarification 1 1 
Students making contact with course director about general issues 1 1 
Students preferring to email rather than solve a problem independently using 
online resources 

1 1 

Students remote from the college can just scan and email me their work 1 1 
Students scanning and emailing assignment submissions 1 1 
Students sending a scan of a problem looking for feedback 1 1 
Students used only expect to interact with lecturers in class 1 1 
Trying to respond to emails received from students] 1 1 
Using commute as an extension of the office 1 1 
Using email as a complement to personal communication 1 1 
Using email as a heartbeat on understanding 1 1 
Using email queries from students to decide what to review in class 1 1 
Using email to get a sense of the issues in the class and responding in class, not 
necessarily responding to each email 

1 1 

Using email to keep in contact with students 1 1 
Using email to keep in contact with students at certain times of the year ref - 
assessments 

1 1 

Using group email to students 1 1 
Using personal phone for work email 1 1 
Very easy for students to email lecturers now 1 1 
Viewing email at weekend to be prepared for Monday 1 1 
Welcoming questions by email following conventional delivery of PowerPoint 1 1 
With small groups, email not needed to get insight into student learning or 
challenges 

1 1 

Email as a Control Centre 15 147 
Academic staff mistakenly believe students have receive email 
communication, but students aren't checking 

1 1 

Accessing files from email 1 1 
Agreeing logistical details among colleagues via email 1 1 
Almost always checking email first thing in the morning 1 1 
Being wary of what is being included in email 1 1 
Believing Wikis to be a replacement for email 1 1 
Changing the way I manage email due to increase in volume 1 1 
Checking email first thing in the morning 1 1 
Checking email first thing in the morning (2) 1 1 
Checking email in the morning and evening, but not 24-7 1 1 
Checking email most, but not all, days 1 1 
Checking email on computer at home 1 1 
Class rep making contact about general issues 1 1 
Communicating differently with students and colleagues 1 1 
Considering email and text to work better for communication than social media 1 1 
Considering email to be guaranteed communication 1 1 
Considering instant messaging an alternative to email 1 2 
Converting PowerPoint slides to PDF and emailing them to class, when 
necessary 

1 1 

Coordinating programme team and programme committee meetings via email 1 1 
Coordinating with lab supervisors using email ahead of the lab 1 1 
Creating a personal email account to separate work and personal life 1 1 
Day starts with checking email 1 1 
Dealing with email quite quickly 1 1 
Dealing with students on placement over email 1 1 
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Name Sources References 
Deleting and tidying up irrelevant emails 1 1 
Distributing programme committee meetings via email 1 1 
Email a copy of a document to yourself as backup - more faith in email 1 1 
Email a significant part of role as Programme Chairperson 1 1 
Email a very useful way of making people feel involved 1 1 
Email addresses in Applia are personal rather than student addresses 1 1 
Email all being done on desktop computer 1 1 
Email as an important part of communication 1 1 
Email as the primary mode of communication 1 1 
Email as the primary workplace communication tool 1 1 
Email being used to redraft documents for supervised projects 1 1 
Email conversations addressing logistics, not teaching 1 1 
Email following everywhere meaning you're not tied to the desk 1 1 
Email for communication with colleagues 1 1 
Email for communication with staff and students 1 1 
Email for coordination among team members who don't meet due to teaching 
commitments 

1 1 

Email for coordination among examiners when building exam papers 1 1 
Email for coordination among people running practicals 1 1 
Email for coordination when dealing with part-time staff 1 1 
Email from home changing the way we interact 1 1 
Email having a big impact on practice 1 1 
Email important for communication with colleagues 1 1 
Email important for coordinating module 1 1 
Email important for coordinating with programme team 1 1 
Email important for programme administration such as contacting external 
stakeholders 

1 1 

Email is something that everyone can do 1 1 
Email is still primary communication despite availability of instant messaging 
and hangouts 

1 1 

Email is the most common platform for communication 1 1 
Email offers a more private way to interact with students 1 1 
Email playing a big role in programme administration 1 1 
Email playing a communication and a coordination role 1 1 
Email plays a big part in the working day 1 1 
Email providing flexibility in work arrangements - work at day or night 1 1 
Email students rarely but email colleagues a lot 1 1 
Email the perfect asynchronous communication tool 1 1 
Email, Skype, Dropbox, Google Drive all contributing to how students are 
supervised 

1 1 

Emailing documents to colleagues rather than putting them in Dropbox 1 1 
Emailing individuals and groups differently 1 1 
Emailing lab supervisors during labs 1 1 
Emailing links to colleagues 1 1 
Emails earning the right to be in the inbox 1 1 
Emails from a Wiki informing lecturer that students are collaborating 1 1 
Emails not being organised other than by time 1 1 
Encourage project students to always maintain engagement with their 
supervisor 

1 1 

Expecting that communication would come through email 1 1 
Explaining to lab supervisors what's expected in the lab 1 1 
Filtering certain emails automatically 1 1 
Filtering out some of the opinion I hear 1 1 
Finding email very effective 1 1 
Finding group emailing to work very well 1 1 
Finding it easier to work outside of the office 1 1 
Flagging an email to be processed at a later point 1 1 
Formation of disciplinary groups of colleagues 1 1 
Gathering work placement information from students using Wiki because that's 
what I'm comfortable with 

1 1 

Getting work done through email rather than email being more work 1 1 
Giving directions to lab supervisors 1 1 
Hating the Gmail interface 1 2 
Having choice over how we use email 1 1 
Having informal discussions about students among small academic groups 1 1 
Having multiple email addresses for different purposes 1 1 
Having to take control over how you use email 1 1 
I try now not to open an email that I’m not going to answer 1 1 
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Name Sources References 
Informally interacting with colleagues in the delivery and organisation of 
modules 

1 1 

Informally interacting with colleagues to organise module delivery 1 1 
Intending to look at the use of messaging software for collaboration among lab 
supervisors 

1 1 

Interacting with students online when they are remote from College 1 1 
Keeping an eye out for emails regarding urgent issues 1 1 
Keeping contact among lecturers and lab supervisors in lab important 1 1 
Keeping email contact among supervisors during lab session 1 1 
Knowing that people have received a document if emailed to them 1 1 
Laptop has changed how we use email 1 1 
Lecturers need to ask themselves if emails are actually being read 1 1 
Maintaining a clean inbox, moving to folders 1 1 
Maintaining email contact among supervisors 1 1 
Majority of students rarely look at their student email accounts 1 1 
More likely to work from home now because of laptop 1 1 
Move low priority emails quickly out of the inbox 1 1 
Moving emails out of inbox when processed 1 1 
Moving items from email onto to-do list 1 1 
Never using desk phone - always email - including on mobile phone 1 1 
No longer answer all emails in great detail 1 1 
Not being able to remember a time when we didn't have email at home 1 1 
Not feeling as overwhelmed as other people in using email 1 1 
Not feeling under pressure if I don't read everything sent to me 1 1 
Not putting work email on smart phone to keep personal life separate 1 1 
Not sending emails outside of office hours 1 1 
Not sustainable to keep checking email all day long 1 1 
Not using DIT email on phone 1 1 
Occasionally receiving urgent emails 1 1 
Only checking email now and then 1 1 
Only checking email occasionally throughout the day 1 1 
Open and check email first thing in the morning 1 1 
Previously checked email at desk 1 1 
Prioritising different types of email 1 1 
Project supervision using email 1 1 
Providing lab sheets and solutions to lab supervisors 1 1 
Remote access to email has made life more flexible 1 1 
Resenting the reply-all practice 1 1 
Sending notifications to students via email 1 1 
Sitting down for an hour at a time to answer email 1 1 
Specifically managing emails are dedicated times e.g. commute 1 1 
Student email accounts don't work because student rarely check them 1 1 
Students not reading email communications to student email addresses 1 1 
Students not reading student emails 1 1 
Students using email to contact lecturer for supervision 1 1 
Switching phone between email accounts depending on current priorities 1 1 
Taking ownership of how we use email 1 1 
Trying to control how I use email 1 1 
Use a lot of email 1 1 
Using a strategy to manage email 1 1 
Using email as a way to transfer files between computer systems 1 1 
Using email as the most effective way to communicate with colleagues 1 1 
Using email for sharing with colleagues 1 1 
Using email to communicate with students about interesting which while 
outside of class 

1 1 

Using email to share with colleagues 1 1 
Using emails in inbox as to-do list 1 1 
Using filters to manage email 1 1 
Using group email addresses to communicate with students 1 1 
Using personal email addresses as an alternative to student email addresses 1 1 
Using well organised inbox to manage to-do items 1 1 
Want to answer emails within 24 hours 1 1 
Email as a Hum 16 116 
Accessing email on multiple platforms. 1 1 
Accessing email on phone 1 1 
Accessing email throughout the day 1 1 
Always checking email first thing in the morning 1 1 
Amount of work done has increased because of technology 1 1 
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Name Sources References 
Answering email on the phone 1 1 
Answering emails at evenings and weekends 1 1 
Answering emails night and day 1 1 
Assigning agency to email - it draws us in 1 1 
Avoid the pressure created by constant flow of email 1 1 
Being able to access everything from home, without USB keys, major 
advantage 

1 1 

Being able to work from home having a major positive impact 1 1 
Being on email throughout the day 1 1 
Being too busy to manage email sometimes 1 1 
Check email regularly because it's on her phone 1 1 
Check emails on laptop 1 1 
Check emails when I get home off the train 1 1 
Checking email a lot 1 1 
Checking email all through the weekend because of laptop 1 1 
Checking email compulsively 1 1 
Checking email on smart phone 1 1 
Checking email on the phone all day because it's too easy 1 1 
Checking email regularly because it's on the phone 1 1 
Checking email throughout the day 1 1 
Checking emails during commute and in bed 1 1 
Checking work emails while at home 1 1 
Checking work email first thing in the morning 1 1 
Commute times without email are appreciated 1 1 
Compelled to check email 1 1 
Constant availability of email may not be a good thing 1 1 
Constant opinion seeking in the workplace becoming a time soak 1 1 
Constantly responding to email pings on phone 1 1 
Difficult to cope with the number of conversations taking place 1 1 
Doing work at the weekend 1 1 
Don't feel email is constantly looking for me 1 1 
Don't like to feel out of the loop 1 1 
Don't seem to have time available any more 1 1 
Email a permanent presence on laptop 1 1 
Email added to the pressure of work 1 1 
Email and Internet can take over your life 1 1 
Email as a core part of work practice 1 1 
Email can tend to dominate your day and take away from other activities 1 1 
Email constantly open while working 1 1 
Email has created more work 1 1 
Email is constantly on 1 1 
Email occupying an awful lot of time 1 1 
Email on phone a security issue 1 1 
Email plays a very big part in all daily practices, and interaction with students 1 1 
Email replacing personal contact in recreation spaces 1 1 
Email's constant presence causes pressure for it to be engaged with 1 1 
Engaging with email without thinking about it 1 1 
Fear of missing something with the volume of email 1 1 
Feeling that there are too many emails 1 1 
Finding the organisation of email overwhelming 1 1 
Flexibility being a big feature of the working environment 1 1 
Haven't developed the habit yet of checking email on phone 1 1 
Having a basic phone that can only be used for calls and texts 1 1 
Having different patterns for checking email 1 1 
Having to force oneself to not engage with email 1 1 
Having to process far more emails now than before 1 1 
heightened expectations from colleagues regarding communication, due to 
email 

1 1 

If you don't have a laptop, you're not checking your email at home 1 1 
Impact of technology on work-life balance getting worse 1 1 
Important to be able to switch off and be away from email for a while 1 1 
increase in emails over the years 1 1 
Lacking discipline in interaction with email 1 1 
Living in email 1 1 
Many dimensions to managing work-life balance 1 1 
More emails than before 1 1 
Needing to be on the lookout for incoming emails 1 1 
Needing discipline to take ownership of your life 1 1 
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Name Sources References 
Not accessing email on phone due to inability of phone to handle email 1 1 
Not being bothered by email 1 1 
Not being bothered much by email 1 1 
Not enough time to full manage email 1 1 
Not feeling massively under pressure with email 1 1 
Not really bothered by the level of email 1 1 
Not remembering what it was like before email 1 1 
Not switching between accounts on smart phone 1 1 
Not wanting smartphone because it will result in constant checking of email 
one fears 

1 1 

Occasionally checking personal email account 1 1 
Occasionally sending emails on Sunday 1 1 
Only accessing email on laptop at home or work 1 1 
Only checking email once during the day, on occasion 1 1 
Opinion constantly being sought because of ease of use of email 1 1 
Outlook, Gmail and phone synchronised 1 1 
People expecting that phone will always be on 1 1 
People need to take responsibility for achieving a work-life balance 1 1 
People spending a lot more time on email 1 1 
Previously firmer separation between work and personal life 1 1 
Rarely interacting with email on phone 1 1 
Receiving student emails at all times with the expectation that they will be 
responded to 

1 1 

Regularly checking email during working day 1 1 
Remote access changing the way we plan and organise our personal files 1 1 
Remote access enabling more efficient access from home and efficiency in 
work 

1 1 

Removing email from phone 1 1 
Social aspect of email can be depressing 1 1 
Some people not able for the volume of conversations taking place 1 1 
Some students have increased expectations due to email 1 1 
Student expectation that we're always available 1 1 
Student expectations increased due to availability through email 1 1 
Students expectations have changed due to availability of email 1 1 
Students now get response to email even over the weekend 1 1 
The system needs policies to help people manage work-life balance which has 
been impacted by technology 

1 1 

The volume of emails has increased dramatically 1 1 
Too much email 1 1 
Too much information is generated by modern communication 1 1 
Using email all the time inside and outside work 1 1 
Want to be alerted to issues, so check emails first thing in the morning 1 1 
Wasting time reading email that's not going to be actioned 1 1 
Weekends previously involved preparing on Sunday evening for Monday class 1 1 
Weekends were weekends 1 1 
With a laptop, you'll check email at home 1 1 
Wondering whether email has actually improved communication at all 1 1 
You can't help answering email 1 1 
You check email all the way through the weekend now 1 1 
Email as Memory 5 14 
Email as a filing system 1 1 
Email as an institutional memory 1 1 
Finding out about past students by looking for their interaction over email 1 1 
Keeping an email archive as a record of what happened 1 1 
Locating files in email when access to h drive in classroom won't work 1 1 
Maintaining archive of old emails as reference 1 1 
Maintaining email archives for special interests 1 1 
Not deleting emails but keeping them in inbox for years 1 1 
Occasionally searching for emails 1 1 
Sourcing old files through email 1 1 
The consistent store that everyone has is email 1 1 
Using email archive to source old how-to messages 1 1 
Using the email archive for administration of programme 1 1 
Very important to have access to files through email 1 1 
PowerPoint 16 231 
PowerPoint as a Creative Space 11 77 
Adding additional examples to slides over notes 1 1 
Animations enabling focusing on learning in particular areas 1 1 
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Name Sources References 
Availability of whiteboard affects ability to draw diagrams 1 1 
Building activities into PowerPoint 1 1 
Building presentations based on other people's material 1 1 
Building up scenarios on the screen using PowerPoint 1 1 
Building up scenarios using PowerPoint 1 1 
Converting animated PowerPoint to PDF loses some of its value 1 1 
Converting handwritten notes into PowerPoint slides for class 1 1 
Creating video content for laboratories 1 1 
Demonstrating to students what can happen in exams if not prepared, but 
including photographs of past corrected work in PowerPoints 

1 1 

Developing animations with Applia 1 1 
Don't embed too much into PowerPoint 1 1 
Embedding images from Google into lecture notes 1 1 
Embedding video in slides 1 1 
Ensuring notes include clear diagrams 1 1 
Fundamentals are key and constant - but the presentation is dependent on the 
class reaction 

1 1 

Generating images with Mathematica 1 1 
In the past, you'd write on acetates and start over the following year 1 1 
Incorporating feedback from professional exams into PowerPoint slides 1 1 
Incorporating photographs of corrected lab work into PowerPoints to highlight 
past mistakes 

1 1 

Incorporating video content into the module 1 1 
Inserting images and videos into presentations 1 1 
Integrating images from the clinic into the PowerPoint slides 1 1 
Integrating multimedia in lesson design 1 1 
It can take time to get to learn how to use PowerPoint effectively 1 1 
Link ideas to each other in a presentation 1 1 
Looking for slides elsewhere to help communicate an idea 1 1 
Losing PowerPoint would change the module 1 1 
Making effort to avoid cluttering PowerPoint slides 1 1 
Making in-class presentation from laptop 1 1 
Materials found online impacting on the creation of my materials 1 1 
Modelling authoring of notes on the Khan Academy approach 1 1 
Needing slides to look good for students 1 1 
Never come across anything better than PowerPoint for producing materials 1 1 
Not choosing to use Prezi because of dizzy-making 1 1 
Organise PowerPoint slides to communicate an idea effectively 1 1 
Personally developing PowerPoint slides 1 1 
PowerPoint enabling you to create neater, more understandable, non-
handwritten presentations 

1 1 

PowerPoint enabling you to incorporate images is fantastic 1 1 
PowerPoint has changed a lot down the years 1 1 
PowerPoint restricts how much you can put on a slide, which wasn’t something 
about which I was previously careful 

1 1 

Preparing notes in PowerPoint can take a lot of time 1 1 
Prezi might put too much of the focus in class on the technology itself 1 1 
Referring to videos in teaching can be very useful 1 1 
Responding to student unclarity by making additional slides 1 1 
Searching for images online to use in presentations 1 1 
Simplifying slides to ensure they're accessible 1 1 
Students enjoying demonstration of concepts through YouTube clips 1 1 
Taking images from Google images for course notes 1 1 
Taking photographs at a conference using phone 1 1 
Taking photographs with phone of corrected lab papers  to share with 
colleagues 

1 1 

Teaching students how to present based on our own presentations 1 1 
The availability of video led to its incorporation into the module 1 1 
Tidying up lecture materials and republishing them 1 1 
Trying to introduce media to a lecture 1 1 
Trying to use animation in slides 1 1 
Use PowerPoint 1 1 
Use PowerPoint to meet students' expectations 1 1 
Use YouTube clips in tutorial time 1 1 
Using  software packages to generate images which complement what happens 
on the board 

1 1 

Using a YouTube clip to get students attention back. 1 1 
Using animation as much as possible in slides 1 1 
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Name Sources References 
Using animations to slowly reveal content of slides 1 1 
Using images in PowerPoint because I can't draw so well 1 1 
Using phone to take photographs to support practice 1 1 
Using PowerPoint to develop animations 1 1 
Using slides from other universities 1 1 
Using slides created elsewhere to get started 1 1 
Using some visualisation in slides 1 1 
Using video to connect the topic to the real world 1 1 
Using videographer to create videos 1 1 
Using videos to illustrate points in class 1 1 
Using videos to learn how to use instruments etc. 1 1 
Using YouTube clips in tutorials rather than lectures 1 1 
Using YouTube videos to illustrate a point 1 1 
Well-designed slides with examples and diagrams 1 1 
PowerPoint as a Crutch 5 9 
Hiding behind PowerPoint 1 1 
Needing less of a prompt for teaching in second year 1 1 
PowerPoint as a comfort blanket 1 3 
PowerPoint as a crutch if you're outside your comfort zone 1 1 
PowerPoint as a teaching aide, not a learning tool 1 1 
PowerPoint particularly useful when teaching outside discipline 1 1 
Slides as a help to the lecturer and the students 1 1 
PowerPoint as a Framework 12 68 
A lot of additional reading on top of the PowerPoint slides 1 1 
Acetates placing less restrictions on you, but also less structure 1 1 
Almost always using PowerPoint 1 1 
Bringing updated information to class 1 1 
Building in structured discussion points during case studies 1 1 
Building natural breaks in using PowerPoint 1 1 
Can't imagine ever using anything other than PowerPoint 1 1 
Changed the way PowerPoint is used in style of lecturing 1 1 
Editing PowerPoint slides to reduce them in size 1 1 
Flicking between technologies in the same device would be great 1 1 
Following an activity with a presentation 1 1 
Important for PowerPoint to be used sensibly 1 1 
Integrating PowerPoint with Socrative for feedback 1 1 
Mixing presentation with interaction 1 1 
Multiple software products running simultaneously 1 1 
Not including a lot of text in PowerPoint slides 1 1 
Not much information in PowerPoint slides 1 1 
Notes can be very brief for problem-based learning classes 1 1 
PowerPoint as an important technology 1 1 
PowerPoint can keep you on track, make sure you cover everything 1 1 
PowerPoint changed my attitude towards reuse, structure, story 1 1 
PowerPoint for marshalling your thoughts 1 1 
PowerPoint helped me visualise the layout of a class 1 1 
PowerPoint helping keep you at the right level 1 1 
PowerPoint helping to put a structure on presentations 1 1 
PowerPoint helps put a structure on ideas 1 1 
PowerPoint influential over time spent with students 1 1 
PowerPoint isn't a full record of the class, they still need to be there 1 1 
PowerPoint not a source of notes but a way to structure a class 1 1 
PowerPoint provides a guidance to the ongoing activity 1 1 
PowerPoint provides a structure to a class for the benefit of students 1 1 
PowerPoint shouldn't be used as a reading tool 1 1 
PowerPoint sides are a summary of the lecture, providing  bullet points 1 1 
PowerPoint slides as an overview of the notes 1 1 
PowerPoint, books etc. giving structure and logical progression to module 1 1 
Presentations are not notes, they are directions to students 1 1 
Providing discussion points on the board mixed with slides 1 1 
Providing notes in addition to PowerPoint 1 1 
Punctuating class with breaks 1 1 
Reduced content over time on PowerPoint slides 1 1 
Solving recurring problems on the main screen 1 1 
Still have traditional notes, but not used in a traditional way 1 1 
Still making notes available to students who missed classes 1 1 
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Name Sources References 
Students not liking when notes are just read out in class 1 1 
Switching between PowerPoint and another environment 1 1 
Switching between PowerPoint and discussion is key for engagement 1 1 
Switching between PowerPoint and Socrative 1 1 
Switching between presentation media to gain class attention 1 1 
Talking around the slide 1 1 
Talking students through examples 1 1 
Talking students through the framework for the module on the first day 1 1 
Try to restrict presentations to number of slides per hour 1 1 
Using 20 minute presentation in class 1 1 
Using notes to prevent you from rambling 1 1 
Using overhead (digital) projector for the delivery of PowerPoint 1 1 
Using PowerPoint 1 1 
Using PowerPoint as the news headlines 1 1 
Using PowerPoint for first year modules to match the book 1 1 
Using PowerPoint for the administration of assessment 1 1 
Using PowerPoint slides alongside whiteboard work 1 1 
Using PowerPoint to lead the discussion but doing work on the board 1 1 
Using PowerPoint to outline the theoretical underpinnings 1 1 
Using PowerPoint to present and enact the structure for the class 1 1 
Using PowerPoint to simply save time writing on the board 1 1 
Using the number of slides to keep track of progress throughout a class 1 1 
Using the slides to introduce a problem which is then worked out on the board 1 1 
Want students to fill in gaps in PowerPoint, not have to take everything down 1 1 
YouTube to break up a class 1 1 
PowerPoint as a Knowledge Bin 10 27 
Adding additional examples to slides over notes 1 1 
Budget a number of slides per lecture hour 1 1 
Continuing to add to PowerPoint slides over time - creating bulk 1 1 
Controlling self in the generation of content for slides 1 1 
Conventional module - using PowerPoint differently 1 1 
Deciding what to keep and what to leave out 1 1 
Difficult for students to give up on presentations 1 1 
Having notes available in class enables lecture to be used as it should be used 1 1 
Including a lot of material in PowerPoint slides to provide enough to serve as 
notes 

1 1 

Including too much information in PowerPoint slides 1 1 
Keeping slides updated with contemporary material 1 1 
Link the number of slides to the idea 1 1 
Long, PowerPoint based lectures are not very useful 1 1 
Making notes available when published as PowerPoint slides 1 1 
PowerPoint provided to students in advance of class 1 1 
PowerPoint slides are largely informational 1 1 
PowerPoint slides as lecture notes 1 1 
Printed version of PowerPoint slides enabling students to write their own notes 1 1 
Students happy to receive notes, even if they don't cause interaction in class 1 1 
Students like to have notes because that's how they're used to learning 1 1 
Students printing and reviewing notes in advance of class 1 1 
Students reviewing notes in advance enables a flipped classroom 1 1 
Talking through slides on the board 1 1 
Tending to provide too must information in written notes or PowerPoint slides 1 1 
Using PowerPoint for the delivery of lectures 1 1 
Using slides as notes and structure 1 1 
Writing too much in PowerPoint slides 1 1 
PowerPoint as a Medium of Exchange 8 24 
Altering appearance and modifying content of slides 1 1 
Authored module lectures in other Institution 1 1 
Bringing module from other institution 1 1 
Bringing PowerPoint presentations from other Institution 1 1 
Bringing the same lectures from previous institution 1 1 
Due to potential future reuse, time invested in creation of materials is more 
valuable 

1 1 

Embarrassed to show notes to other people who might use it in a different 
practice 

1 1 

Handover is PowerPoint and a chat 1 1 
Informal handover of module involving conversation and exchange of notes 1 1 
Lectures as the embodiment of a module 1 1 
Lectures coming directly from PowerPoints 1 1 
Looking at module descriptor and lectures as part of handover process 1 1 
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Name Sources References 
Materials exchange in handover being PowerPoint slides with text, images and 
animations 

1 1 

Module imported from other institution 1 1 
Offering people notes as part of a handover, if they want them 1 1 
PowerPoint slides as a consistent embodiment of the module 1 1 
Presenting notes as is in the first year you inherit a module 1 1 
Providing PowerPoint slides and other materials as part of handover process 1 1 
Receiving notes on acetates and paper 1 2 
Reviewing the core content in inherited slides 1 1 
Sticking with existing notes helps learn about the new institution 1 1 
Using inherited slides as the basis for notes for the first year, then evolving 
them 

1 1 

With the materials available, I could hand this to an experienced person and 
they could easily run the module 

1 1 

PowerPoint in Absentia 6 26 
Avoiding the use of PowerPoint 1 1 
Considering PowerPoint a backward step because students aren't active and 
engaged 

1 1 

Could talk through notes without PowerPoint 1 1 
Finding difficulty in building up diagrams using PowerPoint 1 1 
Important for students to see the working out of problems on the whiteboard 1 1 
Making minimal use of PowerPoint 1 1 
Never using PowerPoint for learning 1 1 
Never using PowerPoint in a learning situation 1 1 
Not liking PowerPoint for mathematics 1 1 
Not needing slides when it's just examples, examples, examples 1 1 
Occasionally using PowerPoint in class, but preferring not to 1 1 
Potential for surface tablet to replace PowerPoint 1 1 
Potentially having to redesign course in the absence of PowerPoint 1 1 
PowerPoint brings you through the equations too fast 1 1 
PowerPoint can't present the thinking practice that's taking place 1 1 
PowerPoint creates equations that are too neat and not reflective of 
mathematics practice 

1 1 

Providing comprehensive notes, not PowerPoint slides 1 1 
Rather lose PowerPoint than the whiteboard 1 1 
Running a module with no notes 1 1 
Spending a lot of time at the whiteboard in class 1 1 
Students need to see the lecturer actively engaging with the equations, not 
passively presenting them 

1 1 

Teaching some modules exclusively on the board without PowerPoint 1 1 
Using PowerPoint for an interview but never for learning 1 1 
Whiteboard slows you down, PowerPoint doesn't. Slow is necessary for 
mathematics 

1 1 

Wondering if student attendance will improve if notes not available through 
Webcourses 

1 1 

Writing on the board to slow me down, but the students don't need to write it 
down 

1 1 

VLE 16 396 
VLE as a Creative Space 14 136 
Aware of, but not using, Wiki took in Webcourses 1 1 
Basing module on Webcourses 1 1 
Becoming aware of which I see as important from seeing the VLE module I've 
created 

1 1 

Beginning to use Webcourses more and more 1 1 
Being able to do something with Webcourses once you figured it out 1 1 
Considering some features to be additional 1 1 
Considering the development of own set of videos 1 1 
Considering training for Webcourses 1 1 
Controlling access to online resources based on time of year 1 1 
Developing a rich environment in Webcourses 1 1 
Developing learning activities in Webcourses 1 1 
Developing student supports on Webcourses 1 1 
Diagnostic test delivered on webcourses 1 1 
Discovering absence of pre-requisite skills when doing item analysis in 
Webcourses 

1 1 

Discovering Wikis because I was involved in a trial 1 1 
Doing quizzes in Webcourses 1 1 
Doing training on Webcourses 1 1 
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Name Sources References 
Downloading questions created by others in Numbas 1 1 
Downloading quizzes in Webcourses format for upload in future 1 1 
Due to Webcourses, students don't come to class as much, but I don't mind 1 1 
End of lesson quizzes don't require much setup and are self-correcting 1 1 
Engaging students with online videos and link 1 1 
Engaging with online assessments to reduce workload 1 1 
Ensure students are engaging with learning, not just making learning available 
to them with technology 

1 1 

Finding MCQ and question banks to be a very useful feature of Webcourses 1 1 
Forcing an engagement through Webcourses 1 1 
Forcing students to engage with Webcourses by downloading notes 1 1 
Forgetting how to use Webcourses functions when not using them 1 1 
Getting insight to students' behaviour using journaling in Webcourses 1 1 
Glancing through Webcourses to find out what it can do 1 1 
Going beyond basic usage of Webcourses will be expensive in time and effort 1 1 
Grabbed quickly the Webcourses features available 1 1 
Hacking around with Webcourses 1 1 
Having a standard approach to Webcourses setup 1 1 
Implementing pre-requisites in Webcourses 1 1 
Integrating HotPotatoes into Webcourses to make it more user friendly for 
students 

1 1 

Integrating online exercises with class work 1 1 
Integrating online mathematics assessment with VLE 1 1 
Journaling in Webcourses very effective for monitoring students 1 1 
Just getting a sense of how I teach from my module in VLE 1 1 
Learning about online assessment and integrating it into VLE 1 1 
Learning about Webcourses by encountering stuff as I go along 1 1 
Liking the opportunity to give individual feedback in Webcourses 1 1 
Linking to video content on professional sites exposes students to those 
professional sites 

1 1 

Linking to videos because Webcourses enables you to do so 1 1 
Looking to intervene through Webcourses to enhance attendance 1 1 
Lots of training courses for Webcourses 1 1 
Maintain links for students in Webcourses 1 1 
Making information available through Webcourses 1 1 
might investigate other features in the future 1 1 
Moving away from online assessment to in-class assessment 1 1 
Need to put time into Webcourses to learn how to use it effectively 1 1 
Need to spend time after training trying to figure things out for myself 1 1 
Need to start using functions in Webcourses straight away to actually learn how 
to use it 

1 1 

Need to find ways around what Webcourses lets you do 1 1 
Never having felt the need to use additional features of Webcourses 1 1 
Not enough time to investigate all the features in Webcourses 1 1 
Noticing big change in student engagement when using post-lesson quizzes 1 1 
Once people start using Webcourses for one thing they will use it for other 
things too 

1 1 

Once something is set up in Webcourses, it's reusable 1 1 
Once students come to labs and do their work on Webcourses, that's fine 1 1 
One thing led to another and now I use Webcourses more widely 1 1 
Online courses provide quizzes at the end of every lesson 1 1 
Online exercises as a supplement for learning 1 1 
Online questionnaire facilitating quicker data analysis 1 1 
Online resources as an extension of the class 1 1 
Only beginning to use Webcourses recently 1 1 
Organising online content into levels 1 1 
Organising online resources according to international framework 1 1 
Other features to Webcourses that I'd like to look into 1 1 
Preferring to give students a problem to work out than MCQ 1 1 
Preparing materials on Webcourses 1 1 
Providing all necessary information in lectures, but other resources are for 
excellence 

1 1 

Providing marks for quizzes at the end of a lesson works very well 1 1 
Providing some marks for quizzes at the end of modules 1 1 
Providing students with additional material as needed for their learning 1 1 
Providing supporting materials e.g. videos, in Webcourses 1 1 
Publishing multiple choice questions on Webcourses 1 1 
Quizzes requiring a lot of setup but easily reused 1 1 
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Name Sources References 
Quizzes using random questions 1 2 
SafeAssign and Rubrics work well together for printable papers 1 1 
Setting up marking schemes on Webcourses 1 1 
Students checking links in resources and being rewarded for finding errors 1 1 
Students engaging with real problems presented through video 1 1 
Students expected to use Web links in Webcourses to prepare for class 1 1 
Students needing to interact with Webcourses to see repeat assignments 1 1 
Students with different learning styles enabled through Webcourses as an 
alternative learning environment 

1 1 

Supporting information on Webcourses is important because it provides 
exposure to things students would not otherwise know about 

1 1 

Taking photographs to add to the learning exercises 1 1 
Taking time to develop resources before they can be shown to anybody 1 1 
Taking training on Webcourses 1 1 
Technology enabling students having more practice with exercises 1 1 
Try to use the latest technology 1 1 
Trying out different features in Webcourses 1 1 
Trying to encourage colleagues to use Webcourses 1 1 
Update Webcourses links and handbook to answer regular student questions 1 1 
Updating online resources over time 1 1 
Uploading notes from tablet to Webcourses of benefit for accessibility 1 1 
Use Webcourses 1 1 
Use Webcourses a lot 1 1 
Using a fair few of the resources available in Webcourses 1 1 
Using about 10% of the features of Webcourses 1 1 
Using examples and videos to provide students with access to the outside world 1 1 
Using formal external links to resources 1 1 
Using HotPotatoes for creating exercises for students 1 1 
Using MCQ in some cases 1 1 
Using MCQs as part of formative, self-assessment, like a tutor 1 1 
Using Microsoft FrontPage with HotPotatoes to make pages more attractive 1 1 
Using online questionnaire software 1 1 
Using online resources as additional reading 1 1 
Using online resources to extend what happens in the classroom 1 1 
Using online survey tools for research 1 1 
Using quizzes to monitor students' performance and intervene if necessary 1 1 
Using Retention Centre features in Webcourses to intervene with students in 
trouble 

1 1 

Using the journaling facility in Webcourses 1 1 
Using the Wiki tools in Webcourses and PBWorks 1 1 
Using videos to provide students with access to experience they cannot 
otherwise acquire 

1 1 

Using Webcourses as a shared space for colleagues during School Review 1 1 
Using Webcourses data to intervene with students who are not engaging 1 1 
Using Webcourses for retention 1 1 
Using Webcourses glossary instead of tutorial cheat sheets 1 1 
Using Webcourses in a way that was not intended 1 1 
Using Webcourses in innovative ways to support particular types of assessment 1 1 
Using Webcourses item analysis tool to analyse performance in individual 
questions 

1 1 

Using Webcourses journaling for assessment 1 1 
Using Webcourses for multiple choice questions - formative assessment 1 1 
Wanting to investigate other technologies 1 1 
Wanting to use features of Webcourses in the future 1 1 
Wanting to use Webcourses to keep it private 1 1 
Webcourses could be useful for students to develop an identity 1 1 
Webcourses making it easy to share video content 1 1 
Webcourses provides a framework within which the module is delivered 1 1 
Webcourses providing students with more autonomy 1 1 
Would require clever questions for online assessment to capture process as well 
as outcome 

1 1 

would try online assessment if I had more students, no real motivation now 1 1 
VLE as a Vessel 15 48 
All I'm looking for is the basics 1 1 
Aware that he's underutilising the features 1 1 
Basic functionality in use in Webcourses hasn't changed from presenting 
lectures and collecting coursework 

1 1 

Basic use of Webcourses for certain modules 1 1 
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Name Sources References 
Easier to just put notes online rather then send to students 1 1 
Ensuring files are all available in Webcourses a number of days before class 1 1 
Ensuring learning materials are all in place and working before class 1 1 
Finding it disappointing when students haven't printed their notes 1 1 
Initial interaction with Webcourses was for provision of notes 1 1 
Just using Webcourses as a repository for resources for students 1 1 
Just using Webcourses as a vessel at the moment 1 1 
Just using webcourses for dissemination 1 1 
Making notes and papers available on Webcourses 1 1 
Making notes available when published as PowerPoint slides 1 1 
Making PowerPoint slides available to students ahead of class 1 1 
Not wanting students to have to download slideshows to run them 1 1 
Notes made available on Webcourses 1 1 
Only providing hard copy now where it is a resource I haven't put online 1 1 
Only using basic features of Webcourses 1 1 
Only using Webcourses to publish materials 1 1 
Posting notes and assignments on Webcourses 1 1 
Posting presentations on Webcourses 1 1 
Providing access to material through an assemblage of Webcourses and Git 1 1 
Providing lecture material on Webcourses for a finite period 1 1 
Providing lecture notes beforehand, sometimes 1 1 
Providing material through Webcourses that students will need to be able to 
look up as professionals 

1 1 

Providing notes to students in PowerPoint through the VLE 1 1 
Providing photocopies of notes for students on Webcourses 1 1 
Providing three weeks’ worth of notes at a go 1 1 
Proving links online for students to engage with material in advance 1 1 
Publishing materials on Webcourses a few days ahead of class 1 1 
Publishing notes on Webcourses - student's won't miss much, only some 
examples 

1 1 

Publishing notes online for entire semester 1 1 
Quite convenient to have Webcourses available for use 1 1 
Scan and publish notes after lecture 1 1 
Scanning handwritten notes and putting them on Webcourses 1 1 
Starting to use Webcourses because of the students expectations 1 1 
Students don't necessarily know the other students to get notes from them, so 
webcourses helps with this 

1 1 

Students would need to work harder if materials weren't provided to them 1 1 
Trying to put notes on Webcourses ahead of a lecture 1 1 
Use Webcourses to share notes, but could use Dropbox 1 1 
Using Webcourses as a notes repository 1 1 
Using Webcourses as a place to store resources for students 1 1 
Using Webcourses to do something that is fairly basic - basic distribution 1 1 
Using Webcourses to organise notes and learning materials 1 1 
VLE has become a dump 1 1 
Webcourses creating a record for students who missed classes 1 1 
Without Webcourses, I'd go back to using a website 1 1 
VLE as an Administrative Assistant 14 133 
Accessing student submissions through Webcourses 1 1 
Analyse marks in Excel before putting into EGB, aiming to avoid discussion 1 1 
Anonymity of Grade Centre is very useful 1 1 
Archiving and collecting assignments in Webcourses 1 1 
Assessments collected and returned in Webcourses 1 1 
Assignment downloaded and uploaded in Webcourses 1 1 
Assignments only accepted through Webcourses 1 1 
Assuming that new lecturers will use Webcourses for delivery 1 1 
Automating the monitoring of students is a key advantage of Webcourses 1 1 
Browsing in Webcourses better than having to download a lot of materials 1 1 
Checking plagiarism through Webcourses 1 1 
Checking student engagement in Webcourses after examinations 1 1 
Colleagues starting to use Webcourses for posting material and collection of 
assignments 

1 1 

Communicating with students through Webcourses 1 1 
Communication facility in Webcourses is very useful 1 1 
Configuration of Excel to present marks as desired is easier and a motivation 
for using it instead of Grade Centre 

1 1 

Contacting students via email in Webcourses 1 1 
Creating a link to the Excel spreadsheet of results on Webcourses 1 1 
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Name Sources References 
Creating a spreadsheet of results because it's more readable 1 1 
Creating an Excel spreadsheet from the statistics downloaded from 
Webcourses 

1 1 

Direct students to Webcourses as an alternative to lots of email 1 1 
Distributing information to students through Webcourses 1 1 
Doing occasional reports on student engagement 1 1 
Don't use the gradebook in Webcourses, have own system for this 1 1 
Downloading assessment statistics from Webcourses 1 1 
Downloading student marks into Excel 1 1 
Duplicating files on Webcourses and computer, so can be used as backup 1 1 
Early intervention is required to help students who are struggling 1 1 
Easier to mark on paper and then transfer into Excel and online 1 1 
Email addresses on Webcourses are all the student emails 1 1 
Enabling students to submit material through Webcourses 1 1 
Excel helping to identify students in trouble 1 1 
Excel looks better than Grade Centre 1 1 
Expecting assignment submission on Webcourses to be straightforward 1 1 
Finding managing student submissions difficult pre-Webcourses 1 1 
Finding Webcourses difficult to use for communication with students 1 1 
Finding Webcourses to be the most useful technology applied to teaching, 
despite flaws 

1 1 

Great increase in administration work over time 1 1 
Group communication more easily done via Webcourses 1 1 
Have statistics turned on but don't use it in VLE 1 1 
Having a standardised structure for Webcourses modules 1 1 
Informing students that all interaction will come via Webcourses 1 1 
Keen to make data informed interventions, which are not enabled by 
Webcourses 

1 1 

Liking that with Webcourses you don't take up too much space on your 
computer 

1 1 

Limit access to results when publishing through Webcourses 1 1 
Making notes available through Webcourses in advance of class 1 1 
Making notes available to students a week before a lecture 1 1 
Model of interacting with extern not suited to way we now use Webcourses for 
assessment 

1 1 

Module framework provided on Webcourses at the start of the module 1 1 
Module would be different without Webcourses due to lack of support 
information 

1 1 

Monitoring student engagement through Webcourses 1 2 
Most lecturers are not tech savvy 1 1 
Most lecturers happy with Webcourses because they're not tech savvy 1 1 
Most usage of Webcourses hasn't changed over time 1 1 
Moving from personal website with FrontPage to Webcourses 1 1 
Much more administration work being done due to increased technological 
ability or enablement 

1 1 

Much more checking of records now than before 1 1 
Not inputting results until the end of the module, but using them as feedback 
for students 

1 1 

Not know how to do advanced reports in Webcourses 1 1 
Not knowing how to use Webcourses for assignment submissions 1 1 
PowerPoints provided on Webcourses 1 1 
Preferring integration of VLE with email 1 1 
Preferring presentation of results in Excel 1 1 
Providing access to Webcourses model to external examiner 1 1 
Providing feedback to students through Webcourses 1 1 
Providing information to students through Webcourses 1 1 
Providing lab sheet as a PDF in Webcourses 1 1 
Providing lab sheet to students through Webcourses 1 1 
Providing PowerPoint to students in advance of class 1 1 
Providing results to students through Webcourses 1 1 
Providing weekly feedback through Webcourses 1 1 
Putting marks in Excel onto Webcourses 1 1 
Record marks in spreadsheets which calculate overall marks and monitor 
students 

1 1 

Records were previously kept by administrators 1 1 
Registering students on Webcourses 1 1 
Reporting in Moodle superior to Webcourses 1 1 
Reuploading to make the VLE work as an effective administrative assistant 1 1 
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Name Sources References 
Students accessing lab sheet through Webcourses 1 1 
Students accountable because of Webcourses 1 1 
Students following instructions in lab sheets 1 1 
Students like seeing the  structure and roadmap that Webcourses provides 1 1 
Students provided with access to webcourses module in advance 1 1 
Students provided with the sequence of topics at the start of the year 1 1 
Students uploading assignments to Webcourses 1 1 
Students using personal email addresses in Webcourses 1 1 
Submitting assignments through SafeAssign 1 1 
Submitting assignments through Webcourses 1 1 
Tracking feature in Webcourses makes student more accountable 1 1 
Tracking students is a nice new feature of Webcourses 1 1 
Unintentionally using Webcourses as a backup for local files 1 1 
Useful for communication, but I've never used it to track usage 1 1 
Using  Webcourses to communicate with the students 1 1 
Using Assessment Rubrics on Webcourses 1 1 
Using different approaches to submitting assignments pre-Webcourses 1 1 
Using email in Webcourses to contact students 1 1 
Using Excel as a backup for assessment statistics in Webcourses 1 1 
Using Excel with the Grade Centre to make it do what I want 1 1 
Using Grade Centre for managing marks, but not liking  it 1 1 
Using SafeAssign for the submission of assignments 1 1 
Using the drobox feature in Webcourses to collect assignments 1 1 
Using the grade centre in Webcourses 1 1 
Using the Grade Centre for marks 1 1 
Using Webcourses for all modules 1 1 
Using Webcourses for all notifications, dissemination, assessment, 
communication 

1 1 

Using Webcourses for announcements and email 1 1 
Using Webcourses for assignment submission, but could use Dropbox 1 1 
Using Webcourses for assignments 1 1 
Using Webcourses for communication with students 1 1 
Using Webcourses for the  administration of the programme 1 1 
Using Webcourses to collect assignments 1 1 
Volume of students in the day class dictates need for Webcourses 1 1 
Wanting to ensure that the students who need to be in class are there 1 1 
Webcourses at the centre of the module - important for all students to be 
engaged with it 

1 1 

Webcourses benefits for large class groups 1 1 
Webcourses does the marking for you 1 1 
Webcourses efficient for providing feedback to people 1 1 
Webcourses enables me to do what I need to-do relatively easily 1 1 
Webcourses enables reuse that would not otherwise have been possible 1 1 
Webcourses enables you to do things that you wouldn't have been able to do 
before 

1 1 

Webcourses enabling intervention with students experiencing difficulty 1 1 
Webcourses enabling you to monitor student behaviour 1 1 
Webcourses facilitates me in being organised 1 1 
Webcourses is the most important technology in terms of delivery of material 1 1 
Webcourses makes you do things 1 1 
Webcourses making it easy to link to existing content and avoid copyright 
issues 

1 1 

Webcourses may be incomplete because students may not be registered 1 1 
Webcourses provides a way to communicate to the whole group in a fair way 1 1 
Webcourses provides administrative convenience for modules 1 1 
Webcourses providing anonymity in the provision of student results 1 1 
Webcourses providing convenience for working remotely from the office 1 1 
Webcourses removing the need to photocopy a whole load of lectures 1 1 
Webcourses useful for students in administering the module 1 1 
VLE as Inadequate 7 47 
Accepting that one may have the wrong impression regarding Webcourses 1 1 
Better Wiki and Blog tools out there than those in Webcourses 1 1 
Building a website as an alternative to Webcourses 1 1 
Can't mark with rubric in Webcourses unless you print out assessment material 1 1 
Don't accept that students need to use Webcourses to identify with it 1 1 
Feeling that the problems with Webcourses are my fault 1 1 
Finding the new version of Webcourses confusing 1 1 
Having to spend time to figure things out in Webcourses 1 1 
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Name Sources References 
HotPotatoes more user friendly than Webcourses 1 1 
Informed by others that Wiki in Webcourses is not good 1 1 
Insufficient understanding of Webcourses despite courses taken 1 1 
Lecturers need to ask if all the functions in Webcourses are working as 
expected 

1 1 

Led to believe by others that Wikispaces better than Webcourses Wiki 1 1 
Making errors in the use of Webcourses 1 1 
Misinterpreting nature of groups in Webcourses 1 1 
Needing to put in effort to get Webcourses to work 1 1 
Not being able to figure out Webcourses just based on the interface 1 1 
Not being able to use the communication tools in Webcourses 1 1 
Not finding Webcourses reporting to be reliable 1 1 
Not reading all the instructions that come with Webcourses 1 1 
People don’t appreciate how much better the interface to their technology could 
be 

1 1 

Phoning support to figure out how to use Webcourses 1 1 
Phoning the helpdesk to find out how to use Webcourses 1 1 
Poor interface design in Webcourses 1 1 
Put off Webcourses by need to figure things out 1 1 
Putting resources on Webcourses fiddly and time consuming 1 1 
Refusing to make a judgement against Webcourses 1 1 
Reluctant to make a judgement on Webcourses because not enough time spent 
on it 

1 1 

Some features in Webcourses are too strict and diminish the learning 
experience 

1 1 

Some features in Webcourses better than others 1 1 
Speculating on number of staff who are actually using Webcourses 1 1 
Spent a lot of time trying to get groups to work in Webcourses without success 1 1 
Stopping using communication tools in Webcourses because they are 
perceived to be unreliable 

1 1 

Storing delivery material in Dropbox so it's accessible anywhere 1 1 
Struggling to present marks in Webcourses 1 1 
Students not engaging with communication tools in Webcourses 1 1 
Training more suitable for people with no experience of Webcourses 1 1 
Using an open website for evening students because it's their preference 1 1 
Was happier with website than Webcourses 1 1 
Webcourses assessment facility tricky 1 1 
Webcourses has improved from previous version 1 1 
Webcourses hasn't reduced the amount of time it takes me to produce 
something for students 

1 1 

Webcourses is not user friendly 1 1 
Webcourses not having a very significant impact on teaching practice 1 1 
Webcourses not working for sending messages to students because students 
don't engage with it 

1 1 

Webcourses requiring lecturer to take control away from students 1 1 
Wouldn't expect Webcourses to be better than Applia 1 1 
VLE as Unnecessary 11 32 
Assessment of hard copy submissions makes feedback easier to include 1 1 
Changes in practice would have happened anyway, even without Webcourses 1 1 
Class discussion is more important than the Webcourses setup 1 1 
Considering Webcourses to not align with personal teaching philosophy 1 1 
Could use online free systems in place of Webcourses 1 1 
Culturally, the evening class don't want to use Webcourses 1 1 
Developed own website to distribute notes 1 1 
Developing website rather than using Webcourses 1 1 
Developing websites using simple technology and free templates 1 1 
Distributing to students using open website 1 1 
Don't use many of the tools available in Webcourses 1 1 
Evening students not wanting to use Webcourses, just want ease of access 1 1 
Exam papers and presentations are stored in Dropbox 1 1 
Looking at some other similar technologies to Webcourses 1 1 
Never using Webcourses 1 1 
No longer using Website, though still available 1 1 
Not everything is online - old technologies are still important 1 1 
Not really using website any more 1 1 
Not using much of the huge functionality available in the VLE 1 1 
Observing self-drifting towards Webcourses, reluctantly, and wanting to avoid 
it as bad practice 1 1 
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Name Sources References 
Removing VLE from my practice would not make a dramatic difference 1 1 
Removing Webcourses wouldn't change too much about what I teach 1 1 
Toying with the idea of not publishing notes for day students 1 1 
Using alternative technologies to Webcourses for certain things 1 1 
Using Articulate to create MCQs and glossary 1 1 
Using Articulate to create video presentations 1 1 
Using Audacity to record podcasts 1 1 
Using paper questionnaires to get better response rates 1 1 
Using Website before Webcourses was available 1 1 
VLE could easily be replaced with a web page with folders 1 1 
Webcourses hasn't had the same impact because there's always other ways to 
do things, beyond Webcourses 1 1 
Would probably find a replacement for Webcourses if I didn't have it 1 1 
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Appendix T: Code Book for Design for Academic Practice 

Name Sources References 
1. Designer Levels 14 80 

1. Micro-level design 9 28 
2. Meso-Level Design 6 23 
3. Macro-Level Design 10 29 

2. Design Partnership 15 189 
1. Design With 15 126 
2. Design For 11 36 
3. Design Over 10 27 

3. Design Artefacts 14 92 
1. Designing Systems 10 22 
2. Designing Resources 14 48 
3. Designing Processes 4 12 
4. Design of Practice 7 10 

4. Engaging with the User 15 316 
1. Challenge of Understanding the Diversity of the User Population 15 186 
2. Interaction and Observation 13 41 
3. Assumptions 5 15 
4. Self-Reference 2 2 
5. Discussion 2 3 
6. Research 8 11 
7. Engaging People through Structure 3 4 
8. Proxies 13 47 
9. Experience 6 7 

5. Modelling the User 15 133 
1. Entry Level 13 41 
2. Broad Middle 14 42 
3. Advanced Users 10 32 
4. Three-Part Categorisation 7 11 
5. Two-part Categorisation 5 7 

6. Designing for the User 14 81 
1. Designing for the Lowest Common Denominator 5 9 
2. One Design for All 8 14 
3. User-Centred Design 13 45 
4. Designing for Diversity 7 13 

7. Design Opportunities 14 185 
1. Technology as Transformative 12 68 
2. Technology Driving Efficiency 13 48 
3. Technology Spreading Organically 5 10 
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Name Sources References 
4. Technology as Core to Practice 10 22 
5. Technology as an Access Point 2 2 
6. Adapting technology to personal needs 4 5 
7. Preference for Familiar Technologies 5 8 
8. Maintaining Parallel Systems 7 22 

8. Design Challenges 15 139 
1. Resistance to Change 14 35 
2. Technology Adoption 3 3 
3. Technology making life more difficult 11 23 
4. Fear of Technology 9 13 
5. Identity 4 4 
6. Connecting with Practice 2 2 
7. Importance of Usability 12 34 
8. Perceived Motivation of Staff 9 18 
9. Time 5 7 

9. Requirements 3 3 
1. Seeing need for categorisations - as per this study 3 3 
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Name Sources References 
1. Designer Levels 14 80 
1. Micro-level design 9 28 
A number of forces influence people in using Webcourses e.g. students, colleagues, Everyday Designers 1 1 
Academics learning from their colleagues 1 1 
Carrying out research with colleagues 1 1 
Instructors can design module tool setup themselves 1 1 
Mixing of levels of competence can be useful for networking 1 1 
People are influenced by practices elsewhere 1 1 
People are up and running with Webcourses and learning from colleagues 1 1 
People becoming champions in their own school 1 1 
People becoming champions within their own schools following training 1 1 
People being instructed to practice by colleagues 1 1 
People discover things in Webcourses as they're dealing with colleagues 1 1 
People discovering the use of Webcourses 1 1 
People evolving in their use of Webcourses due to seeing how it can be used 1 1 
People exploring and discovering for a reason 1 1 
People learning about tools from colleagues 1 1 
People learning about Webcourses from colleagues and from exploring 1 1 
People need to make their own choices about how they want to use technology 1 1 
People not stumbling across tools in Webcourses 1 1 
People taking  ownership of technology 1 1 
People taking more ownership of their own technology, but missing out on interaction with LTTC 1 1 
People using social media for their own profile 1 1 
People who figure things out for themselves 1 1 
People bringing their own devices to work 1 1 
Practice developing independently of the LTTC 1 1 
Programme teams sharing information 1 1 
Requiring lecturers to make their own decision on the setup of the module 1 1 
Some, but not everyone will explore Webcourses 1 1 
Some small number of people are explorers 1 1 
2. Meso-Level Design 6 23 
Design is Constant 1 1 
Design is constant and ongoing 1 1 
Design Motivation 6 13 
Background in academic administration 1 1 
Background in administration 1 1 
Background in quality assurance 1 1 
Becoming specialised in skills makes me feel I'm becoming deskilled 1 1 
Change focus to tools that people don't know about 1 2 
Recent background as lecturer 1 1 
Recently commences as HOLD 1 1 
Wanting to enhance what academic staff do 1 1 
Working as an eLearning development officer 1 1 
Working as eLearning and development officer 1 1 
Working as Head of ELearning Support 1 1 
Working in LTTC 1 1 
Evolving Design Role over Time 3 9 
Being originally employed as web designers 1 1 
Change from web designer to e-learning development 1 1 
Change of role reflects change in staff ownership over technology 1 1 
Design differently to a graphic designer 1 1 
Design has been a significant part of every role - with that definition 1 1 
Design perceived as graphic design 1 1 
Design previously meaning graphic design, now designing practice 1 1 
Earlier background in data protection - set up processes 1 1 
Formerly project manager for eLearning 1 1 
3. Macro-Level Design 10 29 
Aligning workshops with Institute strategy 1 1 
Changes in sick-leave policy has meant that we've needed to change how academic staff interact with us 1 1 
Changes in the Institute may give people a new lease of life 1 1 
Changes to practice requires leadership 1 1 
Culture is created from the top 1 1 
Disbelieving at poor support for institutional processes 1 2 
Important to inform decision making about the technology the Institute invests in 1 1 
Institute is led by administration, not academic 1 1 
Institute would benefit from more structure on technology 1 1 
Institutional buy-in important for practice change 1 2 
Lack of integration with SRS a major issue 1 1 
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Name Sources References 
Lack of knowledge from senior management about reality of the institution 1 1 
Leadership required in order for change of culture to take place 1 1 
Liaising with partner colleges regarding technology products 1 1 
Liaising with technical and management staff, and occasionally lecturing staff, to design for school 1 1 
No institutional move to open source 1 1 
Opportunity for the Institute to become a significant player 1 1 
People not trusting the Institution 1 1 
People not wanting to engage with the Institute due to trust 1 1 
People starting to use the VLE because it's the institutional system 1 1 
Questions from staff leading to policy changes 1 2 
Requires a policy decision by the Institute 1 1 
Requiring leadership from Heads of School 1 1 
Role includes strategy and operation 1 1 
Trust is an issue in the culture of the Institute 1 1 
We require changes to programme culture in DIT 1 1 
2. Design Partnership 15 189 
1. Design With 15 126 
Assisting academic staff with technology services 1 1 
Assisting people in their own design processes 1 1 
Bring open to talk to academic staff 1 1 
Building artefacts was possible when the number of lecturers involved was small 1 1 
Building eLearning artefacts for lecturers 1 1 
Building on what people have done to encourage further practice change 1 1 
Can be awkward when people seek support for their personal devices 1 1 
Can't support people's use of personal devices 1 1 
Carrying out activities for academics 1 1 
Co-design model has changed with the level of interest 1 1 
Co-design with academic staff 1 1 
Co-designing modules on Webcourses with academics 1 1 
Co-designing the information architecture 1 1 
demonstrating to people that they're designing the whole learning experience 1 1 
Designing bespoke laptop setup with people 1 1 
Difference between control and support 1 1 
ELearning support a significant part of role 1 1 
Enable booking of rooms by academic staff 1 1 
Enabling individual notification of timetables 1 1 
Engage in discussion during co-design process 1 1 
Ensuring people create clean modules 1 1 
Fulfilling the role of broker - putting people in contact 1 1 
Gamification to teach lecturers to change practice 1 1 
Getting academics to see themselves as designers 1 1 
Guiding designers in the design of the DIT sites 1 1 
Guiding people in changes that have taken place in the Webcourses setup 1 1 
Guiding people through setup processes 1 1 
Guiding people to create clean modules 1 1 
Guiding people to make better use of their personal technology 1 1 
Handling queries about the administration of Webcourses modules 1 1 
Helping academic staff with their IT queries 1 1 
Helping academics create clean, tidy, usable, student-centred  modules 1 1 
Helping people clean up messy modules 1 1 
Helping people discover how to design in Webcourses 1 1 
Helping people tidy old modules 1 1 
Helping people to build their practice over time 1 1 
Helping people to design Webcourses modules that are student-centred 1 1 
Helping users of Webcourses at the entry level 1 1 
Leading or guiding groups towards the use of technology 1 1 
Learning technologist can offer support for co-design practices 1 1 
Lecturers approached us with an idea and we built it 1 1 
Lecturer's attitudes to support have changed over time 1 1 
Lecturers configure the home screen for their Webcourses modules 1 1 
Lecturers directed to training courses 1 1 
Model is about empowering lecturers 1 1 
Model of developing artefacts was not sustainable 1 1 
Most interaction with people who've identified a tool 1 1 
Most interactions are with people, one-to-one 1 1 
Most support is about administration rather than design 1 1 
Never really considered myself a designer, but perhaps, just problem solver 1 1 
Not being involved on the academic side, just the technical side 1 1 
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Name Sources References 
Not considering self a designer 1 1 
Not considering self as designer, more support 1 1 
Not identifying as designer but support 1 1 
Not really designing, but working with people 1 1 
Occasionally deal with groups, but usually one-to-one 1 1 
Offering support by phone or email 1 1 
Originally spending most time training lecturers 1 1 
Others require support to solve all problems 1 1 
People are enabled to create designs within Webcourses 1 1 
People have opted into the training courses - they want to enhance their practice 1 1 
People may have identified an incorrect tool 1 1 
People may install software and then seek support 1 1 
People may just want something set up for them, not because they're novice but because of time 1 1 
People may need to be supported in how to use email, how to write emails 1 1 
People may not trust the answer they get from the Internet 1 1 
People need to be informed regarding the setup of their module 1 1 
People need to be shown how to do something 1 1 
People prefer personal interaction when interactions are infrequent 1 1 
People reach a crisis of confidence and need positive reinforcement 1 1 
People taking the use of technology in baby steps - help them, not transform 1 1 
People want things explained to them, not courses 1 1 
Personally preferring to deal directly with staff 1 1 
Phone support is more efficient than email support 1 1 
Planting the seed with lecturers and letting it snowball 1 1 
Problem solving rather than design 1 1 
Provide notification of timetabling to staff 1 1 
Providing advice to academic staff on use of technology 1 1 
Providing guidance to people on device configuration 1 1 
Providing information and guidance to academics 1 1 
Providing support for external lecturers 1 1 
Providing video clips to staff to enhance their practice 1 1 
Questions about how to use SafeAssign 1 1 
Questions about assessment tool 1 1 
Questions about browser issues 1 1 
Questions about content not integrating with Webcourses 1 1 
Questions about group building 1 1 
Questions about setting up rules for releasing assessments in Webcourses 1 1 
Questions about students having  problems accessing assessments 1 1 
Questions about the text tool 1 1 
Questions about the Wiki tool 1 1 
Receive communication from people 24h per day 1 1 
Receiving emails at all hours from staff 1 1 
Redirecting people to the most appropriate tool 1 1 
Redirecting staff to training courses rather than one-to-one sessions 1 1 
Role includes practical, staff facing work 1 1 
Setting up modules in webcourses 1 1 
Some modules set up for lecturers 1 2 
Some people will log a call for something very basic e.g. changing wallpaper on laptop 1 1 
Sometimes face-to-face is easier than technology for collaboration 1 1 
Staff being lazy wrt problem solving 1 1 
Staff looking for someone to do setup for them 1 1 
Supervising staff as students 1 1 
Support for academic staff needs to be close and directed 1 1 
Support for browser issues 1 1 
Supporting academic and administrative staff 1 1 
Supporting academic staff through helpdesk 1 1 
Supporting and problem solving with colleagues 1 1 
Supporting lecturers rather than designing for lecturers 1 1 
Supporting staff for networking and applications issues 1 1 
Supporting staff in their use of technology 1 1 
Supporting staff with the use of Webcourses 1 1 
Survey staff to get preferences - prefer one-to-one interaction 1 1 
Taking baby steps with people 1 1 
Taking calls from academics requiring support 1 1 
Webcourses supported through the LTTC 1 1 
Working directly with academic staff 1 1 
Working one to one with academics has reduced over time 1 1 
Working with academic staff on quality assurance 1 1 
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Name Sources References 
Working with academics on curriculum design 1 1 
Working with colleagues to organise a workshop 1 1 
Working with HPALs 1 1 
Working with individuals and programme teams 1 1 
Working with staff on the design and development of websites 1 1 
Working with the web designer on front end; defining information architecture 1 1 
2. Design For 11 36 
Acting as a consultant in a design process 1 1 
Consistency across the programme team is important 1 1 
Coordinating workshops 1 1 
Creating bespoke materials for individuals or groups, based on their requirements 1 1 
Delivering module to master’s programme 1 1 
Delivering  face-to-face training 1 1 
Delivering face-to-face training to approximately 10 people 1 1 
Design informed by how well I know a specific group 1 1 
Designing bespoke image for individual schools on site 1 1 
Different departments use the system differently 1 1 
Facility to tailor for groups would be very useful 1 1 
Finding it helpful if programme teams adopt a shared approach 1 1 
Finding smaller groups easier to work with than larger groups, when trying to enact change 1 1 
Getting approached by programme teams to provide advice 1 1 
Getting requests for reports from different departments 1 1 
Giving a demo to academic  staff 1 1 
Ideal to have a shared design across a programme team 1 1 
Lecturers introduced to tools in training courses 1 1 
Liaising with academic staff to organise workshops 1 1 
Limited engagement with technology when dealing with a broad group e.g. College Board 1 1 
Offering courses to help people keep up to date 1 1 
Organising courses on how to access Wifi 1 1 
Organising workshops to meet academics' requirements 1 1 
Receiving feedback from academic staff on workshops 1 1 
Running workshops for academic staff 1 1 
Staff undertaking training courses for use of Webcourses 1 1 
Training academics on the web CMS 1 1 
Training and persuasion required to change practice 1 1 
Training management on Agresso 1 1 
Training managers on business intelligence systems 1 1 
Training managers on scheduling in the timetabling system 1 1 
Training managers on the use or reporting in the timetabling system 1 1 
Training on Google apps etc. 1 1 
Training people in the use of EGB 1 1 
Training people on the timetabling system 1 1 
Working as a consultant or contractor with a team of academics 1 1 
3. Design Over 10 27 
Auditing timetables 1 1 
Cannot make different documents for different departments 1 1 
Can't design different guides for everyone, just one general one for all 1 1 
Clearly defined design process 1 1 
Considered the potential for gamification to change practice 1 1 
Creating an overview document of all areas of the Institute 1 1 
Defining objectives at the start of the design process 1 1 
Designing to enable design 1 1 
Developing a newsletter on teaching matters for dissemination of practice 1 1 
Easier to deliver something face-to-face rather than produce a document that satisfies all needs 1 1 
Engage with academic staff throughout the entire design process 1 1 
Modules are left intentionally blank to encourage people to set up as appropriate 1 1 
Not involved in producing images for laptops any more 1 1 
Occasionally involved in DIT-wide projects in design 1 1 
Providing a basic image on laptops to academic staff 1 1 
Providing an IT induction 1 1 
Providing support through online resources 1 1 
Rollout of software across the Institute would be a general design project 1 1 
Setting up a default template for Webcourses modules 1 1 
Single template for all Webcourses modules 1 1 
Small number of tools available directly in default module design 1 1 
Standard image is designed centrally now 1 1 
Support information available through Blackboard website 1 1 
Supporting the whole DIT site 1 1 
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Name Sources References 
Team-based approach to development of module template 1 1 
Training 250 to 300 people 1 1 
Writing to all senior managers in the Institute 1 1 
3. Design Artefacts 14 92 
1. Designing Systems 10 22 
Building a shared co-design space with technology 1 1 
Building a system to enhance quality processes 1 1 
Building the design into the CMS 1 1 
Can enact design through configuration of the system 1 1 
Common user problems recurring with Webcourses 1 1 
Connecting the browser to an issue 1 1 
Designing a new DIT site 1 1 
Developed Access database of all student records 1 1 
Developing a module template for Webcourses 1 1 
Don't have the facility to design the system itself 1 1 
Ensuring that the system is working correctly not and design correctly for the future 1 1 
Implementing a centralised timetabling system 1 1 
Implementing a single design for the Webcourses model - putting the best out there 1 1 
Information system does not provide the functionality of manual system 1 1 
Involved in getting Webcourses up and running 1 1 
Involved in the design of technology 1 1 
Less of a design aspect taking place with webcourses now 1 1 
Main DIT website is a key communication channel 1 1 
Maintaining the DIT Intranet 1 1 
Managing the timetabling system and process in the Institute 1 1 
Seeing requirement for a system to manage quality assurance electronically 1 1 
System would make big difference to versioning and frequency of updates 1 1 
2. Designing Resources 14 48 
Building a range of resources for workshops to cater for 1 1 
Creating online materials for learners 1 1 
Creating online materials for people to use for training 1 1 
Delivering multi-length courses 1 1 
Delivering training for staff in the use of Webcourses 1 1 
Demonstrating new technology to academic staff 1 1 
Designing and offering training courses 1 1 
Designing generic training for academic and administrative staff 1 1 
Designing in-house or externally 1 1 
Designing instruction manuals 1 1 
Designing instructional documents 1 1 
Designing instructional manuals 1 1 
Designing one-to-one training sessions 1 1 
Designing online training courses 1 1 
Designing online training programmes 1 1 
Designing opportunities for staff 1 1 
Designing plans and curricula 1 1 
Designing reports for academic managers 1 1 
Designing the activates for learning or training 1 1 
Designing the information architecture for the site 1 1 
Designing the interaction between the systems that support timetabling 1 1 
Designing the use of terminology and graphics in materials 1 1 
Designing to prevent plagiarism requires careful design of assignments 1 1 
Designing training materials and handouts 1 1 
Designing ways  to take academics through curriculum design as easily as possible 1 1 
Designing workshops for academic staff 1 1 
Developing guide and seeking feedback 1 1 
Developing guide to Institute based on own perceptions due to lack of engagement 1 1 
Developing new information architecture and interface 1 1 
Developing online how-to guides 1 1 
Directing people to online resources 1 1 
Directing people to online support 1 1 
Directing people to training 1 1 
Distributing files as large PDF document 1 1 
Documentation from academic council available on Intranet 1 1 
Documents from academic council available on Internet due to students 1 1 
Getting a sense of how to use Webcourses in training 1 1 
Introducing different tools in training 1 1 
Knowing what areas workshops can be offered in 1 1 
Locating training materials 1 1 
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People don't go looking online for documentation from Academic Council 1 1 
Producing documentation 1 1 
Producing documentation for staff on simple technical tasks 1 1 
Providing advice based on online materials 1 2 
Providing reports and administration for HR processes 1 1 
Providing online guides to people 1 1 
Working collaboratively on the development of documents benefits enormously from technology 1 1 
3. Designing Processes 4 12 
Designing curriculum design processes 1 1 
Designing graduate attributes first, informed by multiple sources 1 1 
Designing new processes 1 1 
Designing quality assurance processes for the College 1 1 
Designing sick leave processes for academic staff 1 1 
Designing the general assessment regulations 1 1 
Developing documentation and processes for FOI 1 1 
Experiencing contention in the development of regulations 1 1 
Getting people used to new processes by pilot launch of software 1 1 
Implementing processes from best practice in curriculum design 1 1 
Important to have confidence in the system and processes 1 1 
Requirement for standardised process 1 1 
4. Design of Practice 7 10 
Designer of Learning and Teaching practice 1 1 
Designing new practices 1 1 
Embedding in programme design 1 1 
Expanding awareness of educational practice 1 1 
Focus on the practice 1 1 
Important to know what you want to achieve before considering technology 1 1 
Linking graduate attributes to programme learning outcomes 1 1 
Need to consider what we're designing at all 1 1 
New system should facilitate academic staff's practices 1 1 
Trying to change the practices of staff 1 1 
4. Engaging with the User 15 316 
1. Challenge of Understanding the Diversity of the User Population 15 186 
Avoiding Making Assumptions 1 2 
Cannot make assumptions about people's technical ability 1 1 
Not wanting to be accused of profiling 1 1 
Awareness of Differences 12 28 
Aware of different preference of people regarding videos and text 1 1 
Considering self to have a good understanding of how people use technology 1 1 
Demonstrating an awareness of differences between people's use of technology 1 1 
Differences in online culture between students and staff 1 1 
Huge diversity of use of technology in the classroom 1 1 
Huge diversity in academics' ability with technology 1 1 
Lecturer is very autonomous in DIT 1 1 
Lecturers make their own decisions about their use of technology 1 1 
Lecturers on the same programme team are using it differently 1 1 
Much of role not related to academic staff 1 1 
Not necessarily a pattern to how people pick and choose technology 1 1 
Practices are diverse, no two are the same 1 1 
Programme Committees have more diversity than research groups - need to test the water 1 1 
Programme Committees more likely to have someone reluctant to adopt a collaborative technology 1 1 
Recognising broad categorisation 1 1 
Recognising culture of academics is not about putting their content out there 1 1 
Reflecting now on the profile of people 1 1 
Seeing a difference between Gardaí adopting Pulse and academics adopting Webcourses 1 1 
Seeing a lot of differences among people in terms of their use of social media 1 1 
Seeing different practices on different sites 1 1 
Seeing different technology used in different departments 1 1 
Some differences between departments, but not many 1 1 
Some lecturers prefer close environments 1 1 
Some lecturers would use elements of the student image as well 1 1 
Some people are more accepting than others about the limitations of technology 1 1 
Some people find answers themselves and others want to be provided with an answer 1 1 
Some people go with it and some people don't - seeing this as random 1 1 
Supposing that categories exist, perhaps 1 1 
Challenge of Diversity 2 2 
Can be challenging to cater for very diverse groups 1 1 
Flexibility is a requirement but also a challenge 1 1 
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Challenge of Knowing and Engaging People 14 47 
Challenge in getting people to engage with online instructions 1 1 
Challenge is to change people's mind-sets 1 1 
Convincing people to come on-board 1 1 
Difficult to know about people's practices 1 1 
Difficult to know what staff are doing due to their working away on their own 1 1 
Diverse attitudes towards technology 1 1 
Diverse interactions with academic staff 1 1 
Engaging  the intellect instead of relying on technology 1 1 
Engaging with academics to understand their problems 1 1 
Engaging with staff through taught postgraduate programmes 1 1 
Engaging with staff through workshops 1 1 
Engaging with staff to understand user-centred design 1 1 
Experiencing challenges in getting response from academic managers 1 1 
Experiencing difficulty in designing for academic staff 1 1 
Finding it difficult to profile people 1 1 
Finding out people's background and motivation 1 1 
Hard to organise for academic staff to attend sessions 1 1 
Important to get insight into people and their practices and competence 1 1 
Important to have a user profile 1 1 
Important to have an awareness of the different ways technology is being used 1 1 
Important to have an understanding of the profile of participants when designing for them 1 1 
Important to target the right users from the beginning 1 1 
Individuals make their own choices about use of technology 1 1 
Knowing that we have a lot of services which people are unaware of 1 1 
Large number of tools available directly to academics 1 1 
Managing people's expectations with technology 1 1 
Need to ensure people engage with technology, not just use it 1 1 
People are not familiar with what's in Webcourses 1 1 
People need to be encouraged to be imaginative 1 1 
People's awareness of tools is increasing but their engagement isn't 1 1 
Posters can be effective for communication as backup to email 1 1 
Purchasing a range of technology to get people interested 1 1 
Seeing  certain staff as arrogant 1 1 
Selling ideas to academic staff 1 1 
Staff unawareness of technology 1 1 
Staff won't attend workshops 1 1 
Trying to break down barriers so that people will engage to learn more about technology 1 1 
Trying to find out about people in advance of designing a workshop 1 1 
Trying to match people to technology 1 1 
Trying to meet people's expectations and needs 1 1 
Trying to please multiple parties in the development of regulations 1 1 
Trying to sell people on the affordances of technology 1 1 
Trying to sell people on the use of Google rather than Microsoft for slides 1 1 
Useful to know the size of different groups 1 1 
Using social interaction and tricks to get people to change practice 1 1 
Using webinar to demonstrate technology 1 1 
We need to look at how we engage with academics 1 1 
Changes in Practice over Time 12 54 
Changing from printing to online 1 1 
Classroom management issues with students 1 1 
Classroom management not understood as an issue at third level 1 1 
Collaborative technologies have changed how I interact with people 1 1 
Create new policies and procedures through the transition to Grangegorman 1 1 
Cultural changes will cause higher costs 1 1 
Expect increase in use of personal devices 1 1 
Expect to see big increase in how people use their personal devices 1 1 
Filtering online content is a key skill 1 1 
Greater expectations on lecturers regarding use of technology 1 1 
Historically - design entire Webcourses module 1 1 
Historically - developing artefacts for people 1 1 
Historically - providing one to one consultancies 1 1 
Huge strain being placed on Wifi due to BYOD 1 1 
ICT services divided into teams 1 1 
ICT support staff now specialised 1 1 
Importance of the classroom performance 1 1 
Important to have clear ground rules for students regarding responses to email 1 1 
Increased use of free tools outside of Webcourses 1 1 
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Interfacing with students for feedback 1 1 
Knowing that the VLE is embedded when people unheard of are making contact 1 1 
Learning from the experience of similar systems in the past 1 1 
Lecturing has changed to being a 24-7 job 1 1 
Majority of people no longer interact outside the classroom, but to not feeling valued 1 1 
Most people are now accepting of the use of technology in collaborative practices 1 1 
Much more of people working from home 1 1 
Need to study behaviour at third level more 1 1 
Needing to rethink what we do constantly as we use technology 1 1 
Not appropriate to be using old technology - people need to move on 1 1 
Not making printable versions of documents any more 1 1 
Not much use of open source 1 1 
People are starting to use more technologies outside of Webcourses 1 1 
People are still using technology to deliver content 1 1 
People become familiar with a technology over time 1 1 
People disengaging from the Institute 1 1 
People increasingly using free tools 1 1 
People like to view documents on laptops in meetings 1 1 
People making better use of shared resources 1 1 
People may have a preference for following videos rather than someone standing over them 1 1 
People now making better use of technology e.g. putting notes online with Webcourses 1 1 
People progress between categories over time 1 1 
People should be able to move to the new system 1 1 
People's expectations regarding email responses has changed dramatically 1 1 
People's skill levels have changed over time 1 1 
Planning for future system 1 1 
Previously an academic secretary 1 1 
Programme cultures have changed over time 1 1 
Role changing over time 1 1 
Role changing to include diverse mix of technology related aspects 1 1 
Starting to use social media for communicate with people 1 1 
Support provided in the early days was important, until Webcourses became more established 1 1 
Technology has become easier and more accessible over time 1 1 
The classroom was not very technology enabled some time ago 1 1 
Volume of administration is a huge burden 1 1 
Changing Profile and Categories over Time 3 3 
A time shift has taken place 1 1 
Group of apprehensive people is declining 1 1 
People may self-identify regarding their technical ability 1 1 
Differences in Staff Categories 4 4 
Academic staff more settled than non-academic staff due to not changing roles as much 1 1 
Admin staff do training while academics tend not to 1 1 
No major differences between academic and non-academic, except volume of content 1 1 
People may not categorise themselves in the way that I do 1 1 
Feeling Distant from Staff 8 27 
At a distance from staff now with fewer workshops 1 1 
Direct involvement in workshops fairly superficial 1 1 
Having an unclear view on how programme teams work 1 1 
Huge disconnect between end users and designers 1 1 
Lots of activity taking place that we don't know about 1 1 
Never having been in a lecture room 1 2 
Not knowing the differences between groups who take different courses 1 1 
Not having a deep enough engagement with academics to see differences 1 1 
Not having a sense of who is using which technologies any more 1 1 
Not knowing a great deal about how people use email 1 1 
Not knowing a great deal about how people use technology in daily practices 1 1 
Not knowing about certain aspects of use of Collaborate 1 1 
Not knowing about how academics use technology in their daily practices 1 1 
Not knowing about how programme teams interact 1 1 
Not knowing about people's practice for writing notes to self about documents in meetings 1 1 
Not knowing staff well enough to know about their use of technology 1 1 
Not understanding the behaviour of academic staff 1 1 
Not understanding why academics act as they do 1 1 
Not understanding why more people don't use Webinar for part-time classes 1 1 
Recognising personal attitude as different to academic staff 1 1 
Recognising that I'm not fully aware of all the issues affecting technology use 1 1 
Unaware of aspects of people's technology use 1 1 
Unawareness of staff attitudes on some topics 1 1 
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Unsure about how people use Office technologies 1 1 
Unsure of how social media has impacted on teaching practice 1 1 
Wondering about whether people are using email still 1 1 
Surprised by Practices of others 4 10 
Disbelief at poor use of technology by others 1 1 
Surprised at the attendance behaviour of some of the students 1 1 
Surprised at the lack of technical ability of some people and how they don't get training 1 1 
Surprised by absence of basic technical skills 1 1 
Surprised by lack of IT support for tracking students 1 1 
Surprised by people's lack of knowledge of technology, in some cases 1 1 
Surprised by the ability of some people who consider themselves expert 1 1 
Surprised that people did not engage with training on Wifi 1 1 
Surprised that people don't know about text features in Webcourses 1 1 
Very surprised when people don't know about technology 1 1 
Trying to Understand Diversity 5 9 
Carrying out audience ranking to understand the audience 1 1 
Categorising audience members for a web development project 1 1 
Challenging to carry out user profiling for 1500 academic staff 1 1 
Checklist for groups of people would be very useful 1 1 
Circumstances determining use of Webcourses 1 1 
Classifications can be useful for people themselves to identify their own paths 1 1 
Incorporating design into sessions to cater for multiple types of people 1 2 
Not relying on any single channel 1 1 
2. Interaction and Observation 13 41 
Assessing people's competence by providing simple tasks 1 1 
Different interactions with academic staff 1 1 
Frequently interacting with academic staff 1 1 
Getting feedback in courses about how people are using technology 1 1 
Getting informal feedback or suggestions from colleagues 1 1 
Getting input from external people regarding technology 1 1 
Ideas for workshops arising from communications from academics 1 1 
Important to build networks of people and technology 1 1 
Inquiring about the technical ability of participants 1 1 
Interact differently with different people 1 1 
Interacting  with users on a daily basis 1 1 
Interacting sensitively with people is important 1 1 
Interacting with academic staff for HR processes 1 1 
Interacting with academic staff for sick leave 1 1 
Interacting with academic staff for sick leave and time 1 1 
Interacting with academic staff for troubleshooting or reporting 1 1 
Interacting with academic staff on a daily basis 1 1 
Interacting with academic staff through technology 1 1 
Interacting with academics by meeting or remotely over phone or network 1 1 
Interacting with academics for Webcourses support 1 1 
Interacting with school administrators 1 1 
Interacting with staff for programme development and review 1 1 
Interacting with staff through official channels and structures 1 1 
Learning about academic staff from experience of dealing with them 1 1 
Learning about academic staff from interactions with staff 1 1 
Learning about people through the questions that they ask in training sessions 1 1 
Learning about people's practices by talking to people 1 1 
Learning about staff by interacting with them in a non-judgemental way 1 1 
Less interaction with staff as they take more ownership of their technology use 1 1 
Making a judgement based on interaction with people 1 1 
More likely to have interaction with people who are innovating 1 1 
Needing  to interact with academic staff to get all the required information 1 1 
Noticing changes in how people use technology at academic council 1 1 
Noticing how people use technology due to some interactions 1 1 
Observing a slow creep in the use of technology 1 1 
People differ in personality in how they interact with support 1 1 
Personal interaction is powerful 1 1 
Profiling people's technical ability based on their past behaviour 1 1 
Profiling people's technical ability from talking with them 1 1 
Talking to lecturers about their needs 1 1 
Use of Webinar as an indication of technical ability 1 1 
3. Assumptions 5 15 
Assuming that technology is having an impact 1 1 
Basing perspective on anecdotal evidence - only seeing minority first hand 1 1 
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Forming an anecdotal correlation 1 1 
Guessing the information that academics need 1 1 
Having anecdotal knowledge of people's use of technology 1 1 
Making assumptions about users based on discipline 1 1 
Presuming that everyone is using email 1 2 
Responding in design to perception of people's preferences 1 1 
Speculating about changes in practice among academic staff 1 1 
Speculating about the use of technology 1 1 
Speculating about the way in which people use tools in Webcourses 1 1 
Speculating about whether people would use shared documents or folders at academic council 1 1 
Speculation about the use of technology 1 1 
Speculating about how people use social media 1 1 
4. Self-Reference 2 2 
Having a similar technical ability to people requiring support 1 1 
Having different expectations for academics than have for one self 1 1 
5. Discussion 2 3 
Discussing different types of participant in workshops with colleagues 1 1 
Occasionally discussing the type of support we offer 1 1 
Passing issue on to technical people 1 1 
6. Research 8 11 
Data available on survey of tool usage 1 1 
Employing Google analytics on DIT website 1 1 
Engaged with the literature on user classifications 1 1 
Gathering information required for academic staff 1 1 
Interested in the philosophy of education 1 1 
Learning about academic staff from documentation 1 1 
No real interaction with academic staff for roll outs, just collection of requirements 1 1 
Reviewing best practice elsewhere to decide upon workshops to offer 1 1 
Understanding technology competence based on research for  masters 1 1 
Using a survey to find out about people's use of technology 1 1 
Using survey results to organise workshops 1 1 
7. Engaging People through Structure 3 4 
Considering email comprehensive in reaching people 1 1 
Considering email handy and easy 1 1 
Membership of committees is important for making decisions on use of technology 1 1 
The best approach to buy-in is through the programme team 1 1 
8. Proxies 13 47 
Age as a Factor 11 29 
Age a factor in resistance to change 1 1 
Age a factor in the use of technology 1 1 
Age and experience are factors in how people use technology 1 1 
Age as a discriminator in use of technology 1 1 
Age as a factor in practice change due to technology 1 1 
Age is not a factor 1 1 
Age not necessarily a factor in three part model 1 1 
Age related judgement 1 1 
Age tends to be a factor in profiling people 1 1 
Considering age to be a factor in engaging with technology 1 1 
Differences between people based on age 1 1 
Feeling approachable for older staff 1 1 
General difference based on age 1 1 
Making decisions based on age 1 1 
More active users of Webcourses are the younger ones 1 1 
Most older people took issue with having to engage with the process at all 1 1 
New staff showing a strong interest in technology 1 1 
No longer believe that it is just older people who are challenged by technology 1 1 
Older lecturers are slower to change 1 1 
Older staff generally need more support, younger will go at it themselves 1 1 
Profiling based on age 1 1 
Profiling by age 1 1 
Recognising that profiling  by age is too general 1 2 
Seeing age as a factor in the use of technology 1 1 
Younger academic staff tend to be more flexible 1 1 
Younger lecturers changing practice because of their experience as students 1 1 
Younger lecturers tend to be more innovative, due to their personal technologies 1 1 
Younger staff more likely to have efficient practices 1 1 
Discipline as a Proxy 9 18 
Associating technology use with discipline 1 1 
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Different disciplinary cultures in use of technology 1 1 
Different managers have different practices for recording leave 1 1 
Different practices by different people 1 1 
Different requirements for different faculties 1 1 
Initially provided a different webcourses design for each of 6 faculties 1 2 
Knowing the discipline and personal motivation is important 1 1 
Linking technology use to culture within a discipline 1 1 
People's disciplinary background may give them an appreciation of user-centred design 1 1 
Profiling based on discipline area 1 1 
Profiling by discipline 1 2 
Profiling by discipline (2) 1 1 
Profiling by discipline area 1 1 
Seeing academics as identifying with their discipline, not education 1 1 
Seeing differences between disciplines 1 1 
Use of technology tied to disciplinary area 1 1 
9. Experience 6 7 
Determining requirements from experience 1 1 
Developing own mental model of staff through experience 1 1 
Maintaining records of issues over the whole year 1 1 
Maintaining records of what worked well and what did not throughout the year 1 1 
Making sense of practice based on own experience 1 1 
Personal experience and perspective informs design for academic staff 1 1 
Speaking from personal experience 1 1 
5. Modelling the User 15 133 
1. Entry Level 13 41 
Beginning to publish on Webcourses 1 1 
Get non-tech savvy people to buy into it 1 1 
Identifying as a technophobe 1 2 
Introspective curriculum designers at the other end - this is how I was taught 1 1 
Minority at one end see teaching in a very traditional way, and technology too 1 1 
Misappropriation of technology is a fundamental problem 1 1 
Non-technical people have a very different set of practices 1 1 
Not interacting with more apprehensive people 1 1 
Novice users have basic entry level problems 1 1 
Novice users may be less patient with installation processes 1 1 
Novice users often need support with Outlook mail client 1 1 
Novices admit to just using basic tools 1 1 
Novices have basic set of abilities and requirements 1 1 
Novices often experience frustration with technology 1 1 
Novices will use a basic office suite 1 1 
Observing frustration with the requirement to support lowly skilled people 1 1 
Observing lower end users not understanding screen setup 1 1 
Observing people feeling excluded from technology 1 1 
Observing people struggling and putting them at lower end 1 1 
Observing people with simple tasks and assigning them to the lower end 1 1 
People excluded from solution at fringes 1 1 
People experiencing browser difficulties are novices 1 1 
People experiencing different levels of frustration dealing with Webcourses 1 1 
People having difficulty with file management 1 1 
People making basic mistakes in their use of Webcourses 1 1 
People making basic use of Webcourses 1 1 
People potentially excluded from discussions because of discomfort with technology 1 1 
People struggling with basic Office tools, e.g. how to BCC  on an email 1 1 
Seeing people misuse Dropbox as they are getting used to it 1 1 
Seeing people with no interest in technology 1 1 
Some people don't make a lot of use of technology 1 1 
Some people don't use free tools because of lack of Institutional support 1 1 
Some people don't want to engage in training - older people 1 1 
Some people have no knowledge or experience of CORE 1 1 
Some people have very poor design practices in Webcourses 1 1 
Some people turned off by technology 1 1 
Staff may not attend the training courses that they need to attend 1 1 
Tech novices have no idea how to do basic things with technology 1 1 
Technophobes - simple view of teaching 1 1 
Technophobes seeing technology as a threat to their identity as lecturers 1 1 
2. Broad Middle 14 42 
Agresso too difficult for many people  to use 1 1 
Hard to define an average user 1 1 
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Huge majority are just using notes in class as always 1 1 
In-betweeners - not tech savvy but confident 1 1 
In-betweeners may need guidance, but will run with it 1 1 
Incentivising the majority to change practice is the main challenge 1 1 
Many in the vast majority don't see the need to be innovators - they're lecturers and researchers 1 1 
Middle- and expert users will use cloud services and others 1 1 
Middle- and expert users will use tech in the classroom 1 1 
Middle ground is linked to practices, hard to evaluate 1 1 
Middle of the road users experience more application focussed issues 1 1 
Middle of the road users need support with remote access 1 1 
Middle of the road users occasionally need support with Google apps etc. 1 1 
Most people use technology to achieve a particular end 1 1 
Most popular tools are for most basic functions 1 1 
Most tools in Webcourses are unused by lecturers 1 1 
Most usage of Webcourses is fairly basic 1 1 
Most users of the timetabling system are readers not writers 1 1 
Mostly dealing with non-academic staff 1 1 
Mostly dealing with Windows users 1 1 
Mostly people ask for information rather than trying to source it themselves 1 1 
Mostly people who want to know how to use a tool 1 1 
No support for outliers in a system designed for most of the people 1 1 
Non-advanced users have a need but don't know the appropriate technology to use 1 1 
Not being an early adopter of technology one s 1 1 
People are accepting of the way technology is used and get on with it 1 1 
People for whom technology fulfils a particular need 1 1 
People hugely underutilise technology - they need to learn more about what it can do 1 1 
People improving their knowledge - mobility across states 1 1 
People looking to develop their skills in the use of Webcourses 1 1 
People meaning well but not fully understanding technology 1 1 
People needing to know specific things 1 1 
People use Webcourses because it's easy and it serves a purpose 1 1 
People using app don't require support 1 1 
People using different technologies to suit their requirements 1 1 
People who want to use technology to achieve an end 1 1 
People with high expectations of support at all times 1 1 
Recognising that there is a broad spectrum of skills 1 1 
Seeing benefit of being a late adopter of the VLE 1 1 
Some people will come to courses, but others just wants basic usage 1 1 
Vast majority of people will go with the way the wind is blowing 1 1 
Vast majority see something else as more important than innovating in teaching 1 1 
3. Advanced Users 10 32 
Advanced users able to investigate uses of Webcourses themselves 1 1 
Advanced users more likely to have a specific question about a technology 1 1 
Advanced users want something considerably simpler 1 1 
Clickers and webcourses as examples of technologies adopted early by tech-savvy people 1 1 
Delivering differently for tech-savvy people 1 1 
early adopters motivated by the use of technology 1 1 
Expert users often make security errors 1 1 
Experts tend not to need support regarding technology use 1 1 
Lecturers making excellent use of technology 1 1 
More skilful people will try to explore and take ownership of their technology 1 1 
Needing people to be technically savvy 1 1 
Observing people with an interest in the advance tools in Webcourses 1 1 
People involved in research become technology savvy through research activity 1 1 
People needing to be technically savvy when using technology in their practices 1 1 
People using Webinar technology tend to be technologically advanced 1 1 
Review processes foreground innovators, not the general teaching team 1 1 
Some but  not many Mac users 1 1 
Some impressive innovation in the Institute 1 1 
Some people are very good at trying new technology 1 1 
Some people making extensive use of technology 1 1 
Some people more comfortable engaging online than in meetings 1 1 
Some people really value technology in the site 1 1 
Some people will engage with online discussions 1 1 
Some people will explore and discover the software 1 1 
Some people will innovate with technology without regard for how it helps student learning 1 1 
Some staff take the running with technology 1 1 
Student centred at one end of the scale - early adopters who use technology for better learning 1 1 
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Name Sources References 
Technical staff making use of open-source 1 1 
Technically savvy people have been using technology in their teaching 1 1 
Technology advanced want to know the nuts and bolts 1 1 
Very few explorers 1 1 
Very few people explore the tool fully 1 1 
4. Three-Part Categorisation 7 11 
No pattern to who the people are in the different categories of the three part model 1 1 
Seeing three categories of technology users 1 1 
Seeing two minorities at each end of the scale 1 1 
Shared view among IT support of novice, middle and expert levels 1 1 
Support in general have a shared profile of users 1 1 
There is everything in-between - three part model 1 1 
Three part mental model 1 1 
Three part model not necessarily dependent on academic or technical background 1 1 
Three part model with a broad middle 1 1 
Three-part model 1 1 
Three-part user profile 1 1 
5. Two-part Categorisation 5 7 
Classify people as novices and tech savvy 1 1 
Considering design with two sets of people in mind 1 1 
Difference between self-sufficient and dependent people 1 1 
Differences between people who know technology and those who don't 1 1 
People who've made huge changes to their programmes and people who've made no changes due to technology 1 1 
Two part mental model of academics interacted with 1 1 
Two-part model 1 1 
6. Designing for the User 14 81 
1. Designing for the Lowest Common Denominator 5 9 
Built towards the lowest common denominator 1 1 
Designing for a low entry level when designing for unknown group 1 1 
Designing the Webcourses template for the entry level 1 1 
Directing design towards the lowest entry level 1 1 
Lowest common denominator 1 1 
Targeting lowest entry level can put off higher skilled people 1 1 
Targeting the lowest common denominator 1 1 
Trying to create training based on lowest common denominator, but that can be adapted 1 1 
Writing for the lowest entry level 1 1 
2. One Design for All 8 14 
All or nothing - the system needs to be used 1 1 
Always designing for a single group, not for sub-groups (expert etc.) 1 1 
Designing for most of the people most of the time 1 1 
Designing for most of the people most of the time (2) 1 1 
Having a generic mental model of academic staff 1 1 
Important to avoid classifying people 1 1 
Mandatory Adoption 3 5 
The system determines the process, so this needs to be adopted 1 1 
The system has to be used 1 1 
The system is the system - you must engage with it as it is 1 1 
We don't ask academics what they want, we just produce the system 1 1 
While technology remains opt in then practice will vary 1 1 
Not distinguishing  between people when designing for practices 1 1 
Not using categories in design 1 1 
Realising that writing for the entry level may be frustrating for others 1 1 
3. User-Centred Design 13 45 
A ten page document may not be what the user needs 1 1 
Adapting data sources to suit requirements 1 1 
Adapting design once you meet a group of people 1 1 
Adapting the website based on observation of how people use the site 1 1 
Always tried to enhance user experience in every role 1 1 
Communicating to academic staff about the qualities of good user-centred design 1 1 
Communications from academics triggering ideas for workshops 1 1 
Defining the constraints for the web design 1 1 
Defining user needs and objectives during initial phase 1 1 
Design involves working with academic staff 1 1 
Designing differently based on my knowledge of the group 1 1 
Differences between people's appreciation of what's involved in a good web design process 1 1 
Drastic lack of understanding of users in software development for academics 1 1 
Ensuring that people understand their audience 1 1 
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Name Sources References 
Essential to have user's needs at the core of the process 1 1 
Feeling very aware of the requirements of academic staff 1 1 
Focussing on the needs of the user of the site 1 1 
Following up with lecturers after an event 1 1 
Getting multiple inputs to the design process 1 1 
Important for technology to support our actual needs 1 1 
Important to be inclusive regarding the audience of academics 1 1 
Important to develop academics' understanding of user-focussed web design 1 1 
Important to pitch at the appropriate level 1 1 
Important to put the needs before the technology 1 1 
Important to use technology in a way that makes sense 1 1 
Information needs to be available where needed 1 1 
Involving academic staff throughout the entire process 1 1 
It's about the needs and learning experiences, not the technology 1 1 
Keeping  technology that works 1 2 
Keeping designs as simple as possible 1 1 
Meeting with staff to discuss design of new websites 1 1 
Need to put user requirements at the core of the process 1 1 
People being surprised by the amount of user engagement involved in a web-design process 1 1 
People wanting technology to be designed for them 1 1 
Providing ease of access to the necessary information to people 1 1 
Recognising the importance of user profiling in design 1 1 
Responding in design to people's preferences 1 1 
Responding to needs of audience in co-design process 1 1 
Running a pilot prior to the main release 1 1 
Significant group involved in the design of the CORE system 1 1 
Using knowledge of academics to develop training materials 1 1 
Using knowledge of the group when designing for them 1 1 
Very little engagement with academic staff in design of system 1 1 
Work with the department or school to design the image - consult 1 1 
4. Designing for Diversity 7 13 
Building functionality at different layers 1 1 
Designing for different types of users 1 1 
Matching  technology to the type of user 1 2 
People want to be treated differently according to their competence 1 1 
Providing alternative instructions for different types of people 1 1 
Solutions not suiting everyone 1 1 
Tailoring the delivery of the course for people in the room 1 1 
Tailoring the use of technology to the profile of the group in a workshop 1 1 
Targeting the resistant people who require a lot of guidance 1 1 
Treating novices and tech-savvy people differently 1 1 
Treating people differently based on categorisation 1 1 
Treating people differently based on experience 1 1 
7. Design Opportunities 14 185 
1. Technology as Transformative 12 68 
Be inclusive of people who see technology as a support and those who see it as transformative 1 1 
Costing of savings would be an interesting activity 1 1 
Demonstrating to people the benefit of using the VLE 1 1 
Demonstrating VLE features that enhance practice 1 1 
Important for technology as transformational to still be there 1 1 
Important to design for academic rather than administrative endeavour 1 1 
Intranets are great - but you have to go looking 1 1 
Large companies have found a way for technology to happen to people 1 1 
Learning technologies need to be brought to life 1 1 
Lecturer experiencing a transformative experience 1 1 
Online collaboration allows people to be more reflective 1 1 
Online collaboration enables more people to engage in a discussion 1 1 
Online discussions can eliminate hierarchical differences between members of committees 1 1 
People's collaborative working practices have changed significantly due to technology 1 1 
Plagiarism detection tool is very popular now 1 1 
Providing mobile accessibility for student access 1 1 
Remote access has made a big impact on people's practices 1 1 
Running LTTC courses using Webcourses tools 1 1 
Seeing change in practice where work is done between meetings due to technology 1 1 
Seeing people change their practice of communicating via email - from letters to sentences 1 1 
Significant changes in how people access information and associated costs 1 1 
Significant changes in how people work with remote access 1 1 
Significant changes in the use of shared spaces over time 1 1 
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Name Sources References 
Strong use of the assessment tool in Webcourses 1 1 
Technology better enables multiple perspectives in a discussion 1 1 
Technology can be a leveller 1 1 
Technology can be transformational 1 1 
Technology can be transformative and get people out of their comfort zone 1 1 
Technology can be transformative in the classroom 1 1 
Technology can enable the development of new types of programmes 1 1 
Technology can enhance the awareness people have of each other's practices 1 1 
Technology can equalise the partnership between staff and students in online environments 1 1 
Technology changing our world and our place in the world 1 4 
Technology changing the dynamic of meetings - soliciting feedback online 1 1 
Technology giving life to a module 1 1 
Technology has changed collaboration practices significantly 1 1 
Technology has changed dramatically the way that we work 1 1 
Technology has changed personal interactions 1 1 
Technology has changed the classroom dynamic 1 1 
Technology has enabled changes in programme committees and new types of programme 1 1 
Technology has the potential to change how people feel about their work 1 1 
Technology has the potential to really change people's practice 1 1 
Technology having a significant impact on collaboration practices 1 1 
Technology transforming how people look at their own teaching practices 1 2 
Technology use created a change in atmosphere in class 1 1 
Ted Talks were transformative for some staff 1 1 
Thrilling to see people change how they use technology to enhance their practice 1 1 
Timetable system needs to change the culture of timetabling and get confidence of users 1 1 
Timetables not changing year to year 1 1 
Timetabling tool will support existing practice 1 1 
Transformation of programmes due to technology 1 1 
Transforming classroom interaction because of availability of learning materials 1 1 
Use of Collaborate on part-time programmes 1 1 
Use of technology by experts helps change ethos of environment 1 1 
Use of video by academics is transformative 1 1 
Using Skype and Dropbox for collaboration in co-design 1 1 
Using social media for academic profile 1 1 
VPN has provided staff with a lot of mobility 1 1 
VPN is a major transformation piece for DIT 1 1 
We need a balance between our control as technologists and the teacher's autonomy 1 1 
We need to consider the transformation of education itself 1 1 
Web is incredible for finding resources 1 1 
Webcourses can be used with other tools to transform teaching and learning 1 1 
Working life would be fundamentally different without email 1 1 
2. Technology Driving Efficiency 13 48 
Access to the phone means constant access, or interruption, to email 1 1 
Accessing email on the phone has made a big difference 1 1 
Availability of email on mobile phone has changed students' expectations 1 1 
Change in how content is delivered by webinar and online 1 2 
Changes in technology over time 1 1 
Changes to availability of documentation on Internet hasn't changed Academic Council 1 1 
Cloud makes configuration a lot easier 1 1 
Collaborate has changed the way people are carrying out teaching  and learning 1 1 
Collaboration through technology is an important part of academic practice 1 1 
Constant connectivity may require a break 1 1 
Easier to carry out meetings online with people using technology 1 1 
Encouraging technology-enabled file sharing among academics 1 2 
Encouraging people to reflect and develop practice 1 1 
Enhanced functionality for students 1 1 
Face-to-face and online discussions have a different dynamic 1 1 
File sharing through Dropbox is very valuable 1 1 
Main change in behaviour is to enhance people's efficiency 1 1 
Most people primarily concerned with how technology can make their lives easier 1 1 
Opportunities exist to develop practice with technology 1 1 
People accessing documents electronically is very valuable 1 1 
People accessing the website through mobile devices 1 1 
People accessing Webcourses through the app 1 1 
People are enabled to multi-task in meetings 1 1 
People are more proficient than previously 1 1 
People being accepting of technology 1 1 
People want something which helps their practice, not necessarily changes their practice 1 1 
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People want technology to facilitate what they do 1 1 
People want to see how a technology will make their lives easier 1 1 
People will use technology as it makes their lives easier 1 1 
Purchasing software to assist with work practices 1 1 
Putting notes on Webcourses makes life easier for the lecturer 1 1 
Search and find facilities in documents make validations smoother 1 1 
System would make people more efficient 1 1 
Technology can do the hard work that people don't want to do 1 1 
Technology can enhance efficiency 1 1 
Technology can enhance efficiency (2) 1 1 
Technology can enhance people's efficiency 1 1 
Technology enabling people to do what they want to do more efficiently 1 1 
Technology to enhance the efficiency of co-design processes 1 1 
Trying to get people to use new document cameras 1 2 
Trying to get people to use open-source 1 1 
Trying to get technology to help me with my efficiency 1 1 
Using any technology that enhances efficiency 1 1 
Using training to improve people's efficiency 1 1 
Webcourses is primarily used as a repository for notes 1 1 
3. Technology Spreading Organically 5 10 
App has become more popular without much promotion 1 1 
Dissemination of practices across programmes 1 1 
Important to disseminate good practice 1 1 
Innovation spreads through champions in different areas 1 1 
Many useful tools available outside Webcourses 1 1 
Social interaction is a big part of spreading innovation through technology 1 1 
Staff becoming accustomed to technology 2 2 
Achieved critical mass in terms of people using technology 1 1 
Fear eroding as people no longer experience negative effects of technology on attendance sty. 1 1 
Use of technology has grown organically, no Eureka moment 1 1 
Use of webcourses grows organically, but mostly basic 1 1 
4. Technology as Core to Practice 10 22 
Recognising the centrality of the website in what we do 1 1 
Recording attendance, sickness etc. 1 1 
Researchers always happy to collaborate online 1 1 
Researchers tend to be very engaged with collaborative technologies 1 1 
Reusing resources that are publicly available 1 1 
Seeing daily practices as a factor in the use of technology 1 1 
Seeing the purpose of something when it becomes embedded in your practice 1 1 
Systems are not designed to support people's practices 1 1 
Technologies become embedded over time 1 2 
Technology is embedded in what we do 1 1 
Technology is happening  to us - we all use email 1 1 
Technology is something that happens to people, not something in their control 1 1 
Technology practices evolving because of expectation created among students and colleagues 1 1 
The use of technology is key, not the technology itself 1 1 
To use technology effectively you have to rethink what you do 1 1 
Understanding the value of website 1 1 
Using  technology to meet a need 1 1 
Using technology to meet a specific objective 1 1 
VLE as a repository is replicated in other institutions as well 1 1 
VLE most about supporting a need 1 1 
Webcourses became more established over time 1 1 
5. Technology as an Access Point 2 2 
Sneaking theory in with the technology 1 1 
Technology is in the module anyway 1 1 
6. Adapting technology to personal needs 4 5 
People bending system to make it work for them 1 1 
People figuring out workarounds to make the VLE work for them 1 1 
People use the same technology in different ways 1 1 
Some people prefer to reply directly to the sender, not reply-all 1 1 
Tools not used to their full potential in Webcourses 1 1 
7. Preference for Familiar Technologies 5 8 
People prefer to get documents by email 1 1 
People still using old, familiar technologies 1 1 
Preferring email and attachments rather than Dropbox 1 1 
Providing notification through SMS or Email 1 1 
SMS and Email will provide notification to everyone - sufficient coverage 1 1 
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Some academic staff prefer familiar technology 1 1 
Some academic staff prefer to focus on what is local to them, not collaboration 1 1 
Using reply-all on emails instead of face-to-face meetings 1 1 
8. Maintaining Parallel Systems 7 22 
A lot of people maintaining parallel backups due to lack of confidence in systems 1 1 
Academics developing their own shadow IT systems 1 1 
Bespoke system with Excel offers more flexibility for marking 1 1 
Building a database of old Masters theses 1 1 
Current systems don't support my practice and require me to set up parallel systems 1 1 
Departments or sections creating parallel or shadow systems 1 1 
Developing a parallel system to support practice 1 1 
Development of shadow IT to support practice 1 1 
Institute lacks fit for purpose systems, necessitating adaptation 1 1 
Institutional systems can't match shadow systems for effectiveness 1 1 
Maintaining parallel system for marks 1 1 
People develop shadow systems because the Institutional systems don't match their practice 1 1 
People developing parallel systems due to poor design of system 1 1 
People not having confidence in systems, so developing parallel systems 1 1 
People operating parallel systems 1 1 
People running parallel systems 1 2 
People use spreadsheets to record marks, not EGB, because of functionality it provides 1 1 
Preference for people to use in-house rather than independent systems 1 1 
Schools creating shadow systems 1 1 
Website is used for delivering eLearning resources 1 1 
Work taking place offline in Excel and then input to CMIS 1 1 
8. Design Challenges 15 139 
1. Resistance to Change 14 35 
Academic staff do not want to change their ways 1 1 
Academic staff more resistant to change 1 1 
Academic staff unused to change 1 1 
Academics are most comfortable in the classroom 1 1 
Academics can be reluctant to move away from what works for them 1 1 
Accepting that there is very little we can do with people who don't want to change 1 1 
Attendees often resent that they have to use these systems 1 1 
Awareness of some of the fears of lecturers in using technology 1 1 
Complex processes can turn people off innovations 1 1 
Groups requiring encouragement to change 1 1 
Having to encourage some people more than others to engage with technology 1 1 
Innovation in teaching and learning can get in the way of other interests 1 1 
Limited use of the functionality 1 1 
Limited use of Webinar technology 1 1 
Negative perception of the system in place 1 1 
Not seeing much use of open source software 1 1 
Not supporting cloud services, these are outsourced 1 1 
Not supporting personal devices 1 1 
Not trusting  institutional systems 1 1 
People are reluctant to put themselves out there online 1 1 
People may be resistant; or simply not convinced that a technology will make their lives easier 1 1 
People resisting advice on tidying modules 1 1 
People resisting change due to technology 1 1 
People resisting changing to document cameras 1 1 
Practices among academic staff not conducive to introducing  new processes 1 1 
Reluctance to use Google apps 1 1 
Some academics don't like Webcourses because it changes how students study 1 1 
Some people not happy with technology 1 1 
Some people will dismiss software unfairly 1 1 
Some people will resist the use of technology 1 1 
Some technologies have never been taken up 1 1 
Staff not liking the use of open-source software 1 1 
Technology won't change everything unless you want it to 1 1 
The older modules are the messy ones 1 1 
Traditional, change resistant lecturers, resist enhanced use of technology because they resist changes in 
practice 

1 1 

2. Technology Adoption 3 3 
To be effective everyone has to use it 1 1 
Using technology for the sake of it, rather than a technology to meet a need 1 1 
Webcourses is huge 1 1 
3. Technology making life more difficult 11 23 
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EGB adding to the burden of academic staff, not easing it 1 1 
EGB doesn't provide the functionality that we need 1 1 
EGB provides some but not all of the required data 1 1 
EGB should make processes more streamlined and efficient 1 1 
Email has had a major influence on how people work 1 1 
Email important in getting the message out to academic staff 1 1 
Email the main form of communication to staff 1 1 
Emailing copies of documentation to panel members 1 1 
Ensuring that data is correct in all systems 1 1 
Moving a discussion online means you're going to lose some people from the discussion 1 1 
People don't understand how data is handled 1 1 
People don't want to engage in collaborative online practices 1 1 
People engage differently in online discussions 1 1 
People misunderstanding the file storage on Webcourses 1 1 
People who view technology as an imposition 1 1 
Querying whether technologies serve their purpose 1 1 
Systems can hide more than they show - regressive 1 1 
The administrative overhead is off-putting 1 1 
VLE can be constraining or empowering 1 1 
VLE fails because it tries to meet too many objectives for users 1 1 
We need to think about what technology is doing to us 1 1 
Webcourses not the most efficient way of publishing notes 1 1 
Webcourses setup is not intuitive 1 1 
4. Fear of Technology 9 13 
Fear of putting yourself out there online 1 1 
People avoid complex processes 1 1 
People avoid new practices and technologies because of fear and not knowing how it will benefit them 1 1 
People can find the removal of PowerPoint to be hugely disconcerting 1 1 
People fear for their jobs due to technology's impact 1 1 
People fear losing data so maintain backups 1 1 
People fear losing ownership of learning materials 1 1 
People fear technology because they may lose control or status in interactions 1 1 
People feel that research more valued than teaching 1 1 
Seeing that putting content online will do people out of a job 1 1 
Some people have fear of technology and losing control 1 1 
Staff experiencing fear is the use of technology 1 1 
The permanence of a recorded lecture causing fear 1 1 
5. Identity 4 4 
Being an engineer and an academic 1 1 
Identifying as a designer 1 1 
Not identifying as a technologist, but as someone interested in technology 1 1 
Seeing academics as just wanting to deliver content 1 1 
6. Connecting with Practice 2 2 
People who are tech savvy but may not use tech for teaching and learning 1 1 
Tiny minority are bringing learning from LTTC back into the classroom 1 1 
7. Importance of Usability 12 34 
A simpler interface will encourage more exploration 1 1 
Basic website utility 1 1 
Believing people will eventually move if something is demonstrated to be better 1 1 
Choosing between collaborative technologies based on usability 1 1 
Creating a friendlier interface to the system 1 1 
Designing to create the least confusion 1 1 
Frustration of novices borne from inexperience with login etc. 1 1 
Fully integrated, accessible system for timetabling is required 1 1 
If documents were easier to find online people might find them more 1 1 
If you use Webcourses, then your timetable should be available through webcourses 1 1 
Important to get technology right 1 1 
Institute needs to focus on getting data right 1 1 
Institute systems aren't designed to provide flexibility 1 1 
Integration and reporting are key requirements for student and staff experience 1 1 
Integration is key 1 1 
Interface is configurable to a degree 1 1 
Keeping online information up-to-date 1 1 
Keeping records of issues raised 1 1 
Linking technology adoption to ease of use, convenience 1 1 
Looking after technical issues on CORE time 1 1 
Making technology show what it can do for staff and students is important 1 1 
Manual intervention needed due to lack of integration 1 1 
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Needing to have a single system that's at an acceptable standard 1 1 
People expressing frustration with the use of Webcourses 1 1 
People struggle in using some software systems 1 1 
People struggle with software that is cumbersome and non-intuitive 1 1 
People want an integrated system that saves time 1 1 
Providing full profile of rooms and spaces to users of those spaces 1 1 
Redundant notification 1 1 
Software is poorly designed for the user experience 1 1 
User requirements are simply that the system is accessible, easy to use and verified 1 1 
VLE is poorly design for different types of users 1 1 
VLE not designed for the lower end, mid to high end 1 1 
VLE poorly designed and requires higher end of skills 1 1 
8. Perceived Motivation of Staff 9 18 
Academics seeking to use technology to make their lives easier 1 1 
Academics tend to be keen to just get a site up and running 1 1 
Believing that lecturers are getting excited about online 1 1 
Different environmental factors drive people to use technology 1 1 
Linking adoption to computer literacy 1 1 
People have different approaches to deciding upon their use of technology 1 1 
People were influenced into using technology because of student expectations 1 1 
Speculating that people feel embarrassed by not being able to use technology, and thus avoid training 1 1 
Staff may be influenced by students' expectations 1 1 
Student expectations driving change 1 1 
Students  have preference for technology enabled learning 1 1 
Students driving change in practice 1 1 
Students enjoy the use of technology for feedback 1 1 
Students have high expectations regarding responses and interaction 1 1 
Students introducing lecturers to new practices 1 2 
Students wanting notes to be provided to them, driving practice change 1 1 
Teaching practices are private and this needs to be respected 1 1 
9. Time 5 7 
Appreciating the time constraints on academic staff 1 1 
Available time limits how much people can become innovators 1 1 
People don't have time for reflective activities 1 1 
Programme teams may not have the time or capacity to work with each other 1 1 
Time available to staff is a limiting factor 1 3 
9. Requirements 3 3 
Seeing need for categorisations - as per this study 3 3 
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Appendix U: Code Book for Prototyping 

Name Sources References 
1. Developing targeted policy and strategy 2 51 

Establishing order as a priority for change and progress 2 29 
Requirement for a top-down direction for change 2 22 

2. Driving small changes rooted in existing practice 3 46 
Developing practice organically 2 7 
Experiencing time and resources as significant barriers to change 2 20 
Recognising the value of making small changes 3 19 

3. In-depth knowledge of diverse practice 3 122 
Challenge of diversity of practice 3 30 
Recognising the multiple, unpredictable uses of technology 3 20 
Understanding people, their practice and their perspective 3 72 

4. Self-identification with personas 3 56 
Connecting people to each other 3 26 
Identifying people according to personas 3 30 

5. Technology as a way into pedagogy 3 145 
Defining technology in one way, as one thing 3 12 
Designing the environment to drive change 3 6 
Leading change through direct engagement 3 30 
Prioritising mindset changes - pedagogy before technology 3 29 
Prioritising technology before pedagogy 3 23 
Responding or reacting to technology 3 29 
Seeing the weakness of training as a model for change 3 16 

6. Way to engage with diverse practice 3 54 
Planning to engage diverse groups through personas 3 54 

Total 3 474 
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Developing targeted policy and strategy 2 51 
Establishing order as a priority for change and progress 2 29 
Absence of order in current practice 1 1 
Aligning assessment practice more important than teaching practice 1 1 
Alignment of practice in a programme team 1 1 
Assuming an objective is to encourage a shared approach to using technology 1 1 
Choice of technology should not be a freedom issue 1 1 
Common approach making things easier for designers 1 1 
Common approaches to the use of technology is expected in corporate organisations 1 1 
Considering it a goal for everyone to use technology in the same way 1 1 
Consistent use of technology - to a basic standard - should be an expectation 1 1 
Creating a consistent way of using technology - top down approach 1 1 
Directing people towards a common approach 1 1 
Expecting that a common approach is preferable to students 1 1 
Expecting that the student experience is negatively impacted by inconsistent use of technology 1 1 
Experiencing common, house style elsewhere 1 1 
Focussed selection of technologies will make life easier for support 1 1 
Interaction with technology should be seamless 1 1 
Missed opportunity to develop common approach through merger 1 1 
Need for a shared, corporate approach to the use of technology 1 1 
Order required in assessment practice 1 1 
People achieving standards of use of technology 1 1 
Policy should require lecturers to leave a digital trace 1 1 
Questioning is freedom more important than common approach 1 1 
Seeing an objective of getting people to use technology in the same way 1 1 
Seeing the goal as being a common use of technology 1 1 
Standardisation required in order to guarantee quality 1 1 
Technology used to standardise practice and provide evidence 1 1 
Too strict a regime promotes a box ticking approach 1 1 
University needs to decide upon its standards 1 1 
Wanting to define house rules for the use of technology 1 1 
Requirement for a top-down direction for change 2 22 
Absence of strategy on the use of technology 1 1 
Academic freedom shouldn't extend to the use of technologies 1 1 
Availability of resources a key requirement 1 1 
Balance required in top-down and bottom-up approaches to change 1 1 
Change requires a top-down strategy with recognition 1 1 
Clear direction and decision needed for use of technology 1 1 
Clear strategic direction encourages depth of understanding 1 1 
Common issue across all universities - poor strategic direction on use of technology 1 1 
Digital service can be provided independently of programmes and lectures 1 1 
Expecting resistance to policies from the Institute 1 1 
Institute needs to lead by making policy decisions 1 1 
Institutional approach fosters pockets of innovation rather than broad change 1 1 
Lack of direction on use of technology a feature of all universities - sectoral issue 1 1 
Leadership have never made policy decisions 1 1 
Needing to promote new technologies to enhance practice 1 1 
People needing to see a commitment from their employer before making change to practice 1 1 
Policy can foster a shared approach, but it needs a clear direction 1 1 
Possible to define policy that sets thresholds for digital engagement on programmes 1 1 
Structural and policy problems prevent enactment of change 1 1 
Technology being purchased that doesn't fit in 1 1 
Top down requirements to change don't have the desired effect 1 1 
Top-down can cause problems for staff who feel compelled to use technology 1 1 
Driving small changes rooted in existing practice 3 46 
Developing practice organically 2 7 
Need a balanced top-down and bottom-up strategy 1 1 
Organic growth in use of email 1 1 
Organise growth of practice has created a mess 1 1 
People adopting a bottom-up strategy of practice change - not led from the top 1 1 
Some models achieve short term success that then disappears 1 1 
The use of technology every day makes it become automatic 1 1 
Understanding practice change in the context of technology use 1 1 
Experiencing time and resources as significant barriers to change 2 20 
Central resources can only do so much 1 1 
Challenging to find time to set up interactions 1 1 
Cost of software being a barrier to technology innovation 1 1 
Funding required to support innovation in pedagogical practice 1 1 
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Limited in time 1 1 
Limits on the capacity for support in the Institution 1 1 
Need resources to be available close to the implementation zone 1 1 
Not being able to influence people in the way we used to 1 1 
Not having sufficient time to engage with planning due to projects 1 1 
Not possible for a central support to sit with individual lecturers 1 1 
Observing constraints due to resources 1 1 
People are too busy to implement change 1 2 
People not having time for professional development 1 1 
Quality Assurance distracting from innovation 1 1 
Recognising the resource challenge of working directly with staff 1 1 
Requiring time to innovate 1 1 
Resources are required to enact digital transformation 1 1 
Resources need to be made available to support change 1 1 
Technology is about time plus usability plus desire plus need 1 1 
Recognising the value of making small changes 3 19 
Bottom up strategy very dependent on people remaining in the organisation and engaging with others 1 1 
Digital coach can enhance practice with small, accessible changes 1 1 
For people not too invested in change, small changes in how they used their existing suite of technology 
make sense as an approach 

1 1 

Making simple changes in the digital space to enhance experience 1 1 
Making slow, deliberate changes to current practice 1 1 
Making small changes 1 1 
Making small, slow changes based on the current use 1 1 
Minor changes in how you use PowerPoint can make a big change 1 1 
Other uses of email not enacted in the Institute 1 1 
People can make simple changes to their use of technology to enhance practice 1 1 
PowerPoint can be extended to enable a more collaborative environment 1 1 
Recognise the need to think differently about change 1 1 
Recognising that current engagement channels are not working 1 1 
Recognising that practice changes very slowly 1 1 
Recognising the need to rethink the way in which technology is used to engage academic staff 1 1 
Recurrence of the same discussion over time 1 1 
Seeing value in making small changes 1 1 
Technology extensions adding value to pedagogical practice 1 1 
Wondering if step by step change is the preferred approach 1 1 
In-depth knowledge of diverse practice 3 122 
Challenge of diversity of practice 3 30 
A common approach would make change easier 1 1 
Academic freedom potentially being a driver of diversity 1 1 
Developing practice without standards or guidelines 1 1 
Differences inherent in academia 1 1 
Diversity of current practice makes future change more difficult 1 1 
Diversity of practice creates a challenge 1 1 
Diversity of role and application of technology needs to be recognised 1 1 
Diversity of technology exacerbated through merger 1 1 
Easier to engage with practice change when order in place 1 1 
Engaging with differences and diversity creates challenges 1 1 
Expecting a difference in the use of PowerPoint by newer and older staff 1 1 
Experiencing a diversity of teaching practice 1 1 
Experiencing different social practices on different sites 1 1 
Important to support people in their diverse use of technology 1 1 
Influencing change for diverse groups 1 1 
Lack of structure and shared direction for use of technology 1 1 
Needing to engage with diverse practices 1 1 
Needing to know about diversity of practice 1 1 
One size fitting all is not necessary if we can engage with diversity 1 1 
People are using technology in different ways 1 1 
People feeling threatened by others' use of technology 1 1 
People have diverse teaching practices 1 1 
People not wanting to implement agreed policy 1 1 
People use technologies that's appropriate for them - everyone doesn't need technology 1 1 
Recognising (and being frustrated by) people all using technology differently 1 1 
Recognising a diversity of team based practice 1 1 
Recognising that change is difficult 1 1 
The absence of order is chaos - can't deal with this 1 1 
The challenges in learning and teaching is due to the different pick up rates for technology - diversity creates 
a challenge 

1 1 
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Name Sources References 
Unsure about whether to support diverse approaches 1 1 
Recognising the multiple, unpredictable uses of technology 3 20 
Any technology can be useful, if used right, or bad if not 1 1 
Appropriation of technology in daily practice adds unforeseen value 1 1 
Being a need for acetate projectors - not all about digital technologies 1 1 
Collaborative features in VLE not made use of 1 1 
Failing to connect with people through group emails 1 1 
Functionality available that's underused, or replicated - poor strategy 1 1 
Functionality of software products varying significantly 1 1 
Highlighting the hugely diverse use of the VLE 1 1 
Important to consider how to use a technology 1 1 
Lecturers preferring a low-tech solution 1 1 
Limitations on email for engagement due to high volume 1 1 
Making better use of the features of Google Slides for presentations 1 1 
Mocking traditional practice 1 1 
People not being aware of the functionality of email 1 1 
Presentations are still something being put on a wall 1 1 
Seeing the use of video with international students 1 1 
Some high profile learning technologies have never achieved their potential 1 1 
Student and children using technology in unexpected ways 1 1 
Students appropriating technology for learning purposes - writing essays on phones 1 1 
Students making innovative use of the technology available to them 1 1 
Understanding people, their practice and their perspective 3 72 
A lot of people don't reflect upon their use of technology and need to be guided 1 1 
Academic staff deprioritise practice change 1 1 
Academic staff learning from each other 1 1 
Academic staff needing to be integrated into the Institute 1 1 
Academic staff not having time for professional development 1 1 
Academic staff not seeing a need to change practice 1 1 
Academic staff wanting to feel a part of a user group 1 1 
Academic staff wanting to learn from other academic staff 1 1 
Accepting difference between perception and reality of practice 1 1 
Amazed by students' use of technology 1 1 
Arguing that staff don't have to make their knowledge available 1 1 
Availability of time an important issue 1 1 
Balancing user practice with what's known about good practice 1 1 
Being amazed by the use of technology of some people we didn't know about 1 1 
Being appalled by the lack of technical knowledge of academics 1 1 
Being sensitive and respectful to people 1 1 
Challenge with not knowing who is using technology in which ways 1 1 
Considering general emails to be low priority 1 1 
Considering it hugely important that we understand people and their motivations 1 1 
Considering it important to know more about how people are using technology 1 1 
Culture of an organisation is important for change 1 1 
Demonstrating an unsureness about the reality of practice 1 1 
Demonstrating understanding of professional challenges is important for development 1 1 
Difficulty to maintain momentum for change 1 1 
Driving multiple practices through the VLE 1 1 
Easier to work with people who've identified their need 1 1 
Email a technology that's entangled in the learning process 1 1 
Essential to understand the personal motivation of people involved in change 1 1 
Expecting that staff would use the VLE or Discussion Fora for interaction with students 1 1 
Experiencing a mismatch between mid-semester assessment and end of semester assessment 1 1 
Feeling a disconnect from academic staff 1 1 
Feeling less of a connection with academic staff 1 1 
Feeling that it's important to know about academic staff, their practice and motivation 1 1 
Feeling that there's a sub-set of people that we know about 1 1 
Having to prioritise how you engage with email 1 1 
Large parts of the staff population not knowing what technology can do for them 1 1 
Most people don't want to change practice, they just want tools to help practice 1 1 
Needing to be careful about altering existing interfaces - potential to cause annoyance 1 1 
Not being aware of use of email between staff and students 1 1 
Not believing how students use technology 1 1 
Not getting out to meet people so not knowing what people are doing 1 1 
Not seeing how large numbers of people use technology 1 1 
Not understanding why technology is used in the way it is 1 1 
Not understanding why we underuse the technologies that are available to us 1 1 
Observing staff feeling lost 1 1 
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Name Sources References 
People not investigating the functionality of the tools they use 1 1 
People not investing time to learn about software functionality 1 1 
People not needing to explore additional functionality - satisfied with current approach 1 1 
People resisting change, even when knowing about functionality 1 1 
People satisfied with the use of a mailing list for a class 1 1 
People under pressure are not open to change 1 1 
People's sense of value shaping their openness to making changes 1 1 
Personal engagement is dependent on your relationship with the organisation 1 1 
Positioning the VLE at the centre of an entanglement 1 1 
Practice elsewhere involves scanning of examination scripts 1 1 
Recognising that difference between our perception of practice and the reality of practice 1 1 
Seeing the entanglements in which the VLE is enacted 1 1 
Speaking as an academic 1 1 
Speculating on current trends in technology 1 1 
Speculating that the student experience is poor when technology is used in different ways 1 1 
Staff not engaging with communications by email 1 1 
Staff not necessarily looking to save time through technology 1 1 
Staff not prioritising decisions about their use of technology 1 1 
Teams being the main focus in industry now 1 1 
The VLE in the Entanglement 1 1 
Understanding peoples' issues and practice is key 1 1 
Unfair of lecturers not to leave a digital trace of a class 1 1 
Using rules and filters on email 1 1 
VLE being used for collection of examination marks elsewhere 1 1 
VLE not being used for the majority of assessment 1 1 
Wanting to understand how people use technology 1 1 
We want to create a better learning experience 1 1 
Self-identification with personas 3 56 
Connecting people to each other 3 26 
Academic led groups of academic staff can influence change 1 1 
Champions will focus on what they know 1 1 
Engaging peer practice to influence change 1 1 
Limit to what can be achieved by Digital Champions 1 1 
Lonely lecturer not knowing about other people's practice 1 1 
Mentoring is an opportunity for people to learn from each other 1 1 
Momentum will dissipate - change will not happen due to groups alone 1 1 
Needing to build networks and groups - though recognising the difficulty in doing so 1 1 
Needing to provide people with an opportunity to engage with each other 1 1 
Not considering Digital Champions a viable approach to practice change 1 1 
Peer influence is key to widening use of technology 1 1 
People can be led through peers to enhance their use of technology 1 1 
People developing practice in a community 1 1 
People will engage with local support 1 1 
People will not always be positively influences by high achieving super-users 1 1 
Questioning if academic staff have a responsibility to share their knowledge 1 1 
Recognising importance of peer influence, but not knowing how to enact it 1 1 
Responsibility on colleagues to engage each other 1 1 
Seeing value in forming connections 1 1 
Super users can be off-putting for colleagues 1 1 
Support and influence from peers is key in using technology better 1 1 
Use of collaborative technology by others leads to change 1 1 
Using champions to drive change 1 1 
Wanting to facilitate academic staff in taking ownership of group based sharing 1 1 
Wondering how peer influence can be operationalised in academic environments 1 1 
Wondering if a ripple effect takes place from change within groups 1 1 
Identifying people according to personas 3 30 
Being able to see where you are relative to others is an opportunity to self-lead change 1 1 
Being amazed by the use of technology of some people we didn't know about 1 1 
Being appalled by the lack of technical knowledge of academics 1 1 
Making reference to personas in conversation 1 1 
Making reference to the personas in conversation 1 1 
Never having discussed certain issues triggered by presentation of personas 1 1 
People trying to push themselves away from certain practices identified in the personas 1 1 
Potential use of tool to engage people to see each other’s practice 1 1 
Recognising PowerPoint as a Crutch 1 1 
Recognising that a lot of work has gone into developing the model and tool 1 1 
Recognising the amount of work involved in producing this model 1 1 
Recognising the value of PowerPoint as a Crutch 1 1 
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Name Sources References 
Recognising value in making change relatable to people 1 1 
Recognising value of grounding change in existing practice - not having to rethink all of practice 1 1 
Relating to the model presented 1 1 
Relating to the need to engage with people 1 1 
Seeing a crutch as a positive thing - providing confidence 1 1 
Seeing the huge potential for relating change to existing practice 1 1 
Self-identifying with groups presented in personas 1 1 
Some personas will refuse to engage with technology 1 1 
Taking someone beyond their current use - ground in current practice 1 1 
Technology being adopted within practices 1 1 
Technology being seen as being for certain people and not others 1 1 
Thinking about the meaning of extended influence 1 1 
Tool focussing on the use of software by academics 1 1 
Tool focussing on ways that technologies are appropriated as learning technologies 1 1 
Tool identifying who would change - this is the clever part 1 1 
Trying to understand the objectives of the system 1 1 
Wanting to know how staff use email as a Classroom Extension 1 1 
Wondering how people will be affected by the changed use of technology 1 1 
Technology as a way into pedagogy 3 145 
Defining technology in one way, as one thing 3 12 
Being surprised at email being considered a learning technology 1 1 
Classifying technologies as non-academic 1 1 
Considering email a communication tool, the VLE a learning technology 1 1 
Considering videoconference to be more appropriate than email for collaboration 1 1 
Defining PowerPoint as Memory Aid - single definition 1 1 
Difference between social environment and academic environment 1 1 
Experiencing the limitations of the VLE 1 1 
Not considering email as a learning tool 1 1 
Perceiving that people look down upon non-academic software products 1 1 
PowerPoint can help you plough through - though this is not good teaching 1 1 
Recognising the power of video in teaching and learning exchanges 1 1 
Use of technology in an academic environment should be more structured and formal 1 1 
Designing the environment to drive change 3 6 
Building a technological environment to fit the user to enable change 1 1 
Configuring behaviour through the setup of the environment 1 1 
Important to engage with the environment in which programmes are being offered - situated interaction 1 1 
Open plan setup of office environment creating more peer influence and support 1 1 
Questioning if PowerPoint is shaping the class experience 1 1 
Students are pushing people to start using technology 1 1 
Leading change through direct engagement 3 30 
Engaging at team level provides access to diversity 1 1 
Engaging with people on a personal level and not forcing change 1 1 
Engaging with programme teams - as the unit of design 1 1 
Experiencing a difficulty in engaging with academic staff 1 1 
Exploring what our role is in influencing change 1 1 
Grounding change is local teams and groups 1 1 
Helping people to find a path through a technology, rather than dictating a path 1 1 
Hoping that good ideas will disseminate among staff 1 1 
Importance of rooting practice change in peer practice 1 1 
Knowing about people from interacting with them 1 1 
Learning from peers a key opportunity for practice change 1 1 
Lecturers and students building collaborative groups 1 1 
Lecturers with preference for interpersonal interaction 1 1 
Moving to team based approached to practice change 1 1 
Need more direct interaction with staff to understand them 1 1 
Needing to champion the use of technology 1 1 
Needing to have more of a local connection with academic staff 1 1 
Needing to have support and guidance in the use of technology 1 1 
Not engaging with programme team structures 1 1 
Not telling people how to teach 1 1 
People requiring demonstration and engagement to learn about change 1 1 
Programmes provide an opportunity to engage diverse practices 1 1 
Providing advice to teaching staff 1 1 
Providing judgement free support to staff 1 1 
Recognising value of role of Head of Learning Development 1 1 
Staff need to be told about their needs 1 1 
Stating importance of human contact 1 1 
Strategic decisions have reduced personal interaction 1 1 
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Name Sources References 
Trying to work with newer staff on change initiatives 1 1 
We reach out to people more than they come to us 1 1 
Prioritising mindset changes - pedagogy before technology 3 29 
Considering examinations to be a backward form of assessment 1 1 
Considering examinations to be an artificial form of assessment 1 1 
Do we need to change mindset or behaviour or both 1 1 
Encouraging staff to engage with the scholarship of teaching and learning 1 1 
Getting people to start using technology is a particular challenge 1 1 
Good teaching requires an engaging lecturer 1 2 
Important for the classroom climate to lead, rather than the technology - pedagogy before technology 1 1 
Our main assessment methods remain very traditional 1 1 
People approaching the LTTC have already bought into the idea of change 1 1 
People feeling valued will be more open to change 1 1 
People need to have bought into practice change before you try to change their practice 1 1 
People need to identify their need for change 1 1 
People not feeling valued in their work 1 1 
People only change practice through training 1 1 
Practice change should start with reflection, not technology - but it doesn't 1 1 
Put pedagogy before technology 1 1 
Recognising challenge and importance of putting pedagogy before technology 1 1 
Replicating how we were taught 1 1 
Staff approaching LTTC to use new technologies to change their practice 1 1 
Staff reconceptualising how they use technology that they already use 1 1 
Start with the mindset, and the technology will follow 1 1 
Start with your teaching philosophy - not with your technology 1 1 
The biggest challenge is changing the mindset 1 2 
Use of PowerPoint dependent on the pedagogical objective 1 1 
Using PowerPoint well requires change from single, linear approach 1 1 
Wondering whether people who've been through a transformative process have influenced others 1 1 
Working with people who know their need is easier 1 1 
Prioritising technology before pedagogy 3 23 
Considering audio and video recording of assessment practice 1 1 
Considering it essential to promote the use of new technologies 1 1 
Debating that you need to engage people in new technologies to experience any change 1 1 
Digital media enabling better presentations 1 1 
Digital projector is the key technology in the classroom 1 1 
ELearning training perceived as technology training, not practice change - which it should be 1 1 
Examples of digital traces from a class 1 1 
Getting people to use tools isn't about changing practice 1 1 
Institute purchasing technologies that replicate functionality already available to us 1 1 
Institute too invested in purchasing technology without understanding practice 1 1 
Observation of technology before pedagogy 1 1 
People being hugely dependent on the digital projector 1 1 
People dependent on digital projectors 1 1 
People don't ask for functionality that they're not aware of 1 1 
People most engaged when they're shown how to use the tool 1 1 
Promotion of technologies among the population is important 1 1 
Recognising potential for rich media to transform education 1 1 
Recordings produce a flatter experience for the student 1 1 
Staff will often think of the technology, rather than the reflective element 1 1 
Technology as a means to provide evidence 1 1 
Technology before pedagogy 1 1 
Technology can engage people more than discussion about mindset 1 1 
The technology we use reinforces passive learning 1 1 
Responding or reacting to technology 3 29 
Always on culture has been created - without standards or guidelines 1 1 
Email being left behind by the industry as it is not collaborative enough 1 1 
Email can be appropriated as a collaborative tools 1 1 
Email changed how we submitted assessments 1 1 
Email functionality evolving over time 1 1 
Email has the potential to evolve as a learning technology with new features 1 1 
Enabling reflection and sharing 1 1 
Enabling the sharing of ideas 1 2 
Evolving in our use of technology 1 1 
Expecting increased use of shared mailboxes 1 1 
Expecting there to be training to help people to engage with uses of email 1 1 
Extending PowerPoint to add value to the pedagogical objective 1 1 
Fitting technologies into long term trends 1 1 
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Name Sources References 
Focus of study not being on new technologies 1 1 
Industry focussed on enhancing collaboration through technology 1 1 
Instant message feature of future email system offering pedagogical opportunities 1 1 
People being satisfied with the use of technology to meet their own needs 1 1 
People change their use of technology based on use in practice 1 1 
People don't engage deeply enough with the functionality of their technology 1 1 
People drowning in and deleting emails 1 1 
People may not react in the way that we expect them to - in their use of technology 1 1 
People not appreciating the impact that the new VLE will have on them 1 1 
Shared mailboxes becoming a repository 1 1 
Staff reacting to the technology that's available to them 1 1 
Technology happened to us - agency of technology 1 1 
Technology is improving in quality 1 1 
Trying to understand how pervasive technologies can support practice change 1 1 
Video become a part of presentations without and intentional approach 1 1 
Seeing the weakness of training as a model for change 3 16 
Academic staff won't engage in training - but will learn from peers 1 1 
Academics required to develop their own knowledge 1 1 
Changes in technology need to have a follow up afterwards 1 1 
Difficult to enact change through training because of need to ground it in practice 1 1 
Experiencing a challenge in setting up user groups 1 1 
Experiencing difficulty in setting up user groups 1 1 
Finding it challenging to engage people in training for practice change 1 1 
Focus of the Digital Coach - IT or Pedagogy is important 1 1 
Gap between training and implementation creating challenges 1 1 
Having best of intentions when attending professional development 1 1 
Huge difficulty in engaging people through workshops 1 1 
Low numbers training for new VLE 1 3 
People being compelled to engage in training 1 1 
Workshops are not changing practice - we have to think differently 1 1 
Way to engage with diverse practice 3 54 
Planning to engage diverse groups through personas 3 54 
Appreciating how this model maps to relevant and achievability 1 1 
Appreciating the concept of identifying changes that will affect groups of people 1 1 
Appreciating the scope for this to be taken forward 1 1 
Appreciating the value of getting people on board with this approach 1 1 
Appreciating value of engaging more people through the tool 1 1 
Being a bit confused about how to use the tool 1 1 
Challenge is letting people know how they can make their changes 1 1 
Challenge of always engaging the same people 1 1 
Challenge of broadening influence - tending to engage with the same people 1 1 
Choosing to use technologies that are already embedded in practice 1 1 
Considering opportunity to engage more in the future 1 1 
Considering strategic role for personas - in planning 1 1 
Easier to engage with people who self-identify their need 1 1 
Engaging people directly in the plan for chance 1 1 
Experiencing the challenge of going beyond the known people to the people we don't know about 1 1 
Feeling uncomfortable with some of the practice highlighted in the personas 1 1 
Filtering groups by their hared use of technology 1 1 
Focus in the tool is on asynchronous channels 1 1 
Forming connections with people who are using technology differently 1 1 
Hard to understand or know about people who haven't engaged 1 1 
Importance of engaging with people whom we are not reaching 1 1 
Important for people to self-identify with the need for change 1 1 
Impossible for support functions to learn enough about wide variety of products 1 1 
Interested in email as a Classroom Extension - considering email not to be a conversational tool 1 1 
Knowing about academic practice, even if they don't want to engage, may be sufficient 1 1 
Lack of knowledge about practice creates barrier to development 1 1 
Moving beyond the core group is challenging 1 1 
Needing to understand the bigger picture of what we do 1 1 
Not having access to information about staff in the way we used to 1 1 
Not needing to know about individuals if we can engage with the team 1 1 
People preferring personalised, focussed emails 1 2 
People require direction through the multitude of tools 1 1 
Periodically notifying through alternative interfaces 1 1 
Questioning if preferred practice implies better practice 1 2 
Questioning the ownership of quality 1 1 
Recognising fuzzy boundaries and overlaps between practices 1 2 
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Seeing the limit of email as an engagement channel, as currently enacted 1 1 
Speculating on impact of using personas in planning 1 1 
Triggering people to think about how they can use their existing technologies differently 1 1 
Trying to get beyond the core group of people 1 1 
Using people's motivations to shape your engagement with them 1 1 
Using personas as part of planning 1 1 
Using personas to engage with diverse forms of practice 1 1 
Using technology should be about reducing workload 1 1 
Wanting to appeal to as many different people as possible 1 1 
Wanting to avoid people becoming negative about technologies 1 1 
Wanting to be able to engage the lonely lecturer 1 1 
Wanting to know if the system will be available for use 1 1 
Wanting to know who will use the system 1 1 
Wondering about the practice that we don't know about 1 1 
Wondering if certain strategies will appeal more to certain groups 1 1 
Total 3 474 
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Appendix V: Practice-Based Personas 

“Jack Walsh” 
Being Jack 

Jack Walsh is a lecturer with over twenty years of experience. He enjoys interacting with his 
students and is passionate about helping students to learn. 

Interacting in Class 

Jack finds himself interacting with students throughout his classes, which he has designed to 
be highly interactive with a significant degree of student ownership. 

Presenting to Students 

Jack will use PowerPoint in his class as a way of plotting out the activities that are taking place, 
but he doesn't consider them to be notes. 

Providing Notes 

Jack expects his students to study using the text book and some other notes that he makes 
available through the Virtual Learning Environment. 

Meeting Students 

Students in Jack's class are comfortable interacting with Jack throughout the class, and will 
also meet with him at his office. Jack is happy to deal with queries from students via email 
which enables him to help students out when they are experiencing difficulty. Jack prefers the 
opportunity to personally interact with students and sees much more value in that interaction 
than in using a lot of technology in the classroom or on the VLE. 

Making Resources Available 

Jack makes interesting resources he finds available to students on the VLE, but feels that this 
is as peripheral support, rather than a core part of the module. 

Jack Walsh's Practices 

• Email as a Classroom Extension 
• PowerPoint as a Framework 
• VLE as a Vessel 

“Martina Ryan” 
Being Martina 

Martina started teaching in higher education following the completion of her PhD five years 
ago. She has welcomed the opportunity to continue with her research while also developing 
the knowledge and skills required to be an effective teacher. During her PhD she regularly 
made presentations at conferences and for her research group, so she sees effective 
presentations as being a key part of the teaching process. 

Making Presentations 
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Martina creates rich, elaborate PowerPoint presentation which she believes communicate the 
topic of instruction in a highly engaging, fun and effective way to support her students. She 
believes her students to be highly engaged while she is presenting to the class. 

Holding Discussions 

Martina knows the value in interrupting presentations for other activities, and consequently 
uses her PowerPoint presentation as an engaging illustration of a topic which is then explored 
in other ways – such as through discussions or demonstrations – during class. She will regularly 
demonstrate other software packages during her presentations, or switch to a video that helps 
her create an enriching illustration of a topic. 

Providing Coursenotes 

Martina's presentation is not a substitute for coursenotes, which students are expected to 
develop themselves by researching topics that are presented in class. 

Meeting Students 

Martina receives and deals with queries from students after class, and uses this as a way to hear 
from the class about what is working and what is not. 

Making Updates 

Martina will review her presentations before her next class, and regularly updates the content 
of her presentations and her lesson plans, based on her perception of students' understanding. 

Assessing Students 

Martina fully recognises the value of the Virtual Learning Environment as a means of 
collecting assignments from students and providing them with access to all the resources they 
need for their learning. 

Providing Structure 

Martina is proud of the structure she has built in the Virtual Learning Environment, which 
provides students with clarity over the path through the module, enabling them to review or 
work forward in the module. 

Sharing Resources 

Martina is happy to share the resources that she has created with other people, and would 
provide her PowerPoint slides to others if requested. She received a set of PowerPoint slides 
from her precedessor when she took over her module, which she used to inform the 
development of her own presentations. She reviewed all the materials that she was provided 
with and used this to trigger her thinking about how to teach the module. She appreciated the 
opportunity afforded to her to learn from her colleagues through this exchange of materials, 
and would like to make the same type of contribution for others. 

Martina Ryan's Practices 

• Email as a Classroom Extension 
• PowerPoint as a Creative Space 
• PowerPoint as a Framework 
• PowerPoint as a Medium of Exchange 
• VLE as an Administrative Assistant 
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“Phyllis Taylor” 
Being Phyllis 

Phyllis Taylor was introduced to the Virtual Learning Environment by a colleague ten years 
ago, and has spent a significant amount of time since then exploring ways to use the tools and 
features of the Virtual Learning Environment to make autonomous, online learning a part of 
her approach to teaching. 

Assessing Students 

Phyllis learned in particular about an extensions to the Virtual Learning Environment that 
enable her to present tailored assessments for her discipline, drawing on resources created and 
shared by others. She found this to be a great addition to her teaching toolkit, enabling her to 
quickly create assessments that students can complete in their own time, helping them monitor 
their own progress and explore areas of learning in which they require more work. 

Sharing with Others 

Phyllis takes great pride in the online environment, offering to demonstrate it for people who 
are interested in developing their own practice, giving back to the community as she sees it. 

Organising In-Class Activities 

Phyllis spends time creating resources online, but takes little or no interest in the use of 
technology in the classroom. She will create a PowerPoint presentation for each class but this 
is there to guide her through the class and the various exercises that the students need to 
complete. She feels that her students should be listening to and focussed on her while in the 
classroom, not waiting for the next slide to appear. 

Interacting with Students 

Phyllis has noticed a change in students' behaviour over her time as a lecturer. She notices 
students regularly sending emails to lecturers with a high expectation that they will get a 
response. 

Interacting with Colleagues 

Phyllis notices the same practice among colleagues and wonders why they can't have a more 
personal discussion rather than interact in an often aggressive way while online. She feels a 
pressure to interact by email when she does not want to. 

Taking Control 

She likes how technology has enabled her to be creative in her design of learning objects, but 
resists the pressure that the always-on communication facilities of technology has created. She 
does not consider this a healthy way to learn or to work. 

Phyllis Taylor's Practices 

• Email as a Hum 
• PowerPoint as a Framework 
• VLE as a Creative Space 
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“Henry Wilde” 
Being Henry 

Henry Wilde lives 50km from the university and commutes by train. He like to use the time on 
the train to think about his research and prepare for his classes. He also uses this time, when 
the Wifi is of sufficient quality to browse through his email and respond to those he feels are 
important. 

Responding to Students 

When it's close to assessment submission times, Henry prioritises emails from students, even 
if they send him emails that he believes are unnecessary – with the topic of the email invariably 
dealt with in class. Nonetheless, he recognises that interaction with students via email is 
valuable at those times of year. At other times of the year he is less likely to respond to emails 
from students that can be dealt with in class. He will use the emails he receives from students 
to provide general feedback to the class, or revise a topic that does not seem to have sunk in 
with students. If a student sends him an email that demonstrates that they have tried something 
and are genuinely stuck, he is happy to help them out over email, which he often does over 
weekends when he's working in his home office. 

Developing Notes 

Henry regularly works weekend, sometimes struggling to stay on top of a heavy workload, 
involving teaching and research. He spends a lot of time developing classnotes in PowerPoint, 
often having as many as 25-30 slides for a one hour lecture. His notes are detailed, 
comprehensive and draw on the latest texts and research. 

Providing Resources 

He is confident that the notes stand on their own as a valuable resource, but also encourages 
students to engage with other sources and research that he links to through the Virtual Learning 
Environment. 

Structuring Learning 

Henry values a structured module which he feels is central to student learning. He has created 
Virtual Learning Environment resources that are organised into folders ordered by week of the 
semester. 

Providing Assessment Information 

The assessment details, along with rubrics are in the Virtual Learning Environment alongside 
the submission dropbox. Any updates, hints or directions are communicated to students through 
the notifications facility. Students receive their feedback through the Virtual Learning 
Environment, although he writes the feedback in a separate document while he's reviewing 
assessment submissions. 

Reviewing his Approach 

He uses the feedback to review the module at the end of the year, before making updates to his 
comprehensive notes and his Virtual Learning Environment modules for the next academic 
year. 

Henry Wilde's Practices 

• Email as a Classroom Extension 
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• PowerPoint as a Knowledge Bin 
• VLE as an Administrative Assistant 

“Edith O'Connor” 
Being Edith 

Edith O'Connor is interested in educational research as well as being a lecturer. She participates 
in educational conferences nationally, reporting on her practice and learning from others, and 
has begun to look at funding opportunities to advance her research in the area. Having joined 
the university four years ago from industry where she has a 10 year career, she is trying to 
develop a research profile and considers educational research to be the ideal area for her to 
develop her practice. Having worked in companies where their knowledge management 
infrastructure meant that professionals were constantly interacting with each other through 
collaborative environments such as Google Drive, Wikis and Instant Messenger, Edith was 
surprised to see so little use of such tools when she joined the university. 

Using Corporate Systems 

Drawing on her background, Edith decided to investigate the tools that were available in the 
Virtual Learning Environment, which she considers to be akin to the corporate platform, and 
started integrating the use of the platform into all of her teaching. She created a Wiki in the 
Virtual Learning Environment for her students, through which they create collaborative 
resources and manage their group work. She uses Discussion Fora in the Virtual Learning 
Environment to stimulate discussion among students on the topics that are addressed in each 
lecture, and on assessments. All assessments are designed and delivered through the Virtual 
Learning Environment, including formative tasks such as quizzes and the submission of 
summative assessments. 

Interacting with Colleagues 

Edith works with colleagues on the programme team, and has a team of laboratory supervisors 
who work with her for the practical aspects of her teaching. She liaises with them via email to 
provide them with instructions in advance of practical sessions, and is available on email during 
laboratory sessions via email to resolve matters. 

Resisting Poor Communication 

Edith welcomes the use of email as a professional tool, but is frustrated by people's reliance on 
email as a platform for constant discussion, in particular people's often aggressive nature in 
communicating via email. She is similarly frustrated by the university's constant distribution 
of email to staff and students, which she feels generates a noise that fails to distinguish between, 
or help prioritise, the messages being presented. She notices emails being sent by staff and 
students throughout the week, even outside of working hours, and considers this an unhealthy 
and unwelcome practice. 

Preparing for Class 

Edith prepares for her classes by creating comprehensive PowerPoint presentations, making 
extensive use of rich media and animation in creating engaging presentations. She recognises 
the value of engaging students, but also sees the importance of covering the material that is 
required for the course. She feels that her job is to prepare high quality materials in advance in 
order to provide students with the knowledge they need to interact with each other through the 
various platforms she has created for them offline. 
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Sharing with Others 

Edith has borrowed PowerPoint slides from others and has shared with others too, and develops 
her learning materials not just as an individual lecturer but as a part of a community of 
researchers and practitioners. 

Edith O'Connor's Practices 

• Email as a Control Centre 
• Email as a Hum 
• PowerPoint as a Creative Space 
• PowerPoint as a Knowledge Bin 
• PowerPoint as a Medium of Exchange 
• VLE as a Creative Space 

“Lucy Adams” 
Being Lucy 

Lucy Adams has just finished her fifteenth year as a lecturer in the university. During this time 
she has specialised in teaching first year students, which she has found to be hugely rewarding. 
She cares about the progress of her students, and takes a strong interest in monitoring their 
progress. She has recently been asked to teach on a Masters programme, which has brought her 
out of her comfort zone and has led her to think hard about how she wants to teach them 
differently – if at all – than the first year students with whom she is most accustomed. She has 
embraced the challenge of teaching at a different level, but is concerned that students will not 
take her seriously as a lecturer if they do not have confidence in her knowledge. 

Preparing for Teaching 

This change has led Lucy to spend months in preparation for the delivery of the Masters 
module, studying the topic and reviewing the latest research in the field. This has resulted in a 
highly detailed set of notes that she can draw upon in class. 

Keeping Control 

Lucy has decided to wait some time before handing control of the class over to students in the 
way that she would with first year students, opting instead to provide a lecture containing 
detailed notes that she can refer to when needed, and using images and video that she sourced 
in her research and incorporated into the presentations. 

Creating Materials 

Lucy collected some first hand images over the summer to add credibility to her own story as 
a researcher when presenting to the students. 

Interacting with Students 

Lucy encourages questions in class, though she is not yet comfortable with having a lengthy 
discussion, she expects that this will come with time. She handles students' emails on time and 
provides all the materials that the students require through the Virtual Learning Environment. 

Providing Materials 

Lucy monitors the use of the Virtual Learning Environment in the same way that she would 
with first year students, and provides a comprehensive set of materials to students for their use. 
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Expecting to Change 

Lucy expects her practice to change over time, but sees her first few years of teaching Masters 
students as her opportunity to develop her own knowledge and build up her confidence. 

Lucy Adams's Practices 

• Email as a Classroom Extension 
• PowerPoint as a Creative Space 
• PowerPoint as a Crutch 
• VLE as an Administrative Assistant 

“George Travers” 
Being George 

George Travels recently taught the son of one of his first students, whom he taught shortly after 
he had finished his own PhD. He loves teaching and is loved by his students who enjoy his 
sharp wit in class. 

Note-taking 

The students know that they will need to take notes in his class, copying what he writes on the 
board, because they will not receive notes through the Virtual Learning Environment or as a 
handout in class. 

Observing Change 

George has observed with interest the way life has changed in the academic world throughout 
his career, but has never felt the need to engage with technologies that he sees his colleagues 
using, recognising his own personality and his performance in the classroom to be far more 
important than anything that he can bring to class. 

Interacting with Students 

If students are not coming to class, George sees that as their issue, but those who do come to 
class will get a good experience, in his view. 

Interacting with Colleagues 

George rarely answers emails, but his colleagues do tell him when to look out for something in 
particular. He enjoys nothing more than meeting with colleagues for a coffee, or chatting to 
students who come to his office. 

George Travers's Practices 

• PowerPoint in Absentia 
• VLE as Unnecessary 
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“Patrick Owen” 
Being Patrick 

Patrick Owen started using PowerPoint later than everyone else, in his mind. He was still 
looking for an acetate projector or a box of chalk when his colleagues were carrying laptops to 
class with them. The installation of desktop PCs and projection systems in classrooms was the 
trigger for him to change his practice. As, of course, was the removal of the acetate projectors 
and the replacement of blackboards with whiteboards that felt unnatural. To some degree he 
felt he had no choice. 

Moving to Technology 

Patrick spent a summer taking his box of notes that he'd accumulate over twenty years and 
writing PowerPoint slides. These are his coursenotes, unchanged since they were written on 
actates, devoid of images except where necessary. They are lengthy and wordy, but they've 
worked well for two decades, in his view. 

Providing Resources 

Patrick makes them available to his students through the Virtual Learning Environment, a 
platform that he engaged with once he had electronic resources that he needed to share. For a 
few years, he had expected students to copy notes from the board as they had previously, but 
he eventually relented as student after student asked for electronic copies of his notes. He rarely 
visits the Virtual Learning Environment, but he does post his notes there in bulks throughout 
the semester. 

Interacting with Students 

Students who want to contact Patrick can email him. He receives email throughout the day and 
replies to those emails he considers important. He wished that the flow of emails was more 
manageable, but he sees the value in keeping copies of emails. 

Getting Organised 

Patrick refers to old emails regularly, sometimes just to prove to the students that they had been 
told about an assignment or an extension, and sometimes to recall a set of instructions that he 
had sent previously. He tries to keep his email organised, but struggles to do so sometimes. 

Patrick Owen's Practices 

• Email as a Hum 
• Email as Memory 
• PowerPoint as a Knowledge Bin 
• PowerPoint as a Medium of Exchange 
• VLE as a Vessel 

“Joan Goodwin” 
Being Joan 

Joan Godwin loves technology. The tools of her trade as a lecturer are, in her mind, largely 
digital. She rarely uses paper and hardly ever writes anything by hand. She keeps notes in her 
phone and on her laptop, using free online tools and social media extensively throughout her 
day both to manager her day and interface with other people. Her students will often tag her on 
social media knowing that this will get her attention. 
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Interacting with Students 

Joan receives emails from students in her role as a lecturer and as a year tutor, and replies to 
these emails more often from her phone than anywhere else. She doesn't see this as an 
imposition – rather this is a sensible use of technology. Why would someone wait until the next 
scheduled class – possibly as whole week away, in order to make contact with a lecturer? Why 
would she wait until she is sitting at a desk to provide a response? 

Interacting with Colleagues 

Joan will send emails to students regularly, and liaises with her colleagues over email in trying 
to resolve issues that come up with her class. She sees her colleagues fairly rarely – even those 
that she shares an office with. The only way to guarantee communication with them, and to 
really resolve matters, is via email. 

Using Technology 

Joan's daily interactions happen through her phone, her laptop, and through a rich variety of 
tools. She has given up on using the Virtual Learning Environment, seeing this as a stogy, out 
of date, corporate environment that no more aligns with the student's expected use of 
technology than it does with her own. 

Providing Materials 

Joan shares materials with students using a rich array of online file sharing platforms, including 
GitHub and Google Drive. She prepares note for class using Google Slides which she presents 
from her laptop in class. 

Engaging Students 

Joan's classroom is interactive, with activities triggered by checkpoints in the slides, and 
various additions made to the slides during class, such that the final set of slides – shared among 
the class and the lecturer – is a representation of the actual class co-created by those present 
rather than a set of defined notes. 

Joan Goodwin's Practices 

• Email as a Classroom Extension 
• Email as a Control Centre 
• PowerPoint as a Creative Space 
• VLE as Inadequate 

“Roger McCarthy” 
Being Roger 

Roger McCarthy likes to find the quickest way to get something done, and will use technology 
only if it adds value, which in his mind, it often does. 

Being Online 

Roger's email follows him around through his phone. He never uses his desk phone and avoids 
using his desk as much as possible. He lives a mobile life working from home or from the 
office. 

Engaging Students 
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Roger has built up a large stock of experience over 25 years of teaching and feels that he can 
go into any classroom and provide a good experience for students. 

Borrowing from Elsewhere 

Roger doesn't rely on his own creation of materials unless absolutely necessary, and will take 
materials from elsewhere whenever possible. He thinks it is particularly important that students 
get experience of using the same tools and documentation that professional use, so he sees 
himself as a guide to students' navigation of these materials. 

Providing Materials 

Roger uses the Virtual Learning Environment to provide students with access to those 
materials, but expects them to then take ownership of their learning and run with it. The Virtual 
Learning Environment is also useful for keeping a record of submitted materials, which makes 
life easier for Roger when he's packaging his assignments up for an external examiner's review. 

Interacting with Students 

Email is the most important tool available to Roger. He'll arrange and cancel classes by 
emailing students, he'll keep records in his email of interactions with students and his 
instructions to students regarding the submission of assignments. He has no problem interacting 
with students via email, but he will prioritise the emails he responds to. He will only reply if it 
is easier to do so than to address the topic of the email in the next class. 

Having an Easier Life 

Technology, for Roger, is about efficiently carrying out his role as a lecturer. Technology is 
about an easier life. 

Roger McCarthy's Practices 

• Email as a Classroom Extension 
• Email as a Control Centre 
• Email as Memory 
• PowerPoint in Absentia 
• VLE as an Administrative Assistant 
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